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General Abstract

The proceedings of a Workshop on Applications of Phase Diagrams
Metallurgy and Ceramics, held at the National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg

, Maryland, on January 10-12, 1977, is presented in this

NBS Special Publication. The Workshop was co-sponsored by the
Institute for Materials Research and the Office of Standard Reference
Data, NBS, and the National Science Foundation, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, the Office of Naval Research, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration, and the U. S. Army Research Office.

The purpose of the Workshop was to assess the current national
and international status of phase diagram determinations and

evaluations for alloys, ceramics and semiconductors; to determine the
needs and priorities, especially technological, for phase diagram
determinations and evaluations; and to estimate the resources being
used and potentially available for phase diagram evaluation. These
proceedings reflect the detailed contents of the Workshop for both
the tutorial and review sessions as well as four poster sessions and
four panel sessions covering the subjects; critical phase diagram
availability, user needs of phase diagrams, experimental methods of

determination, theoretical methods of calculation and prediction,
methods of phase diagram representations of calculation and
prediction, methods of phase diagram representations (especially
multicomponent) and distribution to the user. Three of the panels
addressed the subject of phase diagram needs in industrial
applications

.

These proceedings represent document ation of this assessment,
and constitute* a valuable resource to workers "in these areas,
especially those planning to initiate phase diagram programs.
Most subjects within the overall scope have been dealt with
substantially in these proceedings; a few specialized topics such
as surface and small particle phases, needed for the study of

catalysis, have not been treated in detail. As the Alloy Data Center
maintains a continuing phase diagram program, we would like to receive
suggestions for similar topics of current and future interest,
descriptions of new needs, or addenda and corrigenda to these pro-
ceedings. A tear-off sheet has been provided at the end of these
proceedings for this purpose to be sent to the NBS Alloy Data Center.

KEI WORDS: Ceramics; computer predictions; critical evaluations;
data compilations; electronic materials; industrial needs; metallurgy;
phase diagrams; theory of phase diagrams; thermodynamics.
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Foreword

Quantitative data on physical and chemical properties of materials
form a key resource of modern technology. In the past a few dedicated
scientists and engineers have performed an important service by compiling
and evaluating such data for use by the technical community; an outstanding
example is the work of Hansen on alloy phase diagrams. With the rapid
growth of science and technology, this task has become too large and
complex for a single individual. Organized programs with proper funding
and continuity are essential if the technical conmunity is to have the
reliable data needed to solve the problems of modern society.

This Workshop represents an effort to coordinate and reinforce the
current efforts on compilation of phase diagrams of alloys and ceramics.
Many research groups and individual scientists throughout the world
are concerned with phase equilibrium data.

Specialized expertise exists in small institutions as well as
large laboratories. If this talent can be effectively utilized through
a cooperative effort, the needs foi such data can be met. The Office
of Standard Reference Data, which serves as the program management
office for the National Standard Reference Data System, is eager to
work with all groups concerned with this problem. Through a cooperative
international effort we can carry out a task which has become too large
for an individual.

David R. Lide, Jr.

Chief
Office of Standard Reference Data
National Bureau of Standards
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Welcome to the Workshop on Applications of

Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

E. Ambler

Good morning. It is my pleasure to welcome you this morning
to the National Bureau of Standards and this Workshop on Applications
of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics. Evidence of the broad
interest in and importance of this subject matter is seen when one
notes that the National Science Foundation, Defense Advance Research
Project Agency, Office of Naval Research, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and U. S. Army Research Office have joined with
the NBS Institute for Materials Research and NBS Office of Standard
Reference Data in the sponsorship of this workshop.

As I looked over the material for this workshop, I found this
group to be truly international and interdisciplinary in scope.
There are participants here from Canada, France, Germany, India,
Japan, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, and our own United States. You include representatives
from data compilation groups, major industries and trade associations,
and scientists from industry, government and university laboratories.

Of special interest to me is your banquet speaker, W. Dale
Compton, who is the Vice President for Scientific Research at the
Ford Motor Company, In addition. Dale is also a member of the NBS
Visiting Committee - our Board of Directors so to speak - and the

former chairman of the National Science Foundation Numerical Advisory
Board. I look forward to joining you for the banquet and Dale's
presentation.

For more than ICQ years, phase diagrams have been a recognized
and important tool in the development of science and technology.
As one example, phase diagrams formed the basis for the development
of new alloys and the respective heat treatments for these alloys.
This resulted in new materials highly characterized and tailored to

a host of specific uses. Today, phase diagrams are increasingly
relevant to the development of new and substitute materials.

Now, as we stand at the threshold of this Workshop, it seems an
appropriate time to spend a brief moment clarifying our perspective
concerning the development of phase diagrams. Where do we stand in
the study of phase diagrams and the compilation of phase diagram data?
Clearly, the studies of and the techniques used today are vastly
different than those of yesterday.

The optical microscope was used 100 years ago to study the
character of alloys and minerals. By 1914, x-rays were used to confirm
the crystalline structure of materials. The 1930' s brought the advent
of the electron microscope and a higher resolution of the materials
being studies. From that evolved the electron microprobe which allowed
us to determine the chemical composition of an individual phase
on a spatial resolution of two to three ym in diameter. More
recently, we have seen the development of the scanning electron
microscope, the field ion microscope, and the Auger electron spectrometer.
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Over the past 30 - 35 years, we have witnessed and participated
in an evolution in experimental techniques. Today, we are able to

determine phase diagrams to a high level and detail of accuracy.
Certainly, our techniques are vastly improved. But the task we
face is still enormous. Just consider the study of alloys. In
the study of binarys, there are 1770 possible diagrams; with ternaries,
there are 34,200 possible phase diagrams; and with quatranaries,
there are many, many possible diagrams. To compound this task is

the fact that it is the multicomponent materials which are of the
greatest interest today.

To meet this problem, new techniques are now being developed
which are based on a theoretical understanding of materials. We find
that we can achieve "paper calculations" through theoretical pre-
diction of phase diagrams. In addition, we can develop mathematical
models that are predictive. However, the validity of these models
is dependent on the availability of accurate data. Thus, while
we strive to predict complicated phenomena, we do so with the clear
understanding that we must first develop a simple, accurate data
base.

An assessment of today's environment then shows that although
we possess many new and improved tools, they are still not sufficient
to perform the task that faces us. Therefore, we stand in a position
where our first order of business should be an assessment of priorities.
The goals of this workshop:

" To assess the current national and international status
of phase diagram determination and evaluation for alloys,
ceramics and semi-conductors;

" To determine the needs and priorities, especially techno-
logical, for phase diagram determinations and evaluations;
and

** To estimate the resources being used and potentially
available for phase diagram evaluation;

are quite timely. In fact, I think that the key statement for this
workshop is found on page 1 of your program: "It is hoped that the
workshop will provide the stimulus for the production of more relevant
more useful, and more useable phase diagram data."

I concur with that statement and heartily endorse the goals of

this workshop. Moreover, it is my personal belief that communication,
such as this workshop is intended to foster, is a critical component
to all scientific and technological ventures.

In closing, again let me welcome you to NBS. Our facilities
are at your disposal and we would invite any inquiries about our

specific programs that are of interest to you. I look forward
to joining you Tuesday evening and I hope that your workshop is

both stimulating and productive.
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Overview of the Workshop

G. C. Carter

Knowledge of the structure of materials is important in under-
standing several industrially significant phenomena and applications
such as aging, hardness, occurrence of brittle intermetallic compounds,
magnetic transition temperatures, high-temperature solubility of

impurities, corrosion resistance, solid electrolytes and non-crystalline
solids. The study of a phase diagram appropriate to a particular material
can often provide information important to its scientific and technical
application.

Wide participation by industry, government, and university repre-
sentatives was achieved at the Workshop. International participation
was particularly successful among the data evaluation groups including
important representations from the Soviet Union, Germany, France, the UK,

Japan, and Canada. Other countries were represented; experimentalists
and theorists determining phase diagrams were among the participants,
as were a substantial fraction of phase diagram users from
industry.

Specific subjects of investigation were:

... to assess the current national and international status of phase
diagram determinations and evaluations for alloys, ceramics and
semiconductors; to identify resources being expended that could be
made more useful by appropriate coordination; to recognize un-
necessarily overlapping efforts in determining phase diagrams;
to suggest areas of international cooperation.

... to determine the needs and priorities, especially technological,
for phase diagram determinations and evaluations; to gauge the
relative importance of depth of coverage and range of materials
including factors such as a) high precision, b) metastable
phases, c) binary and higher order systems, d) magnetic, metal
nonmetal and other phase transitions, e) high pressure data, f)

integration of collateral information, and g) the role of im-

purities or trace additions.
... to review the strengths and limitations of various experimental

techniques for determining phase diagrams,
... to briefly survey the status and merits of various predictive

methods (CALPHAD, PHACOMP
,
psedupotential, etc.),

... to discuss diverse presentation methods, and

... to discuss effective and alternative means for dissemination of

phase diagram data.

The workshop program was designed to stimulate interactions
between (i) phase diagram data providers and users, (ii) metallurgists,
geochemists, thermochemists , ceramics,, solid state chemists, physicists,
and scientists in other disciplines, (iii) representatives from
industry, government, and the academia, (iv) phase diagram data centers
throughout the world.
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Plenary lectures introduced the subjects of present status of data
availability from reference books, data centers and computerized files,
the status of experimental data and theory of alloy phases. A panel
on computation and prediction gave a more thorough introduction to
that subject, and short reviews introduced the subjects of phase
diagram representations and methods of distribution. Lively poster
sessions followed thesa introductions. Three panel sessions were devoted
to industrial needs in (i) Primary Metals Production, (ii) Materials
Processing, and (iii) Product Applications. Discussion covered needs
for multicomponent diagrams (up to 9 or 10 components) for industrial
applications down to binary equilibrium diagrams, for various R&D
programs, theoretical and prediction models, and other applications.

Four on-line demonstrations of computer-data handling systems
related to phase diagrams were held and short instructional movies were
shown during the poster session.

The workshop was organized by the Alloy Data Center and the group
compiling "Phase Diagrams for Ceramists". The success of the Workshop
program could not have been realized without invaluable assistance
received from our very able organizing committee.
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Abstract

Information synthesized from binary systems by a computer method was

used to characterize the Au-Cu, Au-Ni, and Cu-Ni binary systems. This

characterization allows for the calculation of binary thermodynamic

properties and binary phase equilibria. An extension of this characteri-

zation to the ternary Au-Cu-Ni system was made through the use of Kohler's

equation of mixing. Not only did this yield thermodynamic information

about the ternary, but it also permitted the calculation of a miscibility

gap in the system. The predicted miscibility gap agrees extremely well

with one determined experimentally. Currently, work with a computer

optimization technique is being performed for the prediction of solid-

liquid, two-phase equilibria in a ternary system.

Introduction

A computer program''' employing a least squares technique has been

developed to analyze concurrently activity data, integral heat of mixing

data, and phase diagram data in order to generate a set of a- parameters

for binary systems. The cv-parameter is defined as

^12 " Yj^/(l-xp^ (1)

where is the Raoultian activity coefficient and Xj^ is the atom fraction

of component 1. These a-parameters were given a composition and inverse

temperature dependenee of the form
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^12=1 (^2i ^i+l/T> 'A (2)

1=0

where n is the order of the cf-parameter representation, the A^i^ are

constants determined by the least squares analysis, and T is absolute

temperature. Each cf-parameter characterizes a single phase region in a

binary system. The integral and partial molar solution thermodynamic

quantities as well as the activities of each component can be calculated

from the of-parameter for any given temperature and composition in a one

phase region. A pair of a-parameters for two different phases can be

used to predict two phase equilibria in a binary system.

The Cu-Ni , Au-Ni, and Au-Cu binary systems have been analyzed by

such a technique^ and the constants for the a-parameter representation

are given in Table I.

TABLE I - Calculated Liquid and Solid a-Parameter Constants
for the Cu-Ni, Au-Ni, and Au-Cu Binary Systems

L

^'Cu-Ni

S

°^Cu-Ni

L

'^Au-Ni

S

^^Au-Ni

L

°^Au-Cu

S

°^Au-Cu

^1 1.590 .8909 -18.34 -1.994 5.483 -3.654

^2 -1538. -816.4 27000. 2757. -10750. 1252.

-3.076 -.6033 46.22 10.31 -7.777 5.391

5702. 2229. -80160. -4737. 11260. -4859.

-55.90 -18.73

^6 116500. 7813.

^7 32.33 9.100

-69830. -1267.

This study shows how the a-parameter representation can be utilized

in the prediction of solution thermodynamic and phase equilibria properties

of ternary systems.
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cy-Parameter Representation of Ternary Systems ^

A simple approach to the prediction of thermodynamic properties

and phase diagrams in multicomponent systems is to employ a formalism

2
based entirely on binary and pure component data. Ansara has presented

the highlights of several models that have been proposed for an approach

3
of this sort. The equations developed by Kohler have been selected

from this group. According to Kohler, the excess molar free energy of a

ternary solution can be given as

,XS XS

1123 ^ y ^2 112
RT ^ 3^ RT

^1^^2

+ (1 - X2)
2 ^3

RT
X^/X3

+ (1 - X^)
2

RT
X2/X3

where along the constant composition path X.^/X^

^XS
'12

RT

X,

x^/x^
1 - X3 1 - X3 "12 (4)

(3)

Similar relations hold for

,XS
^13

RT
and

X^/X3

XS
^23

RT
X2/X3

If the a functions are constant, then Eq. (3) reduces to the so-called

regular solution form, i.e..

= + X^ X3 + X^ X3 (5)

This symmetrical form has been used by many investigators including

4 5 6 7 8
Meijering, ' Benedict et al . , Oriani and Alcock, Toop, Olson and

9,10 ^ „ 11
Toop, ' and Wohl.

In this study the a-parameters were not constant but were j^iven the

variability described by Eq . (2).

The activity coefficient of component 1 in a ternary solution may be

expressed in terms of the binary data by differentiating Eq. (3) with
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respect to at constant X^/X^. The result
(10)

2' 3
IS

^n v^^^^ = ((I-X3) ^n Y^^^ + X3(l-X3) [in y^^^ + In y^^^-])

+ ((l-Xp In y^^^ + X^(l-X^) [In y^^^ + In y^^^])

- (1-Xp^ [^n y^^^ +ln Y3^^] X2/X3 (6)

123 123
Similar relations for tn y^ and In y^ can also be formulated. Olson

9
and Toop have shown that both Eqs. (3) and (6) can be applied to systems

that are non-regular. Thus, these equations can be quite useful for making

predictions of ternary thermodynamic properties of non-regular systems where

measured data are often lacking.

The addition of the ideal terms to Eq. (3) gives the molar free energy

of mixing, i.e.

,

^'^123 _ 2 ^
RT " ^^•^3^ RT

X^/X^

2 ^13

X^/X3

2 23

X2/X3
+ X^ In X^ + X^ In X^ + X3 ^n X3 (7)

Results of Calculation

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the iso-free energy of mixing curves, deter-

mined from Eq. (7), for solid Au-Cu-Ni alloys at 500°, 800°, and 1100°K,

respectively. Figure 4 is a three dimensional representation of the free

energy of mixing values at 800°K. Table II lists the 1100°K values of

the free energy of mixing across the ternary system. Because of the tempera-

ture dependency assigned to the a-parameters , enthalpy of mixing and entropy

of mixing values can also be determined for the ternary.
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TABLE II - Fi-ee Energy of Mixing for the Au-Cu-Mi Ternary
at IIOOOK (j/mole).

Au
10/0 9/1 8/2 7/3 6/4 5/5 4/6 3/7 2/8 1/9 0/10

0.0 0 -2206 -3109 -3525 -3642 -3559 -3330 -2978 -2485 -1738 0

0.1 -4282 -6050 -6614 -6714 -6522 -6126 -5575' -4886 -4040 -2929 - 878

0.2 -6975 -8366 -8678 -8562 -8168 -7567 -6801 -5882 -4789 -3423 -1176

0.3 -8829 -9887 -9990 -9713 -9180 -8451 -7555 -6500 -5263 -3753 -1438

0.4 -9967 -10736 -10677 -10282 -9660 -8858 -7898 -6783 -5491 -3940 -1673

0.5 -10422 -10943 -10768 -10305 -9643 -8822 -7858 -6752 -5482 -3980 -1864

0.6 -10181 -10499 -10256 -9776 -9129 -8346 -7440 -6410 -5238 -386^ -1996

0.7 -9203 -9362 -9100 -8657 -8083 -7401 -6620 -5738 -4741 -3588 -2048

0.8 -7403 -7453 -7223 -6872 -6431 -5914 -5326 -4667 -3927 -3076 -1961

0.9 -4603 -4598 -4455 -4250 -4001 -3713 -3388 -3026 -2620 -2156 -1558

Olson and Toop have proposed a method for determining ternary phase

boundaries. The technique gives a fair approximation of ternary phase diagrams

exhibiting miscibility gaps and was used to investigate the miscibility gap

in the Au-Cu-Ni system. The underlying principle of this method is that the

ends of the tie lines connecting two phases are located where each of the

three components has the same activity in both phases. These tie lines may

be determined by plotting the ternary activities of two components along an

isoactivity line for the third component and then graphically locating the

unique points where the activities of these two components are the same in

both phases.

With the use of Eq . (6) in a computer program, the ternary compositional

grid of the Au-Cu-Ni system was scanned to find points of equal activity for

any component in this ternary system. Figure 5 shows the results of one of

these scans. For this figure and in the activity search, nickel was chosen

as component 1 and points of nickel activity equal to 0.92 in solid Au-Cu-Ni
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alloys at 1100°K were determined by the grid search program. With the grid

points of the isoactivity of nickel known, the activities of gold and copper

were calculated directly from Eq. (6). The activities of gold and copper were

plotted versus a composition ratio to find the unique set of points a. (PHASE 1)

= a^^( PHASE 2) and a^^( PHASE 1) = a^^(PHASE 2). An example of this deter-

mination may be seen in Figure 6. Here, the unique pair of points were

found to be

^i \i
= 0.4575 and , ; = 0.9517

Cu Cu

Figure 7 shows the two points where the above composition ratios occur along

the nickel isoactivity curve; hence, the ends of the tie line are now defined.

A range of nickel isoactivity curves and associated tie lines are presented

in Fig. 8. This technique was applied at several temperatures and the

resulting calculated miscibility gap is shown in Fig. 9. It was estimated by

this graphical method that the ternary critical point is between 1225° and

1250°K.

Discus sion

12 13
Raub and Engel ' have conducted the only extensive phase boundary

determinations of the Au-Cu-Ni miscibility gap. The results of their experi-

ments are found in Figs. 10a and 10b. The difference between the calculated

and experimentally determined phase boundaries fiar this system is extraordinarily

small. The only major difference is the predicted intersection of the

miscibility gap with the Cu-Ni binary.

Although the approach of Olson and Toop is suitable for predicting

the phase equilibria of a miscibility
•

gap , a different approach is required

for the more general case of two phase equilibria in a ternary system. A

method currently under investigation is described below.
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The ends of a two phase tie line are determined by the compositions

which cause the partial molar Gibbs free energy of a component to be equal

in the two phases. In essence, the problem becomes one of determining

four unknowns— the atom fractions of two components in each of two phases.

To obtain a unique solution for the location of the phase boundaries, it

is necessary to have four equations for these unknown compositions. Three

equations can be generated by equating the partial molar Gibbs free energy

for each component in the two phases

G^ (PHASE 1) = (PHASE 2) (8a)

(PHASE 1) = G2 (PHASE 2) (8b)

G^ (PHASE I) = G^ (PHASE 2) (8c)

The fact that tie lines are straight lines allows for the development of

a fourth equation from geometrical considerations.

With the use of cv-parameters synthesized from the three binaries, the

problem of phase boundary determination in the ternary system ultimately

reduces to one of solving four non-linear equations for four unknowns. In

our present study of this problem, the approach being used sets all the

equations equal to zero, e.g.,

G^ (PHASE 1) - G^ (PHASE 2) = 0 (9)

and then an optimization procedure is used to determine the four composition

values which minimize on the error between the actual value of these

equations and zero. Preliminary results from the determination of liquidus

and solidus lines on isotherms of the Ag-Au-Cu system are very encouraging.

Conclusion

It appears that a-parameters which have been synthesized from data

on binary systems can be used to predict solution thermodynamic and phase

equilibria properties in ternary systems. Indeed, calculations made in

this study gave a predicted miscibility gap in solid Au-Cu-Ni alloys that
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was in excellent agreement with an experimentally determined one. Although

the method described here is purely predictive since it relies only on

binary and pure component data, it could prove useful in estimating

properties of ternary systems for which experimental data are lacking.
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Jigure 10a. Experimentally Determined Isothermal Sections of the
Au-Cu-Ni Miscibility Gap from Raub and Engel. '^'•'-^

(Temperature in °C, Composition in Atomic Percent.)

Figure 10b, Three Dimens
from Raub and

ional View of the Au-Cu-Ni Miscibility Gap
d Engel.^' (Temperature in °C.)
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Karl E. Spear
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University Park, Pennsylvania 1680^

ABSTRACT

of this type on r
. .

^. ^^e research published here is not yet

a critical analysis and compilation, tne h

Workshop

that complete and should be considered as an interim report for the Workshop.

I. INTRODUCTION

ZZZ^,M summarizes our attempts to correlate and predict phase

e<,uil r aTn rmation for binary metal-boron systems. Our early researc ,n

t rea (see Spear. 1976) emphasized RE-B systems, where R

. 1 V l a or a rare-earth Ce through Lu. We compiled and cntica
I

ly ,

Tna^ Ld"e :rte; t r these systems and predicted unmeasured properties

r::: o. correlations, published limits and

so that we could construct phase diagrams for all 17 =y=t™- T

serve as graphical summaries of reported information,
.

t at s of unmeasured properties, and point out needed exper.men al r
e

e ch.

"
our current efforts are aimed at extending the --c to -lude

transition metal and actinide metal boride systems as well as what lUt e

rraiion has been published about the borides ^^iJ^^ZZ^o.
niA. This extended research is not ye

^ / ^
as is the rare-earth boride publication, but is a

'l'"'"' \ J
in the spirit of the Workshop at which this research was first presented.

T^^^^^^^^i^Z;^^^;^^^ science Foundation, grant No. DMR76-14448.
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The heart of this paper is presented in four sections. Section II outlines

crystal chemical correlations for metal -boron phases and systems. An understand-

ing of these correlations is particularly helpful in understanding and predicting

the relationships among the boride phase equilibria properties since boron-boron

bonding is so prominent in the majority of borides. Correlations and predictions

of phase behavior are given in Section III, and are based on methods similar

to those used in the RE-B studies.

Phase diagrams are given in Section IV for 37 metal -boron systems which

form intermediate binary compounds. Not given are the RE-B diagrams for Ce

through Lu since they have been published elsewhere (Spear, 1976), nor are the

alkali metal -boron diagrams which have not yet been reviewed in enough

detail to make predications.

We have not given specific references for information tabulated in the

subsequent tables and figures, but instead have listed our main sources of

information in Section V, the reference section at the end of the text. The

references are listed under five topical headings to aid in finding information.

A critical assessment and compilation which includes more specific references

will be published later.

II. BORIDE CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY

The crystal chemistry of metal boride phases is dominated by the boron

configurations in the structures. Boron-boron bonding occurs in most borides

containing greater than 35 at.% boron. The B-B bond distances are practically

identical in these boride structures and in pure boron.

The common types of boron configurations found in.. metal boride structures

are shown in Figure 1. These configurations include (i) the "no connections"

exhibited by metal -rich structures which exhibit no boron-boron bonding,

(ii) the various types of boron chains, (iii) two-dimensional graphite-like

nets, and (iv) a number of three-dimensional frameworks which are found in the

boron-rich phases. The structure types which exhibit these configurations are

1 isted in Table 1

.

Figure 2 shows that the larger metals and those with unfilled d-shells

favor the formation of the boron-rich phases, the phases which exhibit

2- and 3-dimensional boron frameworks. The smaller metals, and particularly those

with a significant number of d-electrons >tend to form metal -rich phases which

have few boron-boron bonds. The more noble metals such as Ru, Rh, and Pd have a

greater tendency than the other metals to form defect structures. For i., '^e
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crystal chemical details, one should refer to Aronsson et al . (1965), Lundstrom

(1969, 1977), and Spear (1976).

III. PHASE EQUILIBRIA CORRELATIONS AND PREDICTIONS

A few specific correlations used to help in predicting phase equilibria

properties are discussed in this section. Other estimates based on drawing

"reasonable" phase diagrams which do not violate the phase rule are not discussed,

but are evident from the constructed diagrams shown in Section IV.

In the previous section, the crystal chemical compositional trends with

the position of the metal in the periodic chart were mentioned. The highest

melting metal boride in a given M-B system tends to follow similar compositional

trends with the size and number of metal d-electrons. The MB^ phase is the

highest melting in systems containing the larger rare-earth metals. This

shifts to the MB^ phases for the smaller rare-earths > then to the MB2 phases for

Sc, the Ti group metals, V and Nb, and Cr. The more metal-rich borides or

defect diborides are the highest melting intermediate phases in systems with

metals further to the right in the periodic chart.

The di boride with the AlB2-type structure is the most common metal

boride phase found. This group includes the most stable and the highest melting

metal borides known. The metals forming this phase possess a wide range of

sizes and electronic configurations. The reason for the common occurrence of

this phase appears to be related to the ability of the metals in this structure

to deform their electron cloud from an approximately spherical shape. The

bond strengths between the metals are enhanced without drastically reducing

the boron-boron bond strengths (Spear, 1976).

Correlations of the diboride melting temperatures along with those for other

boron-rich phases are shown in Table 2. The fact that 2- and 3-dimensional

boron frameworks dominate the structures of boron-rich compounds causes one to

expect similar melting temperatures for these phases, particularly for those

within a group exhibiting the same structure. The general correlations shown

in Table 2 confirm these expectations. Unmeasured melting temperatures for

similar phases are expected to lie approximately within the given range for the

particular structure type and subgroup listed in the table.

The metals forming only intermediate boride phases with B/M atomic ratios

of two and greater can be grouped into families, as is shown in Table 3. The
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metals involved include the alkaline-earths, all the group III metals, the

rare-earths, and the actinides. Zirconium also fits into this scheme. These

metals are all fairly large and do not possess a large number of d-electrons.

The RE-B systems have already been thoroughly analyzed and correlated (Spear, 1976),

so only the other metal -boron systems will be discussed to a significant extent.

This correlation does not include the new Sm^B^-type phase formed by Sm and Gd,

nor the recently discovered REB (x<4) phases in the Nd and Pr system.

The metals within a given family are expected to show similarities in their

binary phase diagrams, as well as in their other properties. The alkaline

earths Ca, Sr, and Ba have only one confirmed intermediate boride phase, the

hexaboride. They are similar to Eu in this respect, and in the fact that Eu is

divalent in its hexaboride phase (Spear, 1976). (The YbBg phase is similar to

EuBg, but Yb forms other borides and converts to a trtvalent state like most of

the other rare earths. These phenomena will not be discussed further here.) The

respective melting and boiling temperatures for Eu and the alkaline earth metals

are also very similar, as is shown below, so it would be very surprising if their

respective binary M-B phase diagrams were not also similar.

Metal T°C(fusion) T°C(boiling)

Eu 826 1491

Ca 850 1483

Sr 770 1367

Ba 710 1622

Ra 700 1527

Data are from Hultgren et al

.

(1973)

If Ra is not too large to form a hexaboride, its phase diagram would also be

expected to be similar.

The Ac-B system has not been studied because of the extreme radioactivity

of Ac, but its diagram is expected to be similar to La-B; both metals belong

to group III. The Am-B system is expected to be similar to the next family

forming three phases. The AmB^ phase is congruently vaporizing, just like the

hexaborides in the RE-B systems of the same family. The next smaller rare-earth,

Gd, has a congruently vaporizing tetraboride. The lattice constants for AmB^

are slightly smaller than those for ThB^, indicating that Am is not too large to

form the AmB^g phase, even though only AmB^ and AmBg have been reported.
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The unstudied Pa-B system should be intermediate between Th-B and U-B

in behavior. It is assumed that it is similar to the Gd-B system. The Pu-B

and Np-B systems clearly fall in the next family containing Tb-B, Y-B, Dy-B, and

Ho-B systems. The phase behavior of these four RE-B systems is very similar, and

the diagrams of Pu-B and Np-B are expected to be similar as well. All six

systems have a congruently vaporizing tetraboride phase. The NpB^g phase has not

been reported, but no other metal is known to exhibit the UBi2> AIB2, ThB^, and

CaBg type phases without also forming a stable YBgg type phase.

The next actinide metal boride system is U-B, and it appears to fall in

an intermediate stage between the Lu-B and the Sc-B systems. The UBgg phase

has been searched for, but not found. The last family represents the smallest

metals to form the dodecaboride phase.

IV. BINARY METAL-BORON PHASE DIAGRAMS

Binary temperature-composition phase diagrams for 37 metal -boron systems

have been constructed and are shown in Figures 3-8. The metals include the

alkaline earths, aluminum, the transition metals in groups III through VIII, and

the actinide metals Ac through Am. These diagrams do not yet represent a

thorough critical assessment in many cases, and much of the information has been

estimated. The estimates of the alkaline earth and actinide boride diagrams

are probably more reliable than those of the later transition metals. In order

that the reader may better judge the reliability of the diagrams, some specific

comments and references are given below for each system. The comments for

diagrams given in the same figure are grouped together. The figures contain

groups of systems organized according to the positions of the metals in the

periodic chart. The actinide boride systems are given last.

Figure 3 :

Be-B : Based on information from Stecher and Aldinger (1973). The composition

of the dashed boron-rich phase lies somewhere between BeBg and BeBi2.

Mg-B : The decomposition temperatures for 1 atm vapor are strictly guesses.

The general type of diagram shown is the type that the Mg-B system will

exhibit, but the given critical temperatures may be grossly in error.

Ca-B, Sr-B, Ba-B: A discussion of the similarities of these estimated diagrams

and the Eu-B diagram is given in Section III of the text..
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Al-B : Many of the boron-rich phases reported have been shown to be impurity

stabilized phases [Shunk, 1968). Otherwise, the diagram is generally

the same as is given by Elliott (1965).

Figure 4 :

Sc-B, Y-B, La-B: Based on diagrams from Spear (1976).

Ti-B, Zr-B, Hf-B: Based on diagrams from Rudy (1969).

Figure 5 :

V-B, Nb-B, Ta-B: Based on diagrams from Rudy (1969), except for the addition

of the VgBg and V2B2 phases to the V-B system based on data by Spear

and Gilles (1969).

Cr-B : Based on diagram by Portnoi and Romashov (1972), plus possible

formation of Cr^B phase, and the CrB^ phase discussed by Lundstrom (1977).

Mo-B, W-B: Based on diagrams by Rudy (1969).

Figure 6 :

Mn-B : Diagram estimated to be similar to Cr-B system; both systems form

similar intermediate phases.

Tc-B : Diagram estima'ted to be similar to Re-B system. Both systems form

similar intermediate phases.

Re-B : Based on diagram by Portnoi and Romashov (1972).

Fe-B : Based on diagram by Portnoi and Romashov (1972), but leaving out

B-rich FeBp phase shown by Carlsson and Lundstrom (1970) to be a solution

of Fe in B,

Ru-B, Os-B: Estimated to be similar to neighboring diagrams, with the trend

toward lower boride melting temperatures with an increase in

metal d-electrons being observed. The defect diborides are estimated

to have relatively high melting temperatures since all diborides

appear to be relatively stable.

Figure 7 :

Co-B : Based on diagram by Schobel and Stadelmaier (1966).

Rh-B, Ir-B: Estimated to have lower melting temperatures for their intermediate

boride phases, as appears to be the trend with increasing number

of metal d-electrons.
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Ni-B : Based on diagram by Portnoi and Romashov (1972), but with slight

modifications in Ni^B^ and NiB region to show similarities with

Fe-B and Co-B diagrams. The B-rich NiB^ phase was left out since

Carlsson and Lundstrom (1970) have shown this to be a solution of

Ni in boron.

Pd-B : Estimated to be similar to its neighboring M-B systems.

Pt-B : Based primarily on diagram by Wald and Rosenberg (1965).

Figure 8 :

A more detailed discussion of these seven actinide-boron systems and the

correlations involved in the predictions of their properties is given in Section

III. The papers published on the actinide borides are listed in the reference

section

.

Each phase diagram in Figures 3-8 is for a constant total pressure of 1 atm.

A vapor phase is shown only when the total metal plus boron vapor pressure

reaches 1 atm. ,which for these systems occurs first at the boiling (or 1 atm.

sublimation) temperature for the metal. Data for the elements, including boron,

were taken from Hultgren et al . (1973).

On the constructed diagrams shown in the figures, a fine line was used

to represent estimated parts of the diagrams and a heavier line was used

when at least some experimental evidence was available.

The (B/M) atomic ratios for common metal boride phases are shown on

each diagram, with the tic-marks representing these ratios being drawn outside

the diagram. The ratios of phases existing in a particular binary system are

indicated by extending the specific tic-marks downwards into the graphed region

of the diagram. No attempt has been made to indicate specific compositions of

defect structures, or the homogeneity ranges of phases (although most boride

homogeneity ranges are relatively small).

Again, the reader is reminded that the given diagrams are intended to serve

as graphical summaries of reported information and reasonable estimates of

unmeasured properties. Researchers are encouraged to send new information to'

the author of this paper so that a continual updating of these diagrams can be

accomplished.
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Table 1: Metal Boride Structures Which Exhibit
Specific Types of Boron Configurations,

BORON CONFIGURATION* STRUCTURE TYPES EXHIBITING THESE CONFIGURATIONS

No Connections Mn^B, Re^B, Ni^B, P(^c^^2' '^^7^3' ^^^2^*

PtB, RuB, IrB-j
^

Partial Chains ^"^5^3' ^3^2' ^^11^8' ^^4^3

Single Chains FeB, CrB, MoB

Multiple Chains V^Bg, Ta^B^ ^^^^

2-D Nets (Perfect) AIB2

2-D Nets (Defect AlB^) Ir2B2_^(IrB^ 35), Ru2B3_^(Ru2B3) , RUB2,

ReB2, M02B5_^(M02B5), W2B5_^(W2B5)

,

^OT_^B3(MoB^_g)_

3- D Frameworks Sm2B5, CrB^, ThB^, NaBg, CaBg, AIB12, UB12,

*
See Fig. 1 for illustrations of the Boron Configurations.
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Table 2: Correlations of Melting Temperatures of
Boron-Rich Metal Boride Phase Types.

Type Subgroups

Limiting Melting Temperatures Observed

Lowest T^^j C M 1 gnest i l

Groups IVA, VA
AlBg

Other Metals 2000 <2500

Congruent Melting 2500 2800
ThB^

Peritectic Melting* 2350 2400

Congruent Melting 2550 2715

CaBg
Peritectic Melting 2200 2600

UB,2 All Phases 2000 2250

^^66 All Phases 2050 2150

LaB- melts at 1800°C. The limited stability of LaB^ with respect to

decomposition to LaBg and a metal-rich melt is explained by the fact

that La is the largest metal to form this phase.

Table 3: Families of Metals Forming Higher Borides.

Metal
in M-B System

Phase Types

UBi2 A1B2 ThB^ CaBg

Ba, Sr. Eu, Ca, Yb^ X

La, Ce, Pr. (Ac)'' X X

Th. Nd, Sm, (Pm)'*. Am X X X

Gd. (Pa)** X X X X

Tb, Y, Dy. Ho, Pu, Np X X X X X

Er, Tm, Yb^, Lu X X X X

U X X X

Sc. Zr, Al X X

(a) Yb is listed in both the first and sixth groups because it is divalent
In YbBg while it is trivalent in its other borides.

(b) These M-B systems have not been studied, but are predicted to form
the indicated compounds.
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Figure 1: Common Types of Boron Configurations Found in

Metal Boride Structures.
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Figure 3: Phase Diagrams for the Metal -Boron Systems of the Alkaline-Earth
Metals and Aluminum.
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Figure 4: Phase Diagrams for the Metal -Boron Systems of the Tiransition
Metals from Groups lil and IV.
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Figure 5: Phase Diagrams for the Metal -Boron Systems of the Transition
Metals from Groups V and VI.
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Figure 6: Phase Diagrams for the Metal -Boron Systems of the Transition
Metlas from Groups VII and VIII.
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Figure 7: Phase Diagrams for the Metal -Boron Systems of the Transition
Metals from Group VIII.
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/:^| National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg

, Md., January 10-12, 1977

A VALENCE BOND TEST FOR THE VALIDITY OF
INTERMETALLIC AND SEMICONDUCTING STRUCTURES

Forrest L. Carter
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375

Abstract

The existence and stability of compounds is reflected pri-
marily by the local coordination of and atomic distances between
the constitute atoms. The most universally valid method to make
use of this important primary information is the system of metallic
radii developed by Pauling. We have found that if these metallic
radii cannot be applied in a self-consistent manner to reputedly
"known" compounds, then the crystal structure and/or composition
of the "known" compound should be questioned. Examples are pri-
marily drawn from the transition metal borides, pnictides, and
intermetallic compounds, including those of the rare earths.
The advantages and limitations of this approach are discussed,
and the plan for its future development as a sharper diagnostic,
as well as predictive, tool is indicated.

Introduction

The validity of intermetallic and semiconducting structures
can be tested via the use of Pauling's single bond metallic radii
[l]. The general correctness of this assertion has become in-
creasingly clear during the course of our several studies of chem-
ical bond formation in transition metal and rare earth compounds.
With experience, we have learned that if the semiempirical approach
of Pauling cannot be self-consistently applied within certain limits
(to be discussed) , then either the structure or composition is
seriously in error. In short, for a very wide selection of com-
pounds, one has a test for the correctness of a phase description,
provided x-ray data are available.

After discussing the basis of Pauling's metallic radii in the
next section, we will then describe its advantages as well as its
limitations. The succeeding sections will then provide examples
where this approach suggests (a) crystallographic refinement is
desirable, (b) structural instability exists, (c) compositional
data are incorrect, and (d) failure of the material to exist as
reported. The final section will indicate our plans to strengthen
the powers of this approach to include a predictive capability.
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Pauling's Metallic Radii;

The semiempirical single bond metallic radii, R(1)/ of Pauling
are much more than a set of hard sphere radii of a few elements
useful only for a particular class of compounds. Rather, they are
a set of radii for most of the periodic table, calculable from a
few simple equations firmly based on the chemical concepts of co-
valency and hybridization.

From the observed crystallographic interatomic distances dj_ j ,

the corresponding bond order nj_j between atoms i and j may be
readily calculated from Eq. (l):

d. . = R.(l) + R.(l) - 0.600 log n.. (l)

If atoms i and j form a single bond between them, then nj_j = 1,
since each atom contributes one electron to the formation of that
bond. From Eq. (l) we see that d^j is then the sum of the single
bond radii, Ri(l) + Rj(l). Usually, however, d^j is larger than
the sum of the R(1) , corresponding to a bond order less than 1.0;
double bonds (nij = 2) are very rare in transition metal semicon-
ductors and intermetallics. From the observed bond distances, one
may calculate the valence of atom i by summing up the corresponding
nij, Eq. 2:

V. = E .n. . (2)
1 : i:

The single bond radii Ri(l) are readily calculated for the Fe-
transition elements as:

R^(l) = 1.825 - 0.043z^ - ( 1. 600-0. lOOz^) b^, (3)

where z. is the number of electrons outside the rare gas core
minus Q^, the number of electrons transferred from atom i to its
neighbors j. The d-character, associated with the bond of
atom i has a strong influence on the Ri(l) of the transition ele-
ments, as we shall see shortly. As seen from Fig. 1, the equation
for Ri(l) of the Pd-transition elements is very similar to that of
Eq. (3) and, excepting the interruption caused by the lanthanides,
the equation for r(1) of the long row of Pt-transition elements is
also closely related.

In Fig. 1 we note that the single bond radii R;^(l) are marked
by circles and linked by solid lines. The dotted lines correspond
to tetrahedral radii of sp^ type hybridization with the radii R(tet)
having the form of Eq. (3) with zero d character, 6i = 0, thusly:

Ri(tet) = 1.825 - 0.043z£ (4)
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Xe Rn

ATOMIC NUMBER

Fig. 1. The single bond radii of Pauling depend on
valence and hybridization in a readily
understandable fashion (see text).
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We further note that the slope for the tetrahedral radii (-0.043)
is the same for both the Fe- and the Pd-transition series elements
and similar to that of the Pt-transition elements (-0.030) . Fur-
ther, Pauling provided for pure p-hybridization bonding by changing
the constant of Eqs. 3 and 4, 1.825(sp3) to 1.855(p). Accordingly,
we can see (as a chemist would expect) a systematic dependence of
Ri(l) on the atomic number and hence on the hybridization.

The valence of the element also plays an important role in
the single bond radius. This is suggested in several ways. For
example: (l) in the beginning of each series, the sharp decline
in Ri(l) is due both to valence increases, as in the sequence k(1) -»

Ca(2j Sc(3) -» Ti(4), and to hybridization changes s sp - spd.
(2) For Fe, Co, and Ni, we find octahedral radii for different
valent states midway between the solid r(1) curve and the dotted
R(tet) line. For the rare earths, the divalent states of Eu and
Yb are on the tetrahedral dotted line while the trivalent rare earths
are significantly smaller. Thus it is quite clear from Fig. 1 that
the atomic size is a significant function of both bond hybridization
and valence. In contrast to the ionic picture, the single bond
radii are only a weak function of fomal charge (via the z^
parameter), usually with jQj^ |

< 1.5.

In the application of Pauling's metallic radii to a given
structure, it is usually desirable and often necessary to perform
the calculation in an iterative manner to obtain self-consistent
results. Starting with an atom's normal valence as an estimated
valence, v(est) , one calculates from the known interatomic dis-
tances dij , the associated bond orders nij (Eq. l) and then a cal-
culated valence v(calc) via Eq. 2. A new v(est) may be taken as
an average of v(calc) and the prior v(est) . During the iterative
process, charge transfer and/or some hybridization change in 6j_

may be necessary to achieve the self-consistency in which for
each atom V-i_(est) = V-j_(calc) . Generally, charge transfer is
allowed to take place only to maintain a filled octet (as for
sulfur) or to increase the bonding power of one atom without im-
pairing that of a neighbor. From the formal charges and adjusted
electronegativity differences, one may estimate ionic bond char-
acter and hence the bond polarization. The resultant effective
charge for an atom is then

Qi(eff) = Qj_(formal) -

2
Zjnj_j (l-exp(-(xj_-Xj) /4) ) * sign (x^-Xj) (5)

where x- is the electronegativity of the ith atom. Usually the
bond polarization occurs in such a way as to reduce the formal
charge.
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Advantages and Limitations ;

Compared to any hard sphere model, the use of Pauling's
metallic radii has several advantages. First of all, it can
handle compounds involving combinations of any of more than 75
elements. It also provides approximate atomic valences and,
through bond order calculations, an estimate of the relative
strength and importance of various bonds. In addition, the
method permits an estimate of effective charges which are gener-
ally in reasonable agreement with ESCA results (but not with the
naive ionic models) . Further, the method calls attention to any
unusual hybridization conditions. From the simple bookkeeping
of electrons and their relative s-, p-, and d-character, one may
estimate the maximum number of unpaired d-electrons for compari-
son with magnetic and neutron diffraction data.

Two additional advantages are associated with the use of a
self-consistent set of single bond radii for a compound: (l)
the metallic radii can serve as atom sizes for a computer program
[2,3] that calculates polyhedral atomic volumes (PAV) using a
Voronoi-like cell construction. This result is useful for un-
equivocally establishing which atom undergoes a volume change
upon compound formation and how much change there is. (2) The
second use permits one to calculate generalized coordination
numbers, CN-i_, for non- symmetric as well as symmetric coordinations
via the formula of Eq. 6 [2.4],

T n . . ^

CNj,

«

Hard sphere models offer none of these special chemical advantages.

The limitations of Pauling's metallic radii are of various
sorts. First of all, the approach is not generally applicable to
extremely ionic materials like halides or oxides, although the
application to conducting halides and oxides might be both inter-
esting and useful. Secondly, values of Ri(l) and the variation of
Ri(l) with valence and d- or f-hybridization have not been developed
for the actinide elements. Further, we note two kinds of diffi-
culties with the rare earths: (l) the polyhedral atomic volumes
of rare earths in most of their compounds are 10 to 15% smaller
than calculated from the elements (see refs. 3 and 5), which
indicates that the elemental Rj_(l) are generally too large (or
the 6 value is too small) . The second problem is that in the rare
earths, there is some evidence that bond hybridization is not iso-
tropic^ namely that f orbital participation may be strong for some
bonds but not for others.

(6)
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Finally, we note that the successful application of Pauling's
metallic radii often requires some experience with the method.
For example, for a particular compound it may be possible to achieve
self-consistency via either a large charge transfer or through a
vastly increased d-character. in such a case, it is difficult to
know a, priori whi,ch is more reasonable or what combination of these
two approaches to use. In the future we hope to avoid this problem
via the minimization of energy terms while iterating for self-
consistency (details to be discussed later).

In summary of this section, we have found as a user (and not
the originator) that the advantages of Pauling's metallic radii
scheme render it far superior to any other proposed approach and
that the method provides much useful infomation on innumerable
phases, notwithstanding the limitations.

Applications ;

Examples of the application of Pauling's metallic radii will
be wholly drawn from our own experience, although the literature
bulges with Pauling's contributions to elemental, compound, and
alloy phases (for Si, see [&]). It is conceivable that the reader
will be more convinced of the correctness of this method if it is
argued by someone without Pauling's easy facility. In the examples
we have chosen, we hope to demonstrate both the variation in crit-
icality and the usefulness of this test for the validation of
phases.

Refinement of Structure ; Pauling's metallic radii can be
used to indicate that a structure is probably correct but that
refinement is necessary. In the case of ZnSb, the structure was .

solved in essence by Almin [?] using powder data. However, when
it appeared that a Zn-Zn single bond was present as well as an
Sb-Sb single bond, and that the metallic valence of Zn approached
4, it was decided that a structural redetermination was in order
using a single crystal. In the results of Carter and Mazelsky [s],
the Sb-Sb single bond was found correct, but the Zn-Zn bond order
decreased to a more normal 0.31. The coordination of Sb is tetra-
hedral, while that of Zn is nearly trigonal planar. The use of
Pauling's metallic radii suggests that antimony transfers approxi-
mately one electron to Zn, thereby permitting each to increase its
valence by one (to 4 and 3, respectively, in agreement with their
coordination) . This increased bonding power presumably more than
compensates for the energy cost of the electron transfer.

In the second example, we consider the isomorphous series
Cr3B4, Mn3B4, Nb3B4, and Ta3B4, where accurate position parameters
are available only for Cr3B4 (see Pearson [9]), and where the
latter compounds probably were deemed too simple to be worthy
of a full structure analysis. In using the metallic radii approach,

)

the primary problem appears in terms of the valence of B2 (boron
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No. 2, as catalogued by Pearson [9]) , which increases from a reason-
able value of 3.31 for Cr3B4 to 4.0 for Mn3B4, and in excess of 4.0
for the Nb and Ta analogues. A boron valence greater than 4 is not
chemically reasonable, since there are only four atomic orbitals
available (2s2p2). An analysis of the bond orders for B2 shows that
there is an unusually strong B2-B2 bond (n=0.95), which is much too
strong for this composition. The metallic radii approach, then,
suggests that structural refinement is in order and the parameters
of B2 should change in such a way that the B2-B2 bond should lengthen.
As a third example, in [2], we consider the single crystal structure
determination of Ru^Bs in which light atoms are sought in the pres-
ence of heavy ones. Again, the valences of boron are too high (b2,
V = 4.04; b4, V = 4.61), indicating too many short contacts. Here
it is unfortunate that neutron diffraction techniques cannot be of
ready assistance.

Structural Instability ; In our next two examples, we indicate
how the application of Pauling's metallic radii suggests structural
instability for two unusual materials which are important for special
purposes in DoD devices. As our first example, we will discuss TiNi,
a material known both for its "memory" and its sound attenuation
properties. Its high temperature structure is CsCl-type, but upon
cooling below 700°C, it undergoes a diffusion-controlled transition
to a trigonal unit cell. Cooling further below 160°C, TiNi begins
a long series of poorly understood, martensitic transitions that
are involved in both its memory and its sound attenuation proper-
ties [lo]. The room temperature powder pattern, however, still
appears to be closely related to the CsCl structure. In an attempt
to understand this material and how it might transform, we applied
the metallic radii approach to TiNi as if it were CsCl type (since
the real structure was unknown) . The large size of elemental Ti
prevented the attainment of self-consistency and suggested an exces-
sive Ti valence of v(calc) = 5.6, and a corresponding excessive Ti
charge of -1.6. However, Ni in the structure seemed to possess a
near-normal valence of 5.40. In order to obtain self-consistency
without charge transfer, it was necessary to increase the d-character
of Ti from 6 = 0.27 to 0.37. Not only was such a d-character object-
ionably high for Ti, but it also resulted in abnormally low valences
for both Ti and Ni. In short, no reasonable adjustment of the
parameters available in the metallic radii method resulted in a
useful discussion of the bonding in TiNi as an ambient CsCl struc-
ture. This result was in agreement with the experimental facts;
namely, TiNi was CsCl only above 700°C.

In a similar treatment of the super-permanent magnet material,
SmCos, the two different kinds of cobalt (trigonal and icosohedral
coordination) appeared as normal cobalts, but the Sm radius was
obviously too large. In order to achieve a self-consistent treat-
ment, Sm required not only an increased d-character and some charge
transfer, but an anisotropic hybridization as well. Thus the final
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model suggested f-orbital hybridization in the basal plane where
Sm is encircled by a small ring of six cobalts. This structure
prompted us to predict [3] that the structure was unstable at
ambient conditions, which was found later to be the case experi-
mentally by the co-workers of Buschow[ll]. In short, if Pauling's
metallic radii cannot be readily applied, then the stability and/or
existence of the phase should be questioned.

Predicted Non-stoichiometry ; In a consideration of the
reported transition metal diborides of the AIB2 structure, several
reported diborides failed to iterate to self-consistent results at
the ideal stoichiometry. Compounds for which this was the case
and which might be non- stoichiometric members of the AIB2 structure
are RuB2/ OSB2/ and AgB2 [l2]. The results for RUB2 are fairly
typical of an extreme case. The boron calculated valence was an
impossible 5.9, while v(est) = 3.64, even though 6 = 0.53 for Ru
instead of a normal 6 = 0.50. Boron deficiency ameliorates this
situation and if these compounds exist as an AIB2 type, their
stoichiometry deviates significantly from the ideal; thus for
RuB2^]__x}» ^ 0.4. For RUB2 and OSB2/ this composition had been
previously questioned by Przybylska, Reddoch and Ritter for other
reasons [l3J.

Structural Variation of Hybridization ; Although Pauling's
metallic radii method does not depend per se on coordination, we
have found that the resultant hybridization changes away from his
normal values are usually in agreement with what a chemist is led
to by simple valence bond considerations. For example, in our
treatment of compounds having the WC structure [l2], we found that
without reducing the r(1) value of P in MoP, self-consistency was
not obtainable for P; thus v(calc) = 4.95 while v(est) = 3.11.
However, by introducing a small amount of phosphorous d-character,
4-8^, the R(1) value is reduced, so that self-consistency is readily
obtainable. Thus, at 6(p) = 0.04, self-consistency occurs with
v(calc) = v(est) = 4.16. In the WC structure, the non-metal is
in trigonal prismatic coordination, for which d-character is required
if a valence bond construction is employed. One valence bond method
which discusses the trigonal prismatic coordination at low d-char-
acter is that employing the Bidirectional Orbital Approximation
(boa), wherein a single orbital forms half-bonds with two (not one)
near neighbors [l4]. Three such bidirectional orbitals of mostly
p-character but 7-8^ d-character can bond six atoms in a trigonal
prismatic coordination like that of P in MoP. In short, this is
approximately the same amount of d-character suggested by the
metallic radii approach.

Another example where the metallic radii agree with valence
bond arguments is represented by the VsSn-type superconducting
intermetallic compounds having the A-15 structure. In this structure,
the V site atom has an unusual bond situation in that it has two
very strong V-V bonds (n^ = ^.6 to '=^1.5) to form a linear chain

j
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while it bonds twelve other atoms in a much weaker manner (n . =
0.05 to «0.35). A valence bond estimate of the d-character ^-^

required in such a situation is 48.6^ (an average of five bonding
models) [15].

In order to obtain self-consistency in the metallic radii
calculations for some forty of these intermetallic compounds having
the A15 structure, it was found necessary to increase the d-character
{b±) of the V site atom by the following amounts: Ti, from 0.27 to
0.37; V, from 0.35 to 0.39; Cr, good at 0.39; ISIb, from 0.39 to 0.43;
and Mo, from 0.43 to 0.44. In each case, we note that the required
d-character is high and that any change in d-character is to in-
crease it toward the valence bond estimate of 48.5^. Thus, while
the metallic radii approach is certainly empirical in nature, it
contributes to and reinforces our chemical interpretation.

Non-existent Compounds ; For some compounds reported in the
literature, the results of the metallic radii approach are so unrea-
sonable that the stated existence of the compound should be seriously
questioned. Such an example is AuB2/ where the metallic d-character
had to be decreased from 6 = 0.36 to 6 = 0.30 [l2]. This is a very
unusual and unlikely circumstance. In addition, the valence of
boron was 2.64, significantly below a minimum boron valence of 3.0.
There is, therefore, good evidence that this compound does not
exist as reported.

Another example is W2B5, in which both a large charge transfer
occurs to the boron atoms and the tungsten d-character must be in-
creased to unlikely levels before self-consistency is obtainable.
This result confirms the earlier suspicions of Lundstrom [I6].
The situation for the analogous compound, RU2B5, is even more sus-
pect based on the metallic radii approach [l7].

In summary of this section, then, we see that the Pauling
metallic radii not only constitute a useful test for phase exist-
ence but also provide infomation on valence, effective charge,
bond strengths, composition, and hybridization.

Future Directions :

In order to maximize the utility of Pauling's metallic radii
approach beyond the mere testing for the validity of a phase and
toward a capacity for prediction, it is desirable that energy
terms be added. Thus one could seek a least squares fit to the
observed distances (or between v(calc) and v(est)) and minimize
an "energy of formation" at the same time. The energy terms to
be included should depend on bond orders, n^j , electronegativity
differences, promotion energies for unusual hybridization, charge
transfer energies, and a Madelung constant term. The Madelung
tern might be dependent upon coordination number in a manner
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related perhaps to Templeton's suggestion [l8] for a "reduced
Madelung constant." Such terms should be initialized, of course,
to give the known results for the elemental structures and other
well-characterized compounds. Such an approach in the application
of the metallic radii method would eliminate the current uncer-
tainties (e.g., does one achieve self-consistency by charge trans-
fer or by increased d-character hybridization?). More important,
it would extend the approach toward the predictability required by
the cost-effectiveness orientation of modern research managers.

Restatement

We have, it is to be hoped, argued the general soundness of
the following two assumptions for this work and have demonstrated
therein convincingly the forcefulness of the conclusion (3, below).

1. The existence and stability criteria for compounds are
reflected primarily in their composition and crystal structure
(i.e., bond distances).

2. This information can be most universally interpreted for
semi-conducting and metallic materials via application of Pauling's
metallic radii.

3. If Pauling's semi-empirical approach cannot be readily
adjusted to a crystal's stated structure, the crystal structure
and/or composition should be questioned.
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ABSTRACT

The high temperature pKase relations in the ternary Cu-Ag-S and Cu-Ag~Se

systems at 1473 K have been analyzed in light of the recently developed thermo-

dynamic method by the authors. From a knowledge of the experimental tie-line

distribution data in the ternary miscibility gap, the boundary binary thermo-

dynamics and the limiting activity coefficients of sulfur in the copper-silver

melts, a consistent set of thermodynamic activities is derived in the Cu-Ag-S

system. A similar analysis of the Cu-Ag-Se phase relations yields the metal

activities and the relative selenium potentials; the absolute activities of

selenium could not be determined due to lack of reliable Gibbs energies of mixing

data in the Cu-Se and Ag-Se boundary binaries. An extension of the present

method to obtain precise values of thermodynamic stabilities of binary and

ternary carbides from the ternary metal -metal -carbon phase relations is pointed

out.
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INTRODUCTION

Phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties of alloy systems are closely

interrelated. For instance, if the Gibbs energies of all the competing phases

in any binary or ternary system are known as a function of composition and tem-

perature, the phase diagram of the system can be computed. Conversely, from

the experimentally determined phase diagrams, useful thermodynamic data of the

alloy phases can often be extracted. This approach becomes extremely useful

when it is experimentally difficult if not impossible to determine the appro-

priate thermodynamic properties.

Recently, Choudary and Chang^ developed a thermodynamic method to calculate

the thermodynamic activities (or the chemical potentials) of the component

elements A, B, and C from a knowledge of the tie-line distribution data in the

ternary miscibility gap (see Fig. 1), the thermodynamics of the boundary binary sys-

tems, and the limiting activity coefficients of C in solutions of A and B. This

method is particularly applicable to ternary systems where the third component C

is a non-metal such as 0, S, Se, B, C. Many of these systems are of extractive

metallurgical interest and are characterized by a ternary miscibility gap in the

melt with one of the boundaries lying close to the A-B binary. Although experi-

mental phase relations in the ternary miscibility gap are known for some of

these systems, the chemical potentials of the components A, B, and C have not

been determined and are usually difficult to derive experimentally. Yet, a basic
«

knowledge of the thermodynamics of ternary systems such as A-B-0 and A-B-S is

essential for assessing the complex interactions in the multi -component solutions

of metal -matte-slags encountered in extractive metallurgical operations.

In order to derive such basic data of importance in the smelting and

refining processes of copper and lead, the present thermodynamic method has

been used successfully to compute the chemical potentials of the component12 2
elements in the Cu-Pb-0 and Cu-Pb-S systems at 1473 K. In the Cu-Pb-S
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system, the activity values of lead determined experimentally and those derived

from this method are in good accord. For the Cu-Pb-0 system, no experimental

activity data are available. Since the method was developed from classical

thermodynamics, the derived chemical potentials of the components should be

exact if the phase equilibria data are correct.

To further our understanding of the metal -matte chemistry in copper extrac-

tion, the high temperature phase relations of the Cu-Ag-S system are analyzed to

derive the activities of the components. Furthermore, a knowledge of the thermo-

dynamic properties of the Cu-Ag-S system is of significant interest to mineral-

ogists. In view of the importance of the quantitative knowledge of Cu, Ag and Se

interactions in the recovery of Ag and Se from copper anode slimes, the phase rela-

tions in the Cu-Ag-Se ternary system are also analyzed.
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THERMODYNAMIC TREATMENT

Since the thermodynamic method has been presented in detail elsewhere"*"

,

only a brief description of the method is given here. From a knowledge of the

tie-line distribution within the two liquid-phase field (see Fig. 1), the limit-

ing activity coefficients of component C, y^, in the A-B solutions, and the thermodynamic

properties of the boundary binaries, the chemical potentials of the component

elements along the miscibility gap can be calculated from the relations developed

in this section.

1 3
The Wagner's relation '

9 in (Yg/Y^)^

9yr

^9 £n

[1]

can be integrated from y^ = 0 to
y^^

= y* at constant y^ to obtain the following

equation for the ratio of activity coefficients of B and A along the metal -rich

miscibility gap as:

£n
Y
^

£n - + (e y*) [2]

^B >^B
' ^

Yr = Yr yc = °
C 'C

In the above equation, 9 is assumed to be constant in the compositional range

0 < y^ < y* which is a valid approximation for y* 0. Thus the value of

9) ^ can be evaluated from the experimentally determined limiting activity
^B

coefficient of C in the A-B solutions. Even if the values of are not avail-

able as a function of y^, they may be estimated either from one of the several

formulations of the quasichemical solutions models^ , the Wagner model''''^ or

12
the extended Wagner model by Chiang and Chang . The parameters for the Wagner

model as well as the extended Wagner model may be predicted from correlations

12 12
proposed by Chiang and Chang and Kuo and Chang . Knowing the ratios of the

activity coefficients of B and A as a function of y^ from Eq. [2], it is possible to
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calculate the activities of all three components by integrating the following

equations between the appropriate compositional limits along the miscibility gap

boundary:

d (^n a_^ ) ^
= Z . dip* [3]

yl
or yg

where ip* denotes in

la \ag\

which is equal to In

y

yg
+ In —

I , and the sub-

1

script i stands for A, B, or C, The integration functions — Z., Zp, and Z„ —Ad L

defined as

>^B >^C ^B yc

y

y

c y

B yi

y

[4]

[5]

[6]

C 'C

are calculable from the tie-line distribution data in the ternary miscibility

gap

.

APPLICATION TO THE CU-AG-S SYSTEM

Since the calculation of the chemical potentials of the components along

the miscibility gap depends on a knowledge of the phase relationships and

the thermodynamic properties of the boundary binary and the ternary systems, they

will be briefly reviewed. The thermodynamic values to be discussed hereafter

refer to the temperature of 1473 K unless stated otherwise.



Cu-S

13
Kellogg has critically evaluated the high temperature phase relations

and the thermodynamic properties of the Cu-S system; the selected values employed in

the present analysis are taken from his evaluation. The atom fraction of sulfur

at saturation, x*, is taken to be 0.0226 ± .001. The values of the limiting

activity coefficient of sulfur in liquid copper, Yg^^^-jj and the Gibbs energy

S
self interaction parameter, Eg^-j-^-j = (9 Yg/9xg) , are derived as 3,97 (+ 0.4) x 10

and -14 + 2, respectively. Thus, the values of a^^, ag, and Pg in the

-S ^ -7
miscibility gap are found to be 0.981 + .002, 6.53 x 10 and 9.37 (+ 1.5) x 10

atm. , respectively. The standard states are Cu(5,) and S(j^) , The change of

standard states for sulfur from ^2(2) to S{1) is made using the data from

14
JANAF .

The equilibrium constant, K _ , for the reaction
^"^1/2

Cu(£) + \ S^ig) = Cu t7]

«

is found to be 32.3, while the values of a^^, ag, and Pg at the stoichiometric

-4 ^ -5
composition CU2S are 0.437 + 0.02, 3.36 x 10 , and 2.53 (± 2) x 10 atm.,

respectively.

Ag-S

Recent thermodynamic investigations of the Ag-Ag2S system over the temperature

interval 1273-1473 K by Yazawa and Schnalek'''^ are in excellent accord with the

earlier extensive phase equilibria and thermodynamic determinations of Rosenqvist'''^

17
in the temperature range 773-1523 K. Mills has reviewed and critically assessed

the various thermodynamic studies of the Ag-S system; his suggested high temper-

ature thermodynamic properties at 1373 and 1523 K are mainly based on the investi-

gations of Rosenqvist, and Yazawa and Schnalek.
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At 1473 K, the Ag-S system does not exhibit a miscibility gap; the critical

point lies at approximately 24 at.% S and 1400 K. In conjunction with appropriate

JANAF data, Yg^-^g-j is derived as 0.045 ± .004 from the investigations of Rosen-

16 15
qvist and Yazawa and Schnalek . Since none of the above authors' investigations

extend up to the composition corresponding to Ag2S at 1473 K, the activities of

silver and sulfur can be extrapolated from Rosenqvist's values of a^gj a^, and

AHg values at 1398 K. Also, the extrapolated values have to be consistent with

the derived values of activities in the Ag-rich region of the miscibility gap.

From these considerations, the values of a. , a^,, and p^, at x^, = 0.333 and
Ag' S' ^S- S

-3 -2
T = 1473 K are selected to be 0.691 + 0.004, 8.2 x 10 , and 1.5(+ 0.6) x 10 atm,

respectively. The standard states are pure liquid silver and sulfur. From the

above selected values, the equilibrium constant, K. „ , for the reaction
AgS^/2

AgW + J S^ig) = AgS^/2^£) [8]

is found to be 4.13 + .4 from the above selected values.

Cu-Ag

The thermodynamic properties of Cu-Ag solutions pertinent to the present

18
analysis are taken from Hultgren, et al .

Cu-Ag-

S

The high temperature phase relations in the ternary Cu-Ag-S system have been

19 20
investigated by Gerlach, et al . , and Kristovnikov , et al . The tie-line

distributions at 1473 K, depicted in Fig. 2, are taken from Gerlach, et al . The

silver-rich portion of the miscibility gap, shown as dashed line in Fig. 2, is

drawn to be consistent with the fact that Ag and S are completely miscible at

this temperature"*^^ . No thermodynamic properties have been reported along the

20
miscibility gap. Kristovnikov, et al . , have studied the Cu2S-Ag2S system and

found it to be pseudo-eutectic ; CU2S and Ag2S are completely miscible in the

liquid state at 1473 K.
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Solid solutions of Cu2S-Ag2S have been investigated in the temperature

21
range 703-980 K by Perrot and Jeannot; the activities of C^^2,/2 ^^^1/2

exhibit small positive deviations from ideality at 980 K.

The limiting activity coefficient of S in Cu-Ag solutions has been determined

by Cheng;" his experimental values for y = 0 to 1 at 1358 K are also available in

23 9
a paper by Fruehan and Richardson. Jacob and Jeffes have reported that the

experimental values of Cheng are in good accord with the predicted values from

their quasichemical model. Hence, in the present analysis, the values of

Zn Yg in Cu-Ag solutions at 1473 K are computed from the following quasi-chemical

9
relation of Jacob and Jeffes:

n o
= 5 ° p ° o AH

(Cu-Ag) ^Cu ^S(Cu) ^Ag ^S(Ag) " ^ RT
[9]

where AH is the enthalpy of mixing for the Cu-Ag solution and R is the universal

gas constant.

Computation of the Activities of Cu, Ag and S in the Miscibility Gap

From Eqs. [2] and [9], and the standard thermodynamic relationship between

the integral and partial quantities, an expression for calculating the ratio of

activities of silver and copper along the metal -rich miscibility gap can be

written as:

I ^Cu
^Ag

Y
£n

Ag

Cu

r
Jln

yAg
= 0

yS(Ag)

's(Cu)

RT

AH - AH
Ag

Ag-
[10]
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where ^H^g represents the relative partial molar enthalpy of silver in the Cu-Ag

solutions

.

Utilizing the calculated values of ip* from the above expression and inte-

grating Eq. [3] with y*^ = 0 as the lower limit, activities of the com-

ponents can be derived as:

[£n a.] = [^n a.]

^Ag
z. di)* [11]

V* V*
^Ag ^Ag=0 0

1

where the subscript i stands for Cu, Ag, or S, and Z^^, Z^^, and Zg represent the

integration functions calculable from Eqs. [4] to [6],

The pertinent integration plots are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 while the

derived activities of Cu, Ag and S are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The activities

of Cu and Ag are also presented in Fig. 8 for sulfur-free (yg=0) and sulfur-

saturated (yg = y*) solutions as a function of the metal atom ratio. The positive

deviations from ideality are less pronounced for the sulfur-saturated melts. The

maximum uncertainty in the activities from all the sources is estimated to be

±8%.

Computation of the Sulfur Potential in the Cu
^
S-Ag

2
S Psuedo-Binary

The sulfur potentials along the Cu^S-Ag^S join are not known experimentally,

but may be computed using the method described below. However, the computed

values must be consistent with (i) the known values of p^, at the stoichiometric

compositions Cu2S-Ag2S; (ii) Wagner's relation represented by Eq. [2]; (iii) derived

values of p„ in the miscibility gap. From Eqs. [7] and [8], the ratio of activity
^2

coefficients of the sulfides, CuS^^^ ^^^1/2' ^® related to the ratio of

activity coefficients of the metals, and that of the respective equilibrium

constants as:
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^AgS
, y "^Ag

Jin ^ = in - in -n ^ = in - 2.06 [12]

For the mid-range composition, where the miscibility gap lies close to the

CuS^^2 - ^^^1/2 j®-'-^' value of £n ^he join may be calculated from

the value at the S-rich side of the miscibility gap at constant y^^ from Wagner's

relation expressed in Eq. [2]. From these considerations, slight positive devi-

ations from ideality are inferred in the CuS^^^ - ^^52/2 quasi-binary. The esti-

mated sulfur potentials along the pseudo-binary join and the derived values along

the miscibility gap are shown in Fig. 9. The maximum uncertainties in in p„

values are ±0.3 and ±0.7 along the miscibility gap and CuS^y2 ~ AgS.j^^2 3°^^>

respectively.

APPLICATION TO THE CU-AG-SE SYSTEM

The phase relations in the Cu-Cu2Se-Ag2Se-Ag section have been well estab-

24
lished by the determinations of Asano, et_al

.
, over the temperature interval

873-1473 K. At 1473 K, the miscibility gap in the Cu-Se system extends all the

way to the Ag-Se system. Based on the chemical analysis of nearly twenty melts

24m the miscibility gap, Asano, et al . , have determined the tie-line distribution

25
at 1473 K; it is in essential agreement with that of Emicke for the silver-rich

portion at 1223 K. The Cu2Se-Ag2Se quasi-binary has been found to be of the pseudo-

eutectic type by Asano, et al .; a single liquid exists throughout the compositional

range at 1473 K.

Reliable high temperature thermodynamic data are not available for the bound-

ary binaries Cu-Se, Ag-Se and the ternary system. However, a thermodynamic analysis

of the phase relations at 1473 K may be carried out assuming the variation of the

limiting activity coefficient of Se with atom ratio of Ag is approximately the same

as that of S in the Cu-Ag melts. The pertinent integration plots based on the tie-line
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distribution data of Asano, et_al
.

, are presented in Figs, 10 and 11. The

derived metal activities with an estimated overall maximum uncertainty of + 10%

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Since the activity of Se is not known at either of .

the boundary binaries, only the relative activity is presented in Fig. 14. Once

the high temperature thermodynamic properties of either Cu-Se or Ag-Se melts are

known, absolute selenium activity can be readily obtained from the derived relative

selenium activity.

ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO THE PRESENT THERMODYNAMIC METHOD

The thermodynamic properties of the boundary binary solutions (A-B) as well

as the limiting activity coefficient of C in solutions of A and B can often be

expressed as a simple function of the metal atom ratio. In such cases, thermodynamic

activities along the miscibility gap can be represented analytically at least in a

limited compositional range. Further, if the tie-line distribution data is ex-

tensive, the integration function Z and the in (activity ratio) may be fitted to

a suitable function of y^ and the pertinent integrations may be performed anal-

ytically to derive the activities.

To facilitate discussion in this section, the following nomenclature is

adopted:

a

^ = >^Ag' ^ = ^^^"^ ^
Ya y^ 9 Yc 1A

CD = £n ^; Y = Jin 1^; 9 = =^
\n yen

The superscript 'o' is used to designate the values in C-free A-B binary.

The thermodynamic properties of Cu-Ag solutions at 1473 K can be adequately

described by the regular solution model. Thus, the ratio of the activity co-

efficients of Ag and Cu may be expressed as a linear function of the metal atom ratio

(})° = ^ (1 - 2Q [13]
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where the regular solution parameter, e, for Cu-Ag system is taken to be

1 Q
3366 cal, based on the selected thermodynamic properties by Hultgren, et al

.

Also, the variation of the limiting activity coefficient of sulfur in Cu-Ag melts is

a simple linear function of 5:

e* ~ e° = _o.5 + 5.8 C [14]

Since ri* = 0.02 + .004, the activity ratio along the miscibility gap can be ex-

pressed from Eqs . [2], [l3] and [14] as:

ijj* = 1/;° + e° n* = (1.14-2.184 ? ) + £n [l5]

Also, the integration functions ^^-.^j kg
^^'^ have been found to vary linearly

for 0 < < 0.7, i.e., Z^^ = -1.11 and = 1.68 C Thus, analytical inte-

gration of Eqs. [3] to [5] yield the following expressions for the activities of

components in the compositional range 0 < 5 < 0.7 along the miscibility gap.

£n a^^ = -.02 + 1.212 ^ + 1.11 iln (1-?) . [16]

lr\ a^g = 1.14 - 2.184 C + 1-212 + £n ? + 0.11 £n (1-^) [17]

iln a = -9.64 - 1.84 - 1-68 In (1-?) [18]

Jin p„ = -13.88 - 3.68 - 3.36 iln (1-?) [19]
^2

Noting that Z^^ = -1.033 and Z^^ « 1.231 C* for 0 < 5* < 0.7, metal activities

and the relative selenium activities can be similarly represented along the

miscibility gap in the Cu-Ag-Se system.

£n a^.^ = -.02 + 1.28 + 1.033 iln (1-?) [20]

iln a^g = 1.12 - 2.184 C + 1.128 + In ^ + 0.033 iln (1-?) [21]

(iln agj - ^£n a^^J = -1.834 - 1.68 iln (1-?) [22]
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EXTENSION OF THE PRESENT THERMODYNAMIC

METHOD TO OTHER SYSTEMS

The present method can be extended to ternary systems where all the componerits

A, B and C are metals, provided the miscibility gap lies close to one of the boun-

dary binaries. Even in the absence of limiting experimental activity coefficients

of C in A-B alloys, activities in the miscibility gap can be computed from the

boundary binary thermodynamics by assuming a linear variation of in with metal

atom ratio. Even if the ternary systems are not characterized by a miscibility

gap, Wagner's relation given by Eq. [2] is highly valuable to check the internal

consistency of experimental or derived thermodynamic properties from various solu-

tion models.

Recent analysis of ternary phase relations in metal -metal -carbon systems such

26 26 27
as Fe-Mn-C, Fe-Cr-C in solid as well as liquid state up to graphite satura-

tion, shows that highly reliable Gibbs energies of formation for the binary and

ternary carbides can be derived utilizing the present method. Since phase rela-

tions are well established for many of the ternary carbon systems, analysis of them

in light of the present method will be useful for obtaining hitherto unavailable

precise thermodynamic properties of transition metal carbides. Similar analysis

of solid state phase relations in other ternary systems such as A-B-O, A-B-S will

also be valuable for assessing the stabilities of oxides, sulfides, silicates

and spinels.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of an isothermal section showing a miscibility gap

in a ternary system A-B-C.

Atom Ratio of i = y. =

X.
= ^

. = r

n.
1

'A "B
"

No. of atoms of the ith component; x - atom fraction

Denotes the value at the metal -rich boundary

Denotes the ^^alue at the matal-deficient boundary
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FIGURE 2. Experimental tie-line distributions along the ternary miscibility gap of

the Cu-Ag-S system at 1473 K.
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FIGURE 3. Integration plot for deriving the activities of copper and silver at 1473 K

in the ternary miscibility gap of the Cu-Ag-S system.
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FIGURE 4. Integration plot for deriving the activities of sulfur at 1473 K in the

ternary miscibility gap of the Cu-Ag-S system.
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FIGURE 5. Isoactivities of copper in Cu-Ag-S melts at 1473 K (standard state: pure

liquid copper)

.
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FIGURE 6. Isoactivities of silver in Cu-Ag-S melts at 1473 K (standard state: pure

liquid lead)

.
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FIGURE 7. Isoactivities of sulfur in Cu-Ag-S melts at 1473 K (standard state: pure

liquid sulfur)

.
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FIGURE 8. Activities of Cu and Ag in sulfur-free and sulfur -saturated copper-silver

melts at 1473 K.
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FIGURE 9. Sulfur potential as a function of atom ratio of silver along the ternary

mi scibility gap and the pseudo-binary section CuS^^-AgS^^ in the Cu-Pb-S

2 2
system at 1473 K.
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FIGURE 10. Integration plot for deriving the activities of copper and silver at 1473 K

in the ternary miscibility gap of the Cu-Ag-Se system.
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FIGURE 11. Integration plot for deriving the relative activities of selenium at 1473 K

in the ternary miscibility gap of the Cu-Ag-Se system.
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FIGURE 12. Isoactivities of copper in Cu-Ag-Se melts at 1473 K (standard state: pure

liquid copper)

.
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FIGURE 13. Isoactivities of silver in Cu-Ag-Se melts at 1473 K (standard state:

pure liquid silver)

.
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FIGURE 14. Relative activities of selenium in Cu-Ag-Se melts at 1473 K.
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Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

THE MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF ACTIVITY DATA
IN THREE COMPONENT SYSTEMS

Issac Eliezer and Reed A. Howald

Chemistry Department of Montana State
University, Bozeman, Montana 59715

The activity coefficient of each species in a three component system

(and other thermodynamic properties as well) can be expressed as a

Redlich-Kister expansion in the sum of the other two mole fractions,

T = X. + X, .

log Y- = [^A. + B^(-3+4T)+C^(-5+6T)(-l+2T)+D.(-7+8T)(-l+2T^+ . .

The coefficients in this equation are f\inctions of S defined as X^/ {X AXyJ,

the Redlich-Kister coefficients for the three binary subsystems, and

an additional set of parameters describing interactions of all three

a a b
components at once (B^* C^, C^, etc. ).

Typical equations for the calculation of the coefficients through

are shown. We have derived these equations, and programmed them

for computer calc\ilation. The operation of our computer program is

described. By transforming the parameter matrix, activity coefficients

and activities can be calculated and printed for each of the three com-

ponents.

The terms which are required beyond those for the binary systems,

B^ etc.
,
correspond to equations for the excess quantities of mixing

of the form:
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= X3 T^"^ (-1+25)^'"^

An alternative form with orthogonal functions is considered briefly.

The equations and programming have been checked by application

to the solid and liquid phases in the iron -nickel-carbon system. Para-

meters are shown for several three component systems, and calculation

of phase equilibria in three component systems are outlined and compare

to the original experimental data.

As an example of the use a large quantity of data for a ternary

system to determine the parameters in the equations, the system ben-

zene - carbon tetrachloride - acetonitrile is analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION The thermodynamic properties of solutions can

be expressed as power series in the mole fractions. A variety of

different power series have been proposed for binary systems, and

an even wider range of choices is possible for three component sys-

tems. The selection among these choices will ultimately be made on

the basis of convenience, assuming they all represent the thermo-

dynamic properties to the same degree of accuracy. In this paper

we wish to present a system of equations which makes full use of the

expressions obtained for the three binary pairs making up the three

component system, which is easily extended to include additional

parameters for higher powers of mole fractions, and which is well

adapted to computer calculation.

The Augmented Redlich-Kister Formalism. For reasons

outlined in an accompanying paper^ we have selected the Redlich-

2
Kister equations to express data for two component systems. These

equations have the advantage that the same coefficients (the Redlich-

Kister coefficients A, B, C, etc. ) appear in expressions for each of

the partial molal properties and for the excess functions of mixing,

Yj = xl [Ai2+B^2(-l+4Xp + C^^{-l+6X^n-l+2Xj^) + D^^{-USX ^) {-1+2X ^)

Y^= x] [Ai2+Bi2(-3+4X^) + C^2(-5+^^lH-l+2Xj) + D ^^{-^l+SX^H-l+ZX
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The quantity Y is defined as:

= XjYj + X2Y2

These equations satisfy the Gibbs-Duhem relationship. They can

be written in a variety of forms. For example: -l+ZX^ can be writ-

ten in a variety of ways:

-1+2X, = X, - X^ = 1-2X. etc.112 2

which are entirely equivalent in binary systems but are no longer

equal when a third material is present. The proper expressions to

use for three component solutions are the main concern of this paper,

but for a start we can pick any two of the three mole fractions as in-

dependent variables, with the third determined from:

Xj + X2 + X3 = 1

The lowest power of mole fraction appearing in any of the expres-

sions is 2s and there are three and only three independent quadratic

terms in X, and X-,:
1 2

Yj ' AXj + A' XjX2 + A" X^ + . . .

Similarly there are only four independent cubic terms;

Y = . . . + BX? + B'xjx^ + B"X,X^ + B'"X^ + . .

1 1 12 12 2
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five quartics etc. Thus the Redlich-Kister "A" values for the three

binary systems are the only quadratic terms required, and the ex-

pression for Y to this degree of approximation can be written as:

Y® = A^2^^X2 + A^^XjX^ + A23X2X3

It is desirable that three of the four cubic coefficients be B^^*

Bj2» ^23* however one additional B coefficient is required.

Similarly there will be two C's and three D's etc. beyond the values

which are determined for the three binary subsystems. Thus we are

led to consider an augmented Redlich-Kister formalism for three

component systems.

The Redlich-Kister form for the contribution to the activity

coefficients in the two-component system is:

log = B^2^2 (3-4X2)

and our initial expectation was to find an expression for log in the

three-component system which was similarly a product of three terms,

There is, however, nothing which factors this far and still satisfies

the Gibbs-Duhem relationship. After a long period of trial and error

we fotmd a correct expression:

log = B^^X^iZX^-X^-ZX^+ZX^X^) ...
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This equation has a somewhat neater appearance when written as

a function of and X^:

log = B^2^2^^-^^2^ X2X3(2-6X2-2X3)j+. ..

The corresponding equation for log and log are:

log = Bj2^^ (-3+4Xj) + X^X^{-2+6X^+2X^)^

log Y3 = Bj2^^X2(.2X^+2X2)

Equations 12 - 14 can be combined to give the contribution of

e
to G , the excess free energy of mixing:

= Xj log + X^ log Y^ + X3 log Y

G - -^22 ^2^2 ^^l"^2^ + • • •

Similar expressions are valid for ^-^-^ and B.

G ~ £23X^X3 (Xj—X3)

" ^23 ^2^3 ^^2"^3^

These expressions are simple enough to permit extrapolation to higher

Redlich-Kister terms:

e _ 2 3G - C^2^l^2^^r^2^ °12^1^2^^r^2^ ^ '
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Similarly, the extra terms give reasonably simple expressions

Q afor Y . For example, the extra B term which we can write as B-^,

corresponds to an excess free energy of mixing which must go to zero

when any one of the three mole fractions goes to zero. The simplest

function with this behavior is X^X^X^, so we may attempt:

G ~ ^3 '^l^2^3 * * *

Expression for Y^^ for the Redlich-Kister terms . From the

definition for a partial molal quantity:

Y = — I

3 d n^
3 I n^, n^

Q
and the expression for Y in terms of Y :

Y = n^Y° + n^Y^ + n^Y^ + {n^+ n^) Y®

where Y° is the molar value of the pure material, we can readily

derive the relation between Y^ and Y :

Y- = Y? + Y® + (n,+ n„+n^) -r-i-
3 3 ^12 3 Jn-

The only complication is in taking the partial derivative. This is

easiest if we write Y as a function of S= / (X-^X^) and
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T= l-X^ = + X^. The choice of these independent variables is

dictated by the advisability of having one variable closely related

to n^i and one which is -unchanged as n^ varies holding n^^ and n^

constant. Then one can rewrite the partial derivative:

3 n^.n^

= (dY^/dT) -(VV_
(n^+n^+n^)'

= (dY^'/dT) (-T) (l/(n^+ n2+ n^)

The expression for Y^ - is then :

Y3 - Y3 = Y® - T(dY®/dT)

The general expressions for Y from equation 19 are

Y® = XjX3 (Xj- X3)^ + . . .

^23^2^3 (X2-X3f + ...
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which can be rewritten using;

as

:

= ST

= (l-S)T = T-ST

X3 = l-T

= ^"^^^ S(1-S)(-1+2S)^+. . .

Y® = T(1-T)(-1+T+ST)^S +. . .

Y^ = Ta-T)(-l+2T-STr (1-S) +. .

Equation 36 is easy to differentiate, giving:

Y3 - Y3 = (S)(l-S)(-l+2Sr (t'''^^ -T(n+2)T''^-^) + . . . (39)

Y3 - Y3 = (S)(1-S)(-1+2S)^ (n+l)(-l) t"^"^^ + ... (40)

The other two derivations are somewhat more involved, but eventually-

lead to the equations:

Y3 - Y3 = N^3 S T^ (-1-FT+ST)^"-^ (-1-n-nS+T+ST+nST) + ... (41)

Y3 - Y3 = N23 (1-S) T^ (-1+2T-ST)^"-^ (-l+2n+nS+2T+2nT-ST-nST) ^^^^
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It is useful to convert these power series in T to the Redlich-

Kister form:

and each of the Redlich-Kister coefficients from the binary systems

will ma,ke a contribution to the "p seudobinary " Redlich-Kister coef-

ficient, A^, B^, etc. The transformation from power series into

Redlich-Kister coefficients can be accomplished by multiplying by the

upper triangular matrix IL ^ shown in Table 1. The denominators

fn-1)
of the fractions in Table 1 are simply n2 and come directly from

the Redlich-Kister equations. The numerators can be calculated by

starting with 1 along the diagonal and adding successive binomial

coefficients, n!/i!(n-i)!.

n+Z
Thus the T appearing in equation 40 transforms into columns

of Table 1 multiplied by appropriate factors. These results are shown

in Table 2.

Equations 41 and 42 contain numerous powers of T with complex

coefficients and the transformation is more difficult. This transfer

-

th
mation has not yet been accomplished for the general n term, but

the first eight terms transform to the simple expressions shown in

Tables 3 and 4 and these relations can probably be extrapolated in-

definitely.
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The extra terms of the augmented Redlich-Kister formalism . - -

Just as one has a choice for binary systems between using the Mar-

gules, Redlich-Kister, and Bale-Pelton equations, one has a choice

between power series in mole fractions, simple powers of T and S,

or orthogonal power series in expressing the experimental data on

three component system. The extra terms beyond those which can

be evaluated for the three binary subststems can all be represented

by terms for the excess quantity of mixing which can be written as:

where F is a function of two concentration variables. The first term,

for which we have used the coefficient has simply F=l:

The simplest symmetrical first power term is - = T(-1+2S),

giving:

= NX^ X3F(a,b) + (44)

Y® - B3 X^X^X^ + ... (45)

(46)
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The fiinction X. - X-^, is part of an E pair of functions in the C-
1 ^ 3v

symmetry of this problem. The other part, orthogonal to this, is

-
-J

+ X^j possibly multiplied by a suitable normalization constant.

Our initial treatment of a three component system using C terms gave

equations which correspond to:

= C^^^X^X^X^ {- J + X^) + .,, (47)

However, when this is converted to showing F as a function of S and

T, one gets: «

Y^ = X^X2X3 (|- T) + ... (48)

and it is considerably more convenient to use a linear combination

2
of equations 45 and 48, which eliminates the constant, y .

Y^ = C3 X^X2X3 T + . . . (49)

3
The relations between our older and new terminology can be written as:

^23=^3 (50)

Bj23 = - (|)C^ (51)

C321= (i'c" (")
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The D terms can all be written with T :

= D3 T^(-1+2S) + . . .

Y® = D3 X^X^X^ T^(-1+2S)^ + . . .

Here the alphabetical superscript (i in D^) corresponds to the power

of -1+2S appearing in the equation. This form and notation can be

extended indefinitely:

Y® = XjX^X^ T^(-1+2S)^ + . . .

Y® = X^X^X^ T^(-1+2S)^ + . . .

The sacrifice of orthogonality and even correct symmetry

in this formulation is more than compensated by the ease of manipu-

lation of the equations in these relatively simple forms. For example

the second orthogonal function of A symmetry is:

F(a,b) = Xj + X^ + X3 - ~

F(a,b) =
-g- j^(2-3T)^ + 3T^(-l+2S)^-lj

This not only involves all three powers of T, which is a nmsance in

converting to the pseudobinary Redlich-Kister form, but it cannot be
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factored into a function of S times a function of T, If this form is used,

the various pseudobinary Redlich-Kister terms will be different and

complex functions of S. On the other hand, expressions of the form:

= N^X^X2X3 T^(-1+2S)"^ + . . .

are readily converted into the pseudobinary form. First they are

rewritten as a function of S and T only:

= N^S{1-S)(1-T)T^'^^(-1+2S)"^+ . . .

This equation can be differentiated and equation 29 then gives:

Y3 - Y3 = n'^S(1-S)(-1+2S)"^ |^(n+2)T^'''^^^- (n+l)T^'''^^

^

This expression is easily converted into the pseudobinary form

using Table 1. The functions of S carry through unchanged, being

simply multiplied by the binomial coefficient divided by 2^. Table 5

shows the values for the first eight extra terms, and the extension to

further terms is clear.

Tables 2 through 5 outline a method for calculation log y^^ox a

particular composition of the ternary system. Log Y2

be calculated using the same equations and the same computer program

if one firsts renumbers the components as:
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As a result of this renumbering becomes A^^* -^23 becomes

~ ^IZ "^^23 -^3 2
~ "^13* transformations of the

B. .

's are:

^12 ^23

B
13 ^21 = -^12

23 ^31 - -^13

The same kinds of transformations occur for all the N. . with sign

changes for the even numbered ones, B, D, F, H, etc.

The transformation of the extra, N^^, terms is somewhat more
1

complicated. In choosing powers of (l-X^) and (X^- to express

Y , we have picked one material as special, and a substantial trans-

formation is required to change to (l-X^) and (X^- X^^) for the independent

variables. Even if we chose symmetry adapted expressions for Y ,

we would need a transformation of this type for the terms of E symmetry

since they are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric with respect to

the rotations of 120". The transformation matrix 'ML to convert the

coefficients to (ready to claculate log V^) is the matrix speci-

fied by the equation:
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Bl Cl C\ T>1 = mIb^ c| . .> (65

The first 10 x 10 portion of the matrix M is shown in Table 4. The

individual columns are not difficult to evaluate. One must multiply out

(1- |-T- jZT)"^ (-1+ |t- jZT)^ and collect powers of Z and T.

It is not likely that more than 10 of these extra coefficients will

be required in practice. Our current computer program will handle

28 of these coefficients together with up to 24 Redlich- Kister coeffi-

dients for the three binary subsystems (8 each).
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The section of this computer program for the calculation of Red-

lich- Kister coefficients (BETA (IK, I, 12)) for pseudobinary systems

is shown in Table 7. The parameters used for the calculation are

stored in the matrix form shown in Table 8.

Evaluation of constants. There are two ways to approach the problem

of finding values for the coefficients in an augmented Redlich-Kister

treatment of a ternary system. For systems close to ideal or which

otherwise involve only a small number of coefficients, one can best

start with data for the binary subsystems, and then evaluate B^,

a b
C^, and from a few experiments with all three materials present.

This approach will break down if there are many extra coefficients

to determine. When a lot of experimental data is required, the best

way to organize it is probably to consider the data for a particular

ratio of two mole fractions at one time, and obtain pseudobinary Red-

lich-Kister coefficients for a whole series of values of S. We will

illustrate these two approaches with appropriate examples.

The solid gamma Fe-Ni system is close enough to ideal that the

enthalpy and activity coefficient data can be well represented by two

3
Redlich-Kister coefficients. The Fe-C and Ni-C systems are very

4
far from ideal, but the limited solubility of graphite in these metals

means that all the data is over a small concentration range. For this

reason the data requires at the most, three Redlich-Kister coefficients

3
for a fit within experimental error. We have recently reexamined the

data on these three subsystems to obtain the N. . values shown in Table

a b
9. Then the values of B^ and were obtained by selecting two compo-

sitions for which the activity coefficient of carbon was known. Using
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= 0 and = 0, we calculated log for carbon from the values

for Redlich-Kister coefficients for all the binary subsystems. The

5
difference between the experimental and calculated values for log

a b
then gives an equation for and C^.

^exp
"

^calc
" B^{l-X3)^(S)a-S)(- 5-. 5(-l+4X3)) + C^(l-X3r

(S){1-S)(-1+2S)(. 25+. 50(-l+4X3)+. 25(-l+6X3)(-l+2X3))

a bB3 and C3 can be calculated form two equations of this type, giving

the values B^ = -3. 75 and = -.40 .

The liquid Fe-Ni-C system was treated similarly, however in this

case there is additional data on the activity of iron in solutions sa-

6 a.
turated with carbon, and it is possible to estimate in addition. These

values are shown in Table 10.

If one needs only three extra coefficients and there are measure-

ments of all three activities at Xj^= X^ = X^ = 1/3, then one can evaluate

them from the three equations:

logY 3 - logY>3 = -(1/27)(B3 )

logY 2- = -(1/27)(B^ + C3 - C^)

logY
^

- log Y' = -(1/27)(B^ + +
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We can illustrate the systematic treatment of a large quantity of

data on the activity of one material in a three component system by a

consideration of the' system benzene - carbon tetrachloride - aceto-

nitrile. This system was chosen because there is a substantial amo\ant

7
of good data available , and also because there are statements in the

7 8
literature ' that the coefficients for the binary subsystems in this

case adequately represent the ternary data. For liquids in this system

it is easy to measure the total vapor pressure and the composition of

the equilibrium vapor. Hence, one can calculate partial pressures

for each component, but we will consider here only the information

on the activity of acetonitrile since in many systems, one activity can

be measured more accurately than the others. It is customary to

correct for non-ideality of the vapor using the equation:

log Y3 = log(Y3P/X3P3)+(l/2. 303 RT) (Bjj-V^XP-p") + P(Sj3Yj(l-Y3)

+ S23Y2(1-Y3) -Sj^YjY^

g
developed by Scatchard where stands for mole fractions in the vapor

and is the mole fraction of acetonitrile in the liquid. Values for

B^^ 3^^*^ S^. are given in reference 7, and the calculation of log Y3

each experimental composition in Table II of reference 7 is quite straight-

forward. For each composition one must also calculate S = X, /^ benzene

(X + X
benzene carbon tetrachloride). The data points are grouped around

certain S values, however to bring them to exactly constant values of

S as in Table H, one must interpolate. The interpolation was performed

(70)
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linearly between two experimental points or between an experimental

point and a calculated value for log y 3 3-t S = 0 or S = 1 . 0. The corrected

data in Table 11 were then fitted to a Redlich-Kister expansion:

log Y 3 = (1-X3)^(A^ + 3^1-4X3) + Cyi-6X3)(1-2X3) + . . . )

using four terms at each S value. The values of A3, B3, C3, and D3

obtained are plotted against S in figures 1 through 4. The extreme

scatter for D3 in figure 4 suggests that the fourth term is not really-

necessary to fit the data for most S values. The data at S = . 59 is

clearly less accurate than that at other values, and these points are

omitted from the graphs and from the fitting procedure.

The A3 values have contributions from every parameter used as

indicated in Tables 2 through 5. Fortunately, the S dependencies are

all quite simple except for the ^-^^ and ^^^^s which should be well

known from data on these two binary mixtures. We can thus calculate

A3(corrected)by subtracting contributions from ^^^> ^13' ^13* ^13'

^23' ^23' ^23' ^"^"^ °23'

A^(corrected) = A^ - A^3(S) + 6^3(1 /2)(S)(1-S) - 0^3(1 /4)(S)(1-S)^

+ D^3(1/8)(S)(1-S)^ - A23(l-S) + 633(1 /2)(1-S)(S)

- C23(1/4)(1-S){S)^ + D23(1/8)(1-S)(S)^

The extension of equation 72 to cases where E and F terms are

needed for the binary subsystem is quite straightforward.
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The values obtained for (corrected) are then fitted to a Redlich-

Kister type expansion in powers of (-1+2S)

A^(corrected) = (S)(l-S) [a^ + B^(-1+2S) + C^(-H-2S)^ + . .

.

J (73)

and the coefficients in this expansion are simple functions of the re-

maining parameters:

A^ = -A^2 + a/2)B^ + (1/4)C3 + (1/8)D^ (74)

= -(3/2)Bj2 + (1/4)C3+ (1/8)D3 (75)

= -(7/4)Cj2.+ (1/8)1^3 ("76)

etc. The coefficients in these equations come from Tables 2 and 5.

In this particular case, A3(corrected) is well fitted by A^ = -.2418

and B = -. 2125. No C term is needed, and so D = 0. This is a
a a 3

further indication (beyond the scatter in figure 4) that terms are

not required in this ternary system. Since ^12 known,

only one additional equation is required:

A^ = .0158 = (1/2)B^ + (1/2)C^ (77)

to evaluate:

B3 = -. 7904 (78)
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= .8220

8464

completing the full set of coefficients for the ternary system benzene

-

carbon tetrachloride - acetonitrile listed in Table 12. The solid lines

in Figures 1-4 are values for A^, B^, etc. , calculated from the con-

stants in Table 12. One is likely to encounter more complex systems

where equations 74 through 76 have 9 unknowns, and the full set of

additional equations 81-87 may be needed. These equations come from

similar corrections of BIL, Cl etc. , for contributions from - and

The coefficients and functions of S in equations 79 and 80, are taken

from tables 3 and 4. The corrected values B^, etc. , are then

fitted to power series like:

N,23-

BL (corrected) B^ - (1/2)B^3(S)(1+S) + (1/2)C^3(S)(1+S)(1-S) - (3/8)0^3

(S)(l+S)(l-S)^ - B23(l/2)(1-S)(2-S) + €23(1 /2)(1-S)(2-S)(S)

-D23(3/8)(1-S)(2-S)(S)^

C!L (corrected) - Cj3(l/4)(S)(1+S)^ + Dj3(3/8){S)(1+S)(l-S)

- C23(l/4)(1-S)(2-S)^ + D23(3/8)(1-S)(2-S)^(S)
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and the equations for A^, B^, and etc. , are obtained from Tables

2 and 5:

= (1/2)63 + (1/2)C3 + (3/8)D3 (82)

B^^ = -(l/2)Bj2 + (1/2)C3 + (3/8)D3 (83)

= -(4/4)C^2 + (3/2)^3

A^ = (1/4)C3 + (3/8)D3 (85)

B^ = (1/4)C^ + (3/8)D^ (86)

= -(1/4)C^2 + (3/8)D^ (87)
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TABLE 1

The transformation matrix, ]L

a power series in T.

I

A, B, C. . = JL~^
j

1 3/4 7/12 15/32 31/80

0 1/4 4/12 11/32 26/80

0 0 1./ 12 5/32 16/80

0 0 0 1/32 6/80

0 0 0 0 1/80

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

, to obtain Redlich-Kister coefficients from

r 2' 3' /

63/192 255/1024

57/ 192 120/448 247/1024

42/192 99/448 219/1024

22/192 64/448 163/1024

7/192 29/448 93/1024

1/192 8/448 37/1024

0 1/448 9/1024

0 0 1/1024

0 0 0
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Table 6

The transformation matrix from the N_ to the coefficients.

— 3, _^3.

^2 °l J—
' 2 * * N = so ^3 ^3 ^3 °3 E^i—< ^ • • •>

1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1

0 -(1/2) (3/2) -1 2 -3 (3/2) (5/2) -(7/2) (9/2)

0 -(1/2) - (1/2) -1 0 1 (3/2) (1/2) (1/2) -(3/2)

0 0 0 (1/4) -(3/4) (9/4) (3/4) -(7/4) (15/4) -(27/4)

0 0 0 (1/2) -(1/2) -(3/2) (3/2) -(3/2) -(1/2) (9/2)

0 0 0 (1/4) (1/4) (1/4) (3/4) (1/4) -(1/4) -(3/4)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/8) (3/8) -(9/8) (27/8)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (3/8) (5/8) -(3/8) -(27/8)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (3/8) (1/8) (5/8) (9/8)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/8) -(1/8) -(1/8) -(1/8)
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Table 7

Listings of sections of a computer program for ternary systems.

1. Calculation of pseudobinary coefficients (A^j B^, C^, etc.)

The values are stored in BETA(KI, I, 12). FC(I) stores I!.

1793
113« 160 C9NTINJUE 1794

09 230 1»1#8 J795
.115, 230 Beta{KI,I,i2).0,
116. S8Xl/(Xl*x2) 1797
117. IF (S.E3.05 S»1.0E»50
118. Q-i-S
119. If (Q.E3.0) Q«1«0e-50
1?0. Xk«XI+x2 1798
1?1» Z»-1+2#S 1799
122. If (Z.EQ.Q.O) Zal.OE-50 1800
123« Od ?20 I«2i8 iSOl
12^*. 03 220 <»1, I 1802
125. C2.FC( i*l )/(rC(K-i)*FC{ I»K>#2»»(I-l ) ) 1803
126« lTM-I+2
127. 09 220 J»4, ITM
128. 8ETA(KI*K> I2).bE:TA(kI*kW2)*c2»S»(1-S)»( (Z ) ( j-4 ) ) #RT (I # J ) 1805
129. 220 CSNTINUE 1806
130. 09 232 I»l/8 1807
131. Cl«2,/<»2»»n 1808
132. Ct«-Cl«(-1 5*»I 1809
133. C3»l. 1810
134. 09 232 J«I*8 1811
135. BETA(KNl/'I2)aBETA(Kl/I/l2)+Cf*S»(l.S)»(C.Z ) •* ( J-1 ) ) ( j/ 1 ) 1812
136. C2»(-Ci)*FC(J-l)/(FC(Nl)»rC(J«I)»("2^»*(J-I)) 1813
137. BeTAJKI, I, I2) -BETa(KI, I, I2)+C2*S»{Q»#{ J-I ) ) * ( (

1 +S ) •# ( I . D )

138. 2 •RT(J^2) 1815
139. BETA (Kl/

N

I2)»BETa(kI* I' I2)+C2»(S«*( j-I ) ) ( 1 ) » ( ( 2-S )# ( I - 1 ) ) 18I6
1^0. 2 -RKJ/S) 1817
1^*1. C3»C3»2*FC5 J)/(FC( 1,1 )»FC£ J*l-I n I8l8
1^2* C'+»'C3»('.5)»»J 1819
143. 232 C9NT1NUE 1820
l^**. laKI 1821
l^^5. If (iepT(6)*8) 181*181/200
146. 181 WRITE( 108*703) TEmP ( !) # C BET A ( I , J/ 1 2 ) / J- 1/ 4 ) l823
147. 182 WriTE(108#703) TEmP(i), ( BET A

(
I

#

J# f
2 )

#

j-5*

S

) 1824
148. 703 F9RV|AT('T.»*F9.3'4F13.S) 1825
149. 200 C9NTIMUE 1826
150. Tpk«TP 1827
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Table 7 (continued)

2. Rearrangement of the coefficients stored in RT so that

pseudobinary coefficients can be calculated for the other

components. CMM stores the elements of the matrix MI

shown in Table 6.

168. ir {I9PT{6)-9) 250/251,251
169. 250 W=?ITE{ 108/710) II/X3/GF{JJ'
170. 710 F9RMAT( -Xt/Il/'t'/FlO.S/Fll
171. 251 IC-IC+1
172. KZZ(1)»'<ZK
173. IP (IC-f) 69*61*999
174, 69 CSNTIS'UE
175. D9 301 J«l/8
176. X-RKJil)
177, RT( J* 1)»RT( J/2)*<.1)««( J-1)
178. RT{J/2)«RT(J/3)*(-l)»*(J-l)
179. 301' RT(J/3)aX
i«o. L»0
181

.

D9 328 1-2, 10

182. lTM=I+2
183. Or 323 J-'filTM

184. L-L + 1

185. 328 R<K(L)-RT( I* J)

186. De 329 Iali28
187. RKL( I )sO»
188. 09 329 J«l/?8
189. 329 R<Lf I )-RKL( I )*CM^(Ji I)«R<K(

190. L"0
191. ITM" 1*2
192. 09 332 I»2i8
193. 09 332 J-4* ITM
194. L»L*1
195. 332 Rt( li J)-RKL(L)
196. x = xi
197. X1«X3
198. X3»X2
199. X2«X
200. <Z2(1>»1
20 r» <I-1
202, G9 T9 160

I2)/gL 18*^5

.5) 1846

18*8
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857

1859
1860
1861
1862
lS63
186^^

1865

1866

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
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Table 8

A useful matrix form for augmented Redlich-Kister coefficients

for a ternary system.

A

^12
A
^13 ^23 u u yj U u

^12 ^13 ^23 «3 0 0 0 0

^12 ^13 *^23 ^3 0 0 0

°12 °13 °23 °l °3 0 0

^12 ^13 ^23 ^3 ^3 e""^3 ^3 0

^12 ^13 F
23 3 3

f'^
3

F^^ 3 ^ 3
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Table 9

Redlich-Kister Coefficients fo

Fe - Ni - C gamma phase.

Components Coefficient

Fe - Ni

^12

the Binary Subsystems of the

log y Enthalpy ,

at 1000 K (cal mol" )

-.64667 -3904.

.42750 2533.

Fe - C 5. 1823 28971.

^13 -5.7708 -27380.

Cj3 1.9685 8933.

Ni - C '23

B
23

5. 5121

-3. 0

13328,

0.
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Table 10.

Coefficients found for the Fe - Ni - C liquid system.

Enthalpy (cal mol )

subscripts and superscripts

N 12 13 23 3a 3b

A -4545 -24280 -17705 0 0

B 2482 4696 0 0 0COO 000
^°8Vi000

subscripts and superscripts

N 12 13 23 3a 3b

A -.75554 -.37940 -2.7448 0. 0 0.0

B .41473 -. 65530 . 0162 3. 5 0.0

C 0. 0 . 62925 0. 0 6. 0 0. 80
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Table 11

Data for logtf for acetonitrile from Clarke and Missen corrected for

non-ideality of the vapor and interpolated to selected values of S = X,
^ ^ ^ benzene

'''^^benzene ^ ^carbon tetrachloride ^

s =
. 13 S =

. 23 S =
. 375

X3 log/3 ^3 logy3 ^3 iog/3

A A T Q
. 441 0

2 1/17
. J 1 4 ^

9 "7 1 "7
, C. I I i

. 4960 . 1672 . 3044 . 3063 . 4194 . 1969

.5897 . 1194 . 4221 . 1899 . 5101 . 1461

. 6602 . 08297 . 4918 . 1534 . 5778 . 1109

. 7310 . 05382 . 5633 . 1122 . 6460 . 07579

. 7824 . 03643 . 6401 . 07578 . 7131 . 05393

. 8170 . 03252 . 7460 . 03941 . 7550 . 03442

.8560 . 01618 . 7884 . 02461 . 7966 . 02509

. 8780 . 00827 . 8144 .01916

. 9030 . 01099
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Table 11 (continued)

s = .59 S = .65 S = .73 S

^3 ^3 1 fiCf Alogo
2

-^3 X̂3

. 3827 . 2001 . 1671 . 3345 . 1516 . 3178 . 1560

. 5138 . 1273 . 2990 .2484 .2881 . 2461 . 2811

. 6032 , 05829 . 4026 . 1791 . 3959 . 1683 . 3952

, 6585 . 06402 .4926 . 1261 . 4794 . 1231 . 5047

, 7118 . 04430 . 5748 . 09271 . 5540 . 08942 . 5699

. 7680 . 03512 . 6452 . 06666 . 6312 . 06304 . 6397

. 8180 . 02023 . 7081 . 04369 . 6670 . 05736 . 7061

. 7623 . 03428 . 7167 .03737 . 7575

. 8121 . 02068 . 7588 . 02583 . 7958

. 7786 . 02038 . 8294
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Table 12

A set of augmented Redlich-Kister paramaters for the ternary

system benzene - carbon tetrachloride - acetonitrile.

A .0521 .4419 .7792 0 0 0

B .00058 .0056 .0817 -.7904 0 0

C 0 .04815 .1114 .8220 -.8464 0

DO 0 .06835 0 0 0
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Figure 1

Plot of vs. S = Xj/{Xj + X^) for the system benzene-carbon

tetrachloride -acetonitrile. The solid line is calcvilated from the

values in Table 12.
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Figure 2

Plot of B' vs. S = X /(X + X_) for the system benzene-carbon

tetrachloride-acetonitrile. The solid line is calculated from the

values in Table 12.
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8

Figure 3

Plot of vs. S = Xj/(X^ + X^) for the system benzene -carbon

tetrachloride-acetonitrile. The solid line is calculated from the

values in Table 12.
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Figure 4

Plot of vs. S = Xj/(X^ + X^) for the system benzene-carbon

tetrachloride -acetonitrile. The solid line is calc\ilated from the

values in Table 12.
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National Bureau of Standards SP-495, Applications of Phase Diagrams In Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

A PROGRAM FOR BINARY PHASE EQUILIBRIA USING THE

REDLICH-KISTER EQUATIONS

Isaac Eliezer and Reed A. Howald

Chemistry Department of Montana State University,
Bozeman, Montana, 59 715

Abstract

Several mathematical forms have been proposed and used to des-

cribe the relationship between thermodynamic properties and compo-

sition in binary systems. No consensus has been reached on what are

the best forms, primarily because there is a basic conflict between

the requirement of convenience and the requirement of satisfying the

Gibbs-Duhem relationship. The subject is currently of special impor-

tance because the availability of large high speed computers permits

the application of the equations to a wide range of materials problems

encountered in many engineering applications.

Power series in mole fraction are well adapted to the general

representation of data and to computer calculation of phase diagrams.

At least two series in mole fraction have now been programmed for

computers: a simple power series and the modified Legendre poly-

nomials of Bale and Pelton,
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We have chosen to program the Redlich-Kister equations

log Y
1

log Y2 rA+B(-3+4X )+C(-5+6X )(-l+2X )+D(-7+8X )(-l+2Xj)'^+ ... J

primarily because the same set of coefficients appears in the equation

for both components. These coefficients are the coefficients in a sim-

ple power series expansion of the excess free energy of mixing in the

variable (-1+2X). Other advantages and disadvantages of the three

polynomial forms are discussed, along with the conversion matrices

used to convert from one polynomial form to another. It is suggested

that both Redlich-Kister and Bale-Pelton coefficients should be reported

when experimental data are fitted.

The capabilities of our program are described in terms of the

subroutines currently available. Applications to multiphase binary

systems of engineering importance are shown, including calculated

phase diagrams.
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INTRODUCTION The earliest generalized power series expansion

for thermodynamic properties of binary systems was provided by the

Margules equations^:

= (l-Xj)^(A^ + BjXj + CjX^^ .. . )

Y^ = X, (1-X, )(A + B X, + C x/ , . , )
1 1^ e el el '

Y2 = Xj2(A2 tB^Xj tC^Xj^ ...)

The Margules equations are still widely used. However they have

two major drawbacks which have led to many efforts to develop alter-

native formulations. The first difficulty is that different coefficients

appear in all three equations, and there are another three sets of

coefficients if the expansions are written as power series in X^ in-

stead of X^, Conversions from one set of coefficients to another are

not too difficult (they involve multiplication by an upper triangular

matrix as illustrated in Table 1), But it is still confusing and tedious

to have three or more similar but distinct sets of coefficients.

The second drawback concerns the extreme non- orthogonality

5
of power series over the range from 0 to 1, In this region, X^ and

Xj^ are very similar. We can define the degree of non-orthogonality

of two functions by a parameter P, defined as:

P = |j' f g dx ^ /
J'

dx J
g^ dx

In this particular case, we have:

J X^X^ dX ^ /
J*
X^° dX

f
X^^ dX = . 9931P =

848



Orthogonality, P = 0, is useful because then the values of the first

coefficients do not depend strongly on the number of coefficients selec

ted to represent the data. At the other extreme, P values greater

then 0. 99 require that the coefficients be determined and recorded

with more significant figures than are present in the original data.

Bale and Pelton have shown that even DOUBLE PRECISION computer

2
calculation is inadequate for a 19 term Margules expansion ,

The Legendre polynomials are exactly orthogonal over the inter-

2 3
val from -1 to 1, and an expansion in Bale -Pelton coefficients, q^,

'

works very well:

=XjX2(qo +qj(Xj-X2) +q2P2(Xj- X^ ) + qjPjCX j -X^) . . . )

In this equation the first two Legendre polynomials, P^ = 1, and

Pj(Xj - X^) = Xj - X^. have been written explicitly.

Unfortunately, derivatives of the Legendre polynomials can get

quite complicated, and the easiest way to apply the Gibbs-Duhem

relation to Y in this form is to define two new sets of coefficients,

a. and b.

:

11
Y, = xJ- S a.P.(X,- X_)

1 2 , 1 1^ 1 2
1

=Xj2pb.p.(Xj.X2)
1

It is impossible to keep exactly orthogonal polynomials in all three

equations without having three different sets of coefficients.

4The Redlich-Kister equations provide a reasonable compromise

between the conflicting requirements of simplicity, convenience, and
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orthogonality. The Redlich-Kister coefficients appear in the expan-

e 5
sion of Y as X X_ times a power series in X. - X_.

It might appear that non-orthogonality might be as serious a problem

here as with the Margules equations, but since the interval of inte-

gration is changed to -1 to +1, one has exact orthogonality between

odd and even powers. For seven Redlich-Kister coefficients the lar-

gest value one encounters for the non-orthogonality parameter P is:

This is a substantial improvement over P = . 9931. This same con-

clusion can be substantiated by an examination of Tables 2 and 3, the

conversion matrices from Bale-Pelton coefficients to Margules and

Redlich-Kister coefficients respectively. The largest entry in absolute

value in Table 3 is -(693/16) = -43. 3125, so that at worst only two additional

significant figures are required for eight Redlich-Kister terms beyond

the best orthogonal formulation. On the other hand the Margules coef-

ficients would need 4 additional significant figures for the same accuracy,

corresponding to an entry of 16632 in the eighth column.

The major advantage of the Redlich-Kister coefficients is the exis-

tence of relatively simple expressions for Y^ and Y^ using the same

coefficients

:

(9

Yj = X2^fA+B(-l+4X^) + C(-l+6Xj)(-l+2Xj) + D(-1+8X
^
)(-l+2X

^

)

(10)
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= [a + B(-3+4Xj) + C(-5 +6Xj)(-l+2Xj) + D(-7+8Xp(-l+2Xj )^

+ E(-9+10Xj)(-l+2Xj)^ . .
.j

The earliest publication of these equations was by Scatchard^. How-

ever the coefficients were used in an earlier paper of Redlich and

Kister^, and they are responsible for popularizing the method"*. Thus,

referring to equations 9-11 as the Redlich-Kister equations is well

7 8justified as well as standard practice ~
.

Conversions between various sets of coefficients. The Redlich-

Kister polynomials are simple and easy to use, but they are not ortho-

gonal. For comparisons of independent determinations using different

numbers of coefficients it will often be best to convert to Bale-Pelton

coefficients. We suggest that, in reporting calculations on binary

systems, both Redlich-Kister and Bale-Pelton coefficients be tabu-

lated. Conversions to and comparisons with power series in X^ and

X^ will also continue to be important. There are many significant

interconversions (at least 91), and some way of keeping them straight

is important. Figure 1 illustrates how any conversion of coefficients

can be accomplished going through the Redlich-Kister coefficients

with seven conversion matrices (JT through IP) and their inverse ma-

trices. A few of the easier conversions along the circumference are

also shown.

One can go back and forth between Redlich-Kister and Bale-Pelton

coefficients with the matrices and ISI ^ shown in Table 3. The

columns in IBJ"'^ are the coefficients of the Legendre polynomials,

so these matrices can be extended indefinitely. Table 4 shows W.

and 1K~^ for conversions between Redlich-Kister coefficients and the
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Margules constants of eqn. 2. The columns of W. are the constants

in an expansion of (-1+2X)^. These two matrices are especially-

significant because all the conversion matrices can be written as

products of W. and M[ with the two simple matrices BD and W shown

in Table 5. This is illustrated in Table 6 for all the matrices shown

explicitly in Figure 1. A number of these equations show products

of the form W W; however, these triple products are very easy

to evaluate since one needs only to change the sign of certain of the

off diagonal matrix elements (along diagonals). For example, WWW
is just like W. except that all the signs are positive, and ff" = 1» BD W.

Overview of the BPHD Program The BPHD program is designed

primarily for the calculation of equilibrium constants and activities

as a function of composition in binary systems. Equilibrium constants

are calculated by interpolation of stored free energy function data,

4
and activity calculations are based upon the Redlich-Kister equations :

(12)

(13)

The program includes provisions for calculating the free energy function

and the Redlich-Kister coefficients as a function of temperature.

However, this requires known expressions for the heat capacities as

a function of temperatures, known enthalpies, and a full set of Redlich-

Kister coefficients at one standard temperature. Since much of the

development was undertaken for high temperature equilibria, the
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standard temperature is usually 1000 K, but much of the program will

operate with a standard temperature of 298. 15 K as well.

Since the pro'gram is meant to be very general, applicable to any

binary system, the data for particular components and systems are

not included in the program. Such data must be provided from the ter-

minal or from a data file before the calculations will proceed. It is

expected that most of the use of this program will involve entering

new data files, for ne^y systems or for more accurate representation

of old systems. The separation of data files from the program is

designed to facilitate such updating of old files and the development

of new data files.

Data files are normally read under a 12G. 4 format. The card

700 FORMAT (12G. 4)

appears in almost all subroutines. It allows for the reading of up to

twelve numbers on a single line. Successive numbers must be separated

by one or more spaces, but this format does not require that numbers

occupy any set locations on a line. It allows for the entry of both inte-

gers and decimal fractions. Decimal fractions can be entered in either

decimal or exponential notation: 0. 00435 or . 435E-2. The decimal

point must be included in all numbers which are not read as integers,

or there is likely to be a mistake in reading the numbers. We have

fo\ind the 12G. 4 format convenient since when such errors occur,

4
a factor of 10 error is usually evident. For example all temperature

data should be entered with a decimal point as in 1400. , while the

value 1400 will be interpreted as 0. 14. For computers which do not

accept a widthless format, we suggest the use of 700 FORMAT (6G10.4)

cards instead.
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Obtaining Coefficients by Least Squares

Redlich-Kister coefficients and power series expressions for

heat capacities which appear in the data files are often obtained by-

least squares procedures. We have not included a least squares

fitting procedure in the BPHD program primarily because most users

and computer centers have their own least squares and multiple re-

gression programs with which they are already familiar. There are

however, certain features of the particular power series we have

chosen to use which need to be explained.

We have chosen to express heat capacities as a power series

in T-T^, where is a standard temperature usually 1000 K. In

this form, the first term is a heat capacity at T , which is usually
o

an experimentally accessible temperature. Thus, the value used is

quite easy to check in contrast to the value A in the series.

C = A + BT + CT^. . . (14)
p

The series we have chosen as standard is:

C = A + B(T-T ) + C(T-T )^ + D(T-T )^ + E(T-T )^ (15)
p o o o o

When using a heat capacity expression in BPHD for the first time,

it is advisable to print out the full results of the calculation and com-

pare the heat capacity values calculated at different temperatures with

the original heat capacity data you are trying to fit. If these agree

reasonably well, then the calculated values for the enthalpy and the free
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energy function are presumably correct as well.

Equations of the Redlich-Kister form can also be set up for enthalpy,

heat capacity, etc. For instance, for the total enthalpy of a binary sys-

tem, we can write:

H/Cnj-hn^) = + (U^°'U^°)X + X(l-X) [a + B(-1+2X)+ C(-1+2X)^. . (16)

where n=number of moles, X = mole fraction, H° = enthalpy of stan-

dard state. Alternatively the excess enthalpy, can be defined:

Ah = H/(n, + n_) - - (H ° - H„°)X (17)m W 2 2 ^ 1 2 ^

and so, using (5):

AH = X(l-X)m A + B(-1+2X) + C(-1+2X)^ + D(-1+2X)^. . . I (18)

A similar expression can be used for the activity coefficients:

Xjlog + X^log Y2 = X(l-X) + B(-1+2X) + C(-1+2X)^. .

.J
(19)

Sometimes this will give better values for the Redlich-Kister

coefficients than either of the separate equations for the individual

activity coefficients:

log = (1-X)^ [a + B(-1+4X) + C(-1+6X)(-1+2X) + D(-1+8X)(-1+2X)^. . (20)

ajid:
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log = A + B(-3+4X) + C(-5+6X)(-l+2X) + D(-7+8X)(-l+2X)^ . . .

We have chosen to use base 10 logarithms in the equations for the

activity coefficients o However, one could use natural logarithms in-

stead, if all the coefficients are multiplied by In 10 = 2, 30259,

Calculation of the Free Energy Function

The standard equilibrium expression:

-AH /2.303RT AS /2. 303R
= 10 ^ 10

can be rewritten as:

-AH°_Q„ _/2,303RT A$ /2. 303R
= 10 '^^^^ 10

^

where the temperature dependence of both AH and AS is put into the
- G° - H°

free energy function, $ , defined by $ = — ^98o 15
^ then

possible to calculate equilibrium constants at any temperature from

values of H°^g for each compound and from tables of l^^as a function

9
of temperature like the JANAF tables. For phase equilibria calculations

it is often necessary to know K to four significant figures. In most

cases, one can obtain this accuracy to interpolating from tables of

^ ,
provided the interval in the table is as small as 20 to 30 K, The

program BPHD can be used to create tables of the free energy function

at any set of temperatures that one chooses.

The free energy function can be calculated at any temperature if

its value is known at some standard temperature and if a heat capacity

expression valid over the temperature range of interest including the
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standard temperature is known. For the temperature range from

1000 K to 2000 K, we have picked 1000 K as a standard temperature,

T^, and most heat capacity data can be accurately represented over

this temperature range by power series of the form:

Cp = A + B(T-IOOO) + C(T-IOOO)^ + D(T-IOOO)^ + E(T-IOOO)^ (24)

This information for a particular species such as graphite can be

provided to the computer in three lines of an input file:

C (S, GRAPHITE)

10 4 1 3.020 2324. 2824.

2 5. 15465 .00159627 13423E-5 . 45542E-9

The first line is just an identifying label and can say anything. The

second line starts with three integers. The first two numbers serve

as an identifying label for the computer, specifying the component

and the phase. In the example shown above, carbon (graphite) is

component 10 of phase 4. The program is currently dimensioned to

handle up to 10 components in up to 4 phases.

The free energy fvmction can be calculated from the formula:

(25)

T T
(§^) = (§^) - H(T^) - H(298. 15) (

1 _ 1-) - i
J C dT + J (C /T)dT

rp P >J
rjn p

o o
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The two integrals can be evaluated analytically for the heat capacity

expressions used here. There is substantial cancellation between

the two integrals and this is recognized in the programming of this

computation in subroutine PPI.

The third integer is normally given the value 1. This number

identifies the position used for the standard temperature. It is fol-

lowed by the value of the free energy f\mction at 1000 K, Hjqqq

- H°gg and finally by the enthalpy at 1000 K defined as AH°
^gg j5

+ (^^jQQQ " -^298 15^* ^ particular case of graphite, since it is

the reference state for carbon, AH° 25
~ ^* ^ ^-^^ last two

numbers are the same. Note that the enthalpies are given in calories

mol \ and not kcal mol ^

.

When the third line starts with the integer 2, the next five numbers

in the line are coefficients in the power series expansion of the heat

capacity. Thus the expression used here for the heat capacity of

graphite is

:

Cp = 5. 15465 + . 001 59627(T- 1000) - . 13423 x 10"^{T-1000)^

+ . 45542 X 10"'^(T-1000)^ + O(T-IOOO)'*

When the third line starts with 1, the computer will read three lines

of heat capacity data, with several options available as to the form

of the heat capacity expression.

The program will read in data for up to 40 materials (10 components

of 4 phases) in any order from the input file. However, it is necessary
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for the file to identify the last material. The computer will continue

until it finds component zero of phase zero. Thus the last two lines

in the file shovild be:

END (or any other arbitrary name)

0 0 1

A sample file is shown in Table 7,

Once the data file is ready, it is assigned a number to identify

it and the program is run. The instructions required to assign an

identifying number to a file, to compile a Fortran program and to

rvm it will vary from one computer installation to another. Each

individual using this program should find out the directions for these

three operations at his own computing center. For the Sigma 7 at

Montana State University, an example of control commands is:

!FORT SPHD OVER BPHD

BC

!SET F:12 DC/CRIS; IN

! LINK BPHD OVER LMPD

! LMPD.

The program starts by typing the key, OPTIONS. At this point if you

wish to calculate and tabulate values for the free energy function, you

should type in 1792. This series of four integers with no spaces con-

trols a series of IF statements in the main program and in subroutine

GNN to call the subroutines TPIN (for entering the temperatures) and

PHIC (for calculating the free energy functions). The program then

proceeds to type the key, ENTER NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES AND

N TEMP VALUES. The example shown in Table 8, uses three tem-
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perature values, but any number up to 20 can be used. The first

temperature entered must be the standard temperature chosen in

building the input files. If some of the later temperatures are left

blank, the program will continue the series of equally spaced temper-

atures suggested by the last two values entered.

Typing a substantial table from a terminal can be quite tedious.

In most cases where we want a full table, we operate this part of the

program in BATCH so that the output is printed on a high speed line

printer. From the terminal we usually suppress part or all of the prin-

ting by entering a value for IOPT(6). The value 4 entered in 17920004

or 9 2 0 0 0 4 suppresses printing completely. 920002 is a useful

compromise which prints only part of the output. If you want to de-

cide for each species in a file whether to print the results or not,

you should use 17920006 or 9 2 0 0 0 6. The options for printing and

skipping in this case, are 1 and 4 respectively.

The Calculation of Equilibrium Constants

It is easy to calculate equilibrium constants by hand from a table

of H^gg and free energy function values, but the calculation is also

programmed in subroutine EPHI. This subroutine is called by the

value 7 for lOPT(l), the first of the 9 lOPT values called for at the

beginning of subroutine GNN. You can type in the free energy f\inction

and H^gg values that you need for the calculation, but this is not nec-

essary if you have been through subroutine PHIC. All that is usually

needed is to enter the number of phases and then enter the coefficients

of the balanced chemical equation following the keys:

ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS AND THEN THE HP298 VALUES, PHASE N
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Table 9 shows calculations of K's for the melting of tridymite and for

the:

SiO^ (tridymite ) = SiO_ (cristobalite

)

equilibrium. Where a lone question mark appears on a line, a line

of zeros has been entered by hitting the return key.

A table of equilibrium constant values at the set of temperatures

last used in PHIC is automatically typed, and further temperatures

can be used by interpolation if desired.

Following the KEQ value, the program prints the values for AH

and AG at each temperature. It is often desirable to correct the entries

for one or more of the species to get better values for K or for AH.

The Calculation of Activities Given

Like the free energy function, Redlich-Kister coefficients are

functions of the temperature and values for a particular temperature

can be obtained by interpolation in a table. The program allows for

reading a table of values at nine successive temperatures or for cal-

culating such a table (with or without printing it) from the values at

1000 K, Redlich-Kister coefficients for enthalpy at 1000 K and heat

capacity power series coefficients.

A(T) (27)
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B(T) = B(To) - BH(To) (1/T) - (l/To)J /4. 5756 (28)

etc. There are additional terms required if there is a substantial

change in the heat capacity on mixing the components, and these in-

tegrals are included in the program. However in most cases, values

of zero can be used for the heat capacity coefficients. We will dis-

cuss first the procedure for calculating a set of Redlich-Kister coef-

ficients from the values at 1000 K and enthalpy and heat capacity coef-

ficients. This part of the program uses a data file which usually

has the form:

A B C D . . .

A(H) B (H) C(H) D(H) . . .

0.

0.

0.

0.

The particular file for carbon in liquid iron is:

-3.79398 -.655295 .629251

-24280. 4696. 0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
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The four lines after the enthalpy coefficients represent coefficients

in a power series in temperature for the excess heat capacity of mixing.

However, there are almost no high temperature systems where the

heat capacity is known accurately as a function of composition and

one ordinarily assumes that the excess heat capacity of mixing is

negligibly small at all temperatures, so that there are zeroes in all

four of these lines. In this case, the Redlich-Kister coefficients are

linear in 1/T as in the equation:

A = A^QQQ + (A(H)/4. 5756){1/T - 1/1000)

When there is a zero in the second line as well, i. e. the enthalpy

coefficients are also zero, the Redlich-Kister coefficients used do

not vary with the temperature. Large enthalpy terms (like -25280.

cal mol ^ for A(H) in the above example) give Redlich-K.ster coeffi-

cients with a large temperature dependence, and here it is necessary

to calculate the Redlich-Kister coefficients at the exact temperatures

to be used or else to interpolate over very short temperature inter-

vals, no larger that 25 degrees.

This calculation is easily performed once a file of the input data

has been prepared. The file is assigned an identifying number and

the program is run with either 1791 as the initial input or the values

9 and 1 for lOPT(l) and IOPT(2) in subroutine GNN. The same sub-

routine as above (TPIN) is used for the selection of the temperatures

to be used in the calculation, and the first temperature in the file must

be that for which the first line of the input file is valid, normally 1000 K.
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If the temperatures you want have already been entered, you may

keep the same set by simply hitting the return key.

The computer will then type the key: IDENTIFY THE PHASE

AND THEN THE INPUT FILE. You should answer this by entering

two integers: A number from 1 to 4 to identify the phase you are

using and then the value for IDATA needed to read the input file.

The computer will then calculate and print eight Redlich-Kister coef-

ficients for each temperature you have specified and store them under

the phase number you used.

If you wish to do this same calculation without printing the results,

use the commands 17910002 or 9 1 0 0 0 2. The value IOPT(6) = 2

suppresses the printing step.

The calculated Redlich-Kister coefficients are stored in the file

BETA. The dimensions of BETA are BETA (12, 20, 4) allowing for

12 Redlich-Kister coefficients (although the program now uses only

8), 20 temperatures, and 4 phases.

Once the beta values are in, the calculation of log y and activity

proceeds using subroutines GOM and GOMM. There are many ways

to call these subroutines, but the one which we use most is with the

lOPT values 8 5. This way one starts with the key:

IOP{7) = 0 ENTER TEMP. AND MOLE FRACTION

Then if you type in a temperature in the range covered by the values

you have entered and a mole fraction, the activities of each of the

components will be calculated and printed. An example of a Redlich-
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Kister coefficient calculation is given in Table 10.

Finding a Mole Fraction Given an Activity

Quite often you will have a value for the activity of one of the

components and want to know what mole fraction gives that activity.

Our program for this calculation is called automatically after using

GOM with the lOPT values 8 and 5, or it can be entered directly with

8 and 6. This subroutine, CLM, starts with the key, 5 YOU ARE IN

CLM, ENTER KZZ VALUES TO CONTROL ACTIONS. You will or-

dinarily follow this command by entering a single integer, 1, 3, or

4. The value 3 specifies that you are going to enter a value for the

activity of component 1. The value 4 similarly specifies component

2. The value 1 will let you choose. It prints the key WHICH COMPO-

NENT? ENTER HC(J), J = 1, 4, NOW: followed by 4 values. HC(J)

are the coefficients in the balanced equilibrium equations and the pro-

^ 1 ^ ^v, 1 f
HC(1). HC(2) HC(3)gram is set up to look for the value of a^ a^ a^

HC (4: )

* a^ which you have chosen by setting the HC(J) values. Of

course the most common entries are 1.0, 0. and 0. , 1.0 for activities

of components 1 and 2 respectively. However for an equilibrium like

KAIO^ (s) = KO g(in 0-AlOj ^) + AlO^ ^(3), you will be looking for a

composition of the beta phase where a-j^Q ^ *
^jsj^qi

5^* ^ equal

to the equilibrium constant, and you would want to enter the values

1.0 1.0. Table 8 show several examples of the use of CLM. The

key ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS is pre-

ceeded by two integers, the first of which is II and the second of which

is 12, the number identifying the phase. If you have the wrong phase.
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12 can be changed by returning to GNN and using the value IOPT{l) = 16.

This results in an unkeyed input request line which should be two in-

tegers, 1 for II and then the value for 12.

There are several interesting features in CLM. It ordinarily

-28
starts with Xj = 1. 0 X 10 and increases X^ by steps of 0. 01 until

it passes the correct value, and then searches for the exact root. It will

ordinarily note any maxima or minima fo\uid along the way. Some

times when there are maxima or minima, the root found will not be

the one you really want. When this happens, you will want to start

the search for roots at a different value of X^. This is accomplished

by entering the temperature, the activity, and then the integer 1 fol-

lowing the key ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS.

The starting value for X^ is then entered on the next line.

If no roots are found before X^ = 1.0, the program will not print

the ROOT BETWEEN line, but it will ordinarily go back and print

the values of mole fractions and activities for your starting value of

Xj, so you can perhaps see where the problem lies.

Many of the subroutines, including GOM and CLM , will return

to the beginning so that the same calculation can be repeated for a

different temperature or for some change in mole fraction or activity.

This feature is needed to get enough values to plot activity vs. mole

fraction or a solubility line on a phase diagram. The ordinary way

to get out of these repeating subroutines is to hit return, entering a

line of zeroes.

Equilibrium Between Two Phases of Variable Composition

The last major type of calculation required for two component
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phase diagrams is to search for the values of activities and mole frac-

tions at equilibrivim between two phases, both of which have variable

composition. In this case, you need two equilibrium constants:

a, in phase 2
— _i

1 a^ in phase 1

and:

a^ in phase 2

a^ in phase 1

The calculation normally proceeds by assuming a value for one of the

activities in one phase, calculates the activity for the other component

in the other phase, and searches for suitable mole fractions for this

other phase. If you make the right choice of components and phases,

the calculation will usually converge after 4 to 16 steps of alternating

between the phases. Subroutine ALTNT has been written to do the

activity calculations and the alternating of phases automatically. It

is written to start with an activity of . 98 for component 2 in phase 2,

so phase 2 is ordinarily selected as the phase which is richest in com-

ponent 2. Subroutine ALTNT is called from GNN with the lOPT values

0 7. The lOPT values 0 7 1 and 0 7 9 will give more and less printed

output respectively. It is necessary to have the Redlich-Kister coef-

ficients available in the storage locations BETA and to have the equi-

librium constants K^^ and ready to enter. However, the values

1 /K and 1 /K_ are equally acceptable.
J. ^

The first key in ALTNT is ENTER TEMPERATURE AND A CON-

TROL INTEGER. For the calculation described here no control in-

teger is necessary and one merely enters a temperature value, with
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a decimal point. The computer then asks you to ENTER TWO EQUI-

LIBRIUM CONSTANTS, and you type in the values for and K^.

If you have values for l/K^ and 1 /K^ instead, type them in but type

1 after the two values. This calculates K^^ and and uses them in

the computation. Table 12 shows examples of these two entries. The

program starts with the value 0. 98 for a^ in phase 2 and prints the

successive values for a^ in phase 1 that it obtains at each iteration.

When the computer is satisfied that the calculation has converged,

it will print the results for each phase, but more often it will ask :

SHALL WE CONTINUE. The integer 1 means yes, but 0 and-1 will

both take you back to the beginning to enter a new temperature, to

reenter the old temperature, or to leave the subroutine (by pressing

the RETURN key). Sometimes convergence is very slow, and you

can improve this by guessing at a better starting value for the acti-

vity of component 2 in phase 2. If you want to do this, you need a

fourth entry, the value 1, in the line following the key ENTER TWO

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS. Then on the next line, you type in the

value you want to try for a^ in phase 2.

This is sufficient instruction in the program to repeat a calcula-

tion of a phase diagram using a copy of our input files. Tables 13 -

19 show a calculation of the Ni-C phase diagram shown in Figure 2

The thermodynamic data for solid and liquid Ni and C are shown in

Table 13. The values for Ni and for graphite are those selected

to agree with the JANAF tables. The values for liquid C are selected

to fit the equation K = 1, 33 - 5460 /T for the equilibrium constant for

the melting of carbon. This means that AC = 0 for this reaction, and
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is independent of temperature.

We have used two Redlich-Kister coefficients for carbon in solid

Ni, the values A = 5. 5121 + (13328/4. 5756)(1/T - 1/1000) and B = -3, 6.

Similarly, two coefficients are used for the liquid phase. Table 13

and 14 are listings of the input files including the thermodynamic data

for the calculation of equilibrium constants and of Redlich-Kister coef-

ficients. The calculation of Redlich-Kister coefficients at three

temperatures is shown in Table 15. The calculations of equilibrium

constants for the melting of Ni and C are shown in Table 16, Table 17

shows the calculation of the solubility of graphite in solid Ni, and the

corresponding calculation for the liquid phase is in Table 18. The last 2

lines of the phase diagram, describing the equilibrium between the solid

and liquid Ni rich phases, are calculated using ALTNT as in Table 19.

The activities of liquid carbon are always very small, and this is a

case where the initial estimate a^ in phase 2 = 0,98 made in ALTNT

will not work at all.

It is possible to use ALTNT for cases where a single phase sepa-

rates into two different compositions, as in cases of two immissible

liquids. It is quite possible to represent such phases by a single set

of Redlich-Kister coefficients. To use such a set in a phase equili-

brium calculation it is necessary to read the values twice, once for

phase 1 and once for phase 2.

Figure 3 is a flow chart showing the main sequences in which the

subroutines are called.

Every new system to which the program is applied, is likely to

bring up new problems. Some of these will be ones which we have

already dealt with, and the modifications of BPHD needed may already

be present. BPHD has developed by the continuous incorporation of
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new features, always attempting to keep the older calculations in wor-

king order. This makes the program versatile, but somewhat complex.

This kind of complete discussion of the program is available in a ma-

nual written for users of the program.

Figure 4 shows a portion of the SiO^-KO. _ phase diagram

calculated with the coefficients listed in Table 20, This system

is chosen here as an example of listing and using a large number

of parameters. The values shown are of little more than historic

interest because at the time they were selected there was insufficient

accurate data on this binary system to fix seven parameters.
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Table 2.

Conversion matrices from Bale-Pelton to Margules coefficients.

From eqn. 6 to eqn, 2:

D
e e •••> = ffl ho ^1 "^2 ^3 >
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

0 2 -6 12 -20 30 -42 56

0 0 6 -30 90 -210 420 -756

0 0 0 20 -140 560 -1680 4200

0 0 0 0 70 -630 3150 -11550

0 0 0 0 0 252 -2772 16632

0 0 0 0 0 0 924 -12012

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3432

1 (1/2) (1/3) (1/4) (1/5) (1/6) (1/7) (1/8)

0 (1/2) (3/6) (9/20) (28/70) (90/252) (297/924) (1001/3432)

0 0 (1/6) (5/20) (20/70) (75/252) (275/924) (1001/3432)

0 0 0 (1/20) (7/70) (35/252) (154/924) (637/3432)

0 0 0 0 (1/70) (9/252) (54/924) (273/3432)

0 0 0 0 0 (1/252) (11/924) (77/3432)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/924) (13/3432)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/3432)
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Table 3.

The conversion matrix from Redlich-Kister to Bale-Pelton coefficients.

From equations 9-11 to eqn, 6:

(qQ q2 ^3 « •
= isi

|
a b c d .

.

mi = 1 0 (1/3) 0 (1/5) 0 (1/7) 0

0 1 0 (3/5) 0 (27/63) 0 (143/429)

0 0 (2/3) 0 (20/35) 0 (110/231) 0

0 0 0 (2/5) 0 (28/63) 0 (182/429)

0 0 0 0 (8/35) 0 (72/231) 0

0 0 0 0 0 (8/63) 0 (88/429)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (16/231) 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (16/429)

1 0 -(1/2) 0 (3/8) 0 -(5/16) 0

0 1 0 -(3/2) 0 (15/8) 0 -(35/16)

0 0 (3/2) 0 -(30/8) 0 (105/16) 0

0 0 0 (5/2) 0 -(70/8) 0 (315/16)

0 0 0 0 (35/8) 0 -(315/16) 0

0 0 0 0 0 (63/8) 0 (693/16)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (321/16) 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (429/16)
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Table 4.

One of the conversion matrices from Redlich-Kister to Margules

coefficients.

From equations 9-11 to eqn. 2:

Iabcd...^ = k|abgd...^
» e e e e / ' ^

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

0 2 -4 6 -8 10 -12 14

0 0 4 -12 24 -40 60 -84

0 0 0 8 -32 80 -160 280

0 0 0 0 16 -80 240 -560

0 0 0 0 0 32 -192 672

0 0 0 0 0 0 64 -448

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 128

1 (1/2) (1/4) (1/8) (1/16) (1/32) (1/64) (1/128)

0 (1/2) (2/4) (3/8) (4/16) (5/32) (6/64) (7/128)

0 0 (1/4) (3/8) (6/16) (10/32) (15/64) (21/128)

0 0 0 (1/8) (4/16) (10/32) (20/64) (35/128)

0 0 0 0 (1/16) (5/32) (15/64) (35/128)

0 0 0 0 0 (1/32) (6/64) (21/128)

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/64) (7/128)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1/128)
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Table 6.

Svimmary of conversion matrices shown in Figure 1.

E = K m>'^ K"^ see Table 1

W = W m> W see Table 1

G = K ff" B'^ K"^ = K P HD F ED'^ K"^ see Table 1

ffl = K IBI"^ see Table 2

JT = K HD = 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 (1/4) (1/12) (1/32) (1/80)

0 4 -8 12 -16 0 (1/4) (2/12) (3/32) (4/80)

0 0 12 -36 72 0 0 (1/12) (3/32) (6/80)

0 0 0 32 -128 0 0 0 (1/32) (4/80)

0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 (1/80)

IL = K F = 1 -3 5 -7 9
n -1
IL = 1 (3/4) (7/12) (15/32) (31/80)

0 4 -16 36 -64 0 (1/4) (4/12) (11/32) (26/80)

0 0 12 -60 168 0 0 (1/12) (5/32) (16/80)

0 0 0 32 -192 0 0 0 (1/32) (6/8C)

0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 (1/80)

= m w = 1 -1 1 -1 1 ]Sfl"^ = 1 (1/2) 0 -(2/16) 0

0 2 -2 2. 4 -2.4 0 (1/2) (1/2) -(2/16) -(3/8)

0 0 2 -2 (18/7) 0 0 (1/2) (1/16) -(3/8)

0 0 0 1. 6 -1.6 0 0 0 (1/16) (7/8)

0 0 0 0 (8/7) 0 0 0 0 (7/8)

1 1 1 1 1 o"^ = 1 -(1/2) 0 (2/16) 0

0 2 2 2.4 2.4 0 (1/2) -(1/2) -(2/16) (3/8)

0 0 2 2 (18/7) 0 0 (1/2) -(1/16) -(3/8)

0 0 0 1.6 1.6 0 0 0 (1/16) -(7/8)

0 0 0 0 (8/7) 0 0 0 0 (7/8)
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Table 6 (continued)

ffi = isr F ]sr"^ = 1

0

0

0

0

s = isr I© ss'^ = 1

0

0

0

0

-1 1-1 1 ffi"* =

2-3 3-3
0 3-55
0 0 4 -7

0 0 0 5

1111 S"^ =

2 3 3 3

0 3 5 5

0 0 4 7

0 0 0 5

1-11-1 1

0 1-2 2.5 -2.7

0 0 1 -2.5 3.

5

0 0 0 1 -2.8

0 0 0 0 1

m F w m'^ = 1 (3/2)

0 -1

0 0

0 0

Q 0

1 (1/2) (1/6) (1/12) (1/20)

0 (1/2) (3/6) (3/12) (3/20)

0 0 (1/3) (5/12) (5/20)

0 0 0 (1/4) (7/20)

0 0 0 0 (1/5)

1 -(1/2) (1/6) . (1/12) (1/20)

0 (1/2) -(3/6) (3/12) -(3/20)

0 0 (1/3) -(5/12) (5/20)

0 0 0 (1/4) -(7/20)

0 0 0 0 (1/5)

ij[.-l = JD If JD

2 (5/2) 3

B/3) -5 -8

1 (15/4) 9

0 -1 -(24/5)

0 0 1
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Table 7

K20 (G)
7 3 1 71.11 10462.6 -23537.4
2 14.904

FE (G)
9 3 1 46.141 4033. 103533.
2 5.36152^ -.41359E-3 .75550E-6 -. 1603E-9

FE (C, GAMMA)
9 2 1 10.026 67B9. 6789.
2 7.73018 .0020027 -.4161E-8

K2C03 (L)
4 4 1 57.546 27309. -242911.
2 50.0

AL01.5 (C, BETA, 6-77)
8 4 1 13.0705 9317. -188988.
2 14.908 .0023471 -.12717E-5 .34615E-9

LICC03).5 (S)
10 2 1 18.522 12540.5 -132779.5
2 23.109 .01551 -.0000200

LI(C03).5 (L)
10 1 1 23.0615 13036. -127779.
2 22. 16

KAL02(S)
10 3 1 31.3415 16317. -256645.8
2 24.005 .0033071 -.12717E-5 .34615E-9

KAL02 (L)
10 4 1 32.779 16706. -249320.5
2 28.762 .0018

K0.5 (G)
8 3 1 61.358 6287. 21887.
2 9.12996 .27908E-3 -.2310E-7

KALSI308 (L, GLASS)
9 1 1 94.72 47988. -886596.
2 77.049 .014243 .3525E-4

AL01.5 (C, GAflMA)
7 4 1 13.000 9317. -188283.
2 14.908 .0023471 -.1272E-5 .3462E-9

K2S04 (S, BETA)
1 4 1 61.69 31630. -311030.
2 46.90 -0201

K2S04 (LIQUID)
2 4 1 69.2907 31630. -300924.5
2 47.28

NEXT TO LAST CARD
0 0 1
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Table 8

!5ET F: 12 DC/TCET; IN

•SET F: 13 DC/TECT; IN '

!SET F: 14 DC/CRI S; IN .

!LINK BPHD 0VER LMPD
LINKING EPHD >.

.

'PI ' ASSOCIATED.
LINKING SYSTEM LIE

!LMPD.
«PTI 0NS?
? 1792
0 E^TER

?3 ICOO.
IDENTIFY
?M
K0.5 IN LIQUID

NUMBER 0F TEMPERATURES^
1073. 1A73.
THE INPUT FILE

AND N TEMP VALUES

C0-MP0NENT 1

ATIOOO.OOO H0
AT1073.000 H0
ATM73.00G HC
SI 02 (LIQUID)

SI 02
0F PHASE 1 H0298 IS
= -S 1 000 . 13 750 AND PHI
= -80159.50000 AND PHI
= -75282 . 9375C AND PHI

C0MP0NE.NT
ATIOCO. 000
AT 107 3.000
AT1473.00C
K0.5 (C^IN
C0MP0NENT
ATIOOO .000
AT1073.000
ATM73.C00

2 0F PHASE 1 H0298 IS
H0 =-205669.00000 AND PHI
H0 =-20A447. 68 750 AND PHI
H0 =-197407.8 1250 AND PHI
TRIDYMITE .

1 0F PHASE 2 H0298 IS
H0 = -71655.00000 AND PHI
He = -70938.31250 AND PHI

68 7 50 AND PHIH0 = -67244
SI 02 (C^ TRIDYMITE)
C0MP0NENT 2 0F PHASE
ATIOOO.OOO H0 =-206702
AT1073.000 H0 =-205476
AT1473.000 H0 =-193613
SI 02 ( CRI ST0EALI TE
C0MP0NENT 4 0F PHASE
ATIOOO.OOO H0 =-206670
AT1073.000 H0 =-205443
AT1473.000 H0 =-198581
£102 (C> QUARTZ)
C0MP0NENT • 5 0F PHASE
ATIOOO.OOO H0 =-207130
AT1073.000 H0 =-205920
AT1473.000 H0 =-199066.43750 AND PHI
ENTER I DATA F0R FILE T0 BE REU0UND^
?14
IN GNN^ ENTER. 9 I 0PT VALUES 9 2 0 0

?7

ENTER THE NUMBER 0F PHASES AND I0PT(9)
?2

ENTER IC0MP, IPH-ASE-r AND THEN' 2 VALUES

2 Hfe298 IS
.62 500 AND PHI
.56250 AND PHI
.62500 AND PHI

2 H0298 IS •

00000 AND PHI
9 3 750 AND PHI
OOOOQ- AND PHI

2 H0298 IS
00000 AND PHI
56250 AND PHI

-89 562 . 18 7 5

IS 25.476303
IS 25.086655
IS 29.001068

215010.0000
IS 18 .202774
IS 18 .946747
IS 22 .6569 67

-80000.0000
IS 18.000000
IS 18 .589844
IS 2 1 .29 1 1 53

2 1 7270 .0000
IS 1 7 .559998
IS 18 .319 580
IS 22.076843

215687 .0000
IS 18.136993
IS 18 .859 131
IS 22.477097

-217970.0000
IS 16.973007
IS 17.750580
IS 21 .568 0 54

IT IS N0V -2

CP =

CP =

CP=

CP=
CP =

CP =

CP =

CP =

CP=

CP=
CP=
CP=

CP=
•CP=

CP=

CP=
CP=
CP=

1 1 .45000
1 1 . 58 140
12 .30 140

16 .6 1000
1 6 .8 52 14
18 .41 33Q

9 .09700
9 . 1 6708
9 .55108

16 .72176
1 6.863 10
1 7 .39 197

16 .72176
16 .86310
1-7 .39 197

16 .48000
1 6 .65518
17.61 519

F0R PHI
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Table 9

Calculation of some equilibrium constants for reactions of SiO„-

GP-7 CIB AT YOIJ'R SERVICE
AT 16:48 SEP 1 3> '76

LOGOM PLEASE: 1 56* EF. I E^ ER>

CIB IM ... MOR^IAL C4ARGES AG A I M. . . DOW\T AT vt i n\j i
r;:-{

-p poR
TYPE. MEWS FOR USER IMFO> EMTER FOR SMGGESTIOMS

! C CRI S TO f^E

K0.5 I"^ LIQUIE* SI02
1 1 1 25.4763 8562. -81000.2 >

2 1 1 . 45 .00130
SI02 (LIQUID)
2 1 1 13.20277 10341'. -205669. '

'

2 16*61 .0032268 .12384E-5
K0.5 CC*IM TRIDYVJITE)
1 2 1 18.000^ 8345. -71655.
2 9.097 .00096
SI02 CC* TRI DY^II TE) .

"

2 2 1 17.560,10567.4 -206702.6
2 16.72175 .00205366 -.00000165179 .64630E-9
SI02 (C>CRI STOBALITE)
4 2 1 18.137 10017. -206670.
2' 16.72175 .00205366 -.00000165179 .6463E-9
SI02 (C»QUARTZ)
5 2 1 16.973 10840. -207130.
2 16.480 .0024 '

E^^D

0 0
'

1'
. , ,

.
•

.
-

'

•'

! SET F: 14 DC/CRI S; IM .

•

! LMPD.
OPTIONS?
7 17920006
0 EMTER ^JU^^BER OF TEMPERATURES* AMD M TEMP 7ALTTES

? 3 1000. 1073. 1 473

.

IDEMTIFY THE IMPUT FIT^E

? 1 4 \ .

KO.5 IM LIQUI D SI 02
?4 - •

:

SI02 (LIQUI D)
?

'

. . :

'

COMPOMEMT 2 OF PRASE 1 K0298 IS .

- 2 1 'S.O 1 0 . 0000
ATIOOO.OOO RO =-205669.00000 AMD P4I IS 18.202774 CP= 1^.^1000
AT1073.000 HO =-204447.68 7 50 AMD PHI IS 18.946747 np= 1<.^521/|
AT1473.000 HO =- I 97 407 . 8 1 2 50 AMD PHI IS 22.65^^9^-7 CP= 18.41333
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Table 9 (continued)

KG. 5 CC^INJ TRIDYMITE ..

?^
SI 02 CC, TRl DYMI TE ) .

•

7

COMPOVEMT 2 OF PHASE 2 H029S IS -217270.0000
ATIOOQ.OOO ^0 =-206702.62500 AMD PHI IS 17.SS999S CP=
AT1073.000 HO =-205476.56250 AMD PHI IS 18.3195^0 CP=
ArM73.000 HO =-19361 3.62500 AMD PHI 1^5 22.076843 CP=
SI02 CC^CRI ST03ALITE . .-

-

7

COMPOMEMT 4 OF PHASE 2 H0298 IS -216687.0000
ATIOOO.OOO HO =-206670.00000 AMD PHI IS 18.'l3'=.993 CP=
AT1073.000 HO =-20544 3.9 37 50 AMD PHI IS 18.859131 CP=
AT1473.000 HO =-198 58 1.00000 AMD PHI IS 22.477097 np=
SI02 (C*QUART2

)

?4
EMTER I DATA FOR FILE TO BE REWOfJMD, IT IS MO" « if ^

? 1 4
IM GMM, EMTER 9 I OPT VALtJES 920004060
?7
EMTER THE n^UMBER OF PHASES AMD I0PTC9)

'

? 2 '
- .

E^JTER ICOMP, IPHASE, AMD THEM 2 l/AL'JES T^OR PHI

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM THE Hn298 VAL'TES. PHASE
?0. 1 .

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM THE H0298 7AL^TES» PHASE
?0. -1

.

AT 1073. OOK* KEQ = .759327E 00 .102887E 04 .587050E 03
AT 1473. OOK* KEQ = .870642E 00 .120581E 04 .405478E 03
0 DO YO'J WAMT TO CALCULATE KEQ AT OTHER TE-v'PERA T'TRES''

7

IM GMM* EMTER 9 lOPT 7ALUES 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

77 .

EMTER THE M[JMBER OF PHASES AMD I0PT(9)
?2
EMTER ICOMP* I PHASE* AMD THEM 2 7ALriFS FOR PHI

16.72176
16.86310
17. 39 1 97

16.72176
16.86310
17. 39197

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM
?0. - 1 . 0. 1

.

AT 107 3.00K* '-<E0 = . 998097 E 00
AT 1473.00><> KEQ = . 100225E 01

0 DO YOU yAMT TO CALC^XATE KEQ
? 3

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM
?0. 1.

EMTER THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM
?0. 0 . 0. - 1

.

AT 1073. OOK* KEQ = .760775E 00
AT 1473. OOK, KEQ = .868689E 00
0 DO YOrj WAMT TO CALCiJT.ATE KEQ

7

IM GMM* EMTER. 9 I OPT VALUES 7

7

SORRY* MO OTHER SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE YET
DO YOU WAMT TO COMTIMUE? 'JSE 1 FOR YK5

THE H0298 '7AL'TES» PHASE 1

THE' H0298 t/AL'TES. PHASE 2

.326250E 02 . ^06^01 E 01

. 326250E 02- . '==>57 300F 01

AT OTHER TEVfPERATHRES^

THE HO 29 8 VALUES. PHASE 1

THE H0298 VALUES. PJHASE 2

.996250E 03 .582988E 03

.117319E 0^ .412051E 03
AT OTHER TE'^PERA TMRES?

0000000 5

STOP* 0
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Table 10

Calculation of Redlich-Kister coefficients at 1300K in the KO ^-^10, ^ system.

!C CLUM
-13. 155 -A. 587
-71352. -25971.
0.
0.

0.
0.

-.546255 7.34730 14.4529 7.56354
3298.85 20269.3 36991.3 20376.3
0.

0.

0.

0.
-97.484095 -129.7985 14.4529 7.56354 0. 170.

3298.85 20269.3 36991.3 20376.3
0.

0.

0.
0.

•SET F: 12 DC/CLUM; IM

!LMPD.
0PTI eKS?
71791
0 ENTER NUMBER 0F TEMPERATURES^ AND N TEMP 7ALUES

?2 1000. 1300.
IDENTIFY THE PHASE BY 1,2^ ZR 3, AND THEN THE INPUT FILE
?1 12

T= 1000.000 -13.15499973 -4.58699989 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1300.000 -9.55640316 -3.27716827 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .CGCOOCCC .00000000 .00000000

ENTER THE NUMBER F0R ANOTHER PHASE IF THERE IS 0KE
?2

T= 1000.000 -.54625499 7.34729953 14.45289993 7.56354045
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1300.000 -.71263057 6.32502937 12.58726501 6.53587532
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

ENTER THE NL^^BER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0NE
?1

T= 1000.000 -97.48410034-129.79849243 14.45289993 7.55354045
.00000000 170.00000000 .00000000 . .00000000

T= 1300.000 -97.65046692-130.82075500 12.58726501 6.53587532
.00000000 170.00000000 .00000000 .00000000

ENTER THE NUMBER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0NE

IN GNM, OnITER 9 I 0PT VALUES 910000000
?8 5

I0P(7)= 0 ENTER TE^P. AND M0LE FRACTI 0N
?1300. .08

.000000 -8.239993 -578.357178 -5.974330 -3.701484
.08000? .00000 = ACTIVITY 0F .00000 .84872E-08 -.18 58 5E
.92000? .00020=ACTI7ITY 0F .00018 .18294E-03
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Table 11

Use of subroutine CLM

A. Redlich-Kister coefficients for the Fe-C liquid system.

!EDIT BSTEEL
EDI T HERE

!*TY 1-6

1.000 -3.79379 -.655295 .629251
2.000 -242S0. A696. 0.
3.000 0.
^.000 0.
5.000 0.
6 .000 0.

*END

!SET F:13 DC/B£TEEL;IK

!LMPD.
0PTI 0NS?
?179 1

0 ENTER NU:<BER 0F TEMPERATURES^ ArD K TEMP VALUES
?A 1000. 1573. 1773.

.IDENTIFY THE R-IASE BY lj2, 0R 3^ AND THEN THE I ^PUT FILE

I

?1 13
' T= 1000.000 -3.79378986 -. 65529501 . 62925100 .00000000

.00000000 .00000000 .00000000
T= 1573.000 -1.860827A5 -1.0291A905 .62925100

.00000000 .00000000 .00000000
j
T= 1773.000 - 1 .A3029613 - 1 . 1027^792 .62925100

.00000000 .00000000 .00000000
T= 1973.000 -1.17591231 -1.161A246^ .62925100

I

.00000000 .00000000 .00000000
1 ENTER THE NUi-lBER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF" THERE IS 0r^E

.00000000
. 00000000

.00000000
. cocooooo

. 00000000
.00000000

.00000000

I.
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Table 11 B

Use of CLM to find the solubility of carbon in liquid iron

C 0

ENTER TEMP. AKD iM 0LE 7 RACTI 0K

IN GNKj EnITER 9 I 0PT 7ALUES
?8 5

I 0P ( 7 ) = 0

71773. .8

.000000
.80000?
. 20000?

-2./J7 1 651 - 1 . 776355
.79640 = ACTI7ITY 2^

.07297=ACTI7ITY 0F

-.098366 - 1 .135867
.63712 . 63712E 00 -./i5C79E 00
.01^59 .U594E-01

5 Y0U APE IF CLM> Ei^TER KZZ 7ALUES T0 C0KTR0L ACTI 0NS
?4l

1 lENTER TEMPERATURE^ ACTI7ITY> AND I INTEGERS
71773. .01781X011
.954902E 00 MINIMUM AT X = .0632^393 ^9727031

6

.978954E 00 MAXIMUM AT X = .18828118 .99675554
R00T BETWEEN

.7866 5638
.000000

.7865 67

.21334?
1 1 ENTER

.78665686 AT T =

-2.505487 -1.743021
.75906=ACTI7I TY 0F
.08344=ACTI71 TY 0F

TE-IPERATURE^ ACTI7ITY>

1 773.000
-.114038 -1

.60499 . 60499E

.01780 .17801E-01
AtD I ITEGERS

0 78530
00 - . 50255E 00

AT T =

71573. .00722598 1

7.7
R00T BETWEEN

.8 101 5253
.000000

.8101 57

. 189857

1 1 ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS

.8 101 5301
-2.659728 -2.162739
.80193=ACTI7ITY 0F
.03B06=ACTI VITY 0F

1 573 .000
-.09 58 62 - 1 .419507

.64969 . 64969E 00 -.43126E 00

.00723 .72260E-02
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Table 12

Examples using subroutine ALTNT

! C BETA
-.3966 2.4089 5'5n2 -. 51 37 - 1 .76 1 .76 4.4
0 0 14458.3 -28002.6 0 0 0
0.
0.
0.
0.
-3.25
-9151 .2
0 .

0.
0 .

0 .

EMD
.

0 0 1

! SET F: 1 3 DC/BETA; IM

!LMPD.
OPTIOMS?
? 17910002
0 E'VTER MUMBER OF TEMPERATURES* AMD M TEMP 7ALTJES

?15 1000. 1840. 1860.
7

IDEMTIFf THE PHASE BY 1*2* OR 3* AMD THEM THE IMPUT FILE
? 1 13
EMTER THE VUMBER FOR AMOTHER PHASE THERE IS OME
?2
EMTER THE MUMBER FOR AMOTHER PHASE IF THERE IS OME
? ' •

IM GMM* EMTER 9 I OPT VALUES 910002020
?0 7

EMTER TEMPERATURE AMD A COMTROL IMTEGER
71900.
EMTER T'.'/O EQUILIBRIUM COMSTAMTS
7709.555 .977530 1

.957930
WILL YOU ACCEPT GAMMA OF .493214E-02 .312682E-05 .116097E-04
7 1

•

.975949

.976290
.000000
.000000

.062757

-1 .303731
-2. 30S633

4. 5003 39
-2. 302638

-1.1 45223
-2.296866

.017726
- . 000004

.071577 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF 004492 449 19

4E-02
.937243 1.0 41660 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF 976239 .97623

9E 00
" .001254 .005048 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF 000006 6 3297

5E-05
993746 .999992 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF .993733 99373

3E 00

li
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Table 12 (continued)

EMTER TEMPERATURE AMD A COMTROL INTEGER
? 1920.
EMTER TWO EQUILIBRIUM COMSTAMTS
7696.351 .933015 1

.963355

.98 1 640

.981971
.000000 -1.287062 5.572861 -1.152577
.000000 -2.291673 -2.291673 -2.286860

.053685 .070376 GIVES ACTIVITY I M PHASE 1 OF

01 6062
000003

.003778 37781

5E-02
o946315 1.037675 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 1 OF .981967 .98196

7E 00
.001050 .005166 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF 000005 .5^1256

5E-05
993950 .99999^4 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF ,9989-^4 .99894

4E 00
EMTER TEMPERATURE AMD A COMTROL IMTEGER
? 1920.
ENTER TWO EQUILIBRIUM COMSTAMTS
?696. 351 .98301 5 1 1

? .9989
.981934
.98 1977
.053677 .070379 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF .003778 .37777

6E-02
^946323 1.037672 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF .981972 .98197

2E 00
.601050 .005166 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF 000005 .54250

8E-05
.998950 .999994 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF .998944 .99894

4E 00
EMTER TEMPERATURE AMD A COMTROL IMTEGER
71920.
EMTER TWO EQUILIBRIUM COMSTAMTS
7.00143606 1.017278

.963355

.981640

.981971
.000000 -1.287062 5.572361 -1.152577
.000000 -2.291673 -2.291673 -2.286860

.053685 .070376 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF

01 ^062
000003

.003778 37781

5E-02
.946315 1.037675 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF 9819^^7 .98196

7E 00
.001050 .005166 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF 000005 .54256
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Table 12 (continued)

6E-05
998950 .999994 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF 998944 998 94

? 1

1 4. 46568 3

-2. 27041

4

4E 00
E"vJTER TEMPERATURE A^ID A CO'nJTROL I^^TEGER
? I960.
EMTER TWO EQUILIBRIUM COMSTAMTS
7671.606 .994233 1

.974349

.993223

.993653
.000000 -.665728
.000000 -2.270414

.99367 8

.990966 COMP. 2 AT T =

.000000 -.664044
.00903? .22279=ACTIVITY OF
.99097? 1 .00272 =ACTI VI TY OF

.000555 COMP. 1 AT T = 1960.0000
.000000 -2.270414 -2.270414

.00056? .00540=ACTIVITY OF

.99944? 1 .00000=ACTI VI TY OF

. 0053964SHALL WE CO^JTIMUE?

-.653675
-2.267885

.001 196
-.000001

1 960.0000. 1 002725E 01
14.482361

9936778E 00
-.6 52101 .001182

.00201 .20126E-02 -.62083E 01

.99367 .99367E 00
5 39 6448E-02. 299 67 23E-05
-2.267893 -.000001
.00000 .299,67E-05 -. 12718E 02
.99944 .99944E 0^^

993679
0090 1 3 .223068 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 1 OF .002011 .20105

4E-02
.990987 1 .00271 3 GIVES ACTIVITY I '\J PHASE 1 OF .993676 .99367

6E 00
.000555 .005396 G I VES^ ACTI VI TY IM PHASE 2 OF .000003 .29936

3E-05
.999445 .999998 GIVES ACTIVITY IM PHASE 2 OF .999444 .99944

4E 00
EMTER TEMPERATURE AMD A COMTROL IMTEGER
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Table 13

Input thermodynamic data for iron, nickel, and carbon.

!C FEKIC
CCGRAPHI TE)
5 1 1 3.03 2824. 2324.
2 5.13396 .00122208 -.529846E-6
NI ( S )

2 1 1 10.77 5215 . 5215.
2 7.85096 .00314322 -.35278E-5 .890841E-9
FE( GAMMA)
3 1 1 10.C2S 6789. 5789.
2 7.73018 .0020027 -.416124E-8
FE( ALPHA)
4 1 1 10 . 123 5820. 5928 .

2 13.2341 -.0253213 .485523E-4 -.272654E-7
FE(L) ( JANAF)
3 2 111 .7639 61 34. 9272.
2 10.1877 .37823E-3 .139724E-7
C IK FE GAMMA
1 1 1 7 .274 2324. 13375.
2 5.1S396 .00122208 -.529846E-5
C IN FE(L)
1 2 1 7 .03 2324. 8245.
2 5.18396 .00122208 -.529846E-6
M ( L)
2 2 1 1 2 . 1700 52 1 5. 8050.

5

2 10.30
C> GRAPHI TE> JAKAF
5 1 1 3.020 2824. 2324.
2 5.15465 .00159527 -.13423E-5 .45542E-9
CCD IK FE(L) XC=1
5 2 1 -23.0722 2824. 12457.7
2 5.15465 .00159627 -.13423E-5 .45542E-9
CCD I K FE(L) X=0
4 2 1 7 .00 1 2824. 8224.
2 5.15465 .00159627 -.13423E-5 .45542E-9
EKD
0 0 1
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Table 14

Input file for the calculation of Redlich-Kister coefficients for

the nickel-carbon system. •

!QUIT

IBUILD BENI C
1 .000 5.5121 -3.
2.0C0 1332S. 0.
3.000 0.
4. 000 0.
5.000 0.
6.000 0.
7.000 -2.7448 .0162
8.000 -17705. 0.
9 .000 0.
10.000 0.
1 1 .000 0.
12.000 0 .

13.000

!SET F:12 DC/BENIC;iN
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Table 15

Calculation of Redlich-Klster coefficients for the liquid Ni-C system.

!LMPD.
0PTI0NS?
?1791
0 EMER NXMBER 0F TEMPERATURES, AND K' TEMP VALUES

7U 1000. 177.3. 1573. 1973.
IDENTIFY THE PHASE BY 1,2, 0R 3, AND THEN THE INPUT FILE
?1 12

T= 1000.000 5.51210022 -3.0000CC00 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1773.000 ^.24215603 -3.0000C00C .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1573.000 4. ^510^122 -3.00000000 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1973.000 ^.07561970 -3.000C0CC0 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

ENTER THE KUiEER F0R AK0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0NE
?2

T= 1000.000 -2.74479961 .01620000 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1773.000 -1.05779743 .01620000 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

T= 1573.000 -1.33528137 .01620000 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .OOOOOCOO .00000000

T= 1973.000 -.83656979 .01620000 .00000000 .00000000
.00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000

ENTER THE NUMBER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0KE
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Table 16

Calculation of equilibrium constants for the melting of C and Ni

!SET F: 1 3 /FENI C; IN "..„
•LMPD.
0PTI 0NS? .

? 1792000^
0 E^JTER NUMEEP 2F TEMPEFATURES^ AND N TEI^P VALUES

? 1 1 1000. 1600 . 1 620 .
.

IDENTIFY THE liJPUT FILE
'

? 1 3

ENTER I DATA F0R FILE T? BE REV0UMD^ IT IS N^U
? 1 3

IN GMN^ E:\ITER.9 I 0PT VALUES 9 20 0 04040 /
?7

H-:TER the NU-IEER ^F PH'ASES and I0PT(9)
?2 5

ENTER IC0MF^ IPHASE^ AND THEN 10 VALUES F0R PHI
7

ENTER THE. C0EFFI CI ENTS AND THEN THE H0298 VALUES^ PHASE . 1

?0. 0 , 0 . 0 . 0 . - 1 .

ENTER THE C0EFFICIENTS AND THEN THE H029S VALUES^ PHASE 2

?0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 .

AT 1 600 .OCK^ KEG = .3269 35E- 0 2 .249330E 05 .1 524 62E 05
AT 1620 .OOK^ KEQ = .9 1 1 1 74E- 0 2' .249830E 05 .1 51245E 0 5

AT 1640.00K^ KEG = .1001 62E- 0 1 .249830E 05 . 1 50028E 0 5

AT 1 660 .OOK^ KEQ = . 1 098 54E- 0 1 .249 3 30

E

05 .1488 1 1 E 0 5

AT 1 680 .OOK, KEG = . 120219E- 0 1 .2498 30

E

05 . 1 4 7 59 4 E 05
AT 1700 .COK^ KEG = . 131283E- 0 1 .249330E 05 . 1 4 63 7 7E 0 5

AT 1720. OOK, KEG = . 143072E- 0 1 .249S30E 05 . 1 4 5 1 59 E 0 5

AT 1740. OOK^ KEG = . 1 556 1 1 E- 0 1
' .2498 30E 05 . 143942E 05

AT 1760. OOK^ KEG = . 168927E- 0 1 .2498 30E 05 . 142725E 05
AT 1780 .OOK^ KEQ = . 13 3045E- 0 1 . 249830E 05 . 14 1 503 E 0 5

0 D0 Y0U UANT .T0 CALCULATE KEG AT 0THER TEMPERATURES?
7

IN GNN> ENTER 9 I 0PT VALUES 7 >. 0 0 0 0 ,0 0' 0 5
?9 2 C 0 0 4

'

0 ENTER NU.^BER 0F TEMPERATURES^ AND N TE'lP VALUES
?11 1000. 1600. 1620.
IDENTIFY THE INPUT FILE
? 1 3

ENTER I DATA F0R FILE T0 BE REU0UND> IT IS N0W 13
?13
IN GNN, E\!TER 9 I 0PT VALUES 9 20004000,
?7

ENTER THE NUMBER 0F PHASES AND I0PT(9)
?2 5

-ENTER IC0MP^ IPHASE^ AND THEN 10 VALUES F 0R PHI
7

ENTER THE C0EFFICIEMTS AND THEN THE H 0293 • V ALUES, PHASE 1

?0. - 1 .

ENTER THE C0EFFICIENTS AND THEN THE H0298 VALUES^ PHASE 2

?0 . 1 .

AT 1600 ^00K> KEQ = ,9 10820E 00 . 39 68 29 E 04 .29699 5E 03
AT 1620 . OOK, KEQ' = .925022E 00 .40009 3E 04 . 2 50899 E 03
AT 1640. OOK^ KEQ = .939206E 00 .403366E 04 .204405E 03
AT 1650. 00K> KEG = .953375E 00 .406650E 04 .157505E 03
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Table 16 (continued)

AT 163 0.00K, KEG =

AT 1700. COK^ KEQ =

AT 1720. OOK, KEQ =

AT 1740. OOK, KEG =

AT 1760. OOK, KEQ =

AT 1730 .OOK, KEQ .=

0 D0 V0U '^ANT T0

.9 67 525E

.93 1 663E

.99 5782E

. 100989E
. 102398E
. 103806E

CALCULATE

00
00
00
01
0 1

01
KEO

.409 9 A8 E

.41 3262

E

.416596E

.419952E

. 423332E

.426740E
AT 0THER

04 . 1 1021 6E 03
04 .625222E 02
04 .144458E 02
04- .340234E 02
04-.828755E 02
04- . 1 32 12 1 E 0 3

TEMPERATURES?

AT 17/50. OOK*
AT 1300.00K,

.83 23'S6E 00

.9 108 20E 00

.9 39206 F. 00

.967525E 00

.995782E' 00

.102398E 01

. 105212E 01

IM nVM» EMTER 9 I OPT V/ALiJES 9

11
EMTER TriE nIUMBER OF PKASES AnJD

?2
E^JTEa ICOMP> I PHASE* A>]D THEM

E>JTER THE COEFFIGIEMTS AMD THEM
?0 -1 .

EMTErl THE COEFFICIEMTS AMD THEM
?0 1 .

AT 1560.00K, KEQ =

AT 1600.00K> KEQ =

AT 16i40.00K* KEQ =

AT 1680.00K* KEQ =

AT 1720. OOK* KEQ =

KEQ =

KEQ =

0 DO you WAMT TO CA?.C'JLATE KEQ
? 1

EMTER OME OR ^^ORE TEMPERATURE
71730. 1740. -100.
AT 1730. 00K» KEQ = .100284E 01
AT 1740.00K^ KEQ = .1009g9E 01

EMTER OME OR MORE TEMPERATURE
71726. 1727. 1728. 1728. -10.
AT 1726. OOK, KEQ =

AT 1727. 00K> KEQ =

AT 1728.00K* KEQ =

AT 1728.00K, KEQ =

EMTER OME OR mqre TEMPERATURE '

71725. -10.
AT 1725. OOK* KEQ = .999312E 00
EMTER OME OR MORE TEMPERATtJRE
71725.B 1725.9 1726. -10.
AT 1725. 80K* KEQ = .999876E 00
AT 1725. 90K» KEQ = .999946E 00
AT 1726-OOK* KEQ = .100002E 01
EMTER 'oME OR MORE TEMPERATURE
? 1725.97
AT 1725. 97K> KEQ = .999996E 00
IM GMM* EMTER 9 I OPT 7ALTJES 7

2000 3 0 50
I0PT(9)

7 VALUES -FOR PHI

THE H0298 UALUES» PHASE 1

THE H0298 l/ALUES* PHASE 2

.100002E 01

.100072E 01

.1001 43E 01

. 1001 43E 01

.390 312E 0 4 .

.396829E 04 .

.403366E 04 .

.409948E 04 .

.416596E 04 .

.423332E 04-.

.430177E 04-.
AT OTHER TEMP

.418280E 04-.

.419964E 04-.

.417'^06E 04-.

.417775E 04-.

.417943E 04-.

.41 7943 E 04-.

387957E

204405E
1 10216E
1 44458E
8 28755E
1 8 1 745E

03
0 3

03
03
02
02
03

ERATURES?

975n00F
340352F

585937E-
247Q74E
4901'=. IE
4901 61

E

01

02

01

01

01
01

.417438E 04 .236011E 01

.417573E 0 4

. 41 7589E 04

.417606E 04-

.417601E 04
0 0 0 0

424072E
1 83838E
585937E-

00
00
01

1 24512E-01
0 3 0 5

30RRY» MO OTHER SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE YET
DO. you WAMT TO COMTIMUE? USE 1 FOR YES
?

+STOP* 0

! BYE
PLEASE HAMG UP PHOME- COMMECT TIME WILL BE CHARHED!

!

CPU = .0599 COM = :15 IMT = 33 CHG = $.61
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Table 17

Solubility of graphite in solid nickel.

!SET F:12 DC/EEK'ICMN

!LMPD .

0PTI0K-S?
717910002
0 ENTER NUT'IBER 0F TEMPERATURES^ AND M TEMP VALUE^

?8 1000. 1300 . 1 350 .

IDEKTIFY THE PHASE EY 1.2. 0R 3. AND THEN THE INPUT FILE
?1 12

ENTER THE NUI-IBER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0r-E
? »

IN GNN. OvJTER 9 I 0PT l/ALUES 910002020
?8 6

2 Y0U ARE IN CLM. ENTER KZZ VALUES T0 C0NTR0L ACTI 0NS
?1

miCH C0MP0NENT? EN TER H C ( J ) . J= 1 , 4> N 0W # .00
?0. 1.

1 I ENTER TE-IPERATURE. ACTIVITY. AND INTEGERS
71550. 1. 1

7.9

R00T BETWEEN
.97832537 .97332584 AT T = 1550.000

.000000 -4.261386 1.738614 -.002002 1.664063
.97833? .99540=ACTI VITY 0F .9 7383 .9 7383E 00 - .26523E-01
.02167? 46. 1 3832=ACTI7I TY 0F 1.00003 .lOOOOE 01

1 1 ENTER TE^IPERATURE. ACTIVITY. AND INTEGERS
71500. 1. 1

7.9
R00T BETVEE"^

.93038864 .98038912 AT T = 1500.000
.000000 -4.223504 1.776496 -.001524 1.707500

.98039? .99627=ACTI7ITY 0F .9 75 73 .975 73E 00 - .23546E-01

.01961? 50 .99 162= ACTI7 1 TY 0F 1 .00001 .lOOOOE 01
1 lEMTER TEMPERATURE. ACTIVITY. ArD INTEGERS

71450. 1. 1

7.9

P00T BETWEEN
.98244143 .95244190 AT T = 1450.000

.000000 -4.131175 1.818824 -.001289 1.755512
.98244? .99704 = ACTI VI TY 0^ .97953 .9 7953E 00 - .20683E-0.1
.017567 55 .9 5239 = ACTIVI TY 0F 1 .00000 .lOOOOE 01

1 1 ENTER TEMPERATURE. ACTIVITY. AND INTEGERS
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Table 18

Solubility of graphite in liquid nickel.

!LMPD.
2PTI0MS?
7 179 10002
C ENTER :\IlMpEn 0F TEMPERATURES^ AND K TEMP VALUES
n 1 1000 . 1530 . 1 530.
IDENTIFY THE PHASE EY 1^2, 0R 3^^ AND THEN THE INPUT 7ILE
?1 12 ,

ENTER THE NUMBER F0F AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0N£
?2
ENTER THE NUMBER F0R AN0THEP PHASE IF THERE IS 0KE

IN GNN^ ENTER 9
1
1 0PT VALUES 9 1000202o'

?1\8 6

2 Y0U ARE IN CLM^ ENTER KZZ VALUES T0 C0NTR0L ACTI0NS
?^

,1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE^ ACTIVITY^ AND INTEGERS
7 1600. .008 269 3 5

R00T EETVEExI
.906287 .906287 AT T = 1600.000 .

.000000 -1.251243 -1.283643 -.010989 -1.054327
.906297 .97502=ACf I VI TY 0F .88364 .88364E 00 - .12370.E 00

• .09371? .08824= ACTI VI TY 0F .00827 .82694E-02'
1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE^ ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS '

71620. .009 1 1 174 . /
.

'

P0 0T BETWEEN
.90369:5 .903694 ,

AT T = 1620 .000
.000000 -1.221555 -1.253954 -.011330 -1.024055

.903697 .97425=ACTIVI TY 0F .88042 .88042E 00 -.12735E00

.09631? ' .09461=ACTIVITY 0F .00911 .9 1 1 1 7E-02
1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND I NTEGER^

71540. .01,00.16 2

RG0T EETVEEN
.901073 *90 1073' AT T = 1640.000

,

•

.000000 -1.192596 -1.224997 -.011672 -.994613
.901077 .97348 = ACTI7I TY 0F .87718 .87718E CO - .13104E 00
.098937 . 10125=ACTI VITY 0F .01002 .lOOloE-01

1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS
71700. .0131283
R00T BETWEEN
.893048 .893049 AT T = 17,00.000

.000000 -1.109843 -1.142243 -.012695 -.910979
.89305? .97 1 19 = ACTI VITY 0F .86 732 .86732E 00 - .14235E 00
. 1069 57 . 1 2275= ACTIVITY 0F .01313 .13128E-0r

1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS
71740. .0155611 '

' '

. .
-

R0 0T BETWEEN
.887560 .887561 AT T = 1740.000

.000000 - 1. 057874' - 1 .090274 ' -.013374 -.8 58878
' .88756? .9 6967=ACTI VI TY 0F .86064 .86064E 00 -.15007E 00

.112447 . 1 3340= ACTIVI TY 0F .01556 .15561E-01
1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS

71573. .00722598
n00T BETWEEN
.909737 .909737 AT T = 1573.000

.000000 -1.292620 -1.325020 -.010532 -1.096613
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Table 18 (continued)

.90974? .97604=ACTIVITY 0F- .3879/1 .88794E CQ - . 1 1885E 00

.09026? .08005=»ACTrv;i TY 0,F .00723 . 72260E-02
1 2ENTEP TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND IK'TEGERS

?
'

IN GNK, ENTER 9 I ePT VALUES 8 6 00020 3 0 ' ' '
••

?9 2 0 0 0 4

0 ENTER NU4EER 0F TEi^PERATURES, AND N TEMP VALUES •
. .

;

?

IDENTIFY THE INPUT FILE .
' ...

?13

78 5 '
,

•
.

•

I0P(7)= 0 evJTER TEMP. AND M,0L E FRACTI 0N

71773. .9

.000000 -1.015677 -1.04SC77 -.010157 -.848942
.90000? .97588= ACTIVI TY 0F '

' .87920 .37920E 00 -.12875E 00
. 10000? .141-3C=ACTI7ITY £F .01416 .14160E-01

7

5 Y0U APE IN CLM, ENTER KZZ VALUES T0 'C0NTR0L ACTI 0NS
?4 •

'
'

'

1 lEIvITER TEMPERATURE,' ACTIVITY, PJ\ID INTEGERS .

?177 3.. . 0 1730 1 1 1
•

?.7
R00T BETWEEN .

'

'

'

'

-. ' ' '

'

•
' '

.882946 .882947 AT T = 1773.000 " '
"

.

.000000 - 1 .016782 - 1 .049 182 -.01 3931 , -.8 1 7936
.88295? .9 6843=ACTI VI TY 0F .8550.7 .8'5507E 00 -. 1 5657E 00
.11705? .15208=ACTIVITY 0F .01780 . 1 78 0 1 E- 0

1

1 lENTEF TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS
71573. .00722'593 1

?-7
R00T EETl.*EEN • •" '

'

.909747 .909748 AT T = 1573.000
.000000 -1.292529 -1.324929 -.010528 -1.09d563

.90975? .97605= ACTI VI TY 0F .8879 6 .88796E 00 -. 1 1883E 00

.09025? .08006=ACTI VITY 0F .00723 .72260E-02
1 lENTER TE:^PERATUPE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS

71773. .0365270 1

?.7
R00T BETWEEN . . .

-

.8 16176 .8 16176 AT T = 4 773.000
,

.000000 - 1 .021 109 - 1 .053509 -.034505 -'.70 1788
.81618? .92362= ACTI VITY 0F .75384 .75334E 00 -.28257E 00
. 18382? . 198 71 = ACTIl'I TY 0F .03653 .36527E-01 '

.

1 lENTER TEMPERATURE, ACTIVITY, AND INTEGERS
?

IN GNN, ENTER 9 I 0PT VALUES 8 5 0 0.0 20 3 0

eJTER THE. C0EFFI CI ENT3 AND THEN THE-H0298 VALUE'S, PHASE 1

?0 0 0 G O - 1 .

ENTER THE C0EFFICIENTS AND THEN THE H0293 VALUES, PHASE 2

?0 0 0 0 1 .

AT 1560 .OOK, KEG .676038^ 2 .249330E 05 .1 54396E 0 5

AT 1 530 .OOK, KEG .748 '
. ^c- 02 .249S30E 05 .1 53679E 05

AT 1600 .OOK, KEG .326935E- 02 .249S30E 05 . 1 52452E 05
AT 1520 .OOK, KEG .9111 74 E- 02 .2493 30E 05 . 1 51245E 05
AT 1640 .OOK, KEG . 100 162E- 0 1 .2493 30E 0 5 .1 50028E 05
AT 1660. OOK, KEG . 1 098 54E- 0 1 .249830E 05 . 1488 1 1 E 05
AT 158 0. OOK, KEQ . 120219E- 0 1 .2498,30E 05 . 14759 4E 05
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Table 19

Finding equilibrium compositions for solid and liquid phases in

equilibrium with each other in the Ni-C system using subroutine ALTNT.

!SET F: 12 /BNI C;
'

!SET, F:13 DC/F E^JI C; I ^•

.LMPD.
0PTI0NIS?
?i79 loooe ' \

0 EN'TEP K'U^EER 0F TEMPEFATURES^ . AND K TEMP VALUES.;. '

.?1000 . 1973. 1580 .-

11 ICOO. 19 73. 1 58 0. 16 00 .

IDENTIFY THE PHASE-BY 1,2, 0P- 3^ AND THEN'tHE INPUT FILE
'?1 12

ENTER THE NUMBER F0R AN0THER PHASE IF THERE IS 0NE ..

?2 ' ^
'

I

'

ENTER, THE NUMBER. F0R AN0THER PHASE I F
,

TH ER'E IS 0NE /
? -

IN GNN^ ENTER 9 I EPT VALUES 9 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 0.;
,

,
?8 5

I0P('7)= 0 ENTER TE:^P. AND M 0LE FRACTI 0.M
'

'
„,

71500 . .9

.000000 -1 . 2^51651 -1.284050 -.0 1251 7 - 1 .0A008C
.

.90000? .97 1 59 = ACTI7I TY 0F .87443 .87443E 00 - .134I8E 00
. 10000? .09 1 18 = ACTiyi TY 0F' .009 12 .9 1 184E-02

?

5 Y01/ ARE IN CLM^ 'eNTER KZ2 VALUES T0 C0NTR0L -ACTI 0NS
?4 •

1 2ENTER TEHPERATURE^ ACTIVITY^ AND INTEGERS ,. •

•

71973 . .0365270 -

R00T BETWEEN • ' .

.853199 .853200 AT T = 1973.000
.000000 -.797482 -.829882 -.017186 -.604112

I
.85320? .9 61 20=,ACTI VI TY 0F .82010 .82C10E 00 - . 19833E 00

\. 14680? .24S82 = ACTI VI TY 0F .03S 53 .36527E-01
1 2ENTER TEMPERATURE^ ACTIVITY^ AND INTEGERS

1^1 cm, ENTER 9 I 0PT VALUES _8 5 0 0 0 2,0 3 0

?0 ,7 9 .

'

'
"

• •
,

'

ET.TEH TEMPERATURE AND a' C^NTRgL INTEGER ' , ,.
'

7 1600. , .. ^
ENTER TW0 EQUI LI BRI l'!'! C0NSTANTS
? .9 108 2 . 008 2 69 3 5 0 1 r '

' '

. .

?. .0 1

1

F0RTPAN RU'N-TIME ERR0R IN '9BCDREAD''. CALLED AT L0C X' 17445'.
..Oil ,

- .

ILLEGAL NUMERIC INPUT CHARACTER. FIELD TERMINATED. -

.000000

.7 18277 •

. .9 2468 6

.975248 .

^

.9 7 5438 5SH all' VJE C0NTINUE?' .•
,

'
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Table 19 (continued)

?1

.937241
".99 0061
.99 0345
.99 1025
.9753 1C7SHALL UL CEIJTIKUE?

?1

.994510 GI'/ES ACTIVITY, IN PHASE 1 MF

.975309 GIv/ES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 2 0F

.087984 GI7ES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 2 0F

.99 1 100

.99 1 1 30
,975413

3E .00

.023537 42.019943 GI7ES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 1

6E 00
.906845

4E 00
.093^55

OE-02
EI^JTER TEMPERATURE AND A C0NTR0L INTEGER
71620.
e:TEH Ty0 EQUILIBRIUM C0N§TANTS
?.9 25022 .009 1 1 174 0 1

7.008
.877988
.801761
. 73 3949
.779757
.93 169C4SHALL VE C£iJTINUL?

?1

.773661

.778413

.778322

.778289

.98 17030SHALL WE CeNTINUE?
71

.778277

.979407 .995756 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 1 0F
OE 00

.020593 37.792430 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 1 0F
6E 00

.91894r .98 1703 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 2 0F
7E 00

.081059 .087484 GIVES ACTIVITY I N PHASE 2 0F
IE- 02
ENTER TEMPERATURE AND A C0NfR0L INTEGER
7 15 40 .

'

ENTER TV0 EQUILI BRI U:-! C0NSTANTS : .

7.939205 .0100162 0 1

7.C05
,

.599030

.592666

.591113

. 590761

.98 7 3246SHALL UE C0NTINUE?-
? 1

.590643

.590603

.9 7 10 53 .9 7 105
I

.99 1 126' .99112

.884454 .88445

.008 196 ,.81961

'.97 52 50 .9 7 525

.77827^ .77827

.902 127 '*90212

.00709 1 .709 l\
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Table 19 (continued)

. 590590

.93 256A .9969 1A G 1 7 ES ACTT/ 1 TY IK
2E 00

.017436 33.872269 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
2E 00

.9 3 179 1 .937327 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
2E 00

.063209 .085725 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
2E-02-
H^JTER TB^PERAT-UPE AMD A C0NTR0L I KTEGER
?166C>.
HnJTER TV0 EQUILIBniU-l CONSTANTS
?. 953375 .0109354 C 1

?.C05
.455149
.432325
.426674
.425355
.99 2C9 245HAL.L WE C0NTI>JUE?

PHASE 1 0?

PHASE 1 0F

PHASE 2 0F

PHASE 2 0F

?1

.4249 53

.4248 32

.424793

.424732

.9 9 209 7 5SH ALL VJE CONTINUE?
?1

.424778

.935940 .997964 GIVES ACTIVITY IK'

3E OC •

.0 14060 30.2 12734 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
OE 00

.945529 .992097 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
7E 00

567 GIVES ACTI7I TY I

K

.03 566. 0 5447 1

5E-02
E.\'TEn TCiPEFATURE Ai^D A C0IjTR3L I:\ITEGER
?163C .

ENTER TV0 EOUILIERIU:^ C0NSTAWTS
7.967525 .0120219 0 I

7.0035
.29 1 1 35-

.281376

.278996

.273322

.99 59022SHALL l.'E C0KTIKUE?
?1

.278 1 3 1

.278075

.278060

.939612 .998372 GIVES ACTIVITY IK
6E 00

.C1C33 3 2 6.7 63 448 GIVES ACTIVITY IN
8E 00

,

.960323 .99 5904 GIVES ACTIVITY IN
5E 00

.039672 .084260 GIVES ACTIVITY IN
6E-02 .

900

PHASE 1 0F

PHASE 1 0F

PHASE 2 0F

PHASE 2 0F

PHASE
. 1 0F

PHASE 1 0F

PHASE 2 0F

PHASE 2 0F

.979 532 .97,953

.. 59 0 59 2 .59 0 59

.9 19982 .9 1993

.005915 .59154

.93 39 33 .98393

.424780 .42478

.938057 .93805

.004666 .46653

.988496

.278058

.9 5639 5

.003343

.98849

.27805

.9 5639

.33427



Table 19 (continued)

ENTEF TEMPERATURE AND A CZ.KTR0L I>JTEGER
71700 .

ENTER TVZ EQUILIBRIUI CONSTANTS
?.9S 1563 .0 13 1233 0 1

7.002
. 1 523A3
. 149076 .

. 143203
. 1479 65
.993 5399 SHALL '/.'E C0NT i:\jUE7

71

.147900
. 147333
. 147373
.99 3704

5E 00
.00629 6 23.437 122 GI7ES ACTIVITY IK PHASE 1 0F

7E 00 .

.9 7 6443
2E CO

. 023552
7E-02
ENTER TE-IPEFATUPE AND A C0NTR0L INTEGER
7 1720 .

ENTER T'.'IZ EQUILIBRIUM C0NSTANTS
7.995732 .0143072 0 1

7.00 1

. 069395

.042338

.0349 IS

.032333

. 9999 17 3SHALL \JE C0NTirJTTE7

.999 579 GIVES ACTI/ITY IK PHASE 1 0F

.993 590 GIVES fXTIVITY IN PHASE 2 .0R

.082429 GIVES ACTIVITY IK PHASE 2 0F

71

.032329

.03217*5

.0321 33

.032121

.9999 13 2 SHALL VE C0NTINUE7
71

.0321 13

.998413
IE 00

.001,532 20.305603 GIVES ACTT'ITY IK PHASE 1 0F
9E-01

,994261
CE 00

.0057 39

9E-03
,

E^TEP TE1FERATUPE. AND A C0NTR0L INTEGER

.999973 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 1 0F

.9999 13 GIVES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 2 0F

.03 007 2 GT/ES ACTIVITY IN PHASE 2 0F

.993286 .99328

. 1 47877 . 14787

.9 75072 .97507

.001941 .19413

.993 39 1

.032 1 13

.994 130

.C00460

.99839

.32 117

.994 18

. 4 59 51

• S0PPY> K0 0THER SYSTEMS ARE A'/AILAELE YET
D0 Y0l^ VAI^T T0 C0KTINUE7 USE 1 F0R YES
71

0PTI 0NS7
717
IN GNN^ ENTER 9. I 0PT VALUES 'l 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

716
71 2
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Table 20.

Preliminary estimates of constants for the liquid KOq ^ - SiO^ system.

Redlich-Kister coefficients Bale -Pelton coefficients

Yiooo enthalpy enthal

A -. 3966 0 ^0 1. 7391 1053

B 2.4089 0 ^1 2. 8550 -3672

C 5.5772 3160 ^2 4. 8077 2107

D -.5137 -6120 ^3 . 5767 -2448

E -1.76 0 ^4 . 9691 0

F 1. 76 0 ^5 .2235 0

G 4.4 0 ^6 . 3048 0
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Figure 1

Diagram illustrating the relationships of conversion matrices
between various sets of coefficients.
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Figure 2

The nickel - carbon phase diagram
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Figure 4. Calculated phase diagram for SIO - KO .
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

Polynomial Representation of the Excess

Free Energy of Multi component Systems and

their Use in Phase Diagram Calculations

H. Gaye
IRSID - PCM 57

Maizieres - les - Metz
France

and

C. H. P. Lupis

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science

Carnegie - Mellon University

Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

Various polynomial formalisms can be proposed for the

representation of the excess free energy of multicomponent solutions:
- for the partial molar properties, the "interaction coefficients"

approach provides polynomials in terms of solute mole fractions;

- for the integral excess free energy, symmetric expressions in

terms of all mole fractions can be used.

An advantage of polynomial formalisms is that the coefficients

can be mapped into one-dimensional arrays, so that the number of compo-

nents and the order of the polynomials can easily remain unrestricted.

Several applications of these formalisms to the integration

of the Gibbs-Duhem equation will be presented. To that effect, a new

method of integration was derived. It is based upon the expressions:

InY
1

m - ,

j = 2
^

InT
1

+ (for i = 2,3 , . . . m)
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The flexibility of polynomials has also been useful in the

compilation and exploitation of the phase diagrams of oxide systems.

Because many of the solid phases are stoichiometric, a relatively

good picture of the diagrams can be derived from the knowledge of

the liquidus surfaces. Representing them as polynomials:

Tj^^g = P (composition)

allows simple interpolations and extrapolations and the calculation

of crystallization paths. The example of blast furnace slags (in the

system CaO-SiO^-Al„0-.-MgO) will be presented.
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

Thermodynamic Data for the Fe-0 System
Evaluated Using a New Computer-Aided Strategy

John L. Haas, Jr. and James R. Fisher
National Center for the Thermodynamic Data of Minerals

U. S. Geological Survey
National Center, Stop 959

Reston, Virginia 22092

This paper will d&savihe the computational techniques
employed in evaluating the example given in this abstract

Tables of thermodynarr/ic properties and their confidence limits

from 0 to 1800 K at one atm were obtained for the oxides wustite

FCq magnetite Fe^O^, and hematite Fe^O^. In addition to

reflecting the calorimietry accurately, the set is in better agreement

with the known phase equilibria than previous sets. We evaluated the

published experimaCntal data for the phases and their Interactions using

the program PHLAS20. PHAS20 Is a weighted multiple regression

routine which combines an em.pirlcal equation for the heat capacity with

the functional relations among heat capacity, entropy, enthalpy, free

energy, equilibrium constants, and electrochemjlcal potentials for a

group of chem/ically related phases. Confidence limits for the tabulated

data were obtained from, the program RECKON, using the same relations

the refined constants, the variances, and covar lances, and statistical

theory.
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The results show that the thermodynamic tables for wustite cannot

be significantly irr.proved except by better data for the reported

second-order composition- and temperature-dependent structural

effects within the solid solution. The thermodynamic tables for hematite

can be Improved by better data on the solid solution limits for both

hematite and magnetite as well as the effect of composition on the

activity of the Fe^O^ and Fe^O^ components in the solid solutions. The

thermodynamics of magnetite below 1000 K cannot be significantly im-

proved through existing experim.ental techniques. There are no Indica-

tions that magnetite and hematite have a residual entropy at the zero

of absolute tem.perature due to internal disorder.
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Analysis and Synthesis of Phase Diagrams of

the Fe-Cr-Nl, Fe-Cu-Mn and Fe-Cu-Nl Systems.

Mltsuhlro Hasebe and Taljl Nlshlzawa

Department of Materials Science,
Faculty of Engineering,
Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan

Synopsis

The phase equilibria In the Fe-Cr-Nl, Fe-Cu-Mn and Fe-Cu-Nl systems

were examined by mlcroprobe analysis of ternary diffusion couples

consisting of their components. The experimental data were analyzed

thermodynamlcally using an extended regular solution model and the

thermodynamic data on the binary systems concerned, and the thermody-

namic parameters were evaluated by linear programming. The phase

diagrams over a wide temperature range were synthesized by computer

calculation on the basis of these parameters.

I. Introduction

Most of the previously published phase diagrams for alloy systems

have been determined on the basis of the metallographlc Information

alone. The way of constructing phase diagrams, however, requires a

great deal of time, labor and materials, particularly In the case of

multi-component systems. For this reason, the vacuum deposition of

three kinds of metals from three corners ^"^^ and the multi-component

diffusion couple technique have been designed to obtain necessary

data over a wide range of composition from one specimen.

Besides, remarkable progress has been made for the analysis and

synthesis of the phase diagrams in recent years by means of computer

calculation^ ^ ^'^^
^

. It should be noted that this method permits the

synthesis of the phase diagrams of real alloys over a wide range of

temperature and composition by computation combined with thermodynamic

analysis of the experimental data.

Following these lines of both experimental and theoretical

approaches, we have made extensive work to establish the phase diagrams

of the alloy systems composed of iron and first-row transition elements

in the periodic table. In this paper, the phase diagrams of the Fe-Cr-
911



Nl, Pe-Cu-Mn and Fe-Cu-Ni systems are presented.

II, Experimental Procedure

The experiments were carried out mainly for the ternary phase

equilibria. The binary Pe-Cu system -was also examined to confirm the

composition of the y phaseCyFe-Cu solid solution) In equilibrium with

the e phase(Cu-Fe solid solution) or the liquid phase.

II-l. Preparation of specimens

The specimens used In the present work were prepared from pure

materials listed In Table 1 by Inductlon-melt Ing and casting In vacuum

or under argon atmosphere. After a homogenlzatlon-anneal , they were

cut Into pieces of ^"^10 mm cube and then heated In wet hydrogen flow

at about 1100 K for l'v2 days In order to remove carbon and nitrogen.

The multi-layer diffusion couples were used for determining the

equilibrium compositions of the y phase and the e phase In the Pe-Cu

system. The couples were made by alternatively laminating about ten

sheets of pure Iron and copper foils of SO'^^lOO ym thickness, both of

which had been thinned by rolling and electroytlc polishing.

In the experiments on the ternary systems, a ternary diffusion

couple technique was employed for obtaining sufficient data over a wide

range of composition from one specimen. As illustrated in Pig. 1, a

binary diffusion couple was first prepared from a pair of metals or

alloys by joining in a dry hydrogen atmosphere at 1073 K, sealed in a

transparent quartz capsule under vacuum or an argon of 1/3 atmospheric

pressure, and fully annealed at a high temperature for the moderation

of the concentration gradient. Then, a ternary couple was made by

joining a third metal piece onto one side of the binary couple. The

diffusion couple was sealed again In a quartz capsule and finally equi-

librated at fixed temperatures.

In the Pe-Cu-Mn and Pe-Cu-Nl systems, Pe :Pe-50wt^Mn and Pe:Pe-50wt^

Nl were chosen as the first couples and pure copper was used as the

third metal because It has a lower melting point than the others. In

preparing the Pe-Cr-Nl couple, chromium was used as the third metal and

the Pe-Nl binary couple was vacuum sealed in a capsule with several

pellets of high purity chromium. The ternary couple was spontaneously

built up owing to the vaporization and deposition of chromium during
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heating at the equilibration temperature.

II-2. Microanalysis of equilibrium composition

The binary and ternary diffusion couples prepared by the method

mentioned above were heated at the fixed temperatures between 1123 and

1473 K for 5'^33 days. After quenching in ice brine, they were cut in

parallel to the direction of diffusion of the third component, and the

concentration profile of each component across the interphase boundary

was obtained by microanalysis. The equilibrium compositions were

determined by extrapolating the profiles to the position of the inter-

phase boundary. Figure 2 illustrates the microstructure of the cross-

section and the concentration profile for a ternary Fe-Cu-Ni couple.

It has been pointed out that the interphase boundary composition

in diffusion couples deviates to some extent from the equilibrium

value^^^^^^. In the present work, however, this may be neglected

because the deviations are less than 1% at the most after heating for a

long time.

In the investigation of the liquid/solid equilibria, the two-phase

alloy specimens were used instead of the diffusion couples. These

specimens were quenched from the equilibration temperatures between

1223 and 1523 K for microanalysis of each phase. The determination of

composition of the liquid phase was made by counting the average

intensity of radiation from an area swept with a width of 40 ym so as to

eliminate due to dendritic segregation.

The microanalysis was carried out by Shimazu ARL-EMX microanaly zer

using LiF and quartz crystals for radiation and RAP crystal for

radiation. The accelerating voltage and the sample current of the

electron beam was kept at 20 kV, 3xlO"^A or 30 kV, 10"^A. The take-off

angle of the spectrometer was 52.5°.

The relative Intensities of radiation in the binary system were

converted to the weight fractions C. according to the next equation
r 1 0 ^

proposed by Ziebold and Ogllvie
1

1-K. 1-C.
= ct . (1)

K. C.
1 1

The conversion parameters a. . for the i-th component in the binary i-j

systems were determined by a calibration experiment as presented in
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Table 2.

The conversion of the ternary data was made according to the equa-

tion of the form

1-K. 1-C.
= a.—^ , (2)

K. C.
1 1

where is a conversion parameter for the i-th component in the ternary

i-j-k system and is approximated by a weighted average of the binary

parameters as follows :

a. .C. + a.,
a. = . (3)
^ C. + C,

J k

The validity of equations (2) and (3) has been confirmed by a prelimina-

ry experiment on several ternary specimens.

III. Thermodynamic Analysis

III-l. Expression of the free energy of solid solution

The free energy of multi-component solid solutions was described

by an extended regular solution approximation as follows :

N N-1 N N-2 N-1 N

G= I x.(°G.+RT In x.)+ Z E x.x.fi..+ ZEE x.x.x,J2.., , (4)
i=l ^ ^ ^ i=l j=i-Hl ^ J i=i j=i-Hi k=j-M ^ J k ijk '

where x^ is the atomic fraction, is the free energy of the i-th

component at T K. fi^^ and ^^^-^ sre the interaction parameters in the

binary i-j system and the ternary i-j-k system, respectively. These

parameters generally depend upon both temperature and composition, and

many studies have been made on the way of describing their dependency ^

^

Here, the empirical expressions of the following form were employed :

. = + fi-!-.(x.-x.) + fi^ . (x .-X. )^+-
• •+ Q^.{x.-x.)^ ,

-LJ-i^ -LJ-i^J iJ-K.-t^
{ t:^\

n n n n \ /

n . = A . + B . . T + C . T In T ,

fi! = A^ + B^ T + T In T .ijk ijk ijk ijk
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III-2. Analysis by linear programming

The thermodynamic parameters In equations (4) and (5) were evalu-

ated by linear programming on the basis of the experimental results on

the ternary systems as well as thermodynamic data on the binary systems.

The phase equilibrium can be described by an equality of chemical

potentials, which are related to the free energy of each- phase. The

activity data can also be described by equations associated with the

free energy of each phase. These are rearranged into linear equations

concerning the thermodynamic parameters X as follows :

a.,X, + a._X- + ••• + a. X + e. = R. . (6)il 1 i2 2 m n 1 1

The coefficient a. . and the right-hand side value R. are known quantl-

ties, and e^ is the corresponding error. Then the parameter X^ is

evaluated in such a way as to minimize the objective function :

Z = Z |e.| . (7)
i

Such a linear programming technique has been successfully applied by
( 12

)

Rao et al. to the thermodynamic analysis of the binary Pb-Sb system.

Besides an equality like equation (6), the constraint of an ine-

quality was used in this work. For example, the free energy of the

liquid phase must be lower than that of the solid phase at the liquidus

.

This fact is described in the following form and is also of use in

linear programming for the evaluation of the parameter X. :

J

a:,X, + a! „X^ + • .
. + a! X < R! . (8)il 1 i2 2 in n 1

III-3. Computation of phase boundaries

The computer calculation of the phase boundary compositions can

in principle be divided into two ways. One is to solve the simulta-

neous equations concerning the chemical potentials of the components in

each phase. The other is to search for a set of phases having the best

composition to minimize the free energy of the entire alloy system.
( 13

)

The former was carried out by Kaufman and Bernstein , and the latter
(14

)

by Counsell et al. In this work, the latter was employed because

it is simpler in operation and faster to find the equilibrium composi-

tion of each phase. The "Simplex" method, the steepest descent method
(15)

developed by Nelder and Mead , was used in performing the calculation
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IV. Results

IV-1. Evaluation of parameters

Experimental results on the equilibrium composition of each phase

are given in Tables 3'^8. On the basis of these results, the thermody-

namic parameters in equations (4) and "(5) were evaluated as listed in

Tables 9 and 10. The phase diagrams and thermodynamic data on the

binary Pe-Cr < 9> < )M 32 )
^
p^.^^ ( 18 ) ( 33 )M 1 3 >

^ p^.^l (18 ) ( 22) (34 ) ( )M 59)

P3.C„(60)-v(70)^ Cr-Nl'22)(29)(32){46){71)M77)_ C^.nn^^S) (n)-(>i3}

Cu-Nl"8)(8iO-(95) ,y3t3„, t^^„^ry ire-cr-Nl<'*'5)(96)^(99)
( 1^ )Fe-Cu-Ni systems were also employed for the evaluations. The free

energy of the component used was the literature value ^
"'"'^'^ ^ ''"^•^

^
.

The parameters concerning the a phase were estimated from the data on

the Fe-Cr*^^^^ and Cr-Co-Ni ^ systems.

IV-2. Calculation of phase diagram

The phase diagrams are constructed by computation using the above-

mentioned parameters. Figures S'^S and 10'^^20 are the computed diagrams

of the binary and ternary systems, respectively. The calculation of

the phase equilibria relating to the aFe phase was limited to tempera-

tures above 1073 K, because it has been pointed out by Zener ^ "'"^'^ \ Weiss

and Tauer ^ ''"'^^
^

, and Hillert et ^1 .
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ that the thermodynamic

functions of aFe solid solution show an anomaly due to the magnetic

transition. The phase diagrams over a temperature range belov/ the

Curie point will be presented elsewhere.

Comparisons of the accepted diagrams with those obtained in the

present work are given in Figs. 13 and 20. There are some discrepan-

cies due to the fact that the accepted diagrams were synthesized by

.ta al
(109)

calculation using the binary data alone ^ ''"^
^

^ "''^'^
^ or constructed exper- i

imentally in a conventional way

The thermodynamic properties can be calculated by computation as

in the case of the phase diagrams. As examples, the activities in the

binary Fe-Cr system and the iso-activity lines for chromium in the

ternary Fe-Cr-Nl system are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively.
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Table 1 Chemical composition of materials.

Materials Impurities (wt. ppm)

Electrolytic iron (99.95) C/+0, S±kO, P30, SkO, CuZ|0, Mn^O

Electrolytic chromium (99.28) C200, Si80, PIO, S260, AlZ^O,
Cu5, Pb20, Fel/+00

High purity chromium (99.999) Fe3, Pb2, Mg<l

Electrolytic manganese (99.9) ClOO, SilOO, PlOO, FelOO, SlOO,
Al Tr.

Mond cobalt 099.5) S60, ClOO, Fel200, Nil200,
Si230, Mn60

Electrolytic nickel (Ni +Co>99.5) Co<300, Fe<30, Cu<30, Pb<10,
Mn<20, S<10, Si<30, C<200

High purity copper (99.999) Ag/f.O, AuO.l, Fel.O, PbO.3,
S3. 2, Ni,Sn,Zn n.d.
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Table 2 Empirical conversion parameters a^^ for

microanalysis (at 20kV and 30kV).

\ ^

i\
Fe Cr Mn Ni Cu

Fe 1.1^0 (0.902)
0.760
(0.786)

0.706
(0.725)

Cr 0.778 0.790

Mn (0.928) (0.760)

Ni 1.100
(1.180) 1.290 0.913

(0.858)

Cu
1.220
(1.180)

1.010
a. 000)

L
a

Ni 2.650 2.400

Cu 3.620
(5.800) (4.980) 3.650

(5.700)

values in bracket for 30kV
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Table 3 Experimental results of the y/e and

the y/liquid equilibrium in the

binary Fe-Cu system.

T(K)
Cu ^Fe

1
^Fe

1173 0.03^ 0.018

1223 0.039 0.022

1273 0.064 0.029

1323 0.066 0.033

1373 0.106 0.047

1^23 0.103 0.031

1^73 0.11k 0.036

1523 0.116 0.047

1573 0.129

1623 0.139
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Table ^ Experimental results of the a/y equilibria in th
ternary Fe-Cr-Ni system.

a r
X ~
i^r ^Ni ^Cr ^Ni

1^73 K 0.199 0.036 0.177 0.045
0.233 0.043 0.198 O.O69
0 . 282 0 . 070 0. 232 0 103
0 ^68 0 . 110 0 283\J • (—\J ^ 0 179
0. 390 0 . 122 0 29 3 0 . 200

1373 K 0.^20 0.116 0.300 0.200
0. 365 0.085 0. 253 0.160
0. 314 O.O64
0.264 0.055 0.190 0 . 090
0.207 0 .025 0.158 0.037
0. 560* 0 133* 0 339* 0 309*

1273 K 0 3/4.7 0 . 051 0 . 230 0 . 120
0 363 0 . 066
0. 463 0.080 0 283 0 . 200
0.323 0.098 0.290 o!275
0.502 0.105 0.304 0.258
0 323 0 100 0 31 3 0 2 30
0 ZiQ7 0 OQft 0 29ft 0 PAD
0 222 0 017 0 173 0 033
0 . 272 0 . 032 •0 . 210 0 030
0 320 0 043 0 . 220 0 . 100
0 . 383 0.062 0 233 0 140
0 433 0 082 0 . 271 0 183
0 668 0 097 0 346 0 361
0.675 0.092 0.345 0.380
0.611* 0.099* 0.326* 0.305*

1193 K 0.444 0.060
0.465 0.060 0.265 0.215
0.462 0.069 0.275 0.225
0.404 0.048 0.250 0.160
0.350

.
0.035 0.225 0.110

0.265 0.025 0.175 0.055
0.215 0.008 0.150 0.015
0.380* 0.046* 0.256* 0.122*
0.678* 0.060* 0.325* 0.292*

* taken from two-phase alloys
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Table 5 Experimental results of rniscibility gap in the

ternary Fe-Cu-Mn system.

Y T' (e)

^Mn ^Mn

1173 K 0.103 0.923 0.051

0.129 0.061 0.938 0.059

0.113 0.077 0.908 0.079

0.103 0.105 0.916 0.084

0.109 0.111 0.89^ 0.105

0.092 0.109 0.887 0.107

1123 K 0.106 0.025 0.889 O.O3/+

0.109 0.059 0.913 0.063

0.108 0.093 0.895 0.094

0.108 0.122 0.880 0.114

0.099 0.156 0.850 0.139

0.095 0.176 0.832 0.149

0.113* 0.221* 0.767* 0.189*

0.121* 0.320* 0.722^ 0.248*

0.120* O.i+ifO* O.6O9* 0.353*

0.133* 0.589* O.Zfl3* 0.511*

* taken from two-phase alloys
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Table 6 Experimental results of the y/liquid equilibria

in the ternary Fe-Cu-Mn system.

T liquid

""Cu ^Mn ^Cu ^Mn

1 "Z, P "Z, V 0.121 0.062 0.868 0.114

0.078 0.184 0.762 0.220

0.073 0.296 0.648 0.295

0.1^1 0.503 0.563 0.407

0.202 0.621 0.456 0.513

1223 K 0.104 0.201 0.782 0.206

0.090 0.240 0.762 0.226

0.076 0.266 0.731 0.254

0.100 0.396 0.674 0.313

0.127 0.509 0.620 0.368

0.190 0.546 0.600 0.388

0.089 0.375 0.669 0.314

1173 K 0.105 0.165 0.770 0.186

0.147 0.303 0.726 0,248

0.093 0.354 0.705 0.268

O.li+9 0.520 0.624 0.366
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Table 7 Experimental results of miscibility gap in the
ternary Fe-Cu-Ni system.

Y T' (e)

^Cu ^Ni Ni

1323 K u . obo
0.214 0.256 0.841 0.103
0.227 0.242 0.879 0.073

n p 0. 144
U . £1^0 n AO /,U . oUq. 0 . 114
n P(^ U . Db-L U . 2U4

n (^Q X n "1 A Xu . lop
0 1 S1 0 007 n Q /i 1 n nxc;U . Upp
0 1 Pf^W J_ L_ n QP7 U . Uii /
0 ] S8 0 1 S7 0 QDQ\J , y\jy n HRP
0 1 0 1 n APQ

0 p so n app n 1 nxU . xUp
0 PQ7 0 7A1 Ci 1 x^^u . J-pb

1223 K 0 1 81 0 P81 0 A A1 n no X

0 188 0 Pl^^ n Q p p

0 188 D PQQ D A A P U . lU /

0.193 0.274 0.882 0.088
0.2Z^3 0.313 O.8O9 0.130

u . ^up u . oby U . 101
D 1 Q7 u . ^pu U . / /b o.ip/

n Amu . ou± 0 . 14/
0 P77 n X sp U .

n n A 9U . lo /
D P(^7 n X "2,1 n '7 c;iu . /pi 0.153
0 ^/i P n xA 1=, u . /4p 0 . lyo

n X, /, Xu

.

0. /yi 0 - 14d
n X PA Pi ni X 0 . 21b

u . ± j>o U . Ulo 0.974 0.018
u . ±Uo 0.943 0 . 04/

1123 K 0.111 0.079 0.970 0.002
0.083 0.106 0.946 0.027
0.103 0.158 0.911 0.040
0.110 0.189 0.934 0.042
0.219 0.411 0.799 0.147
0.205 0.422 0.836 0.131
0.236 0.434 0.789 0.166
0.261 0.428 O.8I9 0.142
0.2Zfl 0.427 0.795 0.162
O.Z|06 0.383 0.724 0.218
0.1/+0 0.348 0.873 0.092
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Table 8 Experimental results of the y/liq^id equilibria

in the ternary Fe-Cu-Ni system.

r liquid

^Cu ^Ni Cu ^Ni

1523 K 0.180 0.153 0.896 0.054

0.227 0.220 O.8I7 0.085

0.279 0.283 0.792 0.115

0.374 0.377 0.722 0.190

1423 K 0.209 0.173 0.915 0.039

0.701 0.170 0.881 0.079

0.338 0.215 O.9O8 0.050
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Table 9 Evaluated interaction parameters in the binary systems.
(J/mol)

system
phase \. n

0 1 2

r fc; — \jL

1
19310

-11.20

1336O

-5.343 -

LA

2^710

-11.76

664

1.736

Y
1

138^0

-13.61

6276

-3.310

r e— inn

1

a".

B^.
ij

-26520

17.10

-10870

7.263 -

CX
4,
B^.
ij

-10830

8.581

-280

0.533

•

Y
1

A^.
ij

ij

-19760

13.58 1.127

Fe-Ni

-1

1
A^.

B^.
ij

-16690

3.592

-10750

2.401

a
A^^

B^.
ij

-10270

O.306

-12150

3.902

-

Y

1

A^.
ij

B^.
ij

C^.

-26170

81.59

-9.602

-15140

33.26

-3. 807
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Table 9 (continued)

system
i-J

phase \^n
0 1 2

Fe-Cu

-i

j-

a""ij

ij

364^0

-2.730

-400

0.738

11560

-4.153

a ij

ij

43390

-6.197

y
4j
B^.
IJ

31010

0

5410.

-2.618

14930

-5.627

Cr-Ni

±
A
1̂

J

B^.
ij

-15270

4.197

-36170

15.25 -

a.
4,
B^.
ij

23370

-17.22

-26030

4.665

Y
A^.
ij 4268

-15.80

-31O8O

19.23

_

Mn-Cu

"1

-2131

-0.323

-24090

13.89

6360

-6.004

oc

23960

-13.64

r
12790

-3.893

-9837

4.192

9749

-9.816

Ni-Cu

1

B^.
ij

10460

2.087

-1451

0.394

r

A^.
ij

B^.
ij

8138

3.009

-2337

0.828
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Table 10 Evaluated interaction parameters in the ternary systems.
(J/mol)

system
i-j-k phase i j k

Fe-Cr-Ni l,a, Y ^ijk 0 0 0

Fe-Cu-Mn
1 A?M 0 0 0

r A? 10Zf60 10460 10/+60

1
ijk 0 0 0

Fe-Cu-Ni
T

A^^ijk

ijk

-77^00

72.8

-111300

73.2

-/f9000

41.8
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Fig. 10 The a/y phase equilibria in the ternary Fe-Cr-Ni system
between 1193 and lZ+73 K. .

-
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at7oCr

Fig. 12 Isothermal sections of the ternary Fe-Cr-Ni system

at 1073 K. (a) Computer calculated.
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between calculated and experimentally
phase boundaries in the Fe-Cr'-Ni system

Fig. 13 Comparison
d e t e rmi n ed
at 1373 K.
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**LEGEND**

flTOmC PER CENT MN

Fig. li+ Miscibility gap in the ternary Fe-Cu-Mn system between 873 and
1123 K.
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FiTOMIC PER CENT CR

Fig. 11 The solid/liquid phase equilibria in the Fe-Cr-Ni system

between 1723 and 1773 K.
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Fig. 15 The y/liquid phase equilibria in the ternary Fe-Cu-Mn system

between II73 and I323 K.
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FE-MN-CU PHRSE DIRGRRM CU **LEGEND**

flTOniC PER CENT MN

Fig. 16 The y/liqi-iid phase equilibria in the ternary Fe-Cu-Mn system

between lZf23 and 1573 K.
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Fig. 18 Miscibility gap in the ternary Fe-Cu-Ni system between 673

and 1073 K.
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**LEGEND**

ATOMIC PER CENT NI

Fig. 19 The y/liq^i^ phase equilibria in the ternary Fe-Cu-Ni system

between 1/+23 and 1673 K.
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Fig. 20 Comparison between calculated and experimentally determined
phase boundaries in the Fe-Cu-Ni system at 1223 K.
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Ig. 22 Iso-activity lines for chromium in the ternary Fe-Cr-Ni system

at 1473 K,
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Optimization of Phase Diagrams by a Least Squares Method

Using Simultaneously Different Types of Data.

E.-Th. Henig, H.L. Lukas, B. Zimmermann and G. Petzow

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Metallforschung, Institut fiir

Werkstoffwissenschaften, Biisnauerstr. 175, 7000 Stuttgart-80

,
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Introduction

There are three main problems in constitutional research:

1 . Using the existing experimental data the phase diagrams

should be as accurate as possible,

2. A powerful tool is necessary to evaluate the enormous num-

ber of still unknown multicomponente systems,

3. The information should be storable in a compact form.

The optimal accuracy is obtained if all experimental data are

taken into account and if thermodynamic consistency exists be-

tween all thermodynamic functions of the different phases and

the phase diagram. If these functions are presented analyti-

cally they can be extrapolated for systems with one additional

component. If the analytical representation uses always the

same, standardised pattern, all the information of a system is

contained in a set of coefficients and easily stored.

The optimization of a system based on different types of data

usually is done by a trial and error method. With increasing

number of components and/or increasing number of different types

of data, this method becomes more and more cumbersome. There-

fore a straight forward method is desirable. As straight for-

ward method the Least Squares m^ethod of GAUSS is adapted
1 )here . This method is well known for optimization of single

functions and also for the detennination of the partial free
2

)

enthalpy (Gibbs energy) from binary phase diagrams or from
3

)

two phase tie lines of a ternary system
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Analytical representation

The goal of the least squares method is the simultaneous cal-

culation of the different thermodynamic functions. Therefore,

an analytical formalism is necessary which describes the

different functions with coefficients taken from one common

set of coefficients. In this way also the thermodynamic con-

sistency is expressed, which is given by the well known and

used thermodynamic relations.

We used a combination of the matrix representation of
4)Wiederkehr and the description of binary excess functions

5)by Legendre-polynomials after Bale and Pelton .

6

)

The formalism is extended by the Kohler extrapolations of

the binary excess functions to describe the excess functions

of ternary phases. An additional homogeneous polynomial

(ternary correction) with the common factor x^X2y^2' ^^^^^

disappears in the binaries, is also introduced. The coefficients

of this polynomial are determined by a few measurements in the

ternary. The formulas are shown in appendix 1

.

Instead of Kohler 's extrapolation we used also the extrapola-
7 ) 8 ) 9

)

tions of Bonnier and Caboz , Toop and Hillert . Those

yield different functions and phase diagrams. But after adding

the appropriate ternary correction function to each extra-

polated function the differencies decrease and become smaller

than the accuracy of the measurements.

The matrices of different phases of one system are easily

combined into one large matrix of coefficients of the whole
4

)

system . This is shown in figure 1 where the matrix belongs

to the hypothetical system of figure 2.

Not all the coefficients are unknown. Normally the coefficients

of the stable phases of the pure elements are known, they are

designated with K in figure 1 . The coefficients belonging to

the ideal solution R in the second column and zero in all
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other columns. Coefficients denoted by a dot are not signi-

ficant, they are taken zero and treated as known coefficients.

Only the coefficients quoted U are unknown and subject of the

GAUSSian calculation.

Calculation

In the GAUSSian calculation one equation of error belongs to

each experimental value. It describes the difference between

the calculated and the measured value of one quantity.

Many thermodynamic statements are composed of a set of two or

more independent measured values. For example a tie line in a

binary system is defined by two independently measured con-

centration/temperature pairs. These equations are constructed

in a form in which one equation is strongly dependent on one

and weakly dependent on the other variables. In this way the

different accuracy of the measured values affect mainly the re-

lated equation of error.

The different types of values (calorimetric , emf or vapor-

pressure, phase diagram measurements) have their special

equation of error. Also for one type of measurement special

equations exist for different number of phases. They are com-

piled appendix 2.

By these equations all measurable thermodynamic values can be

treated, specially also values, which cannot be treated easily

by trial and error methods. For example the change of enthalpy

during mixing of two melts of alloys of slightly different

composition. Measurements of this kind can be used advantage-

ously for establishing the curvature of the enthalpy

concentration curves. -

In order to compare the errors of all measurements, they must

be weighted and have the same dimension. In our method each

error is compared with the accuracy of the corresponding

measurement (as given by an author or estimated) . If the

error is divided by this accuracy, a dimensionless relative

error is defined which is expressed in % of the accuracy. In
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addition to the measured value itself also the variables tem-

perature and concentration have limited accuracies. To take

account of this they are transformed to the dependent variable

by multiplying them with the derivative of the dependent

variable with respect to the variable in question. Combining

all thi^ the weight of the square of the error is:

P = 1/(Av)^ + (|^ AT)= + Ax)^

Av is the accuracy of dependent variable, At of the tempera-

ture and Ax of the concentration. If there is more than one

concentration involved in a set of measurements there are
8Vadditional terms of the type (-r— Ax) ^

.

o X

The method described here is applied in the following way:

(i) Optimization of the binary systems.

(ii) Extrapolation of the optimized thermodynamic functions

of the binary phases into the ternary.

(iii) Optimization of the correction function using only

a few ternary data.

(iv) Extrapolation and optimization for the quaternary

system, and so on.

The result of this procedure is a set of coefficients which

contains the entire information of the systems in a thermo-

dynamically consistent form. This set of coefficients provides

the basis for the calculation of any thermodynamic diagram,

in particular the phase diagram.

The method has been used successfully for the calculation of
10) 11) 12

the ternary systems Ag-Bi-Pb ' , Ag-Bi-Tl ' and Ag-Pb-Tl

The financial support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaf

t

is greatfully acknowledged.
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Appendix 1

MATRIX REPRESENTATION of Thermodynamic Functions after
4)Wiederkehr

( (T^) )
• ( (C^j) )

• ( (Xj) ) = value

((T^)) = line vector temperature and type of function

(enthalpv, entropy, Gibbs free

energy, specific heat)

((Cj^j)) = matrix coefficients of individual system

((Xj)) = column vector concentration (s) and type of

function (integral, partial,....

sum of functions of two phases)

. .)

. .)

. .)

. .)

5

)

X . Matrices of Different Functions after Bale and Pelton
1

Binary Phases

(P may be any of the functions H, S, G or C )

ir

P ( 1-x X (1-x) log(l-x) ... x(1-x)Pj^(1-2x) ... )

+ X log(x)

( 1 O log(l-x) ... x^ P^{^-2x) ... )

+2x2 (T_x) 3 p^/ 9 (1~2x)

P2 { 0 1 log(x) ... (1-x)^ P^(1-2x) ... )

-2x(1-x) 2 9P^/ 9 (1-2x)

phase ideal excess terms
stability solution
terms term

T .

1
Matrices of Different Functions

H ( 1 0 T
2

T^/2 T^/3

S ( 0 1 log (T) T -t"^/2 T^/2

G ( 1 -T T(1-log(T)

)

-T^/2 -t"V2 -T^/6

S ( 0 0 1 T T-2 T^
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Excess Terms of Matrix of a Ternary Phase

Integral function

1 2 1 'x^ +^2 2 3
3 1 1 'x^ +

x^i^
^ *^x^ x^ ... for n 3 ternary correction

p = 1...n-2 (homogeneous polynomial)

q = 1 . . . n-1 -p

Xj^ - X .

( ,

—2.) Kohler extrapolation of above formulas
1 X . + X .

^
1 :

Partial functions are derived from the integral functions

by the formula

8X. jL^ 3 ax.
j=1 ^
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Appendix 2

EQUATIONS of ERROR

Calorimetric Measurements

Nr. of phases

1

2

3

equation

H - (1-x)°H^ - x°H2

H' (T^) - H" (T2)

v"'-v '

H' (T, ) - H" (T^)
1 X '-X 2

X -X
X

4 (ternary systems only)

I Det" I I Dpt "'
I

value = error

value = error

ii»_^fi H" ( T2

)

value = error

I Det""l

value = error

or

value = error

where iDet'l + |Det"|

x""^3
III?

^2 1

Det'
1

^3 ^2 1

V-""^3 ^2 1

H
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EMF and Vapor Pressure Measurements

Nr. of phases equation

1 G^(x,T) - °G^(T) - value = error

2 g: (x,T) - °G^(T) - value = error
1 1

GV(x,T) - °G^(T) - value = error

G' - x' '^,','_^', - °G^(T) - value = error (i=1)

Symmetrical form of last equation:

. , G' x" ^ G" x' o„r
T

x"-x' ^. "
'^i

" value = error

. ^ G' d-x" ) ^ G" d-x' ) o^r1=2
i n + n ; - G^ - value = error
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Phase Diagrams

Binary:

2 phases:

G'(x') + (x"-x' ) OG'/8x) ,
- G"(x") = error

point on tangent at x" as point on

function of x' curve

G"(x") + (x'-x") (3G"/3x) „ - G'(x') = error

See the last picture

3 phases:

2 equations of the type above, weighted by 1/2

(referred to square of error)

G' (x"'-x") +G"(x'-x"') + G"'(x"-x') = error

Ternary:

G" (x^^x^)

error

G" + (x:-x") (^) „ „ + (xl-x") (4^) „ „ - G' (x' x')
2 2 3X2 X2/Xl^ 3 3 ax^ X2/X^ 2' 3

= error

, 8G' ^ , 9G' , , 8G" ^ v.9G'\— + D~— ) , ,
- {a- + b-— ) „ „ = error

3 phases:

6 equations of type of equation 1 and 2 above

2 phases:
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phases

:

12 equations of type of equation 1 and 2 above, weighted

by 2/3 (referred to square of error) and

|Det'|G' - |Det"
I

G" + |Det"'| G"' -
| Det""| G"" = error

where Det'

,11 ti

^3 ^2 ^

v"' V-'"
^3 2

x^" x^" 1

other determinants are formed by cyclic replacement of

phase indices in | Det
'

|

Three Phase Equilibrium, where one phase is stoichiometric

in one direction

' ' '

G (X2/X3) + (x^ -x^) /8x^)^^^^^ -G*(x*) = error

where x*
1

• III I

X .
- X .

—] 1 X. +
X .

- X .

X ,

III II 1 II III 1
X .

- X . X . - X .

3 3 3 3

III I II I

X .
- X . X . - X ..... ~\ n " II II ~\ n "' II'

= ^f^G (X2,X3)+J 1,G (Xj.Kj)
x.-x. X. -Xj

Xj is the concentration to which the phase is stoichiometric

(either 1 - X2 - x^ or X2 or x^)

x^ is the difference of the two other concentrations.
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phase 1
I 2

|
3 | 4

I I

I K ' UK K 0 U u u u
1

K K 0 U 1 K ' U

K K -R U u u u 1 K K -R u 1 K

K K 0 u • • 1 K K 0 K 1 u

K K 0 • K K 0 K

Fig . 1 Matrix of coefficients of a hypothetical

binary system containing 4 phases,

shown in fig. 2.
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Theoretical Calculation of Phase Diagrams

Using the Cluster Variation Method

Ryoichi Kikuchi*^ and Didier de Fontaine"^

Abstract

The paper explains how the cluster variation (CV) method and

the natural iteration (NX) technique can be used together in calculating

phase diagrams. The grand potential Q (rather than the free energy)

is minimized, with temperature and chemical potential ^jl^'s (rather

than composition) kept fixed. The crossing point of Q, vs \x.^ curves

determines the coexisting phases. The NX technique solves the non-

linear simultameous equations which result from the CV formulation.

Unlike the conventional Newton-Raphson iteration method, the NX

method always converges and, at each iteration step, the grand poten-

tial ^ decreases step by step. The paper discusses the tetrahedron

approximation for the fee lattice, an extrapolation method for making

the NX series converge faster, and orthogonality relations in connec-

tion with the chemical potential diagram.

*Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA 90265

/^Materials Department, School of Engineering and Applied Science,
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
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1 . Introduction

The companion article ("Fundamental Calculations of Coherent

Phase Diagrams")^ in this voltime discusses the background to and the

need for using the cluster variation (CV) method in combination with

the natural iteration (NI) technique for phase diagram calculations.

The application of the CV method in this field has progressed greatly

2 3
since Golosov et al. and van Baal independently used the tetrahedron

approximation of the fee lattice in calculating diagrams of Cu^Au and

CuAu-type ordered phases.

4The NI technique, which was discovered nearly simultaneously

with the activities in Refs. 2 and 3, has greatly simplified the calcula-

tions required for the CV method. Application of CV-NI methods to

5 6
ternary systems has been reported recently. ' In this paper, we

report detailed computational steps for calculating phase diagrams.

2. Pair Approximation

In this section, we explain the CV method, taking a pair of

nearest neighbors as the basic cluster. We discuss the phase-

separating case; each lattice point is equivalent and no superlattices

are needed.

All the possible configurations of a nearest-neighbor pair are

listed in Table I for the example of a binary alloy., As shown in the

table, a distribution variable of
yj^j

is assigned to each configuration,

with i = 1 used to designate an A atom and i = 2 for a B atom. The
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variable y^^* example, is the probability that a certain pair takes

the A-B configuration. The y's are normalized to vinity:

- ' •
(2.1)

i j

Table L Configurations of a Pair

Configur ation Distribution Variable

A-A ^11

A-B ^12

B-A ^21

B-B ^22

When we formulate the CV method using the notation i and j as in (2. 1),

it is applicable to the binary case and also to cases with more compo-

nents. For a ternary system with vacancies, for example, we can

choose i = 3 for a C atom and i = 4 for a vacancy.

In addition to the psdr variables, the V^j's, in Table I, we need

distribution variables, x Js, for the configuration o'f a lattice point.

These are listed in Table IL When the number of lattice points in a

system is N, and the mamber of A atoms is N . , and of B atoms is N^,A B
then the meaning of is given by the relations:

^A ^ "^1^ ^B = "^2^ '
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wiie.re the variables x and y. . are related by the geometric relation:

(2.3)

"W« will write the free energy (actually the grand potential Q) in terms

of the x's and y's and then minimize J2 with respect to the y's to derive

the y valties which correspond to the eqmlibriimi state.

Table IL Configurations of a Point

Configuration Distribution Variable

A ^1

B ^2

Energy is the first quantity we examine. For a system with

N lattice points and a coordination number Zcu, the total number of

nearest-neighbor bonds will be ooN. Since this paper treats only the

nearest-neighbor interaction case, the total energy of the system

is

i j

(2.4)

where t^. is the nearest-neighbor interaction potential between the i

, .th
eind J species. The ^or the binary alloy case are e^^ for an

A-A pair, = e^^ for an A-B pair, and for a B-B pair.
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The entropy for the pair approximation of the CV method for a

system of N lattice points is^'
^

S., = k jgnN

N)!

L 1

2co-l

L 1 J

CO

N!
CO -1

(2. 5a)

Stirling's approximation allows us to rewrite (2. 5a) as

1 J

(2.5b)

Using Sj^ in (2. 5b) and E^^ in (2.4), the Helmholtz free energy

Fj^, expressed as a fxinction of the V^^*

N N N (2. 6)

One method of deriving the equilibrium state is to minimize in

(2,6) with respect to the Yj^j's, holding the composition = 1 - x^

fixed. This method yields the equilibrium free energy for the assigned

value of x^.

When the system phase separates, the plot of vs x^^ will be

as shown in Fig, 1. In Fig. 1, the coexisting two phases are B and F,
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which share the common tangent to the curve. Written mathematically,

the coexistence condition is

where is the derivative of the versus curve in Fig. 1 and

(F) and (B) refer to points in Fig. 1. If we write the common tangent

as [iN (i.e., fJ^(F) = F^(B) = ^^N), then (2.7) can be rewritten as

Fj^(F) - |JiN x^(F) = F^{B) - jxN x^(B) . (2.8)

This means that if we define a new f\inction

the Veilue of this function will be the same at points B and F. The

requirement that |jl is the tangent, dF^^/dx^, leads to the condition

which means that the function is a minimum with respect to Xj^ in

equilibrium state for a fixed value of

Taking into account the symmetry of the A and B components,

we redefine from (2. 9) asN
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which we will call the grand potential. In this expression, [i^ is the

chemical potential for A atoms and that for B atoms:

Our program is to find the equilibriiim state of the system as a mini-

mum of with respect to the y^^j's keeping the [jlJs (rather than the

x^'s) fixed, and then to plot against (rather than x^, as was

done in Fig. 1). For the example of a binary alloy for which vaccincies

are neglected, we can impose a subsidiary condition:

jjLj + fx^ = 0 . (2. 12)

When the equilibrium state is found for a fixed value [j.^ (= -[J.2)»

the grand potential is a function of [i^. For the system of Fig. i,

the vs fjLj curve looks as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the points

designated by A, B, • • •
, G, H correspond to those with the Scunae

letters in Fig. 1. As expected, the common tangent B-F in Fig. 1

shrinks to a point in Fig. 2. In determining the coexisting phases, it

is easier and more accurate to find where two curves cross, as in

Fig, 2, than to locate two points of a common tangent, as in Fig. 1.

For this reason, we will work with in this paper.

In passing, we may comment that a spinodal is represented by

2 2
an inflexion point, d F^^/dx^ = 0, in Fig. 1, and by a cusp or spinode

in Fig. 2 (points C and G); this indicates the origin of the word spinodal.
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3. The Natural Iteration Calculation

In carrying out the computation described in the previous section,

4
it is convenient to use the NI method, a mathematical approach which

was designed specifically for solving the equations needed in the CV

formulation. Using (2.6), (2.5b), and (2.4), we write the grand

potential in (2. 11) as

^ - ^"N _ « 2co - 1

N ^ ^ ij '^ij 2
^(x.) + :)

1»J

+ px (3. 1)

where

kT (3.2b)

and the .^-operator is defined as

ig'(x) = X Hn X - X. (3. 2b)

This operator originates in the Stirling approximation of the factorial.

In the expression the first term comes from in (2.4). The
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two terms ^(x.) and i^(x^) are equal and come from the x-term in S^^

of (2.5b). In the two terms in (3. 1), we use the expressions

:. = > y. . and x. = > y.

.

(3.3)

to make the treatment symmetric. Also for symmetry, the [i^ +

is written as in (3.1) because

sum

11. X.
^1 1

1»J

(3.4)

which is the second term in expression (2. 11) for Q^, The X. terms in

(3. 1) take care of normalizing the y's as in (2.1).

When we minimize $ in (3. 1), the are regarded as inde-

pendent and x^ and x^ as dependent through (3. 3), Differentiation then

leads to

= e.. - hiJL± 2nix.x.) + w £n y..

(3.5)

or

y.j = exp ^ - P€.. +#-(hl. + |1.)
00 ^ ij 2w ^1 "^j

(x.x.)^2u>.1)/(2co)
^ ^3^^^
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The NI method works as follows. We fix the values of p = 1/kT

and (= - and then begin with the first input value of x^^, which is

guessed.

(i) For the input value (and hence x^ = 1 - x^), we

calculat<^

(2co-l)/(2cj)
(3.7)

for all values of i and j. Then we determine the normalization factor

exp(pX./oj) using the normalization relation (2. 1) as

exp(px/w) =

-1

(3.8)

Multiplying y!?^ in (3. 7) and exp(pX./w) yields the output y... In short,

step (i) is to calculate the left-hand side of (3. 6), y^^, as the output

when the inputs x^ and x^ are used on the right-hand side. This output

en as y.^.

(ii) The next step is to use the output values y to calculate

the next inputs, x. and x^, from (3. 3). Then we return to step (i) above

euid repeat the cycle.

This process of going back and forth between steps (i) cind (ii) is

the NI method. It differs from the well-known Newton method (or the

Newton-Raphson method when the number of independent variables is

more than one), in that NI has the unique feature that the fvinction being

minimized (in the present example, the grand potential Q^) always
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decreases step by step at each iteration. This property of a monotonic

4
decrease, which can be proved analytically, has the important conse-

quence that the NI procedure converges fronn whatever initial guess we

start with (except for pathological cases).

An example is shown in Fig. 3, which is for bcc (cj = 4) and

(jLj^ = ji^ = 0 for the phase -separating case. Each dot represents out-

put of one iteration cycle. The figure shows two iteration series (one

from the right cind the other from the left). The point marked n = od

is the convergence point. In one calculation, the initial guessed value

of Xj^ was taken as x^ = 0,4, near the top of the right-hand series of

dots. If the Newton-Raphson method had been used, the initial guess

= 0.4 would have led to the metastable solution at x^^ = 0,5, which

does not correspond to the phase- separation. The NI method seeks, as

illustrated in Fig, 3, the stable solution at x^ = 0, 02456, If we start

from an initial value x^ larger than 0, 5, NI leads to the other stable

solution at x^ = d, 97544, Since the grand potentials for these two

points are equal, as are the chemical potentials, they are the two

coexisting phases.

As a measure of convergence, we can use

.(n)
- X (n-1)

(3.9)

where n is the number of iterations. The quantity decreases

exponentially as the iteration proceeds, as shown in Fig. 4. Along

with A , the difference W"^^ - Q^'^'^^l also decreases exponentially as
n
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n increases^ For the iteration calciilation, we can safely regard the

-6
iteration as converged when A becomes less than 10 , When then

iteration has converged^, we can prove from (3, 1) and (3. 5) that

* = ^ - Zyii -1^ = , (3. lOa)

which means that the Lagrange multiplier which appears in the

normalization factor in (3. 8), is the value of the grand potential

per lattice point:

X = Q^fN . (3. 1

4. Tetrahedron Approximation for fee

The decisive difference between the CV method and the widely

used Bragg -Williams method involves the treatment of the ordered

phases in the fee structure. For this structure, the basic cluster of

the CV formulation is the tetrahedron made of four tiearest-neighbor

2 3
lattice points. *

First, we formulate the clustering case. In this case, all

lattice points can be treated as equivalent, and superlattices are not

needed. As the distribution variables, we use y. . and x. (defined in
1,J X

Tables I and II) together with the variables ^ ^-^^^ -A
^j^jj^j

defined

as the distribution variable for the configuration i-j-k-1 of the tetra-

hedron. In a ternary system, for example, each i, j, k, and 1 takes

a value 1, 2, or 3 corresponding to an A, B, or C atom,
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The energy for a system of N lattice points is written, in place

of (2. 4), as

=

J2 ...^ z..^, , (4.1)

i,j,k, 1

where 2N is the toted number of tetrahedra in the system and the

energy per tetrahedron is written as
^j^jj^j^*

When we write the energy

in this form,
^^jj^j

can contain four -body interactions in a tetrahedron.

As an example, in the binary system the general expression for the

energy paramters are

hill = °

^112 = 2 'l2^^

'nZ2 = ^'12 (4.2)

^222 = 1 ^2(1

^2222 = 0

In this example, there are three relevant parameters in the binary

case: the parameter e^^ takes care of the nearest-neighbor interaction

3
and. or and p are for four -body interactions.
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The entropy expression in the tetrahedron approximation for a

78
system of N lattice points is

'

Sj^ = k in

n^vijN)! N!

n <^ijki^'^

n2 r

i» j,k, 1

-iS
(4.3)

This may be compared with Sj^ of the pair approximation in (2.5a).

The grand potential is written, corresponding to (3. 1), in a

symmetric form as

* = ^ = 2p;2^jkl ^jkl^22^(^ijkl>

+ + fix.) + fix^) + f{x^)j + 1

-Z ^^^ij^ ^ -^^^ik^ + ^^>^ii^ ^ ^(^jk) -^(^ji^ ^ -^(^ki)]

- ^ PZ<i"i + + ^^k ^i^ ^jki

(4.4)
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Summations are done over the indices in each summand. The last

terms multiplied by p\ takes care of the normalization of z's:

1

For x.'s and y. .'s in the f terms, we use the geometrical reduction

relations s

\ = 1] ^ijkl
'

j,k,l

etc.

(4.6)

ijkl '

k,l

etc.

Comparing $ in (4.4) with * in (3. 1) shows the change made as we go

from the pair approximation to the tetrahedron approximation.

In deriving the equilibrium state, we minimize 5> in (4. 4) with

respect to the ^^^^^j^'s while holding (3 = 1/kT and the jiJs fixed.

Differentiation leads to

= eP^/2 z(0) (4 7a)
ijkl ® ijkl

- --p[- P^ijki^|(^ + ^j + ^^k^^^i)]
Y^^^x-^/^ .

(4.7b)
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where

Y = ^ij ^ik ^ii ^ji ^ki

X = . (4. 7c)

The NI procedure consists of two steps, as in the pair case in

Section 3, To start the iteration calculations, we guess initial values

of the x.'s and y..'s. For most ccdculatioas, we may specify only the

x.'s and then write the y. .'s of the initial guess as

y.. = x.x. . (4.8)

For the iteration calculation, we fix the values of p and of the [ij^'s.

The two steps in the calculation are given below.

(i) Use the input values and y_ to calculate (4,7b).

Then the normalization factor exp(pX/2), as obtained from the normaliza-

tion relation (4. 5), is

exp(pK/2) =

-1

(4. 9)

(0) A
Multiplying this by

^^^-^^ yields the output
^^jj^j

from (4. 7a).

(0)
In cadculating z^^j^j^ of (4. 7b), sometimes the product of six y's

causes underflow. To avoid this, it is safer to take the logarithm of

both sides of (4. 7b) euid to first calculate in
^^y^i

then derive

2 by exponentiation.
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A
(ii) Using the output values ^yj^* we derive the output

values and
y^^

from the geometric reduction relations (4. 6). These

A A
and are then used as the input for the next iteration cycle.

Using the same argument as in (3. 10a), we can prove that X in

the normalization factor in (4. 9) is the grand potential after the itera-

tion has converged:

* = * -E^ijkla^ = PX , (4.10a)

so that

X = ^^j^/N . (4. 10b)

In the NI scheme, the iteration proceeds by fixing T and |jij^'s.

In drawing the isothermal phase diagram of the conventional three-

component triangular type, it is convenient to use the diagram in the

chemical potential space as a guide. Since the zero point of the ji^'s

can, without loss of generality, be chosen arbitrarily, we can impose

the relation:

+ H-2 + ^^3 = 0 • (4. 11)

Thus, the jji-diagram can be drawn using three ^i. axes 120° apart from

each other with the origin as |i. = 0. An example is shown in Fig, 5(b),

which accompanies the composition diagram in Fig. 5(a), A tie line in

Fig. 5(a) corresponds to a point in (b). The letters A, B, C, , . , in

(a) and (b) indicate the same coexisting phases, "We will comment

more on this figure in Section 7,
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5. Ordered Phases in fee

The treatment in Seetion 4 applies to the ease where all lattice

points are equivalent. Therefore, it applies to the analysis of the system

where the interaction between different species is repulsive and the

system phase- separates, and also to the case where the different

species attract but the temperature is high so that the system is in

the disordered phase.

For the ordered phases of the fee structure, we consider the

A^B-type and the AB-type, both of which can be treated based on

nearest-neighbor interactions. For these structures, we need sub-

lattice shown in Fig. 6, in which the four s. e. sublattices are

named a, p, y, and 6. The amazing feature of the NI formulation is

that practically the same formulation in (4. 7) csm be used for both the

ordered and disordered phases.

The only refinement we need on (4. 7) in treating the ordered

phase is that the sublattice information is used explicitly in the Y and

X expressions. When the species i, j, k, and 1 are located on the

Of p, Y» ^ sublattices of Fig. 6, the expressions in (4,7c) are

modified as

(ap) (ay) {Qb) (Py) (P6) iyb)Y = ylj^ ^ik ^ii yjk yji ^ki

X = x!-) x!P) xW) x^)
1 J k 1

(5.1)
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Corresponding to these, the four subscripts i, j, k, and 1 on z and

2^^^ in (4. 7a) are on lattice points o, p, y* and 6 in this order.

Although we used the general designations a, p, y, and 6 in

Fig. 6 cind in (5. 1), actually some of these are grouped together.

In the AjB-type order (Ll2)» lattice points a, p, and y are equivalent;

in the AB-type order (LIq), q and p are equivalent, and y and 6 are

eqiiivalent.

Being able to use practically the same formulation for different

phases greatly reduces the potential for human error in computation.

This is cuiother advantage of the NX method.

proceeds. In that expression, n is the number of iterations.

We can prove in genered that any variable appearing in the NI

formiolation approaches its convergence value exponentially for a stiffi-

ciently large number of iterations. Each z, y, and x obeys this general

property. Using this property, we can extrapolate the iteration calcula-

tion from a finite step n to n — «. It is done as follows.

6. Extrapolation Formulation

In Fig. 4, X
(n) ^(n - 1)

1 1
decreases exponentially as NI

we can write

x(n) = x(oo) + ae
-bn

(6.1)
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Since the right-hand side contains three unknown constants x(oo), a,

and b, we can solve x(co) when we know three values: x(n), x(n + m),

and x(n + 2m), Simple arithmetic leads to

/ \ { \ JL x(n + m) - x(n) ,/
x(a)) = x(n)+—i

, (6.2a)

1 = e

where

-bm _ x(n + 2m) - x(n + m) 2b)
® ~ x(n + m) - x(n)

When we use the extrapolation scheme, the extrapolated value

x(ao) is used as the starting input for the second iteration series.

Since x(co) is already close to the convergence value, the second

iteration series usually converges rapidly. When the convergence is

slow, we may need the second extrapolation and the third iteration

series.

For this extrapolation to be effective, the exponential con-

vergence of (6, 1) must be approximately valid. Since (6, 1) is usually

not obeyed early in the iteration, we may have to wait until n = 30,

50, or 100 before applying the (6,2) extrapolation. Used with suffi-

cient care, this extrapolation scheme is really helpfxil. As ein

extreme example we may quote a certain combination of T and for

which n = 100 and m = 50 were used and (6, 2) was applied with
^iji^i

for X, The iteration with the extrapolation converged at 283 total

iterations. Starting from the same initial values, the iteration without

extrapolation took 5603 iterations before convergence.
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7, Orthogonality Relations

When a point in a phase diagram has been determined, to know

roughly where the nearby point lies assists in the computation. Such

information is provided by the orthogonality theorem.

The binary case is discussed first. The ph^se diagram is

usually drawn in T versus x space, where x is the composition vari-

able. The orthogonality relation, however, holds in T versus |j. space.

The theorem is derived using a technique similar to the proof of the

Clapeyron-Clausius relation. The Helmholtz free energy F satisfies

dF = -S dT + N|JL dx . (7. 1)

In this expression, |jl is the chemical potential corresponding to x and

N is the number of lattice points in a system. The grand potential ^2

is derived from F as J2 = F - Nfix so that from (7. 1)

dr2 = -S dT - Nx dfi . (7. 2)

This relation holds for one phase. Along the phase boundary curve on

which two phases (I) and (II) coexist in the T vs |x plane, we have two

relations:

dn<« = -S<" dT - Nx"' d,.

(7.3)

dSj'I^' = -S<"' dT - Nx<II> d^
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in which dT and d|j. are the same. Along the phase boxindary curve.

dfi"' = dn<°' . (7.4)

Substituting (7.3) into (7.4) yields

T • o(I) e(n) J (I) (II)
In this expression, S - S and x - x are the differences

between the two coexisting phases. The relation (7. 5) shows that the

vectors (S^^^ - S^^^^ N(x^^^ - x^^^) and (dT, d^) are orthogonal. We

may also write from (7. 5)

dT (I) (II),
•

N(x - X )

This relation is used in guessing a nearby point in the T-|jl diagram

when one point on the phase diagram has been determined.

9
In Fig, 7 we show the T-|jl diagram of the Cu-Au system calcu-

lated using the tetrahedron approximation of Section 5. Figure 7 cor-

responds to the T vs composition diagreim. Fig. 5, of the companion

paper in this volume.^ Figure 8 is the entropy vs composition diagram

corresponding to Fig, 7. We can see that a tie line in Fig. 8 is

orthogonctl to the tangent on the T-|jl curve of Fig, 7 at the correspond-

ing point after the abscissa scales are adjusted. In the actual computa-

tion program, we do not draw the S vs x diagram but let the computer

calculate djx/dT from (7, 6).
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We next discuss the orthogonality relation in the ternary case.

In this case we are usually interested in the isothermal diagram.

Thus, corresponding to (7. 3), we have

3

.(I)

i=l

(7.7)

3

dn^^-^VN
^

i=l

From the difference between the two relations in (7. 7) and the equality

dn^^^ = dJ^^"^^ on the coexisting curve, we derive

^(x("-xW)d,, = 0 . ,7.8,

i=l

This suggests that the vectors x|^^ - x^^^^ and d|jLj^ are orthogonal.

This can actually be proved^ by transforming the coordinate axes

from those coplanar and 120° apart to the regular cartesian ones.

We can verify the validity of the orthogonality that a tie line in

Fig. 5(a) is perpendicular to the tcingent on the jji-curve at the corre-

sponding point in Fig. 5(b). When a point in the |jL-diagram has been

calculated, a nearby point on the curve can be roughly estimated

using (7, 8).
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8. Further Comments on the CV-NI Method

When the second -neighbor interaction is to be taken into

account in the fee structure, we need as the basic cluster a double-

tetrahedron^^ made of six points. In working with the double -tetrahedr

subsidiary conditions on the distribution variables are needed for sym-

metry. The method of dealing with such subsidiary conditions within

the framework of NI has been worked out,

For the bcc structure, the CV method which is one step better

than the pair approximation uses a non- regular tetrahedron. The

result was reported previously, ajid the details will be published

shortly,

In addition to the extrapolation formulation of Section 6, other

methods have been devised for making the NI approach converge more

13
quickly, and some of these have been tested successfully.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the grand potential Q plotted

against the chemical potential of the A atom. Letters

correspond to those of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3 Behavior of the grand potential J2 as the NI proceeds. The

ntimber of iterations is indicated bv n.
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NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, n

The number of convergence defined in (3.9) plotted

against the niimber of iterations n. The figure also shows

ln<"'-n<"-i'l.
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w = (I.0, 0.8,-0.1)

(a)

(b)

w=(I.O, 0.8,-0.1)

Fig. 5 Phase separation diagrams of a ternary system. A tie line

in (a) corresponds to a point on the chemical potential

diagram in (b).
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Fig. 6 The basic cluster tetrahedron for an ordered fee phase.
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Fig. 7 The calculated T vs ^ diagram of the Cu-Au system.
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FUNDAMFNTAL CALCULATIONS OF COHERENT PHASE DIAGRAMS

Didier de Fontaine and Ryoichi Kikuchi*

Department of Engineering and Applied Science
University of California, Los Angeles

Abstract

By "coherent phase diagram" is meant a temperature-concentration diagram

indicating thermodynamic relationships between ordered and disordered solid

phases which can all be derived from the same parent lattice. Incoherent

phase diagrams cannot, at present, be computed from first principles, but

they can be determined experimentally. By contrast, many coherent phase

diagrams cannot be readily constructed experimentally, hence a reliable

theoretical model yielding useful prototype phase diagrams is highly desir-

able. Such a model is provided by the Cluster Variation method first

developed in 1951. In this method, the configurational entropy is treated

in a very accurate manner, in contrast to the regular solution or Bragg-

Williams entropy which in many cases can be 100% in error, or lead to phase

diagrams which are not even topologically correct. This is illustrated

in the case of the Cu-Au system, for which an excellent fit to the exper-

imental phase diagram has recently been obtained, following the ideas of

Van Baal. The problem of predicting ordered ground states from a knowledge

of pair interaction parameters and that of estimating these parameters

themselves from band structure calculations is briefly covered.

* Permanent Address: Hughes Research Labs, Malibu, California, 90265
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1. Introduction

Most computations of temperature-composition phase diagrams to date are

semi-empirical, in the sense that separate free energy functions are constructed'^

for the phases which are known to appear in the system^^\ The free energy

functions used are usually based on the regular, sub-regular or Bragg-Will iams
J

mean«field models, with parameters adjusted to the empirically known portions

of the phase diagram or to experimentally determined bulk thermodynamic data.

It is of course of considerable interest to inquire whether it is presently

possible to perform more fundamental phase diagram calculations which, in

some way, can be derived from "first principles". It can be immediately stated

that such fundamental calculations of phase diagrams of systems presenting
j

intermediate phases of arbitrary crystal structure, say intermetall ic
j

compounds, is presently out of the question. However, for certain classes
|

of binary and ternary systems, namely coherent systems, fundamental phase 1

diagram calculations having real predictive power are becoming feasible.
|

The purpose of this communication is to review current progress in this

|
specialized field.

First a definition: by coherent system is meant one in which all phases

derive from a unique lattice framework (for instance fee or bee) simply by

rearranging A, B, C... atoms on the lattice sites in various ordered or clustered

configurations. In these systems, when a new ordered phase appears, it must

be completely coherent with the parent phase, so that no lattice disoontinuities

are tolerated. Elastic distortions may be present, however. Examples of

fully coherent systems are Cu-Au (to be examined in detail below), Cu-Pt,

Cu-Ag-Au, etc.. . Of course, equilibrium phases must generally be separated

by incoherent interfaces^ but in these simple systems, the incoherent phase
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diagram may be regarded as deriving directly from the corresponding, more

fundamental, COJierent (metastahle) phase diagram ^ the only one under con-

sideration here.

It may appear that fully coherent phase diagrams form such a restricted

class as to be of little practical interest. This is not the case: most

useful materials, alloys in particular, are prepared under conditions which

are far removed from thermodynamic equilibrium. Hence, observed microstructures

are primarily governed by kinetic effects, and it is known that, for these

reasons, coherent products are the first to form in a great many cases.

Coherency is often subsequently lost, but the final microstructure then

retains essential features which were imparted by the fully coherent early

stages of the phase tranformations. Hence, some knowledge of underlying

coherent phase equilibria is essential for gaining an understanding of micro-

structure, and hence of properties, even in "incoherent" systems.

Coherent phase diagrams, being generally of a metastable nature, are

not easy to determine experimentally. Therefore, it is particularly

fortunate that it is precisely these phase equilibria which are amenable

to "fundamental" calculations. Conversely, stable incoherent phase

equilibria cannot be calculated at present from "first principles", but

incoherent diagrams can in principle be determined experimentally. The

theorist's task is then to superimpose the calculated coherent diagram

on the experimental incoherent one.

What is needed for a coherent phase diagram calculation? Basically,

a reliable configurational free energy function from which one may deduce

all coherent ordered phases and their domain of existence in temperature-

concentration space. The two contributions to the free energy can be calculated

separately, these are: the internal energy (practically equal to the

enthalpy in condensed systems) which contains the physics of the problem,

and the configurational entropy which is determined from the ways in which
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certain sets of symbols can be distributed on lattice sites. The vibrational

entropy makes a sizable contribution to the total free energy but its ohange

on ordering is regarded as small and shall therefore be neglected. Regular,

sub-regular and Bragg-Williams models (referred to collectively in what

follows as BW models) are inacceptable for both enthalpy and entropy contribu-

tions, as will be shown in the Cu-Au case in Sect. 3. The reason for the

failure of mean-field models to predict phase diagrams which, in certain

cases, are even topological ly correct is twofold: (A) the BW models make

the very poor zeroth or deooupUng approximation

<a a ,> ^ <a > <a i> (1

)

P P P P

consisting of replacing the average (denoted by brackets) of two-site (and

three-site, etc.) occupation by a product of single-site occupation. The

symbols a denote occupation parameters with value 1 or 0 depending upon
P

whether lattice site p is or is not occupied by an atom of given type;

(B) the BW entropy, of type

-k I <a > ln<a > 5 (2)

P ^
^

where k is Boltzmann's constant, neglects pair (and higher) correlations.

An exact closed-form free energy is not available even under the

simplifying assumption that the internal energy consists of a sum of nearest

neighbor pair interactions. This would be equivalent to solving the Ising

problem in three dimensions, which no one has succeeded in doing to date.

One must therefore resort to approximate methods, one of the most successful

being the Cluster Variation method (CV) developed in 1951 The basic

idea of this method, which constitutes a hierarchy of increasingly accurate

approximations, will be presented briefly in Sect. 2, and in more detail in

a companion paper
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As an illustration, the CV method will be used to calculate the solid-

state portion of the Cu-Au phase diagram. This application is presented

in Sect. 3, along with a brief historical survey of Cu-Au phase diagram

calculations.

The CV method assumes that the phases which appear in the coherent

phase diagram are known a priori: these are the phases which must be

present at absolute zero, the so-called ordered ground states. Fortunately,

(4-7)
elegant methods^ ' are now available for predicting ordered ground states

in substitutional solutions: the problem is completely solved for ordered

structures, based on the fee and bcc lattices, which are stable for pair

interactions limited to second coordination shell. Most commonly occurring

ordered structures are thereby predicted. Recent work by Kanamori ^ ' has

extended this to cover the very complicated structures which are stable under

the action of up to 4th - neighbor pair interactions.

In both CV and ordered ground state calculations, the pair (or triplet,

etc.) interaction parameters are assumed to be given. Of course, for a

complete first-principle phase diagram determination, these parameters would

have to be obtained from electronic band structure calculations. Reliable

numerical values from quantum mechanical calculations appear to be a long

way off, however, although significant progress has been made with the

advent of pseudopotentiels^^'^^^ and of the Coherent Potential Approximation^
''

^
^

Ordered ground states and the problem of calculating pair potentials are very

briefly commented upon in Sect. 4.

The topics presented in this article are treated in more detail in a

(12)
forthcoming review article^ .

2. The Cluster Variation Method

For given crystal lattice, a basic figure^ or small group of lattice
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points is selected. This basic figure may be the nearest-neighbor (n.n)

pair, the n.n. tetrahedron (in fee), the bcc cube, etc... A cluster is

defined as a particular distribution of A, B, C... atoms on the lattice sites

of the basic figure selected. To each distribution is assigned a cluster

variable whose value at equilibrium is the frequency of occurrence of that

particular cluster in the solid solution. Let us designate all cluster

variables collectively by the set [a]. Then the free energy of the system

in a state characterized by particular values of [a] is defined by the free

energy function

F[a] = E[a] - TS[a] . (3)

where T is the absolute temperature and E and S are respectively the internal

energy and configurational entropy for which explicit expressions will

presently be given. The equilibrium free energy is obtained by finding

the particular set of cluster variables [aJ which minimizes the free

energy function (3):

F^ = min F [a] . (4)Sri
[a]

In general, the larger is the basic figure used in the calculations, the

more accurate will be the derived free energy.

The energy E[a] is written as a sum of pair and cluster interactions,

while the entropy is calculated from appropriate combinatorial factors,

the derivation of which constitutes one of the main features (and difficulties)

of the CV method. Consider a specific example, that of an fee substitutional

solution in the n.n. tetrahedron approximation. Let Zjjj^i be the

tetrahedron cluster variables, with i,j,k,l denoting the atomic species

occupying the four vertices of the tetrahedron.

The internal energy E[a] is assumed to be given by the sum of the

energies of all clusters present in the system. Only the largest clusters

need be used explicitly, in the present case the n.n. tetrahedron. Hence,
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the energy function is

where denotes the energy of that particular tetrahedron cluster, and

where N is the total number of lattice points. The cluster energies e can

be calculated on the basis of a sum of pair interactions, or distinct clusters

may be given distinct energies different from the direct sum of constituent

pairs. In this way, many-body interactions can easily be introduced in

the internal energy, as will be seen in the next section. The quadruple

sum in Eq.(5) runs over the subscript values (1,2) for binary systems,

(1,2,3) for ternary systems, etc...

The configurational entropy is obtained from the Boltzmann formula

S[a] = k In W[a] (6)

where W is the total number of ways of distributing the various clusters over

the lattice sites in such a way that the cluster frequencies [a], in the

present case the tetrahedron frequencies 2..,., pair frequencies y.. and
I J K I I

J

point frequencies x^. (concentrations) , have specified values. An exact

expression for W cannot be found for three-dimensional lattices because of

the difficulty of eliminating inconsistencies of site occupation which arise

inevitably when different clusters are distributed statistically over the

lattice sites. The philosophy of the CV method is to correct systematically

and optimally (but approximately) for these overlaps by means of familiar

combinatorial factors. In the present case, the weight factor W of the

distribution {a} for the fee lattice in the n.n. tetrahedron approximation

(2)
is

W = {'-'}^N!

T^FPFP" (7)
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where the standard CV combinatorial notation has been used:

{•} = n (x.N)! '

(8)
1

which, for binary systems containing A atoms and Ng B atoms, reads

{•} EN^lNg! .

The pair and tetrahedron symbols in Eq. (7) are given by appropriate

generalizations of Eq. (8).

The free energy function F[a] is now obtained by putting (7) into (6),

by using Stirling's formula to approximate the logarithms of factorials, and

by inserting (6) and (5) into (3). The result in the fee n.n. tetrahedron

approximation is

I J K I 1 1 , J

This formula is appropriate for the disordered phase. For ordered structures,

sublattices must be defined, and Eq. (9) takes on a more complex appearance

since now different cluster variables must be defined according to the manner

in which clusters straddle the sublattices.

The equilibrium state is found by minimizing equations such as (9) with

respect to cluster variables subject to various constraints which are present

because of the interdependence of the variables. The* practical difficulty

here is that the total numbers (v) of variables and of equal number of (non-

linear) equations resulting from the minimization rises rapidly with the

number n of components in the system and number m of cluster points, the

formula being

V = n'". (10)

For binary and ternary systems in the tetrahedron approximation, Eq. (10)

gives the reasonably tractable numbers 16 and 81, respectively. Recently,

. (13)
the CV method has been applied to the omega displacive transformation^ '
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in the eight-point primitive bcc unit cell cluster approximation, with

o

point variables +1, 0, -1; the total number of variables was then 3 = 6561.

Such impressively large systems of non-linear simultaneous equations can now

be handled successfully through the powerful Natural Iteration algorithm

described elsewhere^^*^^^.

Conditions for phase equilibria are obtained by determining the con-

centrations for which the equality of chemical potentials hold. The

procedure for calculating phase diagrams is thus to minimize the grand

potential

^ = F -nI y. X. (11)
i

rather than F itself as in Eq.(4). The method is explained in more detail

(3)
in a companion paper ^ \ For second-order phase transitions, the critical

point is obtained by the standard method of setting equal to zero the

determinant of the second derivatives of F with respect to independent

configuration variables.

It is important to note that the CV method not only can produce

phase diagrams, but also equilibrium values of the cluster variables at

any temperature and average concentration. Hence, unlike BW models, the

CV method can provide short-range (SRO) as well as long-range order (LRO)

information, which may be tested against experimental evidence, such as

x-ray or neutron diffraction SRO intensity data.

3. The Cu-Au System

Some of the foregoing considerations will now be applied to the

problem of calculating the solid-state portion of the Cu-Au phase diagram.

(IS)
The experimentally determined diagram is shown in Fig. P . One notes

the existence of three ordered regions: two ordered phases have well-
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defined transition points where the fee solid solution (a) transforms by

a first-order reaction to the LI2 structure at th'^ Cu^Au composition and to

a long-period modification (II) of the Llo structure at the CuAu composition.

This long-period structure itself transforms at a slightly lower temperature

to the true Llo structure (CuAuI). The structure of Au^Cu is also Ll2

but apparently presents no well-defined common maximum^ ^ in the ordus

and disordus curves^^''^'

Shockley used a Bragg-Wil 1 iams n.n. interaction model in 1938^ ' to

calculate the Cu-Au pha-se relations, but the resulting phase diagram,

shown in Fig. (2), is not even topologically correct. The ordered phase

fields are nested, instead of separated, and culminate in a unique second-

order transition temperature at the center of the diagram. One must

conclude from this disappointing attempt that there is something inherently

wrong with the BW approximation which cannot be remedied by more elaborate

polynomial expansions of some "excess" free energy.

If one is to discard mean-field theories, then perhaps the Bethe

approximation will work better. Unfortunately, this approximation, which is

identical to the CV method in the n.n. pair approximation (in the entropy)

fig)
gives no phase transition at all P ^ The next successful 1 attempt was that

of Li^^^^ in 1949 who used the Guggenheim quasi -chemical theory in the

tetrahedron approximation. Li's phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Marked

improvements over Shockley's diagram are apparent, namely the existence of

three distinct phase regions. However, all three ordered phase fields have

the same shape, and eutectoid and peritectoid reactions are absent.

The tetrahedron-based configurational entropy formula used by Li is

(21

)

now known to be defective, which led van Baal to try CV method in 1973^

the configurational entropy was that of the tetrahedron approximation,

Eq. (7), and the internal energy was written as a sum of n.n. pair
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interactions. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4, as

(14^
recalculated by one of the present authors^ Many essential features

of the experimental diagram are present: three separate ordered phase fields,

eutectoids, and good qualitative agreement with at least the left (Cu-rich)

side of the actual phase diagram. This important calculation by van Baal

is very encouraging, particularly when it is recognized that the diagram

as drawn in Fig. 4 is based on a unique free energy function which contains

no adjustable parameters. It follows that Fig. 4 represents a universal

phase diagram for all fee ordering systems with internal energy obtained from

n.n. pair interactions alone. Obviously, this is an oversimplification, but

the fact that the diagram is by and large topological ly correct provides

support for the CV method.

The Shockley BW diagram (Fig. 2) also contains no adjustable parameters.

Hence a very honest comparison can be made between the BW and CV models:

good and bad features of the resulting phase diagrams must reflect the

essential qualities of the underlying free energy function, not of any

numerical fitting. The conclusion is inescapable: the BW approximation

is quite unacceptable, at least for the fee lattice, while the CV tetrahedron

approximation is qualitatively correct, though in need of quantitative

improvement.

f21

)

Van Baar ' noted that all phase diagrams constructed from an internal

energy based on pair interactions with concentration - independent parameters

must be completely symmetric about the 50/50 composition. To break the

symmetry, either many-body interactions must be introduced or concentration-

dependent pair interaction parameters must be used. The former scheme was

suggested by van Baal who showed that the energy equation (5) could be

written explicitly as

E = 12 N tO+a) z^^^g
"^^^MZ ^^^^^ ^1222^ ^""^^
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where £-12 is the effective paii^ interaction parameter

in which V.. denotes the interaction energy of a n.n. (i,j = A,B) pair.

In Eq. (12), ei2("l+a) and £12(1+3) are the energies of n.n. tetrahedra

occupied by three A and one B atom, and three B and one A atom, respectively.

With a=3=0, Eq. (12) is the correct energy expression in a purely pairwise

scheme. Hence the parameters a and 0 represent here the fractional

deviation of the tetrahedron energy from that which would be calculated

from summing its constituent pairs. These parameters therefore represent

essential many-body interactions. Equation (12) with a=0, B?^0 was used
'

(21

)

by van Baar ' to show the resulting asymmetry in the transition temperature

vs. concentration curves. Corresponding phase diagram calculations were

not reported.

The authors recently followed up on van Baal's suggestion and calculated

a phase diagram based on the free energy function (9) with internal energy

given by Eq. (12). The values a=0.01 and 3=-0.08 were chosen, resulting

in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 5. Although further refinements are

possible, this diagram is remarkably close to the experimental one. The

shallow maximum of the Au^Cu phase field is an unsatisfactory feature, but

could be eliminated by fine tuning of the a and $ parameters. Of course,

the existence of the CuAuII phase cannot be predicted: higher-neighbor

interactions would be required.

The dashed line in both Fig. 5 and 2 indicate the ordering spinodal^

i.e. the locus along which the solution becomes inherently unstable to a

fl2 22)
<100> composition plane wave of infinitesimal amplitude^ ' . The fact

that, in the CV diagram (Fig. 5), the ordering spinodal does not touch

the ordus or disordus lines indicates that the ordering reactions are first

order, even at the CuAu stoichiometric composition. This is in accordance
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(23)
with experimental findings, and with the Landau rules ^ . By the same

token, note that the BW diagram (Fig. 2) incorrectly predicts a double second-

order transition at the 50/50 composition.

Several points may be emphasized in connection with the diagram of

Fig. 5:

- a reasonably correct coherent phase diagram has been calculated from

a single free energy function in an fcc-based system,

- an ordering spinodal has been constructed,

- the need for many-body (tetrahedron) interactions has been clearly

demonstrated, and is seen to play an essential role,

- the calculation yields much more than merely the phase diagram: SRO

information is automatically provided in the form of 3 y^.^ n.n.

frequencies and 5 n.n. tetrahedron cluster frequencies at any

required concentration and temperature. The pair frequencies can be

tested against SRO diffuse intensity data, as mentioned above.

Other fee and bcc-based phase diagrams may be computed in a similar

manner. However, in order to obtain ordered phases other than the LI 2 and

LIq, it is necessary to include at least next-nearest-neighbor pair

interactions. This, in turn, requires the use of a larger basic figure,

such as the double tetrahedron for which the CV entropy formula has been

(24)
derived^ A research program aimed at computing prototype coherent

phase diagrams for all possible fee and bee - based ordered structures is

(25)
currently underway^ .

4. Ground States and Potentials

In the CV method, ordered phases are simply handled by defining

appropriate sublattices. Thus a knowledge of which ordered structures to

expect is a separate problem. It may be assumed that candidate ordered
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phases of coherent type are those which will be found at

absolute zero in the system of interest. By definition, these are the

(coherent) o^'deved ground states. Under certain restrictive (but realistic)

assumptions, it is now possible to predict which ordered structures will

be absolutely stable for given ranges of pair interaction parameters and

concentrations. The ground state problem is completely solved for fee and bcc

binary substitutional solutions with internal energy given by a sum of

first and second neighbor pair interactions, for all ranges of concentrations

and pair interaction parameter ratios^^'^'^'^^\ Considerable progress is

also being made in extending the range of pair interactions to third and

fourth neighbors^^'^'^\

The problem is to find that distribution of A, B atom on lattice sites

which minimizes the energy E, given the average concentration x of B atoms

and the pair interaction parameters e^, the latter being given by Eq. (13),

extended here to arbitrary coordination shell s=l,2,3,4... . The energy to

be minimized can be written

E = N
J:

z^e^y^ (14)

where y^ is the pair frequency and z^ the coordination number for shell s.

The minimization of E in Eq. 14 need not be accomplished by trial and error:

indeed Kanamori already devised in 1965^ a set of inequalities which must

hold between linear combinations of pair frequencies y^ and concentrations x,

and which allows for the unambiguous determination of ordered ground states.

A systematic method for deriving the inequalities was discovered by Kaburagi

{ 4^
and Kanamori in 1975^ , it makes use of clusters of lattice points as does

the method of Allen and Z^\\xP\ developed independently. Linear programming

is featured in the latter method and also in that of Kudo and Katsura^ .
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It is interesting to note that all the commonly observed binary alloy

ordered structures based on the bcc and fee lattices can be predicted

theoretically by the above mentioned methods when only first and second-

neighbor interactions are considered. This is not to say that actual inter-

actions do not extend beyond the second coordination shells, nor that

many-body forces are unimportant; simply, this means that the stability

of ordered structures can, by and large, be rationalized by use of a single

parameter: the ratio of first to second neighbor pair interaction, along

with the sign of the first-neighbor interaction. In addition, theoretical

ground state calculations predict the existence (and stability) of ordered

structures which have apparently not yet been observed: examples are the

and AgB monoclinic structures of space group B2/m^ '
.

Certain known structures owe their stability (at 0°K) to higher-

neighbor interactions. An example is the Au^Mn2 structure which Kanamori ^
^

was able to predict on the basis of extremely complex analysis of ordering

in the fee lattice with up to fourth-neighbor interactions. The structure

is shown in projection at the top protion of Fig. 6^ The Kanamori "S"

symbols have arguments

S(Pi , P2. P3> P4; x)

where the (modified) pair frequencies are

Ps = Vs/^'

X being the stoichiometric composition. Figure 6 also shows two A2B structures

illustrating the fact that unit cells may become very large and atomic

arrangements very complex when higher-neighbor interactions are taken into

account. Figure 7^ ' gives an example of two other A2B structures which are

"degenerate", meaning that their pair count up to fourth neightbor is

(27)
identical. The top structure has space group B2/m, the lower one Immm^ \
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which is the PtgMo (or Ni2V or metastable Ni2Mo) structure. Fifth neighbor

interactions would be required to lift the degeneracy.

To conclude this survey of the possibility of "first-principle"

coherent phase diagram calculations, let us briefly mention the problem of

theoretically estimating values of the pair interaction parameters e, which

have thus far been regarded as known entities. The problem is an extremely

difficult one which formally necessitates the solution of the Schrbdinger

equation for a solid solution of arbitrary atomic configuration. It appears

that accurate sol utions -are a long way off.

Certain recently developed approximate techniques are quite promising,

however. The central problem often consists in finding suitable perturbation

expansions which converge sufficiently rapidly so that the expansion may

be limited to second order. For pure simple metals^ it is possible to con-

struct a pseudopotential i so that the Schrodinger equation

may be solved to second order in this small energy-dependent potential

It then follows that the band structure energy may be written conveniently

as a sum of pairwise effective interactions. Unfortunately, the list

of "simple metals" for which pseudopotential s can be tabulated is not as

extensive as one would like. For other metals, particularly the transition

elements, i.e. the majority of technologically important materials, the

Fermi surfaces have complicated shapes deviating very significantly from

the spherical one, and there is considerable overlap of the d-bands in

the crystalline state. Hence, the pseudopotential formulation is

impractical, and the cohesive energy cannot be written as a sum of pair

(28)
(or even cluster) interactions^ .

For alloys (solid solutions), the problem is compounded by the

fact that ionic potentials differ from site to site so that the crystal

potential loses the translation symmetry of the lattice. The customary
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way out of that difficulty was to assume an average potential V of the form

V = {l-x)% + (15)

where and Vg are the potentials of the constituents. However, this

virtual crystal method has been shown to give rather poor account of itself

in the case of concentrated solutions. Its application to the Hg-Mg

system made by Inglesfield^ in the pseudopotential framework can

therefore certainly not be generalized with confidence.

When the difference of the constituent ionic potentials is large

with respect to the width of the d-band, a completely different approach must

be used. Currently, the most satisfactory method is that of the Coherent

Potential Approximation (CPA): for the disordered case, one must seek an

average single-site potential to be obtained self-consistently, rather than

by the simpl e weighted sum of Eq. (15)^^^^. The calculation of cohesive

energies then proceeds by standard techniques. It is impractical to obtain

(small) ordering energies by taking the difference of two large cohesive

energies in the ordered and disordered states. Rather, a way was recently

discovered^^^^ of expanding the concentration fluctuation term, usually

neglected in single-site CPA energy calculations, in a convergent generalized

perturbation expansion. It is then possible to obtain LRO^^^^ and SRO^^^^

configurational energies, though not the total cohesive energy, as sums of

effective pairwise interactions, just as in the usual phenomenological

theories. This is an important result, as it is clearly desirable to justify,

and if possible to calculate, pair interaction parameters which play such a

basic role in alloy theory, as shown for example by the considerations set

forth in Sect. 2 and 3. It remains to be seen whether truly predictive results

can be obtained by this extension of the CPA.
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5. Conclusion

Ah initio, calculations of ooheTent phase diagrams are becoming feasible

thanks to recent theoretical developments. The three basic elements of the

calculations are: (a) the estimation of pair (and many-body) interaction

parameters, (b) the prediction of ordered ground states of ordering from a

knowledge of pair parameter ratios, and (c) the determination of (coherent)

phase equilibria and resulting phase diagrams. Corresponding advances in

theoretical methods are: (a) recent extensions of the coherent potential

f30 31

)

approximation to cover LRO and SRO^ ' » (b) the solution of the ground

state problem in increasingly general situations^^~^| and (c) the develop-

fl3 14)
ment of rapidly convergent algorithms for the Cluster Variation method^ '

We have described the application of the CV method in the tetrahedron

approximation to the Cu-Au phase diagram. By the same token, we have

demonstrated the inapplicability of the BW model to fcc-based coherent phase

diagrams. Despite the very obvious and serious deficiencies of mean-field

(BW-like) models, the latter are being consistently used in nearly all

current phase diagram calculations. Notable exceptions may be found in

{2?) (33) f34)
recent work carried out in France^ , Germany^ , Holland^ and the

(35^
Soviet Union^ . It is not likely that increasingly elaborate polynomial

expansions will remedy the ills of mean-field models; even in those cases

for which good fits are obtained numerically (always possible when enough

adjustable parameters are used), the fitted parameters may have little physical

meaning. In fact, it is not often appreciated that, since the BW models

tend to overestimate the configurational entropy by as much as a 100%, the

fitted pair interaction parameters and resulting internal energy will be

estimated incorrectly in the same proportion.

Investigators have perhaps been put off by the apparent complexity of

(36)
CV calculations as opposed to BW ones. Actually, as shown elsewhere^ ,

the CV method in the Natural Iteration scheme turns out to be rather
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simpler to handle than the traditional regular solution model in the

Newton-Raphson scheme. Furthermore, certain ternary equilibria which are

easily missed in the latter method are found without difficulty in the

(36)
former^ .

It is hoped that the present communication has contributed to bringing

new theoretical techniques to the attention of investigators interested in

phase diagram calculations; if so, the primary objective of the authors will

have been reached.
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DISCUSSION

0. Kleppa - The Au-Ag system has a strong negative enthalpy of mixing in
the solid state, so it should form an ordered phase at low temperatures.
This has not yet been observed as far as I know.

D. de Fontaine - Yes, we can predict this, but we have to be given the
pair interaction parameters. But whether it will be seen or not de-
pends on the kinetics of the system. Maybe it is too low.

M. Hoch - In your Cu-Au system, ordering is parallel to the 100 plane.
Now Cu-Pt has complete solid solubility at high temperatures, and a

very similar solidus-liquidus . If you cool that, it orders on the
111 plane and you get (Cu, Pt) compounds. My question is, where does
your calculation take into effect that in the Cu-Au system we don't
get 111 ordering, and in Cu-Pt we don't get 100 ordering?

D. de Fontaine - We haven't done that kind of calculation yet, but it

is planned. The difference between these two types of ordering is the
following. If you allow both 1st and 2nd neighbor pair interactions in

the system, you can differentiate between these and other types of
ordering. This has been shown by John Cahn and coworkers and by Kanamori
in Japan. You can plot diagrams of ratios of 2nd nn to 1st nn pair
interaction parameters, and develop maps this way and stay with absolute
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certainty (at T = OK), that a certain phase like the (Cu, Pt) or like
the (Cu, Au)

,
given the stoichiometry , should be stable in a given range.

In order to make our calculation predictive, or useful, for those
situations as well, we have to include 2nd nn pair interactions. In
the framework of the cluster variation method this can only be done if the
cluster size is increased from the single tetrahedron, which contains only
first neighbor bonds, to the double tetrahedra or to even large clusters.
Recently, at UCLA, one of our students has done a calculation, for a

ternary, with an 8-point cluster, which contains up to the fourth
neighbor interactions. It is a little bit rough, because the number of

simultaneous nonlinear equations you have to solve is 6561. It can be
done and it will be done very shortly, I hope.
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Fig. 7. Projection of two degenerate ordered structures which have

same internal energy in a pairwise model with up to fourth-neighbor

interactions^ . Black-white circles: A-B-A. . .chains along z axis;

white-black circles: B-A-B. . .chains along z axis.
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Abstract

At present a high level of interest exists concerning the

prediction o£ multicomponent phase equilibria by extrapolation

of binary Gibbs energy data. The basic problem is the develop-

ment of good, self -consistent analytical descriptions of the

temperature and composition dependences of the Gibbs energies

of formation of the phases in the contributory binary systems.

The general process for developing such Gibbs energy functions

through combination of experimental thermodynamic data with

experimental data concerning binary phase equilibria is illus-

trated by an analysis of a representative binary system, in

this case the Fe-Cu system.

*Work was performed in part at the Lehrstuhl fiir Metallurgie
der Kernbrennstoffe und Theoretische Hiittenkunde der Rheinisch-
Westfalischen Technischen Hochschule and in part at the Ames
Laboratory, for the U.S. Energy Research and Development Admin-
istration under Contract No. W- 7405-eng- 82

.
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INTRODUCTION

An estimation of the phase equilibria in a multicomponent

system can be made if Gibbs energy functions are available for

describing the formation of the competitive phases in the system.

Such functions can be most simply generated by combination of

functions which describe the Gibbs energies of formation of the

phases in the contributory binary systems. A number of surveys'''
^

are available which illustrate the various procedures which have

been suggested for combination of binary data. The level of

interest in the combination of binary data for extrapolation into

multicomponent systems is evidenced by the broad-based participa-

tion, including scientists in France, Germany, Great Britain,

Sweden, and the U.S.A., in the CALPHAD project^ (CALculation of

PHAse Diagrams). However, no combination procedure will produce

reliable estimates of multicomponent phase equilibria without

good input data. Thus the most basic problem is the development

of good analytical descriptions of the temperature and composition

dependences of the Gibbsi energies of formation of the phases in

the contributory binary systems.

The present paper utilizes an analysis of the Fe-Cu system

to illustrate what Kaufman^ has called the ABC procedure. In

essence step A is the utilization of the best available thermo-

dynamic data to generate an initial set of Gibbs energy functions.

Step B is the input of experimental data pertaining to the phase

equilibria to facilitate smoothing and parameter adjustment in the
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Gibbs energy functions. Step C is the calculation of an equilibrium

temperature-composition diagram from the final set of smoothed and

adjusted Gibbs energy functions and the comparison of this calcu-

lated diagram with the experimental phase diagram. It may be noted

that Gibbs energy functions which are developed in this manner

implicitly contain good approximations for the binary interaction

parameters. Further, it should be emphasized that the strengths,

and thereby the importance, of the interactions decrease with the

order of the interactions so that the estimation of multicomponent

phase equilibria on the basis of binary interaction parameters

includes the dominant interactions. Of course, small additional

terms may be added to the Gibbs energy functions of multicomponent

phases to include ternary interactions if appropriate thermodynamic

and/or phase equilibria data are available. However, the general

3absence of quarternary and higher order data is not likely to be

a serious hindrance to this general approach for the estimation

of multicomponent phase equilibria.

In selecting the more reliable from among a number of independ-

ent thermodynamic data for any given binary system, two 'thumb'

rules may be invoked. First, high- temperature data are normally

preferable to low- temperature data because kinetic inhibition

of equilibrium is less likely at higher temperatures. Second,

enthalpy data tend to be more reliable, albeit not always more

precise, than Gibbs energy data. On the basis of this latter

observation, the most uncertain terms in experimental data tend

to be the excess entropy terms, and these terms therefore have
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the most latitude for adjustment when fitting analytical expres-

sions for Gibbs energies to the phase boundaries in experimental

temperature-composition diagrams.

Other secondary factors such as the reproducibility of

experimental values, comparative repute of different experimental

techniques, etc., may also be invoked to select between discordant

data. The ultimate criterion is, however, that the Gibbs energy

functions which are generated should closely reproduce the phase

boundaries of the experimental temperature- composition diagram.

When this situation is obtained, the Gibbs energy functions,

although they may be less than completely accurate, are at least

internally consistent.

REPRESENTATIVE PROCEDURE

Fe-Cu System : The development of Gibbs energy functions for the

formation of the competing phases in the Fe-Cu system is here out-

lined as an example of the generation of self -consistent analytical

expressions for a binary system. More specific details are avail-

7
able elsewhere. The present paper is meant to serve only as an

illustration of the type of computation and the nature of the

successive steps that lead to a satisfactory match between analy-

tical Gibbs energy functions and the experimental phase fields of

a temperature-composition diagram. While a portion of the present

work was done from a computer terminal interacting with an IBM

360/65 computer, this was done primarily for the convenience aris-

ing from the output facility of an associated on-line incremental
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plotter. Most o£ the initial analysis was done with a simple desk

calculator in combination with manual graphing, and it is to be

emphasized that all o£ the work, with the possible exception o£

one item which is later noted, could have been done with almost

any o£ the current generation o£ programmable desk calculators.

This has been veri£ied by repeating representative computations

on SR-52 and HP-55 calculators.

g
In the Fe-Cu system there is an £cc terminal solid solution,

the e-phase, on the Cu-rich side o£ the system. This phase decom-

poses peritectically at 1367 K into a Cu-rich liquid plus "Y-phase.

The y-phase is the £cc terminal solid solution on the Fe-rich

side o£ the system at intermediate temperatures. On cooling to

1123 K the "Y-phase decomposes eutectoidally into e-phase plus

a-phase and on heating to 1751 K the T-phase decomposes peritec-

tically into 6-phase plus liquid. The a and 6-phases are respec-

tively the low and high temperature terminal bcc solid solutions

on the Fe-rich side o£ the system.

The Liquid Phase : Extensive thermodynamic data are available only

for liquid alloys. These data result £rom independent investiga-

9-13 14-18
tions, £ive each, o£ the enthalpies and Gibbs energies

of liquid alloy formation in the temperature range 1700-1900 K.

The composite data span the full composition range of the system,

and the enthalpy data show reproducibility to while the repro-

ducibility of the Gibbs energy data is "'IS^.

In conformity with the previously noted selection criteria

these data were taken to be of good reliability, and a preliminary
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Gibbs energy function for the formation of liquid alloys, AGj^, was

generated from the values selected from these data by Hultgren et

19
al . This was done by first converting the selected values for

enthalpies and excess entropies of liquid alloy formation from

tabular form to analytical form,

For the conversion it^was found convenient to apply the constraint

that for a binary system Np^ = l-N^-,^ where represent the mole

fraction of the i^th component. This constraint allows representa-

tion in simple power series

A least-squares program, such as is commonly available, was then

utilized for evaluating the coefficients, b^, from the tabulated

values. The requirements that the enthalpies and excess entropies

of alloy formation equal zero at Np^ = 0 and Np^ = 1 were met by

requiring, respectively, = 0 and Zb^ = 0. After fitting, the

functions were inverted to the form of Eq. 1. Liquid Cu and y-Fe

were arbitrarily chosen as the standard states for the Gibbs energy

functions for the formation of all phases in the system, and values

20
for the elemental phase transformations were combined with the

enthalpy and excess entropy functions in a regular solution approx-

imation to produce the preliminary expression for ^Gj^ (Np^ ,N^^ ,T) .
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The fee Phases : No experimental thermodynamic measurements for

the solid phases in the binary Fe-Cu system were found. However,

21
Counsell et al . had made some calorimetric measurements of the

enthalpies of formation of a few solid alloys in the Fe-Cu-Ni

ternary system. Through combination of these enthalpy values

with thermodynamic data for Fe-Ni and Ni-Cu alloys plus some

knowledge of the phase equilibria in certain sections of the

ternary system, Counsell et al . developed a set of functions for

describing the thermodynamics of formation of the fee phase in

the ternary system. In the present work these functions were

extrapolated to the binary limit by setting Nj^^ = 0.

After conversion to the standard states of the present work,

graphical representations of the Gibbs energy function vs. composi-

tion showed that the fee phase at intermediate alloy compositions

tended to decompose to the e-phase and y-phase terminal solutions

and at 1367 K the projected equilibrium between liquid and Y-phase

showed compositions in reasonable accord with the phase diagram.

However, at 1367 K the Gibbs energy of formation of the e-phase

was much too negative to be consistent with peritectie decomposi-

tion. This disparity prompted a modification of the excess entropy

E 21
term, AS^ ^, from a value of 2.9805 Np^N^^ from Counsell et al.

to

AS^^^ = 2.9805 a Np^N^^ + 3.308(l-a) N^^N^^ (3)

where 2 .9805 Np^N^^ = 3.308 Np^N^.^ at Np^ = 0.9 so that AS^ is
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invariant with respect to a at that composition. Thus AS was

made insensitive to the parameter a in the Fe-rich region but

highly sensitive in the Cu-rich region so that a could be adjusted

to equilibrate the e-phase with liquid and y-phase at 1367 K.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

After adjustment of a, the Gibbs energy function for the forma-

tion of fee alloys indicated equilibrium compositions for the e

and y-phases over the temperature range 1123-1367 K in acceptable

8 2 2
accord with the experimental terminal solubilities. ' Above

1367 K evaluation of the equilibria between liquid and yphase

predicted a liquidus line in good agreement with the phase diagram

for Npg<0.15 but was slightly below the experimental liquidus in

the region 0 . 15'^Np^<0 . 4 and beyond Np^ = 0.4 drifted significantly

above the experimental liquidus. To achieve agreement, the coeffi-

cients in the expression for AGj^ were refined through successive

approximations. This refinement was restricted to terms involving

higher powers of Np^ so that the refinement did not perturb the

agreement already existing in the Cu-rich region. Since the exper-

g
imental spread among determinations of the liquidus line is about

^ 15 K in the composition range 0.3<Np^<0.7, refinement was termin-

ated when the predicted and experimental liquidus lines agreed

within this spread. It is worth noting that the refined parameters

produce no inconsistency with input thermodynamic data. The refined

parameters indicate enthalpies and Gibbs energies of liquid alloy

formation agreeing on the average within 3.3% and 5.41, respectively,
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with values tabulated by Hultgren et al., and this is well below

the scatter in the composite of the input experimental data.

The computer program for evaluating the equilibrium composi-

tions at fixed temperature conformed to the following logic se-

quence. First, at an arbitrarily selected composition, the slope

and intercept of the AG vs_. composition curve were evaluated for

the first phase. Second, the slope of the AG vs. composition

curve for the second phase was evaluated at some selected starting

composition. The slopes for the two phases were then compared and,

on the basis of the comparison, a new composition was selected for

the second phase and the calculation was repeated. Iteration con-

tinued with bracketing convergence until the slopes for the two

phases matched within a 'good enough' factor. Third, the inter-

cept for the second phase was calculated and compared with the

intercept from the first phase. On the basis of the intercept

comparison, the composition for the first phase was adjusted and

the whole process was repeated until agreement was obtained

within 'good enough' limits for both the slopes and intercepts

of the two phases being tested for equilibration; such agreement

defines a common tangent to the Gibbs energy functions for the two

phases. The compositions at the points of tangency were then

taken as the calculated phase boundaries.

The bcc Phases : No thermodynamic data were found for the bcc

23
Fe-Cu alloys, but Zener has suggested that for Fe and Fe alloys

the greater stability of the bcc structure relative to the fee

structure at low temperatures is due to differences in magnetic
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contributions to the Gibbs energies . This suggestion has been
t

pursued by a number of investigators; these include Hillert et

,24
al . who have developed a simple formulation for approximating

the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs energy of formation of bcc

Fe alloys . This approximation requires knowledge of two quanti-

ties : first, the change in Curie temperature per mole fraction

of alloying component which for Cu alloys was obtained from the

g
phase diagram, and, second, the magnetic contribution to the

entropy of bcc Fe which was obtained in analytical form by a

leas t- squares fit to the tabular data developed by Weiss and

Tauer/^
24

With this input, the general formulation of Hillert et al.

leads to an expression for the Gibbs energy of formation of bcc

Fe-Cu alloys from bcc Fe and bcc Cu. The expression contains four

adjustable parameters which specify the magnitudes and composition

dependences of the non-magnetic contributions to the enthalpies

and excess entropies associated with the formation reaction. Con-

version of standard state to liquid Cu was accomplished by adding

terms for fusion^^ and for the bcc^fcc transformation;^^ conver-

sion of standard state to fee Fe was accomplished by adding a

term for the bcc"*"fcc transformation which was taken from the

27
critical evaluation of data for pure Fe by Orr and Chipman.

This term was evaluated by a least-squares fit to their tabulated

data, and satisfactory fitting required powers of temperature rang-

ing from zero through six. The fitting of this term is probably

beyond the capability of most desk calculators.
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After conversion to the standard states of the present work,

the Gibbs energy function for the foimation of the bcc phases still

contained four adjustable parameters and was in a form suitable

for comparison with the Gibbs energy functions for the liquid and

fee phases. The adjustable parameters were then evaluated on the

bases of the peritectic reaction at 1751 K which involves the

liquid, Y, and 5-phases and the eutectoid reaction at 1123 K which

involves the e, Y, and a-phases. At each of these two temperatures

both the magnitude and slope of the bcc Gibbs energy function are

constrained at the equilibrium composition of the participating

bcc phase, and the constraining limitations are derivable from the

Gibbs energy functions already generated for the liquid and fee

phases. Thus there are only four constraints to fix four adjust-

able parameters plus two additional variables which are the compo-

sition of the 6-phase at 1751 K and the composition of the a-phase

at 1123 K. This problem was approached by first solving for the

magnitudes of the non-magnetic enthalpy and excess entropy of bee

alloy formation without allowing for compositional dependence.

The constraints are then sufficient to fix the two magnitudes and

the two compositions. The resulting composition for the 6-phase

in the peritectic reaction at 1751 K differed by more than an atom

per cent from the experimental value of Hellawell and Hume-

2 8
Rothery, and, in view of the limited terminal solubility, this

was considered unacceptable. Parameters defining the compositional

dependences were then freed within the limitation that the sums of
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the new composition independent and composition dependent terms

were not allowed to vary appreciably from the initial composition

independent values. Then, in an iterative procedure the calcu-

lated composition of the ^ -phase at 1751 K was moved into near

accord with the Hellawell and Hume-Rothery value and the numerical

values of the adjustable parameters were fixed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Gibbs energies of formation of the Fe-Cu phases from

liquid Cu and fee Fe wKich were generated by the foregoing procedure

are, in cal/gm-atom, for the liquid,

AG^ = 3500 Npg + Np^Nj.^[8203+433.3(Np^-N^^) + 1808 (Np^-N^^)
^

' S^S^^Fe-^Cu^^J - T^-l-987Np^lnNp^-1.987Nc^lnN^^

+ 1.944Np^ + NpgN^^[0. 44438+0. 39238(Npg-N^^)

+ 0,61813CNpg-N(,^)^ + 0.56113CNp^-N(,^)^]}, (4)

for the fee phases,

= -3120N^^ + 10107 Np^N^^ + 12936n2^N^^ - T{-1.987

Np^lnNp^- 1 . 987Nc^lnNc^- 2 . SON^^+O . 8196Np^Nc^

+2.3983N^PgN^^}, (5)

and for the bee phases.
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^^a,^ = NpeNcu^l2000t494.7CNp^-N^^)n084S^^g^^-Tl2.500

+ 2.542 (Np^-N^^n> + T(1.987Np^lnNp^+1.987N^^lnN^^)

+ N^^(-1620 + 1.5T) + A:Gpg^^^. (6)

In the last expression, S^^^^g
^ represents the magnetic entropy of

bcc Fe and AGp^ represents the Gibbs energy for the fcc->bcc

transformation in pure Fe, and these are:

S = -19.930 + 5.2602xlO"^T - 4 . 7618x10' ^T^
mag ,a

and

+ 1.9274xlO"^T^ - 2.9356xlO"-^^T^ (7)

AGpg
tr

" -40027.7 + 158.219T - 0. 2613511^ + 2 . 30512x10' ^T^

-1.14285x10"^!^ + 3.01614xl0"-^^T^ - 3 . 30930x10 ' ^T^

(8)

Because of the rapid change in the thermodynamic functions of Fe

25 27
in the vicinity of the Curie temperature, all fitting of data *

was done for values above this temperature so Eqs. 6, 7, and 8 are

valid only for temperatures above "'1050 K. Fig. 2 shows the cal-

culated phase diagram (solid lines) together with representative

points from the experimental phase diagram with the error bars on

the experimental liquidus points in the composition range 0.3<Np^<0

showing the previously noted +^ 15 K tolerance. Table I shows a

comparison of calculated and observed compositions for the two

peritectic and one eutectoid reaction.
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Obviously the calculation of one binary diagram is by itself

a useless endeavor since the experimental diagram is already

available. However, the combination of Gibbs energy functions from

related phase diagrams to predict multicomponent equilibria is

quite worthwhile since the experimental difficulty becomes orders

of magnitude more complex, tedious, time-consuming, and expensive

when expanding from binary to ternary to quaternary, etc., systems.

Thus, even though high precision is not expected in extrapolating

binary data to estimate multicomponent equilibria, considerable

experimental effort may be saved if one can localize a region of

interest. A number of possibilities come readily to mind as

examples. If high temperature strength is the desired property,

regions of maximal melting might be sought. If oriented eutectics

are to be grown, regions of eutectic solidification may be sought.

If deleterious phases (e.g. a-phases) or desirable phases (e.g.

age hardening precipitates) are important, their true thermodynamic

stability independent of kinetic factors may be tested. If high-

temperature superconductors are desired, phase compositions with

appropriate electron/atom ratios may be examined for marginal

stability or metas tability . In short, the possible applications

are limited by the ingenuity of the investigator, and the present

paper illustrates that the generation of appropriate Gibbs energy

functions for reproducing compositions of experimental phase

equilibria for a representative binary system to within ~1 at. %

is not particularly difficult nor excessively time-consuming. The

primary limitation of this ABC approach is that it will not predict

the existence of phases which are not functionally represented.
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Table I. Comparison of calculated and observed equilibrium

compositions (Npe) phases involved in the

two

Fe-

peritectic

Cu 'system.

and one eutectoid reaction in the

1 -i nLiiq

.

IT pnas

e

5 -phase

Peritectic 0 .873 0.920 0.934 (calc .)

reaction
at 1751 K 0.897 0.917 0.933 (ref. 28)

Liq

.

e -phase ' -phase

Peri tect ic U . U n r\ A QU . U4o 0.942 (calc • J

reaction
at 1367 0.032 0.045 0.925 (ref. 8)

0 .940 (ref. 22)

e -phase y-phase a-phase

Eutectoid 0.016 0.982 0.990 (calc .)
reaction

at 1123 K 0.012 -0.97 ~0 .99 (ref. 8)

0.977 0.981 (ref. 22)
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CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATION OF STABILITY DIAGRAMS

Scott McCormick

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department
Illinois Institute of Technology

Chicago, Illinois 60616

Yaz Bilimoria

Inland Steel Research Laboratories
East Chicago, Indiana 46312

ABSTRACT

Stability diagrams are equilibrium diagrams that map phase equilibria in

systems containing both metallic and non-metallic components as a function of

temperature, non-metal chemical potential or activity, and ^j^f ratio of M
atoms to metal atoms. They offer an alternative perspective on phase equilibria

and reaction paths in these systems. The characteristics and calculation of two

forms of stability diagrams for systems containing non-metallic and metallic

components will be discussed. In these two types of diagrams phase equilibria are

mapped as a function of (1) non-metal activity end at constant temperature, and

(2) temperature and at constant or continuously varying non-metal activity.

These diagrams ore similar in form to conventional temperature-composition

diagrams with horizontal tie lines and eutectic and peritectic- 1 ike features. The

lever law can be used to calculate the distribution of metal atoms between phases

in equilibrium. Non-metal activity-X^ plots ore ideal for carrying out ternary

Gibbs-Duhem integrations with Schuhmann's method.

These types of diagrams can be calculated from plots of Gibbs free energy

versus X^ at constant temperature and non-metal activity. One mole of metal is

chosen as the basis for the calculation. The two free energy ordinates are the molar

free energies of the two metals. Temperature and non-metal activity ore fixed, so

that the condensed phases, stable and unstable, have the same non-metal chemical

potential. The free energy of the system is therefore minimized when the combined

free energies of the two metals are at a minimum. The curves are of the form

= °G^^ + Xg + RT (X^ In a^^ + Xg In a'^ )
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The terms are the molar free energies of component M in T]-phase

Tl

standard states at fixed temperature and non-metal activity. The a^ terms are

Tl

the metal activities in solution with respect to the standard states. To

calculate the free energy curves, the thermodynamics of each stable solid or

liquid solution must be known.

The Fe-Cr-Q-C system is used to illustrate these principles.
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CHARACTERISTICS AND CALCULATION OF STABILITY DIAGRAMS

Equilibrium diagrams are maps of the regions of stability of solid, liquid,

and gaseous phases as a function of two or more independent thermodynamic

variables. The most common choices of independent variables are temperature

and composition. Alternative choices of variables allow systems to be examined

from different perspectives and can yield different insights into system behavior.

In systems containing both non-metallic and metallic components, it is

interesting to map phase equilibria on stability diagrams in which the independent

variables are temperature, the chemical potentials or activities of the non-metals,

and metal composition as measured by X., the ratio of moles of metal i to moles of

metal, so that

X. = n. / (n. + n. + . . .)

where n., nj, ... represent moles of metallic components.

Several representative stability diagrams are shown in figures 1-5 for

systems containing iron end chromium. The characteristics of these types of diagrams

(1-5)
have been discussed by Pelton, Schmalzried, et al.^ . Briefly, figures 1-5

are structurally similar to conventional binary and ternary temperature-composition

diagrams. The rules of construction are identical. All n -phase regions must be

bounded by regions containing (n + 1) phases or (n + l)-phase invariant equilibria.

In systems with two metal components, boundaries of one-phase regions must meet

with curvatures such that the boundaries extrapolate into the adjacent two-phase

regions.
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In Figures 1 ~5 a horizontal line in a two-phase region represents a condition

of constant temperature and non-metal activity, a tie line. The metallic composi-

tions can be read at the ends of the tie lines. The distribution of metal between

two equilibrium phases can be calculated from the lever law.

It can be seen in Figures 1-3 that on isothermal diagrams of systems containing

two metallic components, any variables that fix the non-metal activities can be

chosen as independent variables. When the non-metal is oxygen, these could

include H2O/H2, CO2/CO, and SO2/SO2 pressure ratios or h^, the Henrian

activity of monatomic oxygen in-a liquid or solid solution. For carbon one could

2 2
use CH^/(H2) or (CO) /CO2 pressure ratios or h^, the Henrian activity of carbon

in a liquid or solid solution. When temperature is chosen as an independent variable

the non-metal activities can be fixed or allowed to vary continuously with tempera-

ture as shown in Figure 4.

Phase equilibria in systems containing three metallic components can be

mapped as a function of metal composition at fixed temperature and non-metal

potential as shown in Figure 5,

Calculation of Stability Diagrams

Stability diagrams can be calculated from plots of Gibbs free energy versus

metal composition at constant temperature, pressure, and non-metal chemical po-

tential. This will be demonstrated for the hypothetical A-B-O system with the

aid of Figure 6.
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One mole of metal is chosen as the basis for the calculation. The curves

in Figure 6b represent the free energies of one mole of metal in each of three phases

as a function of Xg at constant T, P, and V^q^- The condensed phases, stable and

unstable, have the same oxygen potential so that the free energy of the system is

minimized at any Xg when the combined free energies of A and B are at a minimum.

The free energy curves are of the form

= Xl + X^ °Gg^ + RT (Xj Jin + Xg in o'^) (2a)

or, alternatively,

= xl + + RT (X^ in x} + X^ In x'^)

+ RT (X^ In + X^ in
yJ) (2b)

o Tl o
and Gg are the molar free energies of A and B in T|-phase standard

states at the specified temperature and oxygen potential in the binary A-O and

B-O systems, respectively. For example, ^G^^^ represents the molar free energy

of A in binary AO^ at the given T and Pq . The value of °G^^^ - °G^ can

be calculated from the Gibbs-Duhem equation since it is equal to the difference

in the molar free energy of A in AO^^ at Pq^ and in AO^^ at Pq^^^^^ , the partial

pressure of oxygen in equi librium with A and AO^^

6Gf- = -^dG^- (3a)

°Gf- XnPo2
^ .AO. RT -

^
r .^AO^ Rl fI dG^ X =

p
o a A/AO
^A '^'O,

'

d^P02 (3b)
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O^AO O^a _ XRT i „ n on ^^^^'X^ s (r> \

^ " "2- ^^02 ^
^^^^

Note that the standard states for A and B are defined so that and °Gg

are functions of both temperature and oxygen potential. If the oxygen/metal atom

ratio is a function of oxygen pressure, the ratio must be expressed as a function of

PQ^and included within the integral in Equation 3b.

The last term in Equation 2a is the free energy of mixing, the free energy

change accompanying the formation of an Tj-phase solution from A and B in their

T]-phase standard states. Activities are defined conventionally.

Jin ol = (G^ - °g][)AT (4)

G^ is the partial molar free energy of A in an Tj-phase solution. As shown in

Tl . . Tl

Figure 6b it is the intercept with the G^ ordinate of a line tanget to the G '

curve at a given composition.

At constant temperature and oxygen pressure the activity of A or B in an

(A, B)0^ solution referred to the Raoultian standard state defined above {o^^^

,

for example) is equal to the Raoultian activity of the binary oxide (q^q )

the solution. This is shown as follows:

But since Pq is constant, Gq"'^^^^ = °Gq^^ , and

RT in a^Q^ = (g(A.B)Ox . o^AO^
^ ^ o^AO^ ^ ^ jA,B)Ox

(
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(A,B)0

Activity coefficients are defined conventionally:

It follows from Equations 56 and 6 that

X

These activities and activity coefficients can be assumed to be independent of

oxygen potential unless the oxygen/metal atom ratio varies with oxygen potential.

Even for this case the activities will not vary with oxygen potential if the oxygen/metal

ratio in solution is a weighted average of the ratios in the binary AO^ and BO phases.

For equilibrium between two condensed phases (A,B)0 and (A,B)Oy,

so that

and

= °G^'^'^'°y + RT (ZnX^g-^'^'^y + in YgQ ) (9b)
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From Equations 3 and 9a,

= - ^ (tnPo - XnP^/^°x) + RT (xnx[j'^'^'°x + ^nY^^ ) (10)
2 2 X

Similarly, for component B,

x(A,B)Ox Ybo

'2 ' 2

(5)
Equations 11 are similar to those derived by Sticker and Schmalzried

for equilibrium between metal (A,B) and oxide (A,B)0 phases. Similar equations

can be derived for systems with three or more metallic components.

To construct stability diagrams, sets of equations similar to 9 or 1 1 must be

solved for pairs of stable phases over the temperature and oxygen potential ranges

of interest, A number of computer techniques have been developed to solve equa-

tions of this type. The real problem is not computational but thermodynamic. For

each phase, g must be known as a function of temperature and non-metal
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potential and In Y. n or A G ' must be known as a function of composition

and temperature.

This is a difficult but not insoluble problem. Data is available for many

metallic solutions. Less work has been done on the thermodynamics of oxide/

sulfide, nitride, and carbide phases. Although there exists a large body of phase

equilibrium measurements at known non-metal chemical potentials. A judicious

correlation of this data can yield a large amount of thermodynamic information.

For example, if the non-metal activities and phase boundaries are known on a

ternary A-B-O isotherm, metal activities can be calculated from ternary Gibbs-

Duhem integrations using Schuhmann's method.

Schuhmann's Equation 6 can be rewritten

/6C^ \ AhqX
(12)

The integration Is carried out along a path of constant n^ and ng, vertically in

Figure 6, so that in any phase

For phases with a fixed oxygen/metal atom ratio, the partial derivative within

the integral is equa I to that ratio. If the ratio varies with oxygen pressure, the

integration is more complex.
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UTILITY OF STABILITY DIAGRAMS

The limUed use of stability diagrams to date in systems containing two or

more metallic components is probably due to their limited availability and that

few people have thought about what to do with them even if they were available.

These diagrams should be most useful for analyzing phase equilibria and

reaction paths in systems open with respect to the non-metallic components. This

would involve such systems as the oxidation, sulfidation, or carburization of alloys

and the roduction of ores.

Figure 7 shows a reaction path and accompanying microstructure for the

oxidation of a hypothetical binary alloy. If continuous protective scale layers are

formed and local equilibrium assumed at all interfaces, the oxide-gas interface can

be represented by a point somewhere along an oxygen isobar. The value of Xg at

this point will depend on the original alloy composition, solid state diffusion rates

in the underlying oxide and metal phases, aid the reaction kinetics at the oxide-gas

interface early in the process. A planar two phase boundary is represented by a

path along a two-phase tie line. A two phase scale or internal oxidation is represen-

ted by a reaction path that crosses tie lines. If the metallic components are con-

served (no volatile metal bearing species formed), any deviation of the reaction

path to one side of the vertical Xg line representing the original alloy must be

balanced by having part of the path lie on the other side as well. For an oxidation

process controlled by solid state diffusion for all t > 0, the reaction path will be

constant. If surface reaction kinetics were rate-limiting at early stages of the

reaction, the path could be time-dependent.
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SUMMARY

Stability diagrams are an attractive alternative representation of phase

equilibria in systems containing both metallic and non-metallic components. They

con be calculated from plots of Gibbs free energy versus metal composition at

constant temperature and non-metal chemical potential. Their utility should

increase as more diagrams become available.
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THE EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON PHASE STABILITY

L Kaufman,* J S Watkin,t J H Gittust and A P Miodownik*

(*MANLABS USA; tUKAEA, RFL Springfields ; ^University of Surrey, UK)

INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper Watkin^l) has noted large variations in the neutron induced
void swelling behaviour of a range of annealed austenitic alloys, irradiated
to 30 dpa at 600'-'C in the Dounreay Fast Reactor. These data were analysed in
terms of the calculated fraction of sigma phase expected to be present under
isothennal conditions from which it was concluded that swelling tended to
increase with sigma content. [Pig. l]

An increasing amount of evidence has now accumulated showing that this
assumption may not be tenable. Brown^^^ has been unable to detect the
presence of sigma-phase in M3l6** fuel pin cladding irradiated in the
Dounreay Fast Reactor at any temperature up to 973 K although this is a

temperature range where sigma phase formation is both regularly observed in
this alloy, in the absence of irradiation, and predicted by calculated phase
diagrams. Instead an ordered fee phase has been discovered (5) in specimens
irradiated at temperatures less than 823 K. At the time of writing some doubt
exists as to the precise composition of the phase. Initially it was thought
to be Nio(Fe,Mn) but more recently it is thought more likely to be based on
Ni^Si. A similar phase is predicted to occur on the calculated ternary diagrams
at temperatures below 823 K but not in the 3l6 composition range. Bilsby^^^ has
observed an ordered phase in an M3l6 specimen irradiated by Watkin to 25
atomic displacements per atom at 773 K and has noted the absence of sigma-
phase in the same specimen. It is also significant that under normal
circumstances 3l6-type stainless steel is non-magnetic but many reports exist
to suggest that after irradiation alloys of this type are slightly magnetic.
Cawthorne and Brown^^) suggest that the ordered phase which is magnetic, may be
in part responsible for some of the magnetism exhibited by M3l6 after
irradiation, although they have commented that irradiated specimens not
containing that phase are also magnetic. Baron, Cadalbert and Delaplace (7)

found abnormal magnetism in a 316L (low carbon version of AISI-316 type

**M3l6 is a UKAEA specification for 3l6-type stainless steel in which tighter

control is kept on the major alloying constituents.
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stainless steel) hexagonal tube irradiated in the Rapsodie Fast Reactor, and
have tentatively suggested the magnetic behaviour may be due to the formation
of a bcc-phase caused by the presence of hydrogen formed from (n,p) trans-
mutations with the major alloying constituents, without however giving direct
evidence for their suggestion.

There are therefore three unequivocal facts which must be taken into
consideration in the case of irradiated stainless steel:

(a) the non-appearance of sigma-phase at temperatures and durations
where this would be observed without irradiation.

(b) the appearance of an ordered phase in a composition range and at
temperatures where it would normally not be observed without
irradiation.

(c) the appearance of magpietism after irradiation both in the presence
and absence of the ordered phase.

An almost parallel situation has been observed in W-Re binary alloys irradiated
by Williams, Steigler and Wiffen^"-' in EBR II to neutron exposures in the range
6.1 to 37. 10^1 n/cm^ (> 0.1 MeV). They reported that after irradiatitDn at
temperatures equal to or greater than 1373 K, electron diffraction patterns
showed the presence of cubic WRe^ precipitates in an alloy (W-25 at.% Re).
Published phase diagrams however predict the alloy to be single phase (bcc)

at. this temperature. Sigma-phase precipitation could be expected at (> 25
at.%) but WE83 would only be expected at Re contents greater than 60 at.%.

Irradiation therefore has a marked effect on the relative stability of certain
phases in Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloys and W-Re alloys. There are three possible
reasons for these effects:

(1) That irradiation brings about the true equilibrium structure of
these alloys by enhancing diffusion which under normal circumstances
would be too slow (at the temperatures in question).

(2) That irradiation changes the relative free energy of various phases
by differentially increasing the concentration of defects. This is

analogous to the Wigner energy phenomenon in graphite irradiations.

(3) That irradiation inhibits the fomation of some phases by bombardment
processes which physically knock precipitate atoms back into solution.

In this paper we confine ourselves to determine the changes in the free energy
of sigma-phase and Ni5Fe that are required firstly, to suppress the formation of

sigma-phase at the J>^o composition for temperatures between 673-873 K and
secondly to enhance the stability of Ni^Fe to encompass the 316 composition
for temperatures below 823 K.

THE EFFECT OF VARYING THE FREE ENERGY OF SIGMA-PHASE

(2)
The free energy of sigma phase has been formulated by Kaufman and Bernstein

and Kaufman and NesorO) assuming the phase to be a line compound which runs

between Nio.58 *^^o.62 ^^0.47 ^^0.53- The general composition of sigma (a)

(Nia^, Cr^^, Fe^^) is defined by:
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= 0.62 - 0.283 (1a)

= 1 - 0.62 - 0.717 y^ (1c)

The free energy of sigma (G^) can be expressed in terms of four components:

% = % + + AG^ + (2)

, , "bcc

where AG^ = (z^ G^^° + x^G^^° . y^ G^^ ) (5)

AG2 = [1 - (y^x^)] AG^ + [y^d - x^)] AG3 (4)

AG^ = RT [y/ny^ + z^^nz^ - (I - x^)^n(l - x^)] (5)

AG^ = c% (0.38 - 0.717 y^)/(0.38 + 0.283 y^) (6)

These fo\ir terms can he identified with the characteristics of bcc phase from
which sigma derives (AG^); compound parameters specifically associated with
the binary sigma phases (AG2); a mixing term (AG^); and finally a ternary
excess free energy term (AG^). For the purpose of the current exen^ise, the
free energy of the sigma phase has been varied by altering C"^, leaving all
other parameters in equation (2 6) the same. Table 1 shows the effect of
changing on the relative stability of sigma-phase at 875 K as measured by its
intrusion into the ternary section: the values being obtained from figures 2a

to 2d.

Because changes in caused by varying C* depend upon the precise composition

of sigma-phase in equilibrium with the matrix, the free energy increases in Table

1 refer to the composition of sigma-phase at the point of maximum intrusion into

the ternary in the reference unirradiated state.

TABLE 1

The effect of changing C"^ on the re'lative stability of
sigma phase in the Fe-Cr-Ni system at 873 K

Temaiy excess ^ Relative intrusion-
parameter C* / of sigma phase Comments

cal/g. at
(j/g^at)

into thetemary

- 1000 0 1 Reference state correspond-
ing to nomal conditions.

+ 1500 235 (975) ^ Arbitary increase in

+ 4000 475 (1987) V10
"^^^^ ^^""^^ *°

This exercise was repeated at 673 K,which revealed that sigma-phase was

suppressed when C* was set at I5OO cal/g. at i.e. only ~ 200 cal/g. at
(~ 1000 j/g at) is required at this lower temperature compared to about 5OO
cal/g. at (~ 2000 j/g.at) at 873 K.
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THE EFFECT OF VARYING THE FHEE ENERGY OF FeNi

The description of the free energy of Ni^Fe is similar to that employed
for Sigma phase except in this case the compound is described as running
across the nickel comer of the ternary at constant nickel (that is Ni^Fe to
Ni^Cr). Firstly, "because some doubt exists as to the precise composition of
the ordered phase found on irradiation, and the distinct possibility that
silicon and/or manganese could be present, it was thought prudent to investigate
the influence of such an addition on the stability of Ni^Fe before determining
the energy change needed to expand the stability of Ni^Fe to the 3^6 composition
range. Thus preliminary calculations were carried out at 673, 723 and 773 K
to estimate the effect of replacing I.5 at.% Mn for chromium in (Nig ycMQ 25^*
(The level of 1.5 at.% Mn was chosen because such an addition is made xo

316 stainless steel.) These calculations revealed an almost constant
stabilising effect of Mn at 175 cal/g.at r~ 750 j/g.at] for all temperatures
between 673 and 775 K. This value was translated into an equivalent change
in (12000 cal/g.at) for Mq y^(Fe,Cr)o^ 25* effect of this change on
the fcc/Wi^Fe interaction at 6^3 and 723 K is shown in Figs 5(a) and 5(t)).

By comparing these figures with 5(c) and J>{d) i the relevant diagrams without
a 1'kx addition], it can be seen that Mn has a potent stabilising effect on
Ni^Fe.

In figure 5(^) further fcc/^ijFe interactions have been calculated with C*
set at - 20 000, - 22 500 and - 25OOO which yield a critical C* of - 2 5700 for
the appearance of NiQ^Y5(FeMh) at the J>^6 composition. This value translates
back to a required energy change of - 550 cal/g.at [- I46O j/g.atl.

As yet we have been unable to determine the effect of silicon (0.5 to 1.2 at.%
being usual in 516-type steels) ^because equivalent thermodynamic data are not

available >but the principles used here will be extended to include Si additions
when suitable data become available.

CONSIDERATION OF ANALOGOUS CHANGES DT THE W-Re SYSTEM

The free energy curves for the body centred cubic (bcc) and the close packed
hexagonal phases (cph) have been calculated for the W-Re system at 1^7^ K
using parameters taken from reference (2), Fig. 4« The free energy of sigma-
phase has also been positioned at - 65OO cal/g.at (- 27200 j/g.at) by using
the 'tangent rule' in reverse i.e. taking the intersection of the tangent to

the G^^c curve at the upper limit of its stability range (26 a.t.% Re) with
the lower compositional extreme of the single sigma-phase field (44 at.% Re).

Similarly the free energy of X-phase (W Re^) has been determined from the

intersection of the tangent to the QfiVh curve ^.t 90 at.% Re with the

compositl">n W Rej (W-75 at.% Re) assuming the phase to be a line compound.

For W Re^ to form at the composition V-25 a.t.% Re, as occurred in Williams
experiments, (8) the free energy of sigma-phase must have increased relative
to the other phases. The minimum increase is 1 5OO cal/g.at (625O j/g.at)
and is given by the construction AB in Fig. 4« An alternative view would be
that the free energy of W Re? has been reduced by about 5500 cal/g.at (I465O

j/g.at) as shown by the consxruction CD.

These figures are much' higher than the values deduced for the effect of
irradiation in the Fe-Cr-Ni system. However further inspection of Fig. 4

shows that the free energy of W Re? is very sensitive to the slope of theG*^?^
curve where the tangent is drawn (90 at.% Re) and any variation here could havp

a marked effect on the figures quoted above.
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Fuller details of these and other similar calculations will "be published in

;
due course.

SUMAHY MP CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper has been to detemine changes in the free energy of sigma-
phase and Ni^Fe that are required firstly, to suppress the formation of sigma-
phase at the AISI 316 composition for temperatures between 673 and. 875 K and
secondly, to enhance the stability of Ni^Fe to encompass the 31 6 composition
for temperatures below 823 K; that is, to tailor the Fe-Cr-Ni ternary equilibrium
diagram to fit the observations made after irradiation in a fast reactor.

It has been calculated that an increase in free energy of 25O-5OO cal/g. at
(1000-2000 j/g.at) is required to suppress the appearance of sigma-phase in
the temperature range 673-873 K. Similarly NijFe requires a reduction in free
energy of 350-500 cal/g. at (I 500-2000 j/g,at) to account for its appearance
in the range 673-773 K.

In the analogous W-Re binary system, energy changes of somewhat higher values

are required I5OO-35OO cal/g.at (65OO-I45OO j/g.at) to account for the observed

structural changes on irradiation at 1373 K.

i

It is envisaged that the establishment of the- order of magnitude for such
changes will aid the determination of an appropriate mechanism for the required
energy change, and the design of alloys with maximum resistance to phase
transformations under irradiation.
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ABSTRACT

The present state of development of F-"-A-''"C-"-T (Facility for the Analysis of Chemical

Thermodynamics), a thermodynamic data treatment centre based in Canada, is described.

Users at remote terminals, contacting the system via telephone hook-up, be able to

perform many different thermodynamic calculations using the computer in full conversa-
tional mode. The calculations will employ a system data base and/or user-supplied data.

A major part of F-"-A-""C-"-T is devoted to the calculation of phase diagrams \\dth the result-
ing output printed on the user's terminal. These programs are briefly discussed in this

article. These calculate (a) potential-potential phase diagrams for 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-

component systems (such as predominance area, Ellingham, stability, combination, and

Pourbaix diagrams, etc.)j (b) potential-composition diagrams for 2-, 3-, and 4-component
systems (such as temperature-composition and chemical potential-composition phase dia-
grams); and (c) chanical reaction paths (calculations of isothermal, adiabatic, isentropic,

etc, chemical reaction paths as well as of the conditions for chemical equilibria). The

use of these programs has been illustrated by the calculation of various phase diagrams

and reaction paths in the Fe-Ni-S-0 system. It is planned to have F-"-A-'>-C-"-T on-line with

these three programs, \%'ith a limited data base, by the end of 1977.

Although the principles of thermodynamic analysis are well-established and its
importance is unchallenged, the vast body of thermodynamic data now available is not

being put to its best use because the calculations involved are tedious and very time-
consuming, usually requiring the knowledge of a specialist.

This article describes the present state of development of F-"-A-''"C-''-T (Facility for
the Analysis of Chemical Thermodynamics) - a thermodynamic data treatment centre based
in Cainada. Users at remote terminals, contacting the system via telephone, will be
able to perform many different thermodynamic calculations in conversational mode. All
input and output (including graphical output) will be on the remote terminals. The user
will not need a CALCOMP or other plotter in order to generate a phase diagram. Calcu-
lation will be performed with the use of the system's data base and/or with user-sup-
plied data.

At present, three calculating/plotting programs are in an advanced stage of

INTRODUCTION
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development. It is expected that these will be available on-line with a limited data
base by the end of 1977. Two of these programs are for the computation and subsequent
graphical representation of potential-potential phase diagrams and potential- composition
phase diagrams. The third program calculates changes in all of the thermodyanic prop-
erties associated with a chemical reaction.

The use of F-"A"""C-"-T will now be illustrated for the analysis of heterogeous and ho-
mogeneous equilibria in the Fe-Ni-S-0 system.

Consider the four independent variables temperature, T; relative chemical potential
of oxygen, RTln pq ; relative chemical potential of sulfur, RTln pg ; and molar metal

ratio, ^= '^j^/C'^j^
"^e"*

^^'^"^^^ '\ ^ number of mole''^ "^f ens of these four variables

is held constant, a space diagram with the other three as axes can be drawn. (Strictly
speaking, the total hydrostatic pressure must also be held constant.) For example, in
Fig. la is the space diagram T-RTln Pq^ - ^ at a very low constant pg^. On the left

face of this figure would appear the Ellingham

diagram for the Fe-0 system (Fig. 4). On

the right face would appear the Elli ngham

diagram for the Ni-O system. These are

potential-potential phase diagrams (ther-

mal potential versus chemical potential)

in which areas represent one-phase equi-

libria, lines represent two-phase equilib-

ria, and points represent three-phase equi- ^ / / RT In P

libria. On the front face, at a constant

(Q^ (b)

>--

Fe Ni

FIG. 1. Space diagrams for the Fe-Ni-S-0
system (a) RTln pg = constant <^0

(b) T constant.

Pq_^ sufficiently low that no oxide phases

occur, would appear the binary temperature-

composition phase diagram for the Fe-Ni sys-

tem (Fig. 8). This is a potential-compo-

sition phase diagram (the potential, in

this case, being the thermal potential)

in which twor-phase equilibria are repre-

sented by horizontal tie-lines. In Fig. lb

is the space diagram RTln Pq^ - RTln pg^

at constant T. On the right and left faces

of this diagram would appear the "predominance area phase diagrams" for the Ni-S-0

(Fig. 2) and the Fe-S-0 systems. These are potential-potential phase diagrams (chemi-

cal potential versus chemical potential). On the front face (at very low constant Ps^)

would appear the RTln Pq^ - ^ phase diagram for the Fe-Ni -0 system at constant T (Fig.

10). This diagram is a potential-composition phase diagram and obeys the rules of con-

struction of this type of phase diagram.

An infinite number of other space diagrams for this quaternary system could be

drawn. The traces of two-dimensional sections through these space diagrams often yield

phase diagrams of the potential-potential or potential-composition type. We may, for

example, be interested in a vertical section through Fig. la but at a sufficiently high

partial pressure of oxygen that oxide phases also appear (Fig. 9). Slices through Fig.

lb at constant PSO2 ^^'^-'-'^ also be of interest (Fig. 5). Useful diagrams also result

if the independent variables are redefined. We may, for example, be interested in a

potential-potential phase diagram of RTln pgQ versus RTln Pq at constant T (Fig. 3).^ 2
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All these potential-potential or potential-composition sections can easily be calculat-

ed ^^ath F-"-A-""C"""T as will be illustrated in the present article. Furthermore, with the

reaction path program, the parameters of the chemical reaction between any two points

can be investigated.

The theory of the geometry of various types of phase diagram representations and

the detailed procedures involved in calculating these diagrams from thermodynamic data

have been discussed previously (1,2).

POTENTIAL-POTENTIAL PHASE DIAGRAMS

In Fig. 2 is the computer-generated

log-j^^Po^, for the Ni-S-0 ternary system at

interactive conversation between the user

diagram is given in Table 1.

STSTEM Nl-S-0
TEMPERATURE =

Y - PtS2)
L0G10(T)=
L0G10<T)=
L0G10tY>=
L0610(Y>=
L0G10(Y)=
LOGlOCYli
L0G10(Y)=
LOG10(Y>=
LOGIOCY)-
l.0G10<Y) =

L0G10(Y)=
L0G10IY>=
L0G10(Y)=
L0610(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0610(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0610<Y)»
L0610(Y)i
L0G10<Y)=
LOG10(Y)=
L0610<Y>=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10< Y> =

L0G10<Y)=

1000.15 KELVIN

4 . 00 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3.33 X

NISS

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
I III

, -4.00

predominance area" phase diagram, log^^Pg^-

a constant T = 1000 K. A listing of the

and computer which generated this particular

TABLE I

»«* POTtHlIAl - fOIENTlAL MALMiMfT. «*

YOUR TERMINAL il) CAM. OR '2> CAN NOT PMNT 130 COLUMNS PER LINE

(ENTER 1 OR 2)
2

DEFINE TOTAL NUMBER OF LOMPQNENTS (ENTER ?.3M OR 5}

3

SYSTEM M-A-B

ENTER M <FOR EXAMPLE CU)
NI

ENTER A <FQR EXAMPLE S)

S

ENTER B tFOf? EXAMPLE 0)

0

AT 1 ATMOS (THEORETICAL) PRESSURE* PREDOMINANCE AREA <0R STABILITY)
DIAGRAM FOR THE SYSTEM NI-S-O CAN BE COMPUTED BY DEFINING*

<I> A UERTICAL AXIS' (Il> A HORIZONTAL AXIS- AND
(III) 1 CONSTANT(S)

%%%%%% IDENTIFY VEftllCAL AXIS; (1) LOGIO(Y), (2) LN(Y) OR (3) RT*LN(Y) ?

FIG. 2 Predominance area phase dia-

gram for Ni-S-0 (Solid lines

have been added by hand).

SYSTEM NI-S-0
TEMPERATURE =

Y = P(S«02)
L0G10(Y)= 4

L0G10<Y>= 3

L0610<y)=
L0G10(Y>=
LOGIO* Y>=
L0610( Y)=
LOGlOf Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10{ Y>=
L0G10( Y>=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10<Y>=
L0610<y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10< Y>=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
LOG10<Y)=

1000. 15 KELVIN

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

NI«5«042.67 X NI«S
2.00 X

1.33 X
0.67 X

0.0 X
-0.67 :

-1.33 ;

-2.00 ;

-2.67 :

-3.33 :

-4.00 :

-4.67 :

-5.33 :

-6.00
-6.67
-7.33
-8.00
-8.67
-9.33
-10.00
-10.67

-i2'.oo xxxxxxxxxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
I

-20.00

«»200»** ENTER VERTICAL VARIABLE T IFOR EXAMPLE P(S2)*«(0.5) ETC)

P<S2)

«»«300«*« DEFINE LOUER AND UPPER LIMITS OF VERTICAL AXIS AND INCREMENTAL STEP

(IF INCREMENTAL STEP IS UNDEFINED GRAPHICAL OUTPUT WILL BE 25 LINES)

-12 4

%%%%%% IDENTIFY HORIZONTAL AXISf (D L0G10<X). (2) LN<X) OR (3) 1/T ?

1

«»«500«** ENTER HORIZONTAL VARIABLE X (FOR EXAMPLE P ( S«03 ) /P < S»02 ) ETC)

P(CL2)
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN COLUMN 6

SPECIES CANNOT BE FOUND IN DATA FILE-
-PLEASE RE-ENTER

P(02>

»ti600»*« DEFINE LOUER AND UPPER LIMITS OF HORIZONTAL AXIS
-20 -4

«»700»«* ENTER CONSTANT TEMPERATURE (KELVINS)

1000.15

IF YOU WISH TO CHANGE ONE OR MORE OF THE LINES. LISTr IN ORDER. THE LINE

NUMBER<S). IF NOT PRESS 'RETURN'.

DO YOU UISH TO (1) CONTINUE THE COMPUTATION UITH NI-S-O
(2) CHANGE TO A DIFFERENT SYSTEM* OR (3) TERMINATE THE SESSION

IF YOU UISH TO CHANGE ONE OR MORE OF THE LINES. LIST. IN ORDER. THE LINE

NUMBER(S). IF NOT PRESS 'RETURN'.

200

«»*200*** ENTER VERTICAL VARIABLE Y (FOR EXAMPLE P(S2)*«(0.5) ETC)

P{S»02)

IF YOU UISH TO CHANGE ONE OR MORE OF THE LINES* LISTt IN ORDER. THE LINE

NUMBER(S). IF NOT PRESS RETURN'.

FIG. 3 Predominance area phase dia-

gram for Ni-S-0 (Solid lines

have been added by hand).

Conversational input used to gener-

ate Figs 2 & 3.
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It can be seen from Table T that, having called the program, the user has indica-

ted the column width of his terminal, and that he \%rishes to generate potential-potential

diagrams of the three component system, Ni-S-0. The computer has replied that such dia-

grams foi- this system can be computed if the user identifies and defines a vertical axis,

a horizontal axis, and one independent constant. From the phase rule for a three-com-
ponent systOT under a total (theoretical) hydrostatic pressure of 1 atm, the, most stable

phase can be calculated from a definition of any three independent variables. In Table

I, up to and including line 600, the user has identified, and defined the limits of,

the vertical axis, log-|^Qp^,^, and the horizontal axis, log-j^^pQ^. In line 700, the con-

stant temperature is entered. It is to be noted that the variable T is always speci-

fied as either a horizontal axis or a constaint.

In F'"-A'""C-'vr , precautions have been taken to guard against typing or logical errors

that might be entered inadvertently by the user. Thus, in line 500, we see that the

user has entered P(CL2) as a variable, which clearly cannot be part of the Ni-S-0 sys-

tem. This has been pointed out by the computer. Subsequently, the user has made a

correction to the more logical P(02). Also, we note that after line 700 the user is •

given the option to check and change any numbered line(s) before obtaining the graph-

ical output.

In the graphical output generated at the terminal (Fig. 2), the phases of the
predominance area diagr^lm have, where possible, been labelled by the computer. The

most stable phase at any position was calculated by comparing the free energies of all

condensed phases. The thermodynamic data necessary for this calculation was taken from

a data base stored in the computer memory. The actual positions of the two-phase boun-

ary lines were determined by a scanning of the system by a "divided differences tech-

nique" within the limits of the axes.

A more useful predominance area phase diagram for the Ni-S-0 system is illustra-

ted in Fig. 3. Here, the vertical axis of Fig. 2, log^gPSo' been replaced by

log-|^QPgQ^. This diagram was readily obtained as can be seen from the bottom of Table

I where the user has merely indicated that he \vdshes to continue calculations for the

Ni-S-0 system and has redefined line 500.

Other types of potential-potential phase diagrams can be computed with this pro-

gram. In Fig. 4 is the Ellingham diagram for the Fe-0 system (relative chemical po-

tential of oxygen, RTln Pq , versus temperature). In Fig. 5 is the Ellingham diagram
^ -4

for the Fe-S-0 system at constant PgQ^ = 10 atm.

SYSTEM FE-0

Y = P<02)
RT*LN<Y)=
RT#LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT«LN(Y1=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN{ Y > =

RT*LN(Y>=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT*LN<Y)=
RT»LN<YI=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN<Y)=
RI»LN(Y>=
RT*LN(Y>=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT»LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT«LN<Y>=
RT«LN(Y)-
RT»LN(Y>=

SYSTEM FE-O-S
CONSTANT LOGIC
Y = P(02>

RT«LN(Y)=
RT»LN<Y)=
RT«LN<Y>=
RT*LN<T)=
RT*LN<Y>=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)»
RT»LN<Y)=
RT»LN(Y)-=
RT»LN<Y>=
RT»LN<Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT»LNiY>=
RT»LN<Y)=
RT*LN<Y)=!
RT»LNCY>=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT»LN<Y>=
RT»LN(Y)"=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT«LN<Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT«LN(Y)=
RT*LN(Y)=

FIG. 4 Ellingham diagram for Fe-0 (Solid . FIG. 5 Ellingham diagram for Fe-O-S at

lines have been added by hand). constant Pso (Solid Ixnes have

been added by handj.
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The program can handle systems containing up to five components with complex gas

mixtures as variables. We note that, from the phase rule, a potential-potential phase

diagram of a five-component system can be calculated from a definition of the horizon-

tal axis, the vertical axis, and three independent constants. For exaimple in Fig. 6

is the predominance area diagram for the Fe-C-O-S^ quinary system at 900 K.

SYSTEM FE-C-O-S-H
TEMPERATURE = 900.00 KELVIN
CONSTONT LOGIOIZ) - -4.00p UHERE Z
CONSTANT L0G10<Z) = -3.51. MHERE Z
Y = P<C«0)«»2/P(C«02>

P(S*02>
P C H2a

)

L0810(T)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0ei0(Y)=
L0B10<Y)=
L0ei0<Y)=
L0G10{Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y>=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y>=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
L0G10(Y)=
LOGIO<Y)=

30.00 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
28.75 X

27.50 X FE>S<B)
26.25 X
25.00 X
23.75 X
22.50 X
21.25 X

20.00 X

18.75 X

17.50 X

16.25 X

15.00 X

13.75 X
12.50 X
11.25 X
10.00 X
8.75 X
7.50 X

6.25 X
5.00 X
3.75 X

2.50 X

1.25 X
0.0 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX

TABLE II

OR RINT 130 iiaLUMNS fER LINE

COMPONENTS (ENTER 2.3.4 OR 5)DEFINE TOTAL NUMBEI
5

SYSTEH M-fl-P-C-D

ENTER h <FOR EXAMPLE CU
FE

ENTER fl (FOR EXAMPLE S)
C

ENTER B <FOR EXAMPLE 0)
Q

ENTER C
S

ENTER D

AT I ATMOS (THEORETICAL) PRESSURE. PREDOMINANCE AREA (Oft STABILITY)
DIAGRAM FOR THE SYSTEM FE-C-O-S-H CAN BE COMPUTED BY DEFINING*
(DA i^ERTICAL AKIS. (II) A HORIZONTAL AXIS. AND
(III) 3 CONSTANT(S)

FIG. 6 Combination pot enti al-pot ential

phase diagram for the Fe-C-O-S-H

system (Solid lines have been added

by hand).

SYSTEM NI-C-O-S-H
CONSTANT LOGIO(Z)
CONSTANT LOGIO(Z)
CONSTANT LOGIO(Z)
r = P<C«02)/P(C«0)

L0G10(y>=
LOGlOfY )=

L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y>=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGlOt Y) =

LOGlOf Y>=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGlOt Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGlOt Y>=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGIC ( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGlOt Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGtO( Y)=
L0G10( Y)=
LOGIOC Y)=
LOG10( Y)=
L0G10<Y)=
L0G10( Y) =

L0G10( Y)=

MHERE
UHERE
UHERE

= P(H2S)/P(H2)
= P(C«H4)/P(H2)
= P(H20)

3.00 X
2.50 X
2.00 X
1.50 X
1.00 X
0.50 X
0.00 X

-0.50 X
-1.00 X
-1.50 X
-2.00 X
-2.50 X
-3.00 X
-3.50 X
-4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

I I I

2.00 < 1000/T 1.

IDENTIFY VERTICAL AXISJ OR (3 J K-\»

*300«»» DEFINE LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS OF VERTICAL AXIS AND INCREMENTAL -.rEP
(IF INCREMENTAL STEP IS UNDEFINED GRAPHICAL OUTPUT WILL BE 2'> L.fNLS)

*«« IDENTIFY HORIZONTAL AXIS; (1) LOGIO(X), i?> LN(X) OR

•••5C0«t» ENTER HORIZONTAL VARIABLE X (FOR EXAMPLE P ( S*Q3 ) /P ( S*02 ) ET
P(C«02) >/P(C»0)

ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN COLUMN 6
>- MUST BE FOLLOUED BY '/ OR «
-PLEASE RE-ENTER

P(C«02)/P(C*0
UNMATCHED PARENTHESES. -PLEASE RE-ENTER

P(C«02)/P(D>0)

*««&00«»» DEFINE LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS OF HORIZONTi

i«t700««* ENTER CONSTANT TEMPERATURE (KELVINS)
-20

ERROR. MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE IS 298

XIS

*»*««»IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF CONSTANT(S) C LaClO(Z). (2) LN'Z) UR

««I900«»« DEFINITION OF CONSTANT(S)

ENTER THE VARIABLE 2 (FOR EXAMPLE P(S*02) ETC
P(S«02)

ENTER VALUE OF 'C (NOTE. 'C NOT 'Z'>

ENTER THE NEXT VARIABLE 2

P(H20)
ENTER VALUE OF 'C (NOTE. 'C

-3. SI

PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN READY FOR ORAFHICAL OUTPUT

Conversational input used to generate
Fig. 6.

FIG. 7 Combination pot ential-pot ential phase

diagram for the Ni-C-O-S-H system

(Solid lines have been added by hand).
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The vertical axis is log^Q(pQQ/pQQ^), the horizontal axis is logiQi-p^Q^/p^^) , and the

constants are PSO2 ^ 10~'*atm,
p^^ q= 10~~^' ^"'"atm, and T = 900 K. In Fig. 7 is the phase

diagram for the Ni-C-O-S-H quinary system. The vertical axis is log-|^Q(pQQ /Pco-'

the horizontal axis is l/T corresponding to a temperature range of 500 - 1000 K. The
-3 —2.

3

constants are Vw^s/^^ = 10 , Pch^/Ph ^ ^-0, and Ph20~
* ^'^^ listing of

the interactive conversation which generated Fig. 6 is given in Table II. This partic-
ular system has been chosen in order to show how gas mixtures may be employed as either

sixes or constants, and how typing or logical errors may be readily corrected by the
user. (See lines 500 and 700 in Table II).

The usefulness of Figs 6 & 7 for the Fe-Ni-S-0 system is apparent when one consid-
er that, experimentally, sulfur potentials are often defined by H^S/H^ or SO^/O^ mix-

tures and oxygen potentials by CO^/CO or H^/H^O mixtures. Thus, the possible formation

of carbides, carbonates, hydrides, etc. must be considered.

Present developments in F-""A""'C-"-T concerned with the calculation of potential-poten-
tial phase diagrams include the addition of isobaric (or isoactivity) lines and P

total
curves on the diagrams, as well as the calculation of Pourbaix (electrical potential, E,

versus pH) diagrams. Other developments include the ability to accept user-supplied
data and the calculation of metastable phase boundaries.

POTENTIAL-COMPOSITION PHASE DIAGRAMS

A computer-generated T-composition phase diagram for the Fe-Ni binary system is
shown in Fig. 8. The calculation is based upon the thermodynamic properties of the
phases as given in the critical compilations of the "CALPHAD" group (3).

FIG. 8 Temperature-composition phase dia- FIG. 9 Temperature-composition phase dia-
gram for the Fe-Ni binary systan gram at constant Pq = lO"-'--'- atm for

'2

the Fe-Ni-O system.

For the three-component system Fe-Ni-O, a potential-composition phase diagram can

be drawn if another potential is held constant. In Fig. 9 is the computer-generated.

T- ^ diagram for the Fe-Ni-O system at constant Pq^"^ lO"-'--'- atm. In Fig. 10 is the
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TABLE III
IS TOUF.- TERMINAL ( 1 >CAPAElLE . ^2)N0T CAF'AElLt i

ENTER UNITS OF ENERGY. (DCrtL- (2)JDULES
1

ENTER UNITS OF TEHP. IDK. i2)Cf (3)F

[10 rOU (DUflNT (21N0T UANT PROMPTING?

CODE NUMBER OF SrSTEM

r£f1P - COMSTANT

OR PRESS RETURN IF YOU ARE SUPPLYING ALL DATA YOURSELF.

SYSTEM FE-NI-0

PHASE CODE

F.C.C. (GAMMA) ALLOY
UUSTITE <FEO) (LINE COMPOUND)
FE203 SOLID (LINE COMPOUND)
SPINEL
NI«0-FE*0 SOLID

1800 I

REFERENCE PHASES NUMBERS

300
800
800 - 2400 I

800 - 2300 I

BOO - 2233 I

AND 1 FOR I

FREE ENERGIES TO BE ENTERED AS
OELTAG = A + B«T + C«{r««2) t D«(T**3) + E»
WHERE T IS KELVINS AND ALOG IS NATURAL LOG

*«t««l 100«««*« ENTER CODE NUMBERS OF PHASES TO BE LONSIDEREU
12 3 4 5
ENTER NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL USER-SUPPLIED PHASES

FIG. 10 IoSioPq ~ composition phase diagrajn at

constant T for the Fe-Ni-0 system

#(ref. 4); (ref . 5); A(points from

standard thermodynamic tables).

computer-generated log^o^o ~C ^^^^^^

constant T ^ 1273 K.

*>*««1105«*X** PI

DO YOU < 1 ) WANT

ENTER PHASE TYPE
1

ENTER STOICHIOME
1.00 0.0 0.0

ENTER CDEFFT5 A.!

0.0
ENTER STOICHIOME
RIGHT
0.0 1.00 0.0

ENTER COEFFTS A.l

0.0
0.0

ENTER COEFFICIEN-
DELTAH = Xl»X2lt<i

-0.40000E 03
0.0

ENTER COEFFTS (Mi

SEXCESS = X1«X2*

DO YOU (1) UANT

««ail200t«»«a

INPUT CANNOT BE

tASE A PHASE CODE NUMBER 1

2) NOT yANT A LISTING OF DATA !

CODE

RIC FACTORS IpJ.K OF COMPOUND >

[r.E.F.G OF FREE ENERGY OF i

AT THE LEFT

0.0
0.0

, OF COMPOUND I

C.D.ErF.G OF FREE ENERGY OF .1i 0.0 )Ei( 1.0
,0 0.0 () . 0
.0 0.0
(MAX OF 7 TERMS) OF THE SERIES FOR ENTHALP
+ 01»X2 + 02*(X2«*2) + 03*(
.lOOOOE 04 0.0 0.0
.0 0.0
OF 7 TERMS) OF SERIES FOR EXCESS EN

0 + Q1«X2 + 02»(X2»«2) + 03»

*>«*«1110«S*«« PHASE B PHASE CODE NUMBER
DO YOU <1> UANT

»«t««lll5***«* PHASE C PHASE CODE

PHASE CODE

PHASE CODE

NTERPRETED. REENTER

*««««1300S»««« IS Y-AXIS (1

3

ENTERi IN ORDER> LOUER LIMI
-22 -10 0.25
UPPER LIMIT MUST BE GREATER
MUST BE POSITIVE. REENTER
-22 0.25 -10

OF DATA SE

NG OF DATA SE

MOLE PERCEN

CONTENTS?

CONTENTS'

OG10(ACTIVITY<Y))t ( 3 ) LOG 10 ( PY2 )

'

INCREMENT. AND UPPER LIMIT CIF Y-AXIS

N OR EQUAL TO LOUER LIMIT AND INCREMENT

»1310«»»*» THE CONSTANT TEMPERATURE

LINE. ENTER ITS NUMBER.

In all these computer-generated dia-

grams, one-phase regions are indicated by a

code letter, and two-phase regions by blank

areas. The solid lines on Figs 8-16 have been

added by hand in order to improve the clarity

of the reproduction. Similarly, the labelling

of the one-phase fields has also been added.

In Table III is a listing of the conversational

input uiiich generated the diagrajn in Fig. 10.

After signing on, the user indicates the width

of his terminal. (Phase diagrams 50 columns

in width can also be generated if the user has

only a 72-column wide terminal.) The next few

lines in Table III are self-explanatory. At

line 1000, the user enters a code number for the

system which is taken from a list of systems

which have been analyzed and stored in the sys-

tem's data base. Alternatively, the user

may decide to enter all the data himself.

In the present example, he chooses the

Fe-Ni-0 system. The computer then lists

the phases for which stored data are avail-

able along with the temperature limits for which these data are applicable, and the user

indicates which phases he wishes to consider. (One may, for example, choose to ignore

certain phases in order to generate metastable phase boundaries.) The user may also

choose to add some data sets of his own. The computer then lists the chosen phases

along with the code letter to be used in the output for each phase. The user has the

IF rOU WISH TO CHANGE
TO START CALCULATION
1310
DO rOU (DUANT (2)N0T WANT

ENTER ITS NUMBER. PRESS RETURN I

Conversational input used to generate
Fig. 10
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option of inspecting the stored data for any phase. In Table III he has chosen to do

this for phase A, and the computer has listed out the stored thermodynamic data for

this phase in the same format, with the same questions asked, as it would if this were

a user-supplied data set. In line 1200 the width of the x-axis is specified. In line

1300 the scale of the y-aixis (in this case logj^Qp^^), and the limits and increment of

this axis are chosen. Finally, in line 1310 the constant potential (in this case,T)

is specified. As was pointed out in the previous section, attempts have been made to

make F-»-A"""C""-T as error-proof as possible by the incorporation of a large number of er-

ror messages which appear if the user makes a logiccil or typing error. Examples are

given at lines 1200 and 1300. The user is now given the chance to go back, if he wishes,

to cheuige ciny section of input by entering its number. In the example in Table III,

he has chosen to reenter line 1310 in order to change the temperature from 1000 to

1273 K. At this point, by entering one of the line numbers 1105 to 1125, he would be

able to modify the stored data for one of the phases if he so desired. The same oppor-

tunity to change some input lines is also offered after the diagram has been printed.

The user is thereby permitted to quickly recalculate the diagram for different limits

of the axes, for excimple.

Space does not permit a complete description of the progr2imming techniques to be

given here. A detailed discussion will be published shortly. The method used is es-

sentially that of calculating the lowest common tangent to the free energy-composition

curves. The thermodynamic data required are the stoichiometry of the phases as well

as the free energies of formation (expressed as functions of T) of all compounds as

E E
well as expressions for the thermodynamic properties of solution (g , A h, s ) of ai

phases. In Table III, Ah and s for the Fe-Ni alloy phase (line number 1105) are ex-

pressed as simple power series of the mole fractions. However, several other mathemat-

ical descriptions can be used (each with its own "phase type code"). Thus, Henrian

solutions, spinel solutions, etc. can be treated. This will be the subject of a se-

ries of forthcoming articles. In the case of the Fe-Ni-0 system, for example, the

solution properties of the Fe-Ni alloy phase are expressed as power series in the mole

fractions; the FeO and NiO phases are taken to be Henrian solutions; the (Fe,Ni)^0^

phase is considered to be aa ideal mixture of the two inverse spinels Fe^O^ and NiFe^O^;

while
^^2^;i

^^''"3 taken to be "line compounds" of fixed composition.

Other computer-generated potential-composition phase diagrams for the Fe-Ni-O sys-

tem are shown in Figs 11-12. These are T- ^ diagrams at constsint ratios of Pqq/Vqq^

and /p^ Q. (Such constant ratios fix a constant Pq at any constant T, but this is
2 2 2

not the same Pq at all temperatures).

(Fe.NOjO^

NiO

Q lloy

FIG. 11 Temperature-composition phase diagram

for Fe-Ni-O at constant Pco/PcO^

10

(Fe.NOjO^

alloy-

FIG. 12 Temperature-composition phase diagram

for Fe-Ni-O at constant PhVpHoO
"

10-1-5.
'
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For the quaternary Fe-Ni-S-O system, a potential-composition phase diagram can be

drawn if two other potentials are held constant. In Fig. 13 is the diagram of log^oPo ~E
-10 ^

^
for this quaternary system at constant T = 1173 K and pgQ 10 atm. Since, at con-

stant PSO2' "^a-i'iss inversely as log Ps^' ^ig. 13 is also a plot of -log pg^

versus ^ . Thus, Fig. 13 is made up of the log-p^ diagram for the Fe-Ni-0 system

(as in Fig. 10) at the top, with the log Pg - ^ diagram for the Fe-Ni-S system inverted

at the bottom. As Pso^ is raised, the two halves of Fig. 13 move together until they

intersect as is illustrated in Figs 14-15.

G. 13 logioPo2 ^^'^^"^ ^ " '^Ni/(^Ni"^ ^Fe^

for the Fe-Ni-0 system at T = 1173 K

and Pso, • (ref. 4);

(ref. 5); A (points from standard

thermodynamic tables).

In Fig. 16 is an example of a diagram

with an expanded x-axis with an attendant

resolution of 0.1 mole %. Fig. 16 is a

blow-up of a portion of Fig. 13.

Some experimental points (4,5) are

shown on Figs 10 &• 13 in order to indicate

the typical agreement obtained between the

cauLculated diagrams and the experimental

diagrams for the limited ranges of T, com-

position, and partial pressure for which

experimental phase diagrajns are available.

FIG. 14 logiQPQ^ versus g= Xfjj^/(x^^ + Xp^)

for the Fe-Ni-S-O system at T= 117 3 K

and PgQ^ = 10~^*° atm.

'[iUDDbDUDtlliDDDDDliDDDDDI
DbDbUDDIiDDDDIibDDDDDDIlDll

iDDPD&DODDDIiItDDDDDDDDDDDDDDII
iU[iDli[lM>fiDDDD[iDDDCDIibDDDD&DIiq

[•[iIIDfiDDDDtlDtifiDDDDItDDDDDDDlj

IDIlDDDDDbODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDlj
IDUBDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIiD tillDDDIiDLDlj
iIiDDDfibEibDDbDDDUbllUDDIibDDIlDIrDbltDDq

iDriDbbDDDDDDIiDIibDPIjDIIDDIiDDOtiDlrq

IbliDDDDDDDDDODDDbCDDDDDDDlJliDIlDDb
llrCrODODbliDCDbDIIDDDDDDDlJDDDIiDPDIlP
IHriDDI'DODtiDDDDDDt'DDDEiUDD'JDIrDDDliE'
iDHriDLiDDDDOCDDDDDDbDDDDDSDDDDDDl

NiO-

iDDDDULiIiDDCrDDbDIiDDDD)
iDDbDIiDDDDDDDDI
iriniiDDDUDDIlUDCJ

FIG. 15 log-|^QpQ versus F =
2

= XNi/(xNi

for the Fe-Ni-S-O systan at T
--,1.0and PSO2 = 1°

xpe)

1173 K
atm.
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Present work on this program is con-

cerned mainly with the preparation of a

data base for a number of systems of the

type A-B-Y where A aind B are metals and

Y is a non-metal (0,S,C,C1, etc.). The

data base is being obtained from exper-

imentail thermodynamic data (curve-fitting),

from comparison of calculated and exper-

imental phase diagrams (where available),

by interpolation and extrapolation with

the aid of statistical models where data

are not available, or by a combination

of the above.

.eEEEEEeEEEEEEEEEEEEEE£EEEeEE£EEeeEeEEEEeeEEEEEEeEEEEE££EEE«^EeEI
EEEEEEEEEEEEfEEEEfcELEEELEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEKeEEEEEEEEEEl

vCEEEEEtEEEf
>«EEEFEFI EEEl

TE! K
1 FEf EEreEEEEEEEEEEEFf F t" tEK H u m- F i f t r n , f ( CEEEEEEt

' t^FEEEEEEEEEEEEEF ttEEEEEl

.'"tftEMrCEFrtlfl"''''
' TEEEEEt

::'-;.Nio;;:;;;,:
: ^i^ii

1

J H K K EFI Ff Ff
1
EE ( FtEEEFEl F E EE K FfEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEt

1

1
tl

1 1 1 1
i

1 ' i
1 1 M 1 Fl.Kt (J El 1 1 1 i FLFKEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEf

-12.250
-12.300
-12.350
-12.^00

alloy

-

REACTION PATH CALCULATIONS

FIG. 16 log-j^QPg^ versus ^ for the range

0.9,^ E, 1.0 for the Fe-Ni-0 system

at 1173 K (a blow-up of a portion of

Fig. 13)This feature of F-"-A-"C-"^ is intended

to complement the phase diagram programs

by permitting users to conduct calculations

other than those related directly to phase stability. This program computes the changes

in the thermodynamic properties H, S, V, U, A, and G between specified or implied ini-

tial and final states of a system. Since this routine embraces cauLculations as elemen-

tary as determining the change in G associated with isothermal isobaric chemical reac-

tions to the calculation of H for reactions with many reactants and products at dif-

ferent temperatures and pressures, it is useful not only for important practical prob-

lems, but also for educational purposes to give the users a better insight into the

significance of the phase diagram programs.

Consider, as an initiail example related to the sulfur-oxygen gas equilibrium, the

reaction shown in Table IV. The user has entered. the balanced chemical equation. Con-

siderable freedom in the style of input is permitted, as long as elements within each

compound are separated by a stoichiometric

nvimber or by a "(equivalent to a stoi-

chiometric number of 1). In this way,

it is possible, for example, to distin-

guish Co from CO when all alphabetical

characters are upper-case. The sub-

scripts are used to identify the states.

Algebraic symbols, T and P, for temper-
ature and pressure indicate that the

numericail values of these properties are
unspecified and will either be entered

or calculated later. With the depression
of the 'return' key, the information fol-

lowing the equation up to the first row
in the tabular output is generated. The
changes in the six basic extensive
thermodynamic functions are calculated
in the indicated units for the system-
generated temperature of 298.15 K and
pressure of 1.0 atm. In subsequent
lines, following each system-generated

TABLE IV

REACTANrS « ODUCTS INPIC

TEMPERATURE

Conversation£il input and output using the

reaction path program illustrating cadcu-
lations for isothenticil isobaric paths.

the user enters in free format two numbers which become the temperature and pressure
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TABLE V
ITEP THE CHEHICAL EOUAIION

(400>P>GAS>

iND PRODUCTS INDICi

TEMf-ERATURE

definiiig a new set of property changes which are calculated and printed on the next

line after depression of the 'return' key. At no point does the user enter data, since

F-"-A-"-C*T has its own data base. If data are not in storage, appropriate messages are

issued. Table IV shows, for example, that the isothermal staindard enthalpy cheuige is

virtually constant and that the Gibbs free energy change tends to favour SO2 at higher

temperatures. At 700 K the user has also entered progressively higher values for the

pressure. The effect is instructive. A H is not altered (gases are presently regarded

as ideal) and Av diminishes.

It is not necessary that the pressures and temperatures for each compound be assign-

ed values in the tabular output, (n-1) compounds in an n compound reaction may have

(possibly different) nvunerical values set into the subscripts for the temperature and

pressure. Furthermore, the same compound may appear on both sides of the reaction.

This provides considerable power in solving many problems of practical importance as

illustrated in Table V. Hot SO^ is reacting

with an excess of warm air to produce SO3.

The user, by varying the temperature of the

products, is examining A H. On the fourth

entry he has neglected to specify the pres-

sure and so a thermodynamic error message

is generated. From the magnitude of the

enthalpy changes at 600 and 700 K, it

appears that Ah will be zero near 800 K.

The tanperature corresponding to A H = 0

is the adiabatic reaction product temper-

ature for the isobaric process. This

temperature can be directly determined by

specifying P = 1.0 atm and A H = 0 by en-

tering these values in the appropriate

columns. This the user has subsequently
done. Asterisks are used in F-"A-"-C-"'T to

indicate those columns left unspecified on

entry. The required T has been calculated

directly to be 770.8 K. In the next line

the user has inadvertently specified three

properties. This impossible situation

causes F-^-A-^-C-^-T to generate the error

message following this line. In the

final two lines, the user has entered a

zero in the Av column and has found that

Av = 0 when T = 479.8 K. (in a flowing
process, reactcUit and product flow would
be the same). This finding is shown to be

independent of the pressure.

In Table VI the user has employed

the reaction path program to study the

reaction involving Fe, Fe^O^ and FeO in-
volved in Fig. 4. In the last line, by

setting Ag to zero (by entering a zero

in the Ag coliomn) the user has determined

the precise value of the temperature at

the Fe/Fe304/FeO triple point. The
equations entered in Table VII then

COLUHNS MUST

' RECEIVE ENTRIE'

Conversational input and output using the
reaction path program illustrating calcu-
lations for adiabatic and isovolumetric

paths.

TABLE VI

I MOLES OF REACTANTS AMD PRODUCTS INDICATED IN THE CMEMICAI

Conversational input and output using the reac-
tion path program illustrating the calculation
of the temperature of the Fe/Fe304/FeO triple
point ( Ag = 0).
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permit the determination of the partial pressure of oxygen at that triple point since

the temperature has been previously established. The number of moles of reactants in-
volved in the equation does not, of course, affect the equilibrium oxygen pressure as

illustrated in Table VTI by the tabular output for the second equation.

Table VIII illustrates the consequence

of not specifying the phase state for one

of the compounds. F-""A'""C''>"T assumes that

the most stable state at the temperature

and pressure is desired. In this mode,

all of the reactant cind product states

appear in columns on the extreme right

in the order determined by the input equa-

tion. It is not possible, when operating

in this mode, to set values into columns

other than the temperature and pressure

columns.

Future developments to this program

include the ability to employ user-supplied

data, and the ability to indicate that groups

of reactants and products exist in solutions.

Furthermore, a plotting routine is to be

developed to supplement the tabular

output

.

TABLE VII

.HEMICOL EOUflT

ILCULATIONS flfte BASED ON THE I

REACTANTS AND PRODUCTS INDICATED IN THE CHI

DELTS DELTV

I PRODUCTS INDICATED IN THE I

DELTU DELTA

IICAL EnUATIC

Conversational input and output using the
reaction path program illustrating the cal-
culation of equilibrium partial pressure of
oxygen.

F-"A-""C'"-T will be able to perform many

TABLE VIII
ENTER THE CHEMICAL EQLtATK

AND PRODUCTS INDICATED IN THE CHEMICAL EOUfiTIi

CONCLUSIONS

A brief description has been presented
of the present state of development of F-"-A""-C-"-T (Facility for the Analysis of ChemicauL

Thermodynamics) - a thermodynamic data treatment centre and data bank based in Canada
Users, at standard remote terminals, will be able to 'carry on a conversation' with
the computer by means of a telephone connection

different thermodynamic calculations in

full conversational mode by employing a

data base and/or user-supplied data. All

resulting outputs, whether they are tables
of figures or phase diagrams, will be printed

out on the user's terminal. Three main pro-

grams have been presented in this article. te

The use of these programs has been illus-

trated by the calculation of various phase

diagrams and reaction paths in the Fe-Ni-S-0

quaternary system and its sub-systans. The

diagrams presented include predominance

area phase diagrams, Ellingham diagrams,

stability diagrams, combination diagrams,
and tanperature-composition and chemical

potential-composition phase diagrams.

The chemical reaction paths include

adiabatic, isothermal, isovolumetric,

and isentropic paths. Work in progress

involves the incorporation of an extensive Conversational input and output using the

reaction path program illustrating the cal-

culation of the stable phase for a given

set of conditions.
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calculation of ten,ary'c„fpositio„!cCS o a I't": rirT^^^^---^'
^1^^

salt systems, and the graphic^ renr^Jnt.^- "t"^'^'"^,
special emphasis on fused

ious chendca reaction'pathsramo2 oth"s" " *''"°''>'"™" Parameters for var-

cie airfwedXit:: '4 :hVi"d oti\;'= ^r:' -^-r! "--^^ arti.
each of the programs is to be published shorti;.

describing
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THE CALCULATION OF POURBAIX DIAGRAMS

USING A MODIFIED LINEAR PROGRAl^ING TECHNIQUE

Barry H. Rosof

Technology Division, Cabot Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana A6901

An algorithm for calculating Pourbaix Diagrams (both partial

pressure diagrams and potential pH diagrams) that is particularly suit-

able for use on a digital computor is presented. The algorithm consists

of two principal parts. In the first part, the thermodynamic conditions

under which a given phase is stable with respect to all other phases is

formulated as a set of linear inequalities. In the second part, the

set of linear inequalities is solved by a modified linear programming

technique to yield the region in which the subject phase is the stable

phase.
Any chemical reaction can be written as

0 = E V.A., ^ (1)
11

0 = (g) + 2S02(g) + Cu^O - 2CuS0^(s). (2)

By convention Species 3 and 4 are taken as the metal bearing species.

The condition that Species 3 is stable wrt Species 4 (AG^^O) can be

written after rearranging and after fixing the activities of all species

except Species 1 and 2 as .

-

^^1 ^2^2-<^'
(3)

where n

and

-B =AG° + E v.RT^., (4)
r . „ 1 1

1=3

C. = Ina. or InP. (5)111
a. = v.RT. (6)11

In the present case

|rT In + 2RT in P^^^ fAG^. (7)

where the activities of the solid phases have been set equal to unity.

For Species 3 to be stable it must not only be stable wrt Species 4

but also stable wrt all other possible metal bearing species, e.g. Cu^O
must be stable wrt CuS, CU2S, Cu, CuO, etc., as well as wrt CuSO^. If

there are n metal bearing species there are n-1 stability conditions,
each of the form given in Equation 3. The n-1 stability conditions, or
constraints, define the region where Species 3 (CU2O) is stable as a

function of and ? (In P_ and In P„_ ). The constraints delimit a

2
^'-'2

polygon in ^^"^2 space.

The problem of finding the region (of stability) that satisfies the
n-1 constraints can be solved by a modified version of the linear program-
ming technique known as the two phase simplex process.

In Phase 1 the standard tableau is set up, but the cost row is

omitted. (The "cost" row for Phase 1 is retained.) The conventional
Phase 1 algorithm is executed leading to a basic feasible solution.
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A basic feasible solution corresponds to one corner of the polygon
delimiting the region of stability. The corner where Cu, CU2S and
Cu^O coexist (Fig. 1) is a basic feasible solution for Cu^O. The object
in Phase 2 is to find all basic feasible solutions.

The algorithm for selecting the vector to enter the base in Phase
2 is modified as follows: The two vectors not in the base are labeled
A and B. Vector A is chosen to enter the base. Vector B becomes Vector
A, and the vector leaving the base becomes Vector B. The vector leaving
the base is chosen in the standard fashion so that the new solution is

also a basic feasible soluiton. This procedure is repeated until the
original basic feasible solution is obtained, yielding all corners of the
polygon.

A new species is then chosen as the subject species and the entire
procedure repeated to yield the polygon delimiting its region of stability.
This procedure is continued until the region of stability is found for
all metal bearing species to yield the complete diagram.

Electrochemical as well as high temperature systems can be treated.
Additional non-metal bearing chemical species can be included at fixed
activities. For example, the CU-O2-SO2 diagram changes markedly if

chljgine is introduced into the system at a fixed partial pressure of
10 atm.

atm
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Computor software (Fortran IV) has been developed. Calculation of

of Pourbalx Diagrams using this software has proved to be very inexpensive

and efficient. Copies of the computor software can be obtained by writing

to:

Dr. Barry H. Rosof
Technology Division
Cabot Corp.
1020 W. Park Avenue
Kokomo, Indiana 46901
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THEORETICAL CONCEPTS USEFUL IN THE CALCULATION OR
STORAGE OF PHASE DIAGRAMS OF IONIC SYSTEMS*

Marie-Louise Saboungi and Milton Blander
nemical Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Introduction

Solution theories which provide a reasonable representation of the

thermodynamic behavior of multicomponent ionic solutions can prove to be

important in a variety of applications. One can use theoretical equations:

1. to calculate phase diagrams a priori from the subsidiary binaries,

2. to construct and complete phase diagrams from very few measured
points,

3. to check the self consistency of published phase diagrams and

consequently to provide a logical basis for the selection of re-

liable diagrams , anf

4. to efficiently store phase diagrams with very few parameters.

We will focus on the conformal ionic solution theory for ternary systems"'"
^

since it is the only theory which accounts for coulombic interactions be-

tween ions in a rigorous way. The calculations based on a statistical

mechanical perturbation method have only been made for simple systems con-

taining ions of the same charge. We will also present empirical extensions

for cases where the cations and/or the anions have different charges.

Ternary ionic systems contain four kinds of ions. Those having two

kinds of cations and two kinds of anions are ternary reciprocal systems
,

and those with three kinds of cations (or anions) and one kind of anion (or

cation) are additive ternary systems . In the following sections , we will

discuss the theory for these two classes of systems.

1. Reciprocal Systems

The calculation for reciprocal systems has been carried out only to

second order for the simplest member of the class of reciprocal systems,

i.e., the a"*",b'''/X ,Y system. In such a system, there are four constitu-

ents, AX, AY, BX and BY, and only three components which can be chosen in
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four different ways. If AY, BX and BY are chosen as the three components,

then the total molar Gibbs free energy of mixing is given by

AG •= RT[X^ In + In Xg + In + In Xy] (1)

where AG" is the standard Gibbs free energy change for the metathetical

reaction .'JC + BY ^: AY + BY, the X^'s are ion fractions of the ith ion, the

X's are coefficients deduced from the four subsidiary binaries (e.g., in

the binary AX-BX, the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing, AG = XXX)2X X A ii

— ( A{ " )

and A is calculated to be —_ where Z is a parameter taken to be 6.
ZZKi

Reciprocal systems generally have a complex topology which is largely

related to the terms containing AG°. In the simplest case where no com-

pounds or solid solutions exist, the phase diagram is characterized by

two ternary eutectics or one ternary eutectic and one ternary peritectic.

If jAG"! is large, the isothermal contours are complex curves which reflect

the large deviations from ideality, positive deviations for one pair of

constituents (e.g., AX and BY when AG* is positive) and negative deviations

for the other pair of constituents (e.g., AY and BX)

.

Equation (1) has been used to calculate liquidus phase diagrams of

6 7
simple reciprocal systems a priori from data on lower order systems. '

To do this, expressions for activity coefficients of the four constituents

are derived from Eq. (1). For the component BY, .for example, one can

define an activity coefficient by the relation

^BY " SVbY
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where a^^ and Ygy activity and the activity coefficient of com-

ponent BY, respectively. The activity coefficients are given by

For those simple systems where neither compounds nor solid solutions

are present, liquidus temperatures may ^e calculated by properly com-

bining Eqs. (2) and (3) with the Schri5der-van Laar equation. A comparison

between the measured and calculated liquidus phase diagrams for the Li,Na/F,Cl

and Li,K/F,Cl systems is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Even

though the phase diagrams for these two systems have rather complex topol-

ogies, it can be seen that the relatively simple Eqs. (l)-(3) lead to a

reasonably good representation of both systems. However, differences do exist

between the measured and calculated phase diagrams. On the one hand, some

of these differences arise because of uncertainties in constructing such a

complex phase diagram from a limited number of measurements . There were

not enough measured points to fully define the shape of most of the liquidus

isotherms and it is probable that the shapes calculated from theory are

thermodynamically more self-consistent than the reported phase diagrams

constructed from a limited amount of data. For example, the 700 and 750*C

isotherms in the NaCl phase field of the calculated diagram are probably

more reliable than the reported isotherms

.

On the other hand, some of the differences between the measured and

calculated phase diagrams are related to inadequacies of Eq. (1) which has

been derived only to second order. Measurements of enthalpies of mixing

RT In Y. (3)

" ^A^^W^V^B^^^2ZRT
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of many binary systems indicate that higher order terms are necessary in

order to describe the results accurately. For binary systems having

relatively large deviations from ideality, even fourth order terms are

needed. Liquidus temperatures are generally fairly insensitive to these

higher order terms so that, although necessary, highly precise values of

these terms are not needed to improve calculated phase diagrams. Equation

(1) can be written to include some of the higher order terms of the binary

systems as follows:

AG™ = RT[X^ In + Xg In Xg + In + In X^] (4)

+ X^X^AG» + X^AGf + X^AG^ + X^Ag| -f X^AG^

2

- X.X,A"B^^ 2ZRT

where AG^ is the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing of the binary system

E
having the common ion i. For example, AG^ is the excess free energy of

mixing of the mixture AX-AY at an ion fraction X^^ (and Xy) for which the

calculation is made. The functions AG^ can be constructed to describe the

binary systems as accurately as desired. As a result, the binary edges of

the phase diagram can be made as close to measurements as desired. By

thus constraining the edges of the diagrams to be much more precise, the

remainder of the diagram, especially the areas near the edges , can be

significantly improved. A common form which might be used for -^G^* ^ov

(AG°)

example, is

Another modification of Eq. (1) involves a different approximation for A:

A = -(AG° + L' X^/2)^/2ZRT
,

(6)
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or even a more general form such as

(7)

The form In Eq. (6) has been found to be necessary In order to calculate

mlscibility gaps in reciprocal systems. In systems where the binary

systems exhibit relatively large deviations from ideality, corrections

as in Eqs. (6) and (7) compensate, at least in part, for some of the

mathematical peculiarities inherent in a series expansion truncated beyond

the secord order terms.

Thus far we have considered simple systems. To our knowledge, no

rigorous theory exists for charge asymmetric systems with cations and/or

anions of different charge types. An empirical extension of equations de-

rived from the CIS theory has been tried. The Gibbs free energy of mixing

would read as

where AG** is now the standard Gibbs free energy change per equivalent

metathetical reaction and X' represents equivalent fractions. For a num-

ber of asymmetric binary systems, as, e.g., the AX-BX^ system, the excess Gibbs

free energies of mixing are reasonably well represented by an expression

such as

AG™ = RT[X^ In X^ + Xg In Xg + X^ In X^ + X^ In X^]

+ X;X^AG° + X;AG^ + X^AG^ + X^AG^ + X^AG^

(8)

ag:
'X

(9)
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A test of expressions such as Eqs. (8) and (9) has demonstrated that rea-

sonably representative phase diagrams of asymmetric systems may be calcu-

lated a. priori from minimal information on the binary systems and from

9
data on the free energies of formation of the four constituents. \^here

equations such as Eq. (9) do not represent the deviations from Ideality

of the binaries very well, other more accurate forms may be substituted

for AG^.

The equations described have been used to calculated a number of

liquldus phase diagrams of simple and asymmetric reciprocal systems a

5-9
priori . The correspondence between measured and calculated phase dia-

grams has generally been good. Consequently, the techniques can be used

to reliably predict phase diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows

the calculated liquldus phase diagram for the Li^,Na'^/OH jCO^ system.

Knowledge of the phase relations in this system is of special interest for

fuel cell technology. Again, this computation has been Indeed simplified

since neither solid solutions nor compounds have been considered. A more

accurate calculation should Include the two reported binary compounds;

this can be done in a relatively simple and standard manner so that the

total Gibbs free energy of the system is minimized. (In the particular

case of Fig. 3, the binary compounds undoubtedly subtend a very small frac-

tion of the composition field.)

2. Additive Ternary Systems

The conformal ionic solution theory has also been derived for additive

4
ternary systems up to fourth order terms. If we desigiiate an additive

ternary system as AX-BX-CX, for example, the theory leads to the expression
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AG^ = Z E X^.X^X. + Z Z b^.xjx. + Z Z .xjx? (10)

i<j ^ J i^j ^ ^ i<j ^ '

+ AX,X«X^ + Z B,X?X,

i7^j<k

where 1, 2 and 3 represent the salts AX, BX and CX, respectively.

All of the coefficients in Eq. (10) can be evaluated from data on the

three subsidiary binary systems. The coefficients X^^ , h^^ and c^^ are

directly related to the second, third and fourth order terms which describe

the three binary systems. The coefficient B^ is given exactly by the relation

1 /2
" ^^''ij^'ik^

"^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

and to a good approximation A is given by

_ .1/3 1/3. .,1/3
.
,1/3. ,,1/3

,
,1/3.A - -(b^2

^13 ^^^21 ^23 ^^^31 ^ ^32 ^
^^^^

where b^^ = -b^^(i7^j). Equation (12) is exact when fourth order terms are

not included (e.g., c^_, = 0 and = 0). Up to the second order, the equa-

tions derived from the CIS theory appear to be adequate for representing

phase diagrams of simple systems containing only monovalent ions and having

3
relatively small deviations from ideality. No systems with binary or

ternary compounds, solid solutions, or with cations or anions of different

charge type have been yet investigated. Similar to what has been done for

reciprocal systems, an extension of Eqs. (10) -(12) can be made to represent

the thermodynamics of solutions containing ions of different valences.

Another possible empirical form is

AG^ = Z X^AG^^ + CX|X^X^ + Z D^Xj^^XjX^]^ (13)

k?^i<j

where X' represents equivalent ion fractions, C and are empirical con-

stants and ^^^j is the total excess Gibbs free energy of mixing of the
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binary systems i-j at mole fractions such that the ratio (X^/X_.) in the

binary is the same as in the ternary.

Storage of Phase Diagrams

Thus far, theoretical equations and empirical extensions have been

only applied to calculate phase diagrams a priori . They can also be used

to construct reliable phase diagrams from a relatively small number of

experimental points at key compositions. One potential use which has been

considered very little is for the computer storage of complex phase diagrams

.

Such storage, if techniques for accurately representing ternary phase dia-

grams can be developed, would provide ready and remote access to large col-

lections of phase diagrams stored in central data banks.

For the storage of phase diagrams, one requires equations which can

accurately represent known phase diagrams. The accuracy of the equations

in representing phase diagrams can be improved if one relaxes the constraints

on the coefficients of all the equations considered. The theory defines

these parameters within the limitations inherent in the models used. For

example, the parameter Z in Eq. (8) is constrained by the theory to be

the same for an entire class of conformal solutions. If Z could be con-

sidered as a parameter which can have one of several (let us say 10) possible

values, the fit of a calculated phase diagram to any given reliable measure-

ments can be improved. Such an adjustment probably would compensate for

higher order terms which are not included in the equations.
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In order to utilize Eqs. (8) and (9) combined with the Schr6'der-van Laar

equation to calculate phase diagrams , one requires data on enthalpies of

fusion and free energies of formation of the four constituents as well as

the four binary parameters, X.,and Z. If AH , AG° and X, can be considered
1 mi

to be independent of temperature, a minimum of 13 parameters is necessary

for one system. If the temperature dependence of the parameters needs to

be taken into account, more than 13 are required. However, if one considers

a large collection of similar phase diagrams , the number of parameters per

phase diagram is reduced considerably because some of the parameters are

common to several systems. For example, if one considers all the possible

phase diagrams one can make from ten different cations and ten different

anions, there are 2025 ternary reciprocal systems, 2A00 additive ternary

systems, 900 binary systems and 100 different constituent compounds.

To store the ternary reciprocal systems separately without considering

the commonality of any of the parameters would require at least 26,000

parameters. By considering all the systems together, one can store all

the phase diagrams with a minimum of 900 binary parameters, 100 values of

the free energies of formation, 100 values of enthalpies of fusion at a

standard temperature, and perhaps 10 values of Z. In order to include

binary or ternary compounds or solid solutions, at least one more parameter

is necessary per compound or solid solution.

Similarly, for additive ternary systems, if only second order equations

are required, each phase diagram would require three parameters X^^ plus

three enthalpies of fusion giving a minimum of six parameters for one

diagram. For a collection of ten cations and ten anions, the 2400 possible

additive ternary systems, if considered separately, would require a minimum

4
of over 10 parameters. When considered together, there are a minimum of
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only 900 binary parameters , and 100 parameters for the enthalpies of

fusion. For all ternary systems, additive and reciprocal, the minimum

number required is 900 binary parameters, 100 enthalpies of fusion, 100

values of the free energies of formation at a standard temperature, and

'^lO values of Z,

Thus far, we have considered only a minimal set of parameters. More

complex expressions for the excess free energies of mixing of the binary

systems would require more. Consideration of the temperature coefficients

of any of the parameters would also increase the number. For example,

the free energies of formation are functions of temperature. However,

taking this into account is not as large an improvement as it

might seem since the values of AG° which are calculated from these

are generally relatively independent of temperature, and AG" calculated at

one standard temperature for all systems may prove to be reasonable at all

temperatures. The temperature coefficients of AH^ are usually not important

unless liquidus temperatures are much lower than the melting points. Further

parameters are required if compounds and solid solutions are accounted for.

Even when all these (including temperature coefficients) are considered,

the number of parameters needed to describe the large number (4425) of

ternary systems one can make from ten cations and ten anions is still rela-

tively small (probably less than 9000 parameters). Consequently, if one

considers the complexity of ternary phase diagrams, especially of ternary

reciprocal systems, theoretical equations hold the promise of being used

for the economical storage of phase diagrams in data banks.
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Conclusions

Theories of ternary ionic systems permit one to calculate phase dia-

grams a_ priori . Such calculations also support their utility in the con-

struction of reliable phase diagrams from a small number of well-chosen

experimental measurements. One unexplored use is for the computer storage

of complex phase diagrams. If calculational techniques and thermodynamically

self-consistent extensions of theory can be developed, the economical storage

of accurate phase information in large data banks can be effected.
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FIGURE lb. The Calculated Phase Diagram of Li'*".NaVF".Ci"
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ESTIMATION OF ISOTHERMAL SECTIONS OF TERNARY PHASE DIAGRAMS
OF LITHIUM CONTAINING SYSTEMS: THE Al-Li-Mg SYSTEM*

Marie-Louise Saboungi and Chen C. Hsu
Chemical Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

INTRODUCTION

Currently, in the development of high-teFiperature batteries at the

Argonne National Laboratory, solid Li-Al alloys appear to be the leading

candidates for the negative electrode."^ Despite the overall good perfor-

mance of the cells, some problems were encountered; after repeated cycling,

a loss of capacity accompanied by a change in the morphology of Li-Al

2
alloys was observed. In an effort to overcome these limitations and improve

the Li diffusivity in the a-Al, modifications either in the design or in

the constituents are being examined. One approach consists of adding an

appropriate third element (e.g., Mg) to the Li-Al alloys. Consequently,

a knowledge of the phases present in the Al-Li-Mg system and their boundaries

at the temperatures of operation' of the battery (T ranging from 673 K to

773 K) is vital. In the literature, there are very few and often irr^^con-

ciliable experimental data related to the phase diagram of the Al-Li-Mg

^ 3-6
system.

These considerations led us to calculate isothermal sections of Al-Li-Mg

using a computer-program developed by Kaufman and Nesor.^^ In this particular

practical case, the numerical method of generating phase diagrams presents

several advantages. First, for the subsidiary binary systems, we can check

the self-consistency of the measured phase diagi-ams and the published

thermodynamic data and consequently select the most reliable phase diagrams.

Second, we can obtain additional information such as the free energy of

formation at different temperatures of the reported binary compounds.

Third, we can define, to a good approximation, the topological features of

the ternary A.l-Li-Mg system and therefore minimize the number of measurements

necessary to obtain a reliable phase diagram. One needs only few measurements

at well-defined compositions to check the accuracy of such calculations.
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We report on the calculations of isothermal sections (T = 573 K,

723 K and 773K) of the Al-Li-Mg. An additional temperature (T = 648 K)

was investigated to allow for a direct comparison between the calculated

phase diagram and earlier data limited to the laagnesium-rich corner.

I. Method of Calculations

The numerical method used in this investigation has been extensively

described by Kaufman and coworkers. For the sake of brevity, we will only

outline the equations used for* the solution phase interactions and for the

compound-solution interactions in the binary and ternary systems.

1. Solution Phase Interactions

a. Binary Mixtures

In these calculations, an extension of the regular solution model

is used to describe the behavior of the mixture. In the i-j system, » the

Gibbs free energy of a solution phase, 4>, is defined as:

G_, .($) = x^G^C*) + x.G?($) + RT[x, In x. + x. In x.] + AG^^ . ($) (1)

where G°($) is the Gibbs free energy of the pure ith element in the $

phase, X. is the atomic fraction of the ith element, and AG . ($) refers

to the excess Gibbs free energy of the solution in the $ phase. In what

follows, this latter function is assvmied to vary with composition accord-

ing to the equation:

LG^ .(*) = x.x.[x $(i,j) +x $(j,i)] (2)
i »3 X 3 X J

where $(i,j) and $(j,i) can be temperature dependent functions. This formu-

la::ion presents the advantage of taking the asymmetry of the solution into

account since *(i,j) could differ from ^>(j,i). If $(l,j) = the
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solution is symmetrical. If *(i,j) = *(j,i) " constant, the solution is

regular according to the Hildebrand definition. If $(i,j) = *(j,i) = 0,

the solution is ideal. In these calculations, $(i,j) and $(j,i) are ex-

pressed as

*(i,j) = a + bT (3)

and

*(j,i) = a' + b'T (4)

where a, a', b and b' are constants calculated either from reliable thermo-

dynamic data (electromotive force data, calorimetric data, etc.) or from

the measured phase diagram using the Schr6'der-van-Laar equations. Finally,

a liquid interaction coefficient can be defined as:

L^^j(x^,Xj) = L(i.j) + x^ L(j,i) (5)

b. Ternary Mixtures

8
In the ternary system, i-j-k, the Kohler equations are used to

describe the solution interactions. The Gibbs free energy of mixing of

a solution phase, is given by:

^ RT Z H In N„ + i E I [N^ *«x,6) + N t(6.a)l
a a 3ra a 3

where a is a running index (a = i,j,k) and refers to the atom fraction

of the ath constituent (EN =1). The quantities, N , are easily related
a " a

to the binary atom fractions, x . The coefficients, *(a,3) and *(3,cx), are
a

those determined in the subsidiary binary, a-3 [Eq. (2)]. Consequently,

the calculations of the ternary thermodynamic properties can be carried

out once the binary coefficients are determined. Using classical relations.
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one can derive from Eq. (3), other thermodynamic functions such as AG ($)

,

the partial Gibbs free energy of each element present in the solution,

AS v(^)' entropy of mixing and AH. . , ($) , the enthalpy of mixing:
3-«J 1,3 ,K

8[AG (»)]

^Sl,3,k<*> 4P W
and

where n^ is the number of moles of the ath constituent. Finally, the

fact that the Kohler equation is symmetrical with respect to each of the

components is an advantage over other equations such as the Toop equation.

2. Compound Phase Interactions

a. Binary Mixtures

For the sake of simplicity, all compounds will be considered as

having a fixed stoichiometry , i.e., as line compounds. The Gibbs free

energy of the compound, P, defined by a fixed stoichiometric composition,

x^ and Xj , is expressed by:

G(P) - xjG!(e) + x*G^(e) + x*x*[L(xr,x:) - C] (10)

where 9 is designated as the base phase of the compound, P; L(x*,x*)

represents the interactions coefficient in the liquid mixture evaluated

at the composition of the compound [Eq. (5)]; and C is defined as the

compound parameter .

The choice of the base phase is arbitrary. Howevfer, for most

of the cases, 9 would be identical to the most stable form of either i
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or j , at the temperature and pressure of interest. The Gibbs free energy

of formation of the compound, P, can be derived from Eq. (10)

:

AG^(P) = G(P) - x*G°(e) - x*G°(e) • (12)

= x*x*[L(x*,x*) - C]

The compound parameter, C, can be computed (i) from data on the thermodynamic

functions of formation of the compound, if available; (ii) from the measured

phase diagram utilizing mainly the melting point of the compound and some

other characteristic liquidus temperatures; (iii) more often, by coupling

thermodynamic information with phase diagram data. The compound parameter

can be expressed in the following form:

C = c^ + C2 T (13)

If the compound is unstable, C is usually set equal to zero.

b. Ternary Mixtures

In the ternary system, the present status of the calculations

allows for the variation in compound stoichiometry .^^ One can consider a

compound, P, defined by a base phase, 9, and having a general composition,

N^, and N^. The compound is assumed to run between the composition

[ (x.) ' , (x.
)

' ] in the subsidiary binary, i-j , and the composition (x,,xl)

in the adjacent binary, j-k. The general compositions, N^, can be related

to the X by:
a

= 1 ~ - Nj^ (14)

\=(X^)'+NP

where

p = [x* - (x*)']/x^
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Then, the Gibbs free energy of the compound can be written as:

G(P) = E \Gj(e) + RT[N^ In + In - (l-N^)ln(l-Nj^) ] (16)

+ [1 - (N./N, )]AG-(A) + [N./(l-N. )]AG^(B)
J K r J K r

The compound, A, is usually the stable compound positioned on the i-j

binary; the Gibbs free energy of formation, AG^(A), is given by:

AG^(A) = (x*)'(x*)'[l[(x*)'.(x*)'] - C'] (17)

where L and C' are calculated from data on the binary, i-j. The compound,

B, positioned on the j-k binary is the "counterphase" of A; the Gibbs free

energy of formation of B, AG^(B), is expressed by:

AG^(B) = x*xJ^[L(x*.x^) - C] (18)

where L and C are also derived from data on the j-k binary. It should be

noted that B can be, and often is, unstable* or even hypothetical; as men-

tioned earlier, in these cases, C is usually set equal to zero or to an

arbitrary value less positive than the value corresponding to A. The com-

pound parameter of B can be considered as an adjustable parameter; for ex-

ample, if data on the stability of the ternary compound, P, are available,

then one can more accurately determine the value of the compound parameter

of the counterphase. In this context, the calculations could be improved

and set to match the selected data and therefore predict with more relia-

bility the existence of phases and their boundaries in regions inaccessible

to measurements.

By definition, when the Gibbs free energy of formation of a compound is

positive, the compound is then metastable or unstable.
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The Gibbs free energy of formation of P can be written as

:

AG.(P) = G(?) - Z N CCe) (19)
^ a « «

where G(P) is given by Eq. (16). Therefore, the thermodynamic properties

of ternary compoimds, and consequently the interactions between compounds

In the ternary system and the solution phases, are well defined.

II. Results and Discussion

The numerical program used to carry out the present computations has

been purchased from L. Kaufman and Nesor (ManLabs, NPL Materials Data Bank),

The algorithm has been described elsewhere
. ^ '"''^ We will only mention that

the interactions in the subsidiary binaries and in the ternary mixture have

been calculated on a pair-wise basis.

1. The Al-Li System

As mentioned earlier, the Al-Li alloys appear to be useful as negative

electrodes in a high-temperature battery. A rather divergent set of data

11-14
on the phase diagram of Al-Li exist in the literature. The results of

the most recent investigation by DTA (differential thermal analyses) tech-

niques complemented by careful metallographic and x-ray analyses are repre-

sented in Fig. la.^^ Some of the significant differences between the phase

15 16
diagram of Myles and Settle and that selected by Hansen et al. are:

(i) The shape of the boundary of the solid solutions in the Al-rich

side is completely different (one is concave, while the other is convex).

(ii) The melting point of the compound g-LiAl (non-stoichiometric

LiAl) is 966 K''"^ as opposed to 991 K."'"^ In addition, the limits of the

solubility of the a-Al (FCC-Al) in the g-LiAl disagree considerably with

earlier data.
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(iii) The data of Myles and Settle confirm the existence of the

14
compounds Al^Li^ and Al^Li^ observed first by Tebbe et al. and Hansen

13
and Smith, respectively. The stability of the peritectically melting

compound, AlLi2* remains questionable.

In our calculations of the phase diagram of Al-Li, we have cried to

couple the thermodynamic information when available^'' and the phase

diagram of Myles and Settle. The lattice stabilities of the constituents

are given in Table I; some [such as G^-j^CL) - G^j^CFCC)] are selected from

21
standard thermochemical tables, and others [such as ^^^^^^ ~ ^^1^^^^^^

22
are estimated by Kaufman. The interaction coefficients of the solution

17 18
phases are calculated from recent emf (electromotive force) measurements *

using Eqs. (2)-(4). The calculated values are given in Table II.

The three compounds, AlLi, Al2Ll^ and Al^Li^, are treated as line

compounds. The compound parameter of AlLi was calculated from both emf

19
data obtained between T = 282-389 °C and the measured melting point

(T = 966 K).

The Gibbs free energy of formation of Al^Li^ was calculated at the

metastable melting point from Eqs. (10)-(13). Some values of the liquidus

temperatures were also used to calculate the variations of the compound

parameter with temperature (Table III).

To our knowledge, there is no thermodynamic information available for

Al^Lig. Therefore, the liquidus temperatures were used to calculate the

compound parameter, C (Table III).

In order to compute the phase diagram, the following interactions were

considered: L vs. FCC, L referring to liquid; L vs. LiAl; FCC vs. LiAl;

L vs. Al^Li^; and L vs. Al^Lig. The resultant phase diagram is given in

*The metastable melting point is determined by extrapolating the liquidus

to the stoichiometric composition.



Fig. lb. The calculated and experimental phase diagrams are in excellent

agreement except in the Al-rich side; the shape of the computed solid solu-

tion boundary is closer to that selected by Hansen"^^ which is consistent

with expectations for such solid solutions. The calculations also gave a

better defined limit for the solubility of LiAl in Al(FCC). This limit

has not been determined experimentally (note the dashed lines in Fig. la).

The computations are not only useful in constructing the phase diagrams

but also in checking the self-consistency of the published thermodynamic

data with the liquidus. For example, the computed Gibbs free energies of

formation of the compounds (Table III) are in reasonable agreement with

available measurements. For LiAl, our values compare well with those of

19
Yao et al. (Table IV). However, at higher temperatures, the difference

between our calculations and the values obtained by extrapolating the least-

19
square fitted equation of Yao et al. increases somewhat: at T = 773 K,

AG^Cobs.) = -3.24 kcal (g-atom)""*" and AG^(calc.) = -2.93 kcal (g-atom)""*"

.

20
Recently, Selman et al. estimated the Gibbs free energy of formation

of Li^Al^ from pure liquid Li and pure solid Al(FCC), using emf data in

the lithium-rich lithium-aluminum alloys. At 700 K, their value is -14.1 kcal

(g-atom)"''', while we obtain -15.5 kcal (g-atom . If one takes into account

the different approximations in either calculation, one realizes that the

differences between the two values are not significant.

20
On the one hand, Selman et al. derived the free energy of formation

of Li^Al^ from the reactions:

Li(L) + Al(FCC) -> LiAl (20)

and

2LiAl + Li(L) -Lt^kl^ (21)
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It implies that the solubility of Li in Al(FCC) was neglected and that

data from the lithium-poor end member of the range of solid solutions were

20
utilized. In addition, the free energy of reaction (20) was derived

from the extrapolation of the data of Yao et al.; the extrapolated values

for AG°(LiAl) differ somewhat from our calculations. On the other hand,

we have considered LiAl to be stoichiometric. We have also based our

calculations on the experimental phase diagrams.

Finally, for Al^Li^, we have derived values of the enthalpies of

formation and entropies of formation (Table III) . As mentioned earlier,

the lack of thermodynamic information does not allow direct comparison

between experiments and calculation. However, we believe that the values

given in Table III could be considered as a reasonable approximation since

the computed and the measured Li-rich portions of the liquidus are in good

consonance

.

2. The Al-Mg System

23
The phase diagram selected by Hultgren et al. is given in Fig. 2a.

The following compounds have been reported: 3-Al^Mg2, Y~Alj^2^S2y» ^"^-^30^^23'

and y' of unknown structure. While thermodynamic properties on liquid alloys

23
(e.g., enthalpy, entropy, etc.) are available in selected tables, there

is not thermodynamic information on solid alloys. This lack of data led

us to conqjute a slightly simplified version of the phase diagram. Only

two compounds, Al^Mg^ and Al^Mg^^, with a fixed stoichiometry have been

considered. Therefore, the following interactions are calculated: L vs. FCC,

L vs. HCP, L vs. Al^Mg^, L vs. Al^Mg^^, FCC vs. Al^Mg^, and HCP vs. Al^Mg^^.

The values for the lattice stabilities of the components are given in Table

I J the interactions in the solution phase (Table II) are approximated by a

symmetrical function [*(Al,Mg) = $(Mg.Al) with * = L, FCC and HCP]. The
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compound parameters for the two compounds are calculated using the phase

field of the compounds and assuming an equal melting point, T = 735 K.

The computed phase diagram is given in Fig. 2b. Except for the fact

that the solubility of the compounds in Al(FCC) and in Mg(HCP) is neglected,

there is excellent agreement between the two representations. The coordinates

of the sets of points separating two different phases are very close (compare

on the one hand X^^Cobs.) =0.19 and X^^Cobs.) = 0.379 to X^^Ccalc.) = 0.190

and Xj^gCcalc.) = 0.350 and on the other hand Xj^^Cobs.) = 0.699 and Xj^^Cobs.) =

0.884 to X^gCcalc.) = 0.700 and X^^Ccalc.) = 0.880). The calculated enthalpy

and entropy of formation for the compounds Al^
/^5^8q 55 ^^i^^ ^1^ ^Mg^ ^ are

given in Table III.

3. The Li-Mg System

Hansen and Anderko"^^ report two completely different sets of liquidus

and solidus curves for the lithium-rich side of the phase diagram of Li-Mg

There is no explanation for the inconsistency between the two sets of data

since the experimental methods followed in the two investigations are

Identical. However, in the Mg-rich side, there is substantial agreement

between all published results. In this specific case where a choice of

liquidus and solidus curves would seem rather arbitrary, the computations

of the phase diagram using a thermodynamically self-consistent method would

provide a valuable tool for performing this selection.

There is also a rather significant discrepancy in the thermodynamic

24 25
data for the liquid alloys. ' Recently, one of us has measured the activity

25
of molten lithium-magnesium alloys using an emf technique. The results

24
differ considerably from those of Mashovets and Puchkov derived from the

Mg vapor pressure measurements. Mashovets et al. have calculated, using

the Gibbs-Duhem equation, the activity of Li from that of Mg. There is no

indication of the reproducibility of their data.
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In these calcxilations, we have selected the emf data to compute the

liquid interaction coefficients, we have obtained L(Li,Mg) = L(Mg,Li) =

-11200 + 10 T (cal mol""^). The solid (FCC, HCP and BCC) interaction co-

efficients were evaluated using, on the one hand, L(Mg,Li) and L(Li,Mg)

and on the other hand, liquidus temperatures on the Mg-rich side for which

the published experimental results are in consonance. The values of $(Mg,Li)

and $(Li,Mg) are given in Table II. The compound LiMg^ was not included

in our calculations since it has not been corroborated by more recent

work. The computations of the phase diagram were performed by calculating

the curves representing the following interactions* L vs. HCP, L vs. BCC

and HCP vs. BCC.

The rfesultant phase diagram, given in Fig, 3a, agrees best with the

26
data of Grube et al. (Fig. 3b), which are the higher set of liquidus

and solidus curves from the two alternative sets of phase diagrams given

by Hansen. This selection performed on thermodynamic self-consistency basis

23
is different from the rather arbitrary choice of Hultgren et al. It is

desirable that such basis for selection would be adopted when several dif-

ferent data are published.

4o The Al-Li-Mg System

Alloys of Al-Li-Mg have been of interest from a practical point of

view. They were primary candidates in a search for ductile, malleable

structural materials.^ However, to our knowledge, there is rather in-

complete and inconsistent information in the literature on the phase diagram.

Shararai, in a series of papers, Ref. 3 being the last, reported the

phase diagrams of Al-Li-Mg as well as isothermal sections at 20°C and

400°C, The ternary compound MgLiAl^ was identified.

*Lithium is known to have two forms: The ot-Li with the HCP structure

isotopic with Mg and the B-Li with the BCC structure isotypic with W.

In cur calculations, Li is considered to be BCC since the transformation

from the a-phase to the f3-phase occurs at 80 K.
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Frost et al. studied the phase relationships at 700°F i=371''C) for

several compositions of the alloys.

Jones et al.^ reported the 500"? and 700"? isothermal sections of

Al-Li-Mg alloys. The ternary compound MgLi^Al was identified.

Finally, Rowland et al.^ investigated some isothermal sections of the

magnesium-rich corner of the Al-Li-Mg system. Their metallographic and

x-ray results did not confirm the existence of the compound MgLi^Al at

equilibrium.

When comparisons are possible, the different investigations show dis-

agreement. The latest data are in contradiction with those of Shamrai ; not

only the compositions are irreproducible, but also there is a significant

difference" in the phases. It seems impossible to reconcile the data of

Shamrai with the others even by considering the minor differences in tem-

perature (400°C vs. 375°C or 371°C) . The four latest investigations show

an overall consistency with slight differences in the compositions of the

boundaries of different phases. However, the x-ray diffractions data of

Rowland et al.^ do not corroborate the existence of the ternary compound

MgLi2Al observed by Jones et al.^ and credited to the Dow Chemical Company.

To quote them, "From this it must be assumed that an equilibrium compound

MgLi^Al does not exist in the temperature range 100° to 400°C" (Ref. 6,

p. 357). We can conclude that if the ternary compound MgLi^Al does exist,

it should be metastable.

Finally, one has to be aware that even in the most recent investiga-

tion,^ the liquidus of the subsidiary binary Li-Al was not well defined.

For example, Rowland et al.^ referred to Li2Al as a stable compound; as

mentioned earlier, it has been proven that Li2Al is indeed Li^Al^. Also,

the existence of Li^Al_ was not yet knovm. As a consequence of the
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uncertainties and without further experimental evidence, we did not include

any ternary compound in our calculations.

The isothermal sections of the Al-Li-Mg system calculated are given

in Fig. 4 for T = 673 K, Fig. 5 for T = 728 K, Fig. 6 for T = 773 K and

Fig. 7 for T = 648 K. They were computer generated by considering all the

possible interactions on a pair-wise basis

:

At the Al-rich comer: FCC vs. LiAl, FCC vs. L, FCC vs. Al^Mg^,

L vs. Al^Mg^, L vs. LiAl

At the Li-rich corner: L vs. Li^Al^ and L vs. BCC

At the Mg-rich corner: HCP vs. L, HCP vs. BCC, HCP vs. Al^Mg^^

and L vs. Al^Mg^^

The interaction coefficients $(i,j) as well as the compound parameters,

C, calculated in the subsidiary binaries are used in Eqs. (6)-(19).

Only the stable part of the curves representing each couple of interactions

are drawn in the final plots given in Figs. 4-7. In the computation of the

compound interactions, the counterphase (refer to Section II) always con-

sisted of a hypothetical compound located on the adjacent binary and by

definition less stable than the compound studied. In this particular case,

we did not use any information from the experimental phase diagram in the

calculations (i.e., solubility of LiAl in Mg, etc.). Therefore, we always

set the compound parameter of the "counter-phase" equal to zero. It is

important to realize the significance of this approximation on the shape

of the boundaries between two different regions and even on the stability

of some phases. For example, in Fig. 4, a hypothetical compound, H, on

the Li-Mg binary was assumed to be the counterphase of Li^Al2. If the

compound parameter of H was different from zero, it is probable that the

phase field of the two-phase region^ of (Lt^kl^ + L) would be larger.
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This illustrates the importance of the existence of reliable experimental

data at "key" compositions of the Al-Li-Mg alloys.

At T = 723 K (Fig. 5), the liquid phase becomes more significant and

the phase fields of the Al-Mg compounds less important. At T = 773 K

(Fig. 6), only the LiAl and Li2Al2 binary phases are stable. As expected,

the liquid phase covers a large area. The isothermal section at T = 648 K

(375 °C) was calculated in order to allow a better comparison with the data

of Rowland et al.^ collected for the Mg-rich corner; indeed, a direct com-

parison cannot really be done since Rowland et al.^ were not aware of the

existence of L±^kl2- However, there is reasonable agreement between our

computed isotherm and the experimental data, if one takes into consideration

the differences in the binary Li-Al. What is the most striking similarity

between Fig. 7 and the x-ray data of Rowland et al.^ is the non-existence

of the liquid phase. Note that a 25 K difference led to the disappearance

of the liquid in the Mg-rich side of the system.

Finally, it should be emphasized that these calculations must not be

considered as final. It would be desirable to have some experimental

information as feedback. Modifications can be easily performed to (i)

include ternary compounds (stable or metastable) ; (ii) change the stability

of the compounds generated from the binary compounds; and (iii) include any

reliable data on the solubility of a component, C, in a binary solution,

A-B. These changes can be easily performed within the framework of the

present computer-program. However, there are different limitations in-

herent in the techniques and models used which one has to be aware.
<

It is not always possible to represent the thermodynamic properties

of the binary solutions by equations such as Eqs. (2)-(4). It has been

27
shown in detail by Darken that simple polynomials could not always be
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used for the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing of some binary systems

28
such as Mg-Bi. Particularly in the case of Li-Pb, we have shown that

the curve representing the variations of AG versus the atom fraction of

Pb, Xp^, exhibits an "S" shape and has an inflection point. In these cases

it would be preferable to use other numerical methods to solve the equa-

tions (i.e., one could use a spline function to interpolate the inter-

mediate values).

The thermodynamic representation of ternary solutions can also be

improved. The Kohler equations are not as precise as one would desire

and particularly when the interactions in the subsidiary binaries are

significant. A correctional term to these equations should be considered.

29
In a study of ternary ionic systems, Saboungi and Blander developed

equations to represent the thermodynamic properties. Up to the third

order expansion, they obtain:

AG^ = Z E a^.N.N. +11 b, .nJn. + AN,N^N_ (22)
i<j ^ J i^j ^ ^

where A is related to the binary interaction coefficients by:

A- , 1/3. 1/3 . , 1/3. 1/3 . , 1/3.A = -0^2.2 13 ^^ 21 23 ^^ 31 32 ^ ^ ^

A similar term might be introduced in the ternary alloy equations. Dif-

ferent theoretical, rather than empirical, equations should be tried.

CONCLUSION

The method of Kaufman and coworkers is used to provide an estimate

of isothermal sections of the Al-Li-Mg system. One starts by calculating

the lattice stability of the constituents, the binary interaction coeffi-

cients and the binary compound parameters. In the computations, thermo'-

dynamic data, when available, were coupled with measured phase diagrams
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to provide themodynamically self-consistent liquidus and solidus curves

for the binary systems. Standard enthalpies of formation and entropies

of formation were calculated for the reported compounds . The binary system

Li-Mg illustrates the use of such calculations in selecting the most reli-

able representation of the phase diagram.

The calculated binary data were used to compute the phase diagram

of Li-Al-Mg, assuming that no ternary compounds exist.

Despite some limitations due mainly to the formalism used (i.e., simple

polynomials to fit binary data, the use of the Kohler equations for the

thermodynamics of the ternary system) , this numerical tool remains useful

in providing a reasonable prediction of thermodynamically self-consistent

ternary phase diagrams . One of the most attractive features is the fact

that the accuracy of the calculations can be improved greatly with a very

small amount of experimental information.
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Table I

Lattice Stability Values for Aluminum,
Lithium and Magnesium

Element Lattice Stabilities (cal mol )

A1Ax _ r'° (vrc\ 9=;ao _ 9 v^; t^JOU i. » 1 J X

1 "^n 1 An T±ju — 1 . DU i

Li (L) - C'Cfcc) kll ~ 1.71 T

G*»(L) - CCBCC) 717 - 1.58 T

- G**(HCP) 727 - 1.71 T

Mg CCD - G (FCC) 1675 - 2.75 T

GML) - G°(BCC) 1040 - 1.60 T

G*'(L) - G°(HCP) 2140 - 2.32 T
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Table II

Calculated Interaction Parameters* for the Solution
Phases of the Al-Li, Al-Mg and Li-Mg Systems

4(i,j)_
(cal mol" )

Phase <>

L FCC BCC HCP

$(Al,Li) -9600 + 8.0 T -3000 9999 -3000

*(Li,Al) -20,000 + 16.0 T -22,000 + 16.0 T 9999 -22,000 + 16.0 T

*(Al,Mg) -2400 + 0.8 T -300 0 0

*(Mg,Al) -2A00 + 0.8 T -300 0 0

*(Li,Mg) -11,200 + 10.0 T -5100 + 3.0 T -9500 + 7.0 T -5100 + 3.0 T

*(Mg,Li) -11,200 + 10.0 T -9000 + 7.0 T -13,900 + 10.0 T -9000 + 7.0 T

*AG^ .($) = X X [x <I)(i,j) + X $(j,i)]
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Table III

Calculated Parameters,* Enthalpies of Formation,** and Entropies
of Formation** of the Compounds of the Li-Al and Al-Mg Systems

Compound
Compound, P Parameter, C AH (P) AS^(P)

^0.308^^0.692 13,648 10.0 T -7573 7.047

^0.40^^0.60 15,688 11.0 T -8847 7.838

^^0.5^^0.5 7839 + 0 .19 T -7153 5.182

^0.45^^0.55 3180 -3620 2.948

^"0. 60^^0.40 3180 + 0 .21 T -3545 2.892

'The compound parameters, C, are calculated using for the five

compounds FCC as the base phase [cal (g-atom)"-'-]

.

'The enthalpies of formation [in cal (g-atom)"-'-] and entropies

formation [in cal (g-atom)~l K~^] are defined as follows:

AH^(P) = H(P) - X* H°(L) - X* H^(L)

and
AS.(P) = S(P) - X* S^(L) - Xj S*(L)
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Table IV

Observed and Computed Gibbs Free
Energy of Formation of Li cAl„ c*

-AGf (obs .) -AGf (calc.)
[kcal (g-atom) ~^

]

[kcal (g-atom)

]

573 3.74 3.69

623 3.62 3.50

653 3.54 3.39

AG^ = G(LiQ 3AI) - 0.5 G°^(L) - 0.5 G° (FCC)
Al
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Fig. A Computed 673K isotherm of the Al-Li-Mg system.
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J

T = 723 K

FCC+LiAl

LIAI+ FCC +

UAI + LI3AI2+L LiAl,

LI3AI2+L

LIAI + L

FCC+AlsMgg

FCC + L

FCC + L+AlsMgg

Al3Mg2 + L

L + Al3Mg2 + AI9 Mg|

.AlgMgii

-Al.'9

L +

'y-\-v/yy<-i-'-y//yy-'--'--y.-.-^:/--:-v.-'y/--

X BCC
\

^+BCC L+HCP+BCC- ^HCP+BCC

Fig. 5 Computed 723K isotherm of the Al-Li-Mg system.
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*

Fig. 6 Computed 773K isotherm of the Al-Li-Mg system.
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T=648K

Li A! + FCC

LiAI+HCP

+HCP '-'3'^'2

LisAlg+HCP

Li3Al2 + L

LI3AI2+BCC

Al3Mg2+FCC

Al3Mg2

Al3Mg2+LIAI +

AlgMgij
AlgMg,,

AlgMgii+HCP

U3Al2+HCP+BCC^ U3AI2 + BCC ^ ^HCP+BCC

Fig. 7 Computed 648K isotherm of the Al-Ll-Mg system.
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Galthersburg

, Md., January 10-12, 1977

E.M.CaBHUKHK, B.B.rp7c5y;iH, H.H".KHcejieBa

KH(5epHeTH»^ecKoe nporHoaiipoBaHiie odpaaosaHHA xhuhmcckhx

cocAHHeHHJi B HeiiccjieflUBaHHHx CHCTewax

BJiaro;iapH ycnexau $H3hkh TBepaoro Te;ia, celiac hsbcctho, hto

Bce cBofiCTBa ucTajuioB h HcueTajmoB, Kpoue flflepHux, npw :naHHOu ypoB-

He Ae$eKTOB onpejiejiflDTCH pacnpeaejieHneu aneKTpoHOB b nojie nojiom-

TC/ILHUX HOHOB. QHHaKO paC^BT CjHieC TBOBaHKfl H yCTOR^HBOCTH UBTaJUIH-

^ecKHX H ApyrMx HcopraHHMecKHx $a3 H3 "nepBHx npHHUHnoB" ocTaeTca

noKa HepaspeneHHOJi npo<5jeuoft. C flpyroR CTopoHU, b xhmhh h ucTajuio-

Be;neHHH HaKoruieHO KOJioccajitHoe KOJiH^ecxBo sKcnepHueHTajiBHoK HH$opua

UHH 0 saBHCHUOCTH nOHBJieHHJI H CymCCTBOBaHMH $a3 OT paSJIHMHHX $aK-

TopoB (cBoKcTB H pa3uepoB aTOuoB, cocTaBa, TCwnepaTypu, jkamemsi,

B03fle2CTBHH $H3HK0-XHMHMeCKHX Cpe;H, BHefflHHX $H3H^eCKHX TlOJieVl, KH-

HBTHKH H T.fl.)« STH $aKTOpH nepeUCHHU H HHiZlHBHayajiBHH Mfl KOHKpeT-

HHx $a3. TpaflHUHOHHHe TCopeTH'iecKHe ueTo^iH - KBaHTOBafl MexaHHKa,

TepuoflHHauHKa - b dojiBDiHHCTBe cjiynaeB ne ja.avr B03U0KH0CTeii jsjifi kou-

iweKCHoro anajmsa sthx ;iaHHHx c nejihn noHCKa hobux uaTepHajioB.

Bojiee Toro, 3tm uercwu cauH oroipaDTCH Ha muKpmecKvie uo^ejiH Bsan-

MOfletlCTBMfl HaCTHlI, KOTOpHC, KaK IipaBHJIO, BKJIBHaET nOHHTHH BajIBHT-

HOCTH, 3KpaHH3auHH 3ap^;zia HApa, pasuepa axouoB, noieHUHajioB BsaHMO-

ACllCTBIIH.

IlpmiHUaH BO BHHUaHHe OTCyTCTBMe 3$l|>eKTHBHtJX UeTOAOB HCnOJIB30Ba-

HHH HaKonjieHHoa HH$opuaUHH MH nporH03a h pacMBTa BemecTB h uaTCpHa;

aoB, npcflCTaBjiHEmHx npaKTH^ecKnK HHTepec, uu pemjm HcnojiBsoBaTi)

HOBH0 noflxofl K pemeHHD sthx npodjieu. noflxo;zi coctoht b npHucHeHHH

HeKOTopux H;zieK KHdepHeraKH 113 odjiacTH co3flaHHH 0<3yMaDmHxcH aBTOua-

TBSeCKHX CHCTeU K nporH03y $H3HK0-XHUHMeCKHX OdtCKTOB. TaKHUH OdteK*

TaUH, B MaCTHOCTH, HBJIHDTCfl XHUHMeCKHe 3JieUeHTH, HX COeAHHeHHfl H

cuecKi cBofiCTBa KOTopux onpe;iejiHDT cTpyKxypy $a30Bux Anarpauu.

TaK KaK B HacToamee speuH xHUHHecKHC ajieiiCHTU HsyMeRH naHdonee noji-
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HO no cpaBHeHHC c dojiee cjioKHbiuH BemecTBawH, to uh cHHTaeu uejieco-

0(5pa3HHM npei^e Bcero HcnojiBsoBaTB mnpoKo HSBecTHHe saHHHe o cboK-

CTBax sjieweHTOB ;zuih nporHosa noBeflCHWH sjieueHTOB b CHCTCuax.

HauH dujia nocTaBjieHa 3a;ziaHa ody^HTB uaniHHy pasJiH^aTB coneTaHMH

XHUHMecKHx sjieMeHTOB, odjiaji&Lmx H He objiaTiacmMx sa^taHiuM cbomctbou,

T.e. KjiaccH$HUHpoBaTB o(5teKTbi no cBoRCTBaw. npH 3T0U HcxoflHoK no-

cujiKofi cjiyiHJio npeflCTaBjieHHe o BsaHMooxHoineHHH sjieMeHTOB b $H3HKo-

XHUHHecKHX cHCTeuax KaK 0 cjioiHOH KHdepneTHHecKofi cHcxeue c BsaHuo-

odycJioEneHHbiMH cBflsHBH, w flaHHbie 06 3JieueHTax HeHsBecTHHM nau

0(5pa30M OdyCJIOBJIHBaDT 3aK0H0MepH0CTH HadjIDflaeMHX 3$$eKT0B B CHCTe-

uax-. nocjie odyMeHwa na meDmxcst sKonepHweHTajiBHMx npHuepax KounBc-

Tcp KjiaccH$HmipyeT Bce HewccjieTioBaHHtje co^CTanHH a^eweHTOB na sa^xan-

HHe KjiaccH. 3to h cocTaBjiHeT 3aAaMy KHCSepneTHHecKoro npornosHpoBa-

HHH*

B nacTOHmefi padoTe HcnojiB30BaHbi KHdepHeTHHecKHC nporH03HpyDmHe

CHCTeMbi pa3HHx ranoB. B ocHOBy nepBoJi H3 hhx nepBonaMajiBHO dbijia no-

Jioiena HjieojiorHfl odyHeEHH 3BM paono3HaBaHHD odpasoB / 1,3,11/, Bto~

pan cHCTewa dasHpoBajiScB na weTO^ax odyMCHMH 3BM npoueccy HHayKTHB-

HOrO $OpUHpOBaHHfl nOHHTHM /9,I0/.

nepBbie HccjiejiOBaHHfl b ji^amovi o(5jiacTH 6ujivi Ha^aTbi HawH b 1966 ro-

sy /X/. B HacTOHmee bpcmh uorbvijick nejiuVi pafl xHHHHecKHx h uenajuio-

Be^MecKHx pacJoT, aBToptj kotoi^x o(5pamai)TCH k Hsee HcnojiB30BaHHfl pac-

no3HaBaHHfl odpasoB /I2-I7/. OdjiacTB npHMeneHHfl sthx KH(5epHeTH^ecKHx

yeTo;^OB nmpoKa: ot anajiHsa Mace-, KK-, HMP-cneKTpoB opranHHecKHx Be-

mecTB /I3,I4,I6/ flo noHCKa hobhx cnjiasoB c 3apaHee saaaHHUMH cbgkct^

BawH /I2/. HpH 3T0M npHMeHHDTCfl pasjiHHHue ucTojibj pacno3HaBaHHfl odpa-

SOB, BKjiDMafl pacno3HaBaHHe c odyMemieM /I2-I4,I7/ h aBTOMaTHMccKyD

iuiaccH$HKamiD /I4-I6/. He ctojib BaiKO, KaicoH ajiropHTU pacno3HaBaHHfl

0<5pa30B HcnojiBsyeTCfl tuih npornosa, ecjiH npHKHwaeTCH bo BHHuaHHe cne-
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ilH$iiKa o^teKTOB, T.e, oc5i>eKTZBHue m BBpHcriniecKiie orpamneimH, na-

KJiaBHBaeMue Ha ai6op h KJiaccii$HKaiiHD pbteKTOB o6yieimR jiJisi nporno-

sa, UocJiejpiee HEJiHercH aajta^eft codcTBeHHo ^hshko-xumzh hjie jtpjroUt

cnequaJiLHoa odJiacrn, ho He MaieMaTHKH KaK TaKOBofl. BH(5op Toro hjih

HHoro nporpaMMHoro BapaaHTa Hacro oiipe;neJiHeTCfl bosmoxhocthmh hmbh)-

meftcfl BiWHCJiKTeJiLHoft TexHHKH H MaieMaTH^ecKoro odecneHeHHfl. BBmiy

oTcyrcTBHii cxJmeft Teopmi pacnosHaBanHji cxJpaaoB, noHCK cooTBexcTByro-

mero Merojia ji;Jifl pemeHZH kohkpgthhx sajian rbjisibtcr npodJieMoJi b sna-

HHTeJEBHoii creneHH aKcnepuMeHTaJtbHolt, He.Tfe;ni leopeTinecKoS, Hpn 8Tom,

BOHe^HO, HeJCbsfl sadHEaTB o MareMarEPiecKHx orpaHEraeroiHx Toro hjm hho*

ro ajiropHTMa.

CrpeMJieHHe nojiymTB npornoa h3 "nepsux npiraEiHiiOB'' no^jcKasHBaer

HcnojiLsoBaHHe b Ka^ecTse hcxojihhx jiaHHHx $yHjiaMeHTaJiLHHx xapaicpepHc-

THK aTOMOB xHMHHecKHX sJieMGHTOB - aTOMHoro HOMepa, pacnpe:nejieHHH

ajreicrpoHOB no aHeprernHecKiiM cocTOHHHjna b axoMe h jipyrax. He b sa-

HiCEMOCTH or sajia^H HCCJie;i];OBaHZfl Moryr 6htb BcnojcbsoBaHH pasJM^RHe

xapaKTepncTHKH xHMHHecKzx sJieMeHTOB Hjm HsBecTHHX $a3, npejicTaBJie-

HHfl soHHOit xeopHH H ^pyTHx $H3H^ecKHx xeopzft cxpoeHHH BemecxBa,

][jm HJUDocxpannz npHB0;niiM ^parweHXH nporHosa cymeciBOBaHHH ^Boft-

HHX $a3 JIaBeca /4,5/, 5-$a3 /6/, $a3 Tzna A-I5 /?/ (pHC.I-3). Ha pa-

cymcax BepxHKajn>Ha3 ocb cooxBexcxByex KonnoHeHxaM A, a ropHsoHxajcb-

nan - KOMnoHenxaM B b coeflHHemiHX A ^ , r^;e > n . 3HaK "-»•" yKa-

3KBaex Ha npornos cymecxBOBaHHH ^asu jianHoro XHna. SnaK coor-

BeXCXByeX HSBeCXHHM XZMaHeCKHM COejpHHeHHHM, KoxopHe Morjiz (5hxb hc-

nojiL30BaHH jiJifl odyneHHfl 3BM, B iiphbojihmhx npzMepax npornos nojr^en

no 0<$yHeHHE Ha aKcnepzMeHxajiBHHX npuwepax cymecxBOBaHZH h oxcyrcx-

BHH $a3 B CHCXewaX, B KOXOpHX XHMH^eCKIie 3JieMeHXH OHHCaHH HCKJIKHH-

xeJEbHO jiaHHHMH 0 paciipejieJieKHH sJieKxpoHOB b HsojmpoBaHHHX axoMax xh-

vanecKHX sJieMenxoB, OKasajiocB b03M03mhm nocxpoHXB JioriPiecKHM nyxeia
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aHajrorn "cymecTBeHHHx" npHsnaKOB jiJm i^orHosnpyeMHx $a3 tojebko h3

8THX JiaHHHX.

JmsTuWifi nepcneKTHBHocTB KHdepHeranecKoro nporHOSHpoBaHHji, na-

^aTH HCCJienoBamiH no nporHOsy ipotox musmecmx. coejinnewilk e co-

3BaHFiio (5oJiee womofH KHCJepHerEPiecKoi cHCTeMH, ocHOBaHHoa na uerojie

o6y^emsi yuzBepcaJiLHHx BtniHCJMTeJiBHHX MainHH $opMiipoBaHHB3 noHHrnft

/9,I0/,TaKoro poj^a mctojih npnrojiHH jiJisi BUjiejiemiui cjiomw: saKOHO-

MepHOCTefi B doJDbfflHX waccHBax KH^opMaiiira /!&/,

MeToji $opMHpoBaHHfl noHOTHft 6uJi npiiMeHeH j!,jie nporHosKpoBaHHH

TpoltHHX XHMHHecKzx coejtHHGHHft cocTam A^B^Cg , rue A H B - JDodHe

8JieMeHTH nepHOjxinecKofi CHCTeMH, a C ° mcjio^ojj, vlm. cepa. B nepBy©
H

OHepe^B npornosHpoBaJiHCB HaHdojiee npeflCTasHTeJE^e, /no KOJBi^ecTBy

SKcnepHMeHTajiLHHx npnMepoB/ KJiacce coej^HHeraift , Hweiomiie k TOMy se

npaKTinecKHa Hirrepec /ABO^, ABgO^, ABOg/9/, AgBgO^, AB2^4/, ^

xe Handojiee pacnpocTpaHeHHHe thiih KpHCTajLroecKHX CTpyKTyp /nepoB-

CKHTH, fflllHHeJIH H IIIipOXJIOpH/ . JJOCTOBepHGCTL IiporHOSa-He HHJKe 78 %,

B paCoTax no nporaosy TpoteHx coejpmemiH m He orpainiHiiBajiHci)

HcnoJiLsoBaHHeM B Ka^ecTBe cHcreMH npHsnaKOB ^Jia ormcamiH coejiHHe-

HHJi TOJEBKO COBOKyilHOCTBK) napaMSTpOB 3JieKTpOHHOrO CTpOeHHH E30JlHpO-

BaHHHx aTOMOB. IloMHMO pacnpej^eJieHEiH aJieKipoHOB, jiJm oroicaHHH co-

ejiHHeHHfi 6um ncnojiLsoBaHH eme jtBe chctgmh npHsnaKOB, HepBan H3

HEX BKJiD^aJia B cedfl napaMerpH XHMHHecKzx sJieMeHTOB A b B: Tun ne-

saBepmeHHofi sJieicrpoHHOft o(5ojio^kh, TenjioeiuiKOCTB sJieMeHra, pajiHyc

Bona 8JieMeHTa b coejcHHeHHH, nepBHe ^eiHpe noTenqHaJia BOHHsai^HH,

$opMajrBH3rD cTeneHB OKHCJieHBH sJieMeHTa b coejiimemR saj^aHHoro co-

CTaBa. B ocHOBy BTopofi cEcreMH npEsHaKOB <3hjih noJio»eHH CBOftcTBa

npOCTHX OKHCJIOB 9JieMeHT0B A B B: SHTaJEbnBH HX OCJpasOBaHBfl, B30(5ap-

Han TenjioeMKocTB, 9$$eKTBBHufl pajjzyc KaTHona b oKHCJie, a Taicxe co-

OT^BeTCTByBuiaH eiwy cxeneHB OKBCJieHiiH sJEMeHTa.
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Bee TpH CHCxeMH npz3HaK0B, HcnoJiLsyeMHe jjjw orracaHHA coejiHHe-

HHft, TecHO KoppejmpyOT . IIosTOMy nporaosH, Tiojiy^emiue b pesyJitTaTe

cxJjnieHHH 3BM c HcnoJEbaoBainieM KaKz^oro H3 Tpex npHsnaKOBHx onuca-

HE^, flOJTKHH, B ocJmeM, coBnajiaTB, CpaBHeHne npornoaoB no pasHHM

CHCTeMBM npHsHaKOB Bejier k sHa^HTejiLHOMy uoBmemio jiocTOBepHocTH

peayJiBTaTOB, npz 3tom HecoBiiajianime nporaosH HCKJnoHaDTCH h3 pac-

CMOTpeHUH*

Ha pHC,4 npHBejieHa ^acrs nporHosoB bosmokhocth 0(5pa30BaHiTH

CJEHHH 3JieMeHT0B) . 3HaK0M OTMeqeHH cjjynaH cyqecTBOBaHHH co-

ejpuHemUt - orcyrcTBHH TaKOBHX b cHCTeMe A-B-0; KpySKOM odBe-

riem (xSteKTH, HcnojiLsoBaHHHe jiJin ody^emn. 3BM.

Ha pnc,5 nan nporH03 coejpjHeHMfi co crpyKTypoft rana nzpoxjiopa.

B 3T0M cji^ae snaK cm^ieTejiBCTByeT o tom, ^to cooTBeTCTByiomee

coejpiHeHze A2B2^0,j, HMeei mpoxjiopHyK) cTpyicrypy, a yjiocTOBepn-

er npoTHBonojioXHoe, CjiejiyeT odpaiHTL ococJoe BHHMaHne na 6ojimoe

KOJnnecTBO nporHOsHpyeMHX coejpiHeHHfi co crpyKTypoft irapoxJiopa, ko-

Topue odpaayioT TpexBajieHTHHe pejiKoseMeJiBHHe Merajuiu. Bnojine B03-

MOiCHO, ^TO HGKOTopHe H3 3THX coe;nHHeHiiii (5y;nyT HHTepecHH jiJia HCCJie-

HOBaxejieft, Be^;ymHX hohck hobux cerneTOSJieKTpHKOB.

CJie^yer oTwerHTL, ^to HcnojiBsoBaHHHe HaMH KHdepneTiniecKHe npo-

raosiipyBiiHe CHCxeMH hocat ajjanraBHHfi xapaicrep. IIoHBJieHiie coBepraeH-

HO HOBHX sKcnepHMeHTajiBHHX jiaHHHx, HeoxBaneHHiix HaiEMMH nporHosaMH

Jim npoTHBope^amHx hm, cnococJcTByeT jtoody^MBaHHio cncTeMH, yroHHe-

HfeD KJiaccH$imi!pyioiiiHx saKOHowepHOCTeii 2 npornosoB. TaKan radKocTB

npejiJioxeHHoro nojixo;iia flBJiHexca cjiejicTBHeM HcnojiBsoBainiH bHCTpo-

jteficTByKumix 3BM, cnocodHHX ^jih nocTpoeHHH KJiaccii$iiKaiiHOHHoi} cxewH

nepe(5paTB orpoMHoe KOjnnecTBO HMeKinHxcfl BapaaHTOB h BudpaxB H3

HHX Haaoiy^niiHii c tohkh spemifl pa3;iieJiHM0CTH KJiaccoB, j

noMe^eHH CTeneHH okh<
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HojiyHeHHHe npornosH sHa^HTeJiBHO yMeHunaioT BpeMH noncKa Maxepi!-

anoB c sajiaHHHMH CBoiicTBaMH. Ohh pacumpHDT Hanai bosmokhoctk Teope-

THHecKoro pacqeTa jp/iarpatm coctohhhh h hobhx $a3 h noKasHBaror or-

HOCHTeJiBHOCTB cymecTByBiUKx npejiCTaBJieHHft o jcHa^awMax coctohhhh

KaK MHCTpyMeHTe nosHainiH $H3HKo-'XHMH^ecKHx CHCTeM. Ohh xpedyur

yro^HeHHH h (JopMajmaaiiHH noHHTHfi XHMHHecKoro coejiHHeHHH, ycjiOBHii

ero ocJpasoBaHHH, cTexHOMeTpH^HocTH, paBHOBecHoro coctohhhh, khkb-

TH^ecKHX jiamiux. is. doJiee wpoKofi $opMyjiHpoBKH TepMOjpiHaMHHecKoro

npaBHJia $a3 c yneroM BosjieficTBKfi pasJDRHHx $H3HHecKHX nojieft, Ba-

Kyyua, jtHcnepcHOCTH h t.;h.
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg , Md., January 10-12, 1977

An English translation prepared by G. Marinenko^ Analytical Chem. Div.j NBS

Cybernetic Prediction of the Formation of Chemical Compounds
in Uninvestigated Systems

E. M. Savitskii, V. P. Gribulya and N. N. Kiselyeva

Baikov Institute of Metallurgy
USSR Academy of Sciences

Institute of Scientific Information
Moscow, USSR

As a result of the advances in solid state physics, it is now known that

all properties of metals and nonmetals, with the exception of nuclear
properties, under given conditions of defect level, are determined by
the distribution of electrons in a field of positive ions. However, the
calculation of the existence and the stability of metallic as well as of
other inorganic phases on the basis of prima-facie principles still
remains an unresolved problem. On the other hand, in chemistry and
metal science, an enormous amount of experimental information on the depen-
dence of the occurrence and of the existence of phases on different
factors (the properties and atomic size dimensions, composition, temperature,
pressure, interaction of physical-chemical media, the external physical
fields, kinetics, etc.) has been collected. These factors are variable
as well as unique for specific phases. The traditional theoretical
methods - quantum mechanics, thermodynamics - in a majority of cases do
not provide the possibility for complex analyses of these data in search
of new materials. Moreover, these methods in themselves are dependent
on the empirical models of the interaction of particles, which, as a

rule, include the concepts of valency, nuclear charge shielding, atomic
dimensions and interaction potentials.

Taking into account the absence of the effective methods for utilizing
the accumulated information for the purposes of prediction and calculations
of substances and materials, of practical interest, we have decided to

utilize a new approach to the solution of these problems. The approach
consists of utilization of certain ideas from cybernetics, from the field
known as the generation of learning type of computer systems to the

prediction of physical-chemical characteristics of various objects.
Such objects in particular, are chemical elements and their compounds
and mixtures, the properties of which determine the structure of phase
diagrams. Since chemical elements have, at present, been studied in

greater detail in comparison with more complex substances, we have
decided that it is worthwhile first of all to utilize widely known data
on the properties of elements for the prediction of the behavior of

elements in various systems.

The problem which we have tackled was to teach the computer to differentiate
among the combinations of various chemical elements, those which possess
and those which do not possess a prescribed property i.e., objects
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according to their properties. In this task the starting point was the
concept of interrelationship of elements the physical-chemical systems
as being a complex cybernetic system with preconditioned bonds, were the
data on elements in a manner unknown to us form the basis for the effects
which we observed in these systems. After the study of the available
experimental examples, the computer classifies all uninvestigated combina-
tions of elements into prescribed classes. This constitutes the problem
of cybernetic prediction.

In this work cybernetic prediction was utilized for various types of

systems. The basis for the first problem was to lay down the ideology
for teaching the computer to recognize patterns [1,3,11]. The second
system was based on the method of teaching the computer of inductive
concept formation processes [9,10].

In this area, first investigations began in 1966 [1]. At present a

number of chemical and metal science works have appeared, the authors of

which turn to the idea of utilizing pattern recognition [12-17]. The
area of obligation of their cybernetic methods is very broad; from
analyses of mass spectra, IR spectra, NMR spectra of organic substances
[13,14,16] to the search for new alloys with specific predesignated
properties [12]. In this approach various pattern recognition methods
are used, including recognition with learning [12-14,17] and automated
classification [14-16]. It is not all that important what type, for the
recognition of patterns is utilized for prognosis, if specific objects
are taken into account, i.e. the objective and huristic limitations
which are placed on the choice and classifications of trained objects
for prediction purposes. This letter is a problem of physical chemistry
proper, or some other specialized discipline, and not that of mathematics
per se. The choice of One or another program variation" is frequently
determined by the capability of a given computing technology and computation
facility. In view of the absence of the general theory of pattern
recognition, the search of an appropriate method for solving specific
problems is a problem which is to a large extent experimental and not so

much a theoretical one. Here one must not forget the mathematical
limitations of the different algorithms.

The attempts to obtain prediction from "prima facie principles" suggest
the use of fundamental characteristics of the atoms of chemical elements
as the starting data-atomic number, distribution of electrons in the

atom and others. However, depending on the problem facing the investi-
gation different characteristics of chemical elements or the known
phases can be utilized, as well as the concepts of the zone theory and
other physical theories of the structure of matter.

For illustration let us cite fragments of the prediction of the existence
of the binary Laves phase [4,5], beta-phase [6], A-15 type phase [7]

(Figures 1-3). In the figures the vertical axes correspond to components
A, while the horizontal axes correspond. to component B in A B type
compounds, where n is equal or greater than n. The positive sign
indicates the prediction of the existence of a phase of a given type.
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The sign "+" corresponds to known chemical compounds, which could have

been used for teaching the computer. In cited examples, the prediction

was obtained on teaching the machine using experimental examples in

which phases in the various systems either existed or were absent, and

in which chemical elements were described exclusively by the data on

distribution of electrons in the isolated atoms of the corresponding

chemcial elements. It was thus found possible to construct in a logical

way the analogs of "significant" indices for predicting the phases on

the bases of these data alone.

In view of the promise of cybernetic prediction, investigations were

started on prediction of ternary chemical compounds and creation of

larger capacity cybernetic systems, based on the method of teaching

universal computers the concept of formation [9-10] . Such methods are

useful for isolation of complex concepts from a larger mass of infor-

mation 118]

.

The method of formation concepts was used for predicting ternary chemi-
cal compounds of the following composition: A^ByC^, where A and B are
any elements of the periodic system, while C is either oxygen or sulfur.
In the first place predictions were made on the most representative
classes of compounds [from the standpoint of experimental examples],
which are also of some practical interest [ABO1+, AB2O1+, ABO3 [9]], [A2,

B2, O7, AB2S4], as well as the most wide-spread types of crystal structures
[perovskite, spinels and pyrochlores ] . The reliability of such prognoses
is not lower than 78%.

In the work on ternary compounds we did not limit ourselves to

utilization of only combinations of the parameters of electron structures
of isolated atoms for the primary indices of the system and a description
of the compounds. In addition to electron distribution, for the description
of compounds two other indices were utilized. The first index included
the parameters of chemical elements A and B; the type of unfilled elec-
tronic shell, the heat capacity of the element, the ionic radius of the
element in a compound, the first four ionization potentials, and the
formal oxidation state of the element in the compound of a given composi-
tion. The bases of the second system of indices included properties of

simple oxides of the elements A and B; the enthalpy of formation, heat
capacity at constant pressure, the effective radius of cation in the
oxides, and also the corresponding degree of oxidation of the element.

All three systems of indices which were used for the description of

compounds have high degree of correlation. Therefore, the prognosis
obtained as a result of teaching the computer to use each of the three
descriptive indices must, in general, coincide. The comparison of the
predictions from different systems of indices leads to a significant
increase in the reliability of the results. In using this approach,
the predictions which do not coincide are excluded from consideration.
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Figure 4 shows part of the prediction for the possibility of the formation
of the compounds of the A2"'" B2-'-^07 composition (Roman numerials indicate
the oxidation state of the element) . The "+" sign denotes those cases
when the compounds exists, "-" denotes the absence of such compounds in

the A - B - 0 system; the circles indicate those compounds which were
used for teaching the computer.

Figure 5 shows prediction of the existence of the compounds with pyro-
chlore structure. In this case "+" sign indicates that the existing
compound A2-^-'--'-B2'^^07 has a pyrochlore structure, while "-" indicates to

the contrary. It is worthwhile to turn our attention to the large
number of compounds which are being predicted with pyrochlore structure,
which are formed by the trivalent rare-earth metals. It is quite possible
some of these compounds will be of interest to the researchers who are
seeking new piezoelectric materials.

It should be noted that the cybernetic predictary systems which were
utilized are flexible in nature. The appearance of completely new
experimental data which were not previously included into our predictory
systems or which contradict the existing systems, aid in further educating
the system, and to refine further the characteristics and prediction
classifications. Such flexibility of the proposed approach resulted
from the use of high speed electronic digitial computers, capable of
examining a tremendous number of possibilities for the construction of
the classification scheme and then select from the analyzed variations
the best suitable ones from the standpoint of separation of classes.

The predictions which were obtained by us decreased significantly the

search time required for materials with the assemblage of desirable
properties. They expand our capability of theoretically calculating
phase diagrams and prediction of new phases as well as show the pertinence
of the existing concepts regarding phase diagrams as an instrument for

learning physical chemical systems. They require refinement and formuli-
zation of the concepts of chemcial compounds, the conditions under which
they are formed, stoichiometry

,
equilibrium state, kinetic data, as

well as broader formulation of the thermodynamic phase rule which would
take into account the interaction in various phase fields, vacuum,
degree of dispersity, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

1-4
Recent advances in materials synthetic technology have led to the

preparation of a considerable number of metas table alloy phases; it was

found that metastable phases can be prepared in virtually every alloy system

if sufficiently effective nonequilibrium solidification or condensation

methods are applied. These results have made it desirable to represent the

new phases graphically in modified phase diagrams.

We first list the materials forming the subject of this review. One
1 2 4

can differentiate four principal types of non-equilibrium phases ' * (the

term "phase" is used here in the Gibbsian sense to describe a homogeneous

constitutional entity^ and does not necessarily indicate a local free energy

minimum, or relate to the ability of the entity to participate in constrained

equilibrium reactions, etc.). These materials are:

A. Metastable elemental and near-elemental phases;

B. Metastable extensions of terminal or intermediate solid solutions;

C. Metastable intermediate phases;

D. Amorphous alloys (metallic glasses).

Typical metastable phasesrepresenting these four types are listed in Table I,

using information compiled primarily in Refs. 2, 4, 6-11. We limit our

discussion to phases which require very rapid quenching methods or atomic

deposition methods for their preparation and retention to room temperature.

This excludes common metastable phases such as martensite and cementite.
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Table I: Types of Metastable Alloy Phases

Type Examples

1. Metastable Elemental Modifications Ga

2. Extended Terminal or Intermediate Solid Solution

a) Substitutional Al(Ni), e-Pu(Ti)

b) Interstitial or disubstitutional Pb(Au), Gd(Cu)

c) Based on metastable elemental modification Y-Sn(Pb), 3'-Ga(In)

3. Metastable Intermediate Phases

a) Disordered phases

a) Hume-Rothery phases ?-(Au-Sb), Y-(Au-Sn)

3) Element-like B and T metal phases Zn-Ga, In-Bi , e(Nb-Ni)

b) Ordered phases NiPb, CU2AI3, Al3Ge2

4. Amorphous Metals

a) Transition metal - metalloid Fe-B, Pd-Si

b) Transition metal - transition metal Zr-Cu, Nb-Ni

c) Miscellaneous systems

a) A metal - B metal Mg-Zn

3) Aetinide - T metal U-Cr

Following present custom we do not differentiate between amorphous

solids prepared from the melt (i.e. glasses in the original sense of the

word) and those prepared by atomic deposition methods (e.g. from a vapor)

and designate both materials as glasses; see Ref. 8 for a discussion of

this point. The types of metastable phases listed above have been the

subject of many recent extensive reviews, e.g. Refs. 1, 2, 4. Alloy con-

stitutional aspects have been emphasized in Ref. 1; phase diagram aspects

have been presented especially in Ref. 7. In Ref. 12, the constitutional

requirements of metastable crystalline phase formation have been discussed

in detail and the kinetic aspects have been treated in terms of solidifica-

tion theory; the formation of amorphous metals is reviewed thoroughly in

Ref. 13.

Further, because most of the metastable alloys studied to date either

contain two components or components that can be divided into two groups
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4
of closely related elements (such as amorphous metal -metal 1 old systems

T-X where T = Fe, Co, Ni and X = B, C, P), we emphasize binary systems

here; we also do not discuss pressure effects; last, because the phases

of interest to us are principally prepared from the melt, we focus here

on those regions of the phase diagrams which pertain to condensed phases.

Three principal types of data are of importance in the phase diagram

representation of metastable phases and will be discussed:

1. Free energy diagrams;

2. Temperature-composition phase diagrams and related diagrams;

3. Diagrams presenting kinetic and other physical/chemical parameters.

We discuss, in order, types of phase diagram representations as listed

here, pertinent experimental methods, phase diagram aspects of the formation

of metastable phases, and, last, data needed in future research on amorphous

metals.

PHASE DIAGRAM AND RELATED DIAGRAM REPRESENTATIONS

1 . Free Energy - Composition Diagram s

As free energy diagrams are fundamental to phase diagram representations

they are treated first. We begin this discussion by presenting an estimate
exc

of the maximum free energy excess AG of a metastable phase over the equi-

librium phases that can be achieved by different preparation methods. The

estimate is based on a Carnot cycle thought experiment and has been given
12 exc AT

by Baker and Cahn. It is readily seen that ^G^^j^^ - ~ where AT is the

undercooling and AH is the heat added in the first stage of the process. For

solidification of a liquid into a crystalline phase, AH/T = 2 e.u., AT/T < 0.3,
exc

and 0.06 eV (for a metal melting at 1000 K). For condensation of
exc

a vapor, AT/T may be unity, AH/T 20 e.u. and ^0^^^^^ 2 eV (for a metal evap-

orated at 2000 K). While this argument correctly yields the higher capability

for metastable phase formation observed for atomic deposition processes, it

appears to overestimate this potential considerably. First, this argument
exc

is valid only for a reversible process and irreversibility will reduce the AGf^ax^

this will be the case for vapor quenching processes, which are conducted

far from equilibrium conditions. Second, it can be expected that any high-

energy metastable phase with free energy higher than the corresponding liquid

or glass would not form under any conditions, but would relax spontaneously

to form a melt or glass, releasing its free energy excess over the latter.
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Figure 1. Schematic represen-
tation of the free energies of
phases present in a hypothetical
one-component system as a func-
tion of temperature at constant
pressure. (From Ref. 1,)

Figure 2. Hypothetical eutectic
binary system: (a) phase diagram
indicating role of the parameter
Tq; (b) free energy diagram for
three temperatures Ti,2j3 and two

solid solutions with different
positive deviation from Raoult's
law. (From Ref. 1

.

)

a. G-T diagrams : Metastable

phase and glass formation can be

presented particularly readily

for one-component systems where

free energy(6)-temperature(T) dia-

grams such as that given in Fig. 1

4
can be drawn. This figure shows

Composition, VoB

(b)

that metastable Y and 6 may form

in local equilibrium if the system

is constrained against the forma-

tion of the lowest-free-energy

phase a and» subsequently, the

phase 3. The formation of the

glass at G is also shown; this

will occur if the supercooled liq-

uid is no longer able to relax

internally as the temperature is reduced and passes through a glass transition,

b. G-x diagrams : A hypothetical, simple eutectic binary phase diagram A-B,

where A and B are isostructural , is shown in Fig. 2a. The G-x diagram

Cx = composition) for this system is as shown schematically in Fig. 2b. These

diagrams are discussed extensively in Refs. 1 and 4. The shape of Gg, the

free energy curve of the solid, is the principal factor in determining which

metastable phases are possible: for a 6^ curve such as G^j there exists a
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range of temperatures for which lies below G|_, the free energy of the

liquid, over the whole composition range, while for G^jj no such temperature

range exists down to the absolute zero of temperature. This situation is

reflected in the T-x diagram by the important Tq temperatures discussed

below (see Fig. 2a). For metastable intermediate phases, G-x diagrams can

give comprehensive graphic representations of all phases thermodynamical ly

possible in any given system. An example of such a plot is given in Fig. 3c,

which is closely patterned after (though not representative of) the In-Bi
14

system in which many metastable phases have been prepared. This^figure,

discussed in detail in Ref. 1. shows a large number of competing phases with

similar, low excesses of the free energy over those of the equilibrium phases

and their combinations.

It may be considered that the G-T diagram of every unary system contains

all possible elemental structures at their appropriate free energies if it

is extended to sufficiently high values of G; likewise, the free energy dia-

grams of binary systems contain all binary phases possible at the appropriate

composition, both with correct stoichiometries or off-stoichiometrical ly,

and with all values of atomic volume, axial ratio, internal parameters etc.,

of these phases. However, only a limited number of these phases will have

free energies lying below the Carnot process excess free energy discussed

previously and can possibly be retained by appropriate experimental techni-

ques .

As an example, the G-x diagram of the Au-Sb system which is discussed
1 4

below in more detail, is given in Fig. 4d; ' it shows two observed meta-
15 16

stable phases <; and tt, for which thermodynamic properties have been

determined. We also present a partial G-x diagram for the Zn-rich portion
1 g

of the Ag-Zn system. Fig. 5a, which includes data for the metastable

II
\y

—^_

G 'I

(a)
T = T,

A Compositjon, %B B

°
1 0 1 <, '2 1 £ g.o«7

Cb) ^^^^^MSIIOIZl
o (B) if i,

Figure 3. Hypothetical binary

system with intermediate phases:
(a) free-energy diagram; (b) phases
which may be present after nonequi-
librium solidification following
supercooling of the melt to T=Ti

.

(From Ref. 1 .)
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Figure 4. The system Au-Sb: (a) stable and metastable phase diagram;
— x~, equilibrium solvus lines;- , metastable solvus lines; ,

Tq lines; (b) quenched-phase plot; (c) hypothetical free energy diagram
at T 250 C; (d) ATg-x diagram showing the role of supercooling in

metastable phase formation. (From Refs. 1,4.)

extensions of two hexagonal phases, terminal n-Zn(Ag) and intermediate e.

The atomic volumes and axial ratios of n and e approach each other in the

metastable range but do not become equal, leading to the preposed 6-x

diagram.

2. Temperature-Composition Diagrams

The T-x diagrams are the diagrams of greatest general importance con-

cerning metastable phase retention.

a. Phase-vs-composition diagrams : In systems where metastable phases

have been prepared by cooling to a certain temperature but where there

is no further information on their thermal properties, the most direct

representation of metastable phases is in a "quenched phase plot", drawn

as shown in Fig. 4b under the phase diagram. Fig. 4a.
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Figure 5.

(a) Free energy configuration for the

solid e and n phases and the liq-

uid phase at the peritectic temp-

erature (430 C) for zinc-silver.
The free energy of each phase in

its stability range has been cal-
culated from thermodynamic data.
The arbitrary energy references
are G^^ = 0, G^g = +8000 cal/g-atom

(From Refs. 18, 19.)

(b) Possible trends of the Tq tempera-
tures in the zinc-silver system.
(From Refs. 18, 19.)

b. T-x diagrams with metastable phases : If thermal data are known from
20 21

direct measurements, as discussed below for Ga or Bi alloys or by cal-

culation from measured thermodynamic quantities, as shown below for the

melting points of Au-Sb alloys, metastable phases and equilibria can be

directly represented in a phase diagram as shown for Au-Sb in Fig. 4a.

This type of presentation, using dashed lines, has long been standard for

equilibria involving metastable phases that can be readily obtained such
22

as those occurring in the metastable Fe-FeaC portion of the Fe-C system
22

or the Cdi*Sb3 phase and the associated equilibria in the Cd-Sb system.

Ideally, such a T-x diagram should be completed as discussed above

by including all metastable phases that are thermodynamical ly able to form

from the liquid in constrained equilibrium upon supercooling of the liquid

to any temperature, i.e. by including all phases that have lower free

energies than the liquid at any temperature ^ 0 K. At present only the

upper temperature region down to 200-300 K below the melting point is
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Figure 6. The system
Ga-In; stable and meta-
stable phase diagram
(after Ref. 20) with
additional, hypothetical
reactions.— equili-
brium diagram a-Ga - In

(measured) ; -X— , equi-
librium diagram a-Ga - In

(assumed); nonequi-
librium diagram 3 -6a - In

(X forms) ; — , non-
equilibrium diagram
3-Ga-In (X supercooled);

, hypothetical
congruent melting curve
for X » ( From Ref . 1

.

)

experimentally accessible to supercooling experiments because of the inter-

vention of crystallization; moreover, upon supercooling of the liquid to

lower temperatures, glass formation will intervene at the glass transition

temperature and prevent the crystallization of metas table crystalline

phases. However, at least in principle, the total temperature range is

accessible by vapor quenching to 0 K. While at present it would be an im-

possible undertaking to attempt this kind of phase survey for more than a

few selected systems, automated methods of examining thin films prepared

at very low rates on substrates kept at very low temperatures may make vast

portions of the metastable phase diagram accessible.

As examples of direct thermal determinations we present in Fig. 6

20
measurements on alloys in the metastable Ga-In system which show the forma

23
tion of metastable B-Ga and its primary liquidus line as well as other

equilibria involving a hypothetical metastable intermediate phase. Other

examples are the metastable Ga-Al system, discussed in detail in Ref. 1,
24 25

Fig. 6, and the metastable Sn-Pb system.
'

c. Tq-x diagrams : In T-x diagrams, such as Fig. 2a, Tq indicates the temp-

erature for which the free energy curves of the liquid and the metastable

solid intersect at a given composition Xq in the corresponding G-x diagram;

see Fig. 2b. Compositions with x > Xq cannot be retained as metastable phas

by cooling to T > To, because Gg^^^-^ > G^. for x > Xq and T > Tq.
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Alloys with, x = Xq can be retained from the melt only upon cooling to

T < Tq-, Tq tFius characterizes the minimum supercooling required for single

metastable phase retention at composition Xq.

Tq curves such as those represented by Tqi in Fig. 2a indicate that,

at least thermodynamical ly , a complete range of metastable solid solutions

can be retained from the melt if equilibrium phase crystallization is pre-

vented and glass formation does not intervene. By contrast, in the case

of Tq curves such as those represented by T^-ti this is impossible even
9 ft

upon supercooling to T = 0 K. The Ag-Cu system and probably also the Zn-Cd

system are of the former kind, although in the latter case only a small

increase of the solid solubility of Cd in Zn has been achieved by splat
28

cooling, apparently due to the failure of reaching sufficiently large

undercooling before crystallization occurred.

The Tq-x curves of the Ag-Zn system^^'^^ which was introduced above

are given together with the T-x phase diagram in Fig. 5b; it is seen that

the rapid increases of 6 in the G-x curves (Fig. 5a) in the intermediate

composition range and theer intersection lead to a corresponding, deep

valley and intersection of the Tq curves in this region, indicating that

supercooling temperatures of'N'300 K are required to obtain a single phase

alloy at every composition (and coexisting e and n at the composition of

the Tq intersection).

d. Tc-x diagrams: Such diagrams show the composition dependence of the

temperatures of phase transitions Tq involving some property of a metastable

phase, such as a magnetic or superconducting transition; these plots are

quite analogous to the corresponding ones for equilibrium phases. Examples

are plots of the composition dependence of the superconducting transition

temperature T^ of the metastable extension of the off-stoichiometric phase
29

NboCNb^Gei „) to Nb^Ge and the plot of the saturation magnetization
X I -X "J

2Q
against composition for ferrimagnetic, amorphous Gd-Fe alloys (see Ref. 4).

e. Tg-x diagrams: The minimum supercooling temperature ATg required to

prepare a given metastable phase at a given composition x can be read off

from the stable-metastable T-x diagram (e.g.. Fig. 4a) and can be plotted

directly in a diagram bearing a certain resemblance to an inverted T-x dia-

gram. An example is shown for the Au-Sb system in Fig. 4d;^ the ATs values

for C and it are based on Fig. 4a while the other values have not been deter-

mined directly. A similar plot of the critical cooling rate Iq required
31

for the retention of a given metastable phase has also been introduced.
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3. Kinetic Parameters

Kinetic parameters are especially important in the characterization

of amorphous metals, to which the discussion in this section will be

limitede There are two principal pertinent quantities.

a. The glass transition temperature, Tg: Tg is the temperature at which

properties such as the free energy (Fig. la), the atomic volume or some

other property depart from a continuous extension of their values for the

supercooled liquid due to the inability of the system to stay in internal

equilibrium, as shown in Fig. la for the free energy. Other property

changes taking place at Tf, include a decrease of the specific heat by up
5

to 100% and an increase of the viscosity by a factor of 10 ; for amorphous

metals, Tg must be approached from below to prevent crystallization and

the reverse of these changes is then observed.

Tq depends on the cooling rate of the liquid during supercooling and,
32

if the measurement is made upon heating, the heating rate; thus it is

not a quantity of state of the system. In many alloys, the glass transi-

tion cannot be observed upon heating because crystallization intervenes;

in some systems, on tKe otPier hand, crystallization only occurred upon

heating to 50 K above T_.
9

b. The crystallization 'temperature, JqI There may be a sequence of crys-

tallization and recrystal lization steps, characterized by Tcp Tc2» etc.

Like Tg, these temperatures are heating rate dependent, increasing with

increasing T; the activation energy of crystallization can be deduced from
34

the change of Tc with T. Time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagrams

can be constructed for the equilibration process (see Ref. 8).

Another type of T-T-T diagram is of importance in the formation of

amorphous metals; it contains information on the cooling conditions required
35

for the retention of amorphous metals. Representations of the composition

dependence of Tg, T^ and the T-T-T diagrams would be useful; these data are

presently available only in a few instances.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
-^^

1 . Preparative methods

As the techniques employed to retain metastable phases (in the sense

described above) have been discussed frequently in the literature,^"^ we

will limit ourselves here to a brief compilation of the principal methods,
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given in Table 11. As can be seen, preparative methods are generally

classified into liquid (melt) quenching and atomic deposition methods,

with the former subdivided into fast quenching (some of which are known

as "splat cooling") and slow cooling methods, the latter divided into

vapor or solution deposition techniques. There is special emphasis on
21 24

the droplet supercooling method ' which is suitable for making ther-

mal measurement during cooling, in contrast to the rapid quenching methods;

it is primarily based on the prevention of heterogeneous nucleation during

cooling and, possibly, a reduction of the equilibrating effect of homo-

geneous nucleation.

2. Investigative Methods •

a. Free energy-composition diagrams : In principle, measurements of the

free energy of formation can be made at temperatures sufficiently low to

prevent decomposition or transformation of the metastable phases, e.g. by

specific heat or EMF measurements. However, the latter measurements which

require solid or liquid electrolytes are often difficult to perform at the

required low temperatures. An alternate approach is to determine the en-

thalpy of formation by solution calorimetry and to make suitable assumptions

on the entropy term.

b. Temperature-composition data :

i. Thermal analysis : Direct thermal analysis in the metastable range

during cooling is readily possible for droplets during supercooling; it

has also been attempted during the quenching (splat cooling) of alloy depos-
36

its; see also Ref. 2. The thermal analysis of metastable phases by differ-

ential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

during heating is also possible. There are some thermal measurements for
20 21

metastable crystalline phases ' and a large number of such measurements
37 38

on metallic glasses. ' For the former, the metastable melting tempera-

tures are of prime interest; for the latter, the glass transition tempera-

ture, Tg, and the crystallization and recrystal lization temperature(s) , Tc,

are objects of study. As mentioned, both Tg and Tc depend on the heating

rates, as well as on the cooling rate during quenching; the effect of increas-

ing heating rates is an increase (by different amounts) of Tg and T^.

ii. Indirect methods : An indirect determination of the metastable

melting points of crystalline nonequil ibrium phases has been carried out for
1

7

the two metastable Au-Sb phases shown in Fig. 7b; see also Fig. 4a. The
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Table II. Methods for the Preparation of

Metastable Alloys, Especially Metallic Glasses

Method
Rate of Estimated

Production Cooling Rate, K/sec Shape of Product

I. Melt Cooling

A. Rapid Quenching

II

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Gun (splat) method Very low

Hammer-and-anvil method

a) Arc furnace system Very low

b) Induction system Very low

Melt spinning Very high

Melt extraction Very high

Dual roller method low

Plasma deposition Medium

Laser glazing

B. Slow Quenching

Droplet supercooling

Atomic Deposition

A. From Vapor Phase

1 . Vapor deposition

2. Sputtering

B. From Solution

1. Electrodeposition

2. Electroless deposition

Low - medium

low

Medium

Medium

Medi um

10^ - 10^

10^ - 10^

105 _ "106

10^

10'+ - 10^

IQ^

10^+ T. 10^

10^ - 10^

Cest.)

-1

10 - 1

Very high*

high*

high*

high*

Irreg, foil

fragments

}Irreg. shaped

flat foil

Ribbon

Profile wire

Short ribbon

Porous sheet

Surface layer

Droplets

Thin film

Sheet

Sheet

Sheet

* Effective Cooling Rate
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Figure 7. (a) Stable phases in the system gold-antimony, (b) Metastable
and stable phases present at 298°K in the splat cooled gold-antimony alloys,
(c) Free energies of formation at 298°K of mixtures of stable phases and

mixtures of stable and metastable phases in the system gold-antimony. (From
Ref. 17,)

Figure 8. Free energies of formation relative to solid gold and antimony of
the ^ and tt phases, the liquid gold-antimony alloys with xSb= 0.15 and

xSb = 0.766 and the corresponding mixtures of stable phases, (From Ref. 17.)

heats of formation AHp of ?-(Au-Sb) and 7T-(Au-Sb) were measured by tin bath

solution calorimetry. The free energies of formation were derived, making a

proper assumption on the ASp term, yielding the AGp-x plot. Fig. 7c. This

diagram shows that c and it are metastable not only with respect to the equi-

librium phase mixtures but also with respect to the component mixture.

Further, free energy-temperature (G-T) diagrams can be constructed which

yield the metastable melting points of C and tt (Fig. 8a and b). These temp-

eratures can subsequently be entered into the T-x phase diagram, as shown in

Fig. 4a.
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Insert shows calculated ratio of beryllium solubility in

the hep ternary solution divided by beryllium solubility

in hep binary solution
I I t I I—TT

Figure 9. Calculated partial
isothermal section in the
Ti-Be-Zr system at 1180 K.^'

(From Ref. 42.)
Ti in Zr-Be and

Zr in Ti-Be
- 1.5

Ti

3. Computations

Definitive, first-principle calculations of the thermal data of meta-

stable phases would represent an ideal method for the prediction of meta-
39

stable phases; unfortunately, at the present state of the art, the accu-

racy of such calculations is not yet sufficient. However, calculations

such as those by Kaufman and others (see review, Ref. 40) can now be used

to predict the supercooling required to obtain metastable elemental modi-

fications and element-like intermediate phases in a number of cases. Fur-

ther, the results of phase diagram calculations made to obtain eutectic

compositions may be used to identify possible glass forming compositions

in systems with more than two components using the low melting point cri-

terion of ready glass formation discussed in more detail below. As an

example, a calculated section of the Be-Ti-Zr system is shown in

41 42
Fig. 9; ' a high glass forming ability was observed for a number of

43
alloys in this system.

PHASE DIAGRAM ASPECTS OF THE FORMATION OF METASTABLE PHASES

1 . Crystalline Phases

The metastable crystalline phases of interest here are of several kinds.

For unary systems, there may be metastable modifications of the element or

compound involved; for binary and higher order systems there may be metastable
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modifications of one or more constituent element(s), with associated

solid solution rangeCs), as well as melting curves and other multi-

phase reactions involving these modifications. Further, there may be
44 45 11

metas table intermediate phases, both disordered * and ordered.

The alloy chemistry of these two types of phases in binary metallic

systems has been reviewed extensively in the references given; these as-

pects are therefore not repeated here.

As shown above for the metas table Au-Sb phases <; and ir, metas table

phases are readily represented in T-x diagrams. Besides the interest

in metas table equilibria involving such phases, there would be a funda-

mental interest in "complete" phase diagrams containing all possible

metastable phases that could be obtained in a given system by cooling

the melt to 0 K, as discussed above. Such information could be used to

establish connections between equilibrium diagrams by pointing out

structural relationships and fields of isostructural phases or "meta-

stability ranges", as discussed in Refs. 11 and 44. Also, it would pro-

vide a basis for the experimental verification of theoretical calculations

of structural stability such as those of Heine and Weaire for B-metal
39

phases

.

The nucleation and growth rates of various metastable phases from

supercooled liquids are generally not known. Ostwald's rule, according

to which equilibrium is reached by small steps where possible, with the

system passing through a series of metastable states, is sometimes quoted

I—i—1—I—r~"T T - ^—T—I

—

Figure 10. Phase diagram for Sn-Pb indi-

cating undercoolings corresponding to various
peroxidation reactions at the droplet surfaces
Squares represent maximum supercooling for
benzoyl peroxidized emulsions. The maximum
undercooling observed by Hollomon and Turnbull
is indicated by the — - — — curve.
(From Ref. 24.)

so J I I I I I I I L

10 20 so 40 50 to 70 to 90 KX>

WT« LEAD
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as a general guide; however, as it is not known beforehand whether discrete

intermediate steps (i.e. states of intermediate free energy) exist, this

rule has little predictive value.

It would be of interest to relate the occurrence of metastable crystal-

line phases to features of the equilibrium T-x diagram. Thus, at least in

some systems, metastable crystalline phases were found at compositions of

relatively low melting point, e.g. in the Au-Si and Al-Ge systems.^

Further, we mention plots of other types of composition dependent

thermal properties, such as plots of the maximum supercooling obtained,
24

as shown In Fig. 10 for droplet-dispersed and supercooled Pb-Sn alloys.

2. Amorphous Phases

Phase diagram aspects and, particularly, T-x diagrams play an important

role in the scientifically and technologically significant effort of cate-

gorizing and, hopefully, predicting the occurrence of the amorphous

state in alloys prepared under nonequil ibrium conditions, especially by

rapid quenching from the melt. The latter may be possible because the

phase diagram expresses, directly or indirectly, important aspects of the
4 8 13

glass forming ability of a given alloy. ' ' Some of these aspects are

sunmarized in Table III (following Ref. 8) and are briefly reviewed in the

following; we limit our discussion mostly to systems in which glasses can

be formed readily by melt quenching. The eight glass forming phase diagrams
13

presented in Fig. 11 may serve as illustrations of some of the principles

involved.

a. Low liquidus temperatures : Probably the most obvious and best-known

of the criteria for ready glass formation are connected with the liquidus

temperatures. Soon after the accidental discovery that an amorphous Au-Si
47

alloy can be prepared by rapid quenching (splat cooling) the higher glass

forming ability of low melting point compositions, frequently at and near
4

eutectics, was recognized. This concept was formalized by Cohen and Turnbull,

who related glass forming ability to a low value of the reduced melting temp-

erature

T^m ~ kTm/AHy ,

where T^, the melting (liquidus) temperature, reflects the thermal

energy at the melting point and where AH^, the vaporization enthalpy, is

a measure of the activation energy required for diffusion processes involved

in the nucleation and growth of the equilibrium phases whose formation
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Figure 11. (a)-(g) Constitution diagrams ' ' representative of binary
alloy systems which readily form a glass; composition ranges of glasses
obtained by rapid liquid quenching are indicated, (h) Constitution diagram
of Gd-Co system showing composition range of amorphous alloys formed by
sputtering, (From Ref. 8.)
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Table III. Criteria for Easy Glass Formation Expressed by

the T-x Phase Diagram (After Ref. 8)

Property Examples

Low liquidus temperatures

a) Narrow region of low

(e.g. single deep eutectic)

b) Low over extended composition

range

Atomic properties of constituents

Size difference

Compositional properties

a) Crystal chemistry of

equilibrium phases

b) "Confusion principle"

Pd-Si, Mg-Zn

Nb-Ni, Zr-Cu

Fe-B, Zr-Cu

y(Nb-Ni), Mg7Zn3

Fe-P-C, Fe-Ni-P^B

Note: Other important criteria not directly expressed by the pnase

diagram include:

atomic properties of the constituents such as valence difference;

compositional properties such as melt stoichiometry and alloy valence

electron concentration.

Figure 12. Comparison of experimental
phase equilibrium diagram (p = 1 atm)
of Au-Si system with diagram calculated
assuming that liquid solutions behave
ideally. Experimental diagram from
Refs. 22 and 49. (From Ref. 40.)

50Q

t-640''K

I I I I I I r

0.1 0 2 0.3 04 0.5 OS 0? 0.8 09 1,0
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competes with glass formation taking place by continuous cooling of the

liquid. 1^ thus is the ratio of the thermal energy available at the melting

point to the energy of diffusion in the melt and measures its fluidity.

Composition ranges of relatively low liquidus temperatures thus become

prime candidates in a search for readily glass forming alloys. The melting

point depression may be expressed as

"'"mr
~ ^^m "

''"m^^'^m
'

the normalized reduction of the melting point from the weighted ave-

rage Tm of the components. An alternate expression is based on the reduction
51

of Tj^ from the hypothetical melting point as given by ideal solution theory;

as an example, observed and calculated values are compared for the Au-Si sys-
40

tern in Fig. 12. It is found that the phase diagrams showing large Tj^^

values are primarily of two types:

i. those having narrow regions of low melting points, e.g., a single
22

deep eutectic; examples are transition metal -metal loid systems such as
CO oo

Pd-Si and non - transition metal systems such as Mg-Zn (Fig. 11);

ii. those having low melting points over extended composition ranges,

c

8

53 54
such as Nb-Ni and Zr-Cu; systems of this type generally include one or

more intermetal lie phase(s) in the glass forming composition range.

Large values of the reduced glass temperature

g g' m '

where Tq is the glass temperature, are also associated with high
13

glass forming ability.

b. Atomic properties : Turning to atomic properties of the constituents

that are of importance for glass formation and are expressed by features

of the phase diagram, one finds the important criterion of atomic size.

Generally, a component size ratio of ^M.15 is required for glass forma-

tion; here, the size is not the atomic size of the elements but the "actual"

size of the atoms as deduced from equilibrium phases in the system involved.

These atomic sizes and their ratios are often reflected in the structure

type and thermal stability of the observed equilibrium phases; thus glass

forming systems with constituents having a size ratio differing from unity

by an amount similar to that given above will often show Laves phases at
45

the compositions appropriate for the formation of such phases (AB2, AB3);

in general, these compositions are far removed from the glass forming ones.

c. Compositional Properties : Property* es of intermediate equilibrium phases

may also be used to estimate glass forming ability in another way which is
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classified in Table III under tPie heading of compositional properties.

This approach is based on the fact that alloy phases found at or near

glass forming compositions generally belong to certain, frequently com-

plex crystal structure types and have similar atomic coordination char-

acteristics. For metal -metal loid glasses, e.g., this observation was made
55

by Polk and was related to a model for the structure of such glasses.

Another compositional criterion reflected by the phase diagram is the

so-called "confusion principle" which expresses the experienced^ that more

comp3!ex alloy systems (i.e. systems containing more than two constituents)

are often better glass formers than simpler ones; thus, alloys near the

ternary eutectic Fe-Fe3C-Fe3P form glasses more readily than binary Fe-P

or Fe-C alloys. Presumably, all of these factors affect glass forming

ability by modifying the quenching T-T-T diagrams discussed above.

5. PHASE DIAGRAM RELATED DATA NEEDED IN FUTURE RESEARCH

ON METASTABLE PHASES (ESPECIALLY AMORPHOUS METALS).

The present work on metastable phases, especially the intense current

research on amorphous metals would be substantially aided if certain types

of phase diagram related information were more readily available. Along

with the common thermal data, we include in this discussion alloy chemical

data such as the structural information commonly presented in phase diagram

compilations and some other related properties. The following data are

required:

1 . Phase Diagram Information

a. Phase diagrams : There is a need for quantitatively correct phase dia-

grams, especially diagrams of binary systems with measured solidus and

liquidus temperatures in those composition regions in which metastable phase

formation is observed. These diagrams should also have well determined

phase boundaries, especially for high temperature phases and other phases

having limited stability ranges which are often absent in the qualitative
22 49 50

phase diagrams on record. ' ' A present need exists particularly for

diagrams of transition metals with the metalloids boron, phosphorus and

silicon, phase diagrams of the alkaline earths, and a number of diagrams of

transition metals and B metals. Liquidus temperatures and high temperature

. hases are especially important for amorphous metal research.



b. Surveys : There is a need for qualitative phase diagram surveys,

especially for ternary systems containing one or two components that are

of interest as base metals for metallic glasses. Such data may be useful

in several respects. As mentioned above, it is often found that ternary

alloys form glasses more readily than binary ones, as recently shown for
56

Ti-Ni-Si alloys; however, this helpful observation is often difficult

to utilize without adequate ternary phase diagram data. Such data should

include at least an isothermal section and the projection of the melting

point troughs in the composition range of interest.

• Also, it is often of interest to assess the effect of ternary addi-
57

tions X to glass forming binary alloys (such as Pd-Si-X ) [and of
CO

quaternary additions X to glass forming ternary alloys (such as Fe-C-P-X )]

on the thermal stability (as measured by Tg and T^) and mechanical properties

(microhardness) of the base alloy glass. These measurements are generally

more difficult to interpret if the effect of the ternary or quaternary addi-

tion on the equilibrium phase diagram is not known. Last, quaternary glass

forming systems (i.e. systems with four major constituents) almost always

have to be studied without guidance from equilibrium phase diagrams because

of the absence of data for the systems of interest.

c. Metastable phases : Thermal data and phase equilibria involving meta-

stable phases have been determined only in a few cases. As discussed above,

some of these phases are of crystal chemical interest; others are important

in connection with their glass forming ability or that of other alloys with

the same components. More phase diagram studies of such systems are desirable.

2. Crystal lographic Data

Besides the phase diagrams, crystal structure data on intermediate phases

are needed. In particular, structure data are missing for many compounds

occurring at or near glass forming compositions, where crystal structures

would be of particular importance. Possibly, this is the case because com-

pounds at such compositions tend to have complex structures (see previous

section) and the structures have therefore not been worked out when the phase
59

diagram was established. This is especially true for complex ternary phases,

of which very few are structurally well established.

3. Thermal Characteristics

For fundamental studies on metallic glasses, data on several thermal pro-

perties of equilibrium and metastable phases are required. A principal reason
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for this is that glass forming systems are generally not among the alloy

systems most commonly studied for which data are available in reviews such
fin

as Hultgren et al . The following measurements would be useful:

a. Thermodynamic measttrements : Data on AHp and A6p are needed for liquids

and intermediate stable and metastable phases. This will involve solution

calorimetry (generally, using a transition or noble metal bath) and EMF

studies [using solid electrolyte cells). Differential scanning calorimetric

CDSC) studies of the specific heats of metastable phases continue to be

rewarding.

b. Kinetic parameters of metastable phases : Important data include the

glass transition temperature Tq(x, t) as a function of the heating rate (to
op "

•

obtain T- and Tn ), the crystallization temperature (s) T^(x, T), and
yo y«> ^

the activation energies of crystallization as obtained by differential ther-
34

mal analysis using different heating rates.

4. Other, Related Properties

For a theoretical correlation of the thermal parameters of metallic

glasses, such as Tg, a quantity characteristic of the vibrational spectrum,

such as the Debye temperature 6^, is required for intermediate alloy phases.

The change of 6q on going from the crystalline to the amorphous state is

also of fundamental interest; a substantial reduction of Gr, in alloy glasses
61 62

'

had been predicted and observed. More data on other temperature-dependent

properties such as the melt viscosity would also be useful.
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DISCUSSION

T. Massalskl - You showed that the bcc phase of Pu can be retained by
rapidly quenching, but it would seem to me that by lattice quenching, you
eliminate the entropy factor. Therefore, I am surprised that the entropy-
stabilized bcc phase of Pu can actually be retained in this process.

W. Giessen - The competing lower temperature solid solutions rise very
much in energy by adding a simple transition metal, like Ti, to Pu. You
are suppressing the f-electron bonding in the 5f levels. The basic con-

cept is that the f-electron bonding, which stabilizes the 3 low temperature

forms of Pu, is suppressed as you add an early transition metal to it. You

are, in fact, thermodynamically stabilizing the high temperature modifications

to such a degree that you prevent nucleation of the low temperature forms.

So your entropy term is certainly working against us, but. our enthalpy term

is very much in favor of us.
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THE CALCULATION OF MULTICOMPONENT ALLOY PHASE DIAGRAMS

AT THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

T & Chart
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Teddington, Middlesex, UK

ABSTRACT

Memhers of the Division of Chemical Standards, National Physical

Laboratory, are currently engaged in the calculation of ternary and

quaternary phase diagrams, of relevance to superalloys and other

high-temperature materials, from the thermodynamic data for the binary

systems concerned. Computer methods involving the minimization of

G-ibbs energy are utilized. The systems calculable at present involve

the transition metals, carbon and aluminium. In order to extend this

range a programme of critical assessment of thermodynamic data for

binary systems, mainly involving transition metal-silicon and

transition metal-boron systems, is being undertaken. Examples of

recently calculated phase equilibria in the systems Al-C2>-Zr and

Al-Cr-Nb are given.
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INTRODUCTION

When accurate thermodynamic data are available for the various phases

in a system the phase diagram can be calculated reliably. The modem

digital computer allows such calculations to be made rapidly, and for

multicomponent systems, very cost-effectively. This approach is an

important complementary method to that of experimental determination,

and in some cases, eg where equilibration is subject to diffusional

delays, can be more reliable. In addition, metastable equilibria can

be calculated.

For many years those involved in metallurgical thermodynamics at the

National Physical Laboratory have been providing data and developing

methods for the calculation of reliable phase diagrams for metallurgical

systems of technological importance. This work was initiated by

Kubaschewski , who demonstrated the advantages of calculation procedures

(1)
when applied to certain binary systems, eg Bi-Zn, Hf-Zr and U-Fe;^ '

&a-Zn, Mg-Cd and Cr-Mo;^^^ Fe-Gr;^^^ Co-Cu;^^^ and Cu-^i.^^^ Later,

Counsell and Spencer* made significant advances in the calculation of

' te:

(7)

ternary and quaternary systems using a digital computer: ternary

systems calculated by these investigators include Au-Pt-Pd,

Fe-Cu-Ni and Fe-Cr-Ni,^®^ Fe-Cr-V,^^^ and Fe-Co-Cr.^''^^

Currently, technologically important ternary and quaternary phase

diagrams, mainly of relevance to superalloys and other high-temperature

materials, are being calculated. A computerized data base is being

established to maximize this effort, and collaboration and interchange

Now at the Rheinisch-Westfaiische Technische Hochschule Aachen,

Federal Republic of Germany.
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of information with other groups in the field is being achieved via

the CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagrams) Project,

OUTLINE OF METHODS IMPLOYED

The principles of the calculation of phase diagrams from thermodynamic

data are well established and have been described in a number of mono-

(11) (12)
graphs, eg by Kaufman and Bernstein, and by Prince. ' For

multicomponent systems the G-ibbs energies of formation of the various

phases present are represented mathematically as functions of composition

and temperature, and phase boimdaries computed using minimization of

(6)
G-ibbs energy techniques. Because it would generally be too expensive

to measure the thermodynamic properties of multicomponent phases these

data are estimated from the thermodynamic properties of the binary

systems involved, using empirical equations. The suitability of the

equations used, when applied to different types of ternary system, has

been scrutinized by various CALPHAD members. When multicomponent

thermodynamic data or phase equilibria are available they are taken into

account to produce the best possible overall representation.

For ternary systems tliree primary computer programs have been developed

to calculate (a) the stable equilibria between various solution phases,

eg fig l(i), (b) the stable equilibria between stoichiometric compounds

and various solutions, eg fig l(ii), and (c) the stable equilibria between

two compounds, which are either completely or partly miscible in each

other, and various solutions, eg fig l(iii). When two compo;inds which

exist over a range of compositions are known to be mutually miscible

they are represented as a solution, eg fig l(iv). Any number of phases

can be handled simultaneously. The boundaries of three-phase regions

are established by the intersection of two two-phase regions, or alter-

natively, where this is impossible, eg when two compounds are in
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equilibrium with a pseudo-binary solution between two other compounds

(fig l(v)), by mininiizing the G-ibbs energy of formation of a composition

within the tie-triangle (point X) for different compositions along the

pseudo-binary line (point Y) . These programs enable a wide range of

types of ternary phase diagram to be calculated. The computer programs

which enable the stable equilibria between various solution phases, and

between compounds and solutions to be calculated, have been modified to

deal with quaternary systems.

EXAMPLES 01' CALCULATED TEENAHY PHASE DIA&RAKS

Recently calculated .phase diagrams include the ternary isothermal sections

at 1773, 1673, 1573 and 1523 K for the system Al-Cr-Zr shown in figs 2

to 5» Full details of the calculations and data used will be published

shortly. No ternary compounds have been reported to exist in this

system^ ^^'^^^ and the Laves phases ZrAl2 (hexagonal, C14^^^^) and Cr2Zr

(18)
(cubic, CI 5, at the temperatures for which calculations were made )

have been assumed to be insoluble in each other. The calculated diagrams

are in good agreement with the experimental equilibria determined for

(19)
these temperatures as indicated by fig 6, which shows the calculated

(19)
and experimentally obtained equilibria^ ' for the pseudo-binary section

indicated in fig 2, between pure zirconium and the composition represented

by point Y. When making such comparisons it should be noted that some of

the disagreement may be due to errors in the experimental diagrams, which

in the present case indicate the melting point of zirconium to be about

2075 K,^^^^ which is 50 K lower than the accepted value.
^^^^

Fig 7 shows a calculated isothermal section at 1773 K for the system

Al-CiN-Nb . The thermodynamic data employed for the three binary systems

(21 22)
involved were those assessed by ICaufman and Nesor, ' who have also
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(22)
calculated equilibria in this system.^ ' The intermetallic compounds

stable at this temperature have been considered stoichiometric and not

to form ternary solutions, although there is evidence ' to suggest

that the Laves compound Cr2Nb (cubic, CI5) does extend into the ternary

phase field, towards NbAl^ (tetragonal, DO22) • Nevertheless, the

calculation provides a rapid and economic method of determining the

composition and temperature ranges in which desired behaviour, such as

eutectic solidification, occurs.

CURRENT STATUS AND DIRECTION OF FUTURE WORK

At present over 100 ternary alloy systems, mainly involving transition

metal elements, carbon and aluminium, can be reliably calculated from

thermodynamic data. A high proportion of the required binary data have

been assessed by Kaufman. The NPL data base is being enlarged so that

phase equilibria can be calculated for high-temperature alloy systems

involving most combinations of the elements B, C, Al, Si, Ti, Cr, Pe, Co,

Ni, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta and W. Extant thermodynamic data for binary

alloys are being critically assessed to produce sets of values which are

consistent with the reliable parts of the binary phase diagrams, (and

this programme of work is therefore dependent on the availability of

such information) • Initially it is planned to deal with transition metal-

(25 26)
silicon systems, for which reliable thermodynamic data are available,^ '

'

and then to extend the assessments to transition metal-boron systems*

It is intended to disseminate these data assessments as widely as possible.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of "basic types of ternary phase

equilibria calculable from thermodynamic data.
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Cr

Figure 2 Calculated phase equilibria in the Al-Cr-Zr system at

1773 K.
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Figure 3 Calculated phase equilibria in the Al-Cr-Zr system at

1673 K.
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Figure 4 Calculated phase equilibria in the Al-Cr-Zr system at

1573 K.
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Figure 5 Calculated phase equilibria in the Al-Cr-Zr system at

1523 K.
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Figure 6 Calculated and experimental phase equilibria in the

Al-Cr-Zr system for the pseudo-hinary section indicated

in figure 2 (see text),
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Figure 7 Calculated phase equilibria in the Al-Cr-Nh system at

1773 K.
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l'rocpe<Ui\B(4 oC Worknlum Imld «t NIIS. i;« 1 1 Iimi r.l.ni h .
N>l., .liimuiiy 10-12, .1')//

1. 1 ;'.lVK)h'niOU:^ SYSTEMS
II. kVL1V11M,Js EUTEOTIC SYSa'EMS

f
i^Ai.AKirrMiiNA anp a.k, mamjk:

npp.'ii'l iiuMil of Mela L I iii'i-:;I oal Eiie;inoor J ng

,

liK'.Mtiibe of Technology, Bombay,
] N n 1 A

In t rodiiot i on :

O1.1G of the nio«t impo]'t,'uit souroeo of inforiiiation re>,;irdin

a materials system its its phase dia^rsm. In fact , before any

I'osoarch or developiuout woric is done on n iti;:^terials problem, it is

:importanl to otudy the phase diajraui to kiiovi about the nature of

the uiafcerial. Ii\rorination concerning; phase compos itions and phase

stability are a function of temperatnre , coiiioosit ion and pressure,

aad can bo obtained from the phrase d ia;;,;; rains

.

Theoretical synthesis of phase diac;ra.ins is a valuable

aid in est Linatin^; theruiodynamic lU'onorties in the abeence of

exoer.i.inoutai data and for critical comparison. U'siti^ convenient

matheiUvatical ex*nressions or statistical t heri.,ioclv'na.mic models for

the f roe-eneri^;y tlinctions involwxi, ouo oan oxlond I.ho oalonlatlons

of the phase dia.jran to re>;ions whore no, or ones tionable , experi-

mental data, are available. 'Ihis procedure t'lU;.; fori.is the basis

for extrapolation in phfise diai^rauis.

In order to calculate the nhase equilibria in a>i alloy

aystem, one must express the free energy fimction of individual

phases as a fmiction of conposition. Once the ^'ree ener£:y fxmctions

Depart;iie-xt of I-xetailur^-ical Ajngineerin^^, Indian Institute of
Tochnoloo-y, i^ombay, INflA.
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of the phases in a system are kii-Own, it is in principle possible

to calculate the equilibrium state for a certain alloy composition

by directly mininiisin;C.; the total free energy. In the present investi

gation the binary isomorphous and simple eutectic phase dia-^rams are

synthesized using models of s tatistical thermod^ai amies (i.e. regular

sjid quasi-chemical) and ideal solution models using ajid neglecting

the G.^ data. To solve the system of equations to yield the phase

boundaries, the method based on the Hev/t on-liaphson iteration

technique ''"^^ offered Kaufman ajicl Bernstein^ is utilized.

Thermodynamic Definition of Bin-^ ry iiquilibrium:

Consider an alloy system A-B in which x represents'

the atom fraction of component 3. Suppose that there are two phases

liquid ill) and solid solution (a) which exist in the system. The

free energy of the liquid phase (L) in the A-B system is defined by

1^^ = (1-x) ]^'^^ + X F3 + IIT [ X In X + (1-x) ln(l-x)]+

cals/g.atom . • (l)

where and are the free energies of pure liquid A and pure

liquid B, and F^ is the excess free energy of mixirig which is zero

vjhen x=0 and 1.

The free energy of the solid solution phase (a) in the

A-B system is defined in a si lilar msziner to that of liquid phase.
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F^" = (1-x) + ^5 + P^'-i^ [x In X + (1-x) In(l-x)] + F^

cals/g, atom (2)

'J c
where F^ aiid F^ are the free ener^'ies of solid forms of pure A

and jS and is the exceor^ free energy of
,

mixin,^- in the solid state,

The partial moler free energies of A ajid B in an alloy

containing x atom fraction of 3 are and F-^ respectively/. These

quantities are defined as followE'.

:

F = Y Sx (3)

i\ = F + (1-x) (4)

If, at a terar) erst Lire T, there exists a two vhs.se (h+cc) field

bounded by compositions aL and Xa, then equilibrium requirements

dictates that for the ;'iarticulf3r values of T, XL and Xcx

A XL

XL

= F

.. (5)

Aa

.. (6)

Xa

equations (5) and (6) re'oresent the equality of chemical "ootentials

of the compone'its in the two phases. Thej^ are the equivalent of the
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rule of common tangents, jiquations (.1-4) yield:

= + m (i-x) +[f;^ -xg^ ] . .. (7)

fI = + RT m (1-x) + [P^ -X ^-^ ] .. (s)

= + RT In X + [F^ + (l-x) ^ ] .. (S)

a F^
F^ = F^ + RT In x + [F^ + (--^) aT^ ^ --(l^)

Applying e^^^'^io^s (5-6) to equations (7-10) yield:

^F^^^ + RT m ( (l-XL)/(Wcv)) = [F^ - x^^^l

- [F^; - x^. .. (11)

A.F^"*^ + RT m (Z|,/X«) = [P^^; + (l-x)^^E ] .

T,

-l^i + (l-x)s^ ]^ .. (12)

as the condition for equilibrium. Equations (ll) and (12) shovj

directly how the difference in free energies between the two

phases of components A and B contribute to final values of XL and

at a temperature T and thereby lead to the establishment of
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the equilibrium dia^rsia.

I. Ai^^lication to Isomorphous Systems:-

a) Ideal Solution.

When F-g = 0, the solution is ideal. liquations (ll) and

(12) reduce to the forai

Af^"^^ + rlT In ( (l-/.L)/( l-uia)) = 0
. (l3)

F^"^^ + RT In (XL/Xq:) = 0 '

.. (14)

Equations (13) and (14) are solved simultaneously for

XL and Xa at different temperatures using aaid neglecting data.

^ ^^^^ XjUsin^ the G data, h'F: (for i = A or B) is expressed as

(1/RT) Af^"^^ = (1/R) Ah^"^^
T

-
TJ

- r i 112
3

Heglecting G data, A F? is expressed as

(1/RT) Af^**'^ = (1/R) AH^"^^[ I
- ] (16)
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b) Regular Solution:

( 3 ) L
In the regular solution model , Pj^ and P-g are given

by '

.
.

P^ = 3C (l-x) cal/g. atom (l7)

f5 = B X (l-x) cal/g. atom. .. (18)

where L and 3 are the interaction parameters of liquid and

solid phases respectively.

Introducing these equations (l7) and (l8) to equations (11

and ( 12 ) result

AP^"^^ + RT In ( (l-.a)/(.l-xa) )= la^ B - XL^ L .. (l9)

Ap^-^^+ RI In (XL/Xa) = (l-Xa)' B - (l-XL)« L .. (20)

Equations (19) and (20) are solved simultaneously for XL

and Xcc at different temperatures. _

c) Qua.si-chemical: .

In the quasi-chemical model, the excess free energy of

mixing is derived by (fuggenheim and others ^"^^^ as

= x(l-x)^[ l-x(l-x)-iTu/ ZRT] .. (21)
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neglecting the higher order terms than the second of ( -^/ZRT),

where -A- is the interaction parameter and Z is t^ie coordination

number.

The excess free energy terms for liquid and solid phase

are written as

= X (1-x) L [ l-x(l-x) L/ZRT] ..(22)

= X (1-x) B[ l-x(l-x) B/ZRT ] ..(23)

With the introduction of equations (22) and (25) to equations (ll)

and (12) yield

A F^"^^ + RT In ( ( 1-XL)/(1-Xa) ) = B Xa^Cl-fg^jd-Xa) (3Xa

-L XL^Cl—^l^d-XL) (3XL-1)] ..(24)

+ RT m (XL/Xa) = B(l-Xa)2[l-. ^
- L(1-XL)2[1-. XL(2-3XL)] .. (25)

Equations (24) and (25) are solved simultaneously for XL

and Xa at different temperatures.

II. Application to Simple Eutectic Systems:

a) Ideal Solution:

For the case of simple eutectic system (i.e. no mutual
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solid solubilities in each), = 0 and XL = XAL in equation (l3)

and Xct = 1 and XL = XBL in equation (l4) and j, = s , a pure solid.

These two requireraents reduce the squs.tions (13) f.nd (14) to

^^A~^^ + In (1-XAL) =0 (26)

ApI"^-^ HT In XBL = 0 .. (2?)

The equations (25) and (2?) are solved for :IAL and XBL

at different teni^eratures usin.; anc" ne:':lectin; G data. The

expressions (15) and (l6) are valid to apply in equations (26) and

(27) usin^ and neglecting- data.

b) Regu.l?r Solution:

In thi^; case Xcc = C and XL = XaL in equation (l9) and Xo;=l

and XL = XBL in equation (20) . These tv.'O require ients reduce the

equations (19) ^nd (20) to

6,^1^^ + RT In (1-XAL) = -L(.rAL)2 (23)

^pS-VL
_^ ^ ~L(1-XBL)^ (2S) .

The equations (28) and (29) are solved for XAL .?nd XBj.j at

different te;To eratures

.
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c) Quasi-chemical:

In this case Xa = 0 and XL = XAL in equation (24) and

Xa = 1 and XL=XBL in equation (25). These two requirements reduce

the equation (24) and (25) to

^ ^1"^"^ ^'^ (1-XAL) = -L XAL^[1- ~^(1-XAL)(3XAL-1)]

(50)

^ ^b"^'"'
= -L(1-XBL)2[1- ^ XBL(2-3XBL)]

...(31)

The equations (30) and (31) are solved for XAL and XBL

at different temperatures.

Numerical Techniques for Solving the System of Equations:

(5)
Rudman's trial and error method^ has been used to

solve the system of equations (19) and (20), (24) and (25) t (28) and

(29) and (30) and (31) by assigning arbitrary values to the couple of

unknown XL and Xa or XAL and XBL, so that the whole range of

possible compositions is covered, and then selecting the couple

of values- that best fits the equations. This procedure is time

(2)
consuming and so the Kaufman and Bernstein method^ based on

Newton-Raphson iteration technique^^^ has been used. This method
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consists in selecting a couple of ap'oroximat e eq uilibriuin

compositions 7Ji, and. Xcc and then calculating a more precise solution

XL' and Xa' using successive approximations commuted, by tlie

fol3.ov7in;,' formulae:

XL = :a
n+l n

XL -
n

J CXL .Ice 7
^ n, n

F(XL Xk )
^ n , n

G(XL Xcx )
^ n, n'

P-V (XL Xa )
Xc; n , n

(t' (XL Xa: )Xo;^ n,

(32)

^°^n+l = ^"n - J(XL^ Xa~y
n, n'

" jTxT" Xa"7'
n, n

F' (XL Xct )n , n

G'.(XL^ Xa )
AJj n ; n

P(XL Xa )n, n'

G(XL X(% )n, n

.. (33)

where P(XL, Xa) =0, 3 (XL,Xa) = 0,

^^^(n) ^
^ n ' n

'

u-(XL Xa )^ n, n

i-l (XL Xa )
^..jj n , n

(XL Xa )

{'n. Xa )
Act n , n

F(Xi; Xa )n , n

o-l -(XL .ila, ) J-(Xij Xa )
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and tlie Jacobia,!!

J ( XL , Xrv

)

Cj W (XL.Xo:)

P' (XL,Xa)
Ace

7^ 0

This method is effective only v^hen the initial selection

of a couple of approximation ic sufficiently close to the solution

of a Sj^stem.

Estimation of Interaction Parameters:

The electronic component' e^ and the interna.l pressure

(2)
term of L described by Kauftna.n and Bernstein are

i 01 (A) - i 03_
(B)]csJ.s/g.atom

... (34)

e.. = 0.3 (V, + V^) [ (- )^ - (- ^)^] cals/g.atom

...(35)

P

and ij = e^ + e
0 p

...(36)

The strain eneri^j term e-^ , the otiier terms e^j e^, and e^

(9)
given by Kaufman and Bernstein are

e^ = -C.5 (H^ + H3) (V^-V_3)^ (V^ + V_g)"2 cals/g.atom.

... (37)
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Y 02 (B)] ... (38)

y 03 (B)J ...(33)

i 04(B) ] .0.(40)

...(41)

These terms are calculated, for the estimation of the

interaction pareineters of L and 3 and utilized in the computations

of phase equilibria usin^ regular solution ajid qua3i-che-::ical

models.

Results and Discussion:

The regula.r solution and quasi-cheiiical solution phase

diagrams of the isomorphous and simple eatectic binary systems

are computed usin^ the thermodynamic data of heats of fusion,

heat capacities, melting temperatures a^id the interaction

parameters using heats of vaporization, molar volumes. The systems

considered are Ag-Pd, Cb-Ti, ho-./, Mo-V, V-v/, and Gb-.: for

isomorphous t^ pe and Ag-Si,' Sn-Al, Am-3i, Be-Si, and 3i-Gd for

simple eutectic type.

62 = 2[02 i ^ ) - i 02('^' -

63 = 2[05 C^fi) - i 0^ (A) -

= 2[0^ ) - i H^iA) -

B = L+e-, +eo
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The T -X comTDutation is the first step in com-Duting the

phase diagram, since it discloses the ternperature and composition

range where the various -chases are stable. In the case of

isomorphous systems of Gb-Ti, Mo-V/, Mo-V, Y-V/ and Cb-V/ it is found

using 'l^Q-x computation that the phases to be considered a.re only

liquici and bcc phases and in case of isomorphous Ag-Pd system,

the phases to be considered are liquid and fee phases. Consequently,

the next step in the synthesis is to calculate the two-phase

boundaries associated with each T^-x curve by utilising equations

(is) and (20) using regular solution model and equations (24) and

(25) usin.^' quasi-chemical solution model for isomorphous systems

considered. The computations are made using the iTewton-Haphson

iteration technique described earlier.

In case of simple eutectic systems since liquid phase is in

equilibrium with pure components only, the I-ewton-Eaphson iteration

teclinique is relatively simple since it involves the solution of a

single variable.

The ideal- isomorphous ph?,se diagrams in vfhich the interaction

parajaeters are zero are calculated using equations (13) and (14).

<'«'ith the consideration of data of the pure components, these

diagrams are calculated utilizing eq.uations (15 ) in equations (15)

snd (14). . -

The ideal simple eutectic ••ohase diagrams with zero interaction

parsjneters are calculated using equations (26) auid (27). With the
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consideration of C.
0

d ate. 01 the v^JLTe coranone' ts , then e dip.:^:rara

are cal c vlI at e d 'Jis in.^ enaation (l5) in equations (26) and (27).

The nuEierica values of e^, obtained

for the is onor ohous jstems considered are sixmrGarized in table

ajid the resultant interaction 7a.r8.111eters s.re d in tabl

Te_b?.e:I Interaction Parameters (C sl/i.ato:.i)

k3y s t en ^0
--

e Gt
P -L ^3 e .

4

-135,000 2302 438.4 -4110 1990 1415

Gb-Ji 0 3334 2S.3 0 u 0

0 1361 7.2 0 0 0

r-.V 555 256 0 0 n

Y-\: 0 3631 391.3 0 0 0

Cb-;/ 0 2276 7SS u 0 0

Table 2 : -Resjltmit Intera.ction Parameters (C aIs /g. atom)

"h n L =
e^ + e
0 p

3 = E =
3+e^ E

A =

+ ^4

-136690 -140370 -138380 -136964

Cb-Ti 3334 3362 3362 3362

Mo-W 1331 1388 1388 1388

Ko-V 585 841 841 841

V-v/ 3681 4072 4072 4072

Cb-W 2276 3064 3064 3O64

^ In case of A:;-Pd system, A is used instead of B, since it forms
fee solid phase.
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The interaction parameters computed for the simple eutectic

systems are presented in ta^ole 5.

Table 3' Interaction Parsjneters for Simple Butectic Systems (Cal/g. atom

System e^ e L
o p

A--Si 0 + 190 + 190

Be-Si -3589 + 7254 + 3565

Bi-Gd -922.4 + 80.7 - 842

Au-Si - 57635 + 214.2 - 5549

Sn-Al - 2075.4 + 3595 + 1520

The diagrams calculated using i-deal, regulsr and guasi-

chemical models are compared in figs, (l) (i.e. a,b,c,d,e,f)

and (2) ( i.e. g,h,l,J,k) for isomorphous type and simple eutectic

type respectively, with the experinientEil phase diagrams taken

from AciM Hand Book^^^ and Hansen and Anderko^'^\

In the case of phase diagrams of Mo-W, Ho-V, Cb-V/ and Ti-Cb

the experimental solidue lines are in agreement v;ith that computed

by the regular solution model and better agreement with that

computed by quasi-chemical model. In the V-l/ diagram, the synthesized

solidus lines of regular solution and quasi-chemical models , are away

.

from the idealised solidus lines but lie in between the ideal

solidus line and experi aentaJL solidus line. In case of Ag-Pd

system the agreement is very poor. In all the isomorphous systems.
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the synthesized liquidus lines show poor agreement with the experi-

mental liquidus lines.

The ideal model calculations with or without C_ conside-
P P

ration have shown negligible effect on the Ag-Pd, Ti-Cb, and Mo-V

systems whereas in other isomorphous systems considered deviation

is observed.

In all the simple eutectic systems considered, both the regular

solution and quasi-chemical models improved the phase diagrams from

ideaJ. to experimental. Though the synthesized models do not agree well

with the experimental diagrams, the shape of the synthesized diagrams,

agree well with the experimental ones. The ideal model with out without

C data remain same in all the systems considered.
ir

Summary:

1. The isomorphous binary metallic systems of Ag-Pd, Cb-Ti,Mo-W,

I-Io-V, V-W and Cb-W have been synthesized. The synthesized solidus lines

of Mo-W, Mo-V, Cb-W, and Cb-Ti diagrams are in agreement with the

experimental solidus lines. The agreement is poor in Ag-Pd systems.

The synthesized solidus line of V-V/ diagram tends to the experimental

solidus line from that of ideal solidus line. In general the synthe-

sized liquidus lines shov/ poor agreement v/ith the experimental

liquidus lines.

2. The simple eutectic systems of Ag-Si, Be-Si, Bi-Od, Au-Si and

Sn-Al have been synthesized. The shape of the synthesized diagrams

agree well with the experimental ones. The synthesized diagrams tend

to approach the experimental diagram from that of ideal diagrams, with

the refinement of tiie statistical therraodynamic models.
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Introduction

We are pr i mar i
I

y
• i nterested in binary systems involving compound or

elemental semiconductors. Theoretical construction of the phase diagrams

involves knowing the appropriate thermodynamic models for the various

phases occurring and the values of the parameters in these models that

differentiate among specific systems. Although it is commonly believed

that the appropriate model is established for a compound semiconductor

with not too wide a deviation from stoichiometry, or for an elemental semi-

conductor containing a small amount of a second component, the same cannot

be generally claimed for the liquid phases. Moreover, it has not yet been

established that the model parameters, although some progress has been

I 2
made for crystalline semiconductor phases, ' can be reliably calculated.

Therefore the task is to fit available experimental phase diagram lines,

as well as any other available high temperature thermodynamic data, in an

effort to identify appropriate phase models for chemically similar systems

and to establish values for the model parameters. We discuss efforts in

this direction below for an A-B system forming a congruently-melting,

narrow homogeneity range compound, A^B^(c).

Thermodynamic Equation for the Liquidus Line

The appropriate liquidus equation has recently been derived"^ and only

the main points are indicated here. An equation .is desired that is genera

in so far as the liquid phase is concerned and which takes account of the



temperature dependence of the enthalpy of formation, AH^, and entropy of

formation, AS^, per formula weight of A^B^(c) from the pure, liquid

elements. As already implied, a basic, plausible, approximation is that

at any temperature, T, the integral molar properties are essentially

the same at both composition limits of the compound. An important feature

of the derivation is that enroute to obtaining the desired liquidus

equation, two auxiliary equations are used which link the properties of

solid and liquid phases at the congruent melting point, T^^, and the

nominal compound composition x = x^ = n/(m+n).

The starting point is in two equilibrium equalities, one between the

chemical potentials of A in the coexisting liquid and solid phases, the

other between those for component B. Multiplying the former by m, the

latter by n, adding, and rearranging gives

mCh^-Ts®) + n(hg-TSg) + RTIn(l-x)V

= my^(c) + npgCc) - my°(£,) - nyg(£) (I)

where if i
= A,B then h. is the relative partial molar enthalpy of i in

the liquid, s. is the relative partial molar, excess entropy, and x is the

atom fraction of B. The quantity is the chemical potential of pure

liquid i. For a narrow homogeneity range compound we assume, with justlfi-

4
cation from both theory and experiment, that the right hand member of

Eq. (I) differs insignificantly from the Gibbs free enthalpy of formation

of A^B^(c) from the pure liquid elements. This quantity as well as the

other integral properties of the compounds are in effect then functions of

T along. Writing

AG, = AH^ - TAS, (2)
t T t
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and replacing the r.h.m. of Eq. ( I ) by that of Eq. (2) gives a liquidus

4
equation called the AH^-AS^ liquidus equation, since these quantities

enter as experimentally determined parameters. Since congruent melting

implies a zero change in the Gibbs free enthalpy, two auxiliary relations

can be written "as

AH,(T ) = mh^ + nh* - H (3)
f mn A B mn

AS,(T ) = ms*/^ + nsg'® - H /T - Rl nIK I -x*)"'(x^)"] (4)
f mn A B mn mn

where the asterisk superscript indicates tha partial molar quantities for

the liquid are evaluated at x = x* = n/(m+n) and T = T^^^. In any specific

case Eqs. (3) and (4) are two equations between the liquid phase model

parameters. Using Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) in (I) and rearranging gives

H +m(h.-h*)+n(h„-h^)-AH,+AH,(T )+T{AS,-AS,(T )}
T mn AA DD ffmn ffmn ,er\
I

= _ _ . (5)

H /T +m(s®-s^'®)+n(s®-s^'®)+Rlnrf|=^] f—mnmn AA BB Li'~^Jl^J

This is the desired "heat-of-f usion" liquidus equation in which the tempera-

ture dependence of the enthalpy of compound formation, AH^-AH^(T^^) , and

that of the corresponding entropy, AS^-AS^ (T^^ ) , can be written more

5
explicitly as a function of T in a specific case. In general we do not

have an explicit equation for T and must resort to iterative methods for

solution. In Eq. (5) the behavior of the relative heat capacity of both

the compound and the liquid phase are general. The former is to be fixed
,

by experiment, the latter is fixed upon adoption of a liquid phase mode!.

In certain cases Eq. (5) can be put into an approximate form, whose

validity must be checked in each case, but which has the advantage of being

an explicit equation for the liquidus temperature T and so more rapidly

3
solved using a computer. Suppose the Gibbs free enthalpy of compound
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formation turns out to depend very nearly linearly upon T. Then one can

write

AG^(c) = aF^ - TAS"^ + 6(T) (6)

where the enthalpy and entropy are average, constant quantities and 6(T)

is small in a sense made clear below. One can also write

AH"^ = AH^(T- ) + A
T f mn

AS , = AS-(T ) + A/T + 6(T )/T (8)
f f mn mn mn mn

Once the quantity A is defined by Eq. (7), then Eq. (8) must follow in

order that the correct value of AG,(c) at T be qiven by Eq. (6). The
f mn ^ ' ^

auxiliary relations, Eqs. (3) and (4) can now be written in terms of

the average enthalpy and entropy of formation to give

AH^ = mhj + nhg - (H^^-A) (3b)

AS = ms^'® + nsg'® - (H^ -A-6 (T^ ) )/T_ - Rl nC(l-x^)"'(x^)": (4b)
T A b mn mn mn

Eliminating AH^ and AS^ in Eq. (6) using these equations and then substitu-

ting the resulting r.h.m. of Eq. (6) for that of Eq. (i) and rearranging

gives

H - A - 6(T) + m(h,-h^) + n(h„-h*)
J _ rnn A A B B

H -A-6(T )

mn

X

X

This liquidus equation is still as exact as that given by Eq. (5). It Is

always possible to choose AH^ and AS^ so that the correction term in Eq. (6)

is zero at the melting point, i.e. 6(T^^) = 0. However we now neglect the

quantity 6(T) in the numerator of Eq. (9). The assumption is not that

6(T) = 0 everywhere, only that the values of T calculated from Eq. (9) with
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6(T) = 0 and with 6(T) present differ insignificantly for the purpose at

hand. This of course can be checked in a specific case by calculating th^^

denominator of Eq. (9), the error in T incurred by neglecting

6(T) being the ratio of 6(T) to this denominator. The approximate equation

obtained by sefting 6(T) = 0 in the numerator of Eq. (9) is an explicit

equation for T whenever the enthalpy and excess entropy of mixing for the

liquid phase are independent of T.

One question still remains in the application of these equations when

the liquidus line for the compound extends to temperatures below the melting

point of either of its elements. The thermodynamic properties of the

metastable, supercooled elements are required to obtain AH^ and AS^. For

definiteness we define the properties of the supercooled melts by taking a

zero difference in the constant temperature heat capacity of stable solid

element and supercooled melt. This choice can effect the behavior of a

particular choice for a liquid phase model. In fact It becomes part of the

model, r it does not effect the properties of any stable phase.

An earlier derivation of the liquidus equation of a congruently-

meltlng, narrow homogeneity range compound, A^B^» was given by Vie I and for

the special case, m=n=l. The derivation did not explicitly emphasize the

auxiliary relations given here by Eqs. (3) and (4) and relied upon the

difference in the constant pressure heat capacity of the compound and that

of the supercooled liquid of the same composition. Vieland's liquidus

equation has been commonly used In the literature with this ACp set equal

to zero. This amounts to a neglect of the temperature dependence of AH^

and AS^ when the liquid phase model Is characterized by a temperature

Independent enthalpy and excess entropy of mixing (h., s. in Eq. (5)

independent of T). The liquidus equation is then similar to the approximate
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form of Eq. (9), I.e. Eq . (9) with 6(T)=0, differing in absence of the

terms A and 6(T^^). However the validity of the approximate form of

Eq. C9) does not rely upon setting the above AC^ equal to zero.

Jordan and Weiner^ has also derived a liquidus equation for a con-

gruent i y-me I ti ng, narrow homogeneity range compound, ABCs). Their equation

(15) can be shown to be equivalent to Eq. (5) with m=n=l, but, in our

opinion, is in a relatively awkward form. Again the importance of what we

call the auxiliary relations Is not emphasized In obtaining the heat-of-

fusion liquidus equation. Separate derivations are given for the heat-of-

fusion and heat-of-formation liquidus equations whereas a straight forward

analysis suffices to obtain both in a single, connected chain of argument.

Liquid Phase Model

Thus far our efforts are most complete for I I l-V binary systems. It

appears that an adequate liquid phase model Is one in which the heat and

excess entropy of mixing are written In terms of four composition and

temperature parameters, W, a, V, and c as

ah!: = WxCI-x){l+a(x-l/2)} (10)
M

ASf/^ = Vx(l-x){l+c(x-I/2)} (II)

The partial molar quantities necessary to describe the liquidus line can

be obtained using thermodynamic definitions. It Is seen that the enthalpy

and excess entropy of mixing are temperature independent and that the

Kopp-Neumann rule for AC^ Is implicitly assumed for the liquid solution.

A number of commonly used models such as the Ideal, strictly regular,

athermal, and quas i -regu I ar are obtained by setting various parameters In

Eq. (10) and (II) equal to zero and so are special cases of this model.
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Moreover the model defined by Eqs. (10) and (II) is mathematically equiva-

g
lent to one used by Kaufmann and Nesor to reproduce the phase diagrams

and available thermochemi ca I data In metallic systems. (They also find it

necessary to use a more complicated model in certain cases in which AH^

e L 9 10
and ASj^' are temperature dependent.) Lupis ' has discussed a model in

L L e
which AHj^ and hS^' are also independent of T and are given as infinite

series in x, the series being truncated where necessary to reproduce the

experimental data. The connection between the model used here and other

simpler ones, which are derivable from a Braggs-Wi I I i am approximation for

nearest neighbor bonding and therefore considered to have a theoretical

basis, has already been discussed by Hardy.'' It should be noted that the

choice of factors a(x-l/2) and c(x-I/2) in Eqs. (10) and (II) is one of

convenience in that application of the auxiliary relations, Eqs. (3) and

(4) then impose restrictions upon W and V alone, a and c not entering. On

the other hand, replacement of these factors by any others linear in x

yield mathematically equivalent expressions.

App I i cation

1

2

The above liquid model has been applied elsewhere in detail to the

In-Sb, Ga-Sb, In-As, and Ga-As systems and the experimental data used are

tabulated or cited there. Some of these data are shown in Table I. The

analysis is described below as a series of steps. For all four compounds

a linear temperature dependence with 6(T^^) = 0 and 6(T) less than 40

cal/mole describes AG^(c) (see Eq. (6)). Generally the liquidus tempera-

tures calculated using the approximate liquidus equation, Eq. (9) with

6(T) = 0, gives T accurate to 1^*0 or better, which is sufficient for our

purposes. For each system VJ and V were fixed by Eqs. (3) and (4) and for

each given liquidus composition, x., a calculated liquidus temperature,
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T. ,, was obtained for some fixed values of a and c. These then were
j,cal

varied in an iterative search technique,'"^ until a minimum was found for

a(T) where

a

For the liquid model ,to be considered adequate it is necessary that o(T)

be less than a critical value chosen as characterizing the experimental

accuracy of the liquidus points. As a corollary, all fits with a(T) less

than the critical value are considered equally acceptable at this stage.

The corresponding values of a and c lie within a narrow, elongated ellipse

in the a-c plane. The major axis of the ellipse is so much longer than

the minor axis that one can consider the acceptable values of a and c

to be along a "best-fit" line. A similar behavior has been found in the

analysis of solidus and liquidus lines in pseudobinary sections between

I 4
two lll-V compounds and in the extraction of second law enthalpies and

I 5
entropies from Gibbs free enthalpy-temperature measurements. Such

behavior can be expected to occur generally in the quantitative fitting of

phase diagrams.

Eutectic temperatures are potentially more accurately determined than

liquidus temperatures in general and, except for GaAs, were so considered.

Moreover an adequate fit to the liquidus points does not necessarily

guarantee a eutectic temperature agreeing with the experimental value to

within the latter's error. In the second step, only summarized here, the

thermodynamic equations between the liquidus of the compound and that of

one of the pure elements at their eutectic point were formulated. Specifi-

cation of a eutectic temperature generates a eutectic composition and

another line in the a-c plane, or allowing for the experimental error in
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the eutectic temperature, a narrow hand in the a-c plane. The intersection

of this with the best-fit line, fixed by a fit to the liq^idus points,

serves to fix the liquid model parameters, £ and c_ to within a negligible

uncertainty. In this second step, the eutectic with the Group V element

was used, but riot that with the Group III element. The latter eutectic is

very nearly degenerate with the pure element and variations in the

eutectic temperature that are we I I within experimental error, cause such

large shifts in the constraint line between a and c that it is not useful in

fixing a and c.

At the end of the second step all the liquid parameters are fixed. The

third step consisted of comparing the experimental points on the llquidus

of the pure Group V element with that calculated and making a similar

quantitative comparison for other high temperature properties. These

included the chemical potential of In in In-Sb melt at 627°C, the enthalpy

of mixing at x=l/2 for InSb and GaSb melts, and the partial pressures of

AS2 over In-saturated InAs(c) and Ga-saturated GaAs(c). In all cases the

predicted properties were in quantitative agreement with those measured. A

summary is given in Table II.

The final step consisted in allowing for experimental errors in AH^CT^^)

and AS^(T^^) which serve to fix the liquid parameters W and V through the

auxiliary relations. It was found that the quality of the fits could be

maintained over our estimate of the error range for the selected values

of AH,(T ) and AS^(T ).
f mn f mn

In summary it Is found that the liquidus lines. Group V eutectic

temperatures and compositions, and other high temperature data can all be

simultaneously fit in a quantitatively satisfactory way with liquid phase
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parameters that are consistent with the measured enthalpy and entropy of

compound formation and the temperature dependence of these quantities.

In addition it was also shown that these simultaneous fits cannot be

achieved with the special case of the liquid model in which a=c=0 (quasi-

regular model >. This is illustrated in part for InSb by the plots in the

W-V plane shown in Fig. I. At the best fit point to the InSb liquidus,

shown as a square, the value of 0 is 7.6°C. However at the point fixed by

the auxiliary relations, shown by the cross near W = -3.7 kcal, the value of

a is I8.8°C and too large to be considered satisfactory. The latter

point can be made to correspond to a value of IO°C for a only by assuming

it should be shifted to within the IO°C contour for a due to errors in

our selected values for AH,(T ) + H and for AS.CT ) t H /T . These
f mn mn f mn mn mn

would have to be simultaneous, negative errors of about -2 kcal /mole and

-3 e.u./mole which, in view of the overall picture, seem unlikely.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. I only an InSb-Sb eutectic temperature of

470°C (lowest dashed line) will allow a value of a less than \0°C. This

is significantly different than the experimental value of 494 + 0.5°C.

The agreement between theory and experiment f jr the four 1 I l-V systems

considered is so good and so extensive, that we are prompted to suggest

that the liquid phase model given by Eqs. (10) and CM) is adequate for

all the I I l-V melts. The agreement also suggests that some of the experi-

mental data for the compounds considered that do not agree with the calculated

values be redetermined, e.g. the GaAs-As eutectic temperature. On the

other hand, it should be pointed out that the liquid model used here does

not give a satisfactory fit to the liquidus lines in more ionic systems

such as Pb-Te and Cd-Te when the values of W and V are fixed by the

...
,

, . 16
auxi I lary relations.
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Solidus Lines of a Compound Semiconductor

We now turn to perhaps tlie most important aspect of the phase diagram

for a solid-state chemist, the solidus lines of a semiconductor compound.

As an illustration of a somewhat unusual analysis PbTe(c) is considered.

The solidus I i-nes have been determined experimentally in terms of electronic

carrier concentration for PbTe.'^ The partial pressure of Te2has also been

measured along the T6-rich leg of the three-phase curve for PbTe and along

1

8

a short portion of the Pb-rich leg. Thus the solidus lines can be

analyzed without reference to the PbTe liquidus lines. The crystalline

PbTe Is considered to be a non-degenerate semiconductor. It can exist

over a range of composition while maintaining the rock-salt structure by

the inclusion of the appropriate ki nd and concentration of atomic point

defects. Those associated with an excess of Pb are assumed to be donors

that are always z-fold ionized, e.g. Pb interstitials or Te-vacancles.

Those associated with an excess of Te are assumed to be acceptors that

are also always z-fold ionized. Both kinds of atomic defects are assumed

to be randomly distributed upon the appropriate sites of the PbTe lattice

and to increase the excess Gibbs free enthalpy of the crystal by an amount

per defect that is constant for each type. The resulting equations can be

19
put into a compact form involving the relevant variables as

jj^ = (int) + z RT sinh
'

Te ^Te 2n:
+ RT sinh"'

2zk
s

P-n
~T72 (13)

where is the chemical potential of Te in the pure crystal of fixed

composition and hence fixed excess of valence band holes over conduction

band electrons, p-n; y-j.^(int) is the chemical potential of Te in the pure,

intrinsic crystal for which p-n=0; n. is the concentration of electrons

in the intrinsic crystals, and k^ is the equilibrium constant equal to the
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product of the concentration of z-Ionized native donors and that of

z-ionized native acceptors. The intrinsic material parameters are therefore

ij^^(int), n., and k^. Assuming an ideal vapor we have

so that p^^ (int) replaces y^^Cint). If each of the three intrinsic

parameters depend exponentially upon T as expected then there are six

adjustable parameters. The particular difficulty here lies in the fact

that the experimental data considered here require that all six parameters

be considered simultaneously. The analysis commonly used in the literature

would handle isothermal values of p-n vs p.^ . Nevertheless it has proved

possible to obtain very good fits to the experimental data for PbTe using

Eq. (13) with replaced by p-j.^ through Eq. (14). The results are

summarized In Table III for two different assumed states of ionization.

20
Recent ion Implantation studies give z=2 for Pb-vacancy acceptors and

also for Te-vacancy donors. What is not completely indicated in Table III,

nor completely developed here, is that the parameters quoted are not unique.

Rather there exists a range for each parameter, that for each parameter

being correlated, over which almost equally good fits are obtained. It

remains to investigate this problem and to apply a similar analysis to

SnTe, PbSe, and PbS. Hopeful ly this can be done and some systematics

Identified in the values of the intrinsic materials parameters. Then one

may be in a position to construct the solidus lines for the solid solutions

formed among these compound semiconductors.

This work has been supported by NSF Grant DMR75-09332.
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Table III. Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Values of p-n for
PbTe(c) given T and Pj . If 6 = p-n,

0 = y nin(6. ,/6. )D /36
.^1 I ,ca I I ,exp

2 W A V B C D a

2.0 -2939 21.63 -14,790 8. 668 -4179 22.32 .164

1.0 -1344 20.116 -1
1
,920 6. 148 -5389 23.23 .168

logjQ n. = W/T + A
-3

n
.

, cm
1

'°3|o PTe2(int) = V/T + B :

1 17
log,-, (2zk '

) = C/T + D ;^
1 0 s

Pjg , atm

, l?2 -3
k , cm
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14.00

V(E.U.)

Figure I Fit to the InSb liquidus line using the quasireguiar model i.e.

a=c-0. The best-fit point is the square at the upper right. The

lower halves of contours of constant a are shown as solid curves.

The solid straight line bisecting these contours and going through

the best-fit point is the so-called best-fit line. The three

dashed lines define those values of W and V consistent with an

InSb-Sb eutectic temperature of 494**C (upper), 480°C (middle),

and 470*^0 (bottom).
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PREFACE

Phase diagram information is an important factor in the design and
development of alloys. Phase diagram information is reasonably
accessible for binary systems. Information for higher order
systems, however, is not as readily accessible. The most
comprehensive source of phase diagram information for binary and
higher order systems is the annual compilations edited by N. 7,

Ageev and produced by the USSR Academy of Sciences.

Several difficulties face the potential user of the Ageev
compilations. Typical lag times between cited literature
publication dates and supplement publication is about three years.
The compilations are somewhat difficult and cumbersome to use by
those who cannot read the Russian language because the Tables of
Contents through volume 17 are in Russian and because they do not
have a cumulative index. Availability of the Ageev compilations
is limited within the United States. Volumes 1 through 17 are
currently available on microfilm through the Library of Congress,
Other partial sets are located at private research laboratories.

This translation addresses the problems of those who cannot read
Russian and those who want a cumulative index to aid them in their
searches in these Ageev compilations. It is composed of two
sections. The first section gives the Tables of Contents for
volumes 1 through 19 (1959 - 1976) with the phase diagrams
identified by chemical symbol. These volumes are listfed in the
Bibliography.

The second section of this translation is a cumulative index of
phase diagrams included in the Ageev compilations, volumes 1

through 19 (1959 through 1976). The phase diagrams are listed in
alphabetical order by chemical symbol. Throughout Section 2, the
following convention is used. The volume is given by Roman
numerals. Pages are designated by Arabic numerals. For example,
the notation '711-205' refers to volume 7, page 205. Where data
for one system extends to following pages, only the first page is
given.

It is hoped that this publication will facilitate use of the Ageev
compilations and the enormous amount ol; phase diagram information
which they contain.

. Coulson M- Scheuermann
Lewis Reseai'ch Center
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CUMULATIVE ALLOY SYSTEM INDEX

System

Ag-Al-Cd
Ag-Al-Cu
Ag-Al-Cu-Pd
Ag-Al-Fe
Ag-Al-Mg

Ag-Al- Mn
Ag-Al-Pd
Ag-Al-Sn
Ag-Al-Ti
Ag-Al-Zn

Ag- As
Ag-As-S
Ag-As-Se

Ag- Au-Co
Ag-Au-Cu-Zn
Ag-Au-Ge
Ag-Aa-Pt
Ag-Au-Si

Ag-Be
Ag-Bi
Ag-Bi-Pb-Te
Ag-Bi-Sb-Se-Te
Ag-Bi-Te

Ag-C
Ag-Ca

Ag-Cd
Ag-Cd-Cu
Ag-Cd-Cu-Sn
Ag-Cd-Cu-Zn

Ag-Cd-Sb
Ag-Cd-Sn
Ag-Cd-2n

Ag-Co-Ge
Ag-Co-Si
Ag-Cr-Pd

Location

VI- 97
VII- 151, XIX-92
XVIII- 2UU
XIX- 93
V-113, XV-117, XVII-208, XVIII-9U

III- 84, VI-10U, VIII-140
XV- 1 35
IV- 110
III- 86
IV- 1 1 1

V-7U
XVI- 279
XVIII- 95

iv-mo
XV-252
X-152
IV-141
VIII- 183

XIV- 15
VIII- 26
IX- 259
IV- 182
IX-179

XV- 85
XVI- 65

VI- 52
1-117, 11-73
VI- 172
1-133, 11-99, XIV-266

XIX- 93
V- 1U5
VII- 205, VIII-191

XVIII-97
XIV-205
VI- 162
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Ag-Cu
Ag-Cu-Pd
Ag-Cu-SG
Ag-Cu-Sn
Ag-Cu-Ti
Ag-Cu-Zn

Ag-D-Pd
Ag-Dy
Ag-Er
Ag-Eu

Ag-Fe
Ag-Fe-Ge
Ag-Fe-Pd
Ag-Fe-S
Ag-Fe-Si

Ag-Ga
Ag-Ga-In
Ag-Ga-Mg
Ag-Ga-Te

Ag-Gd
Ag-Ge
Ag-Ge-Mn
Ag-Ge-Ni

Ag-H
Ag-H-Pd
Ag-Hg
Ag-Ho

Ag-In
Ag-In-Mg
Ag-In-Sb
Ag-In-Se
Ag-In-Te

Ag-Ir-Pd
Ag-La
Ag-Lu
Ag-Na
Ag-Ni-Si

Ag-0
Ag-P

XV-60
I- 124
XVII- 3a5
V- 155
XV-207, XVI-259
VIII-205

XVIII- 99
XVI- 36
XVI-107
XI- 62

iv-ae
XVIII-98
VI- 13U, VIII-180
XVI- 229
II- 68

v-3a
VIII- 171
XVII-265
XII- 190

XVI- 28, XVIII-5
XII- 6U
XVIII- 98
XVIII-99

XVII-52
XIX- 9U
IV-86
IX- U7, XII-67

XVI- 53
XVII-297
XVII-301
XIII-21U
XIII-216

VIII-189
XIII-95
XVI-73
VII- 87, XIV-85
XIV- 21U

I-a3, XIV-69
V- 97
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System Location

Ag-Pb-Sb-Te
Ag-Pb-Se
Ag-Pb-Te

IX-269
A X J. J. *•

XIII-255

Ag-Pd-Rh
Ag-Pd-Si
Ag-Pd-Te

?II-23t*
III-11U
YTV-2U5

Ag-^Pt
Ag-Pu
Ag-Rh
Ag-Ru

III-67
XIII-117
V-9U
V-95

Ag-S
Ag-S-Sb
Ag-Sb-Se
Ag-Sb-Sn
Ag-Sb-Te

IV- 88, XIII-130, XVII-162
V- 159, XVI-292
XVII-38U
IV-168
VII-236, IX-252

Ag-Sc
Ag-Se
Ag-Si
Ag-Sffl

Ag-Sr

XVI- 103
XVII- 161
XII-97
XI-127, XVI-101
Y V T - 1 n u

Ag-Tb
Ag-Te
Ag-Ti
Ag-Tm

XVI- 105
XVII- 165
V-96 VI-87. XV-8U
XVI-106

Ag-Y
Ag-Yb
Ag-Zr •

XVI-62
XVI-58
A V O O

Al-As
Al-As-Ga
Al- As-Ga-Sn
Al-Au

1-11
XVII-188
XIX-242
XIII-11

Al-B
Al-B-Ce
Al-B-Co
Al-B-Cr
Al-B-Cr-Fe-Si-Ti

VII- 5, XIII-6
XVII-183
VIII- 127, XIX-95
XIX-96
IX- 271, XIII-271

Al-B-Fe
Al-B-La
Al-B-Wn

XII-132
XVII-182
XIX-97
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System Loca tion

Al-B-Ni
Al-B-Fe
Al-B-Ti
Al-B-Y
Al-Ba

VIII-128, XIX-98
XVIII-100
XVIII-101
XVII- 181
XVIII- 6

Al-Be
Al-Be-Ce
Al-Be-Cu
Al-Be-Hg
Al-Be-Si

XII-5, XVIII-6
XII-1 31

III-80, IV-95
XII-1 30
XVIII-102

Al-Be-Ti
Al-Be-Zr

Al-Bi
Al-Bi-Sb

XVI-118, XVII-175
VI-93

XII-6, XV-7
IX-1 40

Al-C-Co
Al-C-Cr-Mo-Nb-Ni-Ti-W
Al-C-Fe
Al-C-Fe-Si
Al-C-Mo

VI-98
IV- 183
V- 109, XIV-112, XV-106
XV-239
IX-159

Al-C-Ni-Ti
Al-C-W
Al-C-Y

IV-178
IX-IUI
xi-ia6

Al-Ca-Fe
Al-Ca-Mg
Al-Ca-Hg-tln
Al-Ca-Mn

Ai-ca
Al-Cd-Cu
Al-Cd-Cu-Mn
Al-Cd-Mn
Al-Cd-Sb

Al-Cd-Sb-Zn
Al-Cd-Sn

Al-Ce
AI-Cg-Cu
Al-Ce-Fe
Al-Ce-GG
Al-Ce-Mg

XV-103, XVI-123
III-81, V-111
VI- 166
XV-1 10

II- 5, XI-7, XIII-13
VIII- 13U, XI-1U7, XII-1U0
XI-259, XII-251
IX- 1U5, X-115
V-110

III- 121
X- 116, XIII-147

III-12, VII-16, XII-13, XIII-23, XV-15
VII- 152
XV- 108
XVI- 122
XIII-150

'
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System Location

Al-Ce-Mn IX-153
Al-Ce-Sb xii-ias
Al-Ce-Si ix-ias
Al-Ce-Th VII-155

Al-Co XVTI-23
Al-Co-Cr IV-103, VI-99
Al-Co-Cu XII-1U2, XVII-205
Al-Co-Cu-Fe- Nb- Ni XII-265
Al-Co-Cu-Fe- Ni- Si XII-26U

Al-Co-Cu-Fe- Ni- Si-Zr XII-267
Al-Co-Cu-Fe- Ni- Ta XII-266
Al-Co-Cu-Fe- Ni- V XII-263
Al-Co-Fe IV-100, XII-138, XV-10U
Al-Co-Hf XVII-189

Al-Co-Mn XVIII-104
Al-Co-Nb XIV-1 17

Al-Co-Ni XII- iai
Al-Co-Ta XIV-118
Al-Co-Ti XII-143, XIII-148, XV-112

Al-Co-U X-117, XIV-119
Al-Co-

Y

XVII-198

Al-Cr VI-12, IX-17, XVI-9
Al-Cr-Cu IV-108, V-115, XIII-152, XVIII-109
Al-Cr-Cu-Zr XIII-26U
Al-Cr-Fe XV-107, XVI-129
Al-Cr-Fe-Ni •XVIII-245

Al-Cr-Fe-Ni- Ti III-12U
Al-Cr-Fe-Ni- Ti- w 1-135
Al-Cr-Fe-Si- Ti VI-173, IX-270
Al-Cr-Mg XTX-99
Al-Cr-Mg-Mn XIX-243

Al-Cr-Mn XI-158, XVIII-110
Al-Cr-Mo-Nb- Ni- Ti-W VII-258, X-219
Al-Cr-Mo-Ni- Ti XVI-30a
Al-Cr-Nb X-125, XIV-132
Al-Cr-Ni 1-92, IV-t09, VII- 153

Al-Cr-Ni-Ti X-213
Al-Cr-Ni-Ti- 11-101, III-123
Al-Cr-Ni-W VII-2a8, VIII-22t, X-211
Al-Cr-Si VII-1U7, XI-155
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System Location

Al-Cr-Ti
Al-Cr-Zr

Al-Cu
Al-Cu-Fe
Al-Cu-Fe-nn
Al-Cu-Fe-Ni
Al-Cu-Fe-Si

IV-112, IX-162
XIII-156, XIV-139, XVI-mS, XVIII-113

1-10, IV-7, VII-9, IX~9, XVIII-7
1-81, XVII-196
X-212
III-120
VI-165

Al-Cu-In
Al-Cu-La
Al-Cu-Li
Al-Cu-Li-Mg
Al-Ca-Li-Mn

Al-Cu-Mg
Al-Cu-Hg-Mn
Al-Cu-Mg-Ni
Al-Cu-Mg-Si
Al-Cu-Mg-Zn

Al-Cu-Mn
Al-Cu-Mn-Ni
Al-Cu-Mn-Si
Al-Cu-Nb
Al-Cu-Pd

Al-Cu-Si
Al-Cu-Sn
Al-Cu-Ti

Al-Cu-V
Al-Cu-Y

Al-Cu-Zn
Al-Cu-Zr

Al-Dy
Al-Dy-Fe
Al-Dy-U

Al-Er
Al-Er-Fe
Al-Er-Y

I- 82, 11-56
XV-1 15
II- 58, VI-102, VII-1U8, IX-151, XI-157
XV-241
XIV-258

1-86, III-83
IX- 256
IV-176
1-130, VII-2U9
1-132, V-162, VT-167, VII-250

1-88, X-120, XII-1U4
IV-177
1-131
XIV-125
X- 122, XVIII-1ia

XIV-120
XIV-126
IV-106, VI-105, VIII-iai, IX-154,

XI-160, XVII-209, XIX-99
vii-138, xi-mo
XIV-115, XVII-202, XVIII-115

III- 85, VI-106, XVIII-116
X- 123, XIII-153, XVI-137

XIII-8
XIX-100
XIII- IUU

XI- 16, XIII-2a
XVIII-117
XIV- 116
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Systen Location

Al-Fe IV-U, VI-8, VII- 7, XIII-9, XVI-7,
XVII-20

Al-Fe-Gd XIX-105
Al-Fe-Ge XVIII-118
Al-Fe-Hf XV-101
Al-Fe-La XIV-110

Al-Fe-Bg-Si IV- 1 75
Al-Fe-Mn VI-95
Al-Fe-Mn-D XII-252, XIV-255
Al-Fe-Mo XVI-12U
Al-Fe-Ho-Ti-Zr XVII-ai3

Al-Fe-Nb XII- 1 39
Al-Fe-Nd XVI-126
Al-Fe-Ni 11-55
Al-Fe-Ni-Ti XIV-256
Al-Fe-Sc XVI-127

Al-Fe-Si 1-80, VI-9U, VII -142, XIII- 1U5, XIV
Al-Fe-Si-U XIX-245
Al-Fe-Ta XIV-111
Al-Fe-Ti IV-10n IX-1U2, XV-105, XVI-128,

XVII-197, XIX-101

Al-Fe-O VI-96, VIII-133, IX-ia3,
XIII-1U6

Al-Fe-Y XVII-194
Al-Fe-Zn XVI-130, XIX-103
Al-Fe-Zr XIV-113, XV-109

Al-Ga III-7, IV-3, XIV-7
Al-Ga-In- Sb 1-129, XII-250
Al-Ga-Wg VII-iai, VIII-130, X-113
Al-Ga-Nb XIX-10U
Al-Ga-P XIX-105
Al-Ga-Sb 1-79, IV-97, V-108

Al-Gd XI-5, XIII-7

Al-Ge XVII-19
Al-Ge-La XVI-121
Al-Ge-Mg IV-99, XV-10^
Al-Ge-Nb XVII-191
Al-Ge-Nb- Sn XI-258
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System Location

&1-Ge-P VIII-132, XI~ia5
Al-Ge-Sb VIII-131, XI-IUU
Al-Ge-Sn XIX-106
Al-Ge-Y XVII-190

Al-H XVII-18
Al-H-Ni XV-99
Al-Hf VI-7, VIII-6, Xri-7, XVI-6
Al-Hf-Ni XV-100
Al-Ho XII-8

Al-In 11-4, XI-6
Al-In-Sb 1-83
Al-La III-9, XI-8, XIII-15, XV-11
Al-La-V XV-93

Al-Li ll'S, VIII-7, IX-6
Al-Li-Mg I-eU, 11-57, XIX-108
Al-Li-Mg-Mn XVII-393
Al-Li-Mg-Sn XIX-246
Al-Li-Mg-Zn XVII-395
Al*Li-Dln IX-150, XIII-ia9

Al-Kg III-10, IX-7
Al-Mg-Mn III-82, XIX-110
Al-Mg-Mn~Sn XVI-295
Al-Mg-Nd XIV-123, XV-116
Al-Mg-Si-Sa XIV-257

Al-Mg-Sn IV-10a, V-112, XIV-12a, XIX-111
Al-Mg-Ti XIX-111
Al-Mg-Zn 1-87, V-IU, VI-103, VII-1U9, VIII-139
Al-Mg-Zr XV-118

kl-nn IV-6, VI-9, IX-8, XVII-26
Al-Mn-Ni 1-90
Al-Mn-Si X-118, XI-151
Al-Hn-Ti 1-91, IV-105, IX-152
Al-Mn-U X-121, XIII-151

Al-Mn-V XV-9U
Al-Mn-Y XVII-200

•AL-Jlo V-8, VI-11, X-7, XVII-28, XVIII-8
Al-Mo-Nb XIV-128
Al-Mo-Nb-Ni XV-2a3
Al-Mo-Nb-Sn IX-257 '

Al-Mo-Ni VI-109, XV-120, XVII-213
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System Location

Al-Mo-Si
Al-Mo-Ti

Al-Mo-Ti-V
Al-Mo-Ti-Zr
Al-Mo-U

VI-100, VII-1U3
VIII-1U2, IX-155, XV-123, XVI-138,

XVIII-119
X-209
XIV-259
X-12a, XV-125, XVII-215

Al-Mo-V
Al-Ho-Zr

V-107, XII-133
XIV-127, XVI-139

Al-Nb
Al-Nb-Ni

Al-Nb-Rh
Al-Nb-Si
Al-Nb-Ta

V-9, VII~10, X-8, XII-11, XIV-9
VIII-1U3, XI-161, XII-145, XV-127,

XVI-1U0, XVII-220
XVI-1U2
VII-144, XIX-112
XVI-143

Al-Nb-Ti
Al-Nb-V
Al-Nb-Zr

V-116, VIII-1U5, IX-160, XV-130, XVI-
VII-139, XII-134
XIV-133, XVI-1U6

Al-Nd XI-9, XIII-16, XV-12

Al-Ni
Al-Ni-Sc
Al-Ni-Si
Al-Ni-Ta
Al-Ni-Ti

XVIII-9
XIV- 129
VI-101, XVI-136
XIV-130
VIII-1U4, XI-162, XIII-154, XIX-113

Al-Ni-D
Al-Ni-V
Al-Ni-H
Al-Ni-Y
Al-Ni-Zr

XIV-131
XI- 142, XVII-184
IV-96
XIV-11U
XII- ia7, XV-129

Al-O-Ti
Al-P
Al-P-Si
Al-Pb
Al-Pb-Sn

XI-ia9c XV-111
XVII-29
VIII-138, XI-15a, XVII-207
XIII-21
11-59

Al-Pd
Al-Pr
Al-Pt
Al-Pu
Al-Re
Al-Ru

IX- iO, X-9
XII-12, XIII-18, XV-13
X- 10
VIII- 8, X-11, XIII-17
VII-12, IX-11, XVIII-10
IX- 12
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ra locatign

Al-S-Sb XI-163
Al-Sb-Si VIII-136, XI-152
Al-Sb-Y XVII-204
Al-Sc XI-11, XIX-3

Al-Si 1-9, III-8, XIII-14, XIV-8, XV-10,
XVII-2U

Al-Si-Sn VIII-135
Al-Si-Ta Vll-mS
Al-Si-Ti IX-1U6, XI-153, XIV-121
Al-Si-U VII-146, VIII-137, IX-147, X-119

Al-Si-V VII-137
Al-Si-W VII-1U0
Al-Si-Y XVII-199
Al-Si-Zr XI-156, XIV-122

Al-Sm XI-10, XIII-19
Al-Sm-U XIII-155

Al-Sn II-7
Al-Sn-Ti VT-111, VII-15U, Vlll-iae, XV-134
Al-Sn-Ti-Zr XI-260, XVI-296
Al-Sn-Zn XIV-13U
Al-Sn-Zr XIV-135

Al-Ta II-9, V-11, XIX-3
Al-Ta-Ti IX-161, XII-149
Al-Ta-V XII-135
Al-Th V-13, Vll-m

Al-Ti 1-12, 11-10, III-11, V-12, VII-13,
IX-13, XI-12, XII-9, XIII-22

Al-Ti-V 1-78, IX-139, XI-1U3, XII-136, XIV-107,
XV-96, XVI-120, XVII-186

Al-Ti-W XIX-113
Al-Ti-Zr X-126, XI-16a, XIV-136, XV-136, XVI-1U7
Al-Tl IX-15, xv-m

Al-U VII-15, IX-16, X-12
Al-O-Zr VII-156, X-129, XIV-137
Al-V 1-7, III-6, V-6, XIX-U
Al-V-Zr XII-137
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System Location

AX n VI-6
Al-Y V-7, VII-8, XIII-12, XV-9
ai- YbAX X LI XV-8. XVII-22 xviri-10
Al-Zn 11-12, VII-17, XVIII-11
Al-Zr V-ia, VIII-9, XI-15, XIV-10, XVI- 10,

XVIII-13

Affl-Pu XII-14

As-Bi XI-33
As-Bi-Se VIII-160
As-Bi-Sn XVIII-12C
As-C-Fe III-105
As-C-Fe-Mn VI-170

As-Cd XVI-64, XVIII-13
As-Cd-Ge-In IX-262
As-Cd-Ge-Sn XII-258

XT-263
As-Cd-In XI-219

As-Cd-Se-Zn XVII-405
As-Cd-Te XVIII-122
As-Cd-Zn X-172

As-Cu III-53, XI-105, XVIII-1U
As-Cu-Fe XI-209
As-Cu-Ni XI-238

XTII-23

1

As-Cu-Sn XII-230

As-Eu IVII-83
As-Fe III-31, IV-4U
As-Fe-Ni XIII-202

As-Ga 1-25, XV-27
As-Ga-Ge IX-187, XII-187
As-Ga-Ge-Sn XIX-2U7
As-Ga- In 1-101, XII-188, XV-173
As-Ga-P XVII-267

As-Ga-Sb 1-104, XVII-266
As-Ga- Se-Zn V-163
As-Ga-Sn XI-198, XII-189, XIII-187, XVIII- 123,

XIX-1 16

As-Ga-Te XIII-188, XVIII-12U
As-Ga-Zn IV-128, XVIII-125
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System Location

As-Ge-In
As-Ge-In-Zn
As-Ge-P
As-Hg

As-In-P
As-In-Pb
As-In-Pd
As-In-Sb
As-In-Se

As-In-Sn
As-In-Sn-Zn
As-In-Te
As-In-Zn

As-Ni-Sn
As-Pb
As-Pb-Sn
As-Pd
As-Pd-Te

As-Se
As-Sn-Te
As-Sn-Zn

As-Te
As-Te-Zn
As-Th

Au-Be
Au-Bi
Au-Bi-Te
Au-Bi-Zn

Au-C
Au-Cd
Au-Cd-In
Au-Cd-Sb

Au-Co
Au-Co-Cu
Au-Co-Fe
AU"Co-Pd

Au-Cr
Au-Cs

IX-193
IX-263
XVIII- 126
IX-117

IV-IUU, XVI-237
XIII-211
XVI- 236
I- 113, 11-72
IV-ia2, V-141, X-166

XIII-210
IX-267
IV-ia3, XII-209, Xni-212
XIII- 213

XI-246
XIX- 5

XIX-116
IX-95
XVII- 36a

VIII- 97
XVI- 276, XVII-361
IX- 238

XIV- 82
XVII- 365
XIV-84

VIII-10
VIII-21
x-mo
XII- 175

xv-uo
IV-52, VIII-57
IV-139
XIX-120

II-29
XIII- 206
XVI-212
11-71

VI- a 9

VII- 63
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S yste m Location

Au-Cu 1-37, III
Au-Cu-Fe XIII-196
Au-Cu-Pb 1-11

1

Au-Cu-Pd 1-110 -

Au-Cu-Zn XI-218

Au-Dy
Au-Er
Au-Fe
Au-Fe-Ni

XI-58, XIX-6
XI-73
IX-U9
VII-192

Au-Ga XII-52
Au-Gd-Ge XVII-263
Au-Gd XI-39
Au-Ge XII-61
Au-Ge-Sb X-153, XIV-175, XVII-275

A u ii ri X

Au-Hf viii-a3
Au-Hg IV-55, XIII-77
Au-Ho IX-£*5, XI-57

A 11 " T n TV-SI Y-SO YVTT-Q1
Au-In-Sb XIII-205
Au-K VII-57
Au-Li VII-58
Au-Lu XI-68

Au-Mg XI-69
Au-Mn X-51
Au-Na VII-59
Au-Nb XIX-7

Au-Ni IV-SU, XIV-56, XVII-93
Au-Ni-Pd VIII-18U
Au-Ni-Pt XIX-121

Au-P V-48
Au-Pb 1-38, IV-56, V-47, XVII-95
Au-Pb-Sn XII-208, XIII-207, XIV-194
Au-Pb-Te XV-194

Au-Pd-Pt 1-112
Au-Pd-Rh VI-138
Au-Pd-Ru VIII-185
Au-Pd-W XV-170

I
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Au-Pr
Au-Pt
Au-Pt-Rh
Au-Pu

Au-Rb
Au-Rh
Au-Ru

Au-S
Au-Sb
Au-Sb°Si
Au-Sc
Au-Se

Au-Sm
Au- Sn
Au-Tb
Au-Ti
Au-Tu

Au- ¥

AU"Yb
Au-Zn
Au-Zr

B-Be

B-C
B-C-Cr-Fe
B-C~Cr-Fe-Ni
B"C-Fe
B-C-Hf

B-C-Mo
B-C-Nb
B-C-Si
B«=C"Ta
B-C-Th

B-C-Ti

Location

XVII- 94
VI- 48
X- 165
XIII- 75

VII- 60
V- tl5, X-52

VII-62
XVIII- 1U

XVII- 29U
XI-70
VII- 61, XVII-96

XIX- 8

XIV- 57
XI-71
11-30, VIII-59
XI-72

VI-21, VIII-14
XI-67, XVI-50
XVIII- 15
VIII- 61

VII-18, XIX-9

IV-10, VII-21
XII- 25U
XII-262
IX- 166, XIII-162
VII-159

IX-168
IX-170, XI-174
VI- 11U
ix-171, XI-175
VII- 162

VII-161

ix-163, XI-167
lX-165, XIV-1U5
yiI-165
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B-Ce XI-26

B-Ce-Fe XVIII-127
B-Ce-Ni XVII-236

YV T T — 9 7 9

Due 1 n YT— 17fi YTTT—
D ue u YT— 177 YTTT— 1AQ

B-Co VI-17, IX-20r XII-22
AXX luv/f AXV 1 jyj

Y T Y— 1 9 UA X A 1 ^
R^Pn-D Kj n i. AV AVXXX I^O
R — Pr»— Tn Y VT T - 9 9ftA V X X ^ ^ O

B-Co-Hn XII-157
R>Po— MrtD WW n«J Y TT - 1 ftAXX \ J O
R— Prt— N hDUO Li U AXX lOl^ AXV I't3

R~P n— M

1

D C O Si X V - 1 1 Q

R — Prt'- R o Y TY— 1 9 UAX A 1 H

B-Co-Sb XI-169
R— Pr»— Q i V— lift YTY— 19A1 I - f O f AXA I^O
R— Pr»— <^ nO UU O 11 VT T T — 1 U7V X X X 1 H /

R • P T aD U O i a Y - 1 1 9

B-Co-Ti XIII-163, XVII-230

R —P WD U O V VT— 1*^^ YTY— 1'?7

D UO W Y TTT — 1 ftA X X X 1 J o

D UO ill! T V— 1 A7X A ID/
R —P rv— "7 T-D~U Q li L VT— 170 VU— 1/17AX '/U^ AV I'*/

B-Cr IV-11, X-16, XV-17
R—Pn— PoD u I. re YTT— I'^A YVT— I'^S YTY— 197AXX IJO^ AVX I J J f AXA i^/
R«- P r-— T aD U L i«a Y T Y — 1 9ftA X A 1 Z O
R — Pr-o M nD U IT n n Y V- 1 S 1A V 13 1

R»P r— M oD U L n O YV- 1 *^ 1A V 1 J J

B-Cr-Nb XV-156
B-Cr-Ni VI-118, VIII-ia9, XVIII-128
B-Cr-Re XV-157, XVI-162
B-Cr-Si IV-116
B-Cr-Ta XVIII- 129^
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System Location

B-Cr-Ti VI-119
B-Cr-

V

xv-mo
B-Cr-H xiv-iae
B-Cr-Y XVI- 1 56
B-Cr-Zr XIII-170

B-Cu XI-21, XVI-1U, XVII-37
B-Cu-Ni XI-171
B-Eu XVII-36

B-Fe XV-16, XVI-13
B-Fe-Ga XIX-129
B-Fe-Hn XII-153
B-Fe-Mo XII-15a
B-Fe-Nb xiv-ms

B-Fe-Ni XII-155- XV-1U6 YVTTT-lin
B-Fe-Si V-117, XVI-15a
B-Fe-Ta XVII-227
B-Fe-Ti XIII-161
B-Fe-V XIX-129
B-Fe-Zr XI-168

B-Ga-Ni XV-ia4, XIX-130
B-Ge XVI-12
B-Ge-Ni X-130

B-Hf XVII-35
B-Hf-N VII-131
B-Hf-Nb XVIII-131
B-Hf-Ni XII-152, XVIII-132
B-Hf-Re XVI- 1 53

B-Hf-Ta XVII-226
B-Hf-0 XIII-160
B-Hf-W XVI-150
B-ln-Ni X-131

B-La VII-19
B-La-Mo XVIII-132
B-La-Ni XIX-131
B-La-Si XVII-231
B-La-W XVIII-133

B-Kg-Ni X-133
B-Mn XI-20
B-Mn-Mo XVII-233
B-Mn-Nb XVIII-13U
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System Loca t ion

B-Mn-Ni XV-iaS
B-Mn-Re XV-ia9, XVI-158
B-Mn-Si V-120, XVI-157
B-Mn-Ti XV-150
B-Mn-V XVII-222
B-Mn-W XVII-223

B-Mo X-15, XIII-29, XVII-38, XVIII-16
B-Mo-Nb XVII-234
B-Mo-Ni VII-160, X-134, XII-162, XV-152
B-Mo-Be XVI-159
B-Mo-Si III-88

B-Mo-Ta XIV-151
B-Mo-Ti VI-117, XVIII-134
B-Mo-W XIV-m2, XV-im, XVIII-136
B-Mo-Y XIX-132
B-Mo-Zr IV-n7, Xiri-16U, XVIII-137, XIX-132

B-N-Ti 1-77, VII-132
B-N-V XIV-105
B-N-Zr VII-133

B-Nb V-20 , XVII-UO
B-Nb-Ni X-135
B-Nb-Re XVI-161
B-Nb-Si III-89
B-Nb-Ti 1-95, IX-169, XVII-237

B-Nb-W XII-151
B-Nb-Zr XVII-2aO

B-Ni III-16, VI-18, XI-22, XII-23, XIII-30,
XVII-39

B-Ni-P XIII-165
B-Ni-Re XVIII-139
B-Ni-Sb X-136
B-Ni-Si XVIII-139, XIX-13U

B-Ni-Sm XVI-160
B-Ni-Sn VIII-1U8
B-Ni-Ta X-137, XVII-235
B-Ni-Ti XI-172, XV-155
B-Ni-V XIII-157, XIX-135

B-Ni-w xv-ia3, xviii-iao
B-Ni-Zn VIII-150
B-Ni-Zr XI-173, XIII-165
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L oca tion

B-Pd VI-19
B-Pt XI-2U

B-Re XIV-19
B-Re-Si XVIII-1U1
B-Re-Ta XVII-2U3
B-Re-Ti XVII-24a
B-Re-V XV-138, XVI-1tl9

B-Re-W XlV-lUa, XVI-151
B-Re-Zr XIV-152, XVI-163

B-Ru IX-22

B-Si V-18, VIII-13, IX-21, XIV-18
B-Si-Ta III-90
B-Si-V IV-11U
B-Si-W III-87, IV-115
B-Si-Y XVII-229
B-Si-Zr VI-116

B-Ta V-21, VII-20, XVII-41
B-Ta-Ti XIV-153
B-Ta-W XVII-224
B-Ta-Zr XIII-167

B-Th XI-25
B-Th-U VII-163
B-Ti-V XV-139
B-Ti-W IX-164, XVI-152, XVII-225

B-U 7-22
B-U-Zr VIII-151
B-V V-17

B-W III-15, XITI-28
B-H-Y XIX-136
B-H-Zr XIII-159, XlV-ia?
B-Zr III-17, IV-12, XVI-15

Ba-Bi XII- 15
Ba-Cd XVIII-17
Ba-Cu V-15, XVII-30
Ba-Ga XII-16
Ba-Ge XII-17
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System

Ba-In
Ba-Li
Ba-Mg
Ba-Mn
Ba-Mn-Si

Ba-Na
Ba-Ni
Ba-Pd
Ba-Pr
Ba-Pt

Ba-Si
Ba-Sr

Be-Bi
Be-C-Si
Be-C-0
Be-Ca
Be-Ce

Be-Cr
Be-Cu
Be-Cu-Mn
Be-Cu-Ni
Be-Cu-Ni-Ti

Be-Fe
Be-Fe-P
Be-Fe-Si
Be-Fe-Zr

Be-Li
Be-Na
Be-Nb
Be-Nb-Zr
Be-Ni

Be-Pu
Be-Ru
Be-Si-U
Be-Sn-Zr

Be-Th-U
Be-Ti
Be-Ti-V
Be-W
Be-Zr

Location

XII-18
IV-8
III-13
X-ia, XI-18
XI-165

VI-13
Y T— 1 Q

A VI- 1 1 , xvii- 3 1

Y VT T — '5/1A V J. i — J •4

XVII-32

T T — 1 'J1 1 — 1 J

IV-9, XII-19
XII-150

Xv-137
AlII-ZD, XIV- 1 2
V T T _ O 1

11-14, XIV-16
viir-11, XIV- 13
VI- 1 1 3

IV- 1 1 3
V Tf n II IIA V- ^ 44

VI-14, XIV-11
1-93
VI- 1 \ z

XI V- 1 39

V-1 0 , XIII-25
XIII-27
IX-18, XIV-14
XIV-140
VI-15

1-13
IX-19
XVIII-142
XIV-141

VII-158
VIII-12
VII-157
XII-20
VI-16, XIV-17
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system Location

Bi-Ca
Bi-Ca-Pb

IX-28, XII-33
III-96

Bi-Cd
Bi-Cd-Hg
Bi-Cd-In
Bi-Cd-Sn
Bi-Cd-Te

XVIII-17
XVI-17t*
VII- 175
V-12U, VII-177
XVI-175

Bi-Co
Bi-Cs

XII-3a
IV-21

Bi-Cu
Bi-Cu-Mg
Bi-Cu-S
Bi-Cu-Te
Bi-Cu-D
Bi-Cu-Zn

VII- 28, VIII-22
III-97
11-61
XVII-252
VIII- 159
XII- 178

Bi-Dy
Bi-Eu
Bi-Eu-Th
Bi-Fe-S

XIII-38
XVIII-19
XVIII-1U3
VI-123

Bi-Ga
Bi-Gd
Bi-Ge-Te
Bi-Hf

VI-26
XIII-37
XI- 187
XII- 31

Bi-Hg
Bi-Hg-Pb
Bi-Hg-Sn
Bi-Hg-Tl

xi-3a
XV-163
XV- 161, XVI-176
XVI- 179

Bi-I-Te XVII-251

Bi-in
Bi-in-Sb
Bi-In-Sb-Te
Bi-ln-Sn
Bi-ln-Te

XIX-10
VII-176
XIX-2U8
XVIII-1U3
IX-176, XII-176, XIV-168

Bi-Ir
Bi-La-Th
Bi-Lu

XI- 32
XVIII-1U.6
XII- 3

6
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system Location

Bi-Hg XII-37
Bi-Mg-Pb VI-12U, VIIT-158
Bi-Mg-Sn VIII-157
Bi-Mn 11-16, XII-38
Bi-Mn-Sb IX-177, XIX-136

Bi-Ho IV-16
Bi-Na XVI-21
Bi-Na-Sn XIX-137
Bi-Nb XII-39

Bi-Nd XVI-22, XVII-i4a
Bi-Ni-Rh XV-160
Bi-O-Te XIX-138

Bi-Pb III-21, IV-19, XIII-39
Bi-Pb-Se VII-178
Bi-Pb-Sn IV-121
Bi-Pb-Te V-125, IX-178, XIII-179, XV-164, X7I-180

Bi-Pd V-25
Bi-Pd-Te XVII-254
Bi-Pt VIII-2U, XII-UO
Bi-Pr XVII-U5

Bi-Rb Iir-20, IV-17
Bi-Rh VIII-25, IX-29
Bi-S VI-28
Bi-S-Se V-126, XIII-180
Bi-S-Te . V-127, XVI-181

Bi-Sb XIV-2U
Bi-Sb-Se-Te IX-260, XI-261
Bi-Sb-Te XI-188, XIV-169

Bi-Se 1-20, V-26, VI-27
Bi-Se-Sn XIII-177
Bi-Se-Te VI-125

Bi-Si XII-35
Bi-Sn VIII-23, X-22, XVr-23
Bi-Sn-Te XIII-178
Bi-Sr 11-17, XII-U1

Bi-Te III-22, IV-20, V-27, XIV-26
Bi-Te-Tl IX-180
Bi-Th-U VII-179
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system Location

Bi-Ti VI-29, XII-U2
Bi-Tl xvi-2a
Bi-U V-28, VII-29, VIII-27
Bi-U-Zr VII-180

Bi-V XII-2U
Bi-Yb XII-32
Bi-Zn 1-21
Bi-Zr IX-30

C-Ce X-1 1

1

C-Ce-Mo X-1 90
C-Ce-Th X-20a, XIIT-260
C-Ce-O X-207, XIII-261, XVIII-1U6
C-CG-Zr X-208

C-Co XIV-72, XVII-113
C-Co~Cr XV-200, XVII-318, XVIII-147
C-Co-Cr-W XIV-263, XV-2a8
C-Co-Fe XV-185, XVtII-1«48
C-Co-Mo XV-199, XIX-139

C-CO"Nb XI-228, XVIII-1U8
C-Co-Sn vi-iua
C-Co-Ti 11-80, V-151, VII-208
C-Co-U IX-218
C-CO-W VII-185, XVI-187

C°Co-Zn VII-209
C"Co-Zr XI-229, XIX-1U0

C-Cr III-76, XIII-137
C-Cr-Fe IV-137, VIII-181, XVI-232, XVIII-1U9

xix-im
C-Cr-Fe-Mn-N XIV-268
C-Cr-Fe-Ho VIII-22U, XIII-266, XVII-UOI
C-Cr-Fe-N XII-2U9, XIII-262, XV-233, XVIII-2a5

C-Cr-FG-Ni VIII-225, XIV-265, XVIII-253
C-Cr-FG-U X-218, XIII-268
C-Cr-FG-V VIII-222, XIII-265, XIV-260
C-Cr-FG-W VIII-223, XVI-299, XVII-396
C-Cr-Hf XII-195

C-Cr-Mo XI-2U3, XVIII-152 ^

C-Cr-Mo-Zr XVII-412
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Syst.e in Location

yTTT- 1 m
C-Cr-Nb XIV-2U0, XVIII-153
C-Cr-Ni 1-125
C-Cr-Ni- Ti XI-265

P—Pt*— R <a\^ \, L n c Y T T - 9 U 9

C-Cr-Ta XIV-252
C-Cr-Ti 1-128, VIII-219, XII-2a8, XIX-1U3

C-Cr-U VII-245, IX-255, X-206
C-Cr-V XII-173, XIV-167

X-150- XITT-186
C-Cr-Zr XI-257, XIX-1UU

C-Cu XV-62
C-Cu-Fe XI-210, XVIII-153
C-Cu-Ni VIII-20U
C-Cu-U IX-230
C-Cu-V VII-171

C-Fe 1-33, V-41, VI-43, VII-55, X-46, XI
XII-76, XIV-55, XVI-45, XVII-8
XVIII-19, XIX-10

C-Fe-H XlX-lUt*
C-Fe-Hf VIII-173

Pa» M nv» r e nn Y — 1*^0 YVTT— 9Q7 YVTTT— 7TY—A IJO, AVXX £.0 1 f AVXXX IJJ, AXA ItJ

C-Fe-an- Si III-122, IV-179

C-Fe-Mo XIV-187, XV-190, XVI-221, XYIII-155
C-Fe-N VIII-126, XI-138, XIII-140
C-Fe-Nb XT-212, XVIII-158

r c Mi. Y— YV-1Q1 YVT-99*> YVTTT-1RQA \ \} \ f AV AVX J f AVXXX 1^7
C-Fe-Ni- Pb VI-171

C-Fe-Ni- U XIII-267
C-Fe-Ni- H X-215
C-Fe-0 VIII-175
C-Fe-P XVIII-159
C-Fe-Pu X-162

C-Fe-S VII-201, XIV-192, XIX-148
C-Fe-Si V-138, XII-20U, XIII-199, XIV-181,

XVI-217, XVII-280, XVIII-160
C-Fe-Sn VII-200
C-Fe-Ti 11-70, III-107, XV-193
C-Fe-U VII-202, IX-209, X-16U
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Syste m Location

C-Fe-V TX-17a, XII-165, XIV-156, XV-158,
XVIII-160

C-Fe-W XIV-170, XVI-182
C-Fe-Zn VI-137
C-Ge V-37, XIII-58
C-H-V XIX-1U8

C-Hf Vlll-ae, XI-52, XVIII-21
C-Hf-Mo XII-193, XIII-191, XV-175, XVII-272,

XVIII-162, XIX-149
C-Hf-Nb X-151, XI-202, XIII-192, XVII-273
C-Hf-Nb-Sr IX-261r XII-257
C-Hf-Re XII-194, XVIII-165

C-Hf-Ta IX-191, XIII-194
C-Hf-Ti V-132, XIII-195
C-Hf-U VII-189, IX-192

C-In-Ni VI-139
C-Ir XV-U7
C-La VI-57
C-La-D XVIII-165
C-Li III-a8

C-Mn XIX-1U
C-Mn-Mo XVII-334
C-Mn-Si IV-153
C-Mn-W XVII-255

C-Mo XI-106, XII-103, XIII-101, XV-65, XVI-82
C-Mo-N XVI-117
C-Mo-Nb VII-213, XIII-23a, XVII-356, XIX-150
C-Mo-Nb-Zr XVII-a09
C-Mo-Ni XV-212, XVII-354, XVIII-166, XIX-150

C-Mo-Ni-Zr XIX-2a9
C-Mo-Pu XIII-236
C-Mo-Re X-185, XIX-152
C-Mo-Ta XIV-229, XIX-153
C-Mo-Th IX-235

C-Mo-Ti 11-89, XI-241, XIII-237, XIV-231,
XV-216, XVI-266, XVII-357, XIX-153

C-Mo-Ti-Zr XVII-UIO, xiX-251
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System loca tion

C-Mo-D IX-236, X-188, XII-232, XIII-240,
XIV-234, XVII-358, XIX-154

C-Mo-W 11-62, XVII-258, XIX-157
C-Mo-Zr IX-237, XI-2a4, XIII-2m, XV-219,

XVI- 273, XVII-360

C-N-Nb V-105, VI-92
C-N-0-0 XVII-392
C-N-Ta V-106
C-N-V X-112

C-Nb V-79, VII-102, XIV-91, XVII-140,
XVIII-22

C-Nb-Ni XVIII-167, XIX-158
C-Nb-Re XIII-246, XIV-239, XVI-285, XVIII-168
C-Nb-Ti 1-126, X-193, XI-247, XVIII-168
C-Nb-U IV-165, VII-229, X-197, XII-238,

XVII- 372

C-Nb-W X-mS, XI-193, XIII-184, XVII-260,
XVIII- 170, XIX-158

C-Nb-W-Zr XIX-252
C-Nb-Zr X-198, XI-2U9, XII-239, XIII-248,

XVIII-170

C-Nd-0 XVIII-171

C-Ni IX-99, X-87, XI-112, XII-109, XIV-89,
XVII-137, xix-ia

C-Ni-Pb ?r-159
C-Ni-Ti 11-91, VI-160, VII-225, VIII-213
C-Ni-D VII-226, IX-239, X-192, XIII-245
C-Ni-W VII-187

C-Ni-Zn VII-227
C-Ni-Zr XIX-159

C-O-Pu XI-225, XIV-200
C-O-Ta XIV-201
C-o-Te-0 XVII-406
C-O-Ti 11-76
C-0-0 XII-219, XVI-253
C-0-7 IV-118

C-Pu VII-1ia, IX-109
C-Pu-Si XIII-227
C-Pu-Th XIII-252
C-Pu-Ti-D XIII-270
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system Location

C-Pu-0 IX-251, X-199
C-Pu-U-W XIX-252
C-Pu-H XVIII-172, XIX-159

C-Re V-91, IX-112, XI-124, XII-119
C-Re-Ta XIII-253, XIV-247, XV-22a, XVII-382
C-Re-Ti XIV-2a8
C-Re-0 X-200
C-Re-H IX-186, X-1U7, XIX-161
C-Re-Zr XV-225, XIX-160

C-Rh XV-83, XIX-15
C-Ru XIX-16
C-Ru-D XVI-289, XVIII-173
C-Si V-61
C-Si-U XIII-229, XIV-216

C-Ta IX-129, XI-132
C-Ta-Ti V-160
C-Ta-Ti-W XIX-253
C-Ta-0 IV-170, VII-238
C-Ta-V XVI-171

C-Ta-W VIII-170, XIX-162
C-Ta-Zr X-202, XII-2a6

C-Te-U XVII-391
C-Th IV-91, XIII-135
C-Th-U IV-171, VII-2U0
C-Th-U-Zr IV-181, VII-257
C-Th-Zr VII-2a3, VIII-220, IX-254

C-Ti 11-52, V-102, VII-122
C-Ti-V X-139, XI-18U, XII-169
C-Ti-W XIX-162
C-Ti-Zr XIII-258

C-0 VII-129, X-109, XI-134, XII-128, XV-90
C-O-V XVI-172
C-U-W X-149, XII-186, XVI-197, XVII-262,

XVIII- 173, XIX-167
C-D-Y X-171
C-O-Zr IV-17a, 711-246, XIV-25a, XVII-390

C-V III-19, VIII-19, XI-30, XII-29, XIV-23,
XIX- 16

C-V-W VIII-152
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System Location
^

c- w

c-w-zr XI"l94, XVlIl-l/1
C-

X

X-d9, XIV-6d, XlX-io
C-Zr XI-135, XII-129

Ca-Ca XVIII-2J
Ca-Ce-Cl I- 1 1 8

Ca-Cu XVII-lO/
Ca-Eu XV-3D

Ca-Fe-P 11-63
Ca-Fe- Si TTXTX 1*7 /I VTtr "ITC VTT ITrtviii-i/u^ xiv-i/b, xv-1/y
Ca-Ga VTT C /IXII- 54
Ca-Ge VX CC VTTXT "7CXl^ob, XVII- / D

Ca-Hg VTV 1 QXIX- 1 y

Ca-La IV-61
Ca-Li III-40
Ca- Mg 1-41, IX-86
Ca-Mg-Mn V- 1 49
Ca-Mg-Si V rr 1 ^ CXV- 195

Ca-Mn IX-71
ca- nn- si TV VT OOllIX-^14, XI-224
ca-wa - T T _ O JlII- J4
Ca-Na-Pb IX-216
Ca-Ni XI-83

Ca-Pb XT C /I

Ca-S-0 XVII-309
Ca-Si XVIII-24

Ca-Sr IV-62
Ca-Ti VI-D3
ca-zn

Cd-Cr-Se VTV 1 ^ OXIX-1d8

Cd-Cu VIII-74
Cd-Cu-Mg 1-116, XVI-248
Cd-Cu-Mg-Zn 11-98
Cd-Cu-Sb XVI-243, XIX-169
Cd-Cu-Sn V-144
Cd-Cu-Zn 11-75, VlII-190, XIII-219

Cd-Eu XI-61
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System Location

XT J ^

Cd-Ga-Pb VII-188
Cd-Ga-Sb XI-197

Cd-Gd XVII-63
Cd-Ge-Sb XV-178, XVI-207

Cc\- Ho
CA - Hrr- Ph^U il^ XT u XVTTT- 17S

YVTTT-17R
YTTT-991A X X X ^ ^ 1

Cd-In 7-49, XVII-98
YVTT-!?Qfi

O 11 YTT- 9finA X X ^ U U
— Tn - <^ h-V^U XII ou To X A U U

Cd-In-Te IX-211

wU XjCL A X A ^yj

rd- Ma XTTT-fi"^ YVTT-105AXXX -mj f AVXX t \J ^ f Y TY- 2

1

AXA «> 1

rfl -MnWU iJli YTV- 1 QQ

XA \J y g A* HO

Cd-Pb XVIII-27
Cd-Pb-Sb XVI-2U5
Pfj — Ph- *;fiVU IrU YT-2 93AX ^ ^ -J

Cd-Pb-Sn- Zn XIII-269
Cd-Pb-Te X-17y
Cd-Pb-Zn XIIT-222A X X X £m ^ ^

Cd-Pu XI-79AX r ^

Cd-S IX-70

VTT-71 YTTT-PU• XX '1/ AXXX O't

^»tl OlJ OU YTT— YTY— 17nAXX ^ AXA 1 1 \J

\^Q, OD IG YUT — 9 UA V X 4 D
CA — QK — 7 nV^Q OD ZiIl V— 1UR VTTT— 1Q9 TYV I40y VXXX XA-913 YZ 1 O y A

Cd-Se XII-87
^ u oil V-'^i? Y-fil YTV-fi7W ^ ^ 0 A Vlf AXV V/

oil JL c Y- 1 7 3A I/O
P<1 — ^n — Tlv^u oil IX
Cd-Sn-Zn IV-1U6, V-1U7, XVI- 244

Cd-Sr XI-81
Cd-Te VIII-75
Cd-Te-Zn Xvi-2a7
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Syste m Location

Cd-Ti
Cd-Tl
Cd-Yb
Cd-Zn

Ce-Co
Ce-Co-Fe
Ce-Co-H
Ce-Co-La
Ce-Co-Pu
Ce-Co-Si

Ce-Cr
Ce-Cr-0

Ce-Cu
Ce-Cu-Mn
Ce-Cu-Mn-Zr
Ce-Cu-Pu
Ce-Cu-Zr

Ce-Fe
Ce-Fe-N
Ce-Fe-Ni-Si
Ce-Fe-Pu
Ce-Fe-Si

Ce-Ga-V
Ce-Gd
Ce-Ge
Ce-Ge-Se
Ce-Ge-Si

Ce-H
Ce-Hf
Ce-Hg
Ce-Ir
Ce-K

Ce-La
Ce-La-Mg
Ce-Mg
Ce-Mg-Mn
Ce-Bg-Zn

Ce-Mn
Ce-N
Ce-N-V

XVIII-27
X- 62
XVII- 100
XI- 82

XII-94, XVII-115
V-137
XVIII- 182
XIX- 170
7-150, XII-222
XVI-255, XVII-3ia

V-IOU, XV-92, XVI-110
XVI- 25a

X-77
XIX-171
XIX-25y
XI-239
XVII- 350

1-36, V-a3
XIX-172
X-217
XIII-20U
XVI-218, XVII-285

XVI- 16a
IX-3a, X-29
XVII- 80, XIX-22
XVIII- 182
XII- 196

XIX- 23
XVII-71
XII-51
XIX-23
XVII- 106

IV-66
XVIII- 183
VIII-86, XI-102, XVII-123
III-115
XVII-332

III-52
XVI-5, XVII-17
XIX- 173
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System Location

Ce-Na XIV-86
Ce-Nb V-80
^ ~ 11 X X - 8 8

Ce-Ni-Pu XIII-2a3
Ce-Ni-Si XV-205, XVII-322, XIX-173

Ce-Pd XIII-112
Ce~ Ru VIII-118
Ce-S-Ti XVII-388
Ce-Sc X-106

Ce-Si XII-98
Ce-Si-Th XII-226, XIII-228

YTV- 109
Ce-Te XIII-132

Ce-Th III-73, VII-125
Ce-Th-Zr X-205
Ce-Ti III-71
Ce-V VTTT-50 IfTTT-'^fi

Ce-Zn XI-137

Co-Cr VI-56, VII-76, XVIII-28
Co-Cr-Fe V-136, VI-127, IX-197, XIX-17a
Co-Cr-Fe- Mo- Ni XV-258
Co— Cr -Fe

-

Ni- H XV-257
Co-Cr-Mo 1-119

Co-Cr - Mo- Ni XV-253
Co-Cr-Ni XIX-175
Co-Cr-Ni- W XV-247
Co-Cr-Si XI-226
Co-Cr-Ti IV-1U8, Vl-iaS, VIII-198

Co-Cr-H XVIII-185
Co-Cr-Zr XVIII-186

Co-Cu 11-36, IV-63, XII-91, XVIII-29
Co-Cu-Mn IV-147
Co-Cu-Pd 11-77
Co-Cu-Si XIV-202

Co-Dy XVII-82
Co-Er XII-95, XVII-116
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System Location

CO * e XiX jVJf AXV HOy AVX
r <5 ovs YTY-17fiA X A I/O

VTTT- 1 7fiV X X X \ 1 \J

v^O * c nil u T Y- 9 fiUX A ^ V H

Co-Fe-Mo XVIII-187

f r\ — PO'— N i YV- 1 RAt I O J

^ u r c w XX u t

X» \ J\/ 1 » IJ^/ ¥XX Ii7H

Co-Fe-S IV-131
Co-Fe-Si XI-206

YTV- 1 ftA X V 1 O J

r c u TY-1Qfi Y-1'^7 YT—9m
Co-Fe-V 1-96
Co-Fe-Zn 11-67

VXXX— oD, AV— ZO/ aVXX—DDj
Q^o Y— 1 zi

Co-Ge-Ni XIX-176
Co-Ge-Si XVII-276

CO n A V X X H /

Pn — H— La YVTTT- 1 ftfiATXXX ICDO

C o n J. AXw J mJ f Af
Co-Hf-Zr XVIII-188

CO ny T Y-7 ftX A / O

CO nu Y VTT — ft 1A V X X O 1

CO XU YVT— ^

1

A V X J 1

C O YTTT-QOA X X X ^ \J

Co-Mg XI-86

CO nu VTTT—77 YVTT— 100VXXX ' ' r AVXX Iv?
nii V X 1 *T J

Co-Mn-Pd X-177
Co-Mn-Si VIII-197, X-176
CO nu o

u

AX V z u /

CO nu i. X YV— 1 OftA V 1 7 O

Co-Wn-0 IX-217, X-178, XI-227
Co-Mn-Zr XVIII-189'

Co- Mo IX-77
Co- Mo-Si XII-220
Co-Mo-Zr XVII-315
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System JjOCa uipD

Co-Nb X-67, XII-92, XIII-91, XVI-68, XVIII-30
Co-Nb-Si XIV-20a, XVIII-190
Co-Nb-Sn XVII-316
Co-Nb-Zr XIV-208, XVIII-190

Co-Ni-Pd 11-78
Co-Ni-Pd-V XIV-261
Co-Ni-S XIX-177
Co-Ni-Sb III-111, XIX-178
V-O Nl ol YTV— 90"^ YTY— 17ftA J. y J f AJ.A I/O

Co-Ni-Sn 1-120, XIX-179
Co-Ni-0 1-121
Co-Ni-V III-92
Co-Ni-Zn 11-79

Co-O-W XI-190
Co-Pb 1-46
Co-Pb-Te XIV-209
Co-Pd-V XIV-158
Co— Pu M DO

CO-S VII-75, XI-87
Co-Sb XIX-25
Co-Sb-Si XIV-206
Co-Se XVII-111

Co-Si XIII-89
Co-Si-Ti XII-221
Co-Si-V XII-166
Co-Sm XIV-70, XV-52, XIX-26
Co-Sn XVII-110

Co-Ta XIII-92, XVIII-31
Co-Te V-57, XVIII-32
CO-Tn V T T — Q "3

Co-Ti 1-47, VI-5a, XIV-71, XVII-112
Co-Ti-Zr XVII-317

Co-V 1-16
Co-V-Zr XVIII-191

Co-» xiii-ua
Co-Y XI-77, XVII-103
Co-Zn I-U8
Co-Zr XI-88, XVI-69, XVIII-33
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Syste m Location

Cr-Cu
Cr-Cu-Fe-Mn-Ni
Cr-Cu-Fe-Ni
Cr-Cu-Mn-Ni
Cr-Cu-Nb

Cr-Cu-Ni
Cr-Cu-Pd
Cr-Cu-Ti
Cr-Cu-Zr

Cr-Fe

Cr-Fe-Mn
Cr-Fe-Mn-N-Ni
Cr-Fe- Mn-Nb-Ni-Si-V
Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni

Cr-Fe-Mo
Cr-Fe-Mo-Ni
Cr-Fe-Mo-V
Cr-Fe-N
Cr-Fe-Nb-Ni

Cr-Fe-Ni

Cr-Fe-Ni-Si
Cr-Fe-Ni-Ti
Cr-Fe-Ni-W
Cr-Fe-0

Cr-Fe-O-S
Cr-Fe-P
Cr-Fe-S
Cr-Fe-Si
Cr-Fe-Ti

Cr-Fe-V
Cr-Fe-H
Cr-Fe-Zr

Cr-Ga
Cr-Gd
Cr-Ge
Cr-Hf
Cr-Hg
Cr-Ho

111-54
11-102
11-97
II- 100
XVIII- 192

III- 117, XIII-233
VI-152
XVI-263
11-87, III-118, XVIII-193

VI- a5, VIII-55, X-48, XV-39, XVI-48,
XVIII- 34, XIX-27

IV- 135, XIV-186, XIX-179
XIX- 265
VIII- 227
II- 96, 7-164

III- 103, VIII-178, X-160
XV-251
XVIII-25a
IV- 94, IX-137, XI-139, XIII-IUI
XVIII-248

III-100, VI-133, VII-199, IX-204,
XII-207, XVII-290, XVIII-193,
XIX- 180

XVIII-259
V- 165, XII-259, XVIII-260
XV-2a6
1-106, XIV-177, XVI-216

XI-262
XI-216
IX-206
VII- 197, VIII-177, XII-206
VI- 136, X-163, XI-215

III-91, XVI-167, XIX-181
x-ia2
VIII- 182, IX-210, XVI-23a, XVIII-195

XI- 50, XVIII-38
X- 28
XII- 66, XIII-59, XIV-4a, XVIII-37
XI- 53, XIV-39, XIX-28
IX- 122
XVIII-38
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system

cr-lr
Cr-La

Cr-Mn
Cr-Mn-N
Cr-Mn-Ni
Cr-Mn-Si
Cr-Mn-Zr

XIX-29
VI-58, XIX-30

XII-100
XIV-106
VIII-203
XVII-320
XIX-182

Cr-Mo IX-91*, X-83, XII-104, XVII-134
Cr-Mo-Nb VI-154r VII-217, VIII-208, X-183,

XI-240, XV-214
Cr-Mo-Nb-W XII-256
Cr-Mo-Ni VIII-207, XIX-182
Cr-Mo-Si X-182, XII-224

Cr-Mo-Ti VI-155, VIII-209, XII-231
Cr-Mo-Ti-V XIV-262
Cr-Mo-U IV-159, VII-220
Cr-Mo-H IV-123, V-129, VII-186, VIII-168
Cr-Mo-Zr XVI-275, XVII-359^ XIX-183

Cr-N III-5, XVII-15, XVIII-38
Cr-N-Pu XVIII-196
Cr-N-0 XVII-17U

Cr-Nb 11-44, IV-80, VII-106, VIII-103, X-9a
Cr-Nb-Ni VI-157, VII-223, VIII-211, XII-23a
Cr-Nb-Si VII-210
Cr-Nb-Ta-Ti XII-261
Cr-Nb-Ta-Ti-Zr XV-259, XVII-aiU

Cr-Nb-Ti VIII-214, IX-2U3, X-194, XI-248
Cr-Nb-Ti-Zr XV-25a
Cr-Nb-0 IX-247
Cr-Nb-V IV-119, V-123
Cr-Nb-Zr XI-250, XIV-2ai, XV-222

Cr-Nd XV-67, XVI-86

Cr-Ni 1-65, III-61, VI-72, VII-93, VIII-99,
XVI-89, XVIII-39

Cr-Ni-S XIX-184
Cr-Ni-Si 71-147, IX-222
Cr-Ni-Ti 11-92
Cr-Ni-H III-99
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25 Sn-
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26 Re-
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72 0- Pu 130 U-Zr
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N

2 8 Bi-Cu 7 b Co -S 13 2 B-N- Ti
29 Bi-U 7b C o-Cr 13 3 B-N- Zr
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W
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3 1 Pq-W oU VI w o « 1 T c13d F e- a n-

N
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3 3 Fe-Gd 82 M n-Re 137 Al-S i-

V

34 Gd- Mg 8 3 C u- Nb 13 8 Al-C u-

V

3 5 Gd-Zr O Ii84 C u-Pu 13 9 Al-Nb-

V

36 Ga-K 8 5 Mo-U 1 40 Al-S i-

W

37 Ga-Nd 87 A g-Na 14 1 Al-G a- Mg
3 8 Ga-Hg 88 Np-Pu 142 Al-Fe-Si
40 Ga-Te 90 N i- R u 14 3 Al-!1o-Si

Fe-Hf 9 1 Ni-Se 1 /i /i

1 44 Al-N b- Si
U2 Hf-Mo 92 N i-S 1 ii C14 5 Al-Si-Ta
43 Hf -Ni 93 Cr-Ni 146 Al-S i-U
44 Fe-Ge 95 Ni-Zr 147 Al-Cr-Si
45 Ge-Mn 96 Nb-Pd 148 Al-Cu-Li
46 Fe-Y 97 Nb-Pt 149 Al-Mg-Zn
47 Fe-0 98 Nb-Re 151 Ag-Al-Cu
48 Fe-Si 101 Nb-Ti 152 Al-Ce-Cu
50 Fe-Mo 102 C-Nb 153 Al-Cr-Ni
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Syste m Location

Cr-0
Cr-Os
Cr-Pd
Cr-Pr
Cr-Pt

iii-m
III-66
XIII-1 11

XV-79, XVI-97
XIX-31

Cr-Pu 1-71
Cr-Re V-92
Cr-Rh XIX-32
Cr-Ru VII-116, X-105
Cr-Sc XVIII-40

Cr-Si
Cr-Si-Ti
Cr-Si-H
Cr-Si-Y
Cr-Sm

Ill-Ua, IX-82, X-73, XIV-75
XVII-325
VIII-166
XVII-305
XIX-33

Cr-Sn X-98, XV-7a
Cr-Sn-Zr IV-169, IX-2U9
Cr-Ta V-101, VII-120, XIX-33
Cr-Ta-Ti XII-2a5, XV-227, XVI-293
Cr-Ta-Zr XII--2a7, XIII-257, XV-229

Cr-Tb XVII-166
Cr-Ti III-70, IV-90, VIII-121, IX-130,

XVII-167
Cr-Ti-V VIII-155, XI-186, XII-172, XIII-175
Cr-Ti-W IV-125
Cr-Ti-Zr XI-256, XIII-259, XV-230

Cr-0 1-75, IX-132
Cr-V V-2U, VI-25
Cr-V-Zr XVI-173, XVIII-196, XIX-186
Cr-H VII-32
Cr-W-Zr XIX-187

Cr-Y VII-70, XIX-3a
Cr-Yb XIX-35
Cr-Zr IX-13a, XIV-IOU, XVII-171, XIX-36

Cs-Ga XIX-36
Cs-Mg XIII-98
Cs-Na XVII- 135
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System Location

Cu-Er XVI-81

Cu-Fe
Cu-Fe-Mn-Ni 11-95
Cu-Fe-Ni XVII-289
Cu-Fe-P XIII-201
Cu-Fe-P-Zn XIV-264

Cu-Fe-Pd IX-201
Cu-Fe-Ti XVI-219

Cu-Ga XI-UU
Cu-Ga-Ge 1-100
Cu-Ga-Ge-Se XVI- JO^
Cu-Ga-Te XIX-187

Cu-Ge III-29, XII-63
Cu-Ge-Ni V-134
Cu-Ge- Sb ITXT

• vii-iyi
Cu-Ge-Sn XII-199
Cu-Ge-Te XIX-188

Cu-H XVII-U8
Cu-Hf XII-59
Cu- Hg TV_QQ VtTTT_1Q1ix-oy» AVI±-1J 1

Cu-Ho ix-ae

Cu-In XVIII-41
Cu-In-Sb XVII-298
Cu-In-Se XIII-208
Cu-In-Sn XVIII-197
Cu-In-Te XIII-209

Cu-Ir XV-U6
Cu-Li IV-67

III-50
11-82, XVIII-204
V-15U
11-83, IX-226
XII-^227
1-122, 11-84, VI-150

Cu-I*-^ VIII-87, XVII-124
Cu-Mn-Ni IV-15U
Cu-Mn-Si IV-1U9, VIII-200
Cu-Mn-Sn XIX-189
Cu-Mn-Zr XVIII-206

Cu-Mg
Cu-Mg-Ni
Cu-Hg-Sb
Cu-Mg-Sn
Cu-Mg-Ti
Cu-Mg-Zn
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Location

Cu-Mo-Nb XVI-258
Cu-Mo-Ni XIX-189
Cu-Mo-Zr XIV-219, XVII-335

Cu-Nb VII-83r XV-59, XVI-79
Cu-Nb-Ta XIV-223
Cu-Nb-H XV-172, XVI-191
Cu-Nb-Zr XIV-224, XVIII-207

Cu-Ni IV-71, XVII-126, XVIII-U2
Cu-Ni-P XVII-34a
Cu-Ni-Pb III-116
Cu-Ni-Pd XI-236, XVII-3U0
Cu-Ni-S ¥1-151

Cu-Ni-Si III-112, IV-150, XVII-32U, XVIi:
XIX-191

C«-Ni-Sn XVII-337
Cu-Ni~Ta XI-237
Ca-Ni-Ti XIII-232, XIV-220, XVII-3a2
Cu-Ni-W XVI-190
Cu-Ni-Zr XIV-221

Cu-0 XII-88, XIV-68
Cu-O-Pt XV-196
Cu-O-Sn XII-217

Cu-P XVIII-43
Cu-Pb 1-57, 11-40^ XVIII-Ua
Cu-Pb-Te II-86
Cu-Pu VII-84, XIII-100

Cu-Rh XVII-130
Cu-S VI-611
Cu-Sb IV-72
Cu-Se-Sn XIX-192

Cu-Si-Ti XV-202
Cu-Si-Zn 111-113^ IX»220^ X-180
Cu-Si-Zr XI-233

Cu~Sn X?I-80, X?II-129
Cu-Sn-Zr XIV-225
Cu-Sr XVII-132

Cu-Te 11-41, XIX-37
Cu-Te-Tl XVII-3a9
Cu-Th XVII-133
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Syste m Loca tion

Cu-Ti
Cu-Ti-
Cu-Ti-
Cu-Tl

1

Zn
Zr

j
Cu-V

1
Cu-Y
Cu-Yb

' Cu-Zn
Cu-Zr

1

D-Lu

i

^-^^
f D-Ni

f D-Pd
D-Ta
D-V
D-Zr

Dy-Er
Dy-Hg
Dy-Ho
Dy-Ho- y

Dy-Mg
Dy-nn
Dy-Nd

Dy-Pb
Dy-Pd
Dy-Sb
Dy-Th
Dy-Y

Er-Fe
Er-Gd
Er-Hf
Er-Hg
Er-Ho

Er^Mn
1 Er-Nd

Er-Pd
Er-Pt
Er-Bh

IV-73, VI-65, VIII-91, IX-90, XII-101
VIII-206
VII- 212
1-59, XV-61

VIII- 17, X-20, XIII-3"5
VII- 66
XVI-57, XVII-102
III-55, VIII-92, XV-63
VIII- 93, X-78, XVIII-UU

XVIII-60
XVIII-60
XVIII-61

XVIII-62
XVIII-63
XVIII- 63, XIX-38
IX- U8

XIX- 38
XII- 51
XVI-3U, XIX-39
XVI- 211

XI- 59
XIII- 64
XVIII-U5

XIV- US
xix-ao
XIII-65
XV- 3U
XIII-63

XVII- 90
X-30
XVII-73
XII- 51
xix-ai

XIII- 99
xviii-ue
xix- a2
XVII-154
xix-as
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Syste m Loca tion

Er-Sc X-107
Er-Tb XlX-Ua
Er-Th XV-89
Er-Y X-60, XIX-a5

Eu-In XI-60
Eu-Mg XV-36
Eu-Pb XIII-66
Eu-Te XVI-37

Fe-Ga XI-U1, XIII-a8
Fe-Ga-N VIII-124
Fe-Gd VII-33

Fe-Ge Vll-aU, X-ai, XI-54, XVIII-U?
Fe-Ge-Ni XIX-196
Fe-Ge-S XV-177

Fe-H XVII-U6
Fe-Hf VII-ai, XII-57, XI¥-3a, XIX-a5
Fe-Hf-Zr XVIII-209
Fe-Ho XVI-35

Fe-In XIII-67, XV-37, XVI-38
Fe-Ir IX-50, X-a2
Fe-Ir-Hh XIII-197

Fe-La-N XIX-196
Fe-La-Si XVIII-209
Fe-Lu xviii-ae
Fe-Mg XII-68
Fe-Mg-Ni-0 XVI-303

Fe-Mn VIII-52, X-UU
Fe-Mn-N VII-135
Fe-Mn-Ni-Zn VII-25U
Fe-Mn-0 XV-181, XVI-213
Fe-Mn-O-S XVIII-260

Fe-Mn-S IX-199, XVII-286
Fe-Mn-Si IV- 132
Fe-Mn-Si-Y XII-255
Fe-Mn-Sn XIV-184
Fe-Mn-Ti IV-133, XV-189

Fe-Mn-0 IX-200, X-159, XIV-185, XIX-197
Fe-Mn-Zr XVIII-210
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Location

pe-Mo VII-50, XII-70, XIII-70, XVI-a2, XIX-a6
Fe-Mo-P XI-211
Fe-Mo-S IX-203
re-Mo-Si VII-196, XII-202
Fe-Mo-H XIX-199
Fe-Mo-Zr XIV-188

Fe-N 1-5, II-3, XIV-5, XVIII-a9, XIX-47
Fe-N-Nb VIII-125, XIX-200
Fe-N-Si 11-54, III-79, VII-134, XVI-111
Fe-N-0 IX-136
Fe-N-V XIX-200
Fe-N-Zn VII-136

Fe-Nb III-33, VI-41, VII-52, XII-71, XIII-71,
XVI-a3

Fe-Nb-P VIII-179, XI-213
Fe-Nb-S IX-205
Fe-Nb-Si VI-129, XVIII-211
Fe-Nb-Zr XIV-190

Fe-Nd XI-6U

Fe-Ni 11-26, III-32, VII-51, XI-65
Fe-Ni-0 1-105, XVI-215, XVII-278
Fe-Ni-P XVI-226
Fe-Ni-P-S IX-265
Fe-Ni-Pb VI-132

Fe-Ni-Pd , VI-131
Fe-Ni-Re XVI-224
Fe-Ni-S 1-107, III-106, VII-198
Fe-Ni-Sb XIX-201
Fe-Ni-Si VI-128, XI-208, XIV-178

Fe-Ni-Sn XIX-202
Fe-Ni-Ti XIII-203
Fe-Ni-D 1-108
Fe-Ni-W III-98, XV-169
Fe-Ni-Zn IV-1 36
Fe-Ni-Zr XIV-189, XIX-202

Fe-0 IV-a2, VI-38, VII-47, XIV-46, XVI-39
Fe-O-S XI-205
Fe-O-Ti 11-65
Pe-O-V IX-172
Fe-O-Zr VII- 193
Fe-Os IX-52
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Syste m Location

Fe-P IV-50^ IX-58
Fe-P-S XIV-193
Fe-P-Si V-139
Fe-P-Sn 1-109
Fe-P-Ti V-iaO, XI-214

Fe-P-V 1-97, XI-180
Fe-P-W 1-99
Fe-P-Zr IV-138, XI-217
Fe-Pb-Te XV-192

Fe-Pd IV-US, V-38, IX-53
Fe-Pt V-39
Fe-Pu 1-31, 111-34
Fe-Rh IV-ue, XIII-73, XVII-85
Fe-Ru IV-47, VI-U2

Fe-S VII-53, XIV-5a, XVII-87, XVIII-50
Fe-S-Sb VI-135
Fe-S-Si XIII-198, XIV-180
Fe-S-Ti IX-208
Fe-S-V IX-173

Fe-S-H VII-18a
Fe-S-Zr IX-207

Fe-Sb XIX-a8
Fe-Sb-Si III-102
Fe-Sc VIII-53, XV-38
Fe-Se XIV-53

Fe-Si 11-24, VI-39, VII-48, VIII-50, IX-51,
X-U3, XI-63, XIII-68, XIV-49,
xvi-ai

Fe-Si-Sn VI-130
Fe-Si-Ti 11-69, XII-203
Fe-Si-D XIX-204
Fe-Si-V XI-179, XII-164

Fe-Si-H X-iai
Fe-Si-Zn XIV-182, XV-186

Fe-Sm XVII-86
Fe-Sn X-U5, XIII-72, XIV-52, XVII-8U,

XVIII-51
Fe-Sn- Zr XIV-191
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system Location

Fe-Ta V-UO, XII-73, XIII-7a, XVI-44
Fe-Tc IX-5a
Fe-Te 1-32, VII-54
Fe-Th XII-75

Fe-Ti 11-27, III-35, VIII-54, IX-55, XII-7a
Fe-Ti-V V-121, VI-120, VII-167
Fe-Ti-Zr XVII-293
Fe-Tm XVIII-52

Fe-U IV-49, IX-57, XII-79
Fe-V XI-28, XVI-16, XIX-U9
Fe-V-Zr XVIII-211

Fe-W XII-48, XIII-43, XVI-26, XIX-49
Fe-Y Vll-ue
Fe-Zn VII-56, X-49, XVIII-53, XIX-51
Fe-Zr VI-/46, VIII-56, IX-59, XII-80, XVI-a9,

XIX-52

Fs-Pu-D XI-251, XII-241

Ga-Ge 1-24, III-25, IV-31, XVII-59
Ga-Ge-Nb XVIII-212
Ga-Ge-Ni XIX-204
Ga-Ge-P IX-188
Ga-Ge-Si-V XVIII-261

Ga-Ge-Sn XIX-205
Ga-Ge-Ti XI-195
Ga-Ge-Zr XI-196

Ga-Hf VIII-39
Ga-Hg VI-35, VII-38

Ga-In IX-35, XII-53, XV-26, XVIII-SU, XIX-53
Ga-In-P XVI-201, XVII-26a, XVIII-213
Ga-In-S XV-174
Ga-In-Sb 1-102, IV-126, V-130, VIII-172,

XVIII-21U
Ga-In-Se XVI-200

Ga-In-Sn XVI-199
Ga-In-Te IV-127, V-131
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Syste m Loca tion

Ga-K
Ga-La-V
Ga-Li
Ga-Mn
Ga-Mo

VII-36, XIX-5a
XIV-155
XIX-54
XI-43
XIX-55

Ga-Na 11-21, VI-3U, VII-37 '

Ga-Nb X-31, XI-45, XIV-31, XVIII-5U
Ga-Ni III-26
Ga-O-V XII-163

Ga-P X-34
Ga-P-Zn XII-192
Ga-Pb IV-3a, V-33

Ga-Pd-Zn XIX-206
Ga-Pt XIV-33
Ga-Pr-V XVII-2a7
Ga-Pu X-33, XI-47, XIII-49, XVII-61
Ga-Rb XIX-56

Ga-S
Ga-S-Te
Ga-Sb
Ga-Sb-Te
Ga-Se

XIII-52
XI- 199
1-26, IV-35
XII- 191
XI-US, XII-55

Ga-Si IV-33, XVII-60
Ga-Sn VIII-40, IX-36, X-32, XIV-32
Ga-Sn-Te XIII-189
Ga-Sr XII-56

Ga-Ta XI-49
Ga-Te VII-UO, IX-37
Ga-Ti III-27, IV-36, VIII-UI
Ga-Ti-Zn XI-200
Ga-Tl 1-28, V-35

Ga-V X-18, XI-27, XII-26, XIII-32, XIV-20
Ga-V-Y XVII-2a5
Ga-Zn IV-37, IX-38, XI-51
Ga-Zn-Zr XI-201
Ga-Zr IV-38, VIII-42, XVI-29

Gd-Hg
Gd-La
Gd-Mg
Gd-Mn

XII-51
VIII-37
VII-3U, xi-ao
xiii-as
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Syste m Location

Gd-Ho
Gd-Pb
Gd-Pd
Gd-Pu

Gd-Sb
Gd-Sc
Gd-Sm

Gd-Tb
Gd-Th
Gd-Ti
Gd-Y
Gd-Zr

Ge-In
Ge-In-P
Ge-In-Sb
Ge-In-Te

Ge-La
Ge-Li

Ge-Hg
Ge-Mg-Pb
Ge-Mg-Sn
Ge-Mn
Ge-Mn-Te

Ge-Mo
Ge-Mo-W
Ge-Nb
Ge-Nb-Ti
Ge-Ni

Ge-0
Ge-P
Ge-Pb-Se
Ge-Pb-Te

Ge-Pd-Te
Ge-pr
Ge-Pt
Ge-Rh
Ge-Ru

XII- 50
XV-2U
XIX-57
XIII- 46

XIII- 47
X-26
XIV- 30

X- 27
XV- 25
VIII-38
VIII- 35
VII-35

XVII-74
IX- 19a
V-133
XI- 203, XIX-207

XVII-76, XIX-57
III-28, XII-62

xiv-m
XII- 198
XII- 197
vii-as, XV-32, XVI-30
VII- 190

IX-U1
IX- 183
XIII- 57
XIX-209
XVII-77

I-29
VIII- a9
XII-200
X- 156, XVIII-215

XVII-277
XIX-60
XII-65
II-22
VIII-47
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System Location

Ge-S IX-a2
Ge-Sb XVII-79
Ge-Sb-Si XVIII-215
Ge-Sb-Sn XVI-208, XIX-210
Ge-Sb-Te XI-20a, XVI-209

Ge-Se VIII-48, XIV-i*2
Ge-Se-Te XII-201

Ge-Si-Te X-155
Ge-Si-Th IX-195
Ge-Si-V XI-178
Ge-Si-H VII-183

Ge-Sn-Te IV-129
Ge-Sr XVI-33

Ge-Te VI-36, XI-56, XV-33
Ge-Th IX-a3
Ge-Ti 1-30, IV-4.1
Ge-Tl IV-UO

Ge-0 VI-37
Ge-V IV-13
Ge-H XVII-57
Ge-Y XVIII-55
Ge-Zr 11-23

H-flf VI-30, VIII-28
H-Hf-Zr XI-189
H-Ir XIX-61
H-La-Ni XVIII-216

H-Mo XVIII-56
H-Mo-Ni XV-168
H-N-V XIX-212

H-Nb IV-22, ?I-31, XI-35, XII-a3, X?-19,
XVIII-57

H-Nb-Ti VIII-162
H-Nb-Zr XII-180, X7III-217

H-Nd XVII-a9
H-Ni XVII-50, XIX-62
H-Ni-H XV-166
H-Ni-Zr IV-122
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System Location

H-O-Ti VIII-161, XII-179, XIX-212
H-O-V XIX-213
H-O-Zr 1-98, VII-181, IX-182

H-Pd XVII-51
H-Rh XIX-63
H-Ru XIX-63
H-Sc XI-36

H-Ta 11-18, VIII-29, XV-20
H-Th XVII-54
H-Ti 11-19, IV-23, XII-44, XVII-53
H-Ti-Zr VIII-163

H-D IV-24, Xlll-m, XIV-27
H-D-Zr V-128, VII-182
H-V X-17, XII-25, XIX-64
H-I-Zr XVIII-219
H-Zr 1-22, 11-20, III-23, IV-25, V-29,

VI-32, VIII-30, XII-U6, XIII-U2,
XIV-28, XV-21, XVII-55, XVIII-59

Hf-Mn XIV-36, XV-29

Hf-Mo VII-U2, XIII-53, XVIII-6U, XIX-65
Hf-Mo-Nb XVI-205
Hf-Mo-Re IX-189, XVI-206
Hf-Ho-Si XVII-270
Hf-Mo-W XIII-181

Hf-N-Nb * XIII-139
Hf-N-V xix-2ia

Hf-Nb X-36, XV-30, XVII-67, XIX-66
Hf-Nb-0 XIII-190, XVI-20a, XVII-268
Hf-Nb-Ru XIX-215
Hf-Nb-Sn IX-190
Hf-Nb-Ti XIX-215

Hf-Nb-Ti-Zr XV-2a9, XVII-398
Bf-Nb-Zr XIII- 193

Bf-Ni VII-a3, XIII-5a, XIY-37, XIX-67
Bf-Ni-O XVI-203
B£-0 IX-39, XII-58
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Syste m Location

Hf-Pd XVIII-65
Hf-Pr XVII-69
Hf-Pu XIII-55, XIV-38

Hf-Re Vlll-yS, 1J.-U0, XV-31
Hf-Re-W XII-181
Hf-Ru-Ti XVIII-219
Hf-Ru-V XIX-217

Hf-Sc XIII-56
Hf-Si XVII-66
Hf-Sn XVII-68

Hf~Ta X-39
Hf-Th IV-39
Hf-Ti V-36
Hf-Ta-V XVI-165

Hf-U XVII-70
Hf-V VII-23, XIV-21, XIX-67
Hf-H VI-33, VIII-33, XVIII-66
Hf-Y VIII-44
Hf-Zr Xir-60, XVII-72

Hg-In VII-6a, VIII~62, IX-61, XVI-52
Hg-La XII-51
Hg-Mn IX-87
Hg-Hn-Te IX-229
Hg-Ni IX-97

Hg-Pb XIII-128
Hg-Pb-Se XIV-2a9
Hg-Pb-Sn XVII-375
Hg-Pb-Te XIV-250
Bg-Pb-Tl XVI-288, XIX-217

Hg-Pd XI-120
Hg-Pr XII-51, XVII-157
Hg-Pt XIX-68
Hg-Pu V-88
Hg-Rh XIII-126

Hg-Sb VIII-117, IX-118
Hg-Se-Te VI-163
Hg-Se-Tl XVII-383
Hg-Sffl XII-51
Hg-Sn VII-109, IX-103, X-95, XIII-109, X7-72
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System Location

Hg-Tb
Hg-Te
Hg-Th
Hg-Ti
Hg-Tl

Hg-0
Hg-Y
Hg-Yb

Ho-Mn
Ho-Pd
Ho-Tb
Ho-Th
Ho-Y

I-In
I-Pb-Se
I-Pb-Te
I-Sb-Se
I-Tl

In-Li
In-Mg
In-Na
In-Ni
In-P

In-Pb
In-Pb-Sb
In-Pb-Sb-Sn
In-Pb-Se
In-Pb-Sn

In-Pb-Te
In-Pb-Tl

In-Pd
In-Pd-Sn
In-Pr-Se-Te
In-Pt
In-Pu

In-S
In-S-Se
In-S-Te

XIV-100
XVI- 100
IX-120
IX-119, XIX-69
XIX-69

IX- 121
XII- 51
XIV- 61

XIII- 61

XIX-70
XIX-71
XIII-62
XIII-60

II- 31
XII- 215
XIII- 218, XVI-239
XVIII-221
xvii-loa

XV- 41
XIV- 58, XV-42
xv-as
xv-au, XIX-72
III- 38, IV-59, XVI

IV- 57, XV-45
VIII-187, IX-212
XVII- a04
XI-220

X- 168
IV- 145

V- 50
XVIII- 221
XI-26a
XIX- 73
XI-7U, XIII-78

XVIII- 66
XIX- 219
XVII-299
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Sy stem Location

In-Sb IX-65
In-Sb-Se XII-211, XIII-215, XVI-238
In-Sb-Se-Te XVIII-262
In-Sb-Sn 1-115, V-1U2, VIII-186, XII-210,

XIV-195
In-Sb-Te VI-1U0, X-169, XII-212, XIII-217,

XIV-196, XVII-302
In-Sb-Zn X-170

In-Se IX-62
In-Se-Sn XIX-220
In-Se-Te XI-221

In-Sn 11-32, III-37, X-53
In-Sn-Te X-167, XVIII-223
In-Sr XII-81

In-Ta IX-67
In-Te X-54
In-Te-Zn XI-222, XVII-303
In-Th V-51
In-Ti IV-58, VIII-65, XVIII-67
In-Tl IX-66, XII-82

In-V XVI-17
In-Yb XVII-97
In-Zr IV-60

Ir-Mn 1-39
Ir-Mo XII-83
Ir-Nb X-55
Ir-Ni-Ta XIX-221

Ir-O-Zr VII-20y
Ir-Os X-56
Ir-Pd III-39, VIII-66
Ir-Pr XVII-99
Ir-Pt 11-33

Ir-Re VIII-67
Ir-Re-H XVI-183
Ir-Ru X-57, XIX-7a
Ir-Th X-58
Ir-Ti XI-75, XVI-55

Ir-D XIV-59
Ir-V XIII-33
Ir-H IX-31
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Syste m Location

K-Mg XIII-85
K-Na I-aO
K-Pb V-53
K-Yb XIV-60

La-Mg XI-95, XVIII-68
La-Nb V-63
La-Ni XVIII-68
La-Ni-Re XVI-256, XVIII-224

La-Pu XIII-9a
La-Re XIV-76
La-Rh XV-5a
La-Sc XVI-72

La-Th XIV-77
La-Ti 111-45
La-V VI-22, XIII-34
La-Y VIII-68

Li-Mg-Sn XV-206, XVII-326, XVIII-22U
Li-Mg-Zn 11-81, IV-151, VI-1U8
Li-Mg-Zr IX-225
Li-Mn X-7a, XI-96
Li-Mn-Si XI-230

Li-N V-5
Li-Na - 111-47
Li-Ni V-64, XI-97
Li-Si 1-50, III-46, V-59, VIII-78, X-68,

XI-89

Li-Sr VIII-83
Li-Ti IX-83
Li-D V-65
Li-Zr V-66

Lu-Mg XI-98
Lu-Th XV-55

Bg-Mn 111-49
Hg-Mn-Nd VIII-202
Hg-Mn-Nd-Ni XIV-267
Hg-Mn-Ni XIV-217
Hg-Mn-Th V-153, VI-1U9

Mg-Mn-Y XIV-197, XVI-2aO
Bg-Mn-Zr XIII-230

I
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System Location

Hg-Na XIII-96
Mg-Nb IX-85

ng-Na IV-68, VIII-8t|, IX-BU 1 XI- 99
ng-Nd-Ni XII-228
Mm XT J3 n hMg- Na-Pr XVIII-226
Mm \T J3 Vng-Na-y XVII-306
Mg-Nd-Y-Zn XVIII-263, XIX-255
Mg-Nd-Zn XVII-328

Mg-Pb XI-101, XvI-74, XVII- 12 2

Mg-PD- Si XI-231, XIV-210
Mm T\ J3ng-Pd VIII-8D
M M T*lMg-Pr Xl-lOO, XVII-121
Bg-Rb XIII-97

Mm O W O *Hg-Sb-Si TV ^ A C\ VTtT 0*1*1IX-2 1 9, XIV-211
Mg-Sb-Sn IX-228
Mg-Sc XVIII-69
Hg-Si XIV-73
Hg-Si-Sn XII-223
Mg-Sn XV-56, XIX-7U

M M ml-iJg-Th IV-69, VI-59
ng-Tn-Zr IV- 1 o2
ng-Ti I-oz, V-d/, XIV-/0
Hg-0 11-38
Mg-V ix-2a

Mg-Y VI-50, VII-65, XI-78, XIV- 53
Mg-Y-Zn XIV-198
Mg-Yb XI-76
Mg-Zn III-51
Mg-Zr X-75

Mn-N t»TTT C VTTT CVIII-5, XIII-5
Mn-Nb VI-60
Mn-Nd XVI-75

Mn-Ni XV-57
Mn-Ni-Pd IV-155
Mn~Ni-Si VIII-201, X-179
Mn-Ni-Sn XI-235
Mn-Ni-U 1-123
Mn-Ni-V XIII-173
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System Location

Mg-Na XIII-96
Hg-Nb IX-85

Hg-Nd IV-68, VIII-8U, IX-BU, XI-99
Hg-Nd-Ni XII-228
Mg-Nd-Pr XVIII-226
Mg-Nd-Y XVII-306
Mg-Nd-Y-Zn XVIII-263^ XIX-255
Mg-Nd-Zn XVII-328

Mg-Pb XI-101, XVI-7a, XVII-122
Mg-Pb-Si XI-231, XIV-210
Mg-Pd VIII-85
Mg-Pr XI-100, XVII-121
Hg-Rb XIII-97

Bg-Sb-Si IX-219, XIV-211
Hg-Sb-Sn IX-228
Hg-Sc XVIII-69
Mg-Si XIV-73
Hg-Si-Sn XII-223
Mg-Sn XV-56, XIX-TU

Mg-Th .IV-69, VI-59
Bg-Th-Zr IV-152
Bg-Ti 1-52, V-67, XIV-78
Bg-D .

11-38
Bg-V IX-2a

Bg-Y VI-50, VII-65, XI-78, XIV-63
Bg-Y-Zn XIV-198
Bg-Yb XI-76
Bg-Zn III-51
Bg-Zr X-75

Bn-N VIII-5, XIII-5
Bn-Nb VI-60
Bn-Nd XVI-75

Bn-Ni XV-57
Bn-Ni-Pd IV-155
Bn-Ni-Si VIII-201, X-179
Bn-Ni-Sn XI-235
Bn-Ni-U 1-123
Bn-Ni-V XIII-173
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Sys te m Location

Mo-Nb-U IV-157, VII-214, IX-231, XIX-222
Mo-Nb-U-Zr IV-180, VII-255, IX-268, XVII-U07
Mo-Nb-V • VI-121
Mo-Nb-W VIII-167
Mo-Nb-H-Zr X-216
Mo-Nb-Zr IX-233, X-18U, XIV-227

Mo-Ni X-79, XIX-76
Mo-Ni-Re XVIII-227
Mo-Ni-Si VI-m6, XIII-225, XIV-212, XV-203
Mo-N5.-Ta XV-211
Mo-Ni-Ti VI-153, XVIII-228

Mo-Ni-W XIX-222
Mo-Ni-Zr XIV-226, XV-213, XIX-223

Mo-0 XI-8a
Mo-Os VIII-95
Mo-Os-W XI-191
Mo-Pd V-68, X-80

Mo-Pt IV-75, V-69, XIV-81, XIX-76
Ho-Pt-Re XVI-26U

Mo-Re III-57, IV-76, V-70, XV-64
Mo-Re-W VI-126, XIV-172
Mo-Re-Zr yVI-265
Mo-Rh V-73, VI-66
Mo-Ru VI-67

Mo-Si XIV-7a, XVII-117
Mo-Si-Ti XVIII-229
Mo-Si-V VIII-153
Mo-Si-W VIII-16a
Mo-Sn-Zr IV-158, V-156

Mo-Ta-Ti-V XIX-259
Mo-Ta-V XI-182
Mo-Ta-W XVII-257
Mo-Ta-Zr XIV-230
Mo-Tc IX-91

Mo-Th VIII-96
Mo-Th-Zr X-187
Mo-Ti IX-92
Mo-Ti-V 11-60, VI-122, VII-172
Mo-Ti-H XII- 182
Mo-Ti-Zr VIII-210, XIII-238, XIV-232
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Syste m Location

Ho-0 III-58, 11-11, VI-68, VII-85, IX-93,
X-82, XVI-83, XVIII-71

Ho-O-V VIII-15U
Ho-D-Zr IV-160, VI-156, VII-221

Ho-V iv-ia
Ho-V-Zr XIV-160, XIX-224
Ho-W-Zr X-iaU, XI-192, XII-183
Bo-Zr XIII-103, XVI-84, XVIII-71

N-Nb VI-5, VII-3, IX-5, X-5
N-Nb-0 VI-91
N-Nb-H XIII-138
N-Ni-0 IX-138

H-O-Th XVIII-232
N-0-0 XVI- 112
N-Pr-V XIX-227
N-Pu-D XIX-228

N-Re XVII-ia, XVIII-72
N-Sc-V XIX-229
N-Ta VII-4, XIX-77
N-Ti-V XIX-229
H-0 XIV-6

N-V XV-5, XVII-5
N-V-Y XIX-230
N-V-Zr XIX-231
N-W XV-6, XVII-8
N-Y XIX-78

Ha-0 XVII-108
Ha-O-V XVII-2U9
Na-Pb 1-60
Ha-Pb-Te XVII-366
Ha-Sr III-59
Ha-Zn XIV-87

Bb-Ni X-8a, XII-107, XVIII-73
Hb-Ni-Si XIV-213, XV-204
Hb-Ni-Sn XVII-368
Hb-Ni-Ta 11-90
Hb-Ni-Ta-Ti VII-256

Hb-Ni-Ti IV-161, XII-233
Hb-Ni-W XVI-192, XVIII-23a
Hb-Ni-Zr XIV-235, XVI-283
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System Loca tion

Nb-0 VIII-76, IX-74, X-63, XII-89^ XIII-86, '

XVIII-73
Nb-O-Re VIII-194
Nb-O-Ru VIII-195
Kb-O-S XIX-232
Nb-O-Sn-Zr XIX-261

Nb-O-Ti VIII-196, XIX-232
Nb-O-H XIII-182
Nb-O-Zr XII-218, XVI-250, XVII-310

Nb-Pd VII-96
Nb-Pt VII-97
Nb-Re V-77, VII-98, XV-69
Nb-Ee-Ta XIX-233
Nb-Re-H XIV-173

Nb-Rh X-92
Nb-Ru IX-102, X-93, XI-116
Nb-Ru-Ta XII-235
Nb-Ru-Ti XIX-235
Nb-Ru-Zr XVII-369, XVIII-23a, XIX-235

Nb-Sb XII-110
Nb-Se XI-117

Nb-Si 1-51, 11-37, IV-64, VII-80, XIII-93,
XIX-79

Nb-Si-Sn IX-223
Hb-Si-V IX-175, X-138
Nb-Si-W VIII-165, IX-18U, X-ia3

Nb-Sn V-76, VIII-101, IX-101, X-89, XI-113,
XIII-106, XVI-90, XIX-79

Nb-Sn-Ti IX-240
Nb-Sn-Zr IV-163, IX-2ai, XVIII-236

Nb-Ta IV-78
Nb-Ta-Ti XV-221
Nb-Ta-Ti-W XIX-263
Nb-Ta-V XI-183, XII-168, XIV-163
Nb-Ta-W XVII-259
Nb-Ta-Zr IV-16U

Nb-Te VI-75, XI-118, XVIII-7a
Nb-Th 1-66, 11-43
Nb-Th-Zr IX-2y6, X-196
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System Location

Nb-Ti VII-101, VIII-102, XII-111^ XV-70
Nb-Ti-a IX-2a2, XIX-237
Nb-Ti-V III-94, V-122, VII-173
Nb-Ti-V-W XIX-263
Nb-Ti-W XII-18U, XVI-19U

Nb-Ti-W-Zr XVI-301
Nb-Ti-Zr VII-228, VIII-217, XII-236, XIII-247

XIV-237, XVI-286, XVII-370

Nb-D III-63, IV-79, VII-IOU, XVI-91,
XVII-1U1

Nb-D-Zr IV-166, VII-230, XVII-373
Nb-V 1-18
Nb-V-Zr XIII-174, XIV-16U, XV-159, XVI-168

Nb-B IV-28, XVIII-75
Nb-H-Zr VIII-169, IX-185, XVI-195
Nb-Y VIII-70
Nb-Zn - XI-119
Nb-Zr 1-67, III-6U, VII-108, VIII-IOU, XV-

XVII-m2, XVIII-75, XIX-80

Nd-Pr XII-105
Nd-Pt IX-96, XVII-136
Nd-Pu XIII-104, XV-66
Nd-Rh XVI-85
Nd-Sb . XVIII-76

Nd-Te XI-108, XII-106
Nd-Th XIII-105, XIV-88
Nd-Ti VI-69
Nd-I VII-67

Ni-0 I-U2
Ni-O-Ta XVI-2U9
Ni-O-W XVI-186

Ni-Pb 1-63, VI-70, XV-68
Ni-Pd-V XIV-161
Ni-Pu 1-62

Ni-Re XVI-87
Ni-Re-Sc , XVI-284, XVIII-236
Ni-Re-Y XVI-2U2, XVIII-237
Ni-Rh XI-110
Ni-Ru VII-90, X-86
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System Location

Ni-S II-U2, VII-92
Ni-Sb-Sn X-191
Ni-Se VII-91

Ni-Si VIII-80, XI-91
Ni-Si-Ti XII-225, XVII-321
n 1 V YTT— 1 fi"?A J. X 1 D /

Ni~Si-W XIV-171
Ni-Si-Y XVII-30U

Ni-Si-Zn XIV-215
Ni-Si-Zr XIII-226

Ni-Sn 1-61, X-85
Ni-Sr XI- 111

Ni-Ta VIII-98
Ni-Ta-Ti IV-162
Ni-T€ VI-71, XVI-88
wi in A V J.Xx— / /

Ni-Ti III-60, IX-98

Ni-0 IX-100, XVII-139
Ni-V XVI-19
Ni-V-Zr XIV-162

Ni-W XVI-27, XVIII-78
Ni-H-Zr XVI-193
W 1 I VT—m VTT— Aft

Ni-Yb XIX-81
Ni-Zr III-62, VI-7a, VII-95, XVIII-79

Np-PU
Np-U V-75

0-Pt-Zr VII-206
U— PU
0-Rh-Zr VII-207

0-Sc XV-50
0-Si-V XIV-157
0-Sn-Ti XVI-251, XVIII-238

0-Ta I-UU, V-55, X-6U, XII-90, XVI-66,
XVIII-80

0-Te X-65
0-Te-O XVII-312
0-Th XV-51
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System Location

0-Ti I-U5, 11-35, IX-75, X-66
0-Ti-V VII-169
0-Ti-H XIII-183
0-Ti-Zr XIII-22a, XVII-313

0-U IX-76, XI-85, XIII-87, XVI-67
0-D-Zr III-110

0-V 1-15, III-18, XVI-18, XVII-42, XVIII-
0-H viii-3a
0-Y XIX-82
0-Zr VII-73, XIII-88

Os-Pd ix-ioa
os-pr xvii-me
Os-Pu 1-69

Os-Re VIII-110
Os-Re-Ru IX-250
Os-Ru VIII-111, XIX-82

Os-Ti XVII-149, XVIII-82
Os-D IX-105
Os-V XII-28
Os-H VII-30

P-Pd . XII-116
P-S IV-87
P-Si V-62, VIII-82
P-Th XIII-136
P-Ti XI-133

Pb-Pd XIX-83
Pb-Pd-Te XVII-380
Pb-Pr XVII-158
Pb-Pu 1-70, XV-77
Pb-Rh XVIII-83

Pb-S-Sb 71-164
Pb-S-Te XII-2a3

Pb-Sb-Se VII-235
Pb-Sb-Sn IX-248
Pb-Sb-Te XI-253, XIII-256, XVI-291
Pb-Sb-Zn V-157
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System Location

Pb-Se II-U8, XII-121
Pb-Se-Sn-Te XIX-26a
Pb-Se-Te II-9U, XI-252, XVI-290

Pb-Si XVII-119
Pb-Sn IV-82, VIII-106, XVI-93
Pb-Sn-Te IV-167, XIII~2a9
Pb-Sn-Zn XIII-250

Pb-Te 11-49, VII-112, XI-128
Pb-Te-Tl XV-226
Pb-Te-D XVIII-239
Pb-Ti 1-72
Pb-Tl XVI-102

Pb-Y XIII-80
Pb-Yb XIII-79
Pb-Zr IX-126

Pd-Pt-Ru * 11-93
Pd-Pu XIII-110
Pd-Re VIII-112
Pd-Re-W X-146

Pd-Rh V-85
Pd-Ru 11-46, V-86, VI-79, XIX-84

Pd-Sb XVII-151
Pd-Sb-Te XVII-381
Pd-Sc XVII- 150
Pd-Si III-42, XVII-119
Pd-Sm XIX-84
Pd-Sn V-81

Pd-Ta X-99
Pd-Tc IX-106
Pd-Th X-100
Pd-Ti IV-84, VI-80, XI-121, XIV-94, XVIII-84,

XIX-85

Pd-U 11-47, X-101, XIV-95
Pd-V IV-15
Pd-H VII-31, X-23
Pd-Y XIX-86
Pd-Zr V-87, VIII-113, XVII-152
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Pr-Pt XVII-153
pr-Pu xv-75
Pr-Be XVII-156
Pr-Se XII-117

Pr-Te XVI-95
Pr-Th XIII-125, XIV-96
Pr-Tl XVII-159
Pr-Zn XVI-98

Pt-Pu XIII-113
Pt-Ru XVIII-85, XIX-87
Pt-Si X-71, XV-53

Pt-Ta XI-122
Pt-Tc IX- 108
Pt-Te IX-107
Pt-Th X-102
Pt-0 VI-81
Pt-Zr XIX-88

Pu-Rh XIII-115
Pu-Ru VII-113, XIII-116
Pu-Si XI-92, XIII-118
Pu-Sm XV-76

Pu-Th III-68, XI-123, XIII-121
Pu-Ti XIII-119, XVII-155
Pu-0 V-89
Pu-U-Zr XIV-2U6

Pu-V 1-17
Pu-Y XIII-81
Pu-Zn XIII-122
Pu-Zr VI-82, X-103, XIII-123, XV-78

Re-Rh VIII-11U
Re-Ru VIII-115
Re-Sc XII-118
Re-Si-W XV-171
Re-Sn XVI-92, XVII-143

Re-Ta VI-83, XV-80
Re-Ta-tJ XIII-185r XIV-17a, XIX-237
Re-Tb XIV-97
Re-Tc IX-111
Re-Th VII-115, XIV-98
Re-Ti ?-90, XV-81
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Svstein Location

Re-0 IX-1 13
Ee-

V

VI-23. VII-26. XV-18
Re-R V-31, XV-22
Re-H-Zr XVI-196
Re-Zr V-93, XV-82

Rh-Ru XTX-88
Rh-Sb IV-85- IX-11U
Rh- Se XIII- 1 27A X X X ^ /

Rh-Ta X-10U
Rh-Tc IX-1 1

5

Rh-Th IX-1 1

6

Rh-Ti XI-125. XII-120. X¥III-86. XIX-89
Rh-D XIV-99

Ru-Sc XVII-160
Ru-Si XI-93
Pii — XT-1 26AX t \J

Rn-ThX\ 11 X 11 IX- 1 2UX A 1 X> *T

R n — Ti£i vl XX TX-123 X¥TTT-86
XIV-101A X T 1 w 1

Ru-V IX-25
Y- Zr XIX-238

Ru-H X-2U
Ru- Y XVIII-87
Ru — Zr IX-1 25

S-Sb VI-86
S-Sn IV-83, VII-110, XII-113
S-sr-0 XVII-387
S-Te-

0

XIX-239
S-Ti XIII-131
S-0 xvii-i6a

Sb-Sp-Sn XIV-2U2A X T X "T ^
^h— — Tp XI-255AX A» ^ -J

Sb-Se-Tl 1-127, xix-2ao

Sb-Si XVII- 1 20A T X X 1 X w
Sh-Sn VT-76 XTT-11U XVTT-mUVJL t \J f AXX 11'^, AVXX l*T*T

AXX Zmj/ AXXX ZDI
Sb-Sn-Te-Tl VIII-226

Sb-Te V-98, IX-127, XIV-103
Sb-Te-Tl XII-2Ua, XIV-251
Sb-Te-Zn XVII-389
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Syste m Location

Sb-Tl XVI-108
Sb-D VI-88
Sb-Y XVI-63
Sb-Zn IV-89

Sc-Ti VII-117, VIII-119
Sc-V XVII-43
Sc-I XII-8a
Sc-Zr XII-123

Se-Sn XII-112, XIV-92
Se-Sn-Te XIV-243
Se-Ta 11-50, XI-129
Se-Te VI-85, XII-122
Se-Te-Tl V-158
Se-D XVII-163

Si-Sn V-60
Si-Sr X-72, XI-9U
Si-Ta-V III-93
Si-Th VII-81, IX-80
Si-Th-D IX-22a

Si-Ti VIII-81, IX-79, XVI-71
Si-Ti-V ' VII-170, XI-181
Si-Ti-H XVI-188
Si-Tl IV-65
Si-0 111-43, IX-81
Si-O-Zr VII-211

Si-V 11-15, IX-23
Si-V-W XIII-171
Si-H III-24, XIX-90
Si-Zn XVIII-88

Sm-Zn XIII-129

Sn-Te X-96
Sn-Te-U XVIII-2aO
Sn-Th X-97

Sn-Ti 1-68, II-U5, III-65, VI-77, VIII-108
Sn-Ti-V III-95
Sn-Ti-Zr VI-161, VII-232, VIII-218, XIV-2aa,

XVI-287
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Syste m Location

Sn-Tl V-82, VII-111, VIII-107^ XII-115,
XIV-93, XVI-9a, XVII-1U6

Sn-Tl-V XIX-2ai
Sn-V VII-25, XIX-91
Sn-I IX-68, XIV-6U
Sn-Zn V-8a

Ta-Te V-100, XI-131
Ta-Th VII-119, XVIII-88

Ta-Ti IX-128, XV-88
Ta-Ti-V VII-174, XVI-169
Ta-Ti-H XVIII-2aO
Ta-Ti-Zr X-201

Ta-V V-23, VI-2a, VIII-18, X-21, XI-29
Ta-V-H XIV-154
Ta-V-Zr XIV-166

Ta-H XVIII-89
Ta-H-Zr X-148
Ta-Y VIII-71
Ta-Zr III-69, VIII-120, XII-12a, XVIII-90

Tb-Th XIII-134
Tb-Y XIII-82

Tc-V XIV-22
Tc-W IX-32
Tc-Zn X-108

Te-Tl VI-89
Te-Yb XVI-61

Th-Ti 11-51
Th-Ti-Zr IX-253, X-203
Th-U IV-92, XVIII-90
Th-D-H XVIII-2U2
Th-U-Zr IV-172, VII-2aU, XVIII-2a3

Th-V VII-27, IX-27
Th-W XVIII-91
Th-Zn III-75
Th-Zr IV-93, V-103, VII-126, XVIII-92
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System Location

Ti-0 1-74, VII-123
Ti-D-Zr III-119, V-161, VII-239, XIV-253,

XIX-2U2
Ti-V IX-26
Ti-V-R VII-166
Ti-V-Zr IV-120, VIII-156

Ti-W IV-30, XIV-29, XVII-58, XVIII-92
Ti-H-Zr XII-185
Ti-Y VII-69, VIII-72, XIV-65
Ti-Zn VIII-123r XII-125
Ti-Zr VII-124, XII-126, XVII-168

Tl-Zn 1-73, VII-118, XI-130

D-W 1-23
U-Zn III-77
0-Zr 1-76, 11-53, III-78, VII-130, IX-133,

XVI-109, XVII-169

V-W VI-20, VII-22
V-Y 711-24, VIII-15
V-Zn XII-30
V-Zr 1-19, XVIII-93

W-Zr XVIII-93

Y-Zn XII-85
Y-Zr VIII-73

Yb-Zn XII-86, XIV-62

Zn-Zr VI-90
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg , Md., January 10-12, 1977

Standards for Publication of Phase Equilibrium Studies

Eric R. Kreidler
General Electric Company, Lighting Research and Technical

Services Operation, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio

INTRODUCTION

A paper on phase equilibria typically receives a review before

publication and may not be critically evaluated again until it is

included in a compilation. Since most phase diagrams will eventually

be published in handbooks or compilations such as Phase Diagrams for

Ceramists , it is important that the initial review process be critical

and constructive. Critical evaluations after publication are of

limited value because there is usually no opportunity for a response

from the original authors. It is suggested that a set of published

standards for phase equilibrium papers would assure more uniform treat-

ment of data and would help both journal reviewers and compilers to

properly assess the value of individual papers. A brief survey of the

literature quickly reveals the wide variation in quality. Papers range

from speculations based on a few haphazard experiments to thorough

studies based on hundreds of experiments and using complementary experi-

mental techniques. The purpose of standards should not be to preclude

publication of incomplete or exploratory work, but to assure that such

works are based upon sound data. Standards should be used to prevent

publication of erroneous diagrams, and if properly written and disseminated

can help improve the general quality of phase equilibrium studies.

The establishment of standards raises some difficult questions.

Among them being: how demanding should standards be?; how rigorously

should standards be applied?; and what aspects of phase equilibrium work

should be subject to standardization? If a set of standards is to gain
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wide acceptance, it must represent a concensus of informed opinion and

satisfy the main needs of all concerned disciplines. For these reasons,

the establishment of standards should be the responsibility of the

scientific community. A committee of phase equilibrium experts representing

the disciplines metallurgy, ceramics, mineralogy, geochemistry, semi-

conductor technology, etc. could accomplish the task.

The purpose of this work is not to formulate standards but to

point out some of the problem areas and suggest ways to handle them.

Most of the comments and opinions result from the author's experiences

while handling the review process for thirty phase equilibrium papers

over the last three years. The most significant impression gained

from that activity is that a majority of phase equilibrium studies are

poorly conceived and conducted. Furthermore, there seems to be a

widespread lack of understanding of basic phase rule principles among

scientists engaged in phase equilibrium studies. It is important to

explore ways of upgrading the field; hence the motivation for this dis-

course.

The majority of problems fit into one or more of the following

broad categories, ranked in order of importance.

A. Failure to test for equilibrium.

B. Use of inappropriate experimental methods.

C. Accuracy and precision of experimental results.

D. Failure to provide adequate documentation of experimental data.

E. Diagrams which violate the phase rule.

F. Terminology and phase diagram format. •

G. Poor exposition.

Each of these areas are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
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A. Tests of equilibrium

Although the phase rule applies only to systems at equilibrium,

tests of equilibrium are a widely ignored aspect of experimental phase

diagram determinations. This single factor probably leads to more errors

than any other. It is estimated that if sensible tests of equilibrium were

a prerequisite to publication, fewer than one in five diagrams would be

published. Admittedly, tests of equilibrium are sometimes difficult,

but serveral methods are available and should be put to more extensive

use.

Theoretically a system is at equilibrium when the components

have interacted in such a way as to obtain the minimum free energy

possible with those components for a given composition, temperature, and

pressure. Furthermore at equilibrium, there cannot be any gradients in

chemical potential, temperature, or pressure. Although these are the

best criteria for equilibrium, they are seldom used because adequate

thermodynamic data are lacking and because it is tedious to prove that

individual phases have reached homogeneous equilibrium (i.e. they are

free of composition gradients)

.

The experimental test most often employed is to perform periodic

phase analyses on samples held at specified conditions. If the phase

assemblage remains constant with time, equilibrium is then assumed. The

test is frequently abused because the time intervals studied are too short.

This test is usually open to question because it is impossible to determine

a priori what the time scale should be.

A better test is to approach equilibrium from two (or more) directions.

This technique is much more flexible and generally yields more information

than the "constancy with time" criterion. For rapid reversible reactions,
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such a test can take the form of DTA scans in both the upward and dovmward

directions at several heating and cooling rates. If sharp heat effects

are observed in both directions, one can evaluate, from the thermal

hysteresis, how readily the system approaches equilibrium. For sluggish

systems, it is often possible to obtain more than one set of phases for

a given composition. These can be studied in paired experiments to

determine if a common set of assemblages is reached from the two different

initial sets. If so, equilibrium can be reasonably assumed. If both

initial sets of phases remain unchanged or fail to converge, the

investigator immediately knows that equilibrium has not been attained.

At equilibrium, the number of observed phases must be in accord

with the predictions of the phase rule. If there is a discrepancy, either

the system is not at equilibrium, or the components were incorrectly

chosen. This simple criterion is often overlooked, and incorrect diagrams

for condensed binary systems have been occasionally presented, showing

extensive areas of three and even four phase coexistence. Fortunately,

most errors of this sort are eliminated during the review process.

A first rate study should contain convincing tests of equili-

brium. The "time invariance" criterion should give way to the "two

directions" criterion whenever possible. In all cases the number of

observed phases must be in accord with the predictions of the phase

rule . . ; • .

B. Inappropriate Experimental Techniques

In order to select appropriate experimental techniques, something

must be known of the system kinetics. The rate at which reactions

proceed should dictate the methods used. Generally little is known

about the kinetics of phase reactions in new systems, and such knowledge
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must be generated by various tests of equilibrium. The two extremes are

most easily studied. Rapid reversible reactions are amenable to dynamic

methods such as DTA or hot stage microscopy. Very sluggish reactions

are best evaluated by static methods such as quenching. Serious experimental

problems can lie between the two extremes and may require the use of in

situ high temperature methods. Generally these should be static

measurements

.

In general no one method is suitable for an entire system,

and a judicious mixture of static and dynamic methods will yield

the greatest amount of information. A classic example is the system

Si02 where both rapid reversible (a-p quartz transition) and sluggish

(critobalite - liquid) reactions are encountered.

Many other errors in experimental technique can be found in

the literature. One of the more common is to fail to control or

specify the oxygen fugacity in systems containing multivalent oxides.

These errors lead to inaccurate results as indicated in the next section.

C. Accuracy and Precision of Experimental Results

A phase diagram is only as good as the accuracy with which

temperature, pressure, and composition are measured and controlled.

Temperature measurements, although the easiest to make, are frequently

of questionable accuracy. One of the more common errors is the use of

dynamic methods to measure sluggish transitions. It is not uncommon

to find polymorphic transitions which are off by 20°C or more due to

superheating and supercooling effects. The precision in temperatures

should be realistically stated, taking into account such factors as

stability of furnaces, possible temperature gradients, and pyrometer

calibration. If a furnace used for equilibration studies is stable to
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only - 5°C it is not valid to claim precision of - 1°C which may be

the accuracy of a thermocouple calibration. It appears that the precision

of temperature measurements made by optical pyrometry is often grossly

overstated

.

Pressure measurements have many difficulties which need not be

discussed here. As with temperature measurements, estimates of the

accuracy and precision of such measurements is mandatory.

Compositional inaccuracy can arise from a number of causes:

reactions with containers, reactions with atmospheric components,

incongruent vaporization, etc. For this reason, it is essential that

investigators state as accurately and completely as possible the

nature of containers or other materials in contact with samples as

well as the atmospheres used. Where applicable, possible changes in

oxidation state should be evaluated and commented upon. Any assumptions

regarding the final composition of samples derived by pyrolysis of

more complex materials should be checked by chemical analysis. It

is not always valid to assume that all CO2, H^O, etc. has been removed

by heating to high temperatures. Aside from the problem of gross

composition, one is faced with a myriad of problems relating to the

composition of liquid and solid solutions.

X-ray lattice parameter shifts are commonly used to estimate

compositions of solid solutions. Often as not, the method is misused

because the calibration curve is obtained from mixtures of phases rather

than single phase samples. For the method to be valid, the actual

compositions of the solid solutions used in constructing the calibration

curve must be accurately known. If a mixture of phases is involved, this

is not possible unless the phases can be separated and chemically
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analyzed. Liquid compositions are infrequently determined by chemical

analysis, but if more effective methods of separating high temperature

melts from their conjugate solids could be devised, the problem of accurate

liquidus determinations could be greatly simplified.

D. Failure to Provide Adequate Documentation of Experimental Data

Since many journals no longer publish extensive tabular data, it

is becoming more and more common for authors not to provide such

information. Other, less desirable, methods of documenting phase

equilibrium data are being used. One method is to place symbols

directly on the phase diagram in an effort to indicate what experi-

ments were done. Although somewhat useful, such symbols do not con-

vey as much information as a well constructed table. The lack of

well organized tables often leads to lengthy verbal descriptions of

the data. Such discussions tend to read poorly, becoming so bogged

down in details that the main points are missed. In some cases the

experimental data are simply not documented, and only the phase

diagram itself is given.

Tables of well documented phase equilibrium data should be

provided along with any diagram submitted for publication! Such

tables are placed in data depositories and are available to interested

readers. From the viewpoint of the reviewer (or other critical reader),

it is inherently unfair to expect that the conclusions of a study

(i.e. a phase diagram) be accepted, when the data upon which they are

based is unavailable for inspection.

A well constructed table should contain at least the following

information:

1. Sample composition
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2. Initial phases present

3. Equilibration conditions — temperature, time at temperature,

pressure, atmosphere, etc.

4. Phases present after equilibration

5. Methods of phase analyses — x-ray diffraction, microscopy,

others.

Any conditions or methods common to the entire study should be stated in

a footnote and not be endlessly repeated in the table, A sample table

incorporating these ideas is shown in Table I. The information density

in such a table can be very high, and one might consider replacing the

"Experimental" section of a study with such an annotated table. With

such a presentation it is an easy matter to document the history of any

given sample along with the phase assemblage finally obtained. Table I

shows that by indentation of temperatures alone, the sequence of heat

treatments given any sample is easily documented. Thus Sample #2 was

heated at 900°C for 48 hours in an open platinum crucible, cooled, a

portion was packed into a platinum tube which was then sealed, held at

1200°C for 15 hours, and finally quenched into water.
,

With this kind of detailed information the reviewer is able to

fairly judge the plausibility of the author's conclusions. Without it

he cannot exercise much independent judgement, and the value of the

review declines accordingly.

E. Diagrams Which Violate the Phase Rule

The geometry of phase diagrams must be consistent with the phase

rule. There is a tendency among less expert workers to "pepper" a system

with experimental points and then map out areas of like phase assemblages

without much regard for the requirements of the phase rule. The resulting
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diagrams can be very strange and their various parts sometimes cannot be

connected together to make a correct, whole diagram. Non-equilibrium

phase assemblages are frequently the underlying cause of such implausible

diagrams

.

Impossible geometries are sometimes found in published diagrams.

They can be grouped into "absolutely impossible" and "impossible but

approachable in the limit" categories. A few examples of each type which

have been found in the recent literature are illustrated in Figures 1-4

A greater variety and higher frequency of errors can be found in

ternary and quaternary systems. Some of the impossible configurations

probably result from poor draftsmanship, but whatever their cause,

they should be eliminated before a diagram is published. A brief set

of rules for the geometric construction of unary, binary, ternary and

quaternary systems and their various sections might be useful. A

short compendium of impossible configurations might also help.

F. Formats and Terminology

The formatting of phase diagrams need some attention. Although

some conventions do exist, and are in wide use, a formalized statement

of these conventions would be of great value both to authors and

reviewers. A principal concern is that speculative phase relationships

be clearly indicated on the diagrams. This is commonly done by using

dashed curves for speculative portions of the diagram. However, this

convention is not universally followed. Extraneous material such as

the height of DTA peaks should not be superimposed on phase diagrams.

Isofracts, lattice parameters or other data useful in constructing the

phase diagram may be displayed on separate "property" diagrams but

should not be plotted on the phase diagram itself.
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A uniform terminology across all disciplines, using phase diagrams,

should be possible and is desirable. Our present terminology is incomplete

in some respects and confusing in others. Even in simple binary systems,

a few rather common features either have no names or are referred to

by cumbersome phrases such as "lower temperature limit of stability"

(Fig. 5e) . A few of these unnamed features are shown in Figures 5a - 5f.

Invention of jargon to supplant more suitable terminology,

already in existence, must be strenuously discouraged. The use of

generic terms such as "invariant point" should be discouraged whenever

the use of a more specific term such as "eutectic point" or "peritectic

point" is possible.

An example of faulty terminolgy is illustrated by Figure 6.

This diagram was repeatedly referred to as a "planar square iso-electronic

phase diagram". Granted the diagram is planar and square, but it

certainly is not iso-electronic. (The number of electrons per formula

unit are given in parentheses.) The diagram is iso-equivalent which

is what the author meant. A lot of trouble could have been saved if

the diagram had been referred to by its proper term "reciprocal salt

system". Suprisingly, this obviously faulty term almost made it into

the literature.

G. Poor Exposition

The exposition of phase equilibrium studies is probably no better

or worse than is to be found in other fields of science. A long discourse

could be written about what constitutes good and bad scientific writing,

but it is not appropriate here. From the reviewer's point of view, there

are several particularly annoying faults which should be avoided: ' -

1. Do not expect reviewers to be ghost authors. The English
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in some manuscripts is appalling. The responsibility of

writing well belongs to the author not his reviewers or

editors. The reviewer's main responsibility is to judge

the scientific aspects of the work, his responsibility for

exposition should be secondary and mostly of a cosmetic nature,

2. Do not engage in extensive discussions which are unsupported

by well documented experimental evidence. Speculations

should be clearly stated, labled as such, and occupy the

minimum possible space. A corollary is — Do not build an

extensive case on data which are really of questionable

value

.

3. Keep the use of jargon to a minimum. The aim of writing is

to communicate, and jargon or excessive use of specialized

terminology can only restrict the size of the potential

audience

,

4. Do not indulge in criticism of prior work unless your own

work is clearly more definitive.

5. Do yourself justice. Do not negate a good piece of work

with sloppy writing.

CONCLUSION

Much can and should be done to improve the quality of published

work op phase equilibria. It is suggested that an interdisciplinary committee

of experts could formulate a set of standards or guidelines for the publica-

tion of phase equilibrium studies. Although incomplete and certainly

debatable in some particulars, it is hoped that the remarks herein might

serve as a starting point for such an effort.
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A set of well written standards could make the review process more

constructive and less subject to the vagaries of individual tastes and

expectations. If potential authors could know what standards their work

would be evaluated against, they could do a better job of planning and

executing their work. The end result should be a general improvement in

the quality of phase equilibrium studies.
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Table I

Suggested Foraat for Reporting Phase Equilibrium Data

Composition

ABC

T (°C)

900

1200

1500

Time (hr.)

48

15

5

Phases Present

AB + C

AB + LIQ.

LIQUID

Comments

a , X

b , X, m

b, X, m

1400

900

1000

1100

20

48

48

48

LIQUID

AB + C

AB + C

AB + C

a , m

b, X, m

b , X , m

b , X , m

A^BC 900

1000

48

1

A2B + C

A^B + LIQ.

a , X

b, X, m

a. Open Pt crucibles, cooled by plunging into air, ~10 gram samples.

b. Sealed Pt capsule, quenched into water, ^10 mg . samples.

X = x-ray diffraction, m = microscopy in polarized light.

The atmosphere in contact with all samples was air.
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LIQ.

a
ss

FIGURE 1

Some impossible configurations (dashed curves). Liquidus and solidus
curves must be tangent in such a system.

FIGURE 2

However narrow, there must be an a + v region.
ss ss
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*

AB

FIGURE 3

Approachable as a limit, but generally the compound AB must melt either
congruently or incongruently

.
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LIQ.

ss

A

LIQ.

ass

c

AB

t

A+B

a ss

A+B
f \

\ /
>»

AB

•

B B

FIGURE 5

Some unnamed features in binary condensed systems (circled)
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1/3 InR CsF

(25-1/3) (64)

(20-1/3) (59)

1/6 IngOj 1/2 CSgO

FIGURE 6

An example of poor terminology. "Planar square iso-electronic phase
diagram" or "Reciprocal salt diagram"? (Number of electrons per
formula unit given in parentheses.)
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FORMATTING AND DISTRIBUTING EVALUATED REFERENCE DATA:

THE OFFICE OF STANDARD REFERENCE DATA

AT THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

S. P. Fivozinsky and G. B. Sherwood
Office of Standard Reference Data

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

The Office of Standard Reference Data at the National Bureau

of Standards manages a comolex of data evaluation centers located

in university, industrial, and other Government laboratories as well

as within NBS. The centers are engaged in the comoilation and
critical evaluation of numerical data on nhvsical and chemical
nrooerties retrieved from the world scientific literature. This
system of centers, the National Standard Reference Data System (NSRDS),
is a means of coordinating on a national scale the production and
dissemination of critically evaluated reference data in the physical
sciences. The primary focus of the NSRDS is on well-defined physical
and chemical properties of well -characterized materials or systems.

The Office of Standard Reference Data, as coordinator of the
system:

- establishes needed data centers in technical areas which
fall within the scope of the program

- maintains close contact with other data compilation
activities both in the U.S. and abroad to encourage
exchange of data and avoid needless duplication of
effort

- identifies, by contacts with users, areas where needs
for evaluated reference data are increasing or decreasing,
and formatting procedures which will make the outputs of
the system as useful as possible

- distributes evaluated reference data through a variety of
output channels

The output channels include:

- Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data

a quarterly journal containing data comnilations
and critical data reviews, nublished for the
National Bureau of Standards bv the American

Institute of Physics and the American Chemical Society.

- NSRDS-NBS Series
a publication series distributed by the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office
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- apDropriate publications of technical societies and

commercial publishers. Handbook publications are an

important element of this category

- magnetic taoe data files - sold through the National

Technical Information Service

The outputs of several NSRDS centers are directly or indirectly
related to phase diagram aoolications in metallurgy and ceramics;

examples include alloy data, data on diffusion in metallic systems,
properties of substances at high pressures; oroperties of suoerconducting
materials, and thermodynamic data of minerals. Some recent publications
on these subjects are:

1. Butrymowicz, Daniel B. , Manning, John R. , Read, Michael E.,
"Diffusion in Conner and Conner Alloys, Part IV. Diffusion
in Svstems Involving Elements of Hroup VIII," J_. Phvs . Chem.

Ref. Data , 5(1) 103-200 (1976).

2. Chang, Y. Austin, "Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic
Properties of Ternary Copper-Silver Systems," J^. Phvs . Chem .

Ref . Data (in nrocess).

3. Donnav, J.D.H. and Ondik, Helen M. , Crystal Data Determinative
Tables, Third Edition , Vol . 1 , Organic Compounds, Vol. 2,
Inorganic Comoounds, Swarthmore, PA, Joint Committee on

Powder Diffraction Standards, Vol. 1 (1972), Vol. 2 (1973).

4. Hultgren, R. and Desai , P. D. , Selected Thermodynamic Values
and Phase Diagrams for Copper and Some of Its Binary Alloys ,

Nev^^ York, International Copper Research Association, Inc.

(1973).

5. Roberts, B. W. , "Survey of Superconductive Materials and
Critical Evaluation of Selected Properties," J. Phvs. Chem .

Ref . Data , 5.(3) 281-821 (1976).

6. Stull, D. R. and Prophet, H. , JANAF Thermochemical Tables ,

Second Edition , NSRDS-NBS 37, U.S. GPO (1971).

Reorint No. 50, "JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1974
Supplement," J. Phys . Chem . Ref . Data, 1(2) 311-480 (1974).

Reprint No. 60, "JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1975
SuPDlement," J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 4(1) 1-175 (1975).

In general, current NSRDS projects fall into the following
categories

:
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Energy and Environmental Data - This orogram includes orojects
dealing with data that have an important application in some
aspect of energy R&D or environmental quality improvement.
Projects in chemical kinetics, nuclear properties, soectroscopic
data, and interaction of radiation with matter are currently
incorporated in this program. The output of these projects is

oarticularly important in R&D on new energy sources, environmental
monitoring techniques, and prediction of the effects of oollutants
introduced into air, water, or land.

Industrial Process Data - Projects dealing with thermodynamic,
transport, colloid and surface, and physical properties of
industrially important substances are included in this program.
Such data have particular application to design of new processes
in the chemical and metallurgical industries, optimization of
currently used processes, and general productivity enhancement.

Materials Utilization Data - This program covers properties
required for material selection and R&D on new materials. The
structural, optical, electric, magnetic and mechanical properties
of solid materials are included.

Physical Science Data - Projects which involve basic data of very
broad applicability, or which are associated with an important
frontier field of science, are included in this program. Examples
are fundamental physical constants, data on fundamental particles,
and data relevant to radioastronomy.

The data centers currently included in the National
Standard Reference Data System are given below. Inquiries on
data may be directed to all these centers.

Energy and Environmental Data

Atomic Energy Levels Data Center

Dr. W. C. Martin
Optical Physics Division
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2011

Data Center for Atomic Transition Probabilities and Atomic Line
Shapes and Shifts

Dr. W. L. Wiese
Optical Physics Division

National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

Telephone: (301) 921-2071

Direct inquiries to: Ms. Georgia Martin, (301) 921-3374
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Atomic Collision Cross Section Information Center

Dr. E. C. Beaty
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309
Telephone: (303) 499-3672

Data Center for Atomic and Molecular Ionization Processes

Dr. H. M. Rosenstock
Physical Chemistry Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washinqton, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2792

Chemical Kinetics Information Center

Dr. R. F. Hamnson, Jr.

Phvsical Chemistry Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washinqton, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2174

Radiation Chemistry Data Center

Dr. Alberta B. Ross

University of Notre Dame
Radiation Laboratory
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Telephone: (219) 283-6527

Molten Salts Data Center

Dr. G. J. Janz
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Department of Chemistry
Troy, New York 12181
Telephone: (518) 270-6356

X-ray and Ionizing Radiation Data Center

Mr. J. H. Hubbell

Center for Radiation Research
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2685
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Photonuclear Data Center

Dr. E. f^. Fuller
Nuclear Sciences Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Teleohone: (301) 921-2625

Table of Isotopes Center

Dr. M. Lederer
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Teleohone: (415) 843-2740 x5995

Industrial Process Data

Chemical Thermodynamics Data Center

Mr. D. D. Waqman
Physical Chemistry Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Teleohone: (301) 921-2773

Aqueous Electrolyte Data Center

Dr. B. R. Stanles
Physical Chemistry Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-3632

Thermodynamics Research Center

Dr. B. J. Zwolinski
Texas A & M University
Department of Chemistry
College Station, Texas 77843
Telephone: (713) 846-8765

Cryogenic Data Center

Mr. N. A. Olien
Cyrogenics Division
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Telephone: (303) 499-1000 x3257
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Center for Information & Numerical Analysis and Synthesis

Dr. Y. Touloukian
Purdue University
CINDAS
2595 Yeager Road

W. Lafayette, Indiana 47906
Telephone: (317) 463-1581

Direct inquiries to: Mr. W. H. Shafer

High Pressure Data Center

Dr. H. T. Hall

574 Clark Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84601
Telephone: (801) 374-1211 x3477

Direct inquiries to: Dr. Leo Merrill

Alloy Data Center

Dr. L. H. Bennett
Metallurgy Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2917

Materials Utilization Data

Crystal Data Center

Dr. H. M. Ondik
Inorganic Materials Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-2900

Diffusion in Metals Data Center

Dr. J. R. Manning
Metallurgy Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301) 921-3351
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Superconductive Materials Data Center

Dr. B. W. Roberts
General Electric Company
Research & Development Center
P.O. Box 8

Schenectady, New York 12301

Telephone: (518) 377-2271

Physical Science Data

Fundamental Particle Data Center

Dr. A. H. Rosenfeld
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Telephone: (415) 843-2740 x6301

Microwave Spectral Data Center

Dr. F. J. Lovas
Ootical Physics Division
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234
Telephone: (301 ) 921-2021
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PANEL DISCUSSION: PRIMARY METAL PRODUCTION

John F. Elliott
Dept. of Materials Science
and Engineering, M.I.T.

Cambridge, MA

To start the ball rolling, I would like to make a few comments
on how phase equilibria and phase diagrams fit in extractive metallurgy.
The pyrometallurgy of copper is the area from which the example is

drawn. Figure l-"^ is a stability diagram for the copper-iron-silica-
oxygen system at 1200°C in which the sides are the copper-iron-oxygen,
iron- silica-oxygen and copper-silica-oxygen systems. Log P02 is the
vertical axis. This is a type of phase diagram that is coming into
more general use today. The iron-silicate phase on the right is

reasonably well understood. There is also the liquid copper-silicate
slag at the upper left which is stable at relatively high oxygen
pressures. A point of interest technically for newer methods for
smelting sulfide copper ores is how the two liquid slag fields may
join as the temperature is raised. We think that the joining occurs
at approximately 1250°C. The fields of stability of these slags are
important to our understanding of what controls the loss of copper
to the smelting slags, particularly for newer processes. Dr. Crimes
will probably have more to say on the matter in a few minutes.

The copper-oxygen-silica ternary system is a portion of the
quaternary system just mentioned. We have devoted considerable
attention to this system in the recent past. Reference 2 covers the
results of a portion of our work.

It is interesting to note that the liquid field in the Cu-
Fe-0-S-Si02 system at 1400°C extends continuously from pure liquid

copper through the oxysulfied phase (matte) to the silicate phase.

One of the diagrams of importance in nonferrous extractive
metallurgy is the iron-copper-sulfur system (Fig. 2). We know
quite a bit about this system from the work of Krivsky and

Schumann^. Technically we are interested in the regions of stability

of the liquid sulfide field (matte) near saturation with iron and
with copper. There is also great technical interest in this phase
with additions of oxygen, of lead, of nickel, etc., but our information
on the phase relationships in the pertinent quaternary systems are
relatively meager.

The principal point to be made is that these systems are of great
techinal importance, but our knowledge of them is rather incomplete,
principally because of experimental compilations.

References

1. J. F. Elliott; Met. Trans ., 1976, vol. 7B, p. 17.
2. A. Luraschl and J. F. Elliott; Proceeding s, International

Symposium on Copper Extraction and Refining, J. C. Yannopoulos
and J. Agarwal, ed., TMS-AIME, 1976, p. 90.

3. W. A. Krivsky and R. Schuhmann; Trans., TMS-AIME, 1957, vol. 209.
p. 981.

-
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Fig. 1 Stability Diagram of the Cu-Fe-0-Si02 System at

1200<=*C-^.

Fe-Cu-S : 1300°C; p^=1 atm

liquid

Cu alloy\

wt °/oS FeS

Fig. 2 The Cu-Fe-S System at ISOO^C^.
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Needs for Phase Diagram Information
in Non-Ferrous Industry

P. R. Ammann^"*"^

Kennecott Copper Corporation
Ledgemont Laboratory

Lexington, Massachusetts

Introduction

Professor Elliott, members of the panel, and ladies and gentlemen.

I am pleased to have an opportunity to convey to you some of our thoughts

on the future of the non-ferrous industry and the need for and use of

fundamental data.

A large fraction of primary copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc, etc. is

produced by the conversion of intermediate concentrates into metal

through pyrometallurgical processes. In these processes, the sulfides

are heated ^nd reacted with air to produce sulfur-dioxide-bearing offgases

and molten metal or metal intermediates and molten slag wastes. For many

years, copper, nickel, cobalt (as well as lead and zinc) have been

produced in smelters. In the modern plants, as well as in their age-old

predecessors, the key to the pyrometallurgical process is the highly

favorable separation of the desirable metal from the undesirable molten

wastes (e.g., iron).

Now the non-ferrous metal industry, particularly in the United

States, is in a state of change. Both economic and environmental

pressures have reduced the profitability of the copper and nickel businesses,

as well as those of other non-ferrous industries. These pressures pose both a

threat to the health of these businesses and a challenge to these industries

to continue to provide the world needs for these metals. The future

health of primary metals production lies in a technological base for

improving present operations and for innovation in the areas of metal

production such that a new generation of processes will develop. Such

an evolution could be akin to the transition from the vacuum tube computers of

twenty-years ago to solid-state systems we know today.

In the next few minutes I would like to make some remarks on the

use of phase diagram information from the point of view of Industrial

Research and Development. The metals industry may respond to economic

and environmental pressures in several ways.

^'"^Paper given by Dr. P. B. Crimes, Ledgemont Laboratory
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SLIDE 1
One response is to improve the performance and operability of

existing plants. In such systems, the process metallurgy is known. But,

improvements in the systems, such as:

(1) closer process control,

(2) higher metal throughput,

(3) minimization of gaseous and other waste products, and

(4) improved quality of the product,

may require a better definition of the process thermodynamics.

STTDE 2
"^^^ second alternative is to replace conventional process plants by

new processes which will lower operating costs. Examples of this approach

are:

(1) the development of the Outokompu Flash Furnace, the Noranda

Direct Converting and Mitsubishi Continuous Smelting Processes

to replace the reverberatory furnace-converter system for

making copper; and

(2) the development of an alternative process to the Hall Cell for

making aluminum.

The substitute processes derive their advantage largely for advances in

engineering design. However, more sophisticated processes reach their

maximum potential from a complete definition of the thermodynamics in

each step.

SLIDE 3 ^ third direction for R & D is to combine with existing or future

processes the capability for the recovery of byproduct metals. Cobalt,

and often copper, are byproducts of treating nickel sulfide concentrates.

Gold and silver are profitable byproducts of producing copper from

copper sulfide concentrates. But there are other metals, such as molyb-

denum and iron, which could be profitably produced from the non-ferrous

smelters as well.

SLIDE 4 Fourth, plants which smelt metal sulfide concentrates generate

wastes, such as slags and dusts from offgas streams. These materials

contain metal values, which because of present technology limitations,

are discarded without being recovered.
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Finally, metals may derive from new raw materials. For example,

many companies now look at deep sea nodules as a source for nickel,

copper, cobalt, and perhaps even manganese. Although much published

information on processing sea nodules describes hydrometallurgical

processes, at least one process has been described by Inco in which the

dried material is smelted to separate the small mass of metals from the

bulk of the nodule material.

Let us now look at the role of the phase diagram in a couple of

copper and nickel smelting processes.

(1) Copper Smelting .

Copper sulfide concentrates consist of chalcopyrite, CuFeS2 and

pjrrite, FeS2. These sulfides are oxidized and heated to 1250°C where a

molten iron-copper sulfide matte is produced. Sulfur dioxide gas is

generated and iron oxide is fluxed with silica to make a molten slag

which is a waste product. These reactions are described simply in the

next slide. The molten copper-iron sulfide matte is denser than, and

completely immiscible with, the iron silicate which thus permits separation '

of copper from most of the iron. Depending upon composition, mattes are

molten above 1000 to llOO^C. Slags, on the other hand, are more complex,

containing in addition to FeO and Si02> Te^O^t CaO, AI2O2, Na20 and MgO.

Fayalite (2FeO'Si02), the principle slag former has a stated melting
^

point of 1205°C, but higher slag temperatures are used in furnaces.

The smelting process is described by the two-phase diagrams in the

next slide. A typical copper concentrate contains about 30 per cent

copper, 30 per cent sulfur and AO per cent iron, as shown at the center

of the phase diagram on the right. When the sulfide is heated to say

1000° C and oxidized, the sulfide phase becomes enriched in copper, as

shown by the red line on the diagram. As the iron is oxidized to FeO,

silica is added to produce a low melting, low density slag phase which

is immiscible with the sulfide phase. A range of acceptable slag compositions

is shown in the Fe0-Fe202-Si02 diagram to the left of the slide. When the iron

is completely oxidized, the sulfide or matte phase will consist essentially

of CU2S, plus small amounts of valuable metals such as gold, silver and
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SLIDE 8

SLIDE 9

trace amounts of impurities such as bismuth, and arsenic. In the final

step of the process, the CU2S is oxidized with air to blister copper and

SO2.

The overall process may be carried out in one step (and one vessel)

,

or it may be carried out in several steps.

An example of improving existing operations is related to the

smelting of the copper sulfide concentrates in reverberatory furnaces.

These furnaces are long - over 100 feet - and have a relatively wide but

shallow bath of about 5 feet, as shown in this side and top view. In

routine operation, sections of the bath solidify, reducing the effective

volume of the furnace bath and consequently, the performance of the

equipment. In a study described by Kim et al, at the 1976 Annual AIME

Meeting, a determination was made of the cause of the formation of these

solid materials. Samples were taken throughout the furnace to establish

composition profiles and they showed extensive buildups in the furnace.

The solids were found to be composed of FeO, Si02» AI2O2, and Cr202.

An FeO* (Al Cv)202 (aluminum chromite) phase crystallized in the slag
SLIDE 10 ]^Q^^Y^ as shown here. The study showed that by better control over

(1) the amount of chrome-alumina in the furnace,

(2) the bath temperature, and

(3) the depth of the slag,

the rate of bottom buildup could be reduced and, therefore, the productivity

and performance of the furnace enhanced.

For this slag system, only part of the phase equilibria is known

but with this limited information, some improvements could still be made

in future operations. However, if the complete system equilibrium were

known, it might be possible to make even further improvements in productivity.

As an example of new process technology, the reverberatory furnace

just described is being replaced by new copper smelting processes, for

example, the Noranda Process. Copper sulfide concentrates are oxidized
SLIDE 11 step to crude copper, as shown in the diagram. Such a one-step

conversion produces a highly oxidized slag which contains 5 to 10 per
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SLIDE 12

cent copper - a significant fraction of the feed copper. To recover

this copper, the slag is slow-cooled from 1200''C to 550°C under controlled

conditions, in which oxidized copper in the slag is transformed to

particles of copper sulfide. These phases are shown in the next slide.

The copper values are recovered selectively by milling and flotation;

and the copper sulfide is resmelted. This process is an improvement

over the conventional reverberatory furnace-converter process. It

achieves high copper recovery (better than 95 per cent overall) and

acceptable capital and operating costs. In addition, plants can be

designed to capture most of the sulfur dioxide and dust emissions, thus

meeting todays environmental' standards.

But what about opportunities for byproduct metal recoveries? In

the flowsheet shown, copper, gold and silver are recovered from the

cooled slag, but the iron and the nickel or molybdenum, which occur in

some slags in appreciable concentrations, are not recovered. Furthermore,

significant amounts of dusts are carried with the furnace gases and are

cooled and recovered. Although the dusts contain copper, they are

enriched in other elements such as zinc, lead, and antimony.

SLIDE 13
The Noranda process can be modified to employ an electric furnace

for recovery of copper from slags. The costs are competitive with the

slag milling flowsheet shown in the previous slide, but it allows two

other options:

(1) recovery of iron, molybdenum, nickel, cobalt (if any), zinc

>

and lead from the slag by reduction in a second furnace,

(2) dusts containing metal impurities can be processed in the

electric furnace. If we are clever enough, a process could

be developed for the total recovery of not only copper, gold

and silver; but also separation and recovery of other metals

such as bismuth, lead, and zinc.

We are exploring a number of process flowsheets, for separating and

recovering some of the byproduct and metal impurities, but we find that
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the required phase diagrams are not available for defining appropriate

process conditions to make the necessary metal separations.

(2) Nickel Smelting .

A large amount of the world's nickel is recovered from sulfide

minerals. Copper sulfides usually occur in the same ores, -so that when

metal sulfides, including iron sulfide, are concentrated from the ore,

the copper /nickel ratio may vary from 1/2 or 1/3, to as low as 1/12

(Cobalt is another co-product which occurs in these sulfides, but in

smaller concentrations.) The smelting processes involve melting the

concentrate at about 1250°C, and then oxidizing the iron and sulfur,

(making slag and gas) , and leaving a nickel-copper sulfide matte

which contains less than 2 per cent iron. This first step, making a

nickel copper sulfide matte, may be carried out by any of several smelting

processes. However, the second step, of separating the nickel-copper

values, is the most important.

In one early pyrometallurgical process - the now extinct Orford

Process - sodium sulfide was added to the liquid nickel-copper sulfide

matte. The copper sulfide would selectively dissolve in the sodium

sulfide, and the lighter copper-sodium and heavier nickel phases would

separate upon cooling.

This process was replaced by Inco, at Copper Cliff, Canada, in 1948,

with a slow-cooling process in which CU2S and Ni2S2 are selectively

formed. Matte from the converter is poured into large pits where it

cools slowly over about 3 days. When the temperature reaches about

ITOCF, Cu^S crystallizes first, and when the temperature reaches about

1300°F, a copper/nickel alloy precipitates. Finally at 1070°F, JUl^S^

crystals form. The advantage of this process is that the solubility of

nickel in the CU2S is low (less than 0.5 per cent) and copper in the

nickel sulfide is also relatively low. Although Ni^S^ contains 6 per

cent copper at 1067 **F, in slow cooling to 700°F, copper is rejected

resulting in a phase containing less than 0.5 per cent copper. This

SLIDE 14

SLIDE 15
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micrograph shows the resulting phases. At the Inco Copper Cliff plant,

the cooled matte is crushed, milled to a fine size and the phases separated

by flotation.

This process is probably a classic example of the use of phase

equilibria for the primary production of non-ferrous metals. Through

the knowledge of the phase behavior of the copper-nickel-sulfur system,

Inco can achieve both high recovery and high separation of the copper

and nickel values.

I would now like to mention briefly some future needs for Phase

Diagram information. The extensive information published on binary and

ternary systems is used in developing new processes for primary metal

production, and also for processes to recover byproduct metals and for

processing wastes, such as flue dusts. To predict specific needs for

phase diagram information in the future is to crystal ball the directions

industry will take in the future to produce the primary metals. And

this, of course, is a chancy business.

SLIDE 16 ™^ suggest generally that the quaternary systems need more

definition. In particular, we have been looking at a process to extract

molybdenum from copper smelting slags. It involves the reduction of

molybdenum from slags into a sulfide phase. There is only limited

information on the metallic-sulfide phase, Mo-Fe-Cu-S, as shown in the

slide. Our researchers have attempted to obtain some data on this system.

Of interest also is the slag phase, consisting principally of Mo-Fe-

Si02-oxygen. (As I noted earlier, such slags usually contain other

important components such as MgO, AI2O2, CaO, which have an impact on

equilibria and melting points.) After the molybdenum and copper have

been extracted from the slag into the metal sulfide, it is necessary to

separate and recover the molybdenum and copper values. Although this

step can be achieved by conventional hydrometallurgical processes, we

have been intrigued by Inco's slow-cooling process, just described as

a possible alternative route.

The recovery of byproduct nickel and cobalt from certain smelter

slags is analogous to the molybdenum system, and should be important in
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the future. In addition, the smelting of nickel sulfide concentrates

will probably undergo some irportant changes in the near future in

order to meet environmental requirements and to accommodate new ores.

Therefore, I see a need for further information on this system.

Another system of interest includes bismuth and lead in copper

smelting. The need is two-fold: (1) to control the level of these

impurities in the copper product, and (2) to devise processes for

separating and recovering these metals. At present, there is a lack of

pertinent information on the phase relationships in these complex systems.

I might just add another area of importance - the presence of trace

elements in copper products. Small amounts of impurities such as As,

Bi, Te, S, Sb, Pb, etc., can affect the properties of copper product

markedly and additional information on these systems is also needed.

Summary

To summarize; in the future, pyrometallurgical processes for

producing copper and nickel will become more efficient and sophisticated.

A sound thermodynamic base is essential for smelting processes to meet

our future needs in these areas. In these past few minutes I have tried

to show how phase diagrams are used and to suggest some future directions

for equilibria studies in commercially important systems.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR R & D IN

NON-FERROUS METAL PRODUCTION

1. IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND OPERABILITY
OF EXISTING PROCESSES

2. DEVELOP NEW PROCESSES WITH LOWER COSTS

3. INCREASE RECOVERY OF BY-PRODUCT METALS

4. PROCESS WASTE STREAMS FOR SAFE DISCARD
OR FOR METAL PRODUCTION

5. TREAT NEW RAW MATERIALS

SLIDES 1 to 5

Description of Opportunities for R&D in

Non- Ferrous Metal Industry

PRINCIPLE COPPER SMELTING REACTIONS

2CuFeS2 + 27202 + SiOj = CugS • FeS -i- FeO • Si02 + 2SO2

FeSj + 27202 + Si02 " FeO • Si02 + 2SO2

Slide 6

Principle Oxidation Reactions for
!

Smelting Copper Concentrates
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PLAN - REVERBERATORY FURNACE

Slide 8

Plan and Side Views for Typical Reverberatory

Furnace Used For Smelting Copper Concentrates
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NORMAL SLAG LINE

0 12 24 36 44 56 63 80 92 104

DISTANCE FROM BURNER END (FT)

DISTANCE FROM BURNER END (FT)

DISTANCE FROM BURNER END (FT)

CONCENTRATION PROFILE OF SLAG

Slide 9

Concentration Profiles for Chromium, Alumina
and Silica in Reverberatory Furnace
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Slide 12

Photomicrograph Showing Copper and Magnetite

Phases in Cooled Converter Slag
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APPROXIMATE ANALYSES. WT. %

TYPICAL Cu-IMi-S

MATTE
COMPOSITIONS

Phases Cu Ni S

«i 15.5 84.0 < 0.5

"J 14.2 85.4 < 0.4

«i 13.0 86.7 < 0.3

P, 5.7 69.8 24.5

A' 2.5 71.0 26.5

Pi <0.5 72.9 26.6

!ree phase region

TWO PHASE REGION

a M«tallics, t Copper Suirida

EutKtic Ttmp..l067*F -

Eutectoid Temp,-968*F-

End Segregation 700"F -

80 30

NioS3^2

20 / / \ 10

«2 <^3

METALLICS

TWO"

I
PHASE REGION

a Metallics

lj9or^' Nickel Sylfide

LV 1 Ni

Slide 14

Diagram Showing the Phase Separation

for Copper- Nickel Sulfide Matte as a

Function of Temperature and Composition

(Ref. Boldt, J.R. & Queneau, P., "The

Winning of Nickel," D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J., p. 278)
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QUENCHED MATTE

SLOW COOLED MATTE

Ref: The Winning of Nickel

Slide 15

Photomicrograph Showing Effect of Cooling

Rate on Grain Size for Copper and Nickel

Sulfides (Ref. Boldt, J.R. & Queneau, P.,

"^The Winning of Nickel," D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, N.J.,

p. 276)
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SYSTEMS OF POSSIBLE

FUTURE INTEREST

Mo - Fe - SIO2 - O

Bi - Pb - Cu - Fe - S - (O)

Cu - Fe - Si02 -0 - (S)

Ni{Co) - Fe - SIO2 - O - (S)

Slide 16

Metallurgical Systems of Future Interest
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DISCUSSION

J. F. Elliott - Thank you, Peter, for your interesting remarks. I

might add that phase diagrams often are equivalent to road maps

for the process metallurgist. He uses them to find his way

through the equivalent of unfamiliar terrain.

Bruce Connor - I wish to thank Dr. Crimes for his excellent review

of important aspects of copper and nickel smelting. I would like

to add that we have a lot of other phase equilibria that need to

be understood in the handling of recycling of secondary copper

and nickel alloys. Because precious metals, such as iridium,

platinum, pladium, gold and silver are obtained when processing

copper and nickel ores, we also have need for more information

on the binary, ternary and quaternary phase diagrams of these

metals

.

J. F. Elliott - It might be noted that nonferrous metals producers

usually have to contend with virtually all of the metals and

many of the nonmetals in the periodic table. Accordingly, they

face great complexity in their systems.

P. Crimes - It may be of interest to the audience to know that

we have made considerable progress in understanding kinetic and

mass-transfer aspects of our systems, and now we are greatly in

need of more and better information on equilibrium relationships.
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaitbersburg, Kd., January 10-12, 1977

Primary Metals Production

Dr. H. R. Larson
ASARCO Incorporated

Central Research Department

Asarco is a large, diverse, primary non-ferrous company
involved among other things in the smelting of Cu, Pb, Zn
and precious metals. We are largely a custom smelter treat-
ing a wide variety of materials. This fact has an important
effect on our outlook and on some of the remarks I will make
today. Our metallurgy is extremely complex. We have many
materials flowing between plants i.e., from Cu smelter to
Pb smelter, etc. In addition to the primary metals we re-
cover a large array of by-product elements which are very
important to us. Several of our plants have what must be
considered high impurity loads. This adds to the complexity.

What is our interest in Phase Diagrams?

We are of course interested in anything that improves our
understanding of the processes used in our plants. I think
however that there are a few areas of practical considera-
tions where phase diagrams can be especially important.
(Slide 1) First, factors controlling or affecting metal
losses to slag are highly important. Our operating revenues
are derived from a smelting charge. Obviously, metal losses
reduce profitability. Secondly, we are interested in multi-
component multiphase equilibria. The distribution of elements
between phases during smelting and pyrometallurgical refining
operations is of importance. In particular, the distribution
of impurity, by-product elements between phases is of interest.
Third, a good deal of our work at the Research Department in-
volves the theoretical evaluation of process alternatives.
This can range anywhere from minor changes in an existing
process to consideration of a new continuous smelting process.
In any of these considerations phase diagrams can be of par-
ticular use when they are available. As an example, I could
point to the published work of Queneau and Schuhmann on the
application of the Q-S process to lead smelting.
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Let me start off by making the point that our use of phase
diagrams is limited. This is primarily because they are
not readily available for the systems of most interest to
us. We do use the standard compilations of diagrams, such
as: 1. Hansen and 2, Elliott and Shunk's supplements,
3. "Phase Diagrams for Ceramic ists" by Muan and Osborn,
and I tend to also use 4. W. Guertler et.al. "Compendium
of Constitutional Ternary Diagrams of Metallic Systems"
as translated from German and published by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, In general, the real world systems
of interest are more complex than those for which diagrams
are available. We use the compilations of diagrams to gain
insight into our real systems. Often we are interested in
multicomponent systems not adequately described in the lit-
erature.

Let me digress for a minute and say something about the
phases that are of most interest to us. (Slide 2)

Metal

Here we are in the best shape. Good information is available
on all binary systems and many ternary systems. Impurity
elements of interest are often in relatively dilute solutions.
In the case of lead refining, concentrations may be appreciable
and available data serves us well. There is a lack of infor-
mation on impurity interactions. Activity data would be of
great use were it available particularly at varying sulfur
and oxygen potentials. The formalization of interaction co-
efficients available for elements dissolved in iron which
has been used for many years should be extended to Cu solu-
tions and Pb solutions. In some cases, such as Pb, the
activity of alloying elements would be of interest in the liquid
state over a fairly large temperature range.

Alloy development work, i.e., brasses, bronzes and solders is
hampered by the lack of phase diagrams or their equivalent
for multicomponent systems. Here I am talking of conditions
where the substitution of a relatively small amount of a
substance can have rather profound effects on alloy properties.
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Slag

Of all the phases I have listed slags are perhaps the most
interesting, most important, most investigated and least well
understood. Metal losses to slag are a major concern. The
copper content of reverb slag put to waste at a single smelter
can easily exceed $1,000, 000/yr. The Cu content of throw
away slags is nearly as high as the ore that is mined from
the earth.

Our slags are essentially CaO-FeO-Si02 , a system well defined
in the literature. However, our slag will contain several
percent AI2O3 and usually more than 1% MgO, The slag may
or may not be saturated with magnetite, ZnO is usually
present and, in the* case of lead slags, can run to levels of
10-15%, Frequently the slags are equilibrated with a sulfur
bearing matte and the slag will contain some sulfur. These
complex real slags are not adequately described by phase
diagrams, A recent monogram by Prof, Diaz sponsored by INCRA.
"The Thermodynamic Properties of Copper-Slag Systems" has
gathered a great deal of information on copper smelting slags.
Similar data is not available for lead smelting slags.

Metal losses in slag occur both as solution and as particu-
late entrainment. The interrelation of composition and slag
viscosity and surface tension are of importance.

The operation of conventional lead blast furnaces requires
special properties in sinter. Up until the time of fusion
the sinter must maintain enough strength to support a column
of burden on top of it, A sharp melting point is important.
Once smelted it must form a free flowing low viscosity slag.
The presence of a mush or partially molten mass can be dis-
astrous. Selection and control of slag composition is
important in this regard. Additional phase diagrams could
be of help.

Matte

Matte is a phase consisting of several sulfides in solution.
In its simplest form we think of matte as a mixture of CU2S
and FeS. Again this binary is well defined as is the Cu-Fe-S
ternary. Real mattes, especially at a custom smelter, will
contain PbS, AS2S3, Sb2S3, NiS and in the case of dross reverb
matte Na2Sjj.
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Added confusion comes from the ability of matte to dissolve
magnetite. Activities of impurities in matte are not well
known. Interaction data is almost totally non-existent.

Speiss

Speiss is a very interesting phase that is often overlooked.
Speiss can be thought of as a solution of metal arsenides.
It consists primarily of Cu, Pb, As and Sb. Antimony can
substitute fairly freely with As. Several intermetallic
compounds are present. I have never seen a Cu-Pb-As-Sb
phase diagram. Little data is available on the ternary
systems. It would be especially interesting, Speiss can
also contain appreciable quantities of Fe, Ni, Sn, In, Ag,
S and Bi. Phase diagrams for complex, multicomponent

,

arsenide systems are non-existent.

Perhaps the most complex thermochemistry occurring anywhere
takes place in the dross reverb furnace of a lead smelter.
Three phases, bullion, speiss and matte interact with each
other with a considerable temperature gradient existing
across the three phase bath. The distribution of at least
7 elements between these phases is of importance. These
include Pb, Cu, As, S, Sb, Na and Ag.

DISCUSSION

J. F. Elliott - Thank you very much, Dr. Larson. There certainly

a number of interesting phase relationships in the field in which

you work.

Reed Howald - Are there good data on the binary systems in the

copper- lead-arsenic-antimony system?

Dr. Larson - The binaries are reasonably well known; the ternaries

are not. We know essentially nothing about the quaternary system.
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PRACTICAL CCIVISICERATiaiMS

I METAL LOSSES TO SLAG

2. DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS BETWEEN PHASES

3. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE

TECHNOLOGIES
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PHASES

1. METAL

Blister Cu, Anode Cu, Lead Bullion

2. SLAG

Reverb Slag, Converter Slag, Blast Furnace Slag

3. MATTE

Reverb Matte, Converter Matte, Dross Reverb Matte

4. SPEISS

Dross Reverb Speiss
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Use of Phase Diagrams in Iron and Steelmaking

Robert D. Pehlke
Department of Materials and Metallurgical Engineering

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

INTRODUCTION

Phase diagrams are particularly important in iron and steelmaking.

In fact, the processing and products of the iron and steel industry can be

described essentially in terms of the iron-carbon phase diagram. Furthermore,

the phase relationships, particularly in oxide systems, reflect the refining

steps during smelting and converting of iron in the ironmaking and steel-

making processes, respectively.

The iron and steel industry is presented with several processing problems

that can be solved in part on the basis of phase diagrams. Consequently,

there Is a pressing demand for the study of certain phase relationships in

iron and steelmaking systems. The following paragraphs summarize currant

processing and the requirements for solution of several problems, as well as

the development of new processing based on these thermochemical relationships.

IRON AND STEELMAKING VIA PHASE RELATIONSHIPS

The phase diagram central to iron and steel production is that for the

ironi-carbon system, as illustrated in Figure 1. This phase diagram reflects

the structural relationships which define the wide variety of cast irons and

steels, as reflected in their heat treatment, in terms of the temperature-

composition diagram for the iron-carbon system.

i
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Recognizing that phase equilibrium relationships are of direct importance

in iron and steelmaking, several challenges in processing as well as the

potential for new processes, should be considered in terms of phase relation-

ships. Some examples are presented in the following paragraphs. -

EXAMPLES OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA REQUIRED FOR IMPROVED IRON AND STEELMAKING

The iron and steel industry faces a wide variety of challenges in terms

of raw materials, energy and the environment. New and improved processes

are necessary to meet these needs. In many cases, phase equilibria

are required for the development of new technologies. The following examples

are representative of instances where phase equilibria must be defined to

accomplish these processing advances.

The iron blast furnace must utilize new charge materials, some of which

contain higher concentrations of the alkali oxides, K^O and Na^O which have

recently become a major concern to the ironmaking industry. High slag basicities

and high hearth temperatures can result in concentration of these materials,

even at relatively low concentrations in the burden, to cause operating

problems such as high blast pressures, burden hangup and coke deterioration,

and also to reduce lining life by inducing physical abrasion and chemical

attack of refractories.

At the present time several blast furnaces in the industry are being

monitored with respect to alkali input. However, an opportunity exists for

control of these alkali metals in terms of the particular slag and fluxing
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agents employed, as well as by controlling gas phase reactions in terms of

oxygen potentials, CN reactions, and other aspects of the gas phase com-

position and temperature profiles in the furnace. It is widely recognized

that recirculation with possible concentration of elements exists for alkali

metals and also for silicon, in terms of SiO formation. Further studies of

these phase equilibria are required.

The iron and steel industry has periodically undergone reviews

of substitutes for fluorspar as a flux, particularly in steelmaking.

At the present time the supply of fluorspar and its relative cost, as well

as an increase in usage with the adoption of the oxygen steelmaking process,

require that substitutes be developed. First of all, the fluxing role of

fluorspar, particularly in reducing the liquidus temperatures for phases in

equilibrium with dicalcium silicate, has not been fully defined, nor has the

chemical role of fluorspar in the steelmaking process. In considering a

potential shortage of fluorspar, the steel industry has undertaken a wide

variety of full scale plant tests on many substitutes. These include the

boron-bearing materials colmonite, razorite and borax. Manganese-bearing

materials such as manganese ore, cametco briquettes and urucum ore have been

studied. Materials relatively high in calcium oxide and containing some iron

oxide including red lime, BOP dust mixed with lime, and alaflux have been

tested. Aluminum oxide-bearing materials have been employed in plant trials

on aluminum dross, bauxite, and topaz as fluxing agents. In addition, the

titanium-bearing materials, ilmenite and sorelflux, have also been considered.
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A dozen or more specific processing steps for heat treatment, stress

relieving, - preheating for welding, carburizing, nitriding, solution treating,

preparation for forging, and other hot working operations, as well as the

development of desired structures, can be described in terms of this basic

phase diagram, as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, the influence on this

phase diagram on various elements which commonly appear in steels has been

developed for most alloying additions.

The refining of iron and steel is dependent upon the use of a suitable

slag system. Normally, basic processing is used in which a slag with

relatively high concentrations of calcium oxide (and magnesium oxide) is

used to refine the iron-base liquid. Phase relationships in the CaO-SiO^-FeO

system represent a base system for steelmaking; calcium oxide is added as

lime flux, silica is a reaction product in the steelmaking process, and

iron oxide is developed by oxidation of the iron bath during the conversion

of steel. This phase diagram is presented in Figure 3. Of particular

interest are the liquidus phase equilibria for dicalcium silicate (ZCaO'SiO^),

a high melting reaction product which must be fluxed in the steelmaking process.

In the iron blast furnace process, the CaO-SiO -Al 0 (or AlO ),

system is particularly important. An activity plot for SiO^ in this system

is presented in Figure 4 to emphasize the importance of the interrelationship

between activities of components in systems and their phase equilibria.

It should be noted that this diagram was developed by John Chipman utilizing

both phase equilibra and thermochemical data to calculate the activity of

silica in this system, an important chemical parameter in the blast furnace

process.
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The fact that plant tests have been conducted indicates the seriousness of

the problem, as well as the commitnient of the industry to adoption of new

fluxing materials. In all cases, phase relationship information is lacking

and sorely needed.

Tramp elements represent a serious threat to the economical production

of many high quality steel products. Arsenic and antimony which are present

in some iron ores, and .copper, nickel and tin which result from the use of

relatively low quality scrap present challenges to current processes. These

elements have a deleterious influence on product properties and service

performance, and are not removed in the standard practices for iron or

steelmaking. A knowledge of phase equilibria is required to develop control

of tramp elements. This question can be presented in a different manner.

The result is to be a processing step in which these tramp elements are

selectively removed from the iron-base product. The processing systems to

be used, which typically are specified, in this case remain to be defined.

Finally, an understanding of phase equilibrium relationships is needed

for control of sulfur and phosphorus, the bane of a steelmaker's existenct.

A number of studies have been made of sulfur distribution between metal and

slag under a wide variety of conditions. Unfortunately, in many instances

the oxygen potential was undefined and the studies are of questionable value

in terms of development of new processing systems to improve sulfur removal.

A substantial amount of capital investment and operating costs are now being

directed toward sulfur control. These industrial processing steps could be
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enhanced by a batter understanding of the role of oxygen potential as well

as the phase distribution relationships for sulfur between slag, metal, and

gas under a wide variety of composition and temperature conditions. Phase

equilibria in liquid and solid iron are required for sulfides and oxy-sulfides

of various alloying elements and refining additives.

Phosphorus has not presented a major problem for western hemisphere

steelmaking in that for the most part we have been blessed by relatively low

phosphorus burden materials. However, as new iron-steelmaking processing

systems are being adopted worldwide, e.g. the direct reduction-electric

furnace melting system, the role of phosphorus has taken on a new aspect.

First of all, phosphate phase equilibria in normal iron and steelmaking slags

have not been thoroughly defined. Furthermore, pre-reduced iron ores con-

taining phosphates can be greatly improved if the phosphorus remains as

phosphate and is not reduced during direct reduction processing. An improve-

ment in quality and development of control measures to optimize direct

reduction processing of iron ore for use in subsequent steelmaking operations

requires additional information on the phase equilibria which prevail during

phosphate reduction.

The few examples presented here are only illustrative of the wide

variety of challenges and potential improvement in iron and steelmaking

processing which can be accomplished through a knowledge of ph?se equilibria.

The further spinoff of such knowledge in areas of nonferrous processing as

well as other high temperature processing such as coal conversion and other

energy generating systems should also be recognized. One example is the

thermochemistry of iron oxides. This system is central to slag formation
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in iron and steelmaking, but also is important in magnetic separa-

tion of iron concentrates in mineral processing systems, the undesirable

formation of high melting magnetite-rich phases in copper concentrate

smelting, and the processing of iron-bearing materials in the production of

various electronic components. The control of iron oxide chemistries in a

wide variety of high temperature chemical reactions is dependent upon a

knowledge of the thermochemistry and phase relationships in the iron-oxygen

system.

SUMMARY

Phase relationships play a very significant and prominent role in pro-

duction of iron and steel. These phase relationships are reflected in the

variety of products and structures which can be produced, and are particularly

Important in the processing steps that are utilized to achieve them. The

refining of iron and steel as reflected by slag-metal equilibria and the

corresponding phase relationships are most important to development of

present and future industrial processes.

A wide variety of specific systems relating to -present and future iron

and steelmaking processes are in need of further investigation and clarification.

The interrelationship between thermochemical data and phase diagrams should

be recognized and applied to interpret and evaluate phase equilibria^ and should

be utilized in their deployment as the foundations of process development.
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Figure 1,
The iron-carbon phase diagram and photomicrographs illustrating

the nonequilibrium behavior of a eutectoid steel (0.8 Vo C) and of typical cast

irons. (Photomicrographs front Research Laboratory, U.S. Steel Corporation,

Malleable Research and Development Foundation, and International

Nickel Company.) y^^^. Essentials of Materials Science,
A.G. Guy, McGraw-Hill, 1976, p. 93.
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Basic Guide to Ferrous Metallurgy

KELOW A,
SrEEL IS MAGNEIIC

fEsmrE lALPHA mow
— BODY CENresiD —

SUB-Z.ERO TEMPERATURE RANGE
the lower the temperature,

the lower the impact resistance generally

%f TRANSFORMATION RANGE. In this range steels undergo internal atomic

changes which radically affect the properties of the material.

OlOWER TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURE (A,). Termed Ac, on heating, Ar,

on cooling. Below ACj structure ordinarily consists of ferrite and
PEARLiTE (see below). On heating through Ac, these constituents begin

to dissolve in each other to form austenite (see below) which is non-

magnetic. Tfiis dissolving action continues on heatmg through the trans-

formation RANGE until the solid solution is complete at the upper

transformation temperat-ure.

©UPPER TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURE (A,). Termed Ac, on heating, Ar.,

on cooling. Above this temperature the structure consists wholly of

AUSTENITE which coarsens with increasing time and temperature Upper
transformation temperature is lowered as carbon increases to 0.85%
(eutectoid point).

FERRITE is practically pure iron (in plain carbon steels) existing below
the lower transformation temperature. It is magnetic and has very slight

solid solubility for carbon.

PEARLITE IS a mechanical mixture of FERRITE and CEMENTITE.

CEMENTITE or IRON CARBIDE is a compound of iron and carbon, FcjC.

AUSTENITE is the non-magnetic form of iron and has the power to

dissolve carbon and alloying elements.

ANNEALING, frequently referred to as full annealing, consists of

heating steels to slightly above ACj, holding for AUSTENITE to form, then

slowly cooling in order to produce small grain size, softness, good ductil-

ity and other desirable properties. On cooling slowly the austenite

transforms to febjiite and pearlite.

^^NORMALIZING consists of heating steels to slightly above Ac,, holding

for AUSTENITE to form, then followed by cooling (in still air), On cool-

ing, AUSTENITE transforms giving somewhat higher strength and hard-

ness and slightly less ductility than in annealing,

FORGING RANGE extends to several hundred degrees above the upper

TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURE.

BURNING RANGE is above the FORGING RANGE. Burned steel is ruined

and i\3Hiior be cured except by remelting.

STRESS RELIEVING consists of heating to a point below the LOWER
TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURE, A,, holding for a Sufficiently long

period to relieve locked-up stresses, then slowly cooling This process is

sometimes called process annealing.

^^BlUE BRinLE RANGE occurs approximately from 300°to7O0°F, Peening

or working of steels should not be done between these temperatures,

since they are more brittle in this range than above or below it.

PREHEATING FOR WELDING is carried out to prevent crack formation. See

TEMPiL- preheating CHART for recommcnded temperature for various

steels and non-ferrous metals.

CARBURIZING consists of dissolving carbon into surface of steel by heat-

ing to above transformation range in presence of carburizing compounds.

NITRIDING consists of heating certain special steels to about 1000° F

for long periods in the presence of ammonia gas. Nitrogen is absorbed

into the surface to produce extremely hard "skins".

SPHEROIDIZING consists of heating to just below the lower transforma-

tion temperature. A,, for a sufficient length of time to put the cementite

constituent of pearlite into globular form. This produces softness and

in many cases good machinability.

MARTENSITE is the hardest of the transformation products of auSTEN-

n E and is formed only on cooling below a certain temperature known as

the M, temperature (about 400' to 600"? for carbon steels). Cooling to

this temperature must be sufficiently rapid to prevent austenite from

transforming to softer constituents at higher temperatures.

© EUTECTOID STEEL contains approximately 0.85% carbon.

FLAKING occurs in many alloy steels and is a defect characterized by

localized micro-cracking and "flake-like" fracturing. It is usually attrib-

uted to hydrogen bursts. Cure consists of cycle cooling to at least 600°F

before air-cooling.

© OPEN OR RIMMING STEEL has not been completely deoxidized and the

ingot solidifies with a sound surface ("rim") and a core portion contain-

ing blowholes which are welded in subsequent hot rolling.

KILLED STEEL has been deoxidized at least sufficiently to solidify with-

out appreciable gas evolution.

SEMI-KILIED STEEL has been partially deoxidized to reduce solidification

shrinkage in the ingot,

9 A SIMPLE RULE: Brinell Hardness divided by two, times 1000, equals

.ipproximatc Tensile Strength in pounds per square inch. (200 Brinell

— 2' X 1000 = approx 100.000 Tensile Strength, p.s.i.)

0 0.1 0.2

PERCENT CARBON
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Copyright 1954, TIEMIPIIIL" HAMILTON BOULEVARD • SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07080

Figure 2. Iron-Carbon phase diagram showing processing temperatures

for steels. (Permission is granted by Tempil Corporation
to use its Basic Guide to Ferrous Metallurgy in these
proceedings) . 1353



s.02

WEIGHT %

Phase relations in the system CaO-iron oxide-3i02 in contact with n;etailic iron,

based mainly on data of Bowen, Schairer, and Posnjak*"''^' and of Allen and

Snow.''"^' The system is not ternary. From: Phase Equilibria

Among Oxides in Steelmaking, A. Muan and E.F. Osborn,

Addison-Wesley, 1965, p. 113.
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Figure 4. Activity of SiO in SiO -CaO-Al 0 slags
at 1550°C. From: J. CRipman, Trans. Met .

Soc.-AIME , Vol. 233, 1965, p. 419.
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DISCUSSION

^

J. F. Elliott - Thank you. Professor Pehlke, for a very succinct state-

' ment concerning some very interesting problems where phase equilibria

j

are important. Would you comment on the possible importance of

1 phase diagrams in problems of solidification of steels?

R. Pehlke - One area where phase relationships are of great impor-

tance in determining the properties of steel products is that

I governing the formation of oxysulfides during solidification.

I

:
Specifically, the Mn-Fe-O-S system. Another is equilibria between

' gases and the liquid and solid metal phases during solidification

of steels.
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Gil Speich - What is the state of our understanding of

the phase relationships related to the use of calcium as an agent

for deoxidizing and desulfurizing steels?

R. Pehlke - That is a good question because just now I am looking

at desulfurization of liquid iron-base alloys. The desulfuriza-

tion with calcium forms calcium sulfide and other products. The

equilibrium constant for the reaction to form calcium sulfide is

reasonably well known. Also calcium is very effective as a de-

sulfurizer. An interesting aspect in the use of calcium is that

it is a vapor at steelmaking temperatures, but a liquid at tempera-

tures employed in ironmaking and iron foundry operations. This,

of course, influences the choice of agents and addition methods

when using calcium as a deoxidizer or desulfurizer.

J. F. Elliott - Currently there is a strong interest in the use of

rare earths for control of sulfides in steels.

R. Pehlke - Yes, and there is very little information on the

phase relationships involved. Work on the use of rare earths for

this purpose is in progress at McMaster University in Canada.
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D. DeFontaine (excerpted) - I would like to raise a point regarding

the size of the task ahead of us if we are to meet the needs of

the industrial world. If we take 80 elements as being important,

there are 3,000 possible binary systems. In the last 50 years,

it appears on the average that we have completed work on one binary

a week. There are approximately 50,000 ternaries. Assuming

conservatively that at the same tempo of work it takes five times

as long to complete a study on a ternary system as it does on a

binary, it would be possible to complete 10 a year. This takes

us forward 5,000 years. If we go to quaternary systems and assume

that by that time our techniques have advanced sufficiently so

that we can then do a complete quaternary system in about the same

time it now takes us to do a ternary system, it would appear that

an additional 100,000 years would be required. This overly sim-

plified statement brings out the enormity of the task before us.

It seems to me that we must ask ourselves what are the realistic

goals and where do we stop. We must be honest with the industrialists

and say that we never really are going to be able to develop all of

the information that is needed in the next hundred thousand years.

J. F. Elliott - I feel that the question is highly pertinent. One of

the answers is that we must be highly selective as to the systems

on which we work because of limitations of funding and of the

available manpower. It seems to me that the latter is the more

important constraint. We must also be aware that there are limits
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to the patience of those who ultimately must pay the bills - the

public. We must provide the industrial researcher with background

information to assist him to get started in his work even though

he may have to develop detailed information on the system that

is of immediate interest to him.

Question - Are there common interests in phase

relationships across the industrial world where what is known

in one area can be used to assist workers in another?

J. F. Elliott), - One example that comes readily to mind is the liquid

for many slags that are used in the ferrous and nonferrous systems.

Another example is the iron-oxygen system which is very broadly

applicable. The answer would be yes.

F. L. Carter - In response to Professor DeFontaine's problem,

it appears to me that we should fix our attention on some of the

systems of major importance and then use various types of simple

and sophisticated chemical and computer models to help us determine

the behavior of minor constituents when added to these systems

.

P. Crimes - We know quite a bit about a number of basic systems

which we have discussed. However, it seems improbable that in the

near future we can develop models of sufficient precision to pre-

dict in an acceptable way the behavior of all of the components

oxide systems CuO-FeO-Si02 and CaO-Si02-Al203 which are the bases
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that might be found in the basic systems that are of interest to

process metallurgy. As in the past, we may be forced to continue

to rely on empiricism for our predictions.

F. L. Carter - Professor Brewer is not here so I must respond on

his behalf . It is absolutely necessary that we develop predictive

models because of the scale of our problem, as has been pointed

out earlier.

I would like to bring to the panel the questions before the

workshop: that is, the questions of the relative importance of

depth of coverage versus range of materials covered, and the im-

portance of factors such as high precision, presence of metastable

phases, magnetic transitions. Can the panel respond?

R. Pehlke - On the issue of magnetic properties. Magnetic

processing is of great importance in the treatment of iron-bearing

minerals. With regard to the other questions, it depends on the

specific system. One does not really know how much detail one needs

on a specific system until one encounters an obstacle. It is only

then that one needs detailed information. One has to decide case

by case and I find it difficult to generalize on these matters.

H. Larson - I would say that we do not have general information on

a number of systems as yet. The calcium-iron-silica system at

various potentials of sulfur and oxygen is not well known, even

though we know the system quite well at low oxygen pressures.
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other examples are the iron-copper-sulfur system to which arsenic

or lead has been added. One can also point out that very little

is known about the distribution of elements such as arsenic,

antimony and tellurium between the matte and slag phases.

J. F. Elliott - It is unusual to find four licfuid phases in a system.

In the hearth of a blast furnace there may be bullion, matte

speiss and slag - a very complex system which is poorly understood.

P. Crimes - The equilibria involving the distribution of minor

elements between phases is indeed of great interest in process

metallurgy. Elements such as arsenic, antimony, tellurium, selenium

and bismuth, as well as most of the previous metals, are important.

B. Connor - There are four general levels of information that I

think are needed in a compilation on phase equilibria. The first

is a picture of the phase diagram. The second is an evaluated dia-

gram with annotated references and with the name of the evaluator

given to permit one to judge the evaluation itself. The third is

a reference which notes from whom and where one can obtain computer-

based treatments of the system. The fourth level is fitting in

with the diagram quantitative information on the thermodynamic

behavior of components of phases and the thermodynamics of reactions

involving components in the system.
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J. F. Elliott - You place a very tall order with the compiler.

However, this has been the goal of several compilations in the field.

B. Rosof - The needs of minor industries in the area of phase

diagrams are often not met. The companies in these industries

(my company being one) are important to the general economy and

often have a high technical base.

J. F. Elliott - I would like to thank our panel members and the

audience for a fruitful session. The session is adjourned.
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MATERIALS PROCESSING (fabricating, machining, heat treating, etc.)
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E. R. Kreidler, Lamp Business Div., General
Electric Co., Cleveland, OH

R. McNally, Ceramics Research, Corning Glass
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics

Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Galthersburg , Md., January 10-12, 1977

User Needs for Phase Diagrams

for Materials Processing: Glasses

R . C . Doman
R. N. McNally

Corning Glass Works
Corning, NY 14830

Introduction :

Phase diagrams are essential for the understanding of

materials. These data are employed on a routine basis for

developing new products. In many of our developments the

phase diagrams were either not available or incomplete result-

ing in substantial phase equilibria studies to understand the

manufacturing and end use. It is imperative that basic phase

equilibria data be done in the temperature range 1500°C to

3500°C and in varying atmospheres where materials with unique

properties exist. Outlined below are only a few of the impor-

tant parameters, applications and examples of our requirements

for phase equilibria data.

I. Applications for High Temperature Materials (>1000°C)

A. Glasses

B. Glass -Ceramics

C. Ceramics

II. Important Phase Equilibria Systems

A. Oxides

B. Intermetallics . .

C. Metals
.

'

D . Composites
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III. Processes Related to Phase Equilibria

A. Melting

B. Forming

C. Sintering

IV. Commercial Applications VJhere Phase Equilibria is Important

A. Refractories for steel and glass industry

B. Technical ceramics - zirconia; nitrogen containing

materials

C. Honeycomb ceramics - auto exhaust; engine components

D. Glass systems

E. Glass-ceramics

V. Type Data Needed

A. Melting points, liquidus curves

B. Eutectics, peritetics, compound formation, solid

solutions, sub-solidus, kinetics of solution -

exsolution

C. Environment - oxidizing, reducing, neutral, vacuum

D. Vapor pressure data

VI. Some Key Data Needed for Determining Phase Equilibria

Diagrams at High Temperatures

A. Chemical analysis

B. Microstructural analysis

C. Physical properties

D. Instrumental analysis <^ • -
-.yv^ ,

VII. Some Problems

A. Greatest need is at higher temperatures - 1500 to

4000°C where experimental problems increase by

4th power
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B. Time - money

C. Basic supporting data isn't known

VIII. Examples

Example I: Fusion-Cast MgO-Chromite Product in order

to understand this system it was necessary to:

A. Break up nine components system to binarys, ternarys,

quarternarys etc. systems.

B. Had to determine melting points of end members.

C. Work out all binary systems - MgO-Al203, MgO-Cr202-

MgO-CaO etc. - liquidus, solidus, sub-solidus, solid

solutions, etc.

D. Ditto ternarys etc.

E. Ditto in various atmosphere conditions

F. Determine - surface tension at liquidus, vapor

pressure, vapor species.

G. Determine phase equilibria data between metallurgical

stage and refractory materials

IL Without this work there would not be commercial

progress because of the strong relationship of

phase equilibria to properties

Example II: up to 3500°C

A. Group IVB, VB, VIB, carbides, borides, silicides,

nitrides, oxycarbides, oxynitrides, oxyborides;

the need for phase equilibria data even more

imperative for the current need for these type

materials

Example III; Zr02 Solid Solutions - Effect of phase

distributions on resulting properties of Zr02
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A. Example " Zr02 electrolytes

B. Example - Relationship to strength

Example IV: Li20 Stabilization of KgO-R2'^;^ Solid

Solutions

A. Without original work on MgO-R202 phase equilibria,

this work would not have been done
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EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAMS IN NON-FERROUS ALLOYS

L. F. Mondolfo

Dept. of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
Syracuse University

Syracuse, New York 13210

SUMMARY

In non-ferrous alloys, the equilibrium diagram explains why in the

continuous casting of brasses, the 60/40 brass cannot be cast with the

same technique as used for the 70/30 and 80/20 brasses and suggests the

technique changes necessary. The location of the cracking in the welding

of AlMgZn alloys is explained by the equilibrium diagram, and the effect

of Cu additions. In Mg base alloys the equilibrium diagram indicates

that better castability can be obtained by Si additions; in the zone re-

fining of Al the diagrams indicate the movement of impurities and, in a

general way, the amount of refining obtainable. Equilibrium diagrams ex-

plain the neutralization of Pb in zinc die casting alloys, the choice of

heat treatment temperature for corals as function of Si content, Mn

additions to improve the corrosici resistarce of AlMg alloys, additions

of Co or Mn to AlSi alloys to improve the ductility.

The two major difficulties with equilibrium diagrams, namely relia-

bility and availability are discur.sed, together with the problems arising,

especially in Al alloys, because of ttie complexity of the alloys and the

necessity to account for every element present. Also mentioned are some

reasons for the decrease of research on equilibrium diagrams and some of

the difficulties in equilibrium diagram work.
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The equilibrium diagram is for the material engineer what a map is

for a surveyor. Not only the map tells the actual relief, but oftentimes

when the relief is masked by overgrowth, the knowledge of the location

of the ground, even if not visible, permits the surveyor to predict how

much to cut to reach bare ground. Similarly for the material engineer

non-equilibrium conditions may mask the true equilibrium, but to know

where and how far the material has to go to reach equilibrium is often

more valuable. Although materials can be handled without equilibrium

diagrams, the use of the diagram makes life much easier. In the 100 or

so years that equilibrium diagrams have been in use, material science

has made more progress than the thousands of years that preceeded iti

Every material engineer can tell about the many cases in which the equi-

librium diagram has been of great help if not essential, the few examples

reported here will show some of the cases in the author's experience.

In the continuous casting of large slabs of brass for subsequent rol

ling to coils, the casting conditions that produce good slabs are very

similar for the 80/20 and the 70/30 brasses: same mold, same settings

for the cooling water, same speed of descent. The only difference is

that the 80/20 brass requires a pouring temperature some 50°C higher than

the 70/30. However when one tries to cast the 60/40 brass with the same

conditions as the 70/30, the results are appalling; after a few inches

of ingot have been cast, molten metal starts to pour into the pit. The

metal shell that forms inside the mold is not solid enough to support the

hydrostatic pressure and molten metal breaks through. The obvious answer

is to increase the cooling in the mold to build up a stronger shell. Thi
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produces the desired result: no more spill-out. However the problem

only changes, casting can proceed to completion, but when one goes to

remove the ingot from the pit, one is faced with two half ingots, most

times completely split. In Fig. 1 is shown the pertinent part of the

diagram C as given by Hansen and Anderko^^^. The three vertical

lines mark he 80/20, 70/30 and 60/40 alloys. As can be seen, the dif-

ference of composition between the first solid and last liquid to freeze

is relatively small and approximately the same for the 80/20 (A) and the

70/30 (B' brasses, but the range of freezing temperature is some 50°C

higher for the 80/20. The 60/40 on the other hand freezes over approxi-

mately the same range of temperature of the 70/30, but the difference

in composition between the first solid and the last liquid (C) is much

larger. In addition both the 80/20 and the 70/30 in the solid state are

composed mostly if not all of alpha phase, whereas the 60/40 is mostly

beta phase. Freezing during continous casting is definitely in non-

equilibrium conditions; solidification may start with a solid with the

composition shown by the equilibrium diagram, but at the point at which

in equilibrium conditions it should end, there is still an appreciable

amount of liquid, of a composition more or less corresponding to that

shown by the diagram. Thus solidification continues and ends at a tem-

perature lower than required by the equilibrium diagram. The lowering

of the solidification end is proportional to the difference in composition

between solid and liquid. This explains why in the 60/40 brass the shell

formed in the mold is not as strong as in the other brasses, the actual

range of solidification is larger and more mushy metal is present.
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When increased cooling in the mold is used to thicken the shell, in-

ternal tensions, due to the quenching of the shell, build up. The shell,

mostly of beta phase, is less plastic than if it were composed of the

more ductile alpha phase and because of the internal tensions, cracks.

Once this information is available, the cure is obvious. The splitting

requires a reduction of the internal tensions which means a lesser quench-

ing, the spill-out requires more build up of the shell. Reduction of the

cooling in the mold and below reduces the internal tensions and eliminates

the splitting, a slower descent speed that allows more time in the mold

permits the thickening of the shell necessary to avoid spill-out. Of

course all of this could have been done without equilibrium diagram by

varying the casting conditions one at the time and then two at the time

and so on, until the proper set-up was found. This was actually done at

the beginning, but an enormous amount of work was expended and once the

proper conditions were found, nobody knew what to do when minor accidental

variations of practice crept in and suddenly all the production was scrapl

(2)
Fig. 2 shows the equilibrium diagram of the AlMgZn alloys^ , with

the crosshatched square marking the range of commercial compositions.

As can be seen by comparing the liquidus and the solid state distribution

of the phases, the alloys when in equilibrium are well within the range

of solid solutions and so far away from the eutectic line, that even the

non-equilibrium conditions that may result from commercial welding prac-

tice, do not produce sufficient coring to cause the appearance of eutectics.

Thus the alloys freeze as solid solutions and toward the end of freezing

there is little liquid to feed the shrinkage. Micrbporosity develops in
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the weld, that weakens the weld zone and concentrates in it cracking due

to internal tensions. When Cu is added to the alloys, the equilibrium

diagram, if available, would show the presence of an eutectic near the

alloy composition range. This eutectic toward the end of freezing of

the weld acts to feed the shrinkage, thus reducing substantially the micro-

porosity and its weakening effect. No more cracking of the weld zone re-

sults. However in the zone surrounding the fused metal eutectic melting

takes place, that weakens the material and cracking due to internal ten-

sions concentrates there. Of course the advantage of the equilibrium

diagram in this case is limited, it explains what is happening, but not

how to remedy it. However, once it is known what the problem is, it is

usually reasonably easy to find an answer.

A similar case in which the equilibrium diagram does not give the

right answer is that of the Mg base alloys that contain Al and Zn in

amounts well below their maximum solubility. They freeze as solid solu-

tions and, also because of the high shrinkage coefficient of Mg, they

show extensive microshrinkage in all but the simplest castings. In the

MgSi diagram (Fig. 3) at the Mg end there is an eutectic at 1.4% Si^^\

This suggests that if some Si is added to the MgAlZn alloys, the problem

of lack of eutectic should be solved. Experiments show that this is the

case, as little as 0.4 - 0.5% Si produces all the eutectic that is necessary,

and sound castings are produced. What the equilibrium diagram does not

tell is that the Si addition so embrittles the castings, that they may

shatter if dropped on a hard floor!

In the zone refining of aluminum a look at the binary equilibrium
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diagrams will predict that Cu, Mg, Zn, Si whose eutectic composition is

quite different from the solid solubility limit, can be moved to the end

fairly rapidly and easily, whereas Mn, which has an eutectic point very

close to the solid solution limit, will move only extremely slowly, Cr,

Ti , V, Zr which undergo peritectic reactions with Al , will move backwards

to the starting end. Experimental results shown in Table I confirm the

predictions. It is to be noticed that in this case use of the binary diagrams

TABLE I

ANALYSES OF Al (PRODUCED BY DEPOSITION FROM ORGANIC SALTS)

BEFORE AND AFTER ZONE REFINING^^^

Element Before After Change k Factor*

Cu 0.3 0.006 - 150 0.17

Cr 0.004 0.01 + 2.5 2.0

Mg 1.6 0.01 - 100 0.5

Mn 0.031 0.030 - 0.3 0.94

Si 1 .0 0.05 - 20 0.13

Ti 0.05 0.5 + 10 11.0

V 0.01 0.03 + 3 4.0

Zn 0.06 <0.001 - 100(?) 0.88

Zr 0.04 0.05 + 0.25 2.5

for multi-component alloys will predict the right direction, but not even

an order of magnitude change. For example Si, with the lowest k factor,

*k = ratio of amount of addition soluble in the solid to amount soluble

in the liquid at freezing temperature,
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should be the easiest to be removed, followed in the order by Cu and Mg,

and far away by Zn and Mn. For the peritectic elements, Ti should be

the most concentrated and then in order V, Zr, Cr. Instead the most

easily removed is Cu, followd by Zn, Mg and with Si far behind. The only

element that follows predictions of the binary diagram is Mn. In the

peritectics, Ti concentrates in the right amount but the changes for the

other elements are in the proper direction, but not in the proper order

or of the right magnitude.

Zinc-base die cas'ting alloys contain some 4 - 5% Al which give to

the alloy its excellent castability and strength. Accordingly Zn die

castings are extensively used because they are cheap, easily polished

and plated to excellent appearance, and stronger than plastics. Most

2n, unless specially refined, contains a few thousands of a percent of

Pb. Neither Zn nor Al form compounds with Pb, thus the Pb is present

in the alloys as elemental Pb. Solubility of Pb in Zn decreases with

decreasing temperature. The age hardening phenomena that result from

it have little effect on the mechanical properties, but make the alloys

susceptible to intergranular corrosion, to the point that early failure

may result even in mildly corrosive conditions. Since removal of the

last amount of Pb is expensive, neutralization of the Pb is necessary.

As shown by the MgPb diagram, (Fig. 4) a compound Mg^Pb is formed

which is very stable and does not dissolve to any great extent in Zn.

This reduces the precipitation of Pb and eliminates the intergranular

corrosion susceptibility. The amount of Mg necessary for the neutralization

is only a few thousands of a percent and even if for safety sake few
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hundreds are added, the cost is infinitesimal, especially if one compares

it to the cost of refining Zn to remove the last trace of Pb.

Many commercial Al alloys are subjected to heat treatment, which

permits a 3 - 4 fold increase of strength over the annealed properties.

Heat treatment relies upon producing a supersaturated solid solution and

then controlling its movement toward equilibrium to produce the structure

with the desired properties. The best means of supersaturating a solu-

tion is to heat the alloy at the highest temperature possible to dissolve

the largest amount of solute possible. Since solid solubility increases

exponentially, even a few degrees make a substantial difference in the

amount dissolved. On the other hand exceeding the lower melting point

of the alloy, even by few degrees and for few seconds, deteriorates the

alloy beyond repair. In most heat treatments of Al alloys the margin

of safety is small: heat treatment temperatures only 5 to 10°C below

the melting point of the lowest eutectic are common. Obviously knowledge

of the eutectics present in the alloy is necessary.

A typical case are the durals. These are alloys that contain Cu and

Mg and sometimes added Si. In addition they contain Mn and the normal

impurities of Al : Fe and Si. Neither Mn nor Fe have an appreciable

effect on low melting eutectics; the structure of the alloys is basically

controlled by the Mg/Si ratio: depending on it several different eutec-

tics can be present in the alloys. Fig. 5 shows the quaternary diagram

AlCuMgSi^ . As can be seen, 3 eutectics are formed in that part of the

diagram that covers the durals. In Table II are listed three typical

dural compositions, their Mg/Si ratios, the eutectics in them and the
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^lloy Cu Mg Si

Ratio
Mg/Si

?014 4.4 0.5 0.8 <1

IQM 4.0 0.5 0.25 -1.7

lOZA 4.4 1.5 0.25 »1 .7

Al

TABLE II

NOMINAL COMPOSITION OF COMMERCIAL DURALS, THEIR Mg/Si RATIO

EUTECTICS PRESENT IN THEM WITH THEIR MELTING POINT AND

HEAT TREATMENT TEMPERATURE RECOMMENDED

Heat

Melting Treatment^;
Eutectic Point Temperature C

+ CUAI2 + Cu^MggSigAl^ + Si(?) 507 500 ± 5

+ Mg^Si + CUAI2 515 505 ± 5

+ CUAI2 + Mg2Si + CuMgAl2 500 490 ± 5

prescribed heat treatment temperature. It is to be noticed that in the first

alloy listed the Si content is insufficient for the Si phase to appear,

thus there is no quaternary eutectic in it. The lowest melting point of

the alloy is somewhere on the line between the points Q (512°C) and R

{507°C). With the equilibrium diagram and the analysis of the alloy,

heat treatment temperature can be set with assurance that maximum benefit

will be obtained, without danger of deterioration.

AlMg alloys have excellent resistance to corrosion, if properly com-

pounded and treated. The usual Al impurities Fe and Si, form in them the

two compounds FeAl^ and Mg2Si . Mg2Si has an electrolytic potential anodic

to the matrix^^^ and in corrosive conditions' Mg2Si is rapidly dissolved

to protect the matrix, leaving a pit more or less the size of the Mg2Si

particle. Since Si is kept low and Mg2Si particles are easily dispersed^

and thus small, their solution produces only a slight roughening of the

. (4)
surface. FeAl^ on the other hand, is strongly positive to the matrix
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thus the matrix around the FeAl^ particle corrodes to protect it, until

the particle comes loose. When this happens a pit several times larger

than the particle has formed. If one looks at the AlFeMn diagram (Fig. 6)

(one should really look at the AlFeMgMnSi diagram or at least to the

AlFeMgMn diagram, but neither of the two diagrams is sufficiently known

for the purpose) one sees that when Mn is present, the Fe tends to re-

place Mn in the MnAl^ compound, giving rise to a (FeMn)Alg compound, that

has a structure and properties very close of those of the MnAl^. Of

interest in this case: the MnAl^ has an electrolytic potential very close

to that of Al^^^, and so does the (FeMn)Alg. As a result addition of Mn

to AlMg alloys in amounts equal to the Fe content replaces the FeAl^ com-

pound, strongly positive in respect to the matrix, with a (FeMn)Alg one

with practically the same potential as the matrix, and which therefore

will not give rise to pronounced pitting corrosion.

Al alloys with more than 12% Si have excellent wear resistance, low

thermal expansion coefficients, good castability and, if they contain

sufficient high melting point metals, reasonably good strength at elevated

temperatures. Thus they are extensively used in the automotive industry

for pistons and cylinder blocks. In the Al foundry iron pickup is always

a serious problem; sources for iron are innumerable. Even if one does

not use cast iron pots for holding the melts, iron can come from stirring

tools, mold washes, galvanized iron roofs, steel chips from the saws that

cut the ingots and risers, etc., etc. In addition the automotive indus-

try is extremely cost conscious and secondary metal^ which usually contains

more Fe than primary^ is the rule for their castings.
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The high Si alloys are particularly sensitive to Fe contamination,

if the Fe content is above 0.7 - 0.8% Fe correction is necessary or else

the castings may be as brittle as glass. A look at the AlFeSi diagram

explains the Fe limit: with Fe above 0.7% the FeSiAl^ phase is primary.

This phase is extremely brittle and tends to form large platelets

(Figure 7). The problem is to prevent the formation of these primary

crystals. The best way would be to reduce the Fe content, but this is

economically impossible, sweetening an alloy with 0.9% Fe down to an

acceptable 0.6% Fe requires the addition of almost the same amount of low

Fe metal I

Several elements combine with Fe to form compounds less embrittling

than FeSiAl^: the most common are: Cr, Mn, Ni and Co. The equilibrium

diagrams (Fig. 8) can help in the choice of the best corrector. In the

AlCrFeSi diagram (Fig. 8a) the compound in equilibrium with Al is most

probably (CrFe)^Si^Al
^
^ which contains large amounts of Si and Cr, but

little Fe. A large amount of it forms, which reduces the fluidity of the

alloy, with only a limited improvement on ductility. In the AlFeMnSi

system (Fig. 8b) the compound formed is (FeMn)2Si2Al
^
^ which contains

less Si and in which Fe can greatly exceed the Mn, thus a small addition

of Mn can absorb a large amount of Fe*' Ni and Co do not form compounds

with Si thus the Fe is absorbed by them through the formation of FeNiAlg

(Fig. 8c) or by displacing up to 50% of the Co in Co^Alg to form a (CoFe)2Al

compound (Fig. 8d). The FeNiAlg compound unfortunately crystallizes as

long needles which, although better than FeSiAl^ still embrittle the alloys.

Thus neither Cr nor Ni are suitable for the purpose and the choice is
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between Mn and Co. Co is better because for any given amount of Fe to

be neutralized less compound is formed. For example in the alloy marked

X in Figs. 8b and d, using the lever rule, the ratio of Si to (CoFe)2Alg

can be calculated at approximately 0.12; in the AlFeMnSi diagram, for

the same alloy, the ratio is approximately 0,18. Thus in the latter alloy

there is some 50% more Fe bearing compound. Hov/ever the price of Co is

much higher than that of Mn, thus economically Mn is more attractive,

whereas functionally Co is better. At this point equilibrium diagrams

give place to economics: if quality is the major factor, Co wins, if

cost, Mn is preferred.

In most examples shown it is obvious that the equilibrium diagram

alone is not sufficient and that additional information is needed to

solve the problems. However the role of the diagram is basic: it is

the framework to which additional information is attached to give a com-

plete, coherent picture.

There are two problems in the use of equilibrium diagrams: availa-

bility and complexity. Not only many diagrams are only partially known

or even completely unknown, but even those supposedly well established

may not be as reliable as one would expect from work widely accepted.

Fig. 9 shows several AlZn equilibrium diagrams. As shown by the refer-

ences^^"^"^^ , the names of many well known metallurgists are attached to

them. Obviously only one of them can be correct and there is a good

probability that the last one is not it. There are good reasons to ex-

pect that the actual diagram is the one shown by Hanson and Gayler, pub-

lished in 1922, and later discarded.
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The other serious problem is that the more knowledge of metals in-

creases, the more one becomes aware of the disproportionate role that

some small impurity may play on structure and properties. Thus to account,

even approximately, for the structure of commercial alloys one has to

consider mul ticomponent systems. In steel and most Cu or Ni alloys many

alloying elements are in solution and only small modifications to the

binary or ternary systems can account, at least approximately, for these

additions. An easily legible diagram can serve for most purposes. In

Al alloys the contrary is true. Even commercially pure Al , which con-

tains Fe and Si as normal impurities is a multiphase alloy: in addition

to the Al phase, FeAl^, Fe2SiAlg, FeSiAl^ and Si may be present (Fig. 10).

Thus even before the start of alloying, one is dealing with a ternary

diagram. Very few commercial alloys contain only one addition and many

of them contain three or four. For example durals are AlCuFeMgMnSi

alloys (6 elements), the 7000 group alloys AlCuFeMgSiZn alloys (also 6

elements) but usually with additions of at least one of Cr, Mn, Zr, Ag

and often Ti , B.

Ternary diagrams are easily plotted: liquidus and one or two

sections can give a reasonably complete and accurate picture. Ouaternary

(14)
diagrams can be plotted by the method of Phragmen ' in which the pyra-

mid vertex that represents the base element is used as projection point

for the diagram (Fig. 11). The picture that one obtains is not as accu-

rate, but one can gather a reasonable idea of invariant reactions, phases

present and their approximate distribution. For a quinary system this is

impossible: sections have to be used and following a phase or a reaction
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through them becomes a major project. Until computers can be trained

to read equilibrium diagrams there is little that can be done on this

problem.

In the early years of this century every fourth paper published was

an investigation of an equilibrium diagram, today one has to wade through

an enormous amount of literature to find equilibrium diagram work. Granted

that the most important parts of binary diagrams are already established

reasonably accurately, but how many useful ternary or quaternary diagrams

are known with certainty, if at all?

This dearth of equilibrium diagram work is particularly noticeable

in American publications; Russian, Japanese, German magazines stil re-

port a fair amount of equilibrium diagram work. One of the reasons for

this is that in American Universities equilibrium diagram work is con-

sidered routine and unfit for PhD. theses. It is true that a good part

of the work is routine and repetitive, but so is most good reasearch.

Granted that one can take a bunch of alloys, prepared by a technician

and give them to another technician to determine their X-ray diffraction

pattern, and from this work publish an equilibrium diagram, but how much

reliance can one put on this kind of research? With the large number of

variables in any research one experiment, no matter how brilliantly con-

ceived or executed, is not sufficient to prove anything. One of the most

important principles of research is that unless an experimental result

can be confirmed by another method, preferably also by another investiga-

tor, it should be considered only tentative.

In equilibrium diagram work, where non-equilibrium conditions are
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the rule, rather than the exception, one should use as many methods of

investigation as possible. On the other hand a judicious selection of

methods is necessary. There is no method invented for investigating

metals that cannot be used for the determination of equilibrium diagrams.

Already the selection of the methods to be used is a series of decisions

that require both knowledge and judgement: it is useless to make the

most accurate lattice parameter measurements to determine a solid solu-

bility that is below 0.1%! Any one who has investigated equilibrium dia-

grams knows how much ingenuity and hard work are necessary to assemble

all the experimental data and to coordinate them to make them fit a smooth

and plausible picture that obeys all the thermodynamic laws.

Among the non-ferrous metals, Al and fig, which were born in an era

when metallurgy was becoming a science, are in a favorite position: many

more complex equilibrium diagrams are available for Al and Mg alloys than

for the older metals. However even in the Al and Mg industries there is

need for more diagram work. The Concorde plane uses large amount of

Hyduminiums, which are AlCuFeMgNiSi alloys, yet the AlCuFeNi diagram,

that is vital for the understanding of these alloys is very poorly investi-

gated and far from established. Those people that have the money to fly

the Concorde should be asked "How does it feel to fly a plane whose equi-

librium diagram is not known?".
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FIG. 1 CuZn DIAGRAM, SHOWING THE 80/20, 70/30, 60/40 BRASSES AND THE

SIZE OF THE DIFFERENCE OF COMPOSITION BETWEEN THE FIRST SOLID

AND THE LAST LIQUID TO FREEZE IN EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS.
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FIG. 2 AlMgZn DIAGRAM, Al CORNER, LIQUIDUS LINES (HEAVY), EUTECTIC E

AND PHASE DISTRIBUTION IN THE SOLID STATE (LIGHT LINES). THE

CROSSHATCHED AREA REPRESENTS THE RANGE OF COMPOSITION OF COMMER-

CIAL ALLOYS. NOTICE ITS DISTANCE FROM THE EUTECTIC LINES.
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FIG. 3 MgSi EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PRESENCE OF AN EUTECTIC AT

1.4% Si.
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FIG. 4 MgPb DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PRESENCE OF A Mg^Pb COMPOUND, WITH HIGH

Pb CONTENT.
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FIG. 5 CORNER OF THE PROJECTION OF THE AlCuMgSi LIOUIDUS, SHOWING THE

LOCATION OF THE QUATERNARY EUTECTICS, THE PHASES PRESENT IN THEM

AND THEIR MELTING POINT.
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IG. 6 AI CORNER OF THE AI FeMn DIAGRAM SHOWING THE RANGE OF COMPOSITION

OF THE (FeMn)Alg PHASE.
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FIG. 7 Al ALLOY WITH 10% Si, 0.9% Fe, SAND CAST. LARGE PRIMARY NEEDLES

4 OF FeSiAlg (LIGHT) IN A BACKGROUND OF EUTECTIC AlSi. X 250 NOT

ETCHED.
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FIG. 8 PROJECTION OF THE PHASE DISTRIBUTION IN THE SOLID IN THE DIAGRAMS

a) AlCrFeSi, b) AlFeMnSi, c) AlFeNiSi, d) AlCoFeSi. NOTICE SMALL

AMOUNT OF Fe in (FeCr )4Si^Al
^
^ ^HE LARGE AMOUNT OF Si, AS

EVIDENCED BY THE LIMITED PROTRUSION IN THE QUATERNARY FIELD AND

PROXIMITY TO THE Si CORNER. ALSO NOTICE HOW IN THE ALLOY X THE

RATIO OF COMPOUND TO Si is 0.18 IN THE AlFeMnSi DIAGRAM, BUT ONLY

0.12 IN THE AlCoFeSi SYSTEM.
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FIG. 9 SOME OF THE AlZn EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED WITH NAMES OF

THE INVESTIGATORS AND DATE (SEE ALSO REFERENCES).
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Al 10 2-0 % SL

FIG. 10 THE AlFeSi EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAM, THAT REPRESENTS THE STRUCTURE

OF COMMERCIALLY PURE Al . .
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FIG. 11 PHRAGMEN'S METHOD OF PROJECTING QUATERNARY DIAGRAMS ON A PLANE.

AT THE TOP THE LIQUIDUS OF THREE HYPOTHETICAL DIAGRAMS ABC,

ACD, ABD. IN THE CENTER THE QUATERNARY PYRAMID AND (DASHED)

THE EUTECTIC LINES IN THE QUATERNARY DIAGRAM. DOTTED LINES SHOW

HOW THE PERTINENT POINTS ARE PROJECTED ON THE BASIS OF THE PYRA-

MID, AND BELOW IS SHOWN THE PROJECTION THAT RESULTS.
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Phase Equilibria in the Development

of High Temperature Structural

Ceramics

Savante Prochazka
General Electric Research and Development

P.O. Box 8

Schenectady, New York 12345

Oxidation resistance, low thermal expansion and low creep rates are

first-approach criteria for the development of high-temperature engineering

ceramics (temperatures ISOO^C and above) . Prime candidates are covalently

bonded compounds, SiC, Si^N^, Si-Al-O-N solid solutions and perhaps AIN, some

transition metal borides and materials based on combinations of these

compounds. Single phase ceramics are believed to offer the highest

temperature capability, but the presence of some other specific phases is

usually required for fabrication purposes and for microstructural control and

control of related properties. All consolidation processes developed for these

materials involve chemical reactions, additions and thermal treatments.

Information on phase equilibria is essential for understanding fabrication

processes, which are usually established empirically, and the behavior of the

materials at high temperature and their interactions with the environments.

The types of chemical processes and equilibria which need to be

understood in this field of ceramics may be grouped into the following

I categories.

A. Pure compound in equilibrium with its decomposition products:

ex. SiC^^j * C(33 * Si^gj . SijCj^j . SiC^ * ...
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B. Stability of polymorphs and the effect of some species on phase

transitions between polymorphs:

ex. 6 - Sic a - SiC

effect of N^, metals (Si) etc.

o - SijN^ -V 3 SijN^

effect of metals (Si) etc.

. C. Limits of nonstoichiometry in pure compounds.

D. Solubility limits in pure compounds of species used to promote

sintering.

ex. B, Be, Al, La, in SiC

E. Phase relations, composition ranges and esp. solidus and liquidus

temperatures in systems of interest:

ex. Si - Al - N - 0

Si - Mg - N - 0

Si - C - B

Si - Al - C - N

F. Phase relations in oxidation products:

ex. SijN^ + MgO SiO^ + Mg2SiO^ 2 MgSiO^

G. Interaction of the parent material and its oxidation products in

the environment of combustion products containing

CO, SO2, Na20, V20^ etc.

H. Interaction of nickel and cobalt based refractory alloys with the

base material

.

Much of the information does not exist; its generation will be slow and will

require unconventional techniques. . \
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Galthersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

Phase Diagram Information for Processing
of Superconductors *

David Dew-Hughes
Metallurgy and Materials Science Division

Department of Applied Science
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Uptonj New York 11973

High critical temperature (>20 K) superconductors ^ and con-

•ductors developed therefrom, are essential if superconductivity

is to make a serious impact upon electrical engineering practice.

The highest critical temperatures are found in compounds with

the A15 crystal structure based upon vanadium or niobium. V^Ga

and Nb^Sn are already established as commercially available

conductors J with T 's of 15 K and 18 respectively. The po-
c

tentially superior compounds Nb A1 (19 K) , Nb Ga (20.3 K) and

Nb Ge (22,5 K) have yet to be developed as conductors.

The superconducting properties of A15 compounds are maxi-

mized in well-orderedj stoichiometric samples (see^ for example,
(1)

reference for a review of the properties of A15 supercon-

ductors) . In the Nb-Al, Nb-Ga and N-Ge syscems the equilibrium

A 15 phase field does not include the stoichiometric composition.

The problem is that of phase competition referred to by Professor

Massalski in the first session of this meeting. The presence

of a stable o or a^related compound pushes the range of homoge-

neity of the A15 compound to the niobium-rich side of the 3:1

composition, as shown in figure 1. The extreme example is

Nb Ge, which can have a T as high as 23 K. When prepared by

*Research carried out under the auspices of the United States
Energy Research and Development Administration under Contract
No. EY-76-C-02-0016.
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bulk melting techniques ^ the composition of the A15 phase cor-

responds to Nb^Ge with of only 6 K. The phase diagram can

be beaten by non-equilibrium techniques such as sputtering,

chemical vapor deposition, and high vacuum evaporation, all

of which can yield thin film material with T 22-23 K. It
c

is possible that the addition of a third element will alter the

relative stability of the Al5 and 0 phases, allowing the A15

phase to form at stoichiometry . A precise understanding of

phase stability might enable the nature of this third element

to be predicted. In the Nb-Al-Ge ternary system, an A 15 com-

pound, Nb (Al Ge ) forms close to stoichiometry. This is
.8 • 2

believed to be due to a miscibility gap between Nb^Al and ^^^^^
just allowing the Al5 phase field to advance to the stoichio-

metric composition, figure 2. A similar situation exists in

the Nb-Al-Si system. The existence of the miscibility gap has

been related to the presence of a eutectic in the Al-Ge and Al-Si
(1)

systems . There is also a eutectic in the Al-Ga system, and
(2)

a miscibility gap between Nb^Al and Nb^Ga^ . It is important

to know if this is a general rule, and if so, are there other

ternary systems based on niobium which allow of the formation

of a high T stiochiometric Al5 phase,
c

Conductor wire based on Nb Sn is fabricated by the 'bronze'

(3)
^

process . In this process, filaments of niobium are drawn

down in a bronze (Cu-Sn) matrix and subsequently reacted to

form a layer of Nb^Sn. The process is also applicable to V^Ga,

but not to Nb^Al, Nb^Ga and Nb^Ge. Again, the more stable a and

ff-related phases intervene. The system is now a ternary between

niobium, copper and a third element. Diffusion between two
(4)

phases in a ternary system follows the two-phase tie-lines

If there is no tie-line route leading directly from the copper
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solid solution to the A15 phase, then it is unlikely that the

phase will form. In the case of Nb-Cu-Sn, there are direct

tie-lines from the copper-tin solid solution (bronze) to the

A15 phase, Nb^Sn , figure 3, and the process is successful

for Nb^Sn. In the Nb-Cu-Ge ternary the tie-lines from the copper-

germanium solid solution lead only to either of the phases Nb^Ge^

or Nb3Ge2, at low and high germanium concentrations, respec-

tively (see Fig. 4) . These phases are more stable than NbsGe,
( 6

)

and therefore do not allow the latter to form^ . A Nb-Al-Cu

ternary (-i-phase intervenes between the Cu-Al solid solution and

Nb3Al in the Nb-Al-Cu ternary (7). m the V-Cu-Si system the

tielines lead to V3Si at low, ~ 1% Si concentrations in the copper

but to VsSis as the silicon content is increased

.

A knowledge of the various ternary diagrams is necessary

in order to predict diffusion routes. It would also be advan-

tageous to know whether the addition of a fourth element is like-

ly to alter phase stability and tie-lines such that the desired

Al5 phases become accessible by a direct diffusion path.
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FIGURE 1. Hypothetical Nb-X binary system^ showing how the range of

homogeneity of the Nb^X A15 phase is reduced by increasing

stability (lower AG) of the competing a phase.
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FIGURE 2. A section of the Nb-Al-Ge ternary phase diagram at 1840°C

(after reference (1)).
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FIGURE 3. A section of the Nb-Sn-Cu ternary phase diagram at 1100°Cj

showing the diffusion path between Nb and Cu-Sn solid solu-

tion^ via Nb^Sn (after reference (5)).
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FIGURE 4. A section of the ISTb-Ge-Cu ternary phase diagram at 1100°Cj

showing the diffusion path between Nb and Cu-Ge solid solu

tion. The Nb^Ge phase is cut off by the intervention of

the 5/3 phase (after reference (5)).
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PANEL DISCUSSION: PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

Opening Remarks by the Moderator

F. L. VerSnyder

Materials and Engineering Research*

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, U.T.C.

E. Hartford, CT O6108

After introducing the panel members, Chairman VerSnyder gave a brief example of

phase diagram applications to a bonding method called Transient Liquid Phase

Bonding which is used in the production of gas turbine engines. This method
produces high quality bonds with properties that are equivalent to the materials

being joined, with the simplicity in production that is characteristic of a simple

brazing operation, thus avoiding exceedingly costly processes.

A summary of VerSnyder description of the Transient Liquid Phase Bond (TLP Bond)
,

follows in these paragraphs.

In TLP bonding a thin (.001 - .OOU") interlayer alloy of specific composition is

placed between the mating surfaces of the parts to be joined. The parts are held

together under slight compressive pressure (only a few psi is necessary) and

heated to the bonding temperature (typically 2000 - 2200°f) in protective atmosphere

(vacuum or inert gas). At the bonding temperature, the interlayer initially melts

filling the gaps between the mating surfaces with a thin liquid layer. While the

parts are held at the bonding temperature, interdiffusion between the interlayer

and the parent material raises the melting point of the joint and caiises it to

solidify isothermally , thus forming a bond. At the completion of isothermal solid-

ification, the joint microstructure generally resembles that of the base metal

except for some residual compositional and structural heterogeneity. At this stage

the bond has excellent properties 'although not fully equivalent to the parent metal.

To obtain bonds with strengths similar to that of the parent metal, the bond thermal

cycle can be continued to further homogenize the joint composition and structure un-

til it is essentieuLly equivalent to the base metsil.

Unlike most other practical metallurgical processes, the TLP bonding process occurs

under equilibrium conditions. For this reason, the pertinent phase relationships

existing during a TLP bond cycle can be viewed with respect to a classic equilibrium

phase diagram. The TLP interlayer alloys are designed so they are similar in com-

position to the alloys being joined, with the principle exceptions that l) some

parent metal elements are either excluded or limited in amount to avoid unwanted

phase formation and 2) a melting point depressant is added (currently, boron is

utilized as our primary melting point depress axit)

.

*presently Manager, Materials Technology, United Technologies Research Center,

East Hartford, CT O6108
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This view of TLP bonding as an equilibrium process aids further in understanding the

influence of many of the bond process variables, the principal variables being base

alloy and interlayer composition, bond temperature and bond time. Depending on the

base alloy being bonded (or dissimilar metal combination, which is also possible)

,

the interlayer is "tailored" to provide as homogeneous a joint in as short a time

as possible. This is done by matching the solute/hardener content of the interlayer

as close as possible to the base alloy. For example, titanium is normally excluded

since it promotes the fomation of undesirable stable precipitates in the joint.

Also, the melting point depressant, boron, is added at levels just sufficient to

cause enough melting for good bonding. In most cases, less than 100^ melting is

required (interlayer composition is in the a + L region at the bond temperature).

While these interlayers are brittle in bulk form, P&WA has developed and patented

a method for making them as ductile foil.

The TLP bonding process is now utilized for the production bonding of low pressure

turbine vane clusters for the JT9D engine. By clustering vanes in this manner,

significant engine performance improvements are realized primarily as a result of

reduced turbine air leakage between vanes. Simple ceramic fixtures are used to

hold the vanes in the proper position and also to provide the dead weight loading

used during the bond cycle. Both new and previously used vanes (for retrofit into

existing engines) have been clustered. Since 1972 over ll6,000 clusters have been

bonded at a yield well in excess of 99^. These figures demonstrate the production

applicability and reliability of this joining process.

VerSnyder concluded:

"I do not think we woiold ever expect anyone to try to work out all of the details

of the foil composition, because, like the superalloy itself, it contains at least

five or six components, perhaps not ten, but, at least five or six. General phase

information on these superalloy systems is very helpful and with an adequate supply

of information we then can carry forvard and complete the in-depth process of

getting information that finally leads to the application."
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"IMPORTANCE OF PHASE DIAGRAMS IN THE ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY"

R. I. Jaffee

Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, California 94304

To talk on behalf of phase diagrams is like talking on behalf of truth

and love, because everybody is in favor of them. In the electrical

power industry, equipment must last for lifetimes of 20-40 years at

elevated temperatures in many cases. Under these conditions, equili-

brium has a very good chance of being attained. In fact, many problems

occur because materials are placed in service that are not in equili-

brium, and become equilibrated in service, with an accompanying detri-

mental change in properties.

It is true that many commercial alloys are complex with many alloying

components, generally greater than four. Thus, phase diagram information,

which is generally limited to ternary equilibrium at best, is not

strictly applicable. However, it is my observation that most alloys are

dominated by two or three elements, and that a great deal of useful informa-

tion can be obtained from binary and ternary phase diagrams. In cases

where more accurate information is needed, quaternary and even quintanary

sections, where the base composition is kept fixed, and alloy elements

are varied over limited alloying ranges, can be developed. It is sur-

prising, therefore, that the conference is so negative about the diffi-

culty of the problem of dealing with mul ti -component equilibrium. Gener-

ally, one is concerned with a fairly specific composition, whose devia-

tion from equilibrium is of primary concern. This problem certainly can

be handled.



A major problem is metastable equilibrium, which is usually encountered

in industry. A typical example is carbide equilibrium in steel. The

formation of carbides takes place by kinetic and not equilibrium forces,

such that the easiest carbide to form generally forms first. It then

may transform to other carbides during elevated temperature service.

Ultimately, the carbide itself may be metastable, and one ends up as

graphite. No one would develop a practical steel on the basis of the

iron-graphite diagram. In real life, one must deal with metastable equili-

brium systems.

As an example, take pressure vessel steels for coal conversion. The

pressure vessel is generally maintained at 400-500C maximum. In the case

of coal liquefaction, it contains 40-50% hydrogen and hydrogen sulfide

at pressures up to several hundred atmospheres. A type of phase diagram

is used to design such pressure vessels. It is called a Nelson diagram

in which the safe operating temperatures and hydrogen pressures are

plotted for various pressure vessel steels. A typical Nelson curve is

shown in Figure 1 . These curves are based on operating experience, in

that at some time decarburization or actual failure of pressure vessels

made of the particular steel occurred under T-P conditions above the line,

and satisfactory operation has been obtained below the line.

The pressure vessels may fail by hydrogen attack at elevated temperatures

or hydrogen embrittlement at low temperatures. In the hydrogen attack

case, hydrogen diffuses into the steel and reacts with carbides, forming
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Fig. 1. Operating limits for steels in hydrogen service - the Nelson curves.

internal methane at high pressure, which is trapped at the point of

formation, and facilitates crack propagation. In the case of hydrogen

embrtttlement, the solubility of hydrogen decreases with temperature.

A high internal hydrogen pressure may develop if the vessel is cooled

too rapidly for the hydrogen to diffuse out of the steel. These are all

situations that can be described by phase diagrams involving hydrogen

and methane in equilibrium with steel. The carbide in the steel may

itself be in a stage of metastable equilibrium. Much higher methane

pressures are developed with iron carbide than with alloy carbides. Thus,

for safe operation of pressure vessels, it is important to employ heat

treatment schedules which develop the equilibrium carbides.

Another example of interest to the electric power industry has to do with

the segregation of non-metallic elements such as phosphorus, antimony,
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tin and silicon to the grain boundaries of steel during elevated tempera-

ture operation. Grain boundary segregation reduces low temperature

ductility and is called temper embri ttlement. The problem was not properly

understood for many years until improved methods to study grain boundaries

were developed. The principal technique was Auger electron spectroscopy,

which permits the extent of grain boundary segregation to be measured.

In this regard, it is clear that phase equilibrium at grain boundaries is

considerably different from equilibrium within the grain itself. It might

be worthwhile to develop phase diagrams in which equilibrium at grain

boundaries and surfaces are described.

Another industrial problem of interest to both steam and gas turbines is

the phase stability of the alloys, which are exposed to elevated

temperatures over long periods of service. It is desirable to be able

to predict the approach to equilibrium. Considerable, use has been made

of the electron vacancy concept known as "Phacomp".* This is essentially

an adaptation of the rigid band model of electron structure of transition

metals. If the maximum number of stable d electrons is taken as 10, the

electron vacancy is the average group number subtracted from 10 after

allowing for the stable compounds such as carbides that precipitate from

solid solution before the alloy is placed in service. The electron

vacancy number of alloys is then correlated with the occurrence of embrit-

tling phases such as Laves or sigma phases, which are found to occur in

specific ranges. The alloy designer tries to keep his alloy composition

away from these ranges. Another phase stability method being developed

*Edi tor's note: The paper by R. L. Dreshfield (Panel I) in these proceedings

gives a more detailed description of the Phacomp concept.
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.

by Machlin at Columbia uses a pair potential method, where the energy in

the complex alloy is surrHned up and minimized. The pair potential method

has an advantage over Phacomp in that it does not require the constant

electron vacancy value for each group of the Periodic table.

Another type of phase diagram of interest in the power industry has to

do with equilibrium between non-metallic phases and alloys. These are

important in hot corrosion of turbines and boilers. An area of current

interest is the solubility of impurities in steam. In the low pressure

steam turbine, highest concentration of impurities precipitate first, and

can cause pitting and stress corrosion. For example, high caustic con-

centration droplets may form on the blades, discs and shafts of the LP

turbine, which creates a stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue hazard.
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The last example is the use of so-called phase stability diagrams in

hot corrosion. These are Pourbaix-Ell ingham diagrams which are constructed

from the standard free energy formation of the oxides, sulfides or carbides

converted to an equivalent dissociation pressure from the relationship,

= RTlnK. For the reaction M + J^O, = MO, K =

0
Taking activities of the solids at unity, ^SG = RTlnP^,^

^2

This permits the oxygen partial pressure to be calculated as a function of

temperature. Figure 2 shows Metal-S-0 diagrams for Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni . The

stable phases that form as a function of Pg '
'^S

* ^ multi-

component gas or condensed salts in contact with metallic alloys can be

predicted from these diagrams. They are also helpful in guiding conditions

of operations to avoid excessive corrosion that might occur if the reaction

products are molten.
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Summary of Presentation on User Needs of Phase Diagrams:
The Solar Energy Field

A. I. Mlavsky
Sr. Vice President of Technology

Tyco Laboratories, Inc.
Waltham, MA

Several requirements in the solar energy field were outlined

that could be met with better phase diagram information.

Heat Storage

The ability to store heat at various pre-selected temperatures

in compact systems would be of great value in a variety of solar

energy systems. Salt mixtures with eutectic temperatures of 160°F for

space heating and hot water, 220°F for absorption air conditioners,

and 500 - 800°F for steam turbine or Rankin cycle engines would be of

great value.

Solar Cells

Low cost silicon solar cells for terrestrial use require non-noble

metal contacts to silicon surfaces, these contacts meeting certain

stringent criteria. They must be ohmic, and of low resistance; they

must be applied to the silicon by low cost techniques such as plating

(electro or electroless) or screen printing; they must be adaptable to

either copper or aluminimi wires as power leads. Although there clearly

have been developed many excellent ohmic contacts to silicon, the

criteria of low cost both in the metals chosen and their means of appli-

cation are quite specific to the solar cell requirements . Detailed

phase information will be necessary to permit the development of such

contacts. Although simple binaries between metal and silicon are well

defined, there is seldom any detailed information in the 99 - 99.9%

silicon-rich range. The interface region at a contact is indeed tti

this range.

The problem becomes even more acute in making contact to compound

semiconductors where at least three component systems must be consid-

ered.

Any information which could be generated by practitioners of

classical phase equilibria techniques would find a very ready audience

among developers of low cost solar cells.
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Summary of Presentation given for Panel IV by

P. Slick
Bell Telephone Laboratories

Allentown, PA 18103

on

The Use of Phase Equilibria in the Manufacture of Spinel Ferrites

Csummary prepared by the editor of these proceedings)

The importance of use of the condensed and phase equilibria for the

manufacture of low-loss manganese-zinc-ferrites was discussed by Slick.
Multicomponent equilibrium diagrams were said not to be available for the

complex processes of deriving manganese-zinc -f err ite spinels, but existing

information on condensed phase equilibria for simpler, related systems

was said to be used to infer this information for the actual processes.

To better understand the mechanisms involved, additional data on phase

equilibria were said to be important.

The material manganese-zinc-ferrite, discussed by Slick, is employed in

magnetic components of inductors used in filter circuits for
telecommunication networks and these materials were said to require close
control manufacturing conditions, since the important properties are very
dependent on chemistry, microstructure, and defect state (i.e. cation
vacancies, nonmagnetic inclusions of second phase and porosity, and
compositional inhomogeneity)

,

Slick noted that one of the most important requirements for low loss
ferrite materials is to have a high resistivity phase at grain
boundaries. The formation of a high resistivity phase at grain boundaries
is needed to reduce eddy current losses, and is exemplified by a

condensed phase equilibrium. Minute quantities of calcia and silica,
added to the spinel ferrites were said to produce this high resistivity
boundary. The exact composition and phase, or phases are not known in the
grain boundary, but analysis confirms the segregation of calcia and
silica in the grain boundary.

Slick indicated that it is felt that the segregation of calcia and
silica, at grain boundaries in manganese-zinc-ferrites may be manifested
by a low temperature eutectic of some composition, even though no local
phase has been found for the amounts of calcium silicate added in these
materials. He noted that it v;ould be of specific interest in this
application to develop a phase equilibrium diagram of minute amounts of
phases with a specific manganese-zinc-f errite or any particular ferrite
composition, calcia and silica, to better understand the mechanism for

producing the segregation of calcium silicate in the grain boundary and
especially its influence on high quality manganese-zinc-ferrite
properties.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE PHASE DIAGRAM TO
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY

Jerry E. Beam
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

and

Joseph E. Davison, Ph.D.
University of Dayton Research Institute

Dayton, OH 45469

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In our program, we are evaluating the potential of phase change thermal

energy storage devices to provide heat energy to operate a Vuillieumier cooler

for space satellite applications. We have selected the liquid- solid transfor-

mation as the energy storage mechanism. Our next step has been to identify

liquid- solid transformations which have the largest storage capacity in the

temperature range for our application. In this presentation, we have identified

those pure components which are of primary interest and the type of data

available in the phase diagram which can be utilized to assess the relative

merits of different materials.

2.0 SELECTION OF MATERIALS /

The tabulated values for the enthalpy of fusion and the melting tempera-

ture of the pure components provide a quantitative basis for the selection of

phase change thermal energy storage materials. Values for selected elements,

inorganic oxides, and inorganic fluorides are presented in Table 1. Extensive

compilations of these values for different classes of pure components have

been prepared and are available (1-11). The selection of a pure component

as the energy storage media limits the application temperature to the melting

temperature of the component. This limitation can be circumvented to some

extent by selecting intermediate compositions between or among pure com-

ponents. These intermediate compositions can be readily identified from

the appropriate phase diagram. As an example, the melting points of the

fluorides of lithium and magnesium are respectively 848°C and 1242°C.
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TABLE 1

SELECTED VALUES FOR THE ENTHALPY OF FUSION AND
THE MELTING TEMPERATURE

Enthalpy of Melting
Fusion Temperature

K Joules/gram Deg. C Ref

.

a. Elements
Carbon (8.71) (4327) 5

Boron (2.05) 2027 5

Silicon 1.80 1412 5

Beryllium . 1. 36 1287 5

Phosphorus (red) 0.6l 597 1

Germanium 0. 51 937 5

Lithium 0.43 181 5

Vanadium (0.41) 1902 5

Aluminum 0. 40 660 5

b. Oxides
Th02 4.61 2952 3

BeO 2. 53 2 547 1

Li20 (1.96) 1570 1

MgO (1. 92) 2825 1

AI2O3 1. 16 2042 1

c. Fluorides
LiF 1.04 848 1

MgF2 0.93 1242 1

NaF 0.79 996 1

CaF2 0. 61 1127 1

FeF2 (0. 55) (1100) 1

SCF3 0.49 1227 3

TiF3 0.48 1227 3

KF 0. 47 858 1

The phase relations in the binary system of these two components has been

studied (11,12) and an eutectic transformation has been identified at 724°C

and at 3 3 mode percent MgF2. Additional invariant points of ternary eutectic

compositions at lower temperatures m^Y obtained by adding NaF or KF.

Thus, the temperature of the liquid- solid transformation can be tailored to

the particular application. The types of liquid -solid transformations which
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we have identified for our applications are the eutectic transformation and

the congruent melting of an intermediate compound. The selection of these

transformations is based on their reproducibility during cycling between the

liquid and solid states. Although the peritectic reaction is reversible in a

thermodynamic sense, the time required to attain an equilibrium state on

cooling through the peritectic horizational was judged to be unsatisfactory

for short duty cycles.

2. 1 THE ENTHALPY OF THE LIQUID-SOLID TRANSFORMATION

The amount of heat energy which can be stored or released in

the isothermal and reversible transformation between a pure solid and

liquid phase at constant pressure is obtained directly from the value for

the enthalpy of fusion of the substance. However, when two solid phases

of different compositions react to form a single liquid phase, then the value

for the enthalpy of mixing must be taken into account to determine the

amount of heat energy involved in the liquid-solid tra-nsformation.

The effect of the enthalpy of mixing on the energy storage

capacity of a liquid-solid transformation can be assessed by consideration

of the following thermodynamic cycle. The isothermal and reversible

reaction between two solid phases may be considered as the sum of the

following processes:

nA(i) + m B(i) f^^^ » (n+m) AB(£,soi'n), T^

I

1
step 1 step 2 step 4 (1)

nA(s) + m B(s) ^^^^ i (n+m) AB(i,sol'n), ^1

Step 1: Heat "n" moles of component A from temperature T

to The enthalpy chajige of this step is given by,

T T
- n S ^ Cp_^dT+nAHj^_^ ^ n J ' C^^^dT, (2)

where T^ represents the melting point of pure A.
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step 2: Heat "m" moles of component B from temperature Tj^

to The enthalpy change for this step is given by,

I B

where Tg represents the melting point of pure B,

Step 3: React the two separate liquid components to form the

AB liquid solution at a temperature of The enthalpy change for this step

is given by,

AH3 = (n+m) AH (mix). (4)

Step 4: Cool the AB liquid solution from temperature T2 to

Tj. The enthalpy change for this step is given by,

T
AH^ = (n+m) j ^

^p,AB^'^-

Step 5: The value for the enthalpy of the liquid- solid transfor-

mation between the two solid phases, A and B, and the liquid solution, AB,

at the temperature, T]^, can be expressed as the sum of the enthalpies of the

first four steps, and is as follows,

AH_ = n AH. - ^ + m AH^, „ + (n+m) AHfmixA +
5 M, A M, B ^ y

1 • A 1

T T
m J*

^ Cp gdT + (n+m) J"
^ C dT . (6)

T3 ' T^

In the absence of data for the heat capacities of the liquid

phase, the Neumann-Kopf Rule states that the heat capacity of a substance

may be taken as the sum of the heat capacities of the elemental constituents.

The application of this rule in the present analysis gives a zero value to the

sum of heat capacity terms. As a result, the heat energy which can be

stored in the isothermal liquid- solid transformation is given by,
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AH5 ^ n AHj^^^ + m AHj^^ 3 + (n+m) AH(mix). (7)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this expression are

properties of the individual components. The last term on the right is the

contribution due to the enthalpy of mixing. The effect of the enthalpy of

mixing on the heat of the liquid-solid transformation can be either positive

or negative depending on whether the reaction is endothermic or exothermic.

If the reaction is endothermic, then the enthalpy of mixing is positive and

additional heat energy can be stored in the transformation. If the reaction

is exothermic, then the converse is true and less heat energy can be stored

in the transformation than would be predicted from the properties of the

individual components.

Unfortunately, the data for the enthalpy of mixing are available

for relatively few systems. In order to obtain values for the enthalpy of

mixing we have combined experimental data which is presented in the phase

diagrams with analytical thermodyucimic models to obtain the required data.

2.2 THE ENTHALPY OF MIXING

Analytical expressions for the liquidus and solidus phase

boundaries can be obtained by combining basic thermodynamic principles

with a thermodynamic model of the alloying behavior of the system. When

the regular solution model is utilized to represent the alloying characteris-

tics of the system, the following expressions have been obtained for the

liquidus and solidus boundaries (13).

AH^(T/Ta - 1) - RT In (X^/X^) = W^(X^)^ - w[^(Xg)^ , (8)

and '

AH^^CT/Tg - 1) - RTln(X^/X^) =W'^(X^)^- w[^(X^)^. (9)
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a ^
The values of the parameters, W and , were calculated

from Equations (8) and (9) with the known values for the enthalpies of fusion,

AH^^ and AH£g, the melting points, and Tg, of the pure constituents,

and the composition of the liquidus boundary, and Xg, and the solidus

boundaries, X^ and Xg, at the temperature, T. The enthalpy of mixing of

T i

the liquid solution is related to the parameter, , by the expression,

L L LAH (mix) = X^XgW^. (10)

An underlying assumption in this approach is that the crystal structures of

the two solid phases, A and B, are the same. If the crystal structures are

different, then the enthalpy of the solid state transformation between the two

structures must be known to obtain an exact solution. In the absence of any

data, a zero value was assigned to the enthalpy of the solid state trainsforma-

tion. The data taken from selected phase diagrams and the results of the

computations for the parameters Wj^ and Wg are presented in Table 2. The

values of the composition of the solidus boundary were available on only a

few of the systems studied. In the absence of any experimental data, a

value of 0. 999999 was assigned to the solidus composition. The calculated

values for the enthalpy of mixing at a mole fraction of 0. 5 are compared to

experimental values which have been measured on these systems in Table 3.

The negative values for the enthalpy of mixing have the effect of decreasing

the energy storage capacity of the binary systems in accord with the relation

7. However, the magnitude of the decrease for the system* LiF - KF,

represents less thcui 15 percent of the value for the enthalpy of fusion of

the LiF.

3.0 SPECIFIC USER NEEDS

The phase diagrams which are of special interest to a phase change

thermal storage technology base for space satellite applications are those

which have the largest value for the enthalpy of the liquid- solid transformation
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TABLE 2

EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR THE TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION
OF THE LIQUIDUS AND SOLIDUS PHASE BOUNDARIES

System Temp. Mole Fraction Wg
A B Deg. C Liquidus Solidus K Joules per Mole

a. Chlorides:

AgCl KCl 306 0. 695 - 10. 2 « «

AICI3 KCl 250 0. 495 -40. 5 « w w

XO X ^ NaCl 152 0. 490 -60. 4 «« M «•

CaCl^ FeCl 592 0. 445 4. 0 «l

CaClp MgCl 621 0. 428 0. 877 5. 3 20. 1

CaCl NaCl 500 0. 52 -11. 4 * «• «

FeCl NaCl 370 0. 43 -19. 4 -4.8

FeCl NaCl 158 0. 54 -39. 5

KCl LiCl 358 0. 586 -16.8

LiCl RbCl 312 0. 5525 - 19. 2 — -

b. Fluorides:

KF LiF 492 0. 5 * - 17. 2 — s •

KF MgF 778 0. 85 -47. 6 _ _

KF NaF 710 0. 6 0.88 -0.01 22. 4

LiF MgF 724 0. 68 0. 94 - 1. 3 37. 5

LIF NaF 649 0. 61 -6.4

LiF RbF 450 0. 47 - 18. 0

MgF NaF 987 0. 64 -39. 5

MgF RbF 883 0. 625 -65.9

NaF RbF 664 0. 33 -0. 1

c. Oxides:

Li 0 715 0. 55 -27. 2

Li 0 7 30 0.92 -272.

Li 0 MoO 570 0. 75 -25. 3

Li^O
1^°/

621 0, 835 - 10. 4
Li^O 800 0. 63 -41. 1

^ In the absence of any experimental information, the mole fraction

of the solidus boxindary is assumed to be 1. 000.
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TABLE 3

CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
FOR THE ENTHALPY OF MIXING

AH mix, N = 0. 5

System K Joules per Mole
Calc. Exp.

AgCl KCl -2. 5 -0. 84\ -2. 31^

KCl LiCl -4. 2 -4. 39^, -3.98^

LiCl RbCl -4.8 -5. 02^

LiF KF -4. 3 -4. 47^

Li^O.
•X-

2B^03 -6.0 -3. 3

1. K. Stern, J. Phys. Chem. _60, 679, (1956).

2. L. S. Hersch, O.J, Kleppa, J. Phys. Chem. 42, 375 2, (1956).

3. E. Aukrost, B. Bjorge, H. Flood, T. Forlan, Amer. N. Y.

Acad. Sci. 79, 830, (I960).

4. JANAF Thermochemical Tables, Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich. (1962).

* The calculated and experimental values are for the composition
of Li^O • 2B2O3.

on a per-unit mass basis. The value for this transformation depends for

the most part on the v'alues of the enthalpy of fusion bf the pure components

and the enthalpy of mixing of the pure components in the liquid phase. The

pure components can be selected on the basis of the tabulated values for

their enthalpies of fusion. In Table 1 we presented these values for metal

oxides and metal fluorides which have the largest values in their respected

groups on a per gram basis. Next, we reviewed the number of phase

diagrams compiled by the American Ceramic Society (14) which contain

one of these pure components. In Table 4 are tabulated the pure component

and the total number of phase diagrams presented which contain that com-

ponent, and many of the systems which have been compiled have been only

partially investigated. More comprehensive coverage of systems which

contain these components would be of significant value in the selection process.
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TABLE 4

THE NUMBER OF PHASE DIAGRAMS COMPILED WHICH CONTAIN A
PURE COMPONENT WITH A LARGE VALUE FOR THE ENTHALPY

OF FUSION ON A PER-UNIT WEIGHT BASIS

Total No. of No. of Binary No. of Ternary
System Systems Systems Systems

LiF 128 42 50

MgF2 27 12 14

NaF 195 46 91

C0F2 3 3 0

FeF2 2 2 0

SCF3 8 6 2

TLF3

KF 134 37 52

13

17

16

35

53

11

18

52

70

70

Th02

BeO

Li^O

MgO

AI2O3

25

36

94

158

207
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The data of primary interest within a particular system are the

composition, temperature, and type of liquid-solid transformation.

An assessment of the reliability and the accuracy of thermodynamic

models to calculate the enthalpy of mixing from data presented in the phase

diagram would likewise be of significant value. If this method can produce

reliable thermodynamic data, then a significant increase in our data base

for values for the enthalpy of mixing can be made available from the phase

diagrams which have been compiled.

4. 0 SUMMARY

The applications of the phase diagram to phase change energy

storage technology has been presented. Our particular needs are for

materials which have large values for the enthalpy of the liquid- solid

transformations. Two properties which determine this enthalpy value

are the enthalpies of fusion of the pure components and the enthalpy of

mixing of the pure components. Values for the enthalpy of mixing can be

determined from the data presented in the phase diagram when coupled

with a thermodynamic model of the alloying behavior. We hope that our

comments will have been of value to assist investigators in assessing the

importance of phase diagrams in providing for a technology base for thermal

energy storage.
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THE NEEDS FOR PHASE EQUILIBRIA DATA IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS*

R. A. Howald and I. Eliezer
Chemistry Department

Montana State University
Bozeman, MT 59715

ABSTRACT.

The study of magnetohydrodynamic power production with the use of

coal, necessitates a major effort to elucidate to the phase equilibria

and thermodynamic properties of a variety of inorganic substances:

Liquid or gaseous slag constituents, sulfur compounds and other inorganic

materials dissolve protective oxide layers on alloys and have deterior-

ating effects on ceramic materials used in MHD channels and other

components of the MHD power plant. The electrical conductivity in the

MHD power generators and the emission of pollutants are also affected by

the slag constituents, seed and sulfur compounds, and other inorganic

materials. The study of the high temperature equilibria of the materials

involved in MHD power generation includes broad ranges of temperature,

pressure and oxidation potential, i.e. 1000-2500 K, 1-20 bars, excess

oxygen, excess carbon, various moisture contents, etc.

The addition of potassium seed compounds (K2SO4, K2CO3, etc.) is

essential to achieve sufficiently high electrical conductivity in open

cycle MHD, and so the interactions between potassium oxide and various

refractory oxides are particularly important. Coal slag has actually

been used in operating MHD channels as a continually replaced protective

coating over the electrodes. Thus the vapor pressures of potassium oxide

over typical slag compositions have to be known^ For economic reasons
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it will be necessary to recover and recycle most of the seed compound,

presumably as K2SO4. In this connection additional phase equilibria

data on solubilities of various oxides in liquid potassium sulfate are

needed. Cesium compounds should also be studied since they are used in

closed cycle MHD systems.

Large high temperature heat exchangers constitute one of the major

capital expenses for MHD. Thus phase relations involved in the preparation

and useful lifetime of high temperature ceramics should be investigated

in detail

.

To summarize, information on the solid, liquid and gas phase relations

in a variety of MHD systems is vital both to establish the extent of

interaction and to locate temperature and pressure regimes in which

deleterious reactions will and will not occur.

Much of the above information is useful for gas turbine engine

development as well as for MHD.

Introduction

Of the several alternative energy sources to the conventional power

plant, the MHD system seems to have the best efficiency potential which

derives mainly from the very high temperature generation of the MHD

generator.' The thermodynamic characteristics of the materials involved

at these temperatures are thus of crucial importance to the proper

design and operation of an MHD power plant. ''^ However, in most cases

such information is scant or totally lacking. Therefore a major research

program on the thermodynamic properties and phase equilibria of the

substances involved is essential if magnetohydrodynamic power production

is to become competitive.
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Open Cycle MHD Power Generation From Coal

In open cycle MHD power generation the operating substance is a

high-temperature .plasma made up of hot combustion products and preheated

air. In order to obtain the required electrical conductivity, it is

necessary to add ionizable substances such as potassium carbonate or

sulfate. It is generally accepted that in an economically feasible MHD

power generating system the MHD generator is to be coupled to a steam

bottoming plant. A schematic representation of an MHD/steam combined

cycle plant is given in Figure 1.

Oxidation and Corrosion

Open cycle MHD systems have been operated for periods of up to a

hundred hours burning clean fuels. However, MHD can provide a signifi-

cant contribution to world energy needs only if it can utilize a fuel

available in larger, cheaper quantities such as coal. All coals contain

substantial quantities of ash and slag constituents causing corrosion of

ceramic and metal parts, as is the case for other high temperature

systems such as gas turbines.

Metallic and ceramic materials that are exposed to high temperatures

are usually protected from oxidation and corrosion by an adhering layer

of oxide such as AI2O3 or Cr203. The combustion gases contain vapor

species and particulates which condense to liquid sulfates, carbonates,

oxides, etc. These liquids are corrosive under both oxidizing and

reducing conditions, and may dissolve the protective oxide layers on

alloys and ceramics causing serious deterioration of the ceramic or

metal parts of the system. Since the physico-chemical interactions in
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question will obviously impose severe limitations on the design and

operation of the system they must be elucidated. This necessitates

thermodynamic information on the vapor pressures of the various species

in question, their free energies, their solubilities, the activities of

the volatile species when dissolved in typical coal slag liquid oxides,

the heat of mixing of the oxides, and the temperature dependence of all

these quantities.

The slag may also have beneficial effects on the MHD components,

acting as a continually renewable protective coating of the electrode

and insulator surfaces and preventing arcing. These effects will again

depend on the composition and properties of the slag.

Electrical Conductivity

In the MHD process, the combustion gases are expanded from combustor

pressure (1-20 bars) and temperature (1-3 kK) through a duct with a

transverse magnetic field (3-7 Tesla) for production of electric power.

The gas velocity is of the order of Mach 1. The electrical conductivity

of the gas is dependent on the free electron density and the electron

mobility. In principle, the conductivity is also dependent on the ions

but these are too heavy to contribute appreciably to the conductivity.

The electron density will be reduced by the presence of gaseous

species with high electron affinities. The resultant ions can also have

adverse effects on the conductivity because they reduce the electron

mobility due to their large scattering cross-section. It is therefore

important to know the negative ions which are likely to be formed, their

electron affinities and their concentrations.
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At the temperatures attainable by the combustion of coal with

preheated air, it is essential to have a material with a low ionization

potential (seed) present to achieve sufficient electrical conductivity.

The ionization potential of sodium atoms is slightly too high, but one

can use the heavier alkali metals. At the high temperatures involved,

substantial alkali metal atom concentrations are obtained from practically

any compound. However, it is best to avoid halides because of the

electron affinities of halogen atoms. For closed cycle MHD, one can probably

recover enough of the seed to consider using expensive material such as

cesium metal. With open cycle systems, less seed can be recovered and

cost considerations together with the ionization potential and electron

affinity considerations mentioned above limit one almost completely to

K2CO2 and K2S0^ as seed compounds. Thus the most important data for the

calculation of electron concentrations and conductivities are the equilibria

involving potassium atoms and all major potassium containing gaseous

c o
species. Much of this information is currently available; however,

there is still room for improvement in the thermodynamic data for such

important species as K2S04(g), KOH(g), K202(g), and K02(g). In addition,

data are needed on the interaction of potassium and potassium oxide with

various materials which may be present on or in the channel walls.

In MHD coal combustion the main species involved in the formation

of negative ions will be carbon, sulfur, nitrogen and metal oxides.

Precise thermodynamic data will be necessary for these negative ions as

well as the related gases and liquids, since neutral species with high

electron momentum transfer collision cross sections, such as SiO, are

also important.
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Pollution and Seed Recovery

In MHD, as in other power plants, a basic requirement is that

pollution levels be kept below EPA requirements. The main species in

question are sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides.

Another requirement, if MHD is to be economically feasible, is that

most of the seed material must be recovered and recycled.

Fortunately, these two requirements interact favorably because the

reaction with seed will control sulfur dioxide emission, i.e., the

precipitation of potassium sulfate can reduce sulfur in the effluent to

very low levels. However, achievement of such a combination of seed

recovery and SO2 emission reduction requires thermodynamic data on the

K-S-H-0 system at the relevant temperatures and pressures.

Proper separation of the seed from the slag will require phase

equilibria data on seed-slag oxide systems including K2SO4-K2O-AI2O3-

Si02-FeO-Fe203-MgO-CaO. Vaporization data on these seed-slag oxides

systems are essential. Gaseous species like K2Si03 and KAIO2

stable and data for gaseous aluminum species such as A102 and HAIO2 are

poor.

Inorganic oxide systems like the above are very far from ideal. At

present, only a few of the binary and ternary subsystems have been

analyzed thermodynamically. However, this is sufficient to show that

general power series such as the Redl ich-Kister^ and Bale-Pel ton^O

equations can represent the data for binary systems, and that it is

possible in principle to extend the treatment to multi -component oxide

solutions. Working with high temperature oxide systems is very frustra-

ting because while there is a lot of experimental data bearing on the
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thermodynamics of these systems, in most cases it has not been collected

and evaluated, and there is no standard form for expressing activities

and heats of mixing for the few systems which have been analyzed in

detail.

At the present time we have available computers and programs which

make possible a fully consistent thermodynamic treatment of four or five

component oxide systems. In many cases additional activity data from

vapor pressures, high temperature e.m.f., solubility, redox equilibria,

etc., is required. Many of these systems are slow to reach equilibrium

on a macroscopic scale. However, the recent work of Aksay and Pask^^

illustrates how improved solubility data can be obtained with modern

techniques such as electron microprobe analysis of diffusion couples.

The major additional requirement in most of the systems is good enthalpy

data so that activity data can be accurately extended to additional

temperatures.

Improved enthalpy data can be obtained either by high temperature

calorimetry or by room temperature calorimetry coupled with accurate

heat capacity measurements or drop calorimetry for the same compositions.

In many cases all that would be required is careful DTA measurement of

heats of melting for pure compounds and eutectic compositions. Collection

of this data is not particularly glamorous work because there will be

few surprises. However, it is essential to supplement the more interesting

activity measurements, and those involved in funding research should

recognize the importance of obtaining and interpreting enthalpy data on

high temperature solutions.
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Thus the design of the entire seed regenerator section of the MHD

system is subject to the availability of thermodynamic and, in particular,

phase equilibria data. For closed cycle MHD systems similar data will

be required for cesium compounds.

As to nitrogen oxides, these may be controlled by fuel rich combustion,

adding additional oxygen downstream from the MHD channel, but a better

way would be their recovery and conversion into fertilizer. This again

requires data on the equilibria involved.

Another potential pollution problem in MHD power generation concerns

the distribution of toxic trace elements in particulate emissions. In

conventional power plants the very small fly ash particles, (<ly) have

been found to be enriched in arsenic, antimony, cadmium, lead, selenium,

and thall ium.^2»^"^ This effect and also the concentration of various

elements at the surface of fly ash particles^^ is related to partial

vaporization of the qxides during combustion. The effects of higher

temperature combustion in the MHD process upon these phenomena have not

yet been investigated either experimentally or theoretically. However,

it is clear that additional data on the high temperature vaporization

equilibria of complex oxide systems will be required for a full under-

standing of the distribution of toxic trace elements in particulate

emissions of any coal combustion system.

Refractory Materials

High temperature refractory materials are of major importance in

MHD power generation both in the large heat exchangers which constitute

a major item of the MHD system and for other purposes, e.g., as conducting
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ceramics for electrode materials. Many of them are new materials such

as LaCr03, SiN^, ZrB2, etc. Thermodynamic data and phase relations

involved in the preparation and useful lifetime of high temperature

ceramics and their reactions and products with slag and combustion gases

should be known in detail.

Conclusion

Thermodynamic and phase equilibria data needed for the development

of MHD include seed and slag interaction with metal alloys and ceramics,

slag protection of electrodes, control of polluting effluents, seed

recovery and gaseous ions and neutral species influencing electrical

conductivity.

The main species involved are gaseous and liquid coal slag components

(mostly oxides such as Si02, AI2O3, FeO, Fe203, CaO, MgO), seed compounds

(such as K2S0^, K2CO3, Cs2S0^, Rb2C03) and related sulfur compounds

(such as K2S, SO2, K2S2O3), slag-seed interaction compounds (such as

K2Si03, K2Al22034> K2Al2Si205, FeSi03), refractory materials (such as

AI2O3, Si02, Zr02, LaCr03, BN) and combustion gases and ions (such as

K+, e", OH", SO4", AIO2", CO3", NO2").

Thermodynamic and phase equilibria data such as the above are

needed not only for MHD power generation but also for gas turbine engine

development and for other high-temperature coal conversion processes.
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DISCUSSION

L. Kaufman - I would like to make a general comment. I believe that it was
pointed out yesterday that you must couple in this environment the thermo-
chemistry and phase diagrams to provide guidence for all these areas. I

would like to list several. In the case of Bill Speich's talk, we have much
data stored in the [Man Labs - NPL ] data-base on solubility products for
alloying elements of steels. Those are data that are there now. We have
similar data on the range of stability of austentic martensite. Those
data are stored there now. We can carry out calculations of tie lines, in

copper-niobium or copper-aluminum-X, that's information that's available
now. Procedures are being developed to deal with oxides, carbides and
borides. That data-base is more fragmetary but the techniques are availabl
now. We don't yet know in general how to do an 8-component system. But

10 years ago we could barely do a binary system and in the last 10 years
those of us who operate in this field have advanced from doing binaries
routinely, to ternaries routinely and some to quaternaries routinely. So
my two points are: a) the correlation and compilation of phase diagrams must
be coupled with thermochemistry if we're going to make rational progress,
and b) those of you who are interested in phase diagram information, don't
stop there. Ask "is there thermochemistry available?" Because often times,
information may really be what you want to know.

B. Rosof - I also have a general comment. We have talked about elegant
uses of phase diagrams or how important it would be to have a phase diagram
solve an elegant problem. All of us here, I'm sure, use phase diagrams in

elegant ways. But most [outside] people, wo use phase diagrams, don't.
I'll tell you a little short research problem I had that will illustrate
this point and is most typical of phase diagram users. I was melting, lets
call it, a 10 component alloy in an arc furnace with the usual problems of
chrome and carbon equilibrium, of silicon control and aluminam control, etc.

And somewhere in this big complex problem I had to add some tantalum. Now
you just don't throw tantalum into a furnace. It will sink to the bottom
and it's melting point is too high, so it doesn't alloy properly. You want
to add this as a Ta-X alloy so it will melt in quickly. You go and grab
Hansen off the shelf. You look up... lets see... Ta-Al, Ta-Fe, Ta-Ni, and g
through all the components of your system with tantalum.. You find one
that would make a suitable alloy with a suitably low melting point and in

basically less than half an hour you have a solution to your problem. Ah!.,
the Ta-Fe system looks much better than the Ta-Co system. So you tell the

technician, " ake the tantalum, put some iron with it, put it in a vacuum -

induction furnace", and now you have your ferro-alloy which is useful, and a
solution to the research problem. The point here is that so many of our

research problems in the use of phase diagrams are little tiny problems
relative to the full complex problems encountered in research. We have to

make sure that our phase diagrams are useful in this sense as well as in
the elegant senses that everybody else here talked about.
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C. Williams - I'd just like to make some sort of an "amen" to what the
gentleman just said in terms of specific information that you can get
from a phase diagram. In my particular application [at Union
Carbide], I deal with ceramics and metals, also in combinations of thes
two, not necessarily only in the binaries, but usually in the ternary
type situation. I think that maybe it would be somewhat helpful if

ceramists and metallurgists would get together in sense of compiling
some data that would be a little more useful in terms of what's
happening at that particular interface and what kind of phases are
forming at that particular interfacing. I also would like to ask more
or less a question that was not answered, relating to this question of

metals-and-ceramics . If anyone of you in the audience or on the panel
would have any information or could direct me to some source of

information concerning this metals-and-ceramics problem, it would be
very much appreciated.

Also, I would like to thank the Bureau for the occasion and thank
the committee and the various people that contributed to this session.
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Summarization of a workshop of the type held at the National

Bureau of Standards this week should include these things. First,

one should capture the general feeling that the participants have

had towards the formal and informal parts of the workshop. Sec-

ond, there should be some remarks covering what might be termed

the "sense of the meeting" regarding the major issues that have

been expressed explicitly and implicitly. Third, some conclusions

should be drawn from the results of all facets of the workshop.

The summary should not be all inclusive, nor should it necessarily

reflect but one final opinion on each of the primary points being

considered.

GENERAL REMARKS

From the nature of the formal and informal discussions dur-

ing the three days of the workshop, it seems clear that the plan

to bring people together from diverse areas to discuss a common

general interest in phase diagrams was very successful. On the

other hand, some came only to sessions of the workshop which were

of particular interest to them, and they did not attend all ses-

sions. Fortunately there were many who stayed for the full three



days, and they provided continuity in the discussion which is so

essential to a successful workshop.

The informal discussions in the halls, at meals, and at

poster sessions indicated that the participants found the sessions

stimulating and enjoyable. The times set aside for discussion

during the sessions necessarily were limited, particularly during

the early part of the workshop, and the informal discussions

served to compensate. 'The organization of the workshop did bring

together people from very diverse fields who have a common inter-

est in phase diagrams. All attending the workshop profited from

sharing very different points of view with others whom they ordi-

narily would not meet in their usual professional activities.

Such interactions help to develop a better perspective for all in-

volved as to the development and use of thermodynamic data and

phase diagrams. It also brings home the international character

of the work in progress in the field.

The poster sessions were highly successful in bringing to-

gether people with different perceptions of the development and use

of phase diagrams. Both the posters and posters provided the par-

ticipants with stimulating and productive exposures regarding

many topics. Of particular interest was the use of computers,

computational methods and graphical methods for treating data.

The participation in the workshop has shown again that the

interest in phase diagrams is international. This is advantageous
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because, as will be noted later, pertinent data are generated

in many countries, the results of any work is shared across

the world, and the task of assembling, compiling and collating

data on phase diagrams is enormous. It can be assumed that

the task must be shared by groups and laboratories across the

world.

DISCUSSION OF AREAS OF COVERAGE

It is helpful in a summary to look at the general issues

covered in the workshop from a different point of view than

that presented in the formal organization. Thus it may be use-

ful to start with a discussion of where and how data on phase

relationships and phase diagrams are utilized, and then move

back through the sessions in reverse order.

User Needs

The speakers in the three areas of primary production of

metals, materials processing and product application pointed out

that the need for information on phase relationships and phase

diagrams for each particular application being discussed was ex-

tensive and detailed. Often the success of a. processing sequence

or the property of a material depends on the fine detail of a

small area of a phase diagram. The cases cited- were numerous and

need not be reexamined here. A few examples can be listed to

illustrate the range: (a) more complete information is needed on
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fields of stability in terms of temperature, pressures of oxygen

and sulfur, and composition of the matte and slag phases in copper-

iron-sulfur-oxygen-silica systems and how the presence of minor

elements such as nickel, lead, etc., influences these fields of

stability; (b) a better understanding of the condition of equili-

brium between the crystalline phase and the parent liquid phase is

required for the conditons existing when semiconductor materials

are grown from the melt; and (c) information of a detailed nature

is needed for each of the many phase relationships that are perti-

nent to the processing of metals, alloys and various ceramic mate-

rials. It was interesting for people to see the sophisticated ways

in which information on phase diagrams is employed by many users.

It was also apparent that a user quickly ran out of information

when progressing from binary to ternary and then quaternary systems.

Another point of interest was that users seek information on

phase relationships in many different forms. The traditional T-X

or P-T-X types of diagrams are useful, but other types such as the

various types of stability diagrams are desired. It was clear that

much more powerful means are needed to handle information about

ternary, quaternary and higher order systems because the usual two

dimensional charts and plots in most cases are inadequate to meet

the user's requirements. This points up the general need for infor-

mation on phase relationships to be put in forms that are readily

adapted to computer use. Perhaps in the longer term it will be

possible to prescribe ways of presenting information by investi-

gators to facilitate the use by the computer in various ways and
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thus make data of more direct use by many users.

In certain respects, the academic world has some special

requirements for information on phase diagrams. There is the

need in many research areas for information on phase relation-

ships which is similar in many respects to that which has been

expressed for the industrial area. In addition, however, there

is the need for this information in forms that facilitate the

teaching and learning about phase stability, phase diagrams of

all sorts and the uses of these diagrams. Several interesting

instructional movies to meet this need were presented during the

workshop. However, it would appear that much more must be done,

especially with multicomponent systems. It would seem that

greater use of computer methods will be helpful in meeting this

need.

Methods of Phase Diagram Calculations

The poster and discussion sections on this subject were very

helpful in acquainting the participants of the workshop with cur-

rent activities in a wide range of efforts. As the program sched

ule shows, the work includes: the treatment of methods for corre-

lating experimental data, use of mathematical methods for express

ing thermodynamic functions, development of methods for computing

information on activities and other thermodynamic functions from

data on phase diagrams, and the reverse in using thermodynamic

data for calculating phase relationships. In a number of cases.
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the work was directed quite effectively towards meeting some of

the user needs as outlined earlier. The methods discussed often

involved the use of the computer. These sessions indicated that

a diversity of approaches was being employed. It is anticipated

that the information displayed and the discussions during the

meeting will lead to the development of greater harmony and unity

in the use of computer methods. Calphad will undoubtedly help

in this.

Review of Phase Diagram Representations

The papers and discussion in this session, the results of

Dr. Carter's questionnaire and the various statements from the

users' panels present us with the principal dilemma of the com-

piler of data of any kind. This dilemma arises because, on the

one hand, the compiler may not have the time and resources to

treat in great detail the information that may be available on a

given system. This was noted in the session Present Status of

Phase Diagrams . On the other hand, it was clear in the later

sessions of the workshop that many users look for a high degree of

sophistication and detail in the compiled information, often in

a small and obscure portion of a system. In contrast, many who

responded to the questionnaire indicated a need for only a moderate

degree of sophistication in phase diagrams and phase relationships.
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A possible means of resolving this dilemma is to focus the

programs of compilation and collation on areas of need. Then one

places principal emphasis on the materials, system, and phases of

primary interest in an area and either borrows from other compila-

tions or gives less time and effort to that which is of secondary

or collateral interest. As an example, in compiling data pertinent

to the pyrometallurgical processing of iron and steel"'', emphasis was

placed on iron and its alloys and oxide systems typical of slags

utilized in the blast furnace and steelmaking furnaces. Systems

involving copper, zinc, etc., and liquid alkali-silicate systems

were given less detailed coverage. If compilation work were fo-

cussed in this manner, it probably would be possible to provide

for the needs of people in the current principal areas of applica-

tion. The areas of lesser emphasis and possible newer areas of

scientific and technical interest would be short-changed by this

strategy.

The results of the questionnaire also indicate other general

needs. As has already been noted, much more must be done with

ternary and multicomponent systems. . Treatment of metastable phases

and of special crystal structures also was considered to be of

medium importance. Coverage of these topics adds greatly to the

work of the compiler for many systems. Surprisingly, surface

phases were not considered to be of great interest. There may be

three explanations for this: (a) the interest may in fact be low.
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(b) people working in areas with surface phenomena did not re-

spond to the questionnaire, or (c) those people do not perceive

how knowledge of .phase diagrams are of importance to their work.

It seems probable that surface phases may receive much greater

emphasis in the future. [Editor's note: some vary fine research on surface

phases is being carried out by Prof. G. A. Somorjai et al. at U.C., Berkeley.

Unfortunately, this group was unable to attend our workshop, thus causing this topic

to seem less important than it is. Applications are, of course, in materials such

as used, for example, in catalysis]

.

SUMMARY

Those of us working in various areas of science and technol-

ogy see many places and problems where both in the short and long

term there are serious and critical needs for continued effort to

assimilate, collate and compile information on phase diagrams and

phase equilibria. It is apparent that there is much pertinent

information now in the literature, particularly with regard to

alloy systems, that has not been sought out and compiled for gen-

eral use. With the present levels of publication of scientific

information in the world as compared to the present levels

of effort at compilation, we are falling ever farther behind as

the years pass in utilizing the information that becomes available.

The demands for information on phase equilibria and phase diagrams

continues to expand as new devices, materials and processes are

developed. Inherent in this situation is the certainty that our

technological advancement is slower and more expensive than might

be the case. An engineer designing a system must make allowances

in the materials chosen and the design of a system for deficiencies
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and uncertainties in the behavior of materials and substances in

the system. Accordingly, the failure to have up-to-date informa-

tion on phase stability and equilibria may be costly in the de-

sign and operation of a system, and may lead to unexpected failure

of that system. For example, those of us who work with energy

conversion systems see many places where problems of the type de-

scribed above ultimately could possibly limit severely the per-

formance and economic viability of many systems being planned

today.

The proposals for definitive and exhaustive compilations of

phase diagrams and phase equilibria on a grand scale are appeal-

ing because it would be desirable to have all such information

collected in a usable form in one place. This is a Herculean

task, and it seems highly doubtful that it would be possible in

the foreseeable future to find funding and talent necessary to

carry it out. Thu^ we collectively are caught up in the dilemma

that was mentioned earlier of breadth versus depth of coverage

for a compilation. From the discussions of the past three days,

it is apparent that a number of steps can be taken to increase

the effectiveness of use of resources that are available. One of

the most productive steps would be to obtain better coordination

of the work of compilation of groups in various countries. An-

other step, which might be a series of steps, is to break down

the work of compilation into smaller and more manageable pieces
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rather than undertake a massive overall effort. The preparation

of a complete bibliography of phase diagrams that is kept up-to-

date could serve as a Baedeker for investigators who were looking

for sources, particularly where specific and detailed information

is being sought. The next level of sophistication would be to

use very simple and compact methods to cover information on simple

systems, particularly those that have been covered reasonably well

inthe literature previously. An example is the section in Landolt-

Bornstem where binary systems are collected by type; simple

eutectics, peritectics, etc. There a system is covered in a single

line on the page in which, for a eutectic, there is a two-numbered

entry giving the eutectic composition and entries for the melting

point of each component and numbers giving the principal references

for the diagram. One could easily add columns giving the limits

of solubility of component 1 in component 2, and vice versa, at

the eutectic temperature, etc., and reference numbers to guide the

reader to an acceptable diagram from a relatively easily available

source. This number might in the future also indicate a computer

file from which data and diagrams could be extracted. These two

relatively simple and compact ways of storing information are in-

expensive to prepare and distribute. They also permit the appli-

cation of resources and expert talent to more complex, difficult

and demanding analyses and systems.



The next level of complexity and coverage is to direct the

attention of a compiler, or group of compilers, to an area of sci-

ence and technology where information on phase diagrams and phase

equilibria are of importance. An example of this is the volume

Selected Thermodynamic Values and Phase Diagrams for Copper and

Some of Its Binary Alloys by Hultgren and co-workers of the INCRA

3Monograph Series on the Metallurgy of Copper . In such a compila-

tion, the systems of principal interest to the field would be

covered carefully and in as much detail as is permitted by the

available data. Several types of diagrams might be employed to

represent the compiled information. Systems that are peripheral

to the main interests of the field would be covered in much less

detail and might be taken directly from other sources. The com-

pilers for such an effort should be conversant with the field of

interest, or should be advised as to the level and coverage of

systems by someone who was. It appears that this type of compila-

tion has been reasonably successful in recent years. One of the

problems to be faced is that fields tend to broaden, and the task

of revising a work may be very large. Another problem is that

there may not be sufficient support or interest in a field to de-

velop information at a critical stage in the growth of the field.

The next step in level of coverage is to concentrate the work

of compilers on classes of materials. Examples of this are the

4
Phase Diagrams for Ceramists by Levin and co-workers , which has
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been carried out over the years by the National Bureau of Stan-

dards, and the Hansen, Anderko, Elliott and Shunk series on The

Constitution of Binary Alloys^ . The use of advisory groups to

aid in coordinating the work and even in selecting areas to be

covered as has been followed in the ceramics work i*s effective

and useful. It is perhaps important to raise again the point that

one should be wary of undertaking the effort of covering a class

of materials in depth with inadequate resources. If the program

is started with a high degree of sophistication, and then it is

necessary later to draw back in part from such a commitment in

quality, the reputation of the whole effort may suffer.

There is interest in seeking out methods and models by which

it is possible from first principles to "predict" the phase dia-

grams of higher-order systems, and the behavior of many different

solutes in multi-component solvents. Models by which this may

be done still elude us, but people of talent and originality

should be encouraged to pursue these efforts.

Computer modelling today is still very limited and tends to

be quite empirical in character. It does, however, show promise

in being able to provide a user with a limited class of answers

on a somewhat limited number of systems. A great deal more needs

to be done with this modelling effort to expand its capability and

utility.
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The Workshop has shown that the business of compilation

of data on phase diagrams and phase equilibria is in a state

of disarray. There are data in the literature that need atten

tion and pertinent new information continues to appear day by

day. Users have many needs that are not being met. The re-

sources and manpower available for compilation of this type of

data are neither adequate to keep up with the newly found in-

formation, nor to put the information in forms as needed by

the users. An aftermath of the Workshop could be the crystal-

lization of a small group of people who will be able to gener-

ate a program and attract resources that will begin to dispel

this disarray.
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DISCUSSION:

j. F. Elliott - Can we now have some general remarks about the Workshop?

R. Howald - The Workshop was valuable to me because it provided

information on many activities where phase equilibria are important

of which I was not aware.

J. F. Elliott - Dr. F. L. Carter raised the question earlier as to when

and if there should be another workshop or conference of this type.

Does anyone wish to comment?

B. Rosof - Until I have been able to digest what has been reported

and discussed, I am not able to give an opinion.

(In a brief general discussion on the question, there was

consensus that the meeting was successful, and that holding

another of similar character at some undefined future time

would be desirable. J. Westbrook suggested that CODATA's

International Committee on Industrial Needs for basic sci-

entific information might be helpful in planning future

meetings of this kind.)

I. Ansara - The topic of the Workshop was of interest to many

people in Europe. More would have attended had it been publicized

more widely.

G. Armstrong - With the broad demands for use of information on

phase equilibria, there appears to be little choice but to follow
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Professor Brewer's statement that more systematic means are needed

for interpreting the behavior of systems. Such means will help to

maximize the use of data, and extend its use in predicting the

behavior of related systems.

M. McNeil - It might be useful to use the vehicle of a brief annual

review in one or two journals to keep people abreast of activities

in the field of phase diagrams. One example of such a review is

the annual article titled "What is Going on in Process Metallurgy"

that appears in the Journal of Metals .

H. White, Jr . - There is a large variety of needs to be met in

a work of compilation. As has been noted, this is what makes the

effort both challenging and interesting. The needs are increasing

rather than decreasing. This is usually not appreciated by people

who are not familiar with the field. One often encounters a remark

like "Are there not enough phase diagrams already?".

J. F. Elliott - Although many people ask for a great deal of information

in a compilation of phase diagrams, there is a danger to the compiler

who strives to meet this need. The amount of work in covering a

large number of systems at this level is enormous, and there is
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serious danger of not being able to maintain the level for all

systems. It may be wiser not to attempt too much because a sin

of commission seems to be worse than one of omission.

S. Snyder - It appears to me from my experience with phase diagrams

that it is better to summarize data where possible in a compilation.

Also the reporting of two reasonable, but conflicting diagrams may

be the best way out when the compiler cannot choose between them.

J. Livingston - Many have commented on the large amount of effort

that is required to treat ternary and high order systems. It ap-

pears that it would be wise for a compiler working on them to

limit his coverage to the best developed and most important systems

with the aim of completing the work in two to three years.

J. F. Elliott - It appears that we have had a highly successful

Workshop. (Adjournment)
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Evaluation of Conference

by

Reed A. Howald
Chemistry Department

Montana State University
Bozeman, MT

There are a lot of different viewpoints represented at this conference
so it is not surprising that it is not easy or even possible to reach a con-
sensus on what kind of evaluated compilation of phase diagram data is required.
The range of conference papers makes it clear that there are rapid new phase
diagram developments on a variety of fronts. This means that many of our in-

dividual prejudices are now seriously outdated, and perhaps the most significant
achievement of the workshop is an increased openness of the participants to devel-
opments beyond their own areas: in pure theory or In power series representation
of empirical data, in experimental techniques or in thermodynamic interpretation
of data, in large computer data banks or in hand calculators. Probably we need
time to digest these new perspectives before we make any definitive recommendations,
but I would like to take the opportunity provided by the workshop proceedings for

a few comments of my own on the future direction of phase diagram compilations.

I believe that within ten years we will be seeing the regular publication
of updated thermodynamical ly evaluated computer drawn phase diagrams. Whenever
new thermodynamic data for a phase become available from either a theoretical

computation or new measurements, a revised phase diagram for the binary and ternary
systems containing it could be calculated and made available. This job could be

delegated to a large centralized facility, but I do not believe that this will be

the direction taken by the United States. I see instead a large group of academic
and industrial users with similar programs using compatible files of thermodynamic
data and power series coefficients from which phase diagrams are computed.
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Evaluation of Conference

by

J. E. Selle
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Throughout this conference several participants have made appeals, either
directly or indirectly, for complete and unequi vocable accuracy in phase diagram
compilations. Referring to the 2nd Supplement to Hansen by Shunk, it has been
inferred that unless a compilation is 100% accurate and complete it is not
worth doing at alj. I strongly disagree. Strict interpretation and adherence
to this philosophy will only serve to intimidate the compilers with the end result
that only a few diagrams will be completed each year. I understand the thermody-
namicists and theoreticians need for such accuracy and can appreciate their needs,
but they are in the distinct minority and if they need the accuracy they claim, they
should do their own reviews. The overwhelming percentage of users of phase diagrams,
the people in the shops and laboratories do not always need the accuracy or detail
demanded. They need information on solid solution, eutectic temperatures
(5~10*C in usually accurate enough), potential for compound formation, or potential
for second phase formation after heat treatment. Insistence on complete accuracy
and its attendant delays in transmitting this information to users will be a catas-
trophy. The time delay since the publication of Shunk in excessive and it is time

to get on with an update and not force a slow down in order to satisfy a very small

(through vocal) minority of phase diagram users.

I would hope that somewh*ere in the NBS budget there will be room for programs
to determine phase diagrams for systems that have never been worked on. My own
survey of Hansen Elliott and Shunk, the wall chart, "Summary of Binary Phase Diagrams'

indicates that for about 15% of the possible binary systems for 55 of the more com-
mon metals, no Information is available. This in another deficiency that should be

addressed

.

The NBS should be complimented on their initiative in organizing this conference
and attempting to get on with the very crucial task of disseminating phase diagram
information to potential users.

I
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COMMENTS ON THE

PHASE DIAGRAM WORKSHOP ^

JAN. 10-12, 1977

by

Didier deFontaine, Professor of Engineering

School of Engineering and Applied Science

Materials Department

University of Cal iforiiid, Los Angeles, CA

This was a timely meeting, indeed, on a very important topic. As a most

interested participant, I would like to comment briefly on the meeting itself

(1st, 2nd, and 3rd days) and then offer general impressions and even recom-

mendations.

FIRST DAY

The first day's program was the one which I felt to be most relevant to

the purpose of the workshop. The presentations on compilation, given in the

morning, were most welcomed and the information pi^esented will hopefully be

accessible to a large audience; it is of the utmost importance.

The afternoon program was noteworthy as it proved, once again, the

effectiveness of poster sessions, particularly in fields such as this one

where a great deal of rather intricate graphical information has to be conveyed

to the participants.

SECOND DAY

It was a particularly good idea to bring in a solid-state theorist to

present the status of current work in the field. This, Dr. Watson did admirably,

although, perhaps purposely, he did not attempt to predict when and if reliable

computations of such things as alloying potentials would be forthcoming.
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Currently^ there is no cause for rejoicing: although in principle one knows

quite well how to proceed; the business of getting reliable numbers is

enormously difficult. Extremely lengthy computations are required to obtain

just a single number, say a heat of mixing, and it is not surprising that

present computations often result in numbers which are incorrect in both

magnitude and sign! The problem of predicting crystal structures of compounds

from first principles is many orders of magnitude more difficult yet: in

principle, one should perform calculations on all possible structures, then

decide on the correct one by minimizing the energy. This means that a sraall

numerical error of perhaps less than one percent will lead to an incorrect

structure.

Clearly, the theoretical determination of phase diagrams, even binaries,

is presently out of the question. In fact, it appears that such calculations

may never reach the truly predictive stage. To some participants of the

workshop, this was very discouraging. But are we not asking for too much?

After all, despite early optimism, dislocation theory still cannot help us

predict work hardening properties of a given polycrystal 1 ine alloy, say, and

probably never will. Yet dislocation theory is essential for an understanding

of plasticity and mechanical behaviour, and has helped to completely reorient

our thinking on such matters. Hence, theories (and theorists) should generally

be required to give ideas, principles, guidelines. Accurate numbers can only

be provided by Nature itself; actual experimental determination of phase diagrams

must remain the only reliable way of proceeding.

This brings me to the topic of "computation and prediction of phase diagrams"

the object of the morwlpg panel, of which I was a member. First of all, the

people working in this field who claim that they are predicting phase diagrams
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are kidding themselves. There can be no "prediction", as such with the methods

employed (nor, as stated above, with my other method known presently or projected).

At best, sub-regular solution methods used currently can be regarded as convenient

analytical representations of phase diagram data which can^ under favorable

circumstances, be extrapolated into unknown domains. The solution models on

which these extrapolations are based have little theoretical validity and are,

in fact, basically incorrect. This is not to minimize this line of approach;

on the contrary, the techniques used by Kaufman, Ansara and others can be most

useful from a practical standpoint, and constitute in fact the only currently

practical methods available for extrapolation into the unknown for the purpose

of making educated guesses. However, these methods should not be considered for

attempting to extract basic physical parameters for a given system, as values

of parameters obtained by such curve-fitting procedures do not have a clear

physical meaning.

The Cluster Variation method proposed by Kikuchi and deFontaine is

theoretically meaningful, but is presently limited to a small class of phase

diagrams, the so-called "coherent" ones, as explained in our contributed papers.

Again, this method can in no way be considered as "predictive", in the strict

sense of the word.

What we can do now, but perhaps was not sufficiently discussed, is what I

would call a perturbation approach to phase diagram calculations. For example,

given an experimentally determined binary diagram, how will small additions of

a ternary component modify the equilibria? Or, given a quatenary system con-

taining a small percentage of element X, how will its replacement by Y affect the

equilibrium? Answering these questions quantitatively is quite feasible provided

that the "perturbation" on the given system to be in some way "small". Also,
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this is not an idle academic pursuit, but has real practical applications.

Afternoon talks, were, for me, particularly enjoyable.

THIRD DAY

I found the presentation of industry's needs very disappointing: I could

detect no trend, no policy, no clear general statement of requirements. Most

panel members told a little anecdote about their favorite phase diagram, and

generally made the profound statement that "much more work is needed". The

questions of "how much work?" and "who is going to do it?" and "with what funds?"

were hardly touched upon.

Of these questions, the one dealing with how much work can be done is the

easiest to answer. I suggested that it would take about 8000 years to do all

32,160 possible ternary phase diagrams (based on a total of 80 components), and

100,000 years to do all 15,181,580 quaternaries. These are sobering numbers.

Even if we could determine all ternaries, say, in a reasonable amount of time,

storing that information (at an average of let us say five book pages per diagram)

would require about 160,000 pages or roughly 200 volumesl Hence the first question

to be answered is "what do we really want to do, what can we conceivably do?"

It appears that what can be done, and should be done, is a complete

determination, evaluation, and compilation of binary. phase diagrams. There are

but 3,160 of these (again on the basis of 80 elements), so that this is a

reachable goal. The problem is finite: once the goal has been reached, a mere

six-volume set of binary diagrams, let us say, should satisfy all needs for

generations to come.

GENERAL REMARKS

Thermodynamical measurements and phase diagram determinations are no longer

regarded as glamourous fields. A few highly experienced and trustworthy old-timers
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are still active, but little new blood is being transfused. Consequently,

this type of work is often performed nowadays by ill -prepared teams whose

primary interest is to obtain specific, immediate answers to specific questions.

Phase diagrams result as bi-products, and the published data cannot always be

taken very seriously. Frequently, published phase diagrams are even found to

violate the phase rule.

Surely, this haphazard uncoordinated and random approach to data collection

cannot endure. One group, one organism should take charge and exercise the most

rigid scientific control over published data. One cannot insist too much on the

need of absolutely top-flight people to preside over such a project: Thermodynamics

is a very demanding field, where even long-time practioners are often guilty of

ignoring fundamental principles. There is perhaps no basic field in which so

many bad mistakes are consistently made. A case in point: a certain number of

educational films shown at the workshop were made (presumably at a considerable

cost)by a group (I believe) at Penn State. Well, every single Gibbs free energy

curve I saw depicted in these movies was drawn incorrectly: if the drawings are

taken seriously, then the problem of purifying materials becomes trivial (and

the semiconductor industry could save billions if they could only use the Penn

State free energy curves) and phase diagrams which violate the phase rule could

logically be constructed.

The question is then: "how do we bring very gifted young people into the

field?" Unfortunately, I do not know the answer, but a generous injection of

funds would help. Probably the type of support needed could be found in Europe

where long-term funding policy of basic research is far more sensible than it

is in this country right now.
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SOME RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, the workshop accomplished something important; it got people

together from various disciplines, initiated dialogues, and made representatives

from various fields aware of conmon needs (Thermodynamics is a great equalizer!)

Unfortunately, the participants did not delineate objectives, define realistic

goals, or propose methods of implementing these.

Perhaps a second get-together is now required to look into these matters in

detail. This should be done quite soon, before too much grass is allowed to grow

on the field. I would recommend participation by invitation only, and limited to

about 50 persons at most. Participants should be discouraged from elaborating

on their own pet projects, concentrating instead on general objectives and modes

of implementation.

As mentioned above, the first question to be asked should be: "what can one

actually accomplish in the relatively near future?" I would answer " the complete

determination, evaluation, compilation, and publication of some 3000 "elemental"

binaries (as opposed to "pseudo-binaries" such as NaCl-KCl for example)". In

practice, this merely means doubling the size of the present Hansen-El 1 iott-Shunk

series, surely an attainable goal.

Second question: "who shall do this?" It seems to me that since the

disappearance of the Hultgren and K.K.Kelley groups, only the National Bureau of

Standards can do the job. The NBS's task should not only be that of collecting

data and publishing it, but also of evaluating and even generating it. I see no

alternative to setting up a well -equipped central facility to crank out phase

diagrams in a systematic and consistent manner, with well trained full-time

technicians doing practically nothing but that, under the supervision of one top-

flight thermodynamist, perhaps assisted by "rotating" post-docs. I repeat, the
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task is a finite one; it can be done in reasonable time and gotten over with.

Next in order of complexity are the pseudo-binaries, usually regarded as

the province of ceramist. Here, for the time being, I would only envision

compilation and evaluation.

Ternaries pose an almost insurmountable problem (8000 years!). The best

we can hope for at present is mere compilation and, in parallel, calculations

oi la Kaufman, with increased attention paid to the "perturbation 'techniques"

alluded to above.

These are challenging tasks. Let us hope that means can be found to reach

some limited goals. Needless to say, major technological problems confronting

society today cannot be solved without adequate phase diagrams and thermodynamic

data.
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THE REIATICTI BETVffiEI'I BOND LENGTH

AND

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES IN METALS

A. P. Miodownik.
Univeristy of Surrey

Guildford. UK C-U2 5XH

Introduction
i

The changes which occur in the distance -of closest approach when an

(l 2)element is placed into a different lattice * are important in connection

(5)
with the calculation of lattice strains ^

, the estimation of critical size

ratios^^'^\ and the assessment of solid solubility liraits^''''^^ Such

changes are usually associated with a corresponding change in bond strength

and/or the type of bonding arrangement > and therefore also form a useful

indicator for the estimation of hardness^ melting point, heats of formation,

and other properties of alloys and intermetallic compounds '
'

One of the earliest attempts to give general guidance on the magnitude

of those changes is the set of predicted percentage changes known as the

Goldschmidt conversion factors ^ \ These have been extensively used in

the tabulation of atomic diameters appropriate to 12-fold co-ordination,

particularly for the conversion of the diameters of those elements which

occur naturally in the BCC lattice with its 8-fold first co-ordination shell.

The figure of yd given by Goldschmidt for a change in Z from 12—^8 was

derived empirically from very limited evidence (iron and a copper-palladium

alloy); this figure has nonetheless gained wide acceptance, and is in fact

a very good approximation for the changes subsequently observed in similar

transformations that have now been observed in some l4 other elements iJ,12U

Although there is some controversy over the use of Goldschmidt correction

(9)
factors in relation to solid solubility limits , their use is sufficiently

wide-spread for several attempts too have been made to produce the same

(13)
values theoretically. Thus Pauling ^ has applied the relationship:

-

Note* Reader in Physical Metallurgy, Department of Metallurgy

and Materials Technology, The University of Surrey, Guildford.'
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= - 0.60 log^Qn (1)

which was derived from an empirical expression originally applied to organic

compounds. Although this equation is not based on rigorous quantum mechanicsil

foundations, it provides a convenient framework through which extensive

crystallographic data can be readily interpreted in terms of simple bonding

concepts, (d^) represents the metallic diameter for bond number nj and (d^)

the single bond length, and metallic radii formulated '.n this basis have been

used in a variety of ways to account for interatomic distances in alloys and

compounds. In the original application of Pauling's equation only nearest

neighbour interactions were considered significant, so that the value of

VLp^^ = Vj,^12 and the corresponding value of n^^^ = '^qqq/^ (where V^^^ and

^BCC ^^P^®^®"* total bond strength of any one atom in the two configurations)

If it is further assumed that ^-^qq =
^gcC*

follows immediately frcfm equation

(1) that:-

^CC - "VCC = ^°s(3/2) (2)

^\heor = •••••^^^

where and d^^^ are the distances of closest approach in the respective

lattices, and /\d the difference between these two values. This treatment

predicts a value of /\.d which is independart of the. value of d, and considfer'-

ably larger thaji the observed values for several common allotropic metcils

^^^expt
- .092 KX).

In order to overcome this discrepancy, Thewlis^'''*^ recalcvilated (^d)

on the basis that the second nearest neighbours in the BCC lattice had a

significant effect on bonding. If it is assumed that only a fraction f of

the total bond strength V is associated with 8 nearest neighbours then a

portion (1 - f) of the bond strength is associated with the 6 atoms of the

next co-ordination shell. The interatomic distance for atoms in the next

co-ordination shell is (V'y3')d; applying Paviling's equation to atoms at both
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dietances it follows that:-

= - 0.60 log f V/8 (if)

and (a///T)dg^^ = - - (5)

whence O.6O logJfACl - f) = O.-i^^d^^^ (6)

From the introduction of the parameter (f), it follows that equation (2)

must be replaced by equation (7) where :-

2^d = (d^^ - d^^^) = 0.60 log 3f/2 (7)

The value of f can be determined from equation (6), and it can be

seen by inspection that ^d (BCC - FCC) for a given element will now be

smaller th?Ji the value derived with equation (2), and that the veilue of

^d is no longer constant, but a function of d (eqiiation 5)» (Table I)

shows the 3igreement between theory and experiment obtained by Thewlis for

the elements Fe, Ti, Zr and Tl, and the marked improvement obtained by

including second nearest neighbour interactions.

This improved fit between theory and experiment must nonetheless

be considered partly a consequence of the restricted number of elements

analysed by Thewlis. (Figure I) shows that the value of ^d predicted

by equation (7) underestimates the values , obtained by experiment for a

larger range of elements, particularly those with a large atomic radius.

Since the basic Pauling equation does not appear to account for the observed

chaii^s in the newly discovered allotropic elements, metallurgical practice

to obtain the appropriate atomic radius for a change in co-ordination number

has generally reverted to the use of the empirical Goldschmidt factor,

or an interpolated value taken directly from the experimental data

sianmarised in Figure 1 (8). The criterion of a zero volume change for

the BCC - FCC transformation leads to a predicted 2.6% change in diameter,

(15)
and cen be invoked on the grounds of current electron theory , but

clearly does not account for the large volume changes that occur in trjins-

formations involving Ip.ttices with other co-ordination numbers.

In the context of this situation the present paper
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attempts to reconsider the basis of Pauling's equation and to apply a

modified form of this equation to a more accurate prediction of changes in

interatomic spacing resulting from FCC/CPH to BCC transformations,

A general relation between bond strength and interatomic distances

(16)
Gilman has shown that the shear modulus for elements of a given

crystal structure is a simple function of the distance of closest approach,

a family of straight lines of characteristic slope being obtained when

these two variables are plotted on logarithmic axes, (Figures 2,3) show

that a similar relationship occurs if the bulk modulus is substituted for

the shear modulus, which is to be expected with the values of Poisson's

ratio characteristic for most metals. All bulk moduli have been taken from

(17)
the compilation of Kbster and Franz with the exception of the data for

(18)
the allotropes of tin This relationship can be expresses! in the form:-

log(K^A^) = kg log (djd^) (8)

where the constant (k^) has the characteristic values shown in Table II.

At this point it is necessary to enquire whether any systematic error

is introduced into the measured slopes through the use of room temperature

values of the variables in question, rather than the values appropriate to

a series of homolog-ous temperatures. Examination of the expression derived

(19)
by Mott and Jones for the variation of compressibility with temperature

suggests that, to a first approximation, the slopes may well remain leirgely

unaffected providing both variables are referred to the same temperature :

-

According to Mott ^ = - y d^ (logv^)/dV^ (9)

where X is the compressibility, V the atomic volume, a the coefficient of

expansion, \^ the characteristic vibration frequency of the lattice, and ^

is GrUnlioisen's constant * - Since a and X are inversely proportional

to each other, and Grlinheisen's constant equals - d(log\>)/d(log V), the

rate of cliauage of compressibility with temperature appears to be largely
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a function of V^, or xhe ehzth. ipoMer of the irteratoiaic distance. This

is of the sane order as the slopes of the bulk modulus versus interatomic

dj.stance plots.

Table II lists the slopes derived from Figure 2 and 3 for various

crystal structures and bond types. In the light of the variations accepted in

numerous other groupings of physical constants, such as Lindemann's constant

(20)
and Leibfried numbers , it seems valid to use the relationship expressed

by equation 8, and the average slopes given in Tabl^^ III as a valid basis for

f\arther discussion of the changes in bond di3tance occurring during phase

transformations. Also included for comparison in Table II are the equivalent

slopes calculated for several materials on the basis of various simple bonding

models - 2k)

^

The relationship between the Pauling's Equation and the GiLnan formulation

Equation (8) clearly indicates that a reduction in interatomic distance

will result from an increase in bond strength, where changes in the latter

Variable are produced by moving from one element to another. The Pauling

equation expresses the same conclusion, but relates to changes in bond strength

which result from varying the number of bonds between otherwise identical atoms.

There is obviously a close connection between the two formulations as can be

seen from (Figure 3)> where the force constants (f) appropriate to various

carbon bonds have been plotted on a logarithmic basis. A slope of approximately

(25)
-3 is obtained, which forms the basis of Brdger's Rule , It is significant

that the dimensionsJ. relationship between force constants and modulixs values

••1

is given by K = f.d , so that Badger's rule corresponds to a slope of 'n^'-^

for plots of modulus versus interatomic distance. Although many attempts have

(26 ~
been made to combine interatomic distances, force constants and bond number

there does not seem to exist a formal descrr.ption of how the Pauling eqviation

(1) can be related to logarithmic plots 6f the type used by Oilman.
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Alternative form of the Pauling equation

The general form of Pauling's equation is expressed by:-

d
p

- % ^ '^P
los (V"n^ '

r
(9)

where the constant kp is left unspecified instead of entering a specific value

such as 0.70.

Dividing both sides by d^

Since x Ji? 2.3 log (l + x) when x is smpll, (d^ - 6^)/(3l^ can be replaced

by 2.3 log |"l + (d^ - d^)/d^
I

and hence:-

2.3 log (^y\^ ~ ^V^'S)^ -^^^
^^af^&

Rearrangement yields

" 2.3d.

log Wn^)- ( log (d^/d^) (11)

and comparison with equation (8) shows that the slope A in Oilman plots should

be related to the constant kp of Pauling's equation by the simple relationship :

-

kp 2tf - 2.3d^/kQ (12)

if it is accepted that the bulk modulus is equivalent to the bond nijmber as a

criterion of bond strength. The validity of equation (;12) can be tested by

comparing the calculated values of (kp) for carbon and a typical metal such

as iron) with the empirical vc2ues used by Pauling (Equations 1 and 2);

Table III shows that values of the correct magnitude are obtained.

The dependence of A
•) j3gc

O" distance of closest approach

Equation (12) suggests thr.t the value of kp in Pauling's equation will

be directly proportional to the distance of closest approach for groups of elements

whose bonding characteristics are similar (constant value of k^). This has a

number of interesting consequences.
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Thus replacing kp = O.6O by kp = 2-3
^^bcc/^'G

equation (6):.

-0.155 k_
log3fA(l-f) = •

Hence the value of f is now n constant independent of the value of d^^-, and
BOO

only a function of the value of (k^). A similar substitution in equation (7)

yields the resvilt that:-

A<i = Sec - Sec = ios(3f/2) (Iif)

G

This leads to the conclusion that the value of should be directly propor-

tional to the distance of closest approach d. Figure 2 indicates that,

for BCC/FCC/CPH transformations, A has a value lying between 8 and 9» and

the derived values of ^d calculated on this basis are shown in Table IV,

It can be seen that there is good agreement with the experimental values

(8 12)
available in the literatiire ' and equations (13 and 1^) in effect define

(8

)

the pragmatic dependence of ^d as used by Gschneidner , and illustrated

in Figure 1. Substituting a value of k^ equal to 8.7 (Tp.ble IV) into

equation (13) yields f = 0.8^, and substituting this value into equation

(1^) and rearranging gives:-

^Scc-Fcc/'^ = "It? ^
2'^^

:

= - 2.6^ (15)

This confirms the initial empirical value of suggested by Goldschraidt.

It should however be noted that the small difference between 2.&& and 3?^

vrnxy become significant in high pressure experiments.laci azcec where tr:.rLsformation

stresses are important. The inherent geometrical volume change th-.t will occur

on ch'-Jiging from FCC to BCC configuration nssuming no change in atomic dicuneter

is easily deduced co be:- . 3

^BCC ' FCC ^2l/r) ^ 1.0872 (16)

TCC * ECC \ ^/

Where V^^^ and V_^-, are the appropriate volumes of the vmit cells, and
dCC too

V-anr and iUir- corresponding numbers of atoms per unit cell.
BCC X OO
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The net volume change which occurs when a change in atomic diameter

is included is given by:-

^\et = '-^^^^ (dgcc/^VcC^' , ....(17)

Since (1.026)^ equals 1.0799 and (1.03)-^ equals 1.0927, the two criteria

therefore predict net volume changes of opposite sign.

The effect of a chp.ngo in co-ordin,".tion from 12—^6 nenrest neighbours

The Goldcchmidt correction factor for this change in co-ordination

is quoted as a contraction of k%y which is not very different from the 3^

(ll)
quoted for the change to 8 nearest neighbours. The original reference

shows that this value v/as derived from the behaviour of a single material

(SbSn) which cannot be considered typical oi this class of transformation.

An examination of some cubic transition metal carbides with the B3 structure

shows that the appropriate reduction for a change in co-ordination from 12—^6

may be nearer 79^(Table V), This is the value derived by calcvilating the

effective carbon radius for sixfold co-ordination with equation (9) (using the

appropriate value of kp derived from equation 12), subtracting this result

from the distance of closest approach in the carbides concerned, and comparing

the effective metallic radius with the distance of closest approach in the

pure metal (for co-ordination 12).

An independent estiiaate of the expected contraction for the metal atom

can be made by using the same principle already outlined for the FCC-ECC

transformation (equations 13 niid 14), namely by first establishing the expected

partition of the total bond strength between the six metal-carbon bonds and

a further 12 second nearest metal-metal bonds. Since the metal-met?J. bond

distance is greater than the metal-carbon bond, it is found that 95^

of bond strength is associated with these latter bonds; applying the appropriate

analogues of equations (l4 and 15) i-

^<liaCl^Cc/<^ = -(2.3/8.7) log (2 X 0.95)

(18)
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This valuo is in good agreement vrith the mean value derived from the carbides

listed in Table V (6.9 t and it may therefore be worth considering

that this is a more suitable value to use in metallic systems.

Since the sodium chloride lattice is also favoured by ionic bonding, it is

(1*5)
interesting to note that Paviling calculates an expected oxparsion of 9."]%

for a change in ligancy from 6—^12>with an average Born exponent of 9

which is equivalent to an S.k% contraction based on 12 fold co-ordination).

A change in the proportion of ionic bonding is therefo^-j not going to

produce a groat deal of difference in the interatomic distances observed in

practise, and this situation favours a high degree of resonance consistent

with the high melting point and hardness of these carbides. These consider-

ations serve to complement the arguments used by Robins^ to accotmt for

the existence of these carbides, and remove some of the anomalies v/hich

result when a conventional Pauling analysis is made of the apparent bond

numbers in these compcmds^'^^^

III The — Trrnsformation in Group IV Elements

(29)
Jamieson has shown that the allotropic transformation which

occurs in pure tin can occur lander pressure in other materials possessing

a diamond structure (Table VI). It is therefore of interest to see whether

the observed changes in interatomic distance can be predicted by means of the ,

present, treatment. The A5 (white tin) structure is characterised by two

(l)
distances of closest approach

if atoms at (a + c/l6) (19)

and 2 atoms at c (20)

This can be rearranged to yield the difference between the two

distances of closest approach 2^ d,_2'

^^-2 = ""V^"^
" ^^^^
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llie fraction of the total bond strength (f ) arsocinted with the four

nearest neighbours nirjr be calculated in c.n analogous way to the method used

for BCC structures (equations k to 6), and this value then used to calculate

the expected change in interatomic distance for the -^A5 transformation.

Since there is here some doubt as to whether the bonds should bo considered

metallic or covalentj both values of the constant B have been used in Table VII.

Pauling originally treated the tin transformation as an example v/here there

is a change in the effective valency of the element as well as a change in

the number of ligands, attributing a metallic valency of 2.5 for white tin

(13)
as compaxed to k in the case of the diamond structure of grey tin •

However a compajrison of the experimental results in Table VI with the

predicted values from Table VII indicates that the transformation may equally

well be considered in terms of an unaltered valency of k together with

predominantly covalent bonding in both allotropes. C-ovalent bonding in white

(32)
tin structiurcs . has also been suggested by Yoshioka and Beck on the

basis of the alloying behaviour of group IV elements.

The effect of ionic bonding and the B3 - B1 Transformation

It may be noted from Table VII that an increasing value of ^d (A'f —^5)

in the case of III - V compounds correlates with an increase in jPlarisability

(30)
of these compoundjs as determined by Folberth and Welker . It therefore

seems likely that there is some proportion of ionic bonding involved in this

transformation.

While the A5 structure may be considered as a deformed six-fold co-ordination

(since the two sets of interatomic distances are reasonably similar) there is

no doubt that it is a less suitable structure for ionic bonding theii either the

sodium chloride lattice or the diamond lattice. Consequently it may be expected

that whereajs in a trans forra.?.tion from B3(ZnS) Bl(NaCl) the proportion of

ionic bonding is likely to increase, in the transformation A^(or B3)—> A5

the proportion of ionic bonding is likely to decrease. With increasing polar-

iSability there then arises a sitviation where in the A^(B3) structure there
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will be an increasingly large contribution to resonance bonding whereas

there will be a decreasing contribution to resonance in the corresponding

A5 structure. This situation is consistant with the obs'^rved variation of

with polcirisability,

(30)According to Folberth and Welker when the polarisability factor

exceeds a critical value the ZnS lattice becomes unstable with respect to the

NaCl (or CSDl) lattice, since ionic bonding now predominates over the covalent

component. Folberth and Welker placed this critical point between InSb and

(31)
InPi and it is significant that the results as Drickamer shows that

InP and InAs (which have very similar values of polarisability) both trans-

form to a Bl (NaCl) lattice in preference to the white tin modification.

Table VIII shows that the changes in the distance of closest approach for

this transformation also lie very close together (between +7»^% and +3.6%)

\

Table X shov/s the corresponding calculated values based on both fully ionic

and fully covalent models, it can be seeu that, as might be expected, the

ejqperimental values faill in between these two extremes.

Changes in the interatomic distance arising from a change in co-ordin?.tion

from 12

—

>k

(Table X) shows that the changes in atomic diameter for silicon,

germanium and tin dissolved in FCC lattices center around l4^ relative to

(1)
the diameter in their normal lattice , which is good agreement with the

value suggested by Goldschmidt (his correction factor of 12^ is based on the

FCC lattice as a reference pointy and this is nearer relative to CiJ = k)

.

With this large change in co-ordination, correspondingly larger differences might

be ejcpected for different bonding models, as shown in Table XI, The large

differences in apparent atomic volume for .these elements when present in various

(32)
intermetallic compounds can be readily rationalised m terms of varying

proportions of covalent and metallic bonding, providing the purely geometric

volume changes associated v/ith the various structural changes are first

eliminated (see Appendix A). According to the principles already used for the other
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typos of transformationj the calculated valuoo are given by:-

A^CC-^DIAMCND
. ^ i„^3 (23,

Where in this case it is clearly not to be expected that either k = 8,7 or
G

kg = ^.5 will lead to a universally applicable answer. It is interesting

to note that the range of experimentally determined results does lie generally

between the two values obtained by assuming totally covalent or totally

metrJ-lic bonding in both co-ordinntions. The suggested intermediate case in

Table XI assumes that there is covalent bonding for the co-ordination change

^~^6 and metallic bonding for the change 6—^12. Both these chajiges have

been discussed in other sections of this paper, a.nd together total +^6%,

It is interesting that if the experimentally determined values for these

two sots of transformations are added, the average value and scatter is almost

identical + 1^ i ^ with the results of Table X. Attributing a definite

metallic diameter to the Group IV elements (Si, Ge, Sn) is thus difficult

j

but it seems clear that the appropriate value will be considerably larger

(12)
than the estimate made by Rudman on the basis of the effective di.ameter

in the A5 structure.

Conclusion

Table XII compares changes in the distance of closest approach, calcvilate/i,

for v.ario\is transformations on the basis of the modified Pauling equation

used In this paper, with the average experimental v.alues obtainable from

literature. It may be concluded that this treatment offers a satisfactory

general method of rationalising the observed data, and also relates various

other empirical methods currently in use. A summajry of the effect of different

types of bonds (Figure k) shows that there is considerable similarity in the

dimensional changes expected from the major kinds of bonding, and this no doubt

contributes to the general uniformity of the observed overall trend. Although

this allows more confidence in estimating dimensional cha.ngos where the nature

of the bond is not known, it means that the reverse procedure of estimating the

nature of the bond from observed changes in interatomic distances must be

treated with caution.
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Appendix A

The necessary information to evaluate the changco in volvune which

occur due to geometric factors only is assembled in (Table A1), The

ratio of atomic volumes to be expected can then be expressed in terms of a

purely geometric factor and a ratio o2 the effective atomic diameters in the

two' structures (Table A2).

If it is assiimed that no changes occur in the size of the atoms

concerned during transformation, the equivalent values of AV% are very

similar for the Ak —5»-A5 and A4"~^B1 transformation, but markedly different

from the value of the A^"~^A1 transformation (Table A3). It can be seen

that if allowances are made for the average change in (d) observed for these

transformations an entirely differsnt set of values is obtained. The

formulae in the main body of the paper can be used to derive the likely

changes in6v for different bond strengths.

It is clear that similar calculations should be made for each type of

lattice change before any significant comparison can be made between the

effective atomic volximes per atom.
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TADIS A1

Crystal
Lattice

Distance of
Closest Approach (d)

Volume/Atom

Diamond

IVhite Tin A5

NaCl B1

FCC A1

( ^V)a

f \k + (c/a)^"] ^

(l/2)a

(1/V2)a

aVs = (8/3^)d\^

aV^ = i(c/a)(d^^/.5lB)^

aVs =d|^

a^A = (,/a72)d5^

TABLE A2

Transformation Ratio of Atomic Volumes

Ai)—> A5*

kk—^B1

Aif—7»-A1

.63 X (d^/d^^)^

.65 X (dg/d^^)^

AG X (d,/d^^)5

(*based on c/a ratio of 0.55» only marginal differences
in c/a observed for this group of products)

TABLE A3

Trarisformation Ratio d/d^^ Equivalent

Ak—> A5 05^ 1.00 - 37%

A/f H^BI 1.00 - J>%

A4~>-A1 0?^ 1.00 - 5^%

Alf -^A5 1.07 - 23^

Aif-^BI 1.08 - 1856

A^f— 1.14 - 32?^

(a 19^ increase in Ad is approximately equivalent to a
chanr t; of +2^ in AV)
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TABLE I

Effect of second nel^hboui' interactio.i on the

prediction of chap.f-es in the distance of closest
approach in BCC allotropic transiormations

Element
d CN!12

KX (at T,)
A

^d Tirst neighbour
interaction only
Pauling .( 13)

l''irst and second
neighbour interactiofie

,
Thewlis .(.1^)

Observed ^d
(at T^)(1,12)

Fe 2.57 2.5?i

Ti 2.95 3.6?^ 2.h% 2.8?o

Zr 3.15 3.39^ 2.^ 2.95^

Tl 3.^5 3.1^ 2.k% 2.7%

TABLE II

Experimental and calculated values of d(logK)/
ddog d) for groups of elements v/ith different
crystal structures

Structure d(logK)/d(log d) Reference

FCC A1 -(8—>9) Data from

BCC A2 -(8-^9) Pearson (1)

E:q)eriniental

-(8->9)CPH A3
Values

Diamond kk Oilmen (16)

and
NaCl B1 -if K'Aster (17)

Aluminium -8 Smith (21)

Sodium -(7-^8) Smith (21)

Calculated
Rice (22)Vander Waal -(6—^8)

Values
"Fermi" Metal -5 Raynor (23)

Ionic -if Gurney (2'f)
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TABLE III

Comparison of calcul ated values of the Pauling
constant with standard values used in the literature

Element
Interatomic
DistanceC d)

Oilman
constantCk^ )

u

Pauling
conotant(kp

)

Calculated
Paiiling constant
(Equation 12)

C 0.70 0.75

Fe 2.4? 8.7 0.6o 0.65

TABLE IV a

Comparison of experimental and calculated values
of £^d for transformations from BGC to close packed
structures

Element
d (CN12)

KX (at T^)
Ad OBSERVED
(Refs 1,8,12)

^d CALCULATED

\ - 8.7)

Fe 2.57 .063 .069

Mn 2.75 .069 .07^+

Ti Z.9h .078 .080

Zr 3.23 .090 .088

Tl 3.^5 .097 .09^

Th 3.65 .101 .099

Ce 3.66 .100 .100

Na 3.76 .103 .102

Ca 3.97 .110 .109

Sr ^^.33 .127 .120

,
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HABIZ IV

b

Variation in the partition coefficient fpgg with
the Oilman constant G.^} and the resultant chanp:es

in £id for BCC - CPH and BCC - FCC transformations

Gilman constant

Partition coefficient fg^Q

8.0 8.5 8.7 9.0

0.82 0.85 0.8k 0.85

OBSERVED

Ad

Calculated Ti

Calculated ^cl^^ Ca

.075 .077 .080 .083

.102 .106 .109 .112

.078

.110

TABLE V

Distances of closest approach in cubic transition metal
carbides and their relation to the radius for twelvei^old

co-ordination

System
Metal Carbon
distance (IO)

Carbon Radius
for Z=6 (13)

Effective Metal
Radius

Pure Metal
Radius for
Z=12 (1)

Ad%

Ti-C 2.16 1.32 1.^4^+ 8,3^

Zr-C O.Bk 1.50 1.60 6.39^

Hf-C 2.32 0.8k 1.^+8 1.58 6.3%

V-C 2.08 0.8k 1.2^ 1.3^ 7.5^

2.23 0.8k 1.39 l.'f3 5.6.-;
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TABLE VI

I^xperimentol values for chanf^es in interatomic
distance for transformations

Element C/a(A5)
Polarization
Factor J(30)

Refs

Si 0.55^ _ (31,32)

Ge 0.551 M

Sn 1^% 0.5it6 )l

AlSb 5.25^ 0.538 35 (29)

GaSb 0.5'+9 55 II

InSb 8.9^ 0.536 95 II

TABLE VII

Predictions of the change in interatomic dist-^nce

for the A^ —> A5 transformation in Tin

Valency

kh A5

Partition
Coefficient
f(A5) £

Type of
Bond

Oilman
Constantk^

Calculated
A d

References

.72 Ionic if 8.0^ Present

if h .72 Covalent 'f.5 7.1^ Work

.76 Metallic 8-^9 3->^9^

h 2.5 (.79)*
kk Covalent

A5 Metallic
(10)* 6.6$^

Pauling

(5,13)

* Equivalent values derived from Pauling and Equation (12)
baeedon the transformation in Tin.

i The partition coefficient will be a function of c/a ratio,

but for the range of c/a observed in these transformations
(Table VI) this is only a second order effect.
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TABLE VIII

Experin'.ental values of the change in the distance
of closest approach for the E3-->B1 transformation

Compovmd d NaCl 6d(B3-^ B1)

Ag I 3.0^ + 8.&/0 (33)

In As 5.51 + 7.95^ (31)

In P 5.71 + 7A% (31)

TABLE IX

Predicted values for the change in the distance of
closest approach for the B3~->- B1 transformation

Type of Bond ^d(B3-^Bl) Ref

10C?^ Ionic (Born exponent = 9)

100^^ Covalent (k„ =

+ 5.15^

+ 9.2?^

13

TABLE Xa

VgTiation in apparent atomic diameter for Tin^

Silicon and Germanium in various crystal structures (I)

de.Si ^Ge
d„
on

Elemental Form Ak 2.3^ zAk 2.80

White Tin Structure A5 2.52 2.60 3.02

FCC Solid Solution Al

(a) Al base 2.73 2.96

(b) Cu base 2.59 2.78 5.26

(c) Ag base 2.90 3.18
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TABLE Xb

Apparent chnnf^es in the distances of closerit approach -

in FCC structures relative to the diamond structure

Element
A d A^-^- A1

in Al in Cu in Ag

Si

Ge 17%

Sn 125b

TABLE XI

Predicted change in interatomic distances for

the A^—^ Al transformation

Assumed Oilman Predicted
Bonding Constant

Totally Metallic 8.7 + 12.6%

Totally Covalent + 24.3%

Covalent (Z = 4->6)
'in+ + 16.5%

Metcdlic (Z = 6-^2) 8.7)

Totally Ionic (13) + lif.2%

Based on (Z = 6—^ h)

+ (Z = 6-^-12)
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TABLE Xn

Cotnpgjison of experimentally observed Ad values
with the predictions of the modified Pauling equation

Transformation Ad predicted A d observed

FCC - BCC

(A1 - A2)
- 2.6% - 2.8% (i O.JoO

FCC - N?.C1

(A1 - El

)

- 7A% - 6.8% it 1.5^)

Diamond - White Tin
(A^ —^ A5)

+ 7.1?^ + 6.65^ (1 ^.k%)

Diamond - N?.C1

(A^t—^ El)
+ 9.2S^ + 8-0'^ (io.^^)

Diamond - FCC
Uk—^ Al)

+ 16.5^ + i^t^ (i k%)
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National Bureau of Standards SP-496, Applications of Phase Diagrams in Metallurgy and Ceramics
Proceedings of Workshop held at NBS, Gaithersburg, Md., January 10-12, 1977

On Computerized Construction of Multidimensional Phase Diagrams
in a Factographic IRS

I. V. Tulupova and V. S. Stein

"Phase Diagrams" (PD) is a field of knowledge belonging to several
sciences--chemistry

,
physical metallurgy, petrography, etc. Phase

diagram data are widely used by scientists and engineers in various
professional fields. Naturally, there are quite a number of studies
summing up the published data on the PD of two-component systems, including
the handbooks by M. Hansen and K. Anderko, R. P. Elliott, F. A. Schunk,
and others. A sign of the great importance of PD for various fields of
science and technology is the fact that VINITl puts out special collections
of abstracts on "Phase Diagrams of Metallic Systems" and "Phase Diagrams
of Nonmetallic Systems" on the basis of material covered in its abstract
journals "Chemistry" and "Metallurgy,"

Constructing a phase diagram from experimental data is a laborious,
expensive, and sometimes even practically unfeasible job. This has
given rise to several calculative methods of PD construction, some of
them computer-based. Methods of computer-based PD construction are
being developed by various authors in the USSR and in other countries
(D. S. Kamenetskaya , 1. L. Aptekar' , 0. S. Ivanov, A. L. Udovsky, L.

Kaufr-an, H. P. Lupis, etc.). A number of studies deal with predictions
of "^he PL ^>a^:tern and its particular features, for instance, the chemical
compounds (V, d. Vozdviz^rensky , E. M. Savitsky, and V. B. Gribulya; G.

Petzow; and others j . Other studies are concerned with experiment planning,
v.'hich is also very important (F. S. Novik, Yu. P. Adler, etc.). All
those studies, however, deal either with particular boundaries or with
PD of two-component systems and two-dimensional (isothermal) sections
of three-component systems.

Yet PD of multicomponent systems which reflect the interaction of
several components are of a particular practical importance. A case in
point is PD of materials having special physical properties.

Normally, multicomponent PD are represented by individual sections
both in primary publications and in secondary (reference) materials.

Conventional techniques of plotting the PD of a multicomponent
system by experimental points (using descriptive geometry) are laborious,
lack visuality, and cause difficulties when the PD are put to use in
solving calculative problems. So it is clear that reconstruction by
computer of PD of multicomponent systems is needed.

The objective of describing a complete PD by means of a computer
with a view to its subsequent storage, retrospective searching, and
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olution of computational and physical metallurgy problems was first
stated by V. S. Stein.

His earlier publications (especially [1,2,3]) described the first
attempts at devising machine methods for PD input into a computer (the

input information language of PD) and for PD representation in the
computer memory (internal information language, PD storage language),
and attempts at devising, on this basis, a computer-based information
retrieval system.

The concept was to enter PD into the computer in a topological and
an analytic notation, describing, respectively, the qualitative and the
quantitative aspect of PD structure.

A computer used for information recording, storage, and processing
offers, in principle, a mighty capability for highly sophisticated PD
calculations and for PD modeling. This is to be done on the basis of
experimental data and all information published earlier and accumulated
in the system's data base. Since this means bringing together experimental
results obtained at different times by different research schools all
over the world, one can only conceive such PD modeling within the framework
of a computer-based information retrieval system handling a retrospective
file of PD data. Such IR systems must be, by their nature, factographic
only. Moreover, with the processing of primary information, especially
of that extracted from primary texts and graphic material being a very
complicated matter, a system of that kind will probably be efficient
only if operated as a part of a general integrated IRS. The data items
that must be known about each PD are: (1) materials used for PD construc-
tion, (2) method used for the study of the sample, (3) constitution of
the diagram and the pattern of points and lines, (4) characteristics of
system phases, and (5) bibliographic data about the source from which
the information has been taken. Data to be extracted from text for
items 1, 2, 4, and 5 are not reflected in the geometrical image of PD.

Yet, even though the textual information about PD is less important than
graphic information, it is very essential for a correct and thorough
interpretation of graphic data. This means that the general aspects of
automatic text processing should not be overlooked by a designer of an
IRS for PD, even though, with the high informativity of geometric descrip-
tion of PD, this is a less urgent issue than in an IRS mainly concerned
with verbal information.

This is a difficult problem, but even more difficult is that of the
pre-computer description of PD geometry (i.e., creation of the input
information language); this must be a description enabling all semantic
information about PD stored in a text to be represented by geometrical
means. Alongside problems of PD computer system design, this task
involves both mathematical problems, e.g., describing the geometrical
elements, and pattern recognition problems, particularly during information
retrieval and computer input of PD.
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A further great difficulty is the absence of automatic printers for
efficacious input of PD.

The underlying principles of IRS for PD described in [1,2,3] has

been mainly retained and elaborated in [A, 5], where a version of topologica
notation has been developed for PD of condensed simple (nonreciprocal)
constant-pressure -three- and four-component systems (in principle applicabl
also to systems of more than four components); it was intended for
modeling PD of multicomponent systems from binary PD, two-dimensional
sections of PD of multicomponent systems, and projections of the individual
surfaces and hypersurfaces of PD.

The information retrieval system under development is to become a

part of the integrated IRS for chemistry, itself a component of the
ASSISTENT System being designed at VINITI. Along with graphic information,
the system will be able to handle natural language text.

In [4] , an index of boundary was introduced, which served as an
element of the topological notation and denoted the set of names of
phase regions adjoining at that boundary. For example, the index of the
boundary of the eutectic or peritectic point of PD of two-component
systems (figs. 1 and 2) appears as XC/)^a/<>/<p/^0(P, where "/" separates
the sets of symbols denoting the phases of each of the phase regions
adjoining at the point.

The boundary index gives an expression to one important rule of PD
construction. It is the rule of phase grouping, formulated by L.S.
Palatnik and A. I. Landau [6], which has several important corollaries.
For convenient handling of boundary notations, the so-called index
convolution has been introduced. Its left part (to be denoted x) fixes
the symbols of the phases of the region which has the least number of
phases; the right part (denoted y) , does so with those of the region
which has most phases. The right and left part of a convolution are
separated by "//"• The convolution of the above index appears as }i{ / / }i{ci^.

6
Figure 1 Figure 2
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An index should in some fashion indicate all those phase equilibrium
regions which, because of a low solubility of components, have merged in

the PD with the axis, edge, or face of the coordinates network, degenerated
to a point, a vertical straight segment, etc. (i.e., which have undergone
a relative degeneration, to use the expression introduced in [6]).

Similarly, the topological notation should record all those phase
regions which in the diagram have undergone the so-called absolute
degeneration due to the presence of an intensive parameter (temperature)

.

The absolute degeneration is expressed in the fact that a phase equilibrium
region having r = n+1 phases , where n is the number of components , has
one dimension less than the other regions do. In figures 1 and 2, only
absolute degeneration has not been eliminated; in figure 3 the relative
degeneration has not been eliminated either. Figure 4 shows an example
of eutectic-type PD, with both absolute and relative degeneration having
been eliminated. Proceeding from the general laws of PD construction,
one can obtain a topological notation of a PD even lacking some of its
constitutional data.

Figure 3 Figure 4

For example, figure 3 shows PD where the phase regions (a) and
i^k+a) are absent and it is not known whether subsequent investigation
will prove the PD to be eutectic (fig. 1) or peritectic (fig. 2).

Nevertheless, it is possible in this case, like in many others, to get a

full topological notation of PD. All subsequent refinements of the PD
structure will only affect its analytical notation.

An analysis of the convolution of boundary indexes makes it possible
to determine the dimensions of (1) the boundary Rj^ (5^ ~ S ~

Y ~^

»

directrix of boundary R^^ (Rj^ = n - + 1) , and (3) the generator simplex
R (Rg^ = X - 1). Since there is a one-one correspondence between boundaries
a?L^ their index convolutions, it is possible to determine the index for
any boundary, and, conversely, given the number of components of a PD,

it is possible to determine the nature of each of its boundaries. Index
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convolutions are liable to some operations (union, intersection, etc.)

which allow the determination of: (1) all phase equilibrium regions adjoining
through a boundary obtained by union or intersection of several boundaries,
and (2) the dimensions and the t3rpe of the new boundary. For example,
if boundaries A and B intersect along the boundary C, the index convolution
of C is obtained thus: the left term of the C index convolution includes
those and only those phases which are comprised at the same time in x^

and Xg
,
respectively, of the index convolutions of A and B, and the

right term of the index convolution of C, (y^-, ) includes the sum of all
phases contained in y^ and yg of the index convolutions of the respective
boundaries. If, for example, we consider the boundaries whose index
convolutions are: ^a/ /}^a^ (A), and M<aV/ / aV6e (B) , these boundaries
may intersect (i.e., give rise to a new boundary, C) whose index convolution
will appear as y< a/ /}^ Oi^Vde, . Introducing the sign O to denote intersection
of boundaries we can represent the derivation of the index convolution
of the new boundary as follows:

Since PD contains so-called critical elements (CE) (critical points,
critical curves, etc.) and critical figures (CF)" (critical tie-lines,
critical tie-triangles, etc.) to which the rule of phase grouping does
not apply, a special rule [5] has been formulated enabling the approach
described above to be applied for their notation, i.e., index convolutions
to be applied for topological notation of CE and CF and the CF boundaries.
An example of such a PD is given in figure 5, which shows a possible
binary section of a ternary PD with the vanishing line of the binary
eutectic.

"Critical figure is a geometrical image of whose boundaries at least one is a critical
element.

b
Figure 5
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The minimal point (Point 1, fig. 5) on the boundary of the three-

phase region a + with the two-phase ones iH<+ a) and (}H+ P) belongs

to a critical tie-line and has the index convolution Mia = P)^>/<ap,

where "^ " separates the left and right member of the index convolution

of the critical element. The sign between symbols of two phases

indicates that they are identical. Another possible version of notation
for the convolution of the same index is: <^ a = ^ ^^}kci^.

Since for this point the index convolution coincides with the index,

another possible notation is <^(a = p)/>^t'ap. Below the minimal point of

three-phase equilibrium, regions ( ^ + a) and ( }}< + ^) merge into one

region, denoted HiaV>f{^ or ;/<(aVp). The sign "V" denotes the logical OR
connective. For the binodal curve (line 2-4-3) separating the two-phase
region from regions (a) and (p) , the position of the critical point may
not be known (it does not coincide with the temperature maximum) . The

index of the binodal curve is aVp/ap. The index of the critical point
on that curve is a = p/ofp.

Table 1 gives index convolutions of CE
,
CF, and the CF critical

boundaries for two-, three-, and four-component systems, and table 2

gives index convolutions of the noncritical boundaries of CF. The data

refer to PD whose two liquid phases are identical. For identical two

solid phases, index convolutions are similar. The critical points of a

higher order, which are not typical of condensed metal systems, are not
considered. The dash indicates absence in the PD of the geometrical
element of the respective dimension.

Index convolutions of CD, CF, and CF boundaries and the respective

indexes are in one-one correspondence, so that an index convolution can

be converted to the index and vice versa. Besides, as has been shown,

it is possible for one and the same CF or its boundary to be recorded by
a few equivalent alternative indexes

.

1
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Table 1

Curvilinear

CP

Regular and flat CP and

CP boundaries

Index convolu-

tion

Dimenaions

of

PD

2 Critical point

(extremal)

3 Critical curve

4 Critical surface

Index convolu-

tion

Dimensions

of

PD

2 -

3 Terminal critical
point (vertex of
critical tie Ixney

Critical tie-line
(extremal)

4 Terminal critical
curve surface

Index convolu-

tion

DioiGnsionn

of

» PD

2

3

4 Angular critical
point (vertex of
critical tie-tri-
an^'^lc

ToiTOinal criti-
cal tie-lino
(side of criti-
cal tie-triangle)

Critical tic-
triangle (ex-
tremal)
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Table 2

Curvilinear noncritlcal

CF boundaries

jinear noncritlcal

CP boundaries

Index convolution

Dimensions

Of

PD

2

3 Noncritlcal terminal poin *

4 Noncritlcal curve

(boundary of critical

regular surface)

Index convolution

Dimensions

of

PD

2

3

4 Noncritlcal angular

point (vertex of

critical tie-

triangle )

Terminal noncritlcal

tie-lino (side of

critical tie-trien-

gle)
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Figure 6 shows a fragment of a hypothetical PD of a four- component
system with miscibility gap :^n the quaternary system and in two ternary
systems and without misci.ii .ty gap in binary systems. In the quaternary
system, the miscibility gap region intersects with the surface of the
binary eutectic along the closed curve 2-a'-8-b'-2. A fragment of this
PD is presented in order to illustrate how the CF and its boundaries are
recorded as index convolutions and complete indexes. Note also that 5-a-7j 5-

b-7, and 4-6 are monovariant curves defining the equilibrium of two
liquid and solid (or) phases in one of the three-
component systems, 3-4-5-2 is a critical regular surface of the four-
component system, and 1-2-3 is a critical tie-triangle. For this PD, it
is the temperature maximum of the four-phase region (>f^i + /^2"'"^'^P)'
Point 2 i" the critical angular poi it; points 1 and 3 are noncritical
angular points

.

For the geometrical elements 3-4-5-2, 3-2, 3-j.-l, 2, and 3, the
index convolutions are:

(>Ki - X

(Xi = }K 2)a /? >« i^^^ 2"P>

= %

= X 2^Xi>^2aP,
and

The complete indexes are, respectively:

(the index convolution coincides with the index)

,

(Xi =>K 2)a/>Ki><2«/(>^ 1 ='>K2)ap/)K i>K2ap, (>^ 1 =^ 2)aP/^x>^2aP

(the index convolution coincides with the index)

,

Xi = ^ 2/>^i^2/(>*<i ^ ^2)Gi/i>^i =>*<2)P/J*^i'^2tf/>^i^2p/(i^i =>^ 2)aP/«i>^2aP,

(y/(Xi =X 2)a/ap/(Mi = )K 2)«P/ 5^ 2"^-

The specific feature of the PD fragment is the fact that it has such
geometrical elements whose index convolutions would coincide if we do

not introduce some additional symbolism (for example, this refers to the
critical tie-lines in the three-component PD with a dome) . Similar
cases also occur in PD without a critical phase--a PD containing both
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polymorphism and extremums and the like. On one side of the extremal
(by temperature) critical figures (critical tie-triangle, critical
regular surface) in figure 6, there lie phase regions separated by usual
boundaries; the regions whose phases become identical on the other side

of the critical figure merge pairwise, the respective boundaries disappear
and in the notations of the phase regions comprised in the index, the

sign "V" is introduced.

Let us enumerate the possible alternative positions of phase equilibrium
regions relatively to the extremum critical figures.

1. All phase equilibrium regions are treated as ordinary in the
following cases:

1.1 At temperatures above CF, if CF is the minimum of the
temperature (isothermal critical tie-figure) or temperatures
(regular critical tie-figure with the parallelism plane
perpendicular to the axis of temperatures).

1.2 At temperatures below CF, if CF is the maximum of the
temperature or temperatures.

2. Every two phase equilibrium regions each of which comprises
the same phases and one differing phase, this differing phase
becoming identical on the CE to which the CF directrix belongs,
merge pairwise in the following cases:

2.1 At temperatures below CF, if the latter is the minimum of

the temperature or temperatures.

2.2 At temperatures above CF, if CF is the maximum of the
temperature or temperatures.

Index convolutions of CF boundaries can be obtained by the operation
of intersection of CE, CF and their boundaries with the ordinary boundaries.

By introducing index convolutions of boundaries, it is possible to

write down in the computer memory not only the complete PD, but also PD
that have been built just partially.

Apart from points, curves, straight lines, curvilinear and regular
surfaces, etc., CE and CF of PD are characterized by the presence of
saddle points and extremums, which, in general, are not reflected in
index convolutions. Therefore, in reconstructing the complete PD model,
it is necessary somehow to include these features in the topological
notation. The appearance of extremums and saddle points can be predicted
proceeding from the qualitative and quantitative features of PD sections
and from the thermodynamic rules. The quantitative description of PD is

also affected by the factual insolubility of the components in onp or
several phases, the presence of polymorphous modifications of phases,
etc

.
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When sections and projections of PD are constructed from the data
of two or more experimentors , the experimental points are not normally
reported, e.g., in some handbooks and similar publications. When,
however, experimental points are not given even in publications by
individual authors, i.e., when no thorough preliminary generalization of
the results of various authors has been carried out and no estimates of

the adequacy of the construction of the particular parts of the PD are
given, the process of inputting the sections into the computer building
a complete PD is greatly complicated and the reliability of information
obtained from processing of input data is weakened.

In plotting PD of a multicomponent system from experimental data,

one can resort to methods of descriptive geometry. The drawing of PD
and the information about the multidimensional figure it represents
express both the qualitative and the quantitative aspect of the PD
structure. Applications of descriptive geometry in PD research are
discussed by a number of Soviet scientists (V. N. Pervikova, M. G.

Podylina, L. N. Lambin, A. G. Kraeva, Yu. A. Maleyev, F. S. Veselova,
etc. )

.

V. N. Pervikova demonstrated (e.g., in [8]) that by attaching a

coordinate system to a multidimensional figure to be represented by a

drawing, one can dispense with defining the projection mechanisms and
replace them with space transformations; a matrix interpretation of

drawings makes it possible to pass over from the graphic plottings to

the algebraic tools of the present-day geometry.

Some studies use the computer to solve certain special graphic
problems in retaining the logic of the graphic method but replacing the
geometric plotting with algebraic solutions typical of the analytical
method (e.g., finding the common point of four hyperplanes of the four-

dimensional space in [9]).

For qualitative description of PD of both binary systems and individual

boundaries of the phase regions of the PD of multicomponent systems, the

physico-chemical analysts nowadays make use of interpolation and approxi-
mation by polynomials of various orders. The polynomial method, however,
has a limited application, as it only produces satisfactory results for

piece-wise-smooth surfaces.

But, as mentioned, the structure of PD is largely determined by the

special points.

In the system under development, the operations performed to reconstruct
a complete PD from index convolutions, i.e., operations conducted on the

elements of the topological notation, are inseparably linked with those
conducted on those elements of the analytical notation which correspond
to these index convolutions, e.g., on the equations describing the

boundaries whose semantic is expressed by the topological notations.
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From Soviet and other publications on the PD of metallic and non-
metallic systems, certain rules based on thermodynamics have been selected.
Those rules allow prediction of some features of PD structure and verification
of the primary experimental data and their interpretations in the very
process of PD plotting.

Descriptive-type rules have to be formalized before being entered
into the computer. Formalization involves creating a system of concepts
and terms and developing the appropriate predicate calculus on which to
base a language for description of those rules.

The work on the system of concepts and terms has started by selecting
the terms (some 350 altogether) to be in a certain manner correlated
with the elements of the graphic image of PD. For the most part, these
are names of the phase processes (such as "primary crystallization,"
"eutectic reaction") and the corresponding geometric elements (e.g.,
"regular surface"); terms serving to describe the network of coordinates
(e.g., "concentration," "weight percentage"); and terms denoting physico-
chemical properties ("solubility," "heterogeneity").

Various ways of description of concepts can be used. For example,
Hillert's criterion, which determines the type of process (whether
eutectic or peritectic) , can be represented either mathematically or
graphically. The determination of the quasi-binarity of a section can
be interpreted as a pattern recognition problem. By feeding into the
computer textual information alongside graphic information, it is possible
to make corrections and refinements of the description of PD structure.
Textual information will be of a particular value where there is no

graphic image of PD but just a verbal description of its fragments.
Textual information can also be used to add data to a PD which has been
built and entered into the IRS earlier.

The IRS under development will make it possible to enter into the

computer both graphic and textual information from published sources.
Algorithms kept in the computer memory can, not only reconstruct the
complete PD from its sections, but also cope with problems involving the
plotting of isothermal and polythermal sections, calculation of the
quantities of equilibrium phases depending on the mixture composition,
etc.

As has been noted, the IRS for PD is to be incorporated in a larger
system--the integrated IRS for chemistry, itself a part of the ASSISTENT
System under development at VINITI. Along with the data bases of the
IRS for PD, files of data will be prepared for other systems as well,
including the subsystems for chemical compounds, properties, etc., all
incorporated in the ASSISTENT. Data accumulated in these files will
eventually allow predictions to be made about properties of chemical structures,
the planning of experiments, and so on. It will be also possible to edit all
sorts of printed information services on PD and to "conduct SDI on permanent
interest profiles as well as retrospective searches. All these capabilities
will largely expand the scope of applications of ASSISTENT, and particularly
of the IRS for PD.
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)

Summary

1. The paper discusses a group of problems involved in the design of

an automated information system for PD (in the framework of the
integrated IRS for chemistry, a component of VINITI ' s ASSISTENT
System)

.

2. PD will be constructed on the basis of formal descriptions of the
boundaries of two-dimensional sections entered into the computer.

3. The complete record of a PD in the computer will consist of a

topological part and an analytical part, expressing the qualitative
and the quantitative aspects of PD structure, respectively.

4. The topological notation is based on the so-called boundary index
and its convolution. Both index and index convolution serve to

record ordinary boundaries as well as CE, CF, and CF boundaries.

5. Algorithms for computer modeling of PD make use of various substantial
rules based on laws of thermodynamics. Along with graphic information
about PD, some textual information will be used.

6. The IRS under development will allow the carrying out of a variety of
operations in PD studies and computations and will provide information
services to users in SDl and retrospective-search mode.
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SUBJECT INDEX

Each paper has been indexed under one or more of these entries
for ease of retieval. This index is cursory rather than
exhaustive. Those papers giving numerical phase diagram data
or phase diagrams on specific systems are listed in the
Materials Index,
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Activity coefficients 726-727, 774, 777-786, 803-845, 1047-1048, 1052-1055
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Ceramics systems. Semiconductor systems, High pressure diagrams,
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- summary 1172
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Band theory 619
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Bragg-Williams 978, 1000, 1008
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Coherent phase diagrams 999-1026
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Compilation methods 22, 163, 658, 720-725, 1475-1478
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Compound prediction 763-773, 1112, 1139-1150, 1151-1160, 1220-1236, 1473
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Thermodynamics)
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- generalized 767
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- salt systems 1093-1108
Redlich-Kister 803-845, 846-906, 1445
Representations of phase diagrams 16-18, 262-264, 265-271,
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Speiss 1357
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575-577
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Superalloys 37, 262, 423-439, 624-658, 1186

- stoichiometric description 625-627
- geometric description 628-658
- phacomp 37, 624-627, 1423
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384-386

Superconductors 262, 375, 387-392, 401, 545-549, 616-618, 770
1148, 1158, 1326, 1411-1417
- needs 1411-1417

Surface phases 262, 268, 1459-1460
Surrounded atom model 141

Temperature scan method 151
Tetrahedron approximation 968, 978-983, 1008
Theories of phase diagrams (see review article pp 592-623, Tuesday's

poster session on the topic pp 726-1236, and see under specific topics)
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Thermal analysis, including differential thermal analysis, DTA) 121, 142

377-382, 407, 417-419, 517, 1171, 1310
Thermal gravimetric analysis 517
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Thermodata 37, 122
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MATERIALS INDEX

This index represents a listing of pages on which quantitative
information is given for specific systems: 1) all pages are
noted on which phase diagram figures appear; 2) generally, those
pages are noted on which data evaluation is discussed; 3) generally,
those pages are noted on which related thermodynamic data, or

sometimes related crystallographic data appear. A few summarizing
data tables occur in these proceedings. No attempt has been made
to list these under each individual material. Rather, these are
noted under the general material category (e.g. "rare earths", etc.).

Alloys have been listed with their components in alphabetical

order under the component of lowest alphabetical occurrence.

For compounds, the formulas have been alphabetized, but compounds

forming components of salt systems are not broken up to further

alphabetize, in order to preserve chemical meanings (e.g.

CaF2-AlF3-Al203 is listed under AlF3-Al203-CaF2 , rather than

Al-Ca-F-0)

.

A-15 compound formation prediction 1148, 115o

^^IllglV^^
compound formation prediction 11 A Q lli^n IISQ —IIAOXXHy — XJ-JU, XXDU

Ac-B 762

Ag laves phase prediction 1147, 1157

Ag-B 770

Ag-Cu 780

Ag-Cu-S 774-797

Ag-Cu-Se 774-802

Ag-Cu-Zn (several temps) 237-246

Ag-Pd 1218

Ag-S 779-780

Ag-Si 219

Al 1407

Al-Au-In 455

Al-B 749, 753-757

Al-Be-Fe 544

Al-Ca-O-Si 1370

Al-Co-Cr-Ni 438

Al-Co-Fe-Si 1392, 1405

Al-Cr-Fe-Ni 438

Al-Cr-Fe-Si 1392, 1405

Al-Cr-Mo-Ni-Ti-W 630-635
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Al-Cr-Nb

Al-Cr-Ni

Al-Cr-Ni-Pt

Al-Cr-Ni-Ti

Al-Cr-Zr

Al-Cu

Al-Cu-Mg-Si

Ai-Fe-Mn

Al-Fe-Mn-Si

Al-Fe-Ni-Si

Al-Fe-Si

Al-Ge-Nb

Al-Li

Al-Li-Mg

Al-Mg

Al-Mg-Zn

Al-Mn

Al-Ni-Ti

Al-Sn

Al-Ti-V (Ti-6A1-4V)

Al-Zn

AlCa2Fy J
3.nd related cpds.

AlCaF^-FNa

Al^CaFgNa

AlF-CaF^

AIF3

AlF„-AlF^Li^-AlF^Na
J 6 i 6

AlF^-AlF^Na^-CaF^
3 6 3 2

AlF^-AlF^Na_-A1^0-
3 D 3 / 3

AlF,-AlF,Na^-A1^0^-CaF^

1189-1190, 1199

628-630, 655, 658

439

628-630, 654

1189-1190, 1194-1189

608

1389-1390, 1402

1391, 1403

1392, 1405

1392, 1405

1392, 1394, 1404, 1407

1415

1115-1118, 1128-1131

1109-1138, 1134-1138

1118-1119, 1128-1129, 1132

1385-1386, 1399

134

628-630, 657

1219

567-574

1393, 1406

283-285

318

320

280-285

278

329, 331

314, 317-324

322-326

333, 335-337 -
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AlF_-AlF,Na„-Al-0--CaF--FLi
i 6 J 2 J 2

272-354

AlF_-AlF,Na_-Al-0„-CaF^-FLi
J b J Z J z

336, 338

A1F„-A1F .Na„-FLi
J D J

229, 332

AlF3-Al203-CaF2 328

AlF^-FLi 300-305

AlF^Li -AlF,Na„
6 3 6 3

306-311

Al^Li3-AlF^Na3-Al203 228-330

AlF^Li3-Al203 310, 312

AlF^Li3-CaF2 314, 316

AlF Xi^-CaF^-FLl
6 3 z

329, 333-334

AlF,Na_
6 3

277

AlF Na^-AIF
6 -J J

AlF,Na -Al 0
6 3 2 3

289-296

296-299

AlF,Na -Al-0 -CaF-
6 3 2 3 2

325-328

Air ^Na„-Lar _
6 J 2

0 Q c 0 0 r\zoj-zyu

AlF Na -FLi
6 3

305-308

AIKO -0 Si 442

A 1 0 "7 r\279

AI2O3-AIF3 300

Al^Oj-CaF^

Al203-CaO-MgO-Na20-02Si

299-300

362-366, 374

*l°1.5-''°0.5 884

AI2O3-WO3 221

Alloy 713 and 713LC 642

Am-B 752-756, 762

As-Ga 1233-1234

As-In 1233-1234

Au laves phase prediction 1147, 1157

Au-B 771

Au-Cu 726-743, 984-985, 988,

997-998, 1007-1011, 1020
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Au-Cu-Ni _ 12(>-11\2>

Au-Mn 1013, 1025

Au-Ni 726-743

Au-Sb (including metastable diagram) 1173

Au-Si 1219

Au-Si (including metastable data) 1178

Au-Te 271

B-Ba 748, 753-757

B-Be 748, 752-757

B-C-Fe 566

B-Ca -'
' 748, 753-757

B-Co 749, 752-756, 761

B-Cr 749, 753-756, 759,

B-Fe 749, 753-756, 760

O C \ J_IIC J-LILL XilK illc; L a. o L ci U J- U-CLLcly 1177 117ft

B-Hf 749, 753-756, 758

B-Ir 749, 753-756, 7 61

B-La 749, 753-756, 758

B-Mg 748, 753-757

B-Mn 749, 753-756, 760,

B-Mo 749, 753-756, 759

B-Nb 749, 753-756, 759,

B-Ni 750, 753-756, 761

B-Np 752-756, 762

B-Os 749, 753-756, 760,

B-Pa 762

B-Pd 750, 753-756, 761

B-Pt 750, 752-756, 761

B-Pu 752-756, 762

B-Re 749, 753-756, 760
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B-Rh 749, 753-756,

B-rich systems 752

B-Ru 749, 753-756,

B-Sc 749, 753-756,

B-Sr 748, 753-757

B-Ta 749, 753-756,

B-Tc 749, 753-756,

B-Th 752-756, 762

B-Ti 749, 753-756,

B-transition metal 751

B-U 752-756, 762

B-V 749, 752-756,

B-W 749, 753-756,

B-Y 749, 753-756,

B-Zr 749, 753-756,

B-1900 642, 652-653

B2O3-WO3 220

BaO-WO^ 206

Be-Cu 539, 543

Be-Cu-Ne 543

Be-Fe 541

Be-Si 1219

Be-Ti (including metastable data) 1177

Be-Ti-Zr 1174

BeO-WO^ 202

Bi-Nb 1219

Bi203-W03 225

Brasses 1383-1385, 13
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c 857

C-Cr-Fe 1058

C-Cr-Fe-0 1048, 1060

C-Fe 155, 572, 885, 1368

C-Fe (metastable data) 1367

C-Fe-H-O-S 1081

C-Fe-Nl 470, 480, 880

C-Fe-Sb 573

C-H-Ni-O-S 1081

C-Ni (at three pressures) 111

C-Ni 891-901, 904

C-W 770

cri —tin T T Mouu^ riu—Lil—iNa J-Uyo, xiuo

Ca—Cu—Mg (several temps) 0 /i 7 T n/ —

/

jU

p o T Q n Q ^L.a—r C.—U—0 1 X J DO

9 7 Q

L.ar
2

nn Tl'i lie:

Ca-O-Si 1369

CaO-WO^ 204

CdO-WO^ 219

Cl-F-K-Li 1095, 1107

Cl-F-Li-Na 1095, 1105-1106

ClK-(HO)2Mg-MgO 511, 514-515

ClLi-(HO)2Mg-MgO 511-512, 515

Cl> -(HO)2Mg-MgO 511, 513, 515

Co-Fe-Ni 479

Co-Gd (including metastable data) 1177

Co-Sm 769

Cr-Fe 916, 935
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Cr-Fe-Mg-0

Cr-Fe-Ni

Cr-Fe'-Ni (including irradiation effects)

Cr-Fe-0

Cr-Ni

Cr-Ni-Ti

Cr-O-S

Cr-U (including metastable data)

CS20-W0^-W0^

Cu-Fe

Cu-Fe-Mn

Cy-Fe-Ni

Cu-Fe-O-SiO^

Cu-Fe-O-S-Si

Cu-Fe-S

Cu-Ge-Nb

Cu-Mn

Cu-Nb-Sn

Cu-Ni

Cu-Ni-S

Cu^O-S

Cu-S

Cu smelting

Cu ternary alloys

Cu-Zn

Cu-Zr (including metastable data)

Dy203-03SC2

Dy203-W03

1062

911-954

1066-1069, 1071, 1074-1075

1059, 1061

916, 939

628-630, 656

1424

1177

201

916, 924, 938, 1027-1046

911-954

911-954

1333

1343

1333, 1343

1417

916, 940

1416

726-743, 916, 941

1350

1090-1092

779

1336-1339, 1342-1349, 1354

229-250

1383-1385, 1398

1177, 1178

553-565

211
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F-Li 280

Fe-H-O-Ti 503

Fe-H-Ti 456, 498, 500, 506-507

Fe-Mn 916, 936

Fe-Mn-Ti 490-492, 504-505

Fe-Ni 916, 937, 1082, 1084

Fe-Ni (including irridation effects) 1065, 1068-1069

Fe-Ni-Mn (including irridation effects) 1065, 1068, 1072-1073

Fe-Ni-0 1078, 1082-1086

Fe-Ni-O-S 1077-1089

Fe-0 700, 909-910, 1080, 1084

Fe-O-S 1080, 1424

Fe-O-Si 1343

Fe-O-Ti 488-489, 501

Fe-Sb 573

Fe-Ti 486-488, 499

Ga-In-Sb 137, 138, 139

Ga-Nb 387-389, 397, 402-404

Ga-Sb 1233-1234

Ga-Sn-Zn 136

GaO^-WO^ 222

Ge-Nb 389-392, 405-406

GMR 235 642, 652-653

graphite 857

H-Zr

Hf02-W0^

H-Nb-Zr

H20-(HO)2Mg-MgO

Ho^O^-O^Sc^

587, 590-591

214

588-589

511, 515

552-565
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In-Sb 1233-1234, 1236

I-2°3-^°3 223

IN 100 642, 652-653

IN 731 X 642

Inconel 700 642, 652-653

Inconel 713 C 642, 652-653

Inconel X-750 642, 652-653

Ir laves phase prediction 1147, 1157

902, 906

199

208

1119-1120, 1128, 1133

197

M 316 stainless 1065
(including irradiation effects)

Mar - M 200 642, 652-653

Metal hydrides 610-612

Mg-Pb 1388, 1401

Mg-Si 1386, 1400

Mg-Zn (including metastable data) 1177, 1178

MgO-WO^ 203

Mn-O-S 1424

Mo-P 770

Mo-V 1218

Mo-W 1218

KjO-WOj-WO

Li-Mg

Li^O-WO -WO^
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Na^O • WO^ - WO^

Nb-Ni (including metas table data)

Nb-Tl

Nb-W

Nb203 - WO3

Ni-based (superalloys)

Ni-O-S

Ni smelting

Ni-Ti

Nicrotung

Nimonic 115

0-Si

Os laves phase prediction

Oxide systems

PbO-WO
3

Pb-Sn (including metastable data)

Pb-Te

Pd laves phase prediction

Pd-Si (including metastable data)

Pt laves phase prediction

Pt-V

198

1177

1218

1218

215

210

624-658

1078-1080, 1424

1340-1341, 1350-1352

135, 769

642, 652-653

642, 652-653

882

1147, 1157

165-225, 251-256, 257-258,
272-345, 355-374, 410-422,
440-449, 508-514, 550-562,

909

224

1175

1235

1147, 1157

1177, 1178

1147, 1157

549
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Rare earths
- tabulation of structure vs pressure

Rb^O • WO3 - WO^

Ren§ 41

Re-W (including irradiation effects)

Rh laves phase prediction

Ru laves phase prediction

110, 226-228, 751-752, 763

110, 112-120

200

642, 652-653

1066, 1068-1069, 1076

1147, 1157

1147, 1157

Sm^O^ - WO^ 209

Sn-V 770

SrO - WO^ 205

Steels: 43XX steel 571-572

Ta^O^ - WO3

TiO^ - WO3

Ti-rich, commercial (Ti-6A1-4V)

Tool steels

TRW 1900

216

212

567-574

572-573

642, 652-653

Udlmet 500

Udimet 700

Unitemp AF

UO^ - WO,

642, 652-653

642, 652-653

642, 652-653

217

V-W 1218
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Waspaloy - 642, 652-653

Y^O^ - WO^ 207

ZnO - WO^ 218

ZrO^ - WO^ 213
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$3.75 foreign.

Note: The Journal was formerly published in two sections:

Section A "Physics and Chemistry" and Section B "Mathe-
matical Sciences."

DIMENSIONS/NBS
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engineers, businessmen, industry, teachers, students, and
consumers of the latest advances in science and technology,

with primary emphasis on the work at NBS. The magazine
highlights and reviews such issues as energy research, fire

protection, building technology, metric conversion, pollution

abatement, health and safety, and consumer product per-

formance. In addition, it reports the results of Bureau pro-

grams in measurement standards and techniques, properties

of matter and materials, engineering standards and services,

instrumentation, and automatic data processing.

Annual subscription: Domestic, $12.50; Foreign $15.65.

NONPERIODICALS
Monographs—Major contributions to the technical liter-

ature on various subjects related to the Bureau's scientific

and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and indus-

trial practice (including safety codes) developed in coopera-

tion with interested industries, professional organizations,

and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences

sponsored by NBS, NBS annual reports, and other special

publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts,

pocket cards, and bibliographies.

Applied Mathematics Series—Mathematical tables, man-
uals, and studies of special interest to physicists, engineers,

chemists, biologists, mathematicians, computer programmers,

and others engaged in scientific and technical work.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quanti-

tative data on the physical and chemical properties of

materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically

evaluated. Developed under a world-wide program co-

ordinated by NBS. Program under authority of National

Standard Data Act (Public Law 90-396).

NOTE: At present the principal publication outlet for these

data is the Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference

Data (JPCRD) published quarterly for NBS by the Ameri-

can Chemical Society (ACS) and the American Institute of

Physics (AIP). Subscriptions, reprints, and supplements

available from ACS, 1155 Sixteenth St. N.W., Wash., D.C.
20056.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information

developed at the Bureau on building materials, components,

systems, and whole structures. The series presents research

results, test methods, and performance criteria related to the

structural and environmental functions and the durability

and safety characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in

themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a subject.

Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in

scope or definitive in treatment of the subject area. Often

serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at

NBS under the sponsorship of other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures

published by the Department of Commerce in Part 10,

Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The purpose

of the standards is to establish nationally recognized require-

ments for products, and to provide all concerned interests

with a basis for common understanding of the characteristics

of the products. NBS administers this program as a supple-

ment to the activities of the private sector standardizing

organizations.

Consumer Information Series—Practical information, based

on NBS research and experience, covering areas of interest

to the consumer. Easily understandable language and
illustrations provide useful background knowledge for shop-

ping in today's technological marketplace.

Order above NBS publications from: Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.

Order following NBS publications—NBSlR's and FIPS from
the National Technical Information Services, Springfield,

Va. 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications

(FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series collectively consti-

tute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register.

Register serves as the official source of information in the

Federal Government regarding standards issued by NBS
pursuant to the Federal Property and Administrative Serv-

ices Act of 1949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717
(38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of Title 15

CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)—A special series of
interim or final reports on work performed by NBS for

outside sponsors (both government and non-government).
In general, initial distribution is handled by the sponsor;
public distribution is by the National Technical Information
Services (Springfield, Va. 22161) in paper copy or microfiche
form.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

The following current-awareness and literature-survey bibli-

ographies are issued periodically by the Bureau:

Cryogenic Data Center Current Awareness Service. A litera-
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tic, $25.00; Foreign, $30.00.
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